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I. INTRODUCTION 

I have been engaged by Jane W, John X, John Y and John Z ("Plaintiffs") in Jane Wet al. 

v. Moses Thomas, Case No. 2:18-CV-00569-PBT (E.D. Pa.), to present my expert opinion on the 

following issues: (i) whether the conditions in Liberia since 1990, specifically the rule of law, 

access to justice and the progress of transitional justice mechanisms, prevented victims of civil 

wars-era human rights violations from investigating and seeking accountability for these crimes; 

(ii) whether adequate or available remedies exist in Liberia for war crimes, crimes against 

humanity, and other gross human rights violations committed during the civil wars; and (iii) as a 

matter of Liberian law, under what circumstances could a court "authorize" the execution of a 

civilian, within the meaning of the U.S. Torture Victims Protection Act, and whether those 

circumstances were met with regards to the massacre that took place at St. Peter's Lutheran 

Church in Monrovia on July 29, 1990 (the "Lutheran Church Massacre"). 

I offer the following expert report containing a statement of expected testimony and the 

reasons behind this testimony, and any data and other information and materials considered in 

forming my expert testimony. I also provide information regarding my qualifications as an 

expert on Liberian law, rule of law and access to justice in Liberia, and the transitional justice 

processes that have taken place since the end of the Civil Wars in 2003. I also describe my prior 

expert testimony, and confirm that I am not receiving compensation for my participation in this 

matter. 

II. QUALIFICATIONS 

My curriculum vitae, including a list of prior publications, is attached hereto as Exhibit A. 

I am a Liberian  with more than twenty years of experience in Liberian law, 

rule of law and public sector governance, access to justice, and human rights. I am currently  
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III. PRIOR EXPERT TESTIMONY 

I have provided expert testimony in  Liberian human rights abuse cases, including in 

support of  

. 

While I have not directly testified as an expert witness at international tribunals, I provided 

confidential briefmg, which cannot be disclosed,  

 

 

 

 

 

IV. COMPENSATION 

I am not being compensated for my testimony or work on this matter, except to reimburse 

me for any reasonable expenses incurred. My opinion is not conditioned upon any payment. 
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V. EVIDENTIARY BASIS OF TESTIMONY 

In preparing my expert analysis, I relied on my expertise in the Liberian legal system and 

the transitional justice processes in Liberia gained through personal and professional 

experiences, including  

 

 

 

In addition, I relied on pleadings filed with this Court, including Plaintiffs' Complaint 

(Doc. No. 1), Defendant's Motion to Dismiss (Doc. No. 17), Plaintiffs' Memorandum of Law in 

Opposition to Defendant's Motion to Dismiss (Doc. No. 21), and Plaintiffs' Motion to Proceed 

Anonymously and associated declarations (Doc. Nos. 15, 16, 16-1). I have also consulted 

Liberian and international law and secondary sources, including reports produced by the United 

States government, non-governmental organizations, and the United Nations, and newspaper 

reporting. The materials I consulted for the drafting of this report are listed in Exhibit B. 

VI. SUMMARY OF CONCLUSIONS 

In summary, my conclusions are as follows: 

1. The impact of the civil wars on Liberia's legal infrastructure and the rule of law has 

left victims of wartime human rights abuses like Plaintiffs unable to bring claims in 

Liberia to hold perpetrators to account. 

2. Poor civil infrastructure, the cost of legal proceedings, and the risks of retaliation 

faced by claimants, their lawyers, witnesses, and human rights defenders further 

prevent access to justice. 
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3. Although Liberia has made progress in addressing these difficulties, significant 

challenges remain. A culture of impunity for the gross human rights violations, war 

crimes, and crimes against humanity committed during the civil wars has become 

systemic. No successful criminal prosecutions or civil cases have been brought to 

address these crimes, and Liberian courts are not yet better placed to provide an 

effective remedy. 

4. Liberians reasonably believed the TRC would provide an avenue for justice and 

redress. However, because of the Liberian Supreme Court's 2011 ruling in Williams 

v. Tah, et al., and a lack of political will, the TRC recommendations have remained 

largely unimplemented. 

5. The Lutheran Church Massacre could not have been authorized by a Liberian court. 

VII. REPORT 

A. Key Events in the Liberian Civil Wars 

Liberia has a history of extensive civil conflict. Liberia suffered through two civil wars, 

the first from 1989 to 1997 (the "First Civil War") and the second from 1999 to 2003 (the 

"Second Civil War") (collectively the "Civil Wars"). The First Civil War followed one 

successful and one failed coup. In 1980, Master Sergeant Samuel Doe toppled the Americo-

Liberian government of then-President Tolbert, assassinating him and his cabinet, and installed a 

military junta.1  Five years later, Doe became president after widely disputed elections. Soon 

after, one of Doe's former allies, General Thomas Quiwonkpa—a Gio man from Nimba County, 

who had fled Liberia after being accused of treason—entered Liberia through Sierra Leone and 

' See Exhibit D, TRUTH AND RECONCILIATION COMMISSION OF LIBERIA, VOLUME II: CONSOLIDATED FINAL REPORT 
14, 143-147 (2009) [hereinafter TRC VOLUME II]; INTERNATIONAL LEGAL ASSISTANCE CONSORTIUM, ILAC 
REPORT: LIBERIA, DEC. 2003 3 (2003), https://perma.cc/6H22-UT9D.  
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attempted another coup.2  Quiwonkpa was killed before he reached Monrovia, and Doe 

responded with violent reprisals against the people of Nimba, especially the ethnic Manos and 

Gios.3  

The First Civil War began when Charles Taylor, an ally of the late Quiwonkpa, and his 

forces, the National Patriotic Front of Liberia (the "NPFL"), invaded Nimba County on 

December 24, 1989.4  For the next seven years, Liberia was in the throes of a brutal armed 

conflict.5  The First Civil War ended with elections in 1997, in which Taylor was elected 

president.6  Violence continued to erupt regularly for the next two years, until 1999, when 

various opposition groups to Taylor's regime, including Liberians United for Reconciliation and 

Democracy ("LURD") and later the Movement for Democracy in Liberia ("MODEL"), invaded 

from Guinea.7  As these groups gained control of the countryside and advanced toward 

Monrovia, the Second Civil War broke out across the country.8  President Taylor resigned in 

2003 before the opposition could occupy Monrovia, and the Accra Comprehensive Peace 

Agreement was signed on August 18, 2003, ending the Second Civil War.9  From 2003 until the 

inauguration of the first democratic president in January 2006, Liberia was governed by a 

2  Exhibit D, TRC Volume II, supra note 1, at 146-47. 
3  Id. at 147. 
4  See id. at 149, 152; INTERNATIONAL LEGAL ASSISTANCE CONSORTIUM, supra note 1, at 3. 
5  See Exhibit D, TRC VOLUME II, supra note 1, at 152-63. 
6  See id. at 163-64; INTERNATIONAL LEGAL ASSISTANCE CONSORTIUM, supra note 1, at 3. 
7  See Exhibit D, TRC VOLUME II, supra note 1, at 164-67; INTERNATIONAL LEGAL ASSISTANCE CONSORTIUM, supra 
note 1, at 3. 
8  See Exhibit D, TRC VOLUME II, supra note 1, at 167-70; INTERNATIONAL LEGAL ASSISTANCE CONSORTIUM, supra 
note 1, at 3. 
9  See Exhibit D, TRC VOLUME II, supra note 1, at 169-72; INTERNATIONAL LEGAL ASSISTANCE CONSORTIUM, supra 
note 1, at 3-4. 
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transitional government and overshadowed by a continued threat of reoccurring violence.10  In 

January 2006, Madam Ellen Johnson Sirleaf was inaugurated as the President of Liberia. 

The two Civil Wars and the period of Taylor's presidency resulted in the deaths of an 

estimated over a quarter of a million Liberians, and over one million people were internally 

displaced." The human rights abuses perpetrated during these periods were of a staggering 

scale. As the Liberian TRC—established in 2005 following a return to democracy—noted in its 

Preliminary Findings, "[e]very conceivable category of gross human rights and serious 

humanitarian law violation [was] committed by Liberians against Liberians."12  

B. Liberian Legal and Civil Infrastructure Has Limited Access to Justice for 
Civil Wars-Era Human Rights Violations 

After Doe's coup in 1980, Liberians lived under militaristic, autocratic, and corrupt 

regimes that "not only deprived Liberians from maximizing their human potential but also 

systematically prevented Liberia from sustainably developing."13  To this day, Liberia has been 

plagued with corruption and underdeveloped civil and legal infrastructure. Poor civil 

infrastructure makes travel from the capital, Monrovia, to other counties difficult, and there is 

limited access to technology outside Monrovia. The justice system lacks the capacity to 

administer justice for individual claims arising from Civil Wars-era human rights violations. As 

the Secretary General of UNMIL noted in his final report to the United Nations Security Council 

in 2016, "[t]here remains almost total impunity for past and present human rights violations and 

'3  Exhibit E, NICOLAS COOK, CONG. RSCH. SERV., RL33185, LIBERIA'S POST-WAR RECOVERY: KEY ISSUES AND 
DEVELOPMENTS 9 (2006) ("Liberia's security situation has improved markedly since August 2003 but remains 
`fragile,' subject to periodic volatility and localized instability, and 'anchored on the presence of UNMIL.'"). 
" Exhibit C, TRUTH AND RECONCILIATION COMMISSION OF LIBERIA, VOLUME I: FINDINGS AND DETERMINATIONS 44 
(2009) [hereinafter TRC VOLUME I]. 
12 m  

' Id. 
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abuses, . . . due to factors such as limited capacity to administer justice, inadequate procedural 

laws, corruption and a lack of political will to hold perpetrators accountable."14  

1. The Effect of the Civil Wars on the Judiciary 

Fighting in the early part of the First Civil War led to an initial collapse of the Liberian 

judicial system. The U.S. State Department in one of its annual reports to Congress in 1992 

stated that "by mid-1990, the [justice] system had completely collapsed along with the rest of 

civil authority, with justice in the hands of military commanders of the warring factions."' As 

the First Civil War progressed, the warring factions were unable to restore a functioning justice 

system.16  Even in areas of consolidated government control, such as Monrovia, the legal system 

functioned only erratically and continued to collapse following waves of resurgent fighting.17  

This resulted in a lack of legal processes, limited fair trials, and restricted access to justice for 

Liberian civilians throughout the First Civil War. 

Throughout the Civil Wars, inefficiency, corruption, and a lack of independence and 

resources were recurrent problems in the judiciary, preventing access to justice for ordinary 

14  U.N. Secretary-General, Special Report of the Secretary-General on the United Nations Mission in Liberia, ¶ 17, 
U.N. Doc. S/2016/968 (Nov. 15, 2016), https://perma.cc/7KHB-U8CV  [hereinafter Special Report of the Secretary-
General]. 
15  Expert Report of Ambassador Dennis C. Jett, Jane W v. Thomas, No. 2:18-CV-00569-PBT (E.D. Pa.), Exhibit 
WW, U.S. DEPT. OF STATE, BUREAU OF DEMOCRACY, H.R. AND LAB., Liberia, in COUNTRY REPORTS ON HUMAN 
RIGHTS PRACTICES FOR 1992 135, 138 (1993); see also Exhibit F, U.S. DEPT. OF STATE, BUREAU OF DEMOCRACY, 
H.R. AND LAB., Liberia, in COUNTRY REPORTS ON HUMAN RIGHTS PRACTICES FOR 1991 199, 202 (1992) (discussing 
the denial of fair public trials and noting that the legal system had essentially collapsed). 
16  See e.g., Exhibit G, U.S. DEPT. OF STATE, BUREAU OF DEMOCRACY, H.R. AND LAB., Liberia, in COUNTRY 
REPORTS ON HUMAN RIGHTS PRACTICES FOR 1994 132, 136 (1995) [hereinafter 1994 Liberia Country Report] 
("Although in 1991 the NPFL also partially reactivated the court system in areas under its control, legal and judicial 
protections have been almost totally lacking since then. In the areas controlled by the other factions, there was little 
pretense of due process."). 
17  See e.g., id. ("By 1994 all levels of the court system, which had been devastated by the years of civil war, were 
functioning in Monrovia, although erratically."); Exhibit H, U.S. DEPT. OF STATE, BUREAU OF DEMOCRACY, H.R. 
AND LAB., Liberia, in COUNTRY REPORTS ON HUMAN RIGHTS PRACTICES FOR 1996 147, 148 (1997) [hereinafter 
1996 Liberia Country Report] ("The judicial system, already hampered by inefficiency and corruption, collapsed for 
6 months following the outbreak of fighting in April [1996].") 
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Liberian citizens.18  Though the independence of the Liberian judiciary was formally enshrined 

in the Liberian Constitution, and is to this day, throughout the Civil Wars the judiciary was 

subject to "political, social, familial, and financial pressures."19  There also was no effective 

separation of powers.2°  Following Charles Taylor's election in 1997, a partially rebuilt judiciary 

was hampered by a lack of independence from the executive. The judicial system was 

reconstituted in April 1997, just before Taylor's election in July, and an independent Supreme 

Court was installed.21  However, once elected, in October 1997, Charles Taylor installed a new 

Supreme Court loyal to him.22  As the U.S. State Department noted in its 1997 human rights 

report to the U.S. Congress, and again in 1999, the new judiciary was still "unable to provide 

citizens in all parts of the country with their rights to due process and a fair trial."23  

In the years following Charles Taylor's election, and during the subsequent civil war, the 

judiciary continued to be subject to political and corrupt financial influences. For two and a half 

years, his government did not pay salaries to judges, court personnel, police, and prison 

officers,24  which left the legal system open to widespread corruption. It was reported that 

"[c]ourts regularly received kickbacks on damages awarded in civil cases. Defense attorneys 

often suggested that their clients pay a gratuity to appease judges, prosecutors, and police 

officers, and ensure a favorable ruling."25  In 2003, just after the Comprehensive Peace 

18  See e.g., Exhibit I, U.S. DEPT. OF STATE, BUREAU OF DEMOCRACY, H.R. AND LAB., Liberia, in COUNTRY REPORTS 
ON HUMAN RIGHTS PRACTICES FOR 1997 181, 183 (1998) [hereinafter 1997 Liberia Country Report] (describing the 
judicial system as "hampered by inefficiency, corruption, and a lack of resources"); U.S. DEPT. OF STATE, BUREAU 
OF DEMOCRACY, H.R. AND LAB., Liberia, in COUNTRY REPORTS ON HUMAN RIGHTS PRACTICES FOR 1999 288, 288 
(2000), https://perma.cc/PZW4-696W  [hereinafter 1999 Liberia Country Report]. 
'Exhibit I, 1997 Liberia Country Report, supra note 18, at 186. 
20  INTERNATIONAL LEGAL ASSISTANCE CONSORTIUM, supra note 1, at vii. 
21  See e.g., Exhibit I, 1997 Liberia Country Report, supra note 18, at 183. 
22  See id. at 183, 186. 
23  See id. at 183; 1999 Liberia Country Report, supra note 18, at 288. 
24  INTERNATIONAL LEGAL ASSISTANCE CONSORTIUM, supra note 1, at 4. 
25  Exhibit J, U.S. DEPT. OF STATE, BUREAU OF DEMOCRACY, H.R. AND LAB., Liberia, in COUNTRY REPORTS ON 
HUMAN RIGHTS PRACTICES FOR 1998 231, 235 (1999) [hereinafter 1998 Liberia Country Report]. 
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Agreement was signed, the International Legal Assistance Consortium ("ILAC") was tasked by 

UNMIL to review the status of the judicial system in Liberia and identify and prioritize reforms. 

At the end of its review, ILAC concluded that in Liberia "[j]udgment, freedom, and even life 

itself, were often sold to the highest bidder"26  or awarded "based on secret instructions from the 

Executive."27  

In addition to issues of corruption, during the Civil Wars the judiciary was constrained by a 

lack of judicial and government infrastructure. For example, though in 1999 some courts had 

been established outside Monrovia, they "continued to be troubled by lack of trained personnel, 

infrastructure, and lack of adequate funding . . . [and] in some cases [judges] were unable to hold 

court due to lack of supplies and equipment."28  Looting was common over the course of the 

Civil Wars but came to a head in mid-2003 when buildings in Monrovia were looted extensively. 

Public buildings were stripped of anything of value, and looters made off with "[c]omputers, 

office equipment, carpets, furniture, books, doors and even lavatories."29  As ILAC concluded, 

though "there [was] a statutory framework within which the Liberian legal system [could] 

operate," at the end of the Civil Wars, "the infrastructure on which [the legal system] depend[ed] 

[was] nothing more than a decaying shell."3°  As a result, few legal proceedings progressed, and 

those that did that suffered from unacceptable delays,31  effectively preventing access to justice. 

The Civil Wars also took their toll on the availability of trained judicial personnel, which 

reduced access to justice both during the wars and in the years after democracy was restored. 

26  INTERNATIONAL LEGAL ASSISTANCE CONSORTIUM, supra note 1, at vii. 
271d. at 4. 
28  1999 Liberia Country Report, supra note 18, at 292; see also Exhibit I, 1997 Liberia Country Report, supra note 
18, at 186 ("Even after the elections [of Charles Taylor], the judiciary did not function in most areas of the country 
due to lack of infrastructure."). 
29  INTERNATIONAL LEGAL ASSISTANCE CONSORTIUM, supra note 1, at 4. 
3° Id. 
31  See id. at 4, 16, 19. 
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30 Id. 
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Though there were some notable exceptions, most judges and lawyers practicing in Liberia had 

limited training and a limited understanding of the principles of accountability and human 

rights.32  These shortcomings would have limited Liberians' access to legal advice about 

individual claims relating to Civil Wars-era human rights violations, if they were able to seek 

it.33  

As a result of these shortcomings, ILAC concluded that when the Comprehensive Peace 

Agreement was signed in 2003, there was "an almost unanimous distrust of Liberia's courts and 

a corresponding collapse of the rule of law."34  According to ILAC, Liberia needed significant 

long-term assistance to reform and resurrect the Liberian legal system.35  

2. Since the Comprehensive Peace Agreement, the Judiciary Still 
Lacks Capacity to Administer Justice for Gross Human Rights 
Abuses 

Sporadic fighting continued after the Comprehensive Peace Agreement was signed in 

2003, and the security situation remained volatile.36  The National Transitional Government of 

Liberia (the "Transitional Government") was created by the Comprehensive Peace Agreement 

to re-establish a functioning government in preparation for national elections that were held in 

October and November of 2005, but the restoration of government functions progressed slowly. 

According to United Nations and U.S. government reports, by 2005 there had been only "limited 

32  See, e.g., id. at 1 (noting that the Liberian legal system was plagued by a number of issues including "the absence 
of principles of . . . accountability" and "the absence of a basic understanding of human rights"); see also U.S. DEPT. 
OF STATE, BUREAU OF DEMOCRACY, H.R. AND LAB., Liberia, in COUNTRY REPORTS ON HUMAN RIGHTS PRACTICES 
FOR 2000 353, 357 (2001), https://perma.cc/FDR2-AWDL  [hereinafter 2000 Liberia Country Report] (noting that a 
number of judges and magistrates lacked law degrees and in 2000, the judiciary decided that it was not feasible to 
retire all the untrained judges and instead "intends to replace those currently sitting with lawyers as they retire"). 
33  See INTERNATIONAL LEGAL ASSISTANCE CONSORTIUM, supra note 1, at vii-viii. 
34  Id. at vii. 
35  Id at vii, 1. 
36  See, e.g., Liberia: Briefing to the 60th Session of the UN Commission on Human Rights, HUMAN RIGHTS WATCH 
(Jan. 29, 2004), https://perma.cc/3WSP-U586;  Exhibit E, COOK, supra note 10, at 9 ("Liberia's security situation 
has improved markedly since August 2003 but remains 'fragile,' subject to periodic volatility and localized 
instability, and 'anchored on the presence of UNMIL.'"). 
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progress" in restoring government authority and the rule of law, and rehabilitating state 

institutions such as the judiciary.37  

A lack of trained judicial personnel and poor legal infrastructure following the 

Comprehensive Peace Agreement continued to restrict access to justice in Liberia, especially in 

complex cases. For example, in 2005, there were only five qualified prosecutors and nine public 

defenders in Liberia; by 2008 this had increased somewhat but only to seventeen prosecutors and 

thirteen public defenders.38  In 2006, there were 130 magistrates in Liberia, but only three held 

law degrees.39  In its 2014 report on UNMIL's progress, the United Nations Secretary General 

reported that there was "an absence of fully functional state institutions" and noted the judicial 

system's limited infrastructure.40  Though the situation has continued to improve, courts remain 

under-staffed and under-resourced,41  leading to severe backlogs in processing all forms of 

cases.42 

Not only does the inadequate legal infrastructure remain an issue, but large-scale 

government corruption has also continued to restrict the proper functioning of the government, 

37  U.N. Secretary-General, Sixth Progress Report of the Secretary-General on the United Nations Mission in 
Liberia, ¶¶ 2, 45, U.N. Doc. S/2005/177 (Mar. 17, 2005), https://perma.cc/3JLD-K6HK;  see also Exhibit E, COOK, 
supra note 10, at 13. 
38  See U.S. DEPT. OF STATE, BUREAU OF DEMOCRACY, H.R. AND LAB., Liberia, in COUNTRY REPORTS ON HUMAN 
RIGHTS PRACTICES FOR 2005 313, 317 (2006), https://perma.cc/GMW5-N86E  [hereinafter 2005 Liberia Country 
Report]; U .S. DEPT. OF STATE, BUREAU OF DEMOCRACY, H.R. AND LAB., Liberia, in COUNTRY REPORTS ON HUMAN 
RIGHTS PRACTICES FOR 2008 333, 336 (2009), https://perma.cc/6KRK-3QWP.  
39  INTERNATIONAL CRISIS GROUP, LIBERIA: RESURRECTING THE JUSTICE SYSTEM 1 (2006), https://perma.cc/CQB4-
PK4Z.  
4° U.N. Secretary-General, Twenty-Seventh Progress Report of the Secretary-General on the United Nations Mission 
in Liberia, Tif 47, 57, U.N. Doc. S/2014/123 (Feb. 18, 2014), https://perma.cc/6GV9-F2MD.  
41  Office of the U.N. High Comm'r for Human Rights, Summary of Stakeholders' Submissions on Liberia, ¶ 39, 
U.N. Doc. A/HRC/WG.6/36/LBR/3 (Feb. 25, 2020), https://perma.cc/3KDU-MJ4W.  
' See e.g., Office of the U.N. High Comm'r for Human Rights & U.N. Mission in Liberia, Addressing Impunity for 
Rape in Liberia, ¶ 64 (Oct. 2016), https://perma.cc/BN6Q-EA63  [hereinafter Addressing Impunity for Rape in 
Liberia]. 
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in Liberia, ¶¶ 47, 57, U.N. Doc. S/2014/123 (Feb. 18, 2014), https://perma.cc/6GV9-F2MD. 
41 Office of the U.N. High Comm’r for Human Rights, Summary of Stakeholders’ Submissions on Liberia, ¶ 39, 
U.N. Doc. A/HRC/WG.6/36/LBR/3 (Feb. 25, 2020), https://perma.cc/3KDU-MJ4W.   
42 See e.g., Office of the U.N. High Comm’r for Human Rights & U.N. Mission in Liberia, Addressing Impunity for 
Rape in Liberia, ¶ 64 (Oct. 2016), https://perma.cc/BN6Q-EA63 [hereinafter Addressing Impunity for Rape in 
Liberia]. 
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including the judiciary—preventing access to justice and fair trials.43  In 2005, the U.S. 

government noted that although the Transitional Government was able to carry out most basic 

functions, it had struggled to restore governmental authority across the country and rehabilitate 

state institutions." The report explained that "[a]mong the most challenging issues facing 

governance capacity-building efforts were persistent reports of corruption" within the 

Transitional Government.45  

Since the return of democracy in 2006 and to this day, corruption among judicial 

personnel remains an issue.46  Though Liberia made progress toward combatting corruption—

establishing the Liberia Anti-Corruption Commission in 2008 to investigate and prosecute cases 

of corruption, the General Auditing Commission in 2007 to audit government agencies,47  and the 

Independent National Commission on Human Rights in 2005 to promote and protect human 

rights—corruption continues to be a systemic problem. Recent reports by Liberian civil society 

to the United Nations, in advance of its review of Liberia's human rights record in 2020 through 

the Universal Periodic Review process, noted that "[c]ourts are overwhelmed with corruption," 

which severely limits access to justice and fair trials in Liberia.48  For example, court clerks 

demand money from plaintiffs in order to locate their files and schedule hearings, and public 

defenders demand money from defendants to represent them in court.49  This corruption persists 

43  See, e.g., Exhibit E, COOK, supra note 10, at 13; 2005 Liberia Country Report, supra note 38, at 317; Office of the 
U.N. High Comm'r for Human Rights, supra note 41, ¶ 39. 
" Exhibit E, COOK, supra note 10, at 13. 
45 1x. 
46  See e.g., 2005 Liberia Country Report, supra note 38, at 317; Office of the U.N. High Comm'r for Human Rights, 
supra note 41, ¶ 39 (noting that Liberian civil society continued to report that corruption persists among judicial 
actors in Liberia). 
47  HUMAN RIGHTS WATCH, "No MONEY, No JUSTICE" POLICE CORRUPTION AND ABUSE IN LIBERIA 16 (2013), 
https://perma.cc/YH2J-KYPU  [hereinafter No MONEY, No JUSTICE]. 
48  CIVIL SOCIETY ORGANIZATION ON LIBERIA UPR, GENERAL HUMAN RIGHTS SITUATION AND ISSUES IN LIBERIA Tiii 
3, 45 (2019), https://perma.cc/9F35-KVWM;  see also Office of the U.N. High Comm'r for Human Rights, supra 
note 41, ¶ 39. 
49  See, e.g., CIVIL SOCIETY ORGANIZATION ON LIBERIA UPR, supra note 48, ¶ 45. 
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in both criminal and civil cases and prevents Liberians from seeking effective remedies, 

especially ordinary Liberians in cases involving influential figures. 

3. The Historical and Current Capacity of Other State Institutions 
Also Restricts Access to Justice in Liberia 

During the Civil Wars, the police forces did not have the resources to investigate reported 

crimes. As the U.S. State Department noted in 1997 and again in 1999, at that time "[t]he police 

ha[d] almost no logistic or forensic capabilities, and generally were unable to investigate 

crimes."50  Following the Comprehensive Peace Agreement and return to democracy, public 

confidence in the Liberian National Police (the "National Police") was so low that some 

communities formed vigilante groups to protect persons and property because police forces were 

slow to respond.51  

Though there has been some progress in professionalizing the National Police, to date, it 

struggles with resource shortages and executive influences. This prevents police from being able 

to travel to investigate crimes or meet with victims and witnesses, hampers communications, and 

limits access to office supplies ranging from pens and paper to computers and electricity 

generators.52  These resource constraints impede effective police investigations and the collection 

of evidence sufficient to convict defendants "beyond a reasonable doubt."53  Though there has 

been progress, the capacity of police to investigate complex cases, such as the Lutheran Church 

Massacre, remains limited. 

5°  Exhibit I, 1997 Liberia Country Report, supra note 18, at 185; see also 1999 Liberia Country Report, supra note 
18, at 291. 
51  See 2005 Liberia Country Report, supra note 38, at 316. 
52  See, e.g., Special Report of the Secretary-General, supra note 14, ¶ 34; see also Addressing Impunity for Rape in 
Liberia, supra note 42, Tif 56, 58; No MONEY, NO JUSTICE, supra note 47, at 3, 48-49. 
53  See e.g., Addressing Impunity for Rape in Liberia, supra note 42, Tif 56, 58; No MONEY, NO JUSTICE, supra note 
47, at 21 (noting that 'judges must often throw out charge sheets and dismiss cases due to little or no fact-gathering 
by the police"). 
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Liberia, supra note 42, ¶¶ 56, 58; NO MONEY, NO JUSTICE, supra note 47, at 3, 48-49. 
53 See e.g., Addressing Impunity for Rape in Liberia, supra note 42, ¶¶ 56, 58; NO MONEY, NO JUSTICE, supra note 
47, at 21 (noting that “judges must often throw out charge sheets and dismiss cases due to little or no fact-gathering 
by the police”).  
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Corruption also continues to be a problem within the National Police, including as a 

result of these resource constraints. In 2013, Human Rights Watch found that "[r]egardless of 

location, victims of police corruption frequently expressed their concern that in Liberia, 'justice 

is not for the poor,' or 'no money, no justice!"54  Police often request that victims pay various 

"fees" over the course of an investigation—for instance, to register a case and to pay for 

transportation to the crime scene and other logistics.55  The sums of money requested are often 

not large, but they are significant enough, in a country where most of the population lives on less 

than $2 a day, to discourage Liberians from reporting crimes to the police and seeking 

assistance.56  There are also documented cases of more overt police corruption, where police 

officers have accepted bribes to release alleged perpetrators from custody and not pursue cases.57  

Liberia established an Independent National Commission on Human Rights ("National 

Human Rights Commission") in 2005. It is mandated to receive complaints, monitor and 

report on human rights violations, propose human rights education, and implement the 

recommendations of the TRC.58  Due to delays in the appointment and confirmation of 

commissioners by the President and Senate, the National Human Rights Commission did not 

become fully functional until 2010.59  To date, however, the National Human Rights 

Commission lacks the human and financial resources to properly carry out its functions.6°  At 

54  No MONEY, No JUSTICE, supra note 47, at 3, 21. 
55 /d. at 21. 
56  See id. at 21-22; see also Addressing Impunity for Rape in Liberia, supra note 42, ¶ 56. 
57  See e.g., Addressing Impunity for Rape in Liberia, supra note 42, ¶ 62. 
58  Special Report of the Secretary-General, supra note 14, ¶ 19. 
59  INTERNATIONAL FEDERATION OF ACTION BY CHRISTIANS FOR THE ABOLITION OF TORTURE ET AL, ALTERNATIVE 
REPORT OF FIACAT, ACAT LIBERIA AND THE WCADP — 3RD UNIVERSAL PERIODIC REVIEW OF LIBERIA ¶ 31 
(2019), https://perma.cc/H5V4-CBMC  [hereinafter ALTERNATIVE REPORT OF FIACAT, ACAT LIBERIA AND THE 
WCADP]. 
60 Special Report of the Secretary-General, supra note 14, ¶ 19; see also Office of the U.N. High Comm'r for 
Human Rights, supra note 41, ¶ 23. 
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59 INTERNATIONAL FEDERATION OF ACTION BY CHRISTIANS FOR THE ABOLITION OF TORTURE ET AL., ALTERNATIVE 
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Human Rights, supra note 41, ¶ 23. 
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present, with the budget it receives, the National Human Rights Commission is only able to 

cover its administrative and limited operational costs. This constrains its field presence and 

ability to carry out its oversight and investigatory functions.61  

4. Poor Civil Infrastructure Also Hampers Access to Justice in Liberia 

Not only did the Civil Wars severely impact the judiciary and other state institutions in 

Liberia, but they also led to the near-total destruction of civil infrastructure.' Monrovia had no 

power or running water since the early stages of the First Civil War in 1989 until after the 

Comprehensive Peace Agreement was signed in 2003.63  During that time, there was no postal, 

telephone, or internet service, most buildings were destroyed, and the roads and railways were in 

severe disrepair.64  Though progress has been made since 2003, especially in the capital 

Monrovia, and cellphone access has increased, infrastructure in the countryside remains poor. 65  

Traveling from the countryside to Monrovia can be difficult and expensive, especially during the 

rainy season. Internet access in Liberia is also limited. At present, approximately only 19% of 

the population has access to the internet.66  Internet access remains expensive, and the connection 

is often low quality and unreliable for the majority of the population.' These limitations prevent 

victims of complex crimes and human rights abuses, like Plaintiffs, from investigating and 

lodging claims for these violations, let alone accessing counsel and identifying fellow victims. 

61  See ALTERNATIVE REPORT OF FIACAT, ACAT LIBERIA AND THE WCADP, supra note 59, ¶ 33. 
62  INTERNATIONAL LEGAL ASSISTANCE CONSORTIUM, supra note 1, at 4; Vivien Foster & Nataliya Pushak, 
LIBERIA'S INFRASTRUCTURE: A CONTINENTAL PERSPECTIVE 1 (World Bank 2010), https://perma.cc/5XYM-RTZU.  
63  INTERNATIONAL LEGAL ASSISTANCE CONSORTIUM, supra note 1, at 4. 
64  Id. 
65  Foster & Pushak, supra note 62, at 1, 4-5. 
66  Eleanor Sparpong & Olutomi Olutola, The Internet is unaffordable in Liberia: action is needed to 'SET' the 
agenda for positive change, ALLIANCE FOR AFFORDABLE INTERNET (Dec. 16, 2020), https://perma.cc/4RP7-XQQK. 
67 /d. 
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LIBERIA’S INFRASTRUCTURE: A CONTINENTAL PERSPECTIVE 1 (World Bank 2010), https://perma.cc/5XYM-RTZU. 
63 INTERNATIONAL LEGAL ASSISTANCE CONSORTIUM, supra note 1, at 4. 
64 Id. 
65 Foster & Pushak, supra note 62, at 1, 4-5.  
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67 Id.  
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C. Human Rights Litigants, Defenders, Counsel, and Witnesses Often Face 
Retaliation and Reprisals 

For there to be effective accountability and remedies for human rights abuses, victims 

and witnesses must be able to testify truthfully, without fear of retaliation and abuse. In Liberia, 

however, litigants, human rights defenders, counsel, and witnesses seeking to hold the 

government or security forces accountable or seeking accountability for Civil Wars-era human 

rights violations are often victims of retaliation and reprisals. 

During the Civil Wars, members of the security forces frequently harassed human rights 

activists, lawyers, and civil society organizations in Liberia.68  As a U.S. State Department report 

to the U.S. Congress noted in 1996, members of the government had "harassed, threatened, and 

beaten local human rights and humanitarian workers when they did not like their reports 

assessing responsibility for human rights violations."69  These threats of reprisal were often tied 

directly to attempts to investigate atrocities that had occurred during the First Civil War. For 

example, when domestic human rights groups and international non-governmental organization 

workers attempted to investigate Operation Camp Johnson Road—one of the most significant 

civilian massacres of the of the First Civil War—they faced harassment and threats.7°  The risk 

of retaliation was so great that some human rights activists and their families left Liberia for fear 

of their and their families' safety, while others practiced self-censorship.71  

68  See, e.g., Exhibit K, Cable from Secretary of State to All African Diplomatic Posts, Subject: INR Analysis for 
May 6-12, 2002, ¶ 4 (May 13, 2002) (noting that "[h]uman rights attorney Tiawan Gongloe was arrested on April 24 
and reportedly beaten in police custody . . . [and] [f]ive members of the national human rights center of Liberia on 
March 28 were arrested and held without charge."); Exhibit J, 1998 Liberia Country Report, supra note 25, at 239; 
see also 1999 Liberia Country Report, supra note 18, at 288 (1999); 2000 Liberia Country Report, supra note 32, at 
363; see also HUMAN RIGHTS WATCH, WORLD REPORT 2002: HUMAN RIGHTS DEVELOPMENTS IN 2001 67 (2002), 
https://perma.cc/9YRG-9GHC  ("The leader of the Catholic Church's Justice and Peace Commission, a key human 
rights defender, said . . . that he had received threats from 'prominent individuals' in retaliation for a report critical 
of the government's human rights record."). 
69  Exhibit H, 1996 Liberia Country Report, supra note 17, at 154. 
" Exhibit J, 1998 Liberia Country Report, supra note 25, at 239. 
71  1999 Liberia Country Report, supra note 18, at 291, 293. 
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Claimants and witnesses in cases seeking accountability for Civil Wars-era crimes still 

risk reprisals. For example, in 2008, witnesses testifying against former President Charles 

Taylor in his trial for war crimes committed during Sierra Leone's Civil War received death 

threats at their home in Monrovia.72  In September 2014, Martina Johnson, a former commander 

of the NPFL, was arrested in Belgium and charged with war crimes and crimes against humanity 

committed during the First Civil War. Around April 2017, former combatants from the NPFL 

began trying to identify and find one of the claimants in the case against her, to try to threaten 

and silence them.73  Another example relates to Agnes Reeves Taylor, who was arrested in 2017 

in the United Kingdom and charged with torture committed during the First Civil War. The case 

against her was dismissed on a point of law, and after her return to Liberia in 2020, victims and 

witnesses in the case against her began to receive threatening phone calls and in-person threats 

against their lives from people claiming to be supporters of Reeves Taylor.74  

Human rights defenders seeking justice for human rights abuses, including through the 

establishment of a war crimes court, also face intimidation and threats. Civil society 

organizations seeking accountability have historically operated and continue to operate in a 

hostile environment in Liberia.75  Most recently, staff of the Global Justice and Research Project 

and the Civil Society Human Rights Advocacy Platform of Liberia, two civil society 

organizations leading the call for accountability for Civil Wars-era human rights violations, 

began receiving credible threats shortly after Agnes Reeves Taylor returned to Liberia in July 

72  'Death threats' over Taylor trial, BBC NEWS (Jan. 25, 2008), https://perma.cc/332L-ZSDM.  
73  Decl. of Alain Werner in Support of Mot. of Pls. Jane W, John X, John Y, and John Z for Leave to Proceed 
Anonymously li 14, Jane W v. Thomas, No. 2:18-CV-00569-PBT (E.D. Pa. Apr. 9, 2018) (Doc. No. 16). 
74  Protect Human Rights Defenders in Liberia, CENTER FOR JUSTICE AND ACCOUNTABILITY ET AL., (Aug. 5, 2020), 
https://perma.cc/BKW8-W8ZT.  
75  See e.g., CSO HUMAN RIGHTS ADVOCACY PLATFORM, CONTRIBUTION ON UPR ¶ 28 (2019), 
https://perma.cc/TK39-VSZ4.  
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74 Protect Human Rights Defenders in Liberia, CENTER FOR JUSTICE AND ACCOUNTABILITY ET AL., (Aug. 5, 2020), 
https://perma.cc/HKW8-W8ZT.  
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https://perma.cc/TK39-VSZ4.  
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2020, because of their support for her prosecution.76  The staff members at these organizations 

received multiple threatening phone calls.77  Taylor has also made public statements about the 

Global Justice and Research Project that raised concerns regarding the risk of reprisals.78  

Currently, there is no law or government policy to protect litigants, their counsel, 

witnesses, and human rights defenders in Liberia. As a result of the risks posed to those 

participating in cases seeking accountability for Civil Wars-era human rights violations, dozens 

of Liberian and international civil society organizations have called on the Liberian government 

to establish an effective witness protection program.79  Though a Whistleblower and Witness 

Protection Act was drafted and submitted to the legislature in 2010, it has not passed into law 

due to a lack of political will.8°  

Not only do litigants, their counsel, witnesses, and human rights defenders face physical 

threats, but there have also been legal consequences for criticizing the government. Powerful 

actors in Liberia use civil and, until recently, criminal defamation and libel regulations to silence 

their critics. Courts often impose massive fines and excessive prison sentences in these cases, 

which has resulted in widespread self-censorship.81  For example, the editor-in-chief of Front 

Page Africa, a well-known Liberian newspaper, was sentenced to 5,000 years in prison in 2013 

for accusing a government minister of corruption.82  In 2019, Liberian lawmakers filed a $2 

76  CENTER FOR JUSTICE AND ACCOUNTABILITY ET AL., supra note 74. 
Id. 
Id. 

79  ACCOUNTABILITY LAB LIBERIA ET AL., LIBERIA'S COMPLIANCE WITH THE INTERNATIONAL COVENANT ON CIVIL 
AND POLITICAL RIGHTS: REPORT OF CIVIL SOCIETY ORGANIZATIONS IN REPLY TO THE LIST OF ISSUES REGARDING 
IMPUNITY FOR PAST HUMAN RIGHTS VIOLATIONS (ARTS. 2, 6, 7 AND 14) 7, 9 (2018),  https://perma.cc/VKF5-8QKA.  
80  See Liberia: Passage of Whistleblower Protection Act (LR0019), OPEN GOVERNMENT PARTNERSHIP, 
https://perma.cc/6BYL-XHPY  (last visited Feb. 12, 2021). 
81  MEDIA FOUNDATION FOR WEST AFRICA ET AL., JOINT SUBMISSION TO THE UNITED NATIONS HUMAN RIGHTS 
COUNCIL ON THE UNIVERSAL PERIODIC REVIEW OF LIBERIA ¶¶ 37-39 (2019),  https://perma.cc/2SPG-8AEM.  
82 Id.¶ 40. 
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million USD lawsuit against Philibert Browne and his newspaper Hot Pepper over remarks he 

made on the radio regarding corruption in the Liberian House of Representatives.83  As the 

Media Foundation for West Africa noted in a recent submission to the United Nations Human 

Rights Council, these cases can have "grave implication for the exercise of freedom of 

expression by the media, activists and citizens."84  

D. The Truth and Reconciliation Commission's Recommendations for 
Accountability Have Gone Unimplemented 

1. The TRC's Mandate 

On June 10, 2005, the National Transitional Government of Liberia passed the Act 

Establishing the Truth and Reconciliation Commission of Liberia (the "Act").85  The Act gave 

the TRC an extensive mandate to (i) investigate gross human rights and humanitarian law 

violations, including "massacres, sexual violations, murder, [and] extrajudicial killings" 

committed from January 1979 to October 2003; (ii) establish the historical and root causes of the 

Civil Wars and resulting abuses; (iii) identify those responsible for the commission of the 

violations and abuses; and (v) provide a forum that will address issues of impunity.86  

The Truth and Reconciliation Commission was provided with powers to pursue its 

mandate, including the powers to: (i) facilitate inquiries and investigations into violations of 

human rights and abuses of power and authority in Liberia, and (ii) make recommendations to 

the government of Liberia to ensure accountability for such violations.87  Following its 

investigation of human rights violations that occurred in the run up to and during the Civil Wars, 

83  Id ¶ 43. 
84  Id ¶ 45. 
85  Act Establishing the Truth and Reconciliation Commission of Liberia (2005) (Liber.), https://perma.cc/N9UV-
32AL  [hereinafter TRC Act]; Exhibit C, TRC VOLUME I, supra note 11, at 3. 
86  TRC Act, Art. IV, Section 4(a)-(b); see also Exhibit C, TRC VOLUME I, supra note 11, at 16-17. 
87  TRC Act, Art. VII, Sections 26(a), 26(d). 
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and identification of those responsible, the TRC was directed to recommend certain individuals 

for further investigation and prosecution.88  The TRC was also required to make 

recommendations to the President about how to ensure reparation and rehabilitation for victims 

and survivors of the Civil Wars-era human rights violations and atrocities.89  The Act indicated 

that all TRC recommendations would be binding on the legislature and President of Liberia.90  

Liberians hoped the TRC would lead to justice and accountability for the atrocities of the 14-year 

period of the Civil Wars. 

2. The TRC's Report & Findings 

The TRC officially began its work on February 22, 2006.91  Over the next several years, 

the TRC, with the help of nationwide volunteers, obtained over 20,000 statements from Liberians 

in Liberia and in the Liberian diaspora in the United States and West Africa about their 

experiences during the Civil Wars.92  This process was followed by over a year of public and in-

camera hearings around Liberia and in the United States. During these hearings, victims and 

witnesses testified about the events of the Civil Wars. During thematic and institutional 

hearings, the TRC investigated the history and causes of the conflict, and its effect on specific 

segments of the population, such as women and children.93  In 2007, the TRC established the 

"Inquiry Unit," which was tasked with investigating and corroborating "egregious domestic 
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88 id, Art. VII, Sections 26(j)(iii)-(iv); see also Exhibit C, TRC VOLUME I, supra note 11, at 17. 
89  TRC Act, Art. VII, Section 26(j)(i); see also Exhibit C, TRC VOLUME I, supra note 11, at 17. 
9°  TRC Act, Art. X, Section 48 (2005). 
91  Exhibit C, TRC VOLUME I, supra note 11, at 3. 
92 /d. at 31-32. 
93  Id. at 32. 
94 /d. at 37. 
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88 Id., Art. VII, Sections 26(j)(iii)-(iv); see also Exhibit C, TRC VOLUME I, supra note 11, at 17. 
89 TRC Act, Art. VII, Section 26(j)(i); see also Exhibit C, TRC VOLUME I, supra note 11, at 17. 
90 TRC Act, Art. X, Section 48 (2005). 
91 Exhibit C, TRC VOLUME I, supra note 11, at 3. 
92 Id. at 31-32. 
93 Id. at 32. 
94 Id. at 37. 
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civilian massacres that occurred during the Civil Wars, including the Lutheran Church 

Massacre.95  

On July 1, 2009, the TRC issued its preliminary report and recommendations, followed by 

its fmal report on December 20, 2009. The report ran over four volumes with over a dozen 

appendixes. Attached to this report as Exhibit C is a copy of Volume One of the TRC's report, 

the preliminary report and findings; Volume Two, the consolidated final report, is attached as 

Exhibit D. In its report, the TRC identified the armed groups responsible for committing 

"'egregious' domestic crimes, 'gross' violations of human rights and 'serious' humanitarian law 

violations" in Liberia between 1979 and 2003. These groups included various Liberian security 

forces, including the Armed Forces of Liberia ("AFL") and the Special Anti-Terrorist Unit 

("SATU"), along with the warring factions including the NPFL, the Independent National 

Patriotic Front of Liberia ("INPFL"), the United Liberation Movement ("ULIMO"), MODEL, 

and LURD.96  

In Volume Two of its report, the TRC catalogued the human rights abuses committed 

during the Civil Wars by date, type of violation and, where possible, the faction responsible and 

approximate number of individuals killed.97  The TRC concluded that the Lutheran Church 

Massacre was perpetrated by the AFL, in an effort to target ethnic Manos and Gios as a reprisal 

for rebel attacks in Monrovia.98  Moreover, the TRC found that the Lutheran Church Massacre, 

along with other massacres perpetrated against religious institutions in Liberia, had a profound 

impact on religious and traditional institutions. Churches had been chosen as a place of refuge 

95  Id. 
96  Id. at 54-55; Exhibit D, TRC VOLUME II, supra note 1, at 21. 
97  Exhibit D, TRC VOLUME II, supra note 1, at 216-254. 
98 /d. at 219, 281. 
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98 Id. at 219, 281. 
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and protection by civilians because they were sacred places. By committing massacres in places 

of worship like the Lutheran Church, "[p]erpetrators intentionally violated the institution of 

`sanctuary' — a place where the dispossessed should be able to find safety."99  This, according to 

the TRC, had a profound impact on traditional and religious institutions in Liberia. As the TRC 

noted: 

The desecration and destruction of sacred places led to a weakening 
of religious and traditional institutions and threatened the collapse of 
systems of reliable rules and norms upon which religious and 
traditional communities depended on a daily basis.100  

Religious institutions, the TRC found, were victimized precisely "because of their willingness to 

provide assistance in response to the carnage" of the Civil Wars.1°1  

The TRC concluded that all the warring factions in the two Civil Wars were responsible 

for "the commission of gross human rights violations in Liberia, including war crimes, crimes 

against humanity," violations of international human rights law, humanitarian law, and 

international criminal law, as well as domestic criminal laws.102  

3. The TRC's Recommendations and Failed Implementation 

In line with the Act and its mandate, the TRC released a list of recommendations on 

accountability, reconciliation, and reparations. First, the TRC recommended that Liberia 

establish an "Extraordinary Criminal Court" to try individuals responsible for gross human rights 

violations and other serious violations of international law committed during the Civil Wars.103  

The TRC recommended 123 individuals for investigation and prosecution by this court, 

" Id. at 281. 
1°° Id. at 280. 
'°' Id. at 281. 
1°2 /d. at 19. 
103 Exhibit C, TRC VOLUME I, supra note 11, at 58; Exhibit D, TRC VOLUME II, supra note 1, at 22, 349. 
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99 Id. at 281. 
100 Id. at 280. 
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102 Id. at 19. 
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including "leaders of warring factions" and the "most notorious peipetrators."104  In Annex 2 to 

the Final Report, the TRC included a draft Statute Establishing the Extraordinary Criminal Court 

for Liberia.105  

Second, in addition to the Extraordinary Criminal Court, the TRC recommended 

domestic criminal prosecutions for individuals who perpetrated egregious crimes of a lesser 

degree than gross human rights violations.106  

Third, the TRC made recommendations for public sanctions, including lustrations and 

debarment from holding public office, to be imposed on prominent political leaders and 

fmanciers of the warring factions who aided and abetted the crimes committed during the Civil 

Wars.107  

Finally, in addition to the recommendations on accountability, the TRC recommended a 

system of "Palava Huts," a traditional justice and reconciliation mechanism to foster the 

reintegration of demobilized combatants and community level reconciliation.108  The TRC also 

recommended that the Government of Liberia undertake wide-ranging reparations and 

rehabilitation efforts for Liberian citizens, from monetary support and "psychosocial, physical, 

therapeutic, counseling, medical, mental health and other health related services" to establishing 

memorials and issuing death certificates for those who died in the Civil Wars.109  

Although the Act establishing the TRC made clear that the TRC's recommendations were 

binding on the Liberian govemment,11°  in 2011 the Liberian Supreme Court found that the 

1°4  Exhibit D, TRC VOLUME II, supra note 1, at 22, 349-52. 
105  See id. at 349. 
1°6 /d. at 356-58. 
' Id. at 360-61. 
1°8  Id. at 364-67. 
'°9 1d. at 377-81. 
tto Specifically, Section 48 provided that: 
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TRC's recommendations were not mandatory.111 In Williams v. Tah, et al., a case brought by 

one of the individuals recommended for lustration, the Supreme Court of Liberia held that 

Section 48 of the TRC Act, which would have compelled the government to implement the 

TRC's recommendations, was unconstitutional.112  Until the 2011 Supreme Court decision, 

Liberians, victims, and survivors of Civil Wars-era human rights abuses had relied on the TRC 

and the implementation of the accountability processes it recommended for justice for these 

crimes. 

Since the TRC issued its recommendations in 2009, until today, perpetrators of the gross 

human rights violations that characterized the Civil Wars have largely avoided any form of 

accountability. Liberia has made only limited progress to implement some of the TRC 

recommendations through the Strategic Roadmap for National Healing, Peacebuilding, and 

Reconciliation.113  The focus of these steps, however, is on those recommendations regarding 

community-level reconciliation, reparations, rehabilitation, and restoration,114  such as the Palava 

Huts and memorials. The TRC's recommendations regarding criminal accountability and public 

sanctions have gone largely unimplemented to this day. 

E. Ongoing Impunity Precludes Any Domestic Remedy in Liberia for Civil 
Wars-Era Human Rights Violations 

There continues to be a lack of political will for accountability for Civil Wars-era abuses in 

Liberia. This is evidenced by the lack of implementation of the TRC recommendations on 

The Head of State shall report to the National Legislature within three months of 
receipt of the report of the TRC, and on a quarterly basis thereafter, as to the 
implementation of the Commission's recommendations. All recommendations shall 
be implemented. Where the implementation of any recommendation has not been 
complied with, the Legislature shall require the Head of State to show cause for such 
non-compliance. 

TRC Act, Article X, Section 48 (2005) (emphasis added). 
111  Exhibit L, Williams v. Tah, et al., (2011) (Liber.). 
"2  Id at 8, 12. 
113  ACCOUNTABILITY LAB LIBERIA ET AL., supra note 79, at 4. 
114 m  
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accountability, and the fact that no criminal cases for Civil Wars-era abuses have been brought in 

Liberia. In addition, a number of notorious perpetrators of Civil Wars-era human rights abuses 

have held and continue to hold government office in Liberia. These factors, along with the 

shortcomings in the Liberian legal infrastructure identified above, have led to a culture of 

impunity in Liberia that effectively precludes a domestic remedy for survivors and victims of 

Civil Wars-era human rights violations. 

There have been no criminal prosecutions in Liberian domestic courts, nor has any 

Extraordinary Criminal Court been established. 115  In addition, no Liberians have successfully 

brought civil cases for Civil Wars-era abuses. The only cases seeking accountability for these 

violations have all occurred outside Liberia, in Europe and the United States.116  There are also 

no civil or criminal statutes that would provide an effective remedy for gross human rights 

violations, such as torture, extrajudicial killing, war crimes, or crimes against humanity that 

occurred during the Civil Wars.117  In this context, the United Nations Human Rights Committee 

stated in its 2018 review of Liberia's compliance with the International Covenant on Civil and 

Political Rights, in particular with respect to impunity and past human rights violations, that it 

"regrets the very few steps taken to implement the bulk of the recommendations issued by the 

Truth and Reconciliation Commission in 2009."118  

"5  Id. 
116  These cases include: the prosecution and conviction in 2009 of Charles "Chucky" Taylor, Charles Taylor's son, 
for torture in the United States; the 2017 conviction of former rebel commander Mohammed "Jungle Jabbah" 
Jabbateh for immigration fraud in the United States, related to his involvement in Civil Wars-era abuses in Liberia; 
the 2018 conviction of NPFL Defense Minister Tom Woewiyu in the United States for immigration fraud related to 
human rights abuses in Liberia; the 2014 indictment and arrest of NPFL Commander Martina Johnson in Belgium 
for atrocity crimes in Liberia; the trial of ULIMO Commander Alieu Kosiah in Switzerland for crimes against 
humanity and torture (ongoing); and the 2017 indictment of Agnes Reeves Taylor in the United Kingdom for her 
alleged role in NPFL abuses in Liberia; as well as this civil lawsuit. See id. at 4, 4 n.6. 
117  See, e.g., id. at 4. 
118  U.N. Human Rights Comm., Concluding Observations on the Initial Report of Liberia, ¶ 10, U.N. Doc. 
CCPR/C/LBR/CO/1 (Aug. 27, 2018), https://perma.cc/X7EY-F3PY.  
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115 Id. 
116 These cases include: the prosecution and conviction in 2009 of Charles “Chucky” Taylor, Charles Taylor’s son, 
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117 See, e.g., id. at 4.  
118 U.N. Human Rights Comm., Concluding Observations on the Initial Report of Liberia, ¶ 10, U.N. Doc. 
CCPR/C/LBR/CO/1 (Aug. 27, 2018), https://perma.cc/X7EY-F3PY.  
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Liberian and international civil society organizations have long campaigned for the 

establishment of the Extraordinary Criminal Court and implementation of other TRC 

recommendations on accountability. As a result of increased campaigning and the prosecutions 

of Liberian war criminals in foreign countries, such as the United States and France, there was 

some movement within the government toward implementing the TRC recommendations. In 

September 2019, President Weah requested the National Legislature advise him on 

implementation of the TRC recommendations, including establishing a war crimes court.119  In 

2019, a joint committee of the House of Representatives also introduced a resolution for the 

implementation of the TRC recommendations and the establishment of a war and economic 

crimes court.120  The resolution received the necessary signatures to advance it for debate.121  

However, progress has since stalled. In October 2019, the Speaker of the House declined to 

introduce a resolution on the court, despite strong backing from lawmakers and civil society,122 

and there has been no movement since then. 

Concluding its review of Liberia's human rights record, the United Nations Human Rights 

Committee noted "with concern that none of the alleged perpetrators of gross human rights 

violations and war crimes mentioned in the [Truth and Reconciliation] Commission's report have 

119  See HUMAN RIGHTS WATCH ET AL., LIBERIA STAKEHOLDER REPORT FOR THE UNITED NATIONS UNIVERSAL 
PERIODIC REVIEW REGARDING IMPUNITY FOR PAST HUMAN RIGHTS VIOLATIONS Imi 16-28 (2019), 
https://perma.cc/7C59-9XD9.  
'2° See Alpha Daffae Senkpeni, Liberia: 26 Lawmakers Sign Resolution for the War Crimes Court following 
President's Letter, FRONT PAGE AFRICA (Sept. 19, 2019), https://perma.cc/V2WT-FLBO;  see also CSO HUMAN 
RIGHTS ADVOCACY PLATFORM, supra note 75, ¶ 3. 
121  CSO HUMAN RIGHTS ADVOCACY PLATFORM, supra note 75, ¶ 3; Ruth Maclean & Tecee Boley, 'Be afraid': one 
woman's fight to hold Liberia's warlords to account, THE GUARDIAN (Oct. 23, 2019), https://perma.cc/JH9J-
NWHY.  
122  Gerald C. Koinyeneh, Liberia: House Speaker Removes War Crimes Court Resolution from Agenda for 
Deliberation, FRONT PAGE AFRICA (OCt. 7, 2019), https://perma.cc/AGU3-Q96K;  Elise Keppler, Liberia's President 
Should Showcase Justice on International Stage, HUMAN RIGHTS WATCH (Sept. 17, 2020), https://perma.cc/33ZQ-
8P4T.  
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been brought to justice."123  It stated that "such a situation fosters a climate of impunity," and it 

directed Liberia "as a matter of priority" to "establish a process of accountability for past gross 

human rights violations."124  It also requested that the Liberian government provide an update on 

its progress in implementing this recommendation by July 2020.125  However, the government 

failed to do so, and despite rising public and civil society pressure on the government, the TRC's 

recommendations regarding accountability remain unimplemented to date.126  

One of the major contributors to the climate of impunity in Liberia—and one of the major 

obstacles to implementing the TRC recommendations—is the number of high-level perpetrators 

who hold government office.127  Many of these individuals were recommended for prosecution 

by the TRC. As one example, in 2005, Prince Johnson—the former leader of the INPFL rebel 

group—was elected to the National Legislature as senator for Nimba County. 128  He holds this 

office to this day. Johnson is notorious for participating in the killing of then-President Doe in 

1990,129  and the TRC recommended him for prosecution by the Extraordinary Criminal Court.13°  

123  U.N. Human Rights Comm., supra note 118, ¶ 10. 
124  See id. TT 10-11; see also Special Report of the Secretary-General, supra note 14, ¶ 17 (noting that "[t]here 
remains almost total impunity for past and present human rights violations and abuses, . . . due to factors such as 
limited capacity to administer justice, inadequate procedural laws, corruption and a lack of political will to hold 
perpetrators accountable"). 
125  See U.N. Human Rights Comm., supra note 118, ¶¶ 11, 49. 
126  Office of the U.N. High Comm'r for Human Rights, supra note 41, Tif 9, 41-42 (noting that civil society 
expressed regret that "no one has been prosecuted and sentenced for serious human rights violations committed 
during the war," and that the TRC's recommendations have not been implemented, particularly the recommendation 
to establish a war crimes court); ALTERNATIVE REPORT OF FIACAT, ACAT LIBERIA AND THE WCADP, supra note 
59, TT 13-14; CSO HUMAN RIGHTS ADVOCACY PLATFORM, supra note 75, Tii 2-3. 
127  See Office of the U.N. High Comm'r for Human Rights, supra note 41, ¶ 44 (noting that civil society expressed 
concern that alleged perpetrators included in the TRC's report not only had not faced accountability, but also held 
government offices); CSO HUMAN RIGHTS ADVOCACY PLATFORM, supra note 75, ¶ 2; Exhibit D, TRC VOLUME II, 
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S. Boley of Grand Gedeh County, Senator Dan Morias of Maryland County, and Senator Sando Johnson of Bomi 
County among the "most notorious perpetrators" of gross human rights violations in the TRC's report). 
128  See NICOLAS COOK, CONG. RSCH. SERV., RL33185, LIBERIA'S POST-WAR DEVELOPMENT: KEY ISSUES AND U.S. 
ASSISTANCE 8 (2010), https://perma.cc/FG2E-EK57.  
129  See Liberia: War Survivors Angry Boley Not Jailed in America, FRONT PAGE AFRICA (Sept. 19, 2019), 
https://perma.cc/CRK4-FJS5.  
13° Exhibit D, TRC VOLUME II, supra note 1, at 349-350. 
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123 U.N. Human Rights Comm., supra note 118, ¶ 10. 
124 See id. ¶¶ 10-11; see also Special Report of the Secretary-General, supra note 14, ¶ 17 (noting that “[t]here 
remains almost total impunity for past and present human rights violations and abuses, . . . due to factors such as 
limited capacity to administer justice, inadequate procedural laws, corruption and a lack of political will to hold 
perpetrators accountable”). 
125 See U.N. Human Rights Comm., supra note 118, ¶¶ 11, 49. 
126 Office of the U.N. High Comm’r for Human Rights, supra note 41, ¶¶ 9, 41-42 (noting that civil society 
expressed regret that “no one has been prosecuted and sentenced for serious human rights violations committed 
during the war,” and that the TRC’s recommendations have not been implemented, particularly the recommendation 
to establish a war crimes court); ALTERNATIVE REPORT OF FIACAT, ACAT LIBERIA AND THE WCADP, supra note 
59, ¶¶ 13-14; CSO HUMAN RIGHTS ADVOCACY PLATFORM, supra note 75, ¶¶ 2-3. 
127 See Office of the U.N. High Comm’r for Human Rights, supra note 41, ¶ 44 (noting that civil society expressed 
concern that alleged perpetrators included in the TRC’s report not only had not faced accountability, but also held 
government offices); CSO HUMAN RIGHTS ADVOCACY PLATFORM, supra note 75, ¶ 2; Exhibit D, TRC VOLUME II, 
supra note 1, at 350-353 (listing, for example, Senator Prince Y. Johnson of Nimba County, Representative George 
S. Boley of Grand Gedeh County, Senator Dan Morias of Maryland County, and Senator Sando Johnson of Bomi 
County among the “most notorious perpetrators” of gross human rights violations in the TRC’s report).  
128 See NICOLAS COOK, CONG. RSCH. SERV., RL33185, LIBERIA’S POST-WAR DEVELOPMENT: KEY ISSUES AND U.S. 
ASSISTANCE 8 (2010), https://perma.cc/FG2E-EK57.  
129 See Liberia: War Survivors Angry Boley Not Jailed in America, FRONT PAGE AFRICA (Sept. 19, 2019), 
https://perma.cc/CRK4-FJS5.  
130 Exhibit D, TRC VOLUME II, supra note 1, at 349-350. 
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The TRC also recommended that George Boley, who formed and led the rebel group 

Liberia Peace Council, be tried by the Extraordinary Criminal Court.131  The TRC found that 

Boley's group committed the third most atrocities in the Civil Wars. Boley was deported from 

the United States in 2012 because of crimes he committed during the First Civil War, including a 

massacre in 1994 of more than twenty-five people.132  In 2017, Boley was elected to the National 

Legislature as a representative of Grand Gedeh County District #2.133  Additional current and 

former government officials recommended by the TRC for prosecution include Senator of Bomi 

County Sando Johnson, Superintendent of Grand Gedeh County Kai Farley, and former Senator 

of Nimba County Adolphus Dolo.134  It is likely that until these individuals leave office, progress 

toward justice in Liberia for Civil Wars-era human rights violations will be limited.135  

F. A Liberian Court Could Not Have Authorized the Lutheran Church 
Massacre 

I understand that the U.S. Torture Victims Protection Act defines "extrajudicial killing" 

as "a deliberated killing not authorized by a previous judgment pronounced by a regularly 

constituted court." 28 U.S.C. § 1350 note § 3(a). I have been asked by Plaintiffs' counsel to 

opine, as a matter of Liberian law, under what circumstances a Liberian court could "authorize" 

the execution of a civilian. As described below, I conclude that those circumstances have not 

been met—and could not have been met—as a matter of law or fact with regards to the Lutheran 

Church Massacre. 

131  Id. at 349. 
132  Liberia human rights violator removed from US, U.S. IMMIGR. & CUSTOMS ENF'T (Mar. 29, 2012), 
https://perma.cc/2JG9-MR46.  
133  See Liberia: War Survivors Angry Boley Not Jailed in America, supra note 129. 
134  See id.; see also COOK, supra note 128, at 8 (noting that a number of these warlords were also subject to United 
Nations travel sanctions). 
135  See, e.g., CooK, supra note 128, at 54 (noting that the current legislature is unlikely to support accountability 
efforts because some of its members may be targets for prosecution). 
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Liberian law and the Constitution establish legal and procedural requirements, including 

due process, which must be followed when issuing sentences like the death penalty. In July 

1990, the death penalty was available for a limited number of offences: (i) treason, if death 

ensued from the act of the offender,136  (ii) mercenarism, if the act resulted in the death of any 

non-participant in the crime,137  (iii) armed robbery, terrorism, and highjacking, if the act resulted 

in the death of a non-participant,138  and (iv) murder.139  A death sentence could only be imposed 

by a court following a sentencing hearing before a jury, and only if the prosecution established 

aggravating factors.140  During the sentencing hearing, the defendant must have had the 

opportunity to present mitigating circumstances, outlined in Section 51.3(6) of the Penal Code.141  

Moreover, in 1990 and to this day, the death penalty in Liberia could not be imposed on people 

who were minors at the time of the commission of the crime.142  Further, defendants would have 

to be sentenced individually. Sentences, especially executions, could not—and cannot—be 

meted out to a group en masse. 

To my knowledge, there is no evidence that any of the individuals seeking shelter at St. 

Peter's Lutheran Church were tried, convicted of crimes, and duly sentenced to death, in 

accordance with the provisions of the Liberian Penal Code. Moreover, it is my opinion that 

under Liberian law it would not have been possible for a Liberian court, or any other legitimate 

body, to authorize a mass execution at a place of worship, like that which took place at the 

Lutheran Church in 1990. 

136  Penal Law, Liberian Codes Revised, Volume IV, Title 26, § 11.2(c) (1976) (Liber.), https://perma.cc/7Z6N- 
2G74. 
137 /d. § 11.13(2). 
138 /d. § 15.34(2). 
'39 /d. § 14.1. 
'40  Id. § 51.3(1)-(2). 
141 Id. § 51.3(3); see also id. §§ 51.3(1)(d), 51.3(6). 
142 /d § 51.3(1)(b). 
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VIII. CONCLUSION 

The Civil Wars had an immense and indelible impact on the legal infrastructure and rule 

of law in Liberia, resulting in a systemic inability and unwillingness to fully investigate and 

prosecute war crimes. The lack of both human and material resources in the judiciary and 

investigative mechanisms, as well as widespread corruption, have left survivors and victims 

unable to investigate and seek remedy in Liberia for human rights abuses committed at that time. 

Poor civil infrastructure and the cost of legal proceedings in Liberia have also prevented 

legitimate investigations and access to justice. 

Although Liberia has made some progress in addressing these difficulties, problems 

persist, and a culture of impunity for Civil Wars-era crimes has developed. Claimants, their 

counsel, witnesses, and human rights defenders seeking accountability for Civil Wars-era crimes 

face reprisals and retaliation, and there is no witness protection program in Liberia to ensure their 

safety. This further frustrates accountability efforts. 

Liberians believed the TRC would provide them with justice and redress. However, 

because of the Liberian Supreme Court's 2011 ruling in Williams v. Tah, et al., and a lack of 

political will to implement the TRC's recommendations, impunity for Civil Wars-era human 

rights abuses persists in Liberia. To date, there have been no successful criminal prosecutions or 

civil cases brought in Liberia to address these crimes, and it is my opinion, that Liberian courts 

cannot as yet provide an effective remedy for the gross human rights violations, war crimes, and 

crimes against humanity perpetrated in Liberia during the Civil Wars. 

Finally, it is also my expert opinion that the Lutheran Church Massacre was not and 

could not have been authorized by a Liberian court. 
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Executed on: 15th  Day of February A.D. 2021 in   

. 

by: 
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
FOR THE EASTERN DISTRICT OF PENNSYLVANIA

JANE W, in her individual capacity, and in
her capacity as the personal representative
of the estates of her relatives, James W,
Julie W and Jen W;

JOHN X, in his individual capacity, and in
his capacity as the personal representative of
the estates of his relatives, Jane X, Julie X,
James X and Joseph X;

JOHN Y, in his individual capacity;

AND JOHN Z, in his individual capacity,

Plaintiffs,

v.

MOSESW. THOMAS,

Defendant.

Case No. 2:18-CV-00569-PBT

EXHIBIT A
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
FOR THE EASTERN DISTRICT OF PENNSYLVANIA

JANE W, in her individual capacity, and in
her capacity as the personal representative
of the estates of her relatives, James W,
Julie W and Jen W;

JOHN X, in his individual capacity, and in
his capacity as the personal representative of
the estates of his relatives, Jane X, Julie X,
James X and Joseph X;

JOHN Y, in his individual capacity;

AND JOHN Z, in his individual capacity,

Plaintiffs,

v.

MOSESW. THOMAS,

Defendant.

Case No. 2:18-CV-00569-PBT
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I. INTRODUCTION

A. Statement from the Commission

This Report represents the Truth and Reconciliation Commission of Liberia’s (TRC)
forthright response to its core mandate of investigating and determining responsibility
for ‘egregious’ domestic crimes, ‘gross’ violations of human rights and ‘serious’
humanitarian law violations as well as examining the root causes of Liberia’s various
episodes of state breakdown and violent conflicts to recommend measures to ensure
that truth, justice and reconciliation become permanent features of Liberia’s socio-
economic, political, legal and cultural landscape.

It aims to part a mountainous and depraved sea built on 186 years (1822-2006) of
misunderstanding, inequality, poverty, oppression and deadly conflict with the
enduring principles of truth, justice and reconciliation.

This Report provides the Liberian people, Government of Liberia and the Honorable
National Legislature with substantive finding and determinations made by the TRC to
date, knowing that two other volumes, Consolidated Report (Volume II) and
Appendixes (Volume III) will be released by the TRC prior to the end of its mandate
on June 22, 2009.1 The central rationale for issuing this Report prior to June is to provide
the Liberian people notice of its findings and determinations to date in the wake of
victims, thematic, actors and institutional-related hearings; notwithstanding that the
actors and institutional hearings will continue through March 2009, as will its findings
and recommendations.

Liberia’s triumphant and tortuous history of conflict did not begin in January 1979 or
end on October 14, 2003 (the TRC’s temporal mandate period). Rather, the historical
antecedents are woven deeply into its troubled socio-political and psychological
culture. Until the November 8, 2005, run-off elections and subsequent inauguration of
President Ellen Johnson-Sirleaf as Liberia’s first post conflict democratically-elected
president and Africa’s first female democratically-elected president, Liberians were
forced to live under various forms of oligarchic, autocratic, militaristic and
authoritarian governments. In spite of the challenges of a verdant republic, the
unsavory character of its various regime types, as Africa’s first Republic and one of
only two independent nations in Africa (Ethiopia being the other) throughout the
colonial era, Liberia also served, among other things, as a sanctuary for Africans
seeking to escape colonial oppression, an activist African nation while holding the
presidency of the UN General Assembly in 1969, and a bulwark advocate against

1 On September 22, 2008, the Liberian Legislature inclusive of the House of Representatives and the
Senate adopted a joint resolution extending the mandate of the TRC until June 22, 2009.
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Apartheid in South Africa.

Our Country’s troubled and dichotomous history inevitably culminated into
nationwide protest, chaos and mass violence in the late 1970’s, a violent coup, military
dictatorship and brutal repression in the 1980’s, state breakdown, widespread deadly
conflict and warlord politics in the 1990’s, and a resurgence of violent conflict and
scandalous corruption in the beginning of the 21st Century. Consequently, and as a
means to identify the root causes of conflict in Liberia, protect fundamental human
rights, end impunity and foster national healing, rehabilitation and reconciliation, the
National Transitional Legislative Assembly of the National Transitional Government
of Liberia—political bodies born out of the 2003 Comprehensive Peace Agreement
(CPA)—acting under Article XIII of the CPA enacted the Truth and Reconciliation Act
on June 10, 2005. The TRC began officially operating on February 22, 2006.

The Commissioners of the TRC feel very strongly that the future of Liberia rests with
Liberians. While the international community has and will continue to play a role in
assisting Liberia develop a sustainable democracy, only Liberians can establish a
durable human rights-based culture where peace, development and the rule of law are
permanent features of its political heritage.

The Commission is convinced, as all Liberians are that the TRC framework provides
the best opportunity yet, to review the past, learn from the past and lay the foundations
for sustainable peace, justice and national reconciliation.

Jerome J Verdier, Sr
CHAIRMAN, TRC
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B. SUMMARY OF FINDINGS AND DETERMINATION

THE TRC FINDS THAT:

1. The conflict in Liberia has its origin in the history and founding of the
modern Liberian State.

2. The major root causes of the conflict are attributable to poverty, greed,
corruption, limited access to education, economic, social, civil and political
inequalities; identity conflict, land tenure and distribution, etc.

3. All factions to the Liberian conflict committed, and are responsible for the
commission of egregious domestic law violations, and violations of
international criminal law, international human rights law and international
humanitarian law, including war crimes violations.

4. All factions engaged in armed conflict, violated, degraded, abused and
denigrated, committed sexual and gender based violence against women
including rape, sexual slavery, forced marriages, and other dehumanizing
forms of violations;

5. A form of both individual and community reparation is desirable to promote
justice and genuine reconciliation.

6. Where in the determination of responsibility IHRL, IHL, ICL, do not apply
domestic criminal law statutes will apply.

7. No faction in particular instituted – in some cases to a very limited extent-
adequate mechanisms to avoid or mitigate massive violations of human
rights that characterized the conflict.

8. A form of both individual and community reparations is desirable to
promote justice and genuine reconciliation.

9. All factions and other armed groups recruited and used children during
periods of armed conflicts.

10. All factions engaged in armed conflict, violated, degraded, abused and
denigrated, committed sexual and gender based violence against women
including rape, sexual slavery, forced marriages, and other dehumanizing
forms of violations;

11. Non derogation of rights during periods of emergency or armed conflict
applies to the Liberian conflict situation.

12. Prosecution mechanism is desirable to fight impunity and promote justice
and genuine reconciliation.

13. Common Article 3 and Protocol II of the Geneva Convention, having being
ratified by the Government of Liberia apply to Liberia.

14. Liberia was engulfed in armed conflict from December 1989 to 1996; from
1999 to August 2003;

15. Preponderance of evidence is an appropriate evidentiary standard of proof
appropriate to the work of the TRC considering that it is neither a criminal
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nor prosecuting institution.
16. Massacres, economic crimes, extra-judicial killings, for example, fall within

the ambit of IHRL and IHL.
17. The New Penal Code of Liberia will apply as to mercenarism, official

oppression, murder, kidnapping, rape, sexual assault, fraud in the internal
revenue of Liberia, theft and/or illegal disbursement and expenditure of
public money, counterfeiting, and misuse of public money, property or
record.

18. Gross Human Rights Violations (GHRV) are generally, but not exclusively,
committed by state actors, and may take place during times of peace or
armed conflict, and can be directed against individuals or a group of
individuals.

19. Lack of human rights culture and education, depravation and over a century
of state suppression and insensitivity, and wealth acclamation by a
privileged few created a debased conscience for massive rights violations
during the conflict thus engendering a culture of violence as means to an
end, with an entrenched culture of impunity.

20. External State Actors in Africa, North America and Europe, participated,
supported, aided, abetted, conspired and instigated violence, war and
regime change against constituted authorities in Liberia and against the
people of Liberia for political, economic and foreign policy advantages or
gains.

THE TRC DETERMINES THAT:

1. All warring factions are responsible for the commission of gross human rights
violations in Liberia, including war crimes, crimes against humanity, IHRL,IHL,
ICL, domestic criminal laws

2. Prosecution in a court of competent jurisdiction and other forms of public
sanctions are desirable and appropriate mechanisms to promote the ends of
justice, peace and security, foster genuine national reconciliation and combat
impunity.

3. The massive wave of gross violations and atrocities which characterized the
conflict assumed a systematic pattern of abuse, wanton in their execution, and
the product of deliberate planning, organized and orchestrated to achieve a
military or political objective; disregarding the rights of noncombatants,
children, and women, the elderly, disarmed or surrendered enemy combatants,
etc.

4. All factions to the conflict systematically targeted women mainly as a result of
their gender and committed sexual and gender based violations against them
including, rape of all forms, sexual slavery, forced marriages, forced
recruitment, etc.
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5. Reparation is a desirable and appropriate mechanism to redress the gross
violations of human rights and shall apply to communities and individuals,
especially women and children, to help restore their human dignity, foster
healing and closure as well as justice and genuine reconciliation.

6. General amnesty for children is desirable and appropriate. Amnesty for crimes
lesser than gross violations is also desirable and in certain circumstances
appropriate to foster national healing and reconciliation.

7. IHRL, IHL, ICL, and Liberian domestic criminal statutes are applicable in
establishing accountability for crimes committed during the mandatory period
of the TRC work.

8. Reform of certain public institutions are appropriate to promote good
governance and human rights, reduce poverty and alleviate illiteracy, promote
peace, security, national reconciliation and opportunity for all.

9. While the TRC will not recommend general amnesty, except as provided in
Count 5 above, the Commission however holds that all individuals admitting
their wrongs and speaking truthfully before or to the TRC as an expression of
remorse which seeks reconciliation with victims and the people of Liberia will
not be recommended for prosecution.

10. Further investigations into matters under consideration by the TRC but remains
incomplete up to the expiration of its tenure in June 2009 are desirable.

11. Liberians in the Diaspora are as much Liberians as Liberians at home; they
continue to be engaged with developments on the homeland, supported,
financed warring factions as an instrument for regime change; their voices must
be heard and their issues and concerns must be addressed in fostering greater
national reconciliation.

C. Commissioners of the Truth and Reconciliation Commission of Liberia (TRC)
and International Technical Advisory Committee (ITAC)

i. Commissioners

Commissioners of the TRC were appointed by Gyude Bryant, Head of the National
Transitional Government of Liberia pursuant to Article XIII of the CPA in February
2004, after a comprehensive national vetting process. After an extensive public vetting
and recruitment process in late 2005, Commissioners were inducted into office by Her
Excellency Ellen Johnson-Sirleaf, President of Liberia on February 20, 2006.

Cllr. Jerome Verdier, Chairman of the TRC, was a leading human rights and civil
society activist prior to his selection to serve on the TRC. He holds a Bachelors of
Business Administration (BBA) Degree in Accounting and Economics (1988) from the
University of Liberia and a Bachelors of Laws Degree (LLB) from its Louis Arthur
Grimes School of Law. Apart from working both in the private and public sectors as a
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Senior Accountant, Comptroller and Executive Director, he has been instrumental in
strengthening civil society advocacy while serving in several capacities as Executive
Director of Liberia Democracy Watch (LDW); Chairman of the Board of Directors of
The National Human Rights Center of Liberia (NHRCL), a consortium of nine human
rights and pro-democracy organizations; Board Chairperson of the Foundation For
International Dignity (FIND); Senior Staff Attorney for the Association of
Environmental Lawyers (Green Advocates); and the first Research & Program Officer
of the Catholic Justice & Peace Commission (JPC). Cllr. Verdier is a practicing attorney,
credited for rendering pro bono legal services to indigent persons, civil society activists
and journalists, while also leading civil society groups in several lawsuits against the
Government of Liberia.

Commissioner Dede Dolopei, Vice-chair of the TRC, was a Liberian administrator,
manager, social worker and peace activist. She holds a BBA in accounting with an
emphasis in management from the University of Liberia where she is also a Msc.
candidate in regional planning. Commissioner Dolopei served as a member of the
board of directors for National Women’s Commission of Liberia and the Christian
Foundation for Children and the Aging. She has been instrumental in the promotion
and protection of women’s rights in Liberia and is well-known for her efforts and
expertise in peace building, conflict resolution and psychosocial counseling.

Commissioner Oumu K. Syllah is a registered nurse, HIV/AIDS counselor and social
worker. She holds a Bachelor of Science degree in Nursing from Cuttington University
College, Bong County, Liberia, and a certificate in nursing as a State Registered Nurse
(SRN) from the National School of Nursing in Freetown, Sierra Leone. Commissioner
Syllah has worked as a professional nurse and social worker in renowned hospitals,
including Connaught Hospital in Freetown and St. Joseph Catholic Hospital in
Monrovia. She has also acted as a trainer/facilitator and participant in numerous
workshops in social work.

Retired Bishop Arthur F. Kulah is a well-known Methodist prelate who traveled
throughout Liberia during the civil war spreading hope to the people. He holds many
degrees in theology and other disciplines from Cuttington University College, Bong
County, Liberia; St. Paul Theology Seminary, Kansas City, USA; and Wesley
Theological Seminary, Washington, DC, USA. In 1980 Commissioner Kulah began
serving as pastor of the United Methodist Church in Liberia, and held numerous
prominent positions until his retirement 2000 as Resident Bishop of the Liberia Annual
Conference. As an educator, administrator and author, Bishop Kulah served as Dean
of the Gbarnga School of Theology, and Dean and Principal of the Theological College
and Church Training Center in Freetown, Sierra Leone. He has written several books
and articles including Liberia will Rise Again and Theological Education in Liberia: Problems
and Opportunities. In June 1990, Bishop Kulah and others organized a 60,000-person
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peace march that initiated the creation of an interfaith committee and helped build a
foundation for the 2003 peace process in Liberia. Bishop Kulah resigned his position on
the Liberian TRC in March 2008, to return to the Ministry of the gospel to become the
Interim Bishop of the United Methodist Church of Nigeria.

Commissioner Sheikh Kafumba Konneh is a Liberian Muslim Authority who has a
long practical record of conflict resolution and peace building efforts during the major
civil and military conflicts in Liberia. In addition to his theological (Al-Islamic)
achievements, Sheikh Konneh studied secular law through apprenticeship. He held
several positions in the civil service, including Justice of the Peace, Associate
Stipendiary Magistrate and County Commissioner in Nimba County, his birthplace. He
has also served as Secretary-General and Managing Director of the Liberian Muslim
Union and as Secretary-General and National Chairman of the National Muslim
Council of Liberia.

Cllr. Pearl Brown Bull has been a lawyer and renowned Liberian politician since the
late 70s. She has obtained numerous degrees, including a Bachelor of Arts (BA) in
Political Science from the University of Liberia and a Juris Doctor (law) degree from
Quinnipiac University, USA. Cllr. Bull has served as Professor of Management &
Supervision in Law Enforcement and Criminal Evidence at Shaw University, NC, USA,
and held many high-profile public positions including being a member of the Interim
Legislative Assembly, Constitutional Advisory Assembly, Public Procurement and
Concession Commission, panel of experts for the selection of commissioners of the
Independent National Human Rights Commission of Liberia, and Country Vice-
President of the International Federation of Women Lawyers. She is a legal drafter with
more than a quarter of a century of experience in peace building, conflict resolution and
social work.

Ambassador Gerald Coleman is an electrical engineer and project manager by
training, and holds a Master of Science in Electrical Engineering (M.S.E.E.) and
completed post-graduate studies in Engineering Management at Northeastern
University, MA, USA. Rev. Coleman is the spiritual elder and founding national
missionary of the Unification Movement of Liberia and where he has worked for more
than 25 years. In 1996, he was the Government of Liberia’s Commissioned Ambassador
and Special Envoy to the Far East. During this period, he worked for the peaceful
transition of the Liberian National Transitional Government (LNTG III) to civilian
government by facilitating several peace-building, education and cultural-exchange
programs for Liberian youth. In 2000, Ambassador Coleman, along with several other
prominent Liberians, launched the Inter-Religious & International Federation for
World Peace of Liberia (IIFWP-Liberia) as a national branch of an international peace-
building NGO. The National Transitional Government of Liberia (NTGL) asked
Ambassador Coleman to help facilitate the establishment of the Liberian TRC.
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John Stewart is a Liberian journalist, human rights advocate and activist. He is well
known for his acerbic writing and interviewing style and has served as Associate Editor
of the New Democrat Weekly and presenter of the Radio Veritas Topical Issues
program. He was educated at the University of Liberia and has held numerous
professional positions including local consultant for the Media Foundation for West
Africa; reporter for Channel Africa; Regional Coordinator for the Catholic Justice and
Peace Commission; Information Assistant for the United Nations Population Fund
(UNFPA); and National Assistant Field Security Advisor to the United Nations
Development Program (UNDP). Commissioner Stewart’s advocacy efforts have
included working with the Citizens of Liberia Against Gambling (COLAG), Citizens of
Liberia in Defense of Albert Porte (COLIDAP) and the Movement for Justice in Africa
(MOJA). He has been an advocate for the past 30 years and has been imprisoned and
tortured for his activism.

Massa A. Washington is a journalist with more than 20 years of experience. She holds
a B.A. in Mass Communication with an emphasis in print journalism from the
University of Liberia and is currently a second-year graduate student with high honors
at the Temple University School of Social Administration and Management,
Pennsylvania, USA. In 1984, she was trained in broadcast journalism by the Voice of
America (VOA) and the Liberian Broadcasting System (LBS). She has served as a Public
Relations Officer for the Liberian National Red Cross Society, Senior Reporter for the
Ministry of Information New Liberian Newspaper and News Editor for the
Independent Inquirer. Commissioner Washington covered the Liberian Civil War
extensively, often reporting in hostile territories, and she created a column in the
Inquirer dedicated to Liberian women. She is a women’s rights activist and a member
of the Liberian Women Initiative (LWI), which has been at the vanguard of peace
advocacy in Liberia.

International Technical Assistance Committee (ITAC)

Dr. Jeremy I. Levitt is currently the sole member of the International Technical
Advisory Committee (ITAC) active with the TRC. Professor Levitt was nominated by
the United Nations High Commissioner for Human Rights at the beginning of 2008,
and appointed by Her Excellency President Ellen Johnson-Sirleaf on July 31, 2008. He
is an Associate Dean for International Programs and Distinguished Professor of
International Law at Florida A&M University College of Law in Orlando, Florida. Dr.
Levitt is a public international lawyer, political scientist and historian. Prior to joining
the legal academy, Dr. Levitt served as Special Assistant to the Managing Director for
Global Human and Social Development at The World Bank Group in Washington,
D.C., and held a variety of global orientated positions in the public and private sectors.
He served as a Legal Aide to the Constitutional Assembly of the Parliament of the
Republic of South Africa during the country’s constitutional making process, and
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assisted in drafting its 2005 Promotion of National Unity and Reconciliation Act. Dr.
Levitt is an internationally recognized scholar having authored several books and law
review articles. He is the author of widely acclaimed text, THE EVOLUTION OF
DEADLY CONFLICT IN LIBERIA: FROM ‘PATERNALTARIANISM’ TO STATE
COLLAPSE (Caronlina Academic Press, 2005). Professor Levitt earned his B.A. at
Arizona State University, his J.D. at the University of Wisconsin-Madison, and his
Ph.D. in International Studies at the University of Cambridge, St. John’s College.

Prof. (Mrs.) Henrietta Joy Abena Mensa Bonsu, was a serving member of ITAC. A
national and internationally renowned legal academic, Prof. Joy Abena Nyarko Mensa-
Bonsu who was nominated to the International Technical Advisory Committee by
Economic Community of West African States (ECOWAS) is a Professor of the Faculty
of Law, University of Ghana and once served as Vice-Dean of the Faculty of Law. She
holds an LL.B First Class Honours (University of Ghana); LL.M. (Yale University) and
was called to the Ghana Bar in 1982. She is the recipient of several academic awards and
fellowships including Fulbright Fellowship. She was elected a Fellow of the Ghana
Academy of Arts and Sciences in 2003 and currently serves as the Honorary Secretary
of the Academy. Prof. Mensa-Bonsu has served her country in several capacities
including membership of the Police Council of Ghana as the President’s Nominee. She
has previous experience of TRC work as a Commissioner of the National Reconciliation
Commission of Ghana. She has also undertaken international assignments as a member
of the OAU’s Committee of Eminent African Jurists on the Lockerbie Case and the
AU’s Committee of Eminent African Jurists on the Hussein Habre Case. She was also
a member of the Advisory Panel of the International Bar Association for the drafting
of a Code of Professional Conduct for Defence Counsel appearing before the
International Criminal Court and was Ghana’s representative on the Intergovernmental
Committee of Experts on the Drafting of the African Charter on the Rights and Welfare
of the African Child. Professor Mensa-Bonsu has published widely on Criminal Law,
Juvenile Justice, Children’s rights, Family Law, and authored some basic texts in
Criminal Law, including The Annotated Criminal Code of Ghana; The Annotated
Criminal Procedure Code of Ghana; and The General Part of Criminal law,- A
Ghanaian Casebook, vol. I and II . She is a member of Accra Ebony Lions Club and has
held various positions of responsibility including Zone Chairman of Zone 161 of the
International Association of Lions Clubs. She is married with three daughters and is
currently the Deputy Special Representative of the Secretary General (DRSG) of the
United Nations Mission in Liberia (UNMIL).

Prof. Kenneth Agyemang Attafuah, Phd, ITAC Member (Ghana) was
also a member of ITAC. A Criminologist, Sociologist and Barrister-at-Law and Solicitor
of the Supreme Court of Ghana, Ken Attafuah was nominated to the TRC by the United
Nation’s High Commissioner for Human Rights. He is a former Commissioner of
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Human Rights in the Province of British Columbia, Canada, where he adjudicated
human rights complaints, and a Member of the Canadian Immigration and Refugee
Board, where he adjudicated claims to convention refugee status in Canada. Ken
Attafuah was the Executive Secretary of Ghana’s National Reconciliation Commission.
He previously worked as Chief Investigator and Director of Public Education and Anti-
Corruption at Ghana’s Commission on Human Rights and Administrative Justice. He
is a former Adjunct Professor of Criminology at the prestigious School of Criminology
at Simon Fraser University (SFU) in Vancouver, B.C., Canada, from where he earned
his Ph.D. in 1994. Ken Attafuah is also a product of the Ghana School of Law (B.L), the
University of Manitoba in Winnipeg, Canada, (M.A., Sociology) and the University of
Ghana (B.A. (Hons.), Sociology with Political Science).

Prior to his appointment to the TRC of Liberia, Prof. Cllr. Ken Attafuah was an
Associate Professor of Governance and Leadership at the Graduate School of
Leadership and Public Management at the Ghana Institute of Management and Public
Administration (GIMPA). He is the recipient of the Rev. Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr.
Memorial Award for outstanding contributions to race relations in Canada (February
1992), and of the much-coveted Vancouver Multicultural Society’s Distinguished Public
Service Award for outstanding contributions to, and dedicated service in, the promotion
of human rights education and multiculturalism in British Columbia, Canada
(November 1995). Prof. Cllr. Ken Attafuah’s extensive publications record includes a
number of decisions that set precedents in human rights in Canada. He has trained
and consulted widely, both locally and internationally, in the fields of human rights,
adjudication, investigations, conflict resolution, crime, policing, crime prevention,
criminal law reform, justice and the rule of law, gender mainstreaming, leadership and
governance, corruption and conflict of interest, corporate/organizational re-
engineering, peace and development, inter-group relations management, and advocacy
and lobbying. He resigned his TRC portfolio late 2007.

D. Commissioners, Specialists, Senior Staff, Structure, Administration

The TRC organizational structure indicates reporting lines that have been adopted in
the rules and procedures. The structure provides for nine Commissioners and an
International Technical Advisory Committee (ITAC) composed of three technical
advisors..

Commissioners

All Commissioners have equal powers with the Chairperson exercising his/her powers
as a ‘first among equals’. The organic powers of the Commission are contained in the
TRC Act. All members of the Commission shall exercise oversight responsibilities for
the functioning of the Commission in order to maintain a balanced and comprehensive
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perspective of TRC operations. Commissioners are not involved in day to day
operations of the Commission.

The Chairperson functions as the Chief Representative and official spokesperson for
the Commission; he may delegate some of his functions to one of the Commissioners
to act on his behalf. The Chairperson presides over meetings, forums, conferences and
hearings. He undertakes all other acts and exercises all authorities in consultation and
with other Commissioners.

The Vice-Chairperson assists the Chairperson in the discharge of his duties and
performs all such functions as the Chairperson may delegate. The Vice-Chair is one of
four female members of the eight-member Commission.

International Technical Advisory Committee

Article V Section 10 of the TRC Act provides for three ITAC members to be nominated,
one by the United Nations High Commission for Human Rights and two by ECOWAS.
Due to a number of constraints, two different ECOWAS nominated ITAC advisors were
appointed in 2006, but thereafter resigned. In September 2008, one was again
nominated by the United Nations High Commissioner for Human Rights and
appointed by the President of the Republic of Liberia in July, 2008. The ITAC advisors
provide legal and technical advice to TRC Commissioners and are accorded all rights
and privileges as Commissioners, except the right to vote.

Special Magistrate

Art VIII, Section 27 (b), provides for a Special Magistrate invested with the authority
to, under the direction of the direction of the Commission, to; a) issue out citations,
summons, warrants and commitments; b) conduct quasi judicial inquiries and hold
contempt hearings; and (c) perform all other acts as may from time to be designated by
the Commission. The Special Magistrate performs his duties in consultation with the
TRC Legal Counsel and the Executive Secretary, upholding all standards of due
process, impartiality, fairness and justice in consonance with the constitution and laws
of Liberia. The Special Magistrate was appointed by Her Excellency President Ellen
Johnson-Sirleaf in December 2008.

Senior Staff

Under Article IX Section 34, the Executive Secretary runs the day-to-day operations of
the TRC Secretariat as provided under the TRC Act. The Secretariat is the
administrative and operational arm of the TRC, rendering administrative, professional,
technical, clerical and general administrative support services. It comprises a core of
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administrative and functional staff under the direction, leadership and supervision of
the Executive Secretary who shall also serve the TRC as Secretary. In the conduct of
duties, he is assisted by the below line officers.

According to the organogaram, there are four line directors that form a part of the
Secretariat. The four directors are: (1) the Director of Inquiry; (2) the Media Director and
(3) Director of Programs; (4) Director of Administration. These middle level managers
report to the Executive Secretary who in turn reports to the Commission.

The Director of Inquiry directs 22 investigators and researchers. For planning purposes
and for the purpose of investigating the root causes of the war and to determine the
antecedents, the Commission identified 20 window cases and 14 thematic areas to be
investigated and researched. As the Commission winds down its data gathering
activities in country and in the Diaspora, a reduced number of these staff continue to
provide invaluable services of analyzing the vast data collected through the individual,
thematic and institutional hearings conducted in all 15 counties. They continue to
corroborate findings from witnesses or additional discoveries of sites and events in
order to authenticate these findings.

Outreach and Media Director: the Director is assisted by two officers. He functions as
the spokesperson of the Commission and guides the information that leaves the
Commission or filters back in to the Commission. The Outreach Officer functions as a
liaison between civil society organizations in disseminating materials and messages
throughout the length and breadth of the country. The Media Officer works closely
with the print and radio houses.

The Director of Programs and Projects: the Director is responsible for the data base
and coding units, the psychosocial unit, statements taking, hearings in the 15 counties
and the administration of all county offices. He is assisted by one program officer and
a program assistant. The data base and coding section has two supervisors, 14 coders
and 11 data clerks. The two supervisors are supervised by a Benetech consultant who
in turn reports to the Executive Secretary through the Program Director. During the
statement taking process, 124 local contractors were engaged to collect statements in
the 15 counties. Statement taking was followed by the individual and thematic hearings
in the counties. The psychosocial unit is headed by one coordinator who is assisted by
two counselors. During the county hearings, the Commission outsourced the
counseling component of the intervention to a local organization. The Liberian
Association of Psychosocial Services was closely monitored by the Commission’s three
counselors. The Commission was represented at the county level by two staff members-
one County Coordinator and one County Field Officer. These offices were especially
useful during the county hearings. Nearing the end of its tenure, the Commission, in
September 2008 began scaling down its operations and activities and had to close down
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all county offices, and layoff several employees. This will continue as the Commission
winds up.

Director of Administration: this position was not filled. Instead a Finance Manager was
appointed. Reporting to this manager is an accountant and a bookkeeper. Other staffs
within the administration are the logistician, the procurement officer and ten drivers
including the chief driver. A mechanic was also employed on a retainer bases. Also, in
the security section, the Commission has maintained a rooster of 12 perimeter security,
running three shifts and nine VIP securities assigned each to a Commissioner. When
the hearings began in January 2008, the National Police also assigned 9 additional
uniformed police to the Commission. That number has since been reduced
considerably.

Administration

In March 2007, the Commission, after one year of existence, constituted a secretariat.
Prior to that period, all nine Commissioners played implementing roles in running the
day to day activities of the Commission. When the Executive Secretary and the Director
of Programs came aboard, the International Contact Group on Liberia (ICGL)
intervened and requested that the Commission work with its partners to review and
revise its work plan and develop one with program budget acceptable work to donors
and partners. TRC rules and procedures were also reviewed and revised. Under similar
objectives, the TRC requested and an external audit was conducted. The audit was
conducted and the report circulated to member countries of the ICGL, Government of
Liberia and donor partners.

On July 18, 2007, after almost five months of meetings with the ICGL/TRC working
Group, an acceptable budget was adopted and the Commission undertook a two-
month fast tracking process of outreach activities into the fifteen counties. In July and
August 2007, with funding initially sourced from UNDP and OSIWA, county offices
were equipped and outreach activities of disseminating messages in preparation for
statement taking were conducted. Between the months of October and December 2007,
statement taking activities were concluded in all counties and in selected countries in
the Diaspora. The Commission announced in December 2007 that individual and
thematic hearings in the counties would begin on January 8, 2008 in Montserrado
County. Since then, the Commission’s work has continued uninterrupted.
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II. MANDATE

A. Mandate

This chapter will primarily focus on the conceptual, standards and methodological
aspects of the TRC’s mandate, while other related components will be addressed in
the chapters that follow. It is divided into four major sections including: Mandate,
Legal Methodology, Standard of Proof and Legal Architecture, Standards and Crimes.

The mandate of the Truth and Reconciliation Commission of Liberia (TRC) is expansive
and complex. It is charged with the onerous task of promoting national peace, security,
unity and reconciliation by, among other things, investigating, identifying the
antecedents of, and determining responsibility for egregious domestic crimes, gross
human rights violations and serious humanitarian law violations. Article IV Section 4
of the Act to Establish the Truth and Reconciliation Commission (TRC Act) of 12 May
2005, states:

Section 4

a. Investigating gross human rights violations and violations of
international humanitarian law as well as abuses that occurred,
including massacres, sexual violations, murder, extra-judicial killings
and economic crimes, such as the exploitation of natural or public
resources to perpetuate armed conflicts, during the period January
1979 to 14 October 2003; determining whether these were isolated
incidents or part of a systematic pattern; establishing the antecedents,
circumstances factors and context of such violation and abuses; and
determining those responsible for the commission of the violations
and abuses and their motives as well as their impact on victims.

Notwithstanding the period specified herein, the Commission may,
on an application by any person or group of persons, pursue the
objectives set out in this Article IV (Mandate of the Commission) in
respect of any other period preceding 1979.

b. Providing a forum that will address issues of impunity, as well as an
opportunity for both victims and perpetrators of human rights
violations to share their experiences in order to create a clear picture
of the past to facilitate genuine healing and reconciliation;

c. Investigating the antecedent of the crises which gave rise to and
impacted on the violent conflict in Liberia;
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d. Conducting a critical review of Liberia’s historical past, with the view
to establishing and giving recognition to historical truths in order to
address falsehoods and misconceptions of the past relating to the
nation’s socio-economic and political development.

e. Adopting specific mechanisms and procedures to address the
experiences of women, children and vulnerable groups, paying
particular attention to gender based violations, as well as to the issue
of child soldiers, providing opportunities for them to relate their
experiences, addressing concerns and recommending measures to be
taken for the rehabilitation of victims of human rights violations in
the spirit of national reconciliation and healing.

f. Compiling a report that includes a comprehensive account of the
activities of the Commission, and its findings.

From this background, the TRC must not only investigate and determine responsibility
for violations of international human rights law (IHRL) and international humanitarian
law (IHL) as well as their motives and impact on victims, but also determine the
historical antecedents or causes of violent conflict in the country, conduct an audit of
Liberian history to offer historical correctives, develop sustainable mechanisms to
address gendered and child-based violence and promote national rehabilitation,
reconciliation and healing. Under any objective standard these are very lofty goals to
effectuate within two years.

Article VII Section 26 (j) of the TRC Act requires that it make recommendations in five
specific areas: Reparations; Legal Institutional and other Reforms; Continuing
Investigations and Inquiries; and Prosecutions. Section 26 (k) also requires the TRC to
take any necessary action to gather information and receive evidence to allow it to
effectuate its mandate. Whereas, Article VIII empowers it to “exercise powers generally
in any matter, manner and form and for any purpose to the fulfillment of the objectives
expressed in the Act” without limitation, whatsoever.

Issues of Law

Due to its broad mandate, the TRC was immediately confronted with the difficult task
of assessing which bodies of IHRL and IHL applied to it—a critical question given that
the mandate includes determinations on responsibility for egregious domestic crimes,
gross violations of IHRL and violations of IHL. The TRC Act broadly defines “Human
Rights violations” as: “(1) violations of international human rights standards,
including, but not limited to acts of torture, killing, abduction and severe ill-treatment
of any person; (2) violations of international humanitarian law, including, but not
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limited to crimes against humanity and war crimes.” It further states that “’violations
of international humanitarian law’ includes the Geneva Conventions of 12 August 1949
and its Additional Protocols.” Based on the legal mandate of the TRC as enumerated
in Section 4(a), the TRC adopted a coherent set of categories of crimes, standards and
definitions to guide and inform its work.

The process involved determining the applicability of IHRL and IHL on Liberia
between January 1979 through 14 October 2003, which was a daunting task due to the
large body of treaty law, general international law and customary international law
applicable to Liberia given its standing as Africa’s oldest republic (since 1847), not to
mention that IHRL and IHL had significantly evolved during this period. In this sense,
what may not have been an IHRL or IHL violation in 1979 may have become one
through treaty or customary law development by 1999, particularly with the
establishment of an ad hoc international tribunal and with the adoption of the 1998
Rome Statute establishing the International Criminal Court. Liberia has ratified these
international legal instruments.

Consequently, again, the TRC is confronted with the complicated task of developing
a legal architecture and set of standards that comport with Liberia’s international
commitments and obligations and simultaneously complement its substantive and
temporal mandate while providing it with the flexibility to apply law that is digestible
to the Liberian palate and suitable to the Liberian experience.

B. Legal Methodology

As an independent body created under and by Liberian law, the TRC must operate in
accordance with international law binding on the Republic of Liberia. Despite the fact
that the TRC Act provided broad legal guidelines to steer the TRC’s legal mandate to
investigate domestic law, IHRL and IHL violations and “determine those responsible
for the commission of the violations and abuses,” it did not offer insight into the
multifarious existing rules and standards that bind, control and define the scope of the
TRC’s quasi-adjudicatory functions.

Consequently, the TRC had to conduct a legal audit of Liberia’s obligations under
Liberian penal law, African Union (AU) law, Economic Community of West African
States (ECOWAS) law; United Nations (UN) law; general international law, and
customary international law to fashion its own legal architecture and standards. This
process required canvassing over fifty human rights, humanitarian and other-related
treaties, ascertaining the precise status of regional and customary international law,
norms applicable to Liberia as well as examining the jurisprudence and practice of the
various international and ad hoc criminal tribunals and truth and reconciliation
commissions, respectively. This endeavor was further complicated by the unique
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temporal mandate of the TRC (from January 1979 to October 2003), which, for example,
begins during the Cold War era and continues through the immediate post-Cold War
into the twenty-first century. During this twenty-four year period, regional and
international law significantly evolved, requiring nuanced analysis and legalistic
filtering. For example, prior to the end of the Cold War, there was no comprehensive
international protective regime for children; however, since 1990, the African Charter
on the Rights and Welfare of the Child (1992), Convention on the Rights of the Child
(CRC) (1989), and the Optional Protocol to the CRC on the involvement of children in
armed conflict (2004) have crystallized into hard law along with complementary
customary international law. Consequently, in 1979, Liberian children had fewer rights
under regional and international law than they did in 1999. Not only did the TRC have
to account for the evolution of regional and international law but also the critical
distinction between IHRL and IHL. Consequently, the TRC addressed these temporal
and substantive dichotomies by employing a sequential analysis for reviewing
allegations, for developing broad standards, by only making determinations of
responsibility using legal precepts applicable at the time that the alleged crimes
occurred, and by drawing a fine line between IHRL- and IHL-based violations.

i. Distinguishing IHRL from IHL

Although IHRL and IHL are complementary and strive to protect the lives, health and
dignity of people, they are distinct. IHL applies in situations of armed conflict, while
IHRL applies at all times, in situations of armed conflict and peace. IHRL is generally
limited in application to violations committed by a state or its agents against citizens,
whereas IHL is applicable to state actors and non-state actors alike. In the search to
criminalize violations of IHRL and IHL, a new branch of international penal law
referred to as international criminal law (ICL) has emerged. After a review of relevant
and prevailing regional and international law and standards and in accordance with
its mandate, the TRC concluded that while in times of public emergency some human
rights treaties permit governments to derogate from certain rights, it is never acceptable
to derogate from fundamental human rights (e.g. right to life and personal dignity). It
also determined that no derogations are permitted under IHL because it was
established to regulate emergency situations, and particularly armed conflict; rules
governing the conduct of hostilities and Prisoner of War (POW) status are not
applicable in non-international armed conflicts; and there is no derogation from ICL in
times of public emergency because it exists to protect the fundamental rights of people
through penal sanction.

ii. Distinguishing Armed Violence from Armed Conflict

International humanitarian law gives little guidance on how to determine when an
armed conflict actually begins and, for this reason, when IHL is applicable to non-
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international armed conflict. This is a critical issue because, as already noted, situations
of internal armed violence short of armed conflict only engender IHRL and ICL;
whereas, situations of armed conflict are characterized by IHRL, IHL and ICL. With
respect to IHL, the Geneva Conventions of 1948 (I-IV) and Protocol II Additional to the
Geneva Conventions of 1977 (Protocol II) provide different standards for determining
when armed conflict exists and consequently when the conventions apply. According
to the Inter-American Commission on Human Rights (IACHR) in the Abella case,2 which
is one of few authoritative interpretations identifying when Common Article 3 of the
1949 Geneva Convention is applicable to armed violence, armed conflict is “low
intensity and open armed confrontations between relatively organized armed forces or
groups that take place in the territory of a state.”3 For purposes of Common Article 3,
armed conflict applies to all parties at conflict and involves “armed civil strife between
government armed forces and organized armed insurgents” and “governs situations
where two or more armed factions” battle “without the intervention of government
forces where, for example, an established government has dissolved or is too weak to
intervene.”4 According to the IACHR and the commentary of the International
Committee on the Red Cross on the Geneva Conventions, there need not be large-scale
war nor do armed groups need to control segments of national territory for there to be
armed conflict under Common Article 3. The TRC shares this view.

Notwithstanding, Geneva Convention law and customary international humanitarian
law do seem to require that, for purposes of application of Common Article 3, armed
conflict must: (1) be protracted, not simply sporadic acts of violence (e.g. mass rioting
or short-lived rebellion); (2) be conducted by armed organized groups; (3) not be
contained to a small part of territory; (4) be violently intense in nature; (5) pose a threat
to a government or the civilian population; and (6) not include the armed forces of
another state. Therefore, Common Article 3 would apply to, for example, armed
conflict between the National Patriotic Front of Liberia (NPFL) and the Government of
Liberia as well as conflict between the NPFL and the Independent National Patriotic
Front of Liberia (INPFL), among other factions, in the 1990s. The TRC likewise shares
this view.

Protocol II was ratified by Liberia in June 1988 and sets-out more conservative criteria
or a higher threshold that legally controls all internal conflict after this period. For
purposes of application of Protocol II, armed conflict must be: (1) violently intense or
at a high level; (2) between armed forces of a state and dissident armed forces or other
armed groups; (3) conducted under responsible command of armed groups that
exercise control over enough territory to carry out sustained and concerted military

2 IACHR Report No. 55/97, case No. II.137, 30 October 1997, para. 152. Hereinafter referred to as the
Abella case.
3 Id.
4 Id.
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operations, not excluding hit-and-run type operations. Protocol II does not apply to
armed conflict between organized armed groups (e.g. the NPFL and INPFL in the
1990s), but only when one of the warring factions is represented by government forces
(e.g. armed violence between the Liberians United for Reconciliation and Democracy
(LURD) and Government of Liberia). If armed violence in a state does not satisfy the
high threshold in Protocol II, it cannot be classified as armed conflict under Protocol
II. Under this scenario, IHL may still apply if armed violence satisfies the broad
threshold for armed conflict under Common Article 3.

While the TRC recognizes the need to differentiate between Common Article 3 and
Protocol II types of armed conflict, the complex nature of violent conflict in Liberia
necessitates a flexible juridical approach that simultaneously recognizes the blurred
lines between armed conflict between organized armed groups and government, and
opposing organized armed groups and armed splinter groups. This situation has been
further complicated by the fact that, between 1979 through 2003, organized armed
groups often controlled significantly more territory than contesting governments, some
of which had no military capacity except for militia. Consequently, the TRC determined
that during Liberia’s various episodes of armed conflict (see Annex 1) among organized
armed opposition groups and/or among or between such groups and the Liberian
government that both Common Article 3 and Protocol II standards applied to such
conflict and violence between armed opposition groups.

C. Standard of Proof

Since the TRC Act is silent on the question of which standard of proof to use in
investigating and determining those responsible for the commission of violations of
domestic law, IHRL and IHL, and after reviewing standards used by other truth and
reconciliation commissions, the TRC decided that the corresponding standard of proof
should be a “preponderance of the evidence” (that the accused”more likely than not”
is responsible for committing the violation or crime). Since the TRC is not a criminal
court or tribunal, no higher standard of proof is necessary. If a prosecution mechanism
is established after the TRC process is complete, it will be for Government to determine
the requisite prosecutorial standard of proof, which, in accordance with Liberian law,
would be “beyond a reasonable doubt.”

D. Legal Architecture, Standards and Crimes

The TRC adopted three primary classifications of crimes that it is using to investigate
and determine responsibility including: (1) “Egregious Domestic Crimes”; (2) Gross
Violations of Human Rights Law; and (3) Serious Humanitarian Law Violations. The
TRC reserves the right to and will make determinations of responsibility on any
persons, groups or entities involved in a joint criminal enterprise or conspiracy
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including those that planned, instigated, ordered committed, aided or abetted in the
planning, preparation or execution of any crime within its mandate. The sections that
follow will discuss and define these terms in greater detail.

i. “Egregious” Domestic Crimes (EDC)

While the TRC mandate is preoccupied with IHRL and IHL violations, it also provides
the necessary flexibility to consider other “abuses” or crimes that are not of an
international character but fall into the realm of domestic criminal law violations
including sexual violations (e.g. rape and molestation) and murder. Clearly, massacres,
economic crimes and extra-judicial killings fall within the ambit of IHRL and IHL;
however, to the extent that Liberian law addresses these or related egregious crimes
(particularly those classified as first degree felonies), the TRC decided that they would
comprise a part of the legal standards used to determine responsibility. This approach
provides the TRC with needed flexibility because during times of peace—when only
human rights law is applicable—it may investigate and adjudicate responsibility for
violations committed by private citizens for private actions under domestic law, not
simply crimes committed by the state against private citizens. Hence, to the extent
Liberian law criminalizes sexual crimes, murder and massacres, the TRC will use it to
determine responsibility where statutes of limitation are not applicable.

The relevant “egregious” domestic crimes include economic crimes under the Act
Adopting A New Penal Law and Repealing Sections 31.3 & 32.1 of the Criminal
Procedure Law (approved 19 July 1976), which are as follows: (1) Mercenarism; (2)
Official Oppression; (3) Murder; (4) Kidnapping; (5) Rape; (6) Sexual Assault; (7) Fraud
on the Internal Revenue of Liberia; (8) Theft and/or Illegal Disbursement and
Expenditure of Public Money; and (9) Possession, Distribution, Transportation and/or
use of Tools and Materials for Counterfeiting Purposes; and (10) Misuse of Public
Money, Property or Record.

In accordance with the TRC Act, economic crime has been added as a substantive
crime. There is no generally agreed upon definition of economic crime, so after
conducting a comparative analysis of domestic law in Africa, regional law and
international law, the TRC adopted one, which is included in the “egregious” domestic
crimes section, fully aware of its transnational characteristics and linkages to IHRL and
IHL.

For a list of definitions, see Annex 2.
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ii. “Gross” Human Rights Violations (GHRV)

The human rights protective regime is designed to protect individuals and groups of
people from abuses of state authority. The TRC Act is almost exclusively concerned
with gross violations of civil and political rights to include economic, social and
cultural rights, with explicit reference to economic crimes. By definition, the Statute
also unambiguously distinguishes between GHRV and milder types of violations
enumerated in the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR) such
as the right to freedom of speech and assembly, a fair trial and liberty of movement,
and freedom to choose a residence; as well as rights in the International Covenant on
Economic, Social and Cultural Rights (ICESCR) such as the right to education,
enjoyment of just and favorable work conditions and vacation pay. The TRC Act is
clearly preoccupied with violations that bring about death, physical or mental pain
and injury or deprivation of freedom and livelihood.

The TRC has determined that GHRV are generally but not exclusively committed by
state actors, may take place during times of peace or armed conflict, and can be directed
against individuals or groups of people. GHRV abrogate preemptory norms of
international human rights law such as: (1) Murder; (2) Extermination; (3) Enslavement;
(4) Torture; (5) Rape; (6) Sexual Slavery; (7) Enforced Prostitution; (8) Enforced
Sterilization; (9) Sexual Violence; (10) Enforced Disappearance of Persons; (11)
Persecution; (12) Deportation or Forcible Transfer of Population; (13) Imprisonment or
other Serious Deprivation of Physical Liberty; (14) Genocide; and (15) Crimes Against
Humanity. Articles II and IV of the TRC Act encompass the aforementioned GHRV.

For a list of definitions, please see Annex 3.

iii. “Serious” Humanitarian Law Violations (SHLV)

GHRV are serious violations of humanitarian law that trigger universal jurisdiction to
prosecute. Since conflict in Liberia is best characterized as a non-international armed
conflict, only two bodies of IHL govern episodes of armed conflict in the country: (1)
Common Article 3 of the 1949 Geneva Conventions; and (2) 1977 Additional Protocol
II to the Geneva Conventions, not excluding customary international humanitarian
law. As previously noted, the TRC has determined that both conventions apply to all
of Liberia’s episodes of conflict.

Common Article 3 states, “persons taking no active part in the hostilities, including
members of armed forces who have laid down their arms and those placed hors de
combat by sickness, wounds, detention, or any other cause, shall in all circumstances be
treated humanely, without any adverse distinction founded on race, color, religion or
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faith, sex, birth or wealth, or any other similar criteria.”5 It strictly prohibits the
following acts against these classes of persons: (1) Violence to life and person, in
particular murder of all kinds, mutilation, cruel treatment and torture; (2) Taking of
hostages; (3) Outrages upon personal dignity, in particular humiliating and degrading
treatment; (4) The passing of sentences and the carrying out of executions without
previous judgment pronounced by a regularly constituted court, affording all the
judicial guarantees which are recognized as indispensable by civilized peoples; and
(5) Attacking objects or persons using the distinct emblems of the Geneva Conventions.

Protocol II states, “all persons who do not take a direct part or who have ceased to take
part in hostilities, whether or not their liberty has been restricted, are entitled to respect
for their person, honor and convictions and religious practices.” It requires that such
persons always be treated humanely, “without any adverse distinction.” Protocol II
strictly prohibits any order that there “shall be no survivors” as well as the following
acts against persons: (1) Violence to the life, health and physical or mental well-being
of persons, in particular murder as well as cruel treatment such as torture, mutilation
or any form of corporal punishment; (2) Collective punishment; (3) Taking of hostages;
(4) Acts of Terrorism; (5) Outrages upon personal dignity, in particular humiliating
and degrading treatment, rape, enforced prostitution, sexual slavery, sexual violence
and any form of indecent assault; (6) Slavery and the slave trade in all their forms; (7)
Pillage; (8) Sentencing or Execution Without Due Process; (9) Using, Conscripting or
Enlisting Children in Armed Conflict; and (10) Threats to commit any of the foregoing
acts.

For a list of definitions of SHLV, see Annex 4.

In the final analysis, the TRC sought to ensure that the overall approach to carry out
its mandate complemented Liberia’s complex history while simultaneously
comporting with domestic, regional and international norms.
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III. METHODOLOGY

There is no single methodological approach that adequately assists the TRC in fulfilling
its complex mandate. This is especially true with respect to the interrelationships
between the mandate provisions of the TRC Act, for example, in finding out the root
causes of the conflict and its historical antecedents, or satisfying the public’s
perspective on the thorny policy areas of amnesty, prosecution and reparation, and in
determining what is practicable and applicable under applicable laws and country
conditions. The 2005 TRC Act is an intricate body of law compounded by high public
expectations that the TRC will produce a one-size fits all remedy to decades of injustice
and violent armed conflict in a neatly bow-tied end product. Equally so, the TRC is
expected to make substantive contributions to the”law and doctrine of truth
commissions” that surpasses its predecessors.

Given the unique historical and contemporary dynamics of Liberia the TRC defined the
methodology of its work qualitatively and quantitatively under the following
considerations: it first established the fundamental purpose of the TRC, then reviewed
the mandate thoroughly for understanding and clarity of the functions and powers of
the Commission, what was feasible and practicable bearing in mind the two year
stipulated timeframe for implementation of its work, the country condition and
available resources, and then established short and long term objectives for meeting its
goals.

In determining procedures the Commission would employ in performing its functions,
Article VII, Section 26 (a) stipulates that the TRC should facilitate and, where necessary,
initiate or coordinate enquiries into, and investigate “gross violations and abuses of
human rights, privileges, powers and authority in Liberia including violations, which
were part of a systematic pattern of abuse” as well as the “nature, causes and extent of
gross violations and abuses of human rights, including the root causes, circumstances,
factors, context, motives and perspectives which led to such violations.”

Select provisions of Section 26 of the TRC Act also require the TRC to achieve multiple
ends:

“Section 26

d. Ensuring accountability, political or otherwise, for any such violation.

e. Gathering information and receiving evidence from any person or
persons, including persons claiming to be victims of such violations
or the representatives of such victims, individuals, groups of
individuals, perpetrators, witnesses and institutions through the
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taking of statements and through evidence gathered through the
conduct of both public and confidential hearings upon request of
witnesses, informants, petitioners, either as victims, perpetrators,
subject to the exclusive discretion and authority of the TRC.

f. Helping restore the human dignity of victims and promote
reconciliation by providing an opportunity for victims, witnesses, and
others to give an account of the violations and abuses suffered and for
perpetrators to relate their experiences, in an environment conducive
to constructive interchange between victims and perpetrators, giving
special attention to the issue of sexual and gender based violence and
most especially to the experiences of children and women during
armed conflicts in Liberia;

g. Recommending amnesty under terms and conditions established by
the TRC upon application by individual persons making full
disclosures of their doings and thereby expressing remorse for their
acts and/or omissions, whether as an accomplice or a perpetrator,
provided that amnesty or exoneration shall apply to violations of
international humanitarian law and crimes against humanity in
conformity with international laws and standards;

h. Preparing a comprehensive report which sets out its activities and
findings based on factual and objective information and evidence
collected or received by it or placed at its disposal;

i. Creating an independent, accurate and objective record of the past
and making recommendations reflective of the truth to re-unify and
reconcile contending groups and/ or the peoples of Liberia;

j. Making recommendations to the Head of State with regard to;
i. Reparations and rehabilitation of victims and perpetrators in need of

specialized psycho-social and other rehabilitative services;
ii. Legal, institutional and other reforms;
iii. The need for continuing investigations and inquiries into particular

matters, at the discretion of the TRC; and
iv. The need to hold prosecutions in particular cases as the TRC deems

appropriate;

k. At the discretion of the TRC, any person, group of persons or
organizations or institutions shall be permitted to provide
information as informants, witnesses, perpetrators or victims to the
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TRC on a confidential or non-confidential basis and the TRC shall not
be compelled by any authority to disclose any such information given
to it in confidence;

n. The TRC shall take into account the security and other interests of the
victims and witnesses when appearing for hearings, design witness
protection mechanisms on a case by case basis as well as special
programs for children and women both as perpetrators and victims
under burdens of trauma, stigmatization, neglect, shame,
ostracization, threats, etc. and others in difficult circumstances who
may wish to recount their stories either in privacy or public, subject
to the discretion of the TRC.

Once the TRC agreed on the meaning of its mandate, functions and powers, it moved
forward with determining its modus operandi as a quasi-judicial body pursuant to the
TRC Act. Consequently, the TRC adopted a set of rules and procedures to guide its
work and ensure stability in TRC operations.

In order to provide notice to the public of its determinations on critical issues the TRC
issued, published and circulated several public policy bulletins on key policy areas
including: N0.01, Public Hearings; N0.02, General Immunity for all TRC witnesses;
N0.03, Restatement of policy on the right to counsel during hearings; N0.04,
Reparation, Prosecution and Amnesty; N0.05, In-camera or Confidential hearings;
N0.06, Application for Amnesty; and N0.07, Warrants, and Compulsory processes.
These policies clearly articulated the TRC’s interpretation on key policy issues.

Public dissemination of public bulletins generated public confidence, particularly the
TRC’s bulletins on granting of general immunity to all witnesses testifying or
appearing before it and its decision to mainstream confidentiality throughout its
proceedings. These were pivotal in soliciting the cooperation of victims, witnesses and
alleged perpetrators to participate in the process.

The protection of victims and witnesses in either giving statements to the TRC or
testifying before it was a dominant factor in how the TRC conducted its investigations
into IHRL and IHL violations. Witness protection was applied on an individual case by
case basis due to inadequate resources and the limited time (two years) that the TRC
had to achieve its mandate. Confidentiality of the statement-giver during statement-
taking was insisted upon, and anonymous statements allowed. In-camera hearings
were confidential and off limits to any member of the public or TRC staff.

Article VII Section 26 (f) requires the TRC to help “restore the human dignity of victims
and promote reconciliation by providing an opportunity for victims, witnesses and
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others to give an account of the violations and abuses suffered and for perpetrators to
relate their experiences, in an environment conducive to constructive interchange
between victims and perpetrators.” It also required that the TRC give special attention
to the issue of sexual and gender based violence, particularly with respect to women
and children. Consequently, the TRC decided that in order to protect the physical and
psychological welfare of victims and alleged perpetrators, victims were informed about
the appearances of alleged perpetrators and were free to attend public hearings if they
desired to without being in conflict with or required to be in close proximity to them.
The TRC decided against providing a venue for the accuser, particularly the most
violent ones, to confront the accused, for security reasons, among others. While such
exchanges took place, they were limited and did not occur frequently.

Data collection of the process was both qualitative and quantitative. For qualitative
information, the Commission received information through the following means:
statement-taking (the statement-taking forms had sections for both qualitative and
quantitative information), Inquiry Unit interviews, public and In-camera hearings and
testimonies, documented submissions, UN Country reports and assessments, reports
of local and international human rights organizations, reports of Liberian civil society
organizations, US State Department human rights reports, media reports, publications
and books. Some of these sources were confidential as well as non-confidential. For
quantitative information, the TRC relied heavily on data and analysis from Beneficial
Technology or Benetech, a U.S. based corporation contracted to manage the TRC
database, a critical component of its work.

A. Commissioner Training and Preparation

Following a public vetting and recruitment process in late 2005, TRC Commissioners
were selected by then transitional Head of State Gyude Bryant and afterward received
their commissions from Her Excellency President Ellen Johnson-Sirleaf on 20 February
2006. Immediately thereafter, Commissioners underwent various types of training and
courses in the history and origin of truth commissions as a form of transitional justice
mechanisms, including their functions, goals, objectives and importance in post conflict
countries; best practice approaches and experiences of other truth commissions, and
human rights and humanitarian law training. Commissioners also received training
in the investigation of human rights violations; technical issues in conducting public
and in-camera hearings; psycho-social care and support for victims, and others coming
before the TRC; conflict prevention and resolution; reparations; and other specialized
topics of interest that enabled Commissioners to function within the accepted
operational standards of truth commissioners.

The training was facilitated by a combination of local and international experts in the
field of international law and transitional justice. An array of institutions including the
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Economic Community of West African States (ECOWAS), Human Rights Foundation
of South Africa (FHR), the International Center for Transitional Justice (ICTJ), the
United Nations Mission in Liberia (UNMIL), and the locally based Transitional Justice
Working Group (TJWG) assisted the TRC during those formidable stages of its work.
Dr. Jeremy Levitt provided legal training for the Commission.

In June 2006, prior to the launching of the TRC, the nine member Commission visited
South Africa under the auspices of the Human Rights Foundation (FHR) to undertake
a study tour of South Africa for orientation and to become acquainted with the
country’s past truth and reconciliation process in order to experience first-hand how
the South African TRC approached and managed its process. The training was well
coordinated and intensive, and afforded the Commissioners the rare opportunity to
meet and speak one-on-one with former South African Commissioners, staff, human
rights advocates, government officials, and renowned South Africans and others on
the impact of the TRC in South Africa. The training assisted Commissioners in
expanding their knowledge about the practice of truth and reconciliation commissions,
and provided them with a clearer understanding of what they would be encountering.
Additional training continued on an ongoing basis throughout the process.

B. Domestic and International Staff Training

In recognition of the important role staff play in effectuating the TRC’s mandate, the
Commission, with the assistance of several partners, conducted research, writing,
analysis, investigative techniques and management skills training for domestic TRC
staff. Staff often participated in training alongside Commissioners, while at other times
they were trained independently. For example, in 2006, over three hundred staff
members were trained as statement-takers, investigators, psycho-social support
persons and county coordinators in preparation for the statement-taking, inquiry and
hearing processes, and the creation of TRC offices in Liberia’s fifteen counties. Data
entry staff or coders entrusted to input information into the database from the
statement-taking were provided specialized training in this area coordinated by
Benetech. The data coders were trained in 2007 in the mechanics of data coding,
categorizing of human rights violations, geography of victims’ communities and name
codification.

In early May 2006, over one thousand community mobilizations from various civil
society organizations resident in the counties were hosted at the Liberian Biomedical
Research Center in Margibi County, where they underwent three days of training in
communications and social mobilization skills facilitated by Ambassador Julie Endee,
a Liberian communication expert and Cultural Ambassador contracted by the TRC to
assist in its outreach efforts. This was in preparation for the official launching of the
TRC in the 15 counties of Liberia and the sensitization and awareness campaign
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associated with it. Staff associated with the Diaspora Project in the United States of
America, Ghana and Nigeria, were similarly trained as coders and community
mobilizers to ensure that TRC techniques were mainstreamed among all staff. All
training programs focused a gender dimension that included emphasis on women and
children’s issues.

The majority of training was conducted in collaboration with civil society groups and
members. Some were carried out for specific members of civil society in partnership
with the TRC. For example, the TRC and ICTJ coordinated the International Media
Center and the Press Union of Liberia training in early 2007 to conduct extensive
training for local journalists on the TRC process. This effort culminated in a joint code
of conduct being established to govern the media’s coverage of the TRC process, and
especially its hearings. Local and field staff also received training of various forms.

In order to maintain a balanced perspective, a uniform training program was designed
with slight modification to suit the particular needs of the TRC Diaspora Project. The
Diaspora Project conceived and designed by the TRC was implemented by the TRC
Diaspora partners, the Advocates for Human Rights, formerly Minnesota Advocates
For Human Rights based in Minnesota, U.S.A, and closely supervised and co-managed
by the TRC. Training modules in the Diaspora were jointly designed and coordinated
to mirror as closely as possible the Liberia program. The TRC created a Diaspora
Committee, to closely track and monitor the project. Commissioners made periodic
visits to the USA and played a leadership role in several training modules on the TRC
mandate, transitional justice, the history of Liberia and its various episodes of conflict,
the Liberian Constitution, statement-taking and investigation, human rights law and
multiculturalism. The Diaspora Project trained over six hundred volunteers to collect
statements from Liberians in the USA. This model of training was replicated with
competent modifications for the West Africa Diaspora Project. Ten Liberians residing
in the Buduburam Liberian refugee camp in Ghana were trained as statement-takers
to assist the TRC to collect statements from Liberians in Ghana. About ten Liberians
resident in the Federal Republic of Nigeria were also trained for the TRC project.

C. Statement-Taking

Between 2005-2006, approximately two hundred individuals were recruited
nationwide from local communities as statement-takers and trained to solicit the
voluntary narratives of individuals recounting their personal experiences and accounts
of the conflict either as victims, witnesses, perpetrators, or as family members and
loved ones from their communities. The statement forms were specifically designed
to be gender sensitive, victim friendly, while special forms were designed for children
statement-givers. This method employed a confidential interview using probing
questioning techniques to assist the statement-giver in recounting traumatic events or
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experiences and to provide factual accounts or evidence of events that took place.
Recommendations for how the TRC should proceed with its work and its final report
were also solicited from those persons that participated in the process and the public
in general. As a result of its careful statement-taking approach the TRC generated
goodwill with the public and succeeded in obtaining over 20,000 statements from
Liberians in Liberia and in the Diaspora including the U.S. and West Africa.

The TRC recruited more women statement takers than male while women participated
strongly in the statement-taking process as statement givers, accounting for
approximately 47% of all statements given to the TRC.

The statement-taking process was followed by Public and In-Camera Hearings in
Liberia’s fifteen counties and in the US. Hearings were initially scheduled for West
Africa in the Republic of Ghana. Liberian refugees confrontations with the authorities
of Ghana unsettled the planned hearings in the West African sub-region. The hearings
including seven months of victims’ and witnesses’ testimonies and, to date, four
months of actors, thematic and institutional hearings, which provided vital accounts
and perspectives under the broader “contemporary history of the conflict theme”.
Special considerations have been made to accommodate women, children, elderly,
handicap and other vulnerable groups.

D. Civil Society Participation, Outreach and Hearings

This section discusses the various civil society participation and outreach activities of
the TRC inclusive of national and international hearings processes. In this context, it
will also highlight the various activities that the TRC designed and implemented for
women and children.

i. Civil Society

Civil society was a major stakeholder in the Liberian peace process and has been in the
vanguard of the TRC process as far back as the 2003 Comprehensive Peace Agreement
(Accra). From the conceptualization of the TRC and the drafting and passing of TRC
legislation to the vetting of Commissioners and senior staff, civil society representatives
from various organizations, including women’s groups, youth groups, the disabled
community, political parties, the religious community, traditional organizations and
the media, participated in the TRC process and continued to play a lead roles in how
the TRC implemented its mandate. In 2007, the TRC entered into a memorandum of
understanding with sixteen civil society organizations, further concretizing their
partnership.

As early as May 2006, the TRC, through a public participatory process, launched a
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massive public outreach, awareness and sensitization campaign in collaboration with
several civil society organizations aimed at formally introducing the Commission by
explaining its mandate, educating the populace about the pivotal role it could play in
healing the nation, encouraging them to participate, and garnering the support of the
broader Liberian public and partners in the process. This public awareness campaign
began in Monrovia and was subsequently expanded throughout Liberia’s fifteen
counties.

The TRC held special interactive outreach presentations on its programs and activities
with the National Legislature and the Cabinet. Civil society groups at different levels
were engaged by the Commission to assist in this effort; they include: the Liberian
National Girls Guides Association, Boys Scouts of Liberia, Artists Association of
Liberia, Liberian Crusaders for Peace, Roller Skaters Association of Liberia, Women
on the Move Association, and the Traditional Women Association of Liberia. Local
media and the United Nations Mission in Liberia (UNMIL) and other partners have
also provided assistance in this area.

Civil Society organizations buttressed the Commission’s efforts by conducting
sensitization and awareness in all fifteen counties, distributing 15,000 copies of the
TRC’s informational questions and answers (Q&A) brochure, replicating and
distributing 10,000 copies of the 1986 Constitution of Liberia to schools and
communities for civic education and by conducting sensitization and awareness
workshops about the TRC process. The involvement of civil society in the TRC process
enormously enhanced the Commission’s work in accomplishing its mandate.

ii. National and International Outreach and Hearings

With the launch of the Diaspora Project on 22 June 2006, concomitantly with the
national launching of the TRC, rigorous outreach efforts were exerted to market and
localize the TRC to Liberians residing outside of the country beginning in the USA and
then West Africa. Numerous outreach, education and sensitization events were held in
several U.S. cities where large populations of Liberians reside. Like national TRC
activities, these activities included town hall meetings, formal presentations, speaking
engagements in churches and mosques, and special events. The media at home and
abroad was also equally involved in spreading the TRC’s message across to Liberians
and the general public. Several newspapers, radios and television interviewed project
staff and Commissioners in Liberia and abroad.

The TRC’s Diaspora Project was innovative because it redefined the way in which truth
and reconciliation commissions should operate—from local or nationally-centered
bodies to global truth seeking institutions—by conducting international hearings that
included testimony and perspectives from its citizens abroad; thereby, raising the bar
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of ingenuity in transitional justice approaches. The Diaspora Project began in
Minneapolis, Minnesota (USA), which is home to approximately 5,000 of the 40,000
Liberians living in the U.S., with the assistance of one of the TRC’s key partners, the
Advocates for Human Rights, which served as a primary implementer of the Project.
The Diaspora project resulted in the collection of approximately 1,500 statements from
alleged perpetrators and victims of Liberia’s various episodes of state chaos and
conflict. The project eventually conducted activities in eleven U.S. cities, Europe and to
Ghana, Nigeria, and Sierra Leone where a significant number of Liberian refugees in
West Africa reside. Community Advisory Committees comprising credible Liberians
were established in each city hosting a project. Numerous outreach events were
organized in collaboration with the Advisory committees and often hosted by the
various Liberian communities. This approach ensured Diaspora community
involvement and support for the Project. Approximately 1000 statements were
collected from Liberians in West Africa.

Public sensitization and awareness was a constant feature of the TRC process, initiated
during each phase of the TRC’s work. The communication, sensitization and
mobilization aspect of the TRC’s program was designed to coincide with every stage
of activities. Sensitization and public outreach was a permanent feature of all TRC
programs in the fifteen counties, and was carried out through music, drama, town hall
meetings, workshops, visitations of churches and mosques, presentations and media
reports. Other specialized modes of communication, including the non-traditional and
conventional, were explored to maximize the outreach capacity and objectives of the
TRC. Notwithstanding these efforts and extensive strategic planning, the necessary
financial support from the donor community was not forthcoming, and consequently,
the TRC’s outreach programs were adversely affected.

After receiving initial feedback about country conditions in the counties during the
outreach process, the TRC embarked upon a nationwide assessment of each county
with the goal and objective of ascertaining first-hand the plight of civil war rural
victims and living conditions of inhabitants in rural Liberia, generally. The TRC
immediately established county offices in order to decentralize its operation and
provide local residents with the opportunity to establish ownership of the TRC process.

iii. Women

Historically, women have been the most marginalized economically, socially and
politically. In Liberia, it was only in 1947, for example, 100 years after the declaration
of independence, that Liberian women were granted rights of suffrage.

Liberia is attempting to emerge from the throes of more than two decades of state
breakdown and protracted civil conflict resulting in deaths and massive displacement
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of persons internally not excluding the destruction of the country’s infrastructure.
Unfortunately, women bore a disproportionate amount of suffering during the war.
Women were often brutally raped and kidnapped, forced to watch their husbands and
children tortured and killed or forcibly conscripted into various warring factions.
Thousands of children and youth were forced to take drugs as a means to control and
teach them to kill, maim and rape without conscience making them virtual killing
machines. It is estimated that the conflict in Liberia produced the highest number of
female perpetrators in comparison to civil conflicts in other parts of the world.

According to TRC findings, various episodes of the armed conflict affected men and
women differently. While men account for nearly 50% or half of all reported violations
compared to one third or 33% from women. However, more than 70% of all sexual
based violations reported were against women.

For historical, cultural, social, political, economic and other reasons, women’s
experiences are often not reported and hence under-represented in reported violations.
Recognizing this reality, the TRC Act provides guidelines for the treatment of women
in the TRC process. In addition to the Preamble, nine sections of the Act speak to
women’s realities and how they should be incorporated in the TRC process. These
provisions and references demand the effective participation of women at all levels
and in all aspects of the TRC process, including as Commissioners, managers and staff
of the TRC, petitioners, victims, perpetrators, victim-perpetrators, and witnesses.
Article IV and VI of TRC Act specifically requires the TRC to adopt mechanisms and
procedures to address the experience of women, children and vulnerable groups; pay
particular attention to gender-based violations; employ specialists in women’s rights;
protect women’s safety; and not endanger women’s social reintegration or
psychological recovery.

In adhering to these requirements, the TRC has engaged in numerous activities with
women in Liberia and in the Diaspora. Several formal and informal meetings have
been held with individuals as well as women’s groups. In 2006, to ensure proper
coordination and broad-based participation by women in the TRC process, and to
guarantee that woman’s concerns are adequately expressed and addressed, the TRC
established a gender committee comprising a wide spectrum of civil society and
international partners. Members of this committee included the Women NGO
Secretariat of Liberia; the Ministry of Gender; the Open Society Initiative for West
Africa (OSIWA); International Center for Transitional Justice (ICTJ); the United Nations
Development Fund for Women (UNIFEM); UNMIL Gender Section; Rule of Law
Section and Human Rights and Protection Section; Liberia Crusaders for Peace
Women’s Wing; Traditional Women Association of Liberia; Women on the Move; and
the Liberian Media Women Association.
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From December 2006 to February 2007, the TRC implemented extensive outreach
programs with women throughout Liberia’s fifteen counties by holding four zonal
workshops targeting women’s organizations in the counties, and town hall meetings
in all counties. Against this backdrop, there are concerns that, after more than a century
of gross neglect, marginalization, and dehumanization, especially during Liberia’s
most recent episodes of conflict, women harbor deep seated disdain towards those
persons who are directly linked to their suppression and are fearful of reprisals if they
cooperate with the TRC.

iv. Children

The TRC Statute requires the TRC to specifically focus on child participation and
protection because they were targeted and victimized in Liberia’s successive wars.
They were illegally recruited to take part in hostilities-became victims-perpetrators
and witnesses, of conflict in Liberia. Child friendly procedures have been used and
legal safeguards established to protect the rights of children’s participation in the TRC
process. In addition, protective measure were taken to conceal the identity of children,
no video coverage was permitted, media was not allowed to interview or cover child-
related sessions and special social workers were trained and available to assist them to
provide counseling to them prior to, during and after the hearings.

From the onset, the TRC sought to ensure that children played a significant role in its
activities. Consequently, the TRC invited the United Nation Children’s Fund (UNICEF)
to be one of its key partners. It negotiated an MOU with UNICEF and the National
Child Protection Network creating TRC Task Force comprising 80 child protection
agencies. Following the children’s protection orientation training for TRC
Commissioners and four sets of training for TRC statement takers and investigators
on child-friendly procedures and policies, the TRC and its partners established various
programs for children to participate in its processes. Such activities included: forty-five
awareness workshops tailored especially for children held in each of the country’s
fifteen counties (one at each county seat and two in selected districts of each county)
to over 5000 children. Nearly 1000 confidential statements were collected from children
in the counties with the support and supervision of local child protection agencies.

In May through September 2008, the TRC held several regional hearings for children
and held various panel discussions with them in Bong, Grand Gedeh, Grand Kru,
Nimba, River Cess, Grand Bassa, Margibi, Maryland, Montserrado and Sinoe Counties.
Over 120 children testified before the Commission and hundreds of children witnessed
their testimonies. TRC Commissioners also held interactive sessions with children
every evening.

In late September 2008, Thematic Hearings titled, Children and the Liberian Conflict: What
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Does the Future Hold?, for children were convened at the Centennial Pavilion in
Monrovia, Montserrado County. Presentations were made by a convergence of
professionals in the field of child advocacy including: Government’s Line Ministries for
Children, Child Protection Agencies, and the Liberian Children’s Parliament.
Confidential testimonies by three child witnesses were also taken. The hearings
revealed a clear picture about the indiscriminate suffering and targeting of children
and illegal recruitment during the Liberian Civil War, up to the LURD and MODEL
insurrections. The hearings also emphasized the courage of children that reunited with
their families and communities, returned to school and are rebuilding their lives.

On September 27, 2008, The TRC Children’s Art Gallery was officially opened by the
Vice President of Liberia, H.E. Joseph N. Boakai. It featured poems, stories, and
drawings by children about their experiences during the Liberian Civil War and how
they envision the future of Liberia. The art was obtained from all across Liberia.
Approximately 350 children attended the program.

E. Inquiry, Investigation and Witness Protection

In 2007, the TRC established an Inquiry Unit, inclusive of a Director and ten inquiry
officers, to investigate and corroborate allegations for egregious domestic crimes, gross
violations of human rights and serious humanitarian law violations emanating from
statement-taking and other sources. The scope of its work included, for example, an
inquiry into window cases such as the Lutheran Church, Carter Camp, Sinji, and
Bakedu massacres, among others. The Inquiry Unit was also tasked with investigating
what role, if any, non-state, state and international actors had in the commission of
domestic and international crimes including economic crimes.

The names and other identifying information of victims was and is kept in strict
confidence and the TRC has instituted measures to protect the identity and physical
person of those victims whose testimony puts them at grave risk of injury.

F. Thematic and Institutional hearings:

The statement taking process was followed by Public and In Camera Hearings in the
fifteen sub-divisions of the country and in the United States of America representing
the Diaspora. The hearings including seven months of victims and witnesses
testimonies and to date, three months of perpetrators, thematic and institutional
accounts and perspectives under the broader contemporary history of the conflict
theme. Unique categories such as women and children were accommodated under
this section. Special considerations were made to accommodate individuals testifying
under unique circumstances or categories like women, children, the elderly, youth and
the handicap. Two victims who fled the country and lived on the Budubram Liberian
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Refugee Camp in Buduburam, Ghana, testified in Liberia symbolically representing
the sub-regional Diaspora community. The Thematic and Institutional hearings
featured specific categories such as; women, children, religious, historical review,
media, education, youth, religion, culture and tradition, law enforcement, and security.
To date, the TRC has heard more than 800 testimonies from witnesses testifying before
it.

G. Media:

As part of its mandate, the Truth and Reconciliation Commission (“TRC”) held a three-
day thematic hearing on October 27-30, 2008, focusing on the experiences of the
domestic and international news media and the role they played in the Liberian civil
conflict. The TRC’s media hearings were especially significant assessing its standing
during and after the conflict because strengthening democracy in Liberia and ensuring
that all citizens have access to basic human freedoms, including freedom of expression,
largely depends on the news media’s capacity to provide reliable information through
professional and unbiased journalism. Numerous prominent local and international
journalists and media experts testified at the hearings held in Monrovia. The thematic
hearings on the media sought to examine the overall role of the media spanning the
timeframe of the TRC mandate. It focused on how the media reported on the conflict
regarding content, level of coverage, ethical issues underpinning media coverage of
the conflict, challenges confronting the media during the period under review, how
these impacted the conflict generally, and lessons learnt. It also solicited individual
and institution’s perspectives on the TRC mandate provisions regarding reparation,
amnesty and prosecution. The hearing was structured to reflect the various eras,
highlighting window cases in tune with the TRC’s timeframe and investigative periods
as follows; under the first era 1979 to 1984, attention was paid to the Rice Riot, of 1979,
the military coup of 1980 and subsequent execution of 13 government officials, the 1984
raid on the University of Liberia campus etc., Second era, from 1984 to 1989, focused
on the Thomas Quiwonkpa invasion, the Nimba Raid, the murder of TV Anchor,
Charles Gbenyon, the arrest and detention of several journalists and the opposition
including politicians, students activists; the third era from 1989 to 1997, the rebellion
launched by the NPFL of former President Charles Taylor, the intervention of the West
African-Sub-region through ECOMOG, the role of the Armed Forces of Liberia as a
combatant group, the emergence of numerous warring factions, the origin of peace
conferences, the link to the war in Sierra Leone and the elections of Charles Taylor as
President of Liberia, the Fourth era from 1997 to 2003; human rights and international
humanitarian laws violations by the Taylor government and the international
community’s response to these violations by imposing sanctions, the emergence of two
new warring factions (LURD and MODEL), the exile of Taylor to Nigeria, the Accra
Comprehensive Peace Accord which subsequently saw the creation of the TRC etc.
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International and local journalists, who worked or were closely involved with the
media during these times, were invited to provide testimonies. The hearing was
followed by a three-day capacity building workshop held in collaboration with the
Press Union of Liberia (PUL), and sponsored by UNESCO, the Carter Center, Emory
University and the Sutherland Law Firm of Atlanta, Georgia, the U.S. A. The workshop
critically appraised the performance of the Liberian media in its coverage of the civil
war, while taking stock of the role journalists play in today’s society and how best they
could contribute to the national reconstruction process. It was equally intended to
focus the important role of the media in the implementation of all the TRC
recommendations. As disseminators of information, the media will be responsible for
passing the TRC final report onto the public and initiating a critical discussion that
should help the people understand the findings and recommendations of the TRC.

The hearings were precipitated by series of efforts aimed at involving the media in the
process of the TRC and galvanizing support from the mass media for the Commission’s
work. As early as May 2006, prior to the official launching of the TRC, a broad based
approach for working with the media was initiated through the holding of initial
meetings with editors, reporters and other media practitioners on how the TRC could
collaborate with the media in facilitating the necessary and appropriate coverage of
the Commission. The TRC resolved to work with all media outlets across the board but
would select from amongst the media, a core group with wider coverage or broader
interest in TRC issues.

To make certain that the media was empowered and knowledgeable about the
mandate of the TRC and its activities, the Commission with the help of partners, held
several trainings and workshops with the Press Union of Liberia (PUL), media
institutions and individual journalists. As a result of these combined efforts, the TRC
along with the PUL and representatives of media institutions, developed and adapted
a code of conduct to govern the media’s coverage of the TRC particularly the public
hearings. The TRC also developed a media friendly approach whereas members of the
fourth estate had access to the Commission. The TRC created the Department of Media
and Outreach which coordinated the public affairs of the TRC and liaised directly with
the media in ensuring proper management of the information dissemination of the
Commission to the general public.

Owing to the mutual respect, professional and cordial relationship between the media
and the TRC, it is factual to state that the Commission enjoys maximum support and
cooperation from the media in the promotion of its mandate. With the exception of
isolated negative incidences reported by some news outlet, the TRC received maximum
objective coverage and the full attention of the Liberian media. The media was also in
the vanguard of galvanizing and encouraging support of the government, the
international community and the general citizenry for the TRC process. Many media
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especially newspapers ran editorials and commentaries in support of the Commission
throughout its life span.

The media closely tracked the TRC hearings with media institutions assigning their
reporters to travel with the Commission as it conducted victims and thematic hearings
throughout the country. The Diaspora project and hearings was also closely monitored
and reported by the local media. The international media also reported
comprehensively on the Liberian TRC including its Diaspora project.

H. Religion, Culture and Tradition:

The TRC determined that religion and traditional culture, principles and values weigh
heavily on the conscience of the Liberian people. As such a truly integrated
reconciliation process must engage these institutions for sustainable and genuine
results. The Commission is graced with reputable religious leaders who provide
oversight leadership in ensuring that the Commission doesn’t lose sight of this reality.
Culture and tradition is an integral and essential part of the Liberian society. The fabric
of the nation and its people is deeply carved along cultural and traditional values,
systems and practices. The recognition thereof and premium placed on tradition in
Liberia is reflected broadly. For example, in recognition of the cultural systems and
practices of the country, the Liberian penal code has allowed for dual legal systems;
statutory and customary, the latter, in reverence of the cultural customs of the land.
National government also accepts the cultural norms and way of life of indigenous
Liberians as enshrined within the structures of local government. Under this
arrangement, traditional practices of governance through the system of chieftaincy are
observed and preserved. Being cognizant of this fact, and in an effort to involve the
traditional population in the TRC process, the Commission in early 2007 established a
TRC-Traditional Advisory Council of 36 chiefs and elders from the 15 counties of
Liberia. The organizing of the Traditional Council was facilitated by Liberia’s Cultural
Ambassador and Traditional Queen, Amb. Juli Endee.

The TRC-Traditional Advisory Council membership was drawn from the leadership of
the National Traditional Council of Liberia which is the umbrella association of all
traditional and tribal associations in the country. The National Traditional Council is
representative of Chiefs and elders from the 78 political districts and 64 electoral
districts of Liberia. Each of the 15 counties of Liberia has a County Council whose
representative reports to the National Council. The National Traditional Council of
Liberia has several sub-committees including Women Affair’s and the National
Coordinating Committee, responsible for settling all disputes affecting the organization
and country at large.

It was this structure that the TRC established relationship with to assist the
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Commission in its work in rural Liberia and advise the Commission on appropriate
approaches needed to involve local inhabitants in the TRC process. Upon the
establishment of the TRC-Traditional Advisory Council, council members received
training through workshops on the TRC, mandate, and processes of the TRC.
Substantial outreach was done with the traditional elders and people. The gender
program of the TRC specifically designed and targeted outreach and sensitization
about the TRC to female traditional leaders (Zoes) of the Sande Society who in turn
educated their communities about the importance of participating in the TRC process.
The Commission also considered traditional methods of conflict resolution, peace
building and justice in preparedness for addressing reports of human rights violations
emanating from its investigations in traditional contexts and affecting local
communities. During thematic hearings in the counties, in addition to giving personal
accounts of their experiences during the conflict, traditional elders led their
communities in making group presentations on how the war affected their people and
advanced recommendations to the TRC for appropriate redress. On the overall,
traditional stakeholders involvement in the TRC was greatly encouraged and yielded
much benefit for the work of the Commission.

I. Youth

One of the focal areas for concentration of the TRC has been youth and the need to
incorporate this population in the work of the TRC. Being cognizant of the tremendous
impact off the conflict on the youth of the nation, their role as conspicuous combatants
then victims, it was imperative to establish a Committee on Youth to engage the future
of Liberia. The TRC took and engaged the youth population, which engagements are
still ongoing. In so doing, the Commission forged relationship with the Federation of
Liberian Youth (FLY), the umbrella organization of youth organizations in the country.
Through collaboration with FLY, the TRC held several town hall meetings with
students of various junior and senior high schools on the TRC mandate and other areas
of transitional justice. The TRC also established the TRC/University of Liberia Club
with membership of 200 students who assisted the TRC outreach efforts in other
universities and the communities. The Commission also held a special workshop with
youths in Buchanan, Grand Bassa County, in 2007. Thematic and Institutional
Hearings of the Commission around the country included special presentations by
youth groups on the effect of the conflict on youth and their aspirations for the future.
The TRC Coordinators in the counties also held special events such as: football
tournaments, talent show to enhance awareness of the TRC in rural communities.
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IV. VICTIMS

Between 1979 and 2003, Liberia has suffered coups, state breakdown, deadly internal
armed conflict and international neglect. Every conceivable category of gross human
rights and serious humanitarian law violation has been committed by Liberians against
Liberians. For over twenty-six years 1979-2005), Liberians have been forced to live
under militaristic, autocratic and corrupt regimes that have not only deprived Liberians
from maximizing their human potential but also systematically prevented Liberia from
sustainably developing.

Liberia’s various episodes of state breakdown and conflict, particularly the Liberian
Civil War (1989-1997) and the LURD and MODEL insurrections (1999-2003) resulted in
the deaths of an estimated over 250,000 persons and forced over 1 million to be
internally-displaced and hundreds of thousands to be refugees. The nature and
magnitude of atrocities committed, especially against women and children, by the
various warring factions including government forces, were in epic proportions.

This chapter presents a summary of the impact of conflict on Liberian children and
women. The Final Consolidated Report will address these issues in greater detail.

A. Children

At the outbreak of the Liberian Civil War in 1989, children were forcibly recruited in
droves by the NPFL as well as the Armed Forces of Liberia (AFL). The enlistment of
child soldiers became very popular with other rebel factions such as ULIMO, LPC,
MODEL, LURD, as well as paramilitary units like the ATU and the SOD. Children of
all ages—from 6 to 18—were recruited.

Children suffered some of the most horrific crimes committed during the Liberian Civil
War including LURD and MODEL insurrections. They were forced to kill friends and
family members including their parents, rape and be raped, serve as sexual slaves and
prostitutes, labor, take drugs, engage in cannibalism, torture and pillage communities.
Many were forced to be ‘juju’ controllers, ammunition carriers, spies, armed guards,
ambushers and so on.

Perhaps, the most shocking crime committed against children was their
cannibalization. Rebel commanders organized cooking feasts and served children’s
body parts, including their intestines and hearts. The blood of children was collected
and cooked into soups in which hearts were served as choice meats for cannibalistic
commanders. In other instances, children’s body parts were sold in open markets. The
names and identities of several rebel commanders who cannibalized and forced
children to be cannibals were identified by children and youth during TRC
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hearings/meetings and other sources.

B. Women

Nearly 26,000 or 28% of reported violations were against women. While as a group
men comprise a larger victim category than women, Liberia’s various armed conflicts
excessively affected women in various ways. As previously noted, women
disproportionately suffered from sexual violence including gang rape, sexual slavery,
outrages upon personal dignity, and torture, among others. Girls and women aged 15-
19 comprise the largest category of reported cases of sexual violence. Women as old as
eighty-years old were perversely dehumanized through gendered violence by, for
example, being forced to have sex with their sons or male relatives and by having taboo
objects such as spoons, sticks, hot pepper and rifle butts forced into their vaginal and
rectal areas. Women were kidnapped and forced into sexual slavery only to be passed
around as ‘wives’ of roaming combatants. They were also forced to engage in hard
labor making them both sex and labor slaves relegating them to the status of chattel
slaves. Women suffered the indignity of having the children that they bore after being
raped and held as sex slaves summarily taken away from them by combatants at the
end of armed conflict. Many women that testified before the TRC either through
statement taking or the hearings gave thousands of heart breaking narratives about
how they were brutalized during armed conflict.
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V. FINDINGS

A. The Root Causes of Liberia’s Conflicts: 1822 – 2003

i. Introduction

In 2005, the Republic of Liberia established the TRC in order to confront the complex
and too often brutal legacies of the past including the Liberian Civil War (1989-1997)
and its progeny, the LURD and MODEL bloody insurrection (1999-2003) against the
regime of former warlord and president, Charles Taylor that ravaged it from 1989 to
2003. Article IV Section 4 (c) and (d) of the TRC Act mandated that the TRC investigate
“the antecedents of the crises which gave rise to and impacted on the violent conflict
in Liberia”, and “conduct a critical review of Liberia’s historical past with a view to
establishing and giving recognition to historical truths in order to address falsehoods
and misconceptions of the past relating to the nation’s socio-economic and political
development.”

This chapter presents the root causes of the Liberian conflict. It identifies the historical
antecedents of the various episodes of state breakdown and deadly conflict. Although
the TRC has obtained extensive materials on this issue, this initial volume of the report
will present a broad overview of the historical factors that lay at the heart of state chaos
and violent conflict in Liberia responsible for shaping its socio-political order with a
keen understanding that no overview can adequately record Liberia’s long, rich and
complex history. Volume II will present a substantially more detailed analysis of these
issues.

For ease of presentation, the Root Causes of the Liberian civil war are treated under
three generic sections characterized by the various socio-cultural and political
antecedents to the Liberian polity and conflict. The first section spans from 1822-1847,
comprising the official settling of free blacks and freed slaves from the United States
and recaptives in Liberia, up to the time the country achieved independence from the
American Colonization Society. The second section spans 1847-1989, including three
significant developments: (1) the first time the settlers were directly in charge of
making policies for Liberia; (2) the rise of oligarchy, authoritarianism and state
repression; and (3) the development of a culture of constitutional subversion and
political violence. The final period described in this section spans 1990-2003, when
conflict exploded on the Liberia soil.

ii. Historical Antecedents to Liberian Conflict:
Pre Independence 1822-1847

a. Socio-political Disparities between Settler and Native Liberians:
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Historical Mutual Misconceptions

One of the major historical and festering antecedents to conflict in Liberia was the
enormously disparate socio-political and cultural norms and practices of the Americo-
Liberians, who began settling in Liberia in 1822, and indigenous Liberians, also known
as the natives comprising of sixteen ethno-linguistic groups. Another complex dynamic
was the nature of wars between native Liberian groups that reached and apexed during
Europe and America’s infamous Trans-Atlantic Slave Trade.

Contrary to wide perceptions about the fissure between the settlers and natives during
this period, however, which almost invariably cast the rift in terms of blacks oppressing
blacks, or settlers colonizing the indigenes, the root causes of historical political
tensions between the settlers and natives are far more complicated than Black Colonial
paradigm machinations. Contrary to the widely held presumption that there was a
premeditated plan by one group (e.g. Americo-Liberians) to dominate and exploit
native Liberians from the onset, both settler and natives generated grave
misconceptions, fears and hence conflict with one another.

The major historical antecedents of conflict between 1822 and 1847 were dictated by the
autocratic policies of the American Colonization Society (ACS) and its principal backer,
the U.S. Government. For instance, in 1819, the ACS drafted all of the law and policies
of the new dominion without the input of the black settlers who would populate the
settlement and certainly without any reference to indigenous Liberians. Moreover, in
1822, the land for the first settlement was literally taken at gun point from King Peter
(Dei Paramount Chief of Cape Mesurado) by U.S. Navy Captain Robert Stockton and
ACS Agent Eli Ayers. This was a significant root cause of future conflict between the
settlement and native Liberians.

The ACS ruled the black settlers with an iron fist, while, at the same time, utlizing them
to fortify the settlement against indigenous attacks. Consequently, relations between
the settlers and their native counterparts were, to a large extent, a product of
machinations and policy prescriptions of the ACS. Throughout most of this period, the
settlers were as much a victim of the autocratic reign of the ACS as the natives.

Notwithstanding, the ACS’ authoritarian and coercive approach to government
ensured that relations between black settlers and indigenous Liberians would be
hostile, not excluding the fact that the founding principles upon which they lived were
juxtaposed. The new settlement was anti-slavery, pro-trade, predominantly Christian
and highly centralized; whereas, most coastal native groups were pro-slavery,
commercial tradesman, non-Christian and lived under decentralized authority
structures. Hence, the likelihood of any form of union between the settlement and
native nations was highly unlikely. This explains why conflict between the settlers
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and natives during the period arose mainly due to competition over slavery, trade,
land, and political legitimacy, rather than as a result of internal colonialism.

In spite of this, native kings did not consider the settlers a serious threat during this
period, and there is significant evidence that shows that there was mutually beneficial
cooperation between them. For instance, tribal kings such as Bob Gray, Young Bob and
Yellow Will had very good relations with the settlers. It was often the voracious,
aggressive, commercial crusades of such native rulers as King Joe Harris that often
disturbed this equation. The Bassa-Settler War of 1835, for example, was a consequence
of King Joe Harris’s aggressive war against the new settler in Edina and Port Cresson.
These ports were the king’s major trading enclaves, where he sold his own people in
slavery to Europeans who considered it impolitic to carry on their slave-trading
activities close to the settlement in Monrovia.

Considerable insensitivity by the U.S. Government and ACS Agents, however, to the
pre-existing customs, traditions and beliefs of indigenous Liberians manifested during
this period, especially with respect to the ownership of land and trade. Native Liberians
always believed and practiced a communal land-owning system that recognized land
as a communal heritage that could not be owned by any individual, but the ACS
thought otherwise. Consequently, the forcible ceding of land from the natives in 1822
by Eli Ayes and Captain Stockton created animosity, mistrust and conflicts between the
settlers and the indigenous Liberian groups. Once the black settler declared
independence from the ACS in 1847 and assumed control over the settlement now
referred to as Liberia, they continued the ACS’s problematic policies, particularly with
respect to the annexation of native lands. One of the driving forces behind this policy
was Britain and France’s forced annexation policy; they continually threatened to annex
Liberian territory if it could not demonstrate effective control over its people and land.
This reality sent the Liberia settlement and native nations on a destructive collision
course.

Another significant historical antecedent to settler and indigenous Liberian conflict
was the innocuous attempt by settlers to degrade the identity and status of native
Liberians through a subtle inferiorization process. Not only were native Liberians
viewed as inferior by many settlers, but the settlers also attempted to erase the cultural
identity of the natives by surreptitiously coercing them to adopt English names, borne
by Americo-Liberians, and by inculcating them into Western traditions, before
considering them as civilized. Hence, only natives who conformed to settler social
mores were able to gain some semblance of access to public employment and other
resources. The demeaning characterization and treatment of native Liberian was not
universally accepted by the settler; however, the practice seems to have attained an
official status when President William Vacanarat Shadrach Tubman referred to his
native political challenger, Didho Twe, as a “man with premedieval mind” before
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hounding him into exile in Sierra Leone.

iii. Statehood and The Evolution of Socio-political Inequalities: 1847-2003

a. State-building and Co-habitation with Native Liberians

Although the socio-political disparity between the settlers and natives were largely a
creation of the ACS, the period following the attainment of independence by Liberia in
1847 exacerbated preexisting tensions and generated new ones. The emergence of
Liberia as a nation-state was immediately attended by the need to create modern
democratic body politic. The emergence of Liberia as a new state placed enormous
domestic and international political and economic pressures on the new government,
which in turn caused it to be more assertive triggering pre-existing (even if somewhat
now dormant) socio-political tensions and a visceral contest between settler and natives
for political survival. The root causes of tension during this period had less to do with
the supremacist legacies of the ACS, which had characterized the 1822-1847 period,
and more to do with the critical disconnect of a burgeoning state unable to assert
authority or establish legitimacy over the majority of its people.

Americo-Liberian domination over the Liberian political and economic spheres in the
post ACS era disenfranchised native Liberians that sought to participate in government
and the private sector. Settler hegemony, based primarily out of fear that if they
provided equal opportunity to indigenous Liberians that they would be ousted from
power, deeply poisoned relations between native and settler Liberians. Indeed,
describing native Liberians as “citizens” was generous, as the Republic of Liberia did
not consider them citizens but rather subjects until the Barclay government eradicated
legal discrimination in 1904, 57 years later.

As previously noted, from 1847 onward, the Government of Liberia forged a campaign
to effectively control its territory—spawned by British and French annexations—
resulting in several violent conflict between it and native nations that preferred to be
independent from the Republic. For example, the Bassa-Government War (1851) and
Kru-Government War (1855), were triggered by territorial and human and commodity
trade disputes. During this period, there was a sharp rise in native resistance to
Liberian nationalism which included an attempt to totally subjugate native groups.
The government adopted many draconian methods to deal with native insurrections,
although, in 1895, it dropped its robust methods in favor of more diplomatic means,
only to attempt to reassert authority over the hinterland over the next three decades
resulting in a scourge of conflict, particularly with kingdoms in the southeastern part
of the country. Rather than function as a symbol of compassion, the government’s
appeasement policy was necessitated by the financial predicaments that the endless
wars with natives created.
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There was a long and relatively conflict free period after the Kru Confederacy-
Government War of 1915 due largely to a rapidly growing economy and President
Edwin Barclay’s skill in native appeasement. President Tubman’s reign in power,
which lasted from 1944 to 1971, also introduced some pivotal policies that obviated
constant confrontation between native and settler Liberians. Tubman’s three-legged
policies of “unification”, “open-door” and “integration” were meant to redress
historical inequalities or disenfranchisement of indigenous Liberians from political and
economic sectors, an issue which Tubman’s government officially recognized. Native
representation in the legislature was increased, universal adult suffrage replaced a
system where only kings voted on behalf of entire communities, and new counties
replaced the erstwhile provincial systems. Ironically, however, while Tubman
introduced some groundbreaking measures to ensure unification of all Liberians, the
severe constitutional constraints in place ensured that these measures had little import.
For instance, while universal adult suffrage was declared in 1946 in favor of the natives,
the fact that only natives who paid hut taxes could vote effectively neutered that
measure.

b. The Rise of Authoritarianism

President Tubman’s authoritarian reign—though progressive in some instances—laid
the structural foundation, the continuation of Americo-Liberian hegemony through
oligarchy, for national chaos, state break down and violent conflicts between 1979-
2003. In 1951, with the aid of the True Whig Party-controlled Legislature, President
Tubman unilaterally sponsored a constitutional amendment that removed the 1935
provision on presidential term limits limiting presidents to one eight year term in office.
The new clause permitted one eight-year term, followed by successive four year terms.
This incongruous act of constitutional manipulation created precedent that haunted
Liberia throughout the twentieth century. Furthermore, Tubman’s subsequent
responses to the amendment can be regarded as the modern genesis of a culture of
political intolerance and witch-hunting in Liberia. The challenger and Reformation
Party leader, Didho Twe, an indigenous Liberian, was slurred by Tubman and forced
into exile. The political contest between Tubman and Twe symbolized the continuation
of the age-old divide between settlers and natives to their children and was, in a sense,
a defining moment for Liberia. The consequences of this vendetta became one of the
hallmark ways in which future politicians’ treated political opponents and their
families in Liberian politics.

Also, it was Tubman who introduced into Liberian politics the partisan use of
democratic institutions, the political control of the military, the culture of extermination
of political opposition, invidious destruction of lives and property, and more
importantly, the rise of authoritarianism and political brutality. All of these vices
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festooned during this period and set into motion a political culture that would birth
future wars.

c. Politicization of the Military: The Frontier Force and Beyond

One of the most disturbing and dangerous historical antecedents to the Liberian Civil
War was the politicization of the Liberian military. This development played a crucial
role in the events leading to the state chaos and conflict between 1979-2003. Although
the Liberian Frontier Force (LFF) was established in 1908 to maintain peace and order
in Liberia it also took on the nefarious tasks of enforcing the government’s oppressive
tax regime and stifling dissent from real and perceived opponents of the government.
The LFF was also used by the government in a variety of forced labor scandals
including the now infamous Fenando Po scandal of 1930 that resulted in a League of
Nations inquiry. One interesting legacy of the LFF was its structure as officers were
recruited from among party loyal Americo-Liberians, while foot soldiers were recruited
among recaptive Liberians, and also a variety of loyal native Liberians to obviate the
likelihood that there would be a coup from below. This practice resonated with Samuel
Doe, who after overthrowing the Tolbert regime in 1979, leaned strongly towards his
own tribe for political direction and protection within the national army. Doe’s
targeting of political opposition, particularly those from the Mano and Gio groups,
took ethnic conflict to a new level and served as an exacerbating cause of the ethnic
cleansing and division during the Liberian Civil War.

d. A Legacy of Human Rights Abuse, Instability and
Underdevelopment

From the settling of freedmen in Liberia in 1822 to the coup d’etat of 1980 and the
outbreak of armed conflict in 1989, systemic inequality and disenfranchisement from
the founding of the Republic to the present has created an immature political culture
incapable of producing genuine democracy. While this phenomenon can be linked to
the policies of the ACS, native Liberian independence claims and Americo-Liberian
hegemony, it was the warlord politics—the economic and political treasures of war—
of the late 1980’s and 1990’s and its marriage to globalization and transnational
corporatist interests that have served as the most critical conflict causes. Doe’s brutal
ethnical regime coupled with Charles Taylor’s warlord politics have seemingly
replaced the old settler-native paradigm with a new form of greed politics that relies
equally on the vote of the gun.

C. Accountability of Perpetrators

The Commissioners of the Liberian TRC determine that some persons are responsible
for committing ‘egregious’ domestic crimes, ‘gross’ violations of human rights and
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‘serious’ humanitarian law violations in Liberia between January 1979 and October 14,
2003. The specific crimes committed by perpetrators will be detailed in the Final
Consolidated Report (Volume II) in order to protect the identity and physical person
of witnesses, victims and their communities. The Commissioners of the TRC reserve the
right to and will make additional determinations on individual and group
responsibility for domestic and international crimes throughout the duration of its
mandate, which expires on June 22, 2009.

The TRC also reserves the right to and will make additional determinations of
responsibility on any persons, groups or entities involved in a joint criminal enterprise
or conspiracy including those that planned, instigated, ordered committed, aided or
abetted in the planning, preparation or execution of any crime within its mandate,
including economic crimes.

D. Accountability of Groups

The Commissioners of the Liberian TRC determine that the following armed groups,
rebel groups or warring factions and the financiers, leaders, commanders, combatants
and advisors etc. associated with them are responsible for committing ‘egregious’
domestic crimes, ‘gross’ violations of human rights and ‘serious’ humanitarian law
violations including economic crime in Liberia between January 1979 and October 14,
2003. The TRC has divided these groups into the following two categories; however,
their culpability is the same: (1) Significant Violator Groups; and (2) Less Significant
Violator Groups. The distinction between them relates to the number of reported
violations against them. The specific crimes and total reported violations committed by
these armed groups, rebel groups or warring factions and the financiers, leaders,
commanders, combatants and advisors etc. associated with them will be detailed in
the Final Consolidated Report (Volume II). The Commissioners of the TRC reserve the
right to and will make additional determinations on these groups or factions for
domestic and international crimes throughout the duration of its mandate, which
expires on June 22, 2009.

Significant Violator Groups

i. National Patriotic Front of Liberia (NPFL)
ii. Liberians United for Reconciliation and Democracy (LURD)
iii. Liberian Peace Council (LPC)
iv. Militia
v. Movement for Democracy in Liberia (MODEL)
vi. United Liberation Movement (ULIMO)
vii. Armed Forces of Liberia (AFL)
viii. Unknown
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ix. United Liberation Movement-K (ULIMO K)
x. Independent National Patriotic Front of Liberia (INPFL)
xi. United Liberation Movement-J (ULIMO J)
xii. Anti-Terrorist Unity (ATU)

Less Significant Violator Groups

i. Vigilantes
ii. Lofa Defense Force (LDF)
iii. Liberian National Police
iv. Special Operation Division of the Liberian National Police (SOD)
v. Revolutionary United Front (RUF)
vi. Special Anti-Terrorist Unit (SATU)
vii. Special Security Unit (SSU)
viii. Special Security Service (SSS)
ix. National Security Agency (NSA)
x. National Bureau of Investigation (NBI)
xi. Criminal Investment Division (CID)
xii. Rapid Response Unit (RRU)

Military Institutions Drawn into Conflict by their defensive and offensive postures

i. ECOMOG
ii. Black Beret
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VI. RECOMMENDATIONS

A. Accountability: A Prosecution Mechanism

1. The Commissioners of the TRC determine that a criminal court with the
competence and jurisdiction to adjudicate criminal responsibility for individuals,
armed groups and other entities that the TRC determines were responsible for
‘egregious’ domestic crimes, ‘gross’ violations of human rights and ‘serious’
humanitarian law violations is appropriate . Such institution shall be specifically
endowed with the authority and jurisdiction to adjudicate domestic, IHRL and IHL
violations.
The TRC will submit a comprehensive recommendation on the competence,
jurisdiction, structure, function and other authority of the recommended criminal
court to the National Legislature and the President of Liberia in the Final
Consolidated Report (Volume II).

B. National ‘Palava Hut’ Forum

1. The Commissioners of the TRC determine that the establishment of a National
Palava Hut Forum under the aegis of the Independent Human Rights Commission
is a useful tool for peace building, healing and national reconciliation at both the
national and district levels. The Commission is to organize and administer national
‘Palava Hut’ Committees in all of Liberia’s sixty-four districts in order to provide
victims a public venue to confront perpetrators living in their communities to
hasten reintegration and reconciliation and community-based atonement.
The TRC will submit a comprehensive recommendation on the competence,
jurisdiction, structure, function and other authority of the “National ‘Palava Hut
Forum to the National Legislature in the Final Consolidated Report (Volume II).

C. Amnesty

1. The Commissioners of the TRC reserve the right to make recommendations of
amnesty for children and persons, groups or entities that it has determined not to
have committed ‘gross’ violations of human rights or ‘serious’ humanitarian law
violations.
The TRC will submit a comprehensive recommendation on the nature and character
of any amnesty in the Final Consolidated Report (Volume II).

D. Persons Not Recommended for Prosecution

1. The Commissioners of the TRC reserve the right to recommend and will
recommend to the Government of Liberia, National Legislature and any criminal
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court that persons it determines are responsible for committing domestic and
international crimes not be prosecuted if the TRC believes said person’s testimony
was truthful and remorseful.

The TRC will submit a comprehensive recommendation on those persons that it
recommends not be prosecuted in the Final Consolidated Report (Volume II).

E. Reparations

2. The Commissioners of the TRC reserve the right to and will make individual and
community reparations to any persons, groups, entities or communities, and to
establish Reparations Trust Fund(s) as it deems appropriate.
The TRC will submit a comprehensive recommendation on the nature and character
of any reparations in the Final Consolidated Report (Volume II).

F. Additional Recommendations

The TRC reserves the right to and will make several additional recommendations
in the Final Consolidated Report (Volume II).
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Annex 1
Episodes of Peace and Armed Conflict Chart
Application of Law to Temporal Mandate

(January 1979 to 14 October 2003)

This table demonstrates that the TRC can only hold actors responsible for:

1. Violations of domestic law and IHRL between January 1979 and late-December
1989 because there was no armed conflict during this period.

2. Violations of domestic law, IHRL and IHL including Common Article 3 and
Protocol II between late-December 1989 and early August 1996 because Liberia
was immersed in high intensity conflict during this period.

3. Violations of domestic law and IHRL between late August 1996 and February
1999 because there was no armed conflict during this period.

4. Violations of domestic law, IHRL and IHL including Common Article 3 and
Protocol II and ICL between March 1999 and 14 October 2003 because Liberia
was immersed in high intensity conflict during this period.
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PERIODS No Armed
Conflict

Armed
Conflict

Domestic
Law

IHRL IHL Comments

January 1979 to
mid-December
1989

X X X There was no armed conflict during
this period, so only domestic law
and IHRL apply.

Mid-December
1989 to early
August 1996

X X X X There was armed conflict during this
period, so domestic law, IHRL, and
IHL apply.

Late August
1996 to
February 1999

X X X There was no armed conflict during
this period, so domestic law and
IHRL apply. International Criminal
Law (ICL) would also apply from
this period onward.

March 1999 to
14 October 2003

X X X X Although the Comprehensive Peace
Agreement was signed on 18 August
2003, hostilities between
government forces and rebel soldiers
continued until an “arms-free
ultimatum” commenced on 7
October 2003; hence, the date of 14
October 2003 is used.
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Annex 2: Liberia’s Penal Code Definitions
”Egregious” Domestic Crimes

Definitions

Chapter 11. Offenses against internal security.
§11.13. Mercenarism.

§11.13 Mercenarism.

1. Offense. The crime of mercenarism is committed, a felony of the first degree, by an
individual, a group, an association, representative or representatives of a State and
the State itself with the intent of opposing by armed violence a process of self-
determination or the territorial integrity of another State when the following acts
are perpetrated:

(a) The sheltering, organizing, financing, assisting, equipping, training,
promoting, supporting or employing armed forces partially or wholly and
consisting of persons not nationals of the country being invaded or
attempting to invade and merely or solely for money, personal gain, material
or other reward; or

(b) The enlisting, enrolling or attempting to enroll in the said armed forces; or
(c) The allowing of the activities referred to in Sub-section (1)(a) to be carried out

in any territory under the jurisdiction of another State or in any place under
its control; or

(d) The affording of facilities for transit, transportation or other operations for
the armed forces and activities referred to in Sub-section (1)(a).

2. Grading: Mercenaries shall not in this Republic enjoy the status of combatants and
shall not be entitled to the prisoners of war status. Assuming command over or
giving orders to mercenaries shall be considered as an aggravating circumstance.

If the act of mercenarism results in the death of any non-participant in such
mercenarism, other than a mercenary, the person convicted may be sentenced to
death or life imprisonment as provided in Sections 50.5 and 51.3. In the case of a
State, such act of mercenarism shall be regarded as a declaration of war against the
Republic of Liberia (d).
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Chapter 12. Offenses against Government Integrity.
Subchapter E. Abuse of Office. §12.70. Official oppression.

§12.70. Official oppression.

A person acting or purporting to act in an official capacity of taking advantage of such
actual or purported capacity commits a first degree misdemeanor if he knowingly:

(a) Subjects another to unlawful arrest, detention, search, seizure, mistreatment,
dispossession, assessment, lien, or other infringement of personal or
property rights; or

(b) Denies, or impedes another in the exercise or enjoyment of, any right,
privilege, power or immunity.

Prior legislation: 1956 Code 27:111-113; L. 1945-46, ch. IV.

Chapter 14. Offenses involving danger to the person.
Subchapter A. Criminal Homicide §14.1 Murder; Subchapter C. Kidnapping and
related offenses §14.50 Kidnapping. Subchapter D. Sexual Offenses §14.70 Rape.

§14.1. Murder.

A person is guilty of murder if he:
(a) Purposely or knowingly causes the death of another human being; or
(b) Causes the death of another human being under circumstances manifesting

extreme indifference to the value of human life. A rebuttable presumption
that such indifference exists arises if the defendant is engaged or is an
accomplice in the commission of, or an attempt to commit, or flight after
committing or attempting to commit, treason, offenses defined in Sections
11.2 or 11.3 of this title, espionage, sabotage, robbery, burglary, kidnapping,
felonious restraint, arson, rape, aggravated involuntary sodomy, escape,
piracy, or other felony involving force or danger to human life.

Murder is a felony of the first degree but a person convicted of murder may be
sentenced to death or life imprisonment as provided in Sections 50.5 and 51.3.

§14.50. Kidnapping.

1. Offense. A person is guilty of kidnapping if he unlawfully removes another
from his place of residence or business, or a substantial distance from the
vicinity where he is found, or if he unlawfully confines another for a substantial
period in a place of isolation, with any of the following purposes:
(a) To hold for ransom or reward;
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(b) To use him as a shield or hostage;
(c) To hold him in a condition of involuntary servitude;
(d) To facilitate commission of any felony or flight thereafter;
(e) To inflict bodily injury on or to terrorize the victim or another; or
(f) To interfere with the performance of any governmental or political function.

2. Grading. Kidnapping is a felony of the first degree unless the actor voluntarily
releases the victim alive and in a safe place prior to trial, in which case it is a
felony of the second degree.

3. When removal or confinement is unlawful. A removal or confinement is
unlawful within the meaning of this section if it is accomplished by force, threat,
or deception, or, in the case of a person who is under the age of 14 or
incompetent, if it is accomplished without the consent of a parent, guardian or
other person responsible for general supervision of his welfare.

Prior legislation: 1956 Code 27:247, 260; Crim. Code && 59, 64; OBB; 92, of the slave
trade, art. II; 1841 Digest, pt. I, Act regulating commerce and revenue, && 7, 8, 2 Hub.
1840.

§14.77. Sexual assault.

A person who knowingly has sexual contact with another person or causes such other
to have sexual contact with him or her, when they are not married to each other, has
committed a second degree misdemeanor if:

(a) The actor knows that the contact is offensive to the other person when such
other person is not a voluntary social companion or has not previously
permitted sexual liberties to be taken;

(b) The actor knows that the other person suffers from a mental disease or defect
which renders such person incapable of understanding the nature of such
conduct;

(c) The other person is less than twelve years of age, provided the actor is
sixteen years of age or older;

(d) The actor has substantially impaired the other person’s power to appraise or
control his or her conduct by administering or employing without the other’s
knowledge intoxicants or other means for the purpose of preventing
resistance;

(e) The other person is in official custody or detained in a hospital, prison or
other institution and the act has supervisory or disciplinary authority over
him or her;

(f) The other person is less than twenty-one years of age and the actor is his or
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her parent, guardian or acts as his guardian; or
(g) The other person is less than sixteen years of age and the actor is at least five

years older than the other person.

Prior Legislation: 1956 Code 27:244; Crim. Code, § 51.

§14.70. Rape.

1. Offense. A male who has sexual intercourse with a female not his wife has
committed rape if:
(a) He compels her to submit by force, or by threat of imminent death, serious

bodily injury, or kidnapping, to be inflicted on any human being;
(b) Has substantially impaired her power to appraise or control her conduct by

administering or employing without her knowledge intoxicants or other
means with the purpose of preventing resistance, or

(c) The female is less than sixteen years old, provided the actor is sixteen years
of age or older.

2. Grade. Rape is a first degree felony if in the course of the rape the actor inflicts
serious bodily injury upon the female, or if his conduct violates paragraph (1)(c)
of this section, or if the female is not a voluntary companion of the actor and has
not previously permitted his sexual liberties. Otherwise, rape is a second degree
felony.

Chapter 15. Offenses against property.
Subchapter F. Economic Sabotage. §15.80 Fraud on the internal revenue of Liberia;
§15.82 Theft and/or illegal disbursement and expenditure of public money; §15.83

Possession, distribution, transportation and/or use of tools and materials for
counterfeiting purposes.

§15.80. Fraud on the internal revenue of Liberia.

A person is guilty of a first degree felony, if he:
(a) Knowingly conspires or colludes to defraud the Government of Liberia;
(b) Knowingly makes an opportunity for any person to defraud the Government

of Liberia or another;
(c) Does or omits to do any act with intent to enable another to defraud the

Government of Liberia;
(d) Makes or signs any fraudulent entry in any book or record of any Ministry

or Agency of Government or signs any fraudulent certificate, return or
statement;

(e) Demands greater sums than authorized by law or receives any fee,
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compensation or reward for the performance of any duty except
compensation from the Government of Liberia;

(f) With intent to defeat the application of any provision of the Revenue and
Finance Law of Liberia, fails to perform any of the duties of his office or
employment;

(g) Having knowledge of a violation of any Revenue and Finance Law of
Liberia, or any fraud, fails to report in writing such information to the
Commissioner of Internal Revenues or the Minister of Finance of Liberia;

(h) Demands, accepts, attempts to collect, directly or indirectly, as a payment,
gift or otherwise of sum or thing of value for compromise, adjustment or
settlement of any charge or complaint.

§15.82. Theft and/or illegal disbursement and expenditure of public money.

A person is guilty of a first degree felony, if he:
(a) Knowingly fails to render his account or accounts for public money or

property as provided by law, said person being an officer, employee or agent
of the Government of Liberia or of any Ministry or Agency thereof or public
corporation, having received public money which he is not authorized to
retain as salary, pay or emolument;

(b) Knowingly takes, misappropriates, converts, or exercises unauthorized
control over, or makes unauthorized transfer of an interest in the property
of another or the Government of Liberia, with the purpose of depriving the
owner thereof or purposely deprives another of his property by deception,
or by threat; or

(c) Knowingly receives, retains or disposes of property of another or the
Government of Liberia which has been stolen, with the purpose of depriving
the owner thereof or the Government of Liberia of such property.

§15.83. Possession, distribution, transportation and/or use of tools and materials for
counterfeiting purposes.

A person is guilty of a first degree felony, if he:
(a) Knowingly and without any authority from the Government of Liberia,

secrets within, or embezzles, or takes and carries away from any building,
room, office, apartment, vault, safe, or other place where the same is kept,
employed, used and placed, logged or deposited by authority of the
Government of Liberia, any tool, implement, or thing used or fitted to be used
in stamping or printing any kind or description of bond, bill, note, certificate,
coupon, postage stamp, factional currency note, or other paper, instrument,
obligation, device, or document, authorized by law to be printed, stamped,
sealed, prepared, issued, uttered, or put in circulation on behalf of the
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Government of Liberia;
(b) Knowingly and without such authority, so secrets, steals, or takes and carries

away paper, parchment, or other material printed or stamped, in whole or in
part, and intended to be prepared, issued, or put in circulation on behalf of
the Government of Liberia as one of such papers, instruments or obligations,
or printed or stamped, in whole or in part, in the similitude of any such paper,
instrument, obligation, whether intended to issue or put the same in
circulation or not;

(c) Knowingly and without such authority, so secrets, steals, or takes and carries
away any paper, parchment, or other material prepared and intended to be
used in the making of any such papers, instruments, obligations, devices, or
documents;

(d) with the purpose of deceiving or harming the Government of Liberia or
another person, or with knowledge that he is facilitating such deception or
harm by another person, he knowingly and falsely makes, completes or alters
a forged or counterfeited writing or object;

(e) Knowingly sells, buys, imports, processes or otherwise has within his control
any plate, stone, paper, tool, die, mould or other implement or thing uniquely
associated with or fitted for the preparation of any forged or counterfeited
security or tax stamp or any writing or object which purports to be made by
the Government of Liberia, its agent or any foreign government or its agent.

Chapter 18. Offenses against public morality
§18.81 Misuse of public money, property or record.

§18.81. Misuse of public money, property or record.

A person is guilty of a first degree felony, if he:
(a) Knowingly steals, takes, purloins, or converts to his own use and benefit or

the use of another; or without authority, sells, conveys or disposes of any
record, voucher, money, or thing of value of the Government of Liberia or of
any Ministry, or Agency thereof, or public corporation, or any property made
or being made under contract for the Government of Liberia or any Ministry,
Agency thereof or public corporation;

(b) Receives, conceals, or retains the same with intent to convert it to his use or
gain, knowing it to have been stolen, purloined or converted;

(c) Disposes of, uses or transfers any interest in property which has been
entrusted to him as a fiduciary, and in his capacity as a public servant or any
officer of an institution, in a manner he knows is not authorized and that he
knows to involve risk of loss or detriment to the owner of the property or to
the Government of Liberia or other person for whose benefit the property
was entrusted.
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Annex 3

TRC Definition: Economic Crime

An economic crime is any prohibited activity committed for the purpose of generating
economic gains or that in fact generates economic gain. It applies to any state or non-
state actor with a link to the conflict in Liberia, including but not limited to public and
private individuals, corporations, and other business entities whose economic activities
contributed to gross human rights and / or humanitarian law violations in Liberia or
that otherwise perpetuated armed conflict in Liberia, as well as those who benefited
economically from armed conflict in Liberia.

Annex 4

”Gross” Human Rights Violations Definitions

While the definitions in Annex 1 are largely, but not exclusively, taken from the Rome
Statute of the International Criminal Court (ICC), their substance is derived from
conventional and customary IHRL and international refugee law (IRL) that predates
the ICC. When such crimes are committed with the intent to destroy, in whole or in
part, a national, ethnic, racial or religious group, they amount to genocide; and when
committed as part of widespread or systematic attack directed against a civilian
population with knowledge of the attack, they amount to crimes against humanity. It
must again be stressed that while human rights obligations generally apply to state
actors, select GHRV including, for example, enslavement, genocide and crimes against
humanity which sit atop the hierarchy of IHRL and IHL increasingly extend to private
persons and to private action.

Nevertheless, since the establishment of the international military tribunals at
Nuremburg and Tokyo and the creation of the international criminal tribunals for the
former Yugoslavia and Rwanda, these judicial bodies and the jurisprudence they have
generated spawned a new hybrid body of law: ICL. ICL is largely derived from IHRL,
IHL and international judicial precedent and seeks to criminalize “gross” violations of
IHRL, and “serious” violations of IHL. Similar to IHRL, ICL is applicable during times
of war and peace. ICL has gained significant prominence with the establishment of the
International Criminal Court (ICC) and Special Court for Sierra Leone. Although
Liberia did not ratify the 1998 Rome Statute establishing the ICC until September 2004,
it did become a signatory to it in July 1998, and, consequently, from this date forward
had a positive duty to refrain from acts that would defeat its object and purpose. In this
context, the TRC has reserved the right to rely on the entirety of the ICC Statute as a
definitional guidepost for the categorization of violations or crimes from July 1998
onward.
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“Gross” Human Rights Violations
Applicable to Non-International Armed Conflict

General Definitions and Elements

”Murder“
The perpetrator purposely or knowingly caused the death of another human being or
caused the death of another human being under circumstances manifesting extreme
indifference to the value of human life; the perpetrator killed one or more persons.

”Extermination“
The perpetrator killed one or more persons, including by the intentional infliction of
conditions of life, inter alia the deprivation of access to food and medicine, calculated
to bring about the destruction of part of a population. The conduct constituted, or took
place as part of, a mass killing of members of a civilian population.

”Enslavement“
The perpetrator exercised any or all of the powers attaching to the right of ownership
over one or more persons, such as by purchasing, selling, lending or bartering such a
person or persons, or by imposing on them a similar deprivation of liberty, in particular
women and children.

“Torture”
The perpetrator intentionally inflicted severe physical or mental pain or suffering upon
one or more persons. Such person or persons were in the custody or under the control
of the perpetrator. Such pain or suffering did not arise only from, and was not inherent
in or incidental to, lawful sanctions. In the context of IHRL, it is understood that no
specific purpose need be proved for this crime as distinct from torture as a “war crime”.

“Rape”
The perpetrator invaded the body of a person by conduct resulting in penetration,
however slight, of any part of the body of the victim or of the perpetrator with a sexual
organ, or of the anal or genital opening of the victim with any object or any other part
of the body. The invasion was committed by force, or by threat of force or coercion,
such as that caused by fear of violence, duress, detention, psychological oppression or
abuse of power, against such person or another person, or by taking advantage of a
coercive environment, or the invasion was committed against a person incapable of
giving genuine consent. The concept of ”invasion” is intended to be broad enough to
be gender-neutral. It is understood that a person may be incapable of giving genuine
consent if affected by natural, induced or age-related incapacity.
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“Sexual Slavery”
The perpetrator exercised any or all of the powers attaching to the right of ownership
over one or more persons, such as by purchasing, selling, lending or bartering such a
person or persons, or by imposing on them a similar deprivation of liberty. The
perpetrator caused such person or persons to engage in one or more acts of a sexual
nature.

“Enforced Prostitution”
The perpetrator caused one or more persons to engage in one or more acts of a sexual
nature by force, or by threat of force or coercion, such as that caused by fear of violence,
duress, detention, psychological oppression or abuse of power, against such person or
persons or another person, or by taking advantage of a coercive environment or such
person’s or persons’ incapacity to give genuine consent; and the perpetrator or another
person obtained or expected to obtain pecuniary or other advantage in exchange for or
in connection with the acts of a sexual nature. It is understood that a person may be
incapable of giving genuine consent if affected by natural, induced or age-related
incapacity.

“Enforced Sterilization”
The perpetrator deprived one or more persons of biological reproductive capacity. The
conduct was neither justified by the medical or hospital treatment of the person or
persons concerned nor carried out with their genuine consent. The deprivation is not
intended to include birth-control measures which have a non-permanent effect in
practice. It is understood that ‘genuine consent’ does not include consent obtained
through deception. It is understood that a person may be incapable of giving genuine
consent if affected by natural, induced or age-related incapacity.

“Sexual Violence”
The perpetrator committed an act of a sexual nature against one or more persons or
caused such person or persons to engage in an act of a sexual nature by force, or by
threat of force or coercion, such as that caused by fear of violence, duress, detention,
psychological oppression or abuse of power, against such person or persons or another
person, or by taking advantage of a coercive environment or such person’s or persons’
incapacity to give genuine consent. Such conduct was of a gravity comparable to the
other offences in this section. The perpetrator was aware of the factual circumstances
that established the gravity of the conduct.

”Enforced disappearance of persons“
The perpetrator arrested, detained or abducted one or more persons by, or with the
authorization, support or acquiescence of, a State or a political organization, followed
by a refusal to acknowledge that deprivation of freedom or to give information on the
fate or whereabouts of those persons, with the intention of removing them from the
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protection of the law for a prolonged period of time. It is understood that under certain
circumstances an arrest or detention may have been lawful.

”Persecution“
The perpetrator severely deprived, contrary to international law, one or more persons
of fundamental rights. The perpetrator targeted such person or persons by reason of
the identity of a group or collectivity or targeted the group or collectivity as such. Such
targeting was based on political, racial, national, ethnic, cultural, religious, gender or
other grounds that are universally recognized as impermissible under international
law. The conduct was committed in connection with any act referred to above.

”Deportation or forcible transfer of population“
The perpetrator deported or forcibly transferred or displaced, without grounds
permitted under international law, one or more persons to another State or location, by
expulsion or other coercive acts. Such person or persons were lawfully present in the
area from which they were so deported or transferred. The perpetrator was aware of
the factual circumstances that established the lawfulness of such presence.

“Imprisonment or other serious deprivation of physical liberty”
The perpetrator intentionally imprisoned one or more persons or otherwise severely
deprived one or more persons of physical liberty. The gravity of the conduct was such
that it was in violation of fundamental rules of international law. The perpetrator was
aware of the factual circumstances that established the gravity of the conduct.

“Genocide“
Genocide means any of the following acts, whether committed in time of peace or in
war, committed with intent to destroy, in whole or in part, a national, ethnic, racial or
religious group, as such:

(a) Killing members of the group;
(b) Causing serious bodily or mental harm to members of the group;
(c) Deliberately inflicting on the group conditions of life calculated to bring about

its physical destruction in whole or in part;
(d) Imposing measures intended to prevent births within the group;
(e) Forcibly transferring children of the group to another group.

The following acts shall be punishable:
(a) Genocide;
(b) Conspiracy to commit genocide;
(c) Direct and public incitement to commit genocide;
(d) Attempt to commit genocide;
(e) Complicity in genocide.
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Persons committing genocide or any of the other acts enumerated above shall be
punished, whether they are constitutionally responsible rulers, public officials or
private individuals.

“Crimes against humanity“
1. A “crime against humanity” is any of the following acts when committed as

part of a widespread or systematic attack directed against any civilian
population, with knowledge of the attack:

(a) Murder;
(b) Extermination;
(c) Enslavement;
(d) Deportation or forcible transfer of population;
(e) Imprisonment or other severe deprivation of physical liberty in violation

of fundamental rules of international law;
(f) Torture;
(g) Rape, sexual slavery, enforced prostitution, forced pregnancy, enforced

sterilization, or any other form of sexual violence of comparable gravity;
(h) Persecution against any identifiable group or collectivity on political,

racial, national, ethnic, cultural, religious, gender as defined in paragraph
3, or other grounds that are universally recognized as impermissible
under international law, in connection with any act referred to in this
paragraph or any crime within the jurisdiction of the Court;

(i) Enforced disappearance of persons;
(j) The crime of apartheid;
(k) Other inhumane acts of a similar character intentionally causing great

suffering, or serious injury to body or to mental or physical health.

2. For the purpose of paragraph 1:
(a) “Attack directed against any civilian population” means a course of

conduct involving the multiple commission of acts referred to in
paragraph 1 against any civilian population, pursuant to or in
furtherance of a State or organizational policy to commit such attack;

(b) “Extermination” includes the intentional infliction of conditions of life,
inter alia the deprivation of access to food and medicine, calculated to
bring about the destruction of part of a population;

(c) “Enslavement” means the exercise of any or all of the powers attaching
to the right of ownership over a person and includes the exercise of such
power in the course of trafficking in persons, in particular women and
children;

(d) “Deportation or forcible transfer of population” means forced
displacement of the persons concerned by expulsion or other coercive
acts from the area in which they are lawfully present, without grounds
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permitted under international law;
(e) “Torture” means the intentional infliction of severe pain or suffering,

whether physical or mental, upon a person in the custody or under the
control of the accused; except that torture shall not include pain or
suffering arising only from, inherent in or incidental to, lawful sanctions;

(f) “Forced pregnancy” means the unlawful confinement of a woman
forcibly made pregnant, with the intent of affecting the ethnic
composition of any population or carrying out other grave violations of
international law. This definition shall not in any way be interpreted as
affecting national laws relating to pregnancy;

(g) “Persecution” means the intentional and severe deprivation of
fundamental rights contrary to international law by reason of the identity
of the group or collectivity;

(h) ”The crime of apartheid“ means inhumane acts of a character similar to
those referred to in paragraph 1, committed in the context of an
institutionalized regime of systematic oppression and domination by one
racial group over any other racial group or groups and committed with
the intention of maintaining that regime;

(i) ”Enforced disappearance of persons“ means the arrest, detention or
abduction of persons by, or with the authorization, support or
acquiescence of, a State or a political organization, followed by a refusal
to acknowledge that deprivation of freedom or to give information on
the fate or whereabouts of those persons, with the intention of removing
them from the protection of the law for a prolonged period of time.

3. ”Gender“refers to the two sexes, male and female, within the context of society.
The term “gender” does not indicate any meaning different from the above.
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Annex 5
”Serious” Humanitarian Law Violations

Definitions

When states adopted the principal IHRL (e.g. ICCPR and ICESCR) and IHL (Geneva
Conventions andAdditional Protocols) treaties they did not explicitly provide for penal
sanction of violations;6 particularly in the context of non-international armed conflict.
Nevertheless, today, there is considerable state and judicial practice through war
crimes tribunals (e.g. Nuremburg, Tokyo, Yugoslavia, Rwanda and Sierra Leone) and
customary international law that provide for penal sanction for violations of IHRL and
IHL through the emergence of international criminal law. The concept of individual
criminal responsibility is not only provided for in treaty law and judicial practice but
has also become a part of customary international law. As the Commission is aware the
most recent and comprehensive articulation of international criminal law is the 1998
Rome Statute establishing the International Criminal Court and the 2000 Statute of the
Special Court for Sierra Leone. Individual violations of IHRL and IHL during internal
armed conflict are criminal offences under international law. According to the Statute
of the ICC, there are several rules that criminalize and govern serious violations of
non-international armed conflict that are applicable to episodes of armed conflict in
Liberia.

“Serious” Humanitarian Law Violations
Applicable to Non-International Armed Conflict

General Definitions and Elements

“Murder” The perpetrator intentionally killed one or more persons. Such person
or persons were either hors de combat, or were civilians, medical personnel, or
religious personnel taking no active part in the hostilities. The term ”religious
personnel” includes those non-confessional non-combatant military personnel
carrying out a similar function. The perpetrator was aware of the factual
circumstances that established this status. The conduct took place in the context
of and was associated with an armed conflict not of an international character.
The perpetrator was aware of factual circumstances that established the
existence of an armed conflict.

“Mutilation” The perpetrator subjected one or more persons to mutilation, in
particular by permanently disfiguring the person or persons, or by permanently
disabling or removing an organ or appendage. The conduct was neither justified
by the medical, dental or hospital treatment of the person or persons concerned

6 The Genocide Convention, arguably, does explicitly provide for penal sanction.
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nor carried out in such person’s or persons’ interests. Such person or persons
were either hors de combat, or were civilians, medical personnel or religious
personnel taking no active part in the hostilities. The perpetrator was aware of
the factual circumstances that established this status. The conduct took place in
the context of and was associated with an armed conflict not of an international
character. The perpetrator was aware of factual circumstances that established
the existence of an armed conflict.

“Attacking Civilians” The perpetrator directed an attack. The object of the
attack was a civilian population as such or individual civilians not taking direct
part in hostilities. The perpetrator intended the civilian population as such or
individual civilians not taking direct part in hostilities to be the object of the
attack. The conduct took place in the context of and was associated with an
armed conflict not of an international character. The perpetrator was aware of
factual circumstances that established the existence of an armed conflict.

“Cruel Treatment” The perpetrator inflicted severe physical or mental pain or
suffering upon one or more persons. Such person or persons were either hors de
combat, or were civilians, medical personnel, or religious personnel taking no
active part in the hostilities. The perpetrator was aware of the factual
circumstances that established this status. The conduct took place in the context
of and was associated with an armed conflict not of an international character.
The perpetrator was aware of factual circumstances that established the
existence of an armed conflict.

“Torture” The perpetrator inflicted severe physical or mental pain or suffering
upon one or more persons. The perpetrator inflicted the pain or suffering for
such purposes as: obtaining information or a confession, punishment,
intimidation or coercion or for any reason based on discrimination of any kind.
Such person or persons were either hors de combat, or were civilians, medical
personnel or religious personnel taking no active part in the hostilities. The
perpetrator was aware of the factual circumstances that established this status.
The conduct took place in the context of and was associated with an armed
conflict not of an international character. The perpetrator was aware of factual
circumstances that established the existence of an armed conflict.

“Taking of Hostages” The perpetrator seized, detained or otherwise held
hostage one or more persons. The perpetrator threatened to kill, injure or
continued to detain such person or persons. The perpetrator intended to compel
a State, an international organization, a natural or legal person or a group of
persons to act or refrain from acting as an explicit or implicit condition for the
safety or the release of such person or persons. Such person or persons were
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either hors de combat, or were civilians, medical personnel or religious personnel
taking no active part in the hostilities. The perpetrator was aware of the factual
circumstances that established this status. The conduct took place in the context
of and was associated with an armed conflict not of an international character.
The perpetrator was aware of factual circumstances that established the
existence of an armed conflict.

“Outrages upon Personal Dignity” The perpetrator humiliated, degraded or
otherwise violated the dignity of one or more persons. The severity of the
humiliation, degradation or other violation was of such degree as to be generally
recognized as an outrage upon personal dignity. Such person or persons were
either hors de combat, or were civilians, medical personnel or religious personnel
taking no active part in the hostilities. The perpetrator was aware of the factual
circumstances that established this status. The conduct took place in the context
of and was associated with an armed conflict not of an international character.
The perpetrator was aware of factual circumstances that established the
existence of an armed conflict. For this crime, ”persons” can include dead
persons. It is understood that the victim needs not personally be aware of the
existence of the humiliation or degradation or other violation. This element
takes into account relevant aspects of the cultural background of the victim.

Protocol II is particularly concerned with “Outrages upon Personal Dignity”
that included: Humiliating and degrading treatment, rape, enforced prostitution
and any form of indecent assault:

“Cruel Treatment” The perpetrator inflicted severe physical or mental
pain or suffering upon one or more persons. Such person or persons were
either hors de combat, or were civilians, medical personnel, or religious
personnel taking no active part in the hostilities. The perpetrator was
aware of the factual circumstances that established this status. The
conduct took place in the context of and was associated with an armed
conflict not of an international character. The perpetrator was aware of
factual circumstances that established the existence of an armed conflict.

“Rape” The perpetrator invaded the body of a person by conduct
resulting in penetration, however slight, of any part of the body of the
victim or of the perpetrator with a sexual organ, or of the anal or genital
opening of the victim with any object or any other part of the body. The
invasion was committed by force, or by threat of force or coercion, such
as that caused by fear of violence, duress, detention, psychological
oppression or abuse of power, against such person or another person, or
by taking advantage of a coercive environment, or the invasion was
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committed against a person incapable of giving genuine consent. The
conduct took place in the context of and was associated with an armed
conflict not of an international character. The perpetrator was aware of
factual circumstances that established the existence of an armed conflict.

The concept of “invasion” is intended to be broad enough to be gender-
neutral. It is understood that a person may be incapable of giving
genuine consent if affected by natural, induced or age-related incapacity.

“Enforced Prostitution” The perpetrator caused one or more persons to
engage in one or more acts of a sexual nature by force, or by threat of
force or coercion, such as that caused by fear of violence, duress,
detention, psychological oppression or abuse of power, against such
person or persons or another person, or by taking advantage of a coercive
environment or such person’s or persons’ incapacity to give genuine
consent. The perpetrator or another person obtained or expected to
obtain pecuniary or other advantage in exchange for or in connection
with the acts of a sexual nature. The conduct took place in the context of
and was associated with an armed conflict not of an international
character. The perpetrator was aware of factual circumstances that
established the existence of an armed conflict.

“Sexual Slavery” The perpetrator exercised any or all of the powers
attaching to the right of ownership over one or more persons, such as by
purchasing, selling, lending or bartering such a person or persons, or by
imposing on them a similar deprivation of liberty. The perpetrator
caused such person or persons to engage in one or more acts of a sexual
nature. The conduct took place in the context of and was associated with
an armed conflict not of an international character. The perpetrator was
aware of factual circumstances that established the existence of an armed
conflict.

It is understood that such deprivation of liberty may, in some
circumstances, include exacting forced labor or otherwise reducing a
person to servile status as defined in the Supplementary Convention on
the Abolition of Slavery, the Slave Trade, and Institutions and Practices
Similar to Slavery of 1956. It is also understood that the conduct
described in this element includes trafficking in persons, in particular
women and children.

“Sexual Violence” The perpetrator committed an act of a sexual nature
against one or more persons or caused such person or persons to engage
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in an act of a sexual nature by force, or by threat of force or coercion, such
as that caused by fear of violence, duress, detention, psychological
oppression or abuse of power, against such person or persons or another
person, or by taking advantage of a coercive environment or such
person’s or persons’ incapacity to give genuine consent. The conduct was
of a gravity comparable to that of a serious violation of Common Article
3 to the four Geneva Conventions. The perpetrator was aware of the
factual circumstances that established the gravity of the conduct. The
conduct took place in the context of and was associated with an armed
conflict not of an international character. The perpetrator was aware of
factual circumstances that established the existence of an armed conflict.

“Sentencing or Execution Without Due Process” The perpetrator passed
sentence or executed one or more persons. Such person or persons were either
hors de combat, or were civilians, medical personnel or religious personnel taking
no active part in the hostilities. The perpetrator was aware of the factual
circumstances that established this status. There was no previous judgment
pronounced by a court, or the court that rendered judgment was not ”regularly
constituted,” that is, it did not afford the essential guarantees of independence
and impartiality, or the court that rendered judgment did not afford all other
judicial guarantees generally recognized as indispensable under international
law. The perpetrator was aware of the absence of a previous judgment or of the
denial of relevant guarantees and the fact that they are essential or indispensable
to a fair trial. The conduct took place in the context of and was associated with
an armed conflict not of an international character. The perpetrator was aware
of factual circumstances that established the existence of an armed conflict.
These elements do not address the different forms of individual criminal
responsibility.

“Attacking objects or persons using the distinctive emblems of the Geneva
Conventions” The perpetrator attacked one or more persons, buildings, medical
units or transports or other objects using, in conformity with international law,
a distinctive emblem or other method of identification indicating protection
under the Geneva Conventions. The perpetrator intended such persons,
buildings, units or transports or other objects so using such identification to be
the object of the attack. The conduct took place in the context of and was
associated with an armed conflict not of an international character. The
perpetrator was aware of factual circumstances that established the existence of
an armed conflict.

“Collective Punishment” The perpetrator inflicts a general penalty, pecuniary
or otherwise, on the population on account of the act or acts of individuals for
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which it cannot be regarded as jointly and severally responsible because
punishment is personal and can only be imposed on the perpetrator(s).7

“Acts of Terrorism” The perpetrator engages in any act which is a violation of
the criminal laws of the Republic of Liberia and which may endanger the life,
physical integrity or freedom of, or cause serious injury or death to, any person,
any number or group of persons or causes or may cause damage to public or
private property, natural resources, environmental or cultural heritage and is
calculated or intended to:

a. intimidate, put in fear, force, coerce or induce any government, body,
institution, the general public or any segment thereof, to do or abstain
from doing any act, or to adopt or abandon a particular standpoint, or to
act according to certain principles; or

b. disrupt any public service, the delivery of any essential service to the
public or to create a public emergency; or

c. create general insurrection in a State;

Any promotion, sponsoring, contribution to, command, aid, incitement,
encouragement, attempt, threat, conspiracy, organizing, or procurement of any
person, with the intent to commit any act referred to in paragraph (a) (c).8

“Enslavement“ The perpetrator exercised any or all of the powers attaching to
the right of ownership over one or more persons, such as by purchasing, selling,
lending or bartering such a person or persons, or by imposing on them a similar
deprivation of liberty, in particular women and children.

“Pillage” The perpetrator appropriated certain property. The perpetrator
intended to deprive the owner of the property and to appropriate it for private
or personal use. The appropriation was without the consent of the owner. The
conduct took place in the context of and was associated with an armed conflict
not of an international character. The perpetrator was aware of factual
circumstances that established the existence of an armed conflict. It is
understood that a person may be incapable of giving genuine consent if affected
by natural, induced or age-related incapacity.

7 See, Article 50, Hague Regulations of 1907; and Article 7(2), African Charter on Human and Peoples
Rights, Banjul, Gambia, adopted27 June 1981.. See also, Italy, Military Tribunal of Rome, Priebke case,
Judgment, 22 July 1997.
8Article 1(3), OAU Convention on the Prevention and Combating of Terrorism, Algiers, Algeria,14 July 1999,
entered into force 6 December 2002.
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“Using, Conscripting or Enlisting Children in Armed Conflict” The
perpetrator conscripted or enlisted one or more persons into the national armed
forces or used one or more persons to participate actively in hostilities. Such
person or persons were under the age of fifteen years. The perpetrator knew or
should have known that such person or persons were under the age of fifteen
years. The conduct took place in the context of and was associated with an
international armed conflict. The perpetrator was aware of factual circumstances
that established the existence of an armed conflict.

SUBMITTED BY THE TRUTH AND RECONCILIATION ON THIS 19TH
DAY OF DECEMBER, 2008 TO THE HONOURABLE NATIONAL
LEGISLATURE.

TRUTH AND RECONCILIATION COMMISSION Preliminary Findings And Determinations
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
FOR THE EASTERN DISTRICT OF PENNSYLVANIA

JANE W, in her individual capacity, and in
her capacity as the personal representative
of the estates of her relatives, James W,
Julie W and Jen W;

JOHN X, in his individual capacity, and in
his capacity as the personal representative of
the estates of his relatives, Jane X, Julie X,
James X and Joseph X;

JOHN Y, in his individual capacity;

AND JOHN Z, in his individual capacity,

Plaintiffs,

v.

MOSESW. THOMAS,

Defendant.

Case No. 2:18-CV-00569-PBT
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goaob %#/-/' !MMDQ@N PI?@M .0&, BPIADM@ ssssssssssssooo aeg

goaoc 3@>PMDIB 0@<>@ RDOC !??DODJI<G 7<MMDIB &<>ODJIN sssssssso aeh

goaod 3@>PMDIB 0@<>@q af !BM@@H@ION "MJF@M@? <I? "MJF@I ssssssooo aei

goaoe 4<TGJM}N $@<?GT 3PMB@ AJM 0JR@Mq /K@M<ODJI />OJKPN ssssssooo af`

gob 4<TGJM "@>JH@N 0M@ND?@IO JA ,D=@MD< vaiig � b``cw ssssssssssss afd

goc ! .@R 7<Mq ,52$ <I? -/$%, )INPMM@>ODJIN vaiii � b``cw ssssssso afd

gocoa 4C@ ,52$ <I? -/$%, )INPMB@I>T sossssssssssssso afg

god 4C@ #0! <I? )IO@MI<ODJI<G %AAJMON OJ 2@NOJM@ 0@<>@ ssssssssssso ag`

dh\ #JIAMJIODIB OC@ "DOO@M 0<NOj 4MPOCi *PNOD>@ <I? 2@>JI>DGD<ODJI llllll ]c_

hoa 4C@ 7JMF JA OC@ 4MPOC <I? 2@>JI>DGD<ODJI #JHHDNNDJI sssssssssoo agd

hoaoa "<>FBMJPI? <I? CDNOJMT JA OC@ %NO<=GDNCH@IO JA OC@ 42# ssssso agd

hoaob 0P=GD> )IAJMH<ODJIp 0<MOD>DK<ODJI <I? !R<M@I@NN sssssssss aha

hoaoc 3O<O@H@IO 4<FDIBq 2@>MPDOH@IOp 4M<DIDIBp $@KGJTH@IOsssssss ahc

hoaod (@<MDIBNq 6D>ODHNp 4C@H<OD>p )INODOPODJI<Gp #JPIOT n $D<NKJM< sss ahh

hoaodoa 4TK@N � )I�><H@M< <I? 0P=GD> (@<MDIBN sssssssssoo ahi

hoaodob #<O@BJMT�6D>ODHN <I? #JIO@HKJM<MT (DNOJMT JA

OC@ #JIAGD>O sssssssssssssssssssssoo ai`

hoaodoc 4C@H<OD> <I? )INODOPODJI<G (@<MDIBN sssoooooooooooooooooooooooooooooo ai`

hoaodod #G<NNDAD><ODJI � #JPIOT -JIMJQD< n $D<NKJM< sssssso aia

hoaodoe 3O<ODNOD>N JI (@<MDIBN sssssssssssssssss aic

hoaoe )ILPDMT � )IQ@NODB<ODJINp )IO@MQD@RNp )4 $<O< "<N@p 2@N@<M>Cp

7DOI@NN 0MJO@>ODJIp 3@>PMDOT ssssssssssssssssss b`b

hoaof 4JR<M?N 'M@<O@M ?@HJ>M<>T <I? OC@ 42# 0MJ>@NN sssssssso b`c

hoaofoao $@HJ>M<OD> 0<MOD>DK<ODJI n 0M@Q@IODJI JA 6DJG@I>@ sssso b`e

hoaofob 0@JKG@N} +IJRG@?B@ DN 0JR@M DI $@HJ>M<OD> 3@OODIBN ssso b`e

hoaofoc #M@?D=G@ $DNN@HDI<ODJI JA )IAJMH<ODJI C@GKN sssssss b`f

hoaofod #JHKJNDODJI JA 42# #JPIOT 4@<HN ssssssssssso b`g

hoaofoe ,<NO 7JM? JI 'M@<O@M $@HJ>M<>T sssssssssssooo b`h

hoaogo 0M@GDHDI<MT <I? &DI<G #JINJGD?<O@? 2@KJMON sssssssssss b`i

hoaoho "@I@O@>C ssssssssssssssssssssssssssoo ba`

hoaoio 4C@ $D<NKJM< %SK@MD@I>@ ssssssssssssssssssso ba`

hoaoa`o #JIAGD>O -<KKDIB 0MJE@>O osssssssssssssssssoso baa

hobo #<O<GJBP@ JA $@<?GT #JIAGD>ONp 6DJG<ODJIN <I? !OMJ>DOD@N

vahba�aigir aih`�b``cw ssssssssssssssssssssssss bac

hoboa $@<?GT #JIAGD>ON =@OR@@I ahbb�aiae sssssssssssssso bac

hobob .<OPM@ JA (PH<I 2DBCON 6DJG<ODJIN DI OC@ &DMNO 2@KP=GD>

ahdg OJ aih` sssssssssssssssssssssssss bad

hoboc #<O<GJBP@ JA 3@G@>O@? (PH<I 2DBCON 6DJG<ODJIN JQ@M OC@ K@MDJ?

aigi � b``c HJNOGT ?J>PH@IO@? =T IJI@ 42# NJPM>@N ssssssoo baf

hobod 2@>JM?@? -<NN<>M@N DI ,D=@MD< vaigi � b``cw ssssssssssoo bdd

hoco .<OPM@p 0<OO@MI <I? #C<M<>O@M JA (PH<I 2DBCON 6DJG<ODJIN <I? 7<M #MDH@Noo bed

hodo 0MJADG@ JA 7<MMDIB &<>ODJIN � ,@<?@MNp /MB<IDU@MNp &DI<I>D@MN ssssssoo bfe

hoeo #C<GG@IB@N OJ OC@ 42# 0MJ>@NN sssssssssssssssssssso bfg
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eh\h )HK<>O JA OC@ #JIAGD>O <I? 6DJG<ODJIN JI OC@ 0@JKG@u6D>ODHN llllllh ^be

ioao )$0N <I? 2@APB@@N ssssssssssssssssssssssssso bga

iob 7JH@Iq 3PMQDQJMN <I? 0@<>@H<F@MN ssssssssssssssssso bgb

ioco #CDG?M@Iq &MJH #CDG? 3JG?D@MN OJ 9JPOC 0@MK@OM<OJMN sssssssssso bgd

iodo -@I sssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssoo bgf

ioeo 0@JKG@ RDOC $DN<=DGDOD@N sssssssssssssssssssssss bgg

iofo 4C@ %G?@MGTq %IOM@I>C@? -<MBDI<GDU<ODJI sssssssssssssooooooooo bgg

iogo #PGOPM<Gp 4M<?DODJI<G <I? 2@GDBDJPN $DH@INDJIN sssssssssssso bgh

ioho 4C@ ,D=@MD<I $D<NKJM< ssssssssssssssssssssssso bhb

ioio %>JIJHD> #MDH@N ssssssssssssssssssssssssso bhf

ioioa $@ADIDODJI JA %>JIJHD> #MDH@N sssssssssssssssss bhf

ioiob %>JIJHD> #MDH@N <I? OC@ #JIZD>O � 4C@ .<OPM@ JA %>JIJHD> #MDH@N s bhg

ioioc %>JIJHD> #MDH@Np 0GPI?@M <I? %SKGJDO<ODJI JA 3O<O@ n .<OPM<G 2@NJPM>@N bhi

ioiod %>JIJHD> #MDH@N DI OC@ 4DH=@M 3@>OJM ssssssssssssssoo bhi

ioioe 6DJG<ODJIN JA $JH@NOD> ,<R <I? &JM@NOMT 2@BPG<ODJIN ssssssss bhi

ioiof 4C@ ,JBBDIB )I?PNOMT}N 5N@ JA 3@>PMDOT &JM>@N sssssssssss bi`

ioiog ,JJODIB JA ,JBBDIB #JHK<ID@N =T !MH@? &<>ODJIN sssssssss bia

ioioh ,JBBDIB )I?PNOMT )IQJGQ@H@IO DI )GG@B<G !MHN $@<GDIBN ssssssoo bib

ioioi #MDH@N DI OC@ -DIDIB 3@>OJM sssssssssssssssssss bic

ioioa` 'JQ@MIH@IOp !MH@? &<>ODJIN <I? &JM@DBI )IQJGQ@H@IO DI OC@ -DIDIB 3@>OJM bic

ioioaa 4C@ $D<HJI? )I?PNOMT}N 5N@ JA 3@>PMDOT &JM>@N ssssssssss bie

ioioab %>JIJHD> #MDH@N DI OC@ 0@OMJG@PH <I? 4@G@>JHHPID><ODJIN 3@>OJMN s bie

ioa`o 0P=GD> )INODOPODJIN ssssssssssssssssssssssssss bif

]\h\h &DI?DIBN llllllllllllllllllllllllllllhh ^ee

a`oao 2JJO #<PN@N JA OC@ #JIAGD>O sssssssssssssssssssss c``

a`oaoao (DNOJMD><G 2JJO #<PN@N sssssssssssssssssssoo c``

a`oaob !IO@>@?@IO #<PN@N sssssssssssssssssssssoo c`a

a`oaoco $DM@>O <I? )HH@?D<O@ #<PN@N JA >JIAGD>O ssssssssssss c`b

a`oaodo 4C@ 2JG@ JA OC@ 5IDO@? 3O<O@N JA !H@MD>< ssssssssssss c`c

a`oaoe %SO@MI<G !>OJMN sssssssssssssssssssssss c`h

a`obo .<OPM@p 0<OO@MI <I? #C<M<>O@M JA (PH<I 2DBCON QDJG<ODJIN ssssssso cab

a`oco 7JH@Ip OC@ 42# <I? OC@ #JIAGD>O sssssssssssssssssso cab

a`odo #CDG?M@I sssssssssssssssssssssssssssss cae

a`oeo 3J>DJ�#PGOPM<G <I? %>JIJHD> $DH@INDJIN JA OC@ #JIAGD>O ssssssss cba

a`ofo 4C@ $D<NKJM< %SK@MD@I>@ ssssssssssssssssssssss cba

a`ogo (JG?@MN JA 0P=GD> /AAD>@Np 0P=GD> )INODOPODJIN <I? OC@ #JIAGD>O sssssso cbb

a`oho %>JIJHD> #MDH@N n #JMMPKODJI� )HK<>Op 0GPI?@M <I? )HKPIDOT sssss cbb

a`oio .<OPM@ <I? 3O<OPN JA %S�>JH=<O<ION #JHHPIDOD@N� $$ n 22 2@QD@Rsss cbc

a`oa`o ,JJHDIB #JIAGD>ON <N 3JPM>@N JA &POPM@ 6DJG@IO #JIAGD>ON ssssssss cbd

a`oaa #JHHDNNDJI@MN JA OC@ 42# sssssssssssssssssssssoo cbe

a`oab -@M>@I<MD@N )IQJGQ@? DI OC@ #JIZD>O ssssssssssssssssso cbf

a`oac $@<? 0@MK@OM<OJMN ssssssssssssssssssssssssso cc`

]]h\h $@O@MHDI<ODJIN llllllllllllllllllllllllll __]

aaoao '@I@M<G $@O@MHDI<ODJIN ssssssssssssssssssssssoo ccb

aaoaoa $@O@MHDI<ODJIN JI 42# #JIAD?@IOD<GDOT ssssssssssss ccd
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aaob $@O@MHDI<ODJI JI )I?DQD?P<G 0@MK@OM<OJMN ssssssssssssssooooo cce

aaoc $@O@MHDI<ODJIN JI 'MJPK 0@MK@OM<OJMN ssssssssssssssssoo ccf

aaodo $@O@MHDI<ODJIN JI #JMKJM<O@ 0@MK@OM<OJMN ssssssssssssssoooo ccf

aaoeo $@O@MHDI<ODJIN JI 'JQ@MIH@IO 0@MK@OM<OJMN ssssssssssssss ccg

aaofo $@O@MHDI<ODJIN JI %>JIJHD> #MDH@N sssssssssssssssssoo ccg

aaogo $@O@MHDI<ODJIN JI OC@ )HK<>O JA 6DJG<ODJIN JI OC@ 0JKPG<ODJI ssssssoo cch

aaoho $@O@MHDI<ODJIN JI 2@>JI>DGD<ODJI ssssssssssssssssssso cci

aaohoa 3PKKG@H@IO<G 1P@NODJIN JI 2@>JI>DGD<ODJI sssssssssssoo cci@MN RCJ

J=NOMP>O@? OC@ 42# KMJ>@NN ssss cad

]^h\ 2@>JHH@I?<ODJIN JI !>>JPIO<=DGDOTj %SOM<JM?DI<MT #MDHDI<G 4MD=PI<G lhh _`c

aboao !>>JPIO<=DGDOTq �%SOM<JM?DI<MT #MDHDI<G 4MD=PI<G AJM ,D=@MD<� ssssssoo cdi

abobo .<OPM@p *PMDN?D>ODJI <I? 3>JK@ JA !POCJMDOT JA #MDHDI<G 4MD=PI<G ssssso cdi

aboco .<H@N JA 4CJN@ 2@NKJIND=G@ v0@MK@OM<OJMNw 2@>JHH@I?@? AJM 0MJN@>PODJI so cdi

abodo .<H@N JA 0@MNJIN v0@MK@OM<OJMNw .JO 2@>JHH@I?@? AJM 0MJN@>PODJI ssss cec

aboeo 0P=GD> 3<I>ODJINp ,PNOM<ODJINp $@=<MH@IO AMJH (JG?DIB 0P=GD> /AAD>@ sssoo cec

abofo 7DOI@NN 0MJO@>ODJI 3O<OPO@ ssssssssssssssssssssssoo cec

]_h\h 2@>JHH@I?<ODJIN JI !>>JPIO<=DGDOTj $JH@NOD> #MDHDI<G 0MJN@>PODJIN ll _aa

acoao .<H@N JA 4CJN@ 2@NKJIND=G@ v0@MK@OM<OJMNw 2@>JHH@I?@? AJM $JH@NOD>

0MJN@>PODJI sssssssssssssssssssssssssssss cef

acobo .<H@N JA 0@MNJIN v0@MK@OM<OJMNw .JO 2@>JHH@I?@? AJM 0MJN@>PODJI sssso ceh

acoco 0P=GD> 3<I>ODJIN � ,PNOM<ODJINp $@=<MH@IO AMJH (JG?DIB 0P=GD> /\>@p @O>o so ceh

]`h\h 2@>JHH@I?<ODJI JI !>>JPIO<=DGDOTj 0P=GD> 3<I>ODJIN '@I@M<GGT llllhh _ae

adoao .<OPM@p $@N>MDKODJIp /=E@>ODQ@ <I? *PNODY><ODJI AJM 0P=GD> 3<I>ODJIN sssso cf`

adobo ,PNOM<ODJINp $@=<MH@IO AMJH (JG?DIB 0P=GD> /\>@ ssssssssssso cf`

adoco ,DNO JA 0@MNJIN 3P=E@>O OJ�2@>JHH@I?@? AJM 0P=GD> 3<I>ODJIN sssssss cfa

]ah\h 2@>JHH@I?<ODJIN JI !>>JPIO<=DGDOTj .<ODJI<G r0<G<Q< (POs 0MJBM<H hhhhhhl _b_

aeoao .<OPM@p $@N>MDKODJIp /=E@>ODQ@p *PMDN?D>ODJI <I? 3<I>ODJI !POCJMDOT JA 0<G<Q< (POw cfe

aeobo .<H@N JA 4CJN@ 2@NKJIND=G@ v0@MK@OM<OJMNw 2@>JHH@I?@? AJM 0<G<Q< (PO sso cff

aeoco 0P=GD> 3<I>ODJINp ,PNOM<ODJINp ?@=<MH@IO AMJH CJG?DIB 0P=GD> /AAD>@p @O> sss cfg

aeodo /OC@M AJMHN JA !>>JPIO<=DGDOT � 4M<?DODJI<G <I? )IAJMH<G -@>C<IDNHN ssss cfg

]bh\h 2@>JHH@I?<ODJINj %>JIJHD> #MDH@N )IQ@NODB<ODJI g 0MJN@>PODJI lllllh _be

afoao .<OPM@p $@YIDODJI <I? $@N>MDKODJI sssssssssssssssssssooo cg`

afobo .<H@N JA 4CJN@ 2@NKJIND=G@ v0@MK@OM<OJMNw 2@>JHH@I?@? AJM 0MJN@>PODJI sso cg`

afoco .<ODJI<GDU<ODJI JA #JMKJM<O@ !NN@ON 5IG<RAPGGT !>LPDM@? sssssssssoo cgc

afodo 3@DUPM@ JM #JIYN><ODJI JA )I?DQD?P<G !NN@ON 5IG<RAPGGT !>LPDM@? <N

0MJ>@@?N JA %>JIJHD> #MDH@N ssssssssssssssssssssss cgc

afoeo 2@K<OMD<ODJI JA -JID@N 5IG<RAPGGT !>LPDM@? <N 0MJ>@@?N JA %>JIJHD> #MDH@Ns cgc

afofo #JHKPGNJMT $DN>GJNPM@ =T "<IFN <I? &DI<I>D<G )INODOPODJIN � 0P=GD> )IO@M@NO

)HK@M<ODQ@o ssssssssssssssssssssssssssssss cgc

afogo .<H@N <I? #<O@BJMD@N JA 4CJN@ 0@MNJIN <I? )INODOPODJIN OC<O .@@? &PMOC@M

)IQ@NODB<ODJI ssssssssssssssssssssssssssssso cgc

afo ho 0P=GD> 3<I>ODJIN � ,PNOM<ODJINp $@=<MH@IO AMJH (JG?DIB 0P=GD> /\>@p @O>o sso cgf
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]ch\h 2@>JHH@I?<ODJIN JI 2@K<M<ODJIN lllllllllllllllllllh _cc

agoao !??M@NNDIB OC@ .@@?N JA 6D>ODHN sssssssssssssssssssso cgh

agobo 4C@ 2@K<M<ODJI 4MPNO &PI? sssssssssssssssssssssss cgh

agoco 2@K<M<ODJI AJM 0<MOD>PG<M 'MJPKNp )I?DQD?P<GN <I? #JHHPIDOD@N ssssssoo cgi

agod -@HJMD<GN sssssssssssssssssssssssssssssso cgi

agodoa "PMD<G JA AJMH@M 0M@ND?@ION ssssssssssssssssssssoo ch`

agodob )NNP<I>@ JA $@<OC #@MODY><O@N AJM R<M ?@<? ssssssssssssso ch`

agodoc 0P=GD> !KJGJBT ssssssssssssssssssssssssso ch`

]dh\h 2@>JHH@I?<ODJIN OJ OC@ 'JQ@MIH@IO JA ,D=@MD< lllllllllllll _d_

ahoao 2@>JHH@I?<ODJIN 2@G<ODIB OJ "PDG?DIB < .@R ,D=@MD<I 0JGDOD><G #PGOPM@ sss chd

ahobo 2@>JHH@I?<ODJIN 2@G<O@? OJ #DQDG <I? 0JGDOD><G 2DBCON � 0JGDOD><G 0<MOD@N <I?

#DQDG 3J>D@OT %HKJR@MH@IO ssssssssssssssssssssssoo chd

ahoco 2@>JHH@I?<ODJIN 2@G<O@? OJ OC@ !?HDIDNOM<ODJI JA *PNOD>@ sssssssss che

ahodo 2@>JHH@I?<ODJIN 2@G<O@? OJ %>JIJHD>p 3J>D<G <I? #PGOPM<G 2DBCON ssssso che

ahoeo 2@>JHH@I?<ODJIN 2@G<O@? OJ 7JH@I}N 2DBCONp 0MJO@>ODJI <I? %HKJR@MH@IO ooo chf

ahofo 2@>JHH@I?<ODJIN 2@G<O@? OJ #CDG? 2DBCON !?QJ><>T <I? 0MJO@>ODJI ssssoo chg

ahogo 2@>JHH@I?<ODJIN 2@G<O@? OJ OC@ %NO<=GDNCH@IO <I? 2@NJPM>DIB JA OC@

)I?@K@I?@IO .<ODJI<G (PH<I 2DBCON #JHHDNNDJI v).(2#w ssssssss chh

ahoho 2@>JHH@I?<ODJIN 2@G<O@? OJ #JH=<ODIB #JMMPKODJI <I? )INODOPODJI<GDUDIB

'JJ? 'JQ@MI<I>@ � 7CDNOG@ "GJR@M 3O<OPO@ ssssssssssssssss chi

ahoio 2@>JHH@I?<ODJIN 2@G<ODIB OJ OC@ $@>@IOM<GDU<ODJI JA 0JGDOD><G <I? %>JIJHD>

0JR@M sssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssso chi

ahoioa 2@>JHH@I?<ODJIN AJM %>JIJHD> %HKJR@MH@IO <I? 0JQ@MOT 2@?P>ODJI ci`

ahoa`o 2@>JHH@I?<ODJIN JI 0P=GD> )IO@BMDOT ssssssssssssssssso cib

ahoaa 2@>JHH@I?<ODJIN JI 42# #JHHDNNDJI@MN ssssssssssssss cic

ahoab 2@>JHH@I?<ODJIN JI "M@<>C JA #JIY?@IOD<GDOT ssssssssssss cid

]eh\h 2@>JHH@I?<ODJIN 2@G<O@? OJ OC@ ,D=@MD<I $D<NKJM< llllllllllhh _ea

aioao )HHDBM<ODJI )NNP@N sssssssssssssssssssssssss cif

aiobo 6PGI@M<=DGDOTp %HKGJTH@IOp 7JH@I <I? 9JPOC 2@G<O@? )NNP@N sssssso cif

aioco 0MJHJODIB 2@>JI>DGD<ODJI DI OC@ $D<NKJM< sssssssssssssssso cif

aiodo $D<NKJM< #JIOMD=PODJI OJ 2@K<M<ODJI 4MPNO &PI? <I? $@Q@GJKH@IO 0MJBM<HN o cif

aioeo 2DBCON JA OC@ $D<NKJM< OJ 6JO@ <I? -<DIO<DI $P<G #DODU@INCDK sssssssoo cig

^\h\h /OC@M 2@>JHH@I?<ODJIN lllllllllllllllllllllllh _ee

b`oao 2@>JHH@I?<ODJIN JI .<ODJI<G )IO@BM<ODJI ooooooooooooooooooooooooooossssssssso d``

b`obo 2@>JHH@I?<ODJIN OJ /OC@M 3@>OJMN JA OC@ ,D=@MD<I 3J>D@OT ssssssssso d``

b`oco 2@>JHH@I?<ODJIN 2@G<ODIB OJ #C<IBDIB -DI?N <I? !^DOP?@N � < .@R

3J>D<G %IBDI@@MDIB � .<ODJI<G 6DNDJIDIB ssssossssssssssssso d``

b`od 2@>JHH@I?<ODJIN 2@G<ODIB OJ 2@=PDG?DIB 0P=GD> )INODOPODJIN <I? )IAM<NOMP>OPM@s d`b

b`oeo 2@>JHH@I?<ODJIN 2@G<ODIB OJ 0MJA@NNDJI<G "J?D@N � OC@ -@?D< <I? OC@ .<ODJI<G

"<M !NNJ>D<ODJI sssssssssssssssssssssssssssoo d`b

b`of !HI@NOT sssssssssssssssssssssssssssssso d`c

b`og 2@>JHH@I?<ODJIN 2@G<ODIB OJ OC@ %IQDMJIH@IOp .<OPM<G 2@NJPM>@N <I? OC@

%LPDO<=G@ <I? 3PNO<DI<=G@ 5N@ <I? -<I<B@H@IO JA ,<I? <I? /OC@M .<OPM<G

2@NJPM>@N ssssssssssssssssssssssssssssss d`c
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b`oh 2@>JHH@I?<ODJIN 2@G<ODIB OJ ,<I?p 4@IPM@p $DNOMD=PODJI <I? 2@AJMH

3K@>DY><GGT sssssssssssssssssssssssssssssoo d`d

b`oi 2@>JHH@I?<ODJIN AJM OC@ %NO<=GDNCH@IO JA < #JHHDNNDJI JI ,D=@MD<I (DNOJMT d`d

b`oa` 2@>JHH@I?<ODJIN DI &<QJM JA #JHHDNNDJI@MN JA OC@ 42#ssssssssss d`e

b`oaa $<QD? 3<RT@C <I? "MJRI@ 4<TGP@ssssssssssssssssssss d`e

^]h\h 2@>JHH@I?<ODJIN OJ OC@ )IO@MI<ODJI<G #JHHPIDOT lllllllllllh `\c

baoao 2@>JHH@I?<ODJIN OJ OC@ 5IDO@? .<ODJIN ssssssssssssssss d`h

baobo 2@>JHH@I?<ODJIN 2@BDJI<G <I? 3P=�M@BDJI<G <I? !>OJMN sssssssss d`h

baoco 2@>JHH@I?<ODJIN OJ &JM@DBI 3O<O@Np )IO@MI<ODJI<G )INODOPODJINp $JIJM !B@I>D@Np

.'/}N <I? /OC@M 0<MOI@MN ssssssssssssssssssssssoo d`h

"D=GDJBM<KCTt2@A@M@I>@N llllllllllllllllllllllllll `]]

!II@S ]h 4C@ 6DMBDID< $@>G<M<ODJI llllllllllllllllllllh `^\

!II@S ^h $M<AO 3O<OPO@j %SOM<JM?DI<MT #MDHDI<G 4MD=PI<Gllllllllllh `^b

!II@S _h 4C@ 4MPNO &PI? 2@NJGPODJIhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh `b\

!II@S `h 3JPM>@N !I? !KKGD><ODJI /A &PI?DIB &JM 2@K<M<ODJI 4MPNO &PI?hhhhhhhhh `bc

0.10( #,% .&$-,$)*)#0)-, $-++)//)-, $87<86532=43 '5726 .498;=
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$87<86532=43 '5726 .498;=0.10( #,% .&$-,$)*)#0)-, $-++)//)-,

7@i #JHHDNNDJI@MN JA OC@ 4MPOC <I? 2@>JI>DGD<ODJI #JHHDNNDJI JA ,D=@MD< C<QDIB

O<F@I J<OC OJ CJI@NOGT <I? >JIN>D@IODJPNGT N@MQ@ OC@ K@JKG@ JA ,D=@MD< OCMJPBC OC@

A<DOCAPG @S@>PODJI JA OC@ H<I?<O@ JA OC@ ,D=@MD<I K@JKG@ @IOMPNO@? OJ PN =T OC@ 42#

!>Oi RDOC OC@ KJR@M <I? <POCJMDOT DI PN Q@NO@? ?J C@M@=T NP=HDO JPM WI<G M@KJMO OJ

OC@ 'JQ@MIH@IO <I? K@JKG@ JA ,D=@MD< OCDN _\OC ?<T JA *PI@ !h$h ^\\eh

)I 4@NODHJIT JA OC@ APGWGGH@IO JA JPM ?POD@N <I? M@NKJIND=DGDOD@N PI?@M OC@ <AJM@N<D?

!>Oi R@ C@M@=T <ZS JPM NDBI<OPM@N <N =@GJR JI OCDN ^eOC ?<T JA *PI@ !h$h ^\\eh

.JO@j

4RJ #JHHDNNDJI@MNi 0@<MG "MJRI "PGG <I? 3C@DFC +<APH=< +JII@Ci ?D? IJO NDBI

OCDN M@KJMO AJM M@<NJIN NO<O@? DI RC<O OC@T C<Q@ DIQ<MD<=GT <I? N@K<M<O@GT ?@N>MD=@?

<N r?DNN@IODIB JKDIDJINs DI OC@ GJ><G H@?D<i @Q@I OCJPBC OC@M@ DN IJ KMJQDNDJI DI

OC@ 42# !>O o^\\ap AJM NP>C <KK@I?<B@h &JM OCDN M@<NJIi OC@ >JHHDNNDJI I@DOC@M

M@>@DQ@? >JKD@N IJM R<N DO KMDQT OJ OC@ N<D? ?DNN@IO <N DO R<N I@Q@M ?DN>PNN@? <O OC@

#JHHDNNDJI <I? <N NP>C ?J@N IJO AJMH K<MO JA OC@ M@>JM?N JA OC@ #JHHDNNDJIi AJM

RCD>C M@<NJI <GNJ IJ M@A@M@I>@ DN H<?@ JA N<H@ DI OCDN M@KJMOh
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]h\h %8%#54)6% 35--!29

4C@ 4MPOC <I? 2@>JI>DGD<ODJI #JHHDNNDJI JA ,D=@MD< v42#w R<N @NO<=GDNC@? <O OC@ @I?

JA OC@ K@<>@ >JIA@M@I>@ DI !>>M<p 'C<I< RC@I OC@ #JHKM@C@INDQ@ 0@<>@ !BM@@H@IO

v#0!w R<N NDBI@? =T <GG K<MOD@N OJ OC@ >JIAGD>O DI>GP?DIB OC@ DIO@MI<ODJI<G >JHHPIDOT

<N BP<M<IOJMNp DI !PBPNO b``co 4CDN R<N AJM ,D=@MD<p DON ADMNO K@MDJ? JA ><GH <I? M@G<ODQ@

K@<>@ AJGGJRDIB ad T@<MN JA >DQDG R<M <I? QDJG@IO <MH@? >JIAGD>Oo

5I?@M OC@ #0! NDOODIB 0M@ND?@IO #C<MG@N 4<TGJM NO@KK@? ?JRI <I? ?@K<MO@? ,D=@MD<

DIOJ @SDG@ K<QDIB R<T AJM < ORJ T@<M ,D=@MD<I .<ODJI<G 4M<INDODJI<G 'JQ@MIH@IO

v,.4'w C@<?@? =T #C<DMH<I 'TP?@ "MT<IOo )I *PI@ b``ep OC@ .<ODJI<G 4M<INDODJI<G

,@BDNG<ODQ@ !NN@H=GT @I<>O@? OC@ 42# !>O DIOJ G<Ro .<ODJI<G %G@>ODJIN R@M@ C@G? DI

.JQ@H=@M b``e <I? 0M@ND?@IO %GG@I *JCINJI 3DMG@<A R<N @G@>O@?p N@<GDIB < GJIB K@MDJ?

JA >JIAGD>O <I? >M@<ODIB OC@ NK<>@ AJM I<ODJI<G M@>FJIDIBo 4C@ @G@>O@? 0M@ND?@IO

DI<PBPM<O@? OC@ IDI@�H@H=@M 4MPOC <I? 2@>JI>DGD<ODJI #JHHDNNDJI DI &@=MP<MT b``f

<I? OC@ #JHHDNNDJI R<N G<PI>C@? OJ >JHH@I>@ DON JK@M<ODJIN JI *PI@ bbp b``fo

3DI>@ OC@ G<PI>CDIB DI *PI@ b``fp OC@ 4MPOC <I? 2@>JI>DGD<ODJI #JHHDNNDJIp AJM OC@

G<NO OCM@@ T@<MNp RJMF@? ODM@G@NNGT OJ APGYGG DON H<I?<O@ DI OC@ A<>@ JA HJPIODIB

<?HDIDNOM<ODQ@p JK@M<ODJI<Gp YI<I>D<G <I? CPH<I M@NJPM>@ >C<GG@IB@No 4CDN J>><NDJI@?

< NGJR NO<MO JA OC@ #JHHDNNDJI}N RJMF DI OC@ YMNO T@<M ODGG *PGT b``g RC@I <>ODQDOD@N JA

OC@ #JHHDNNDJI M@NPH@? PIDIO@MMPKO@? OJ KM@N@IOo 0PMNP<IO OJ DON H<I?<O@p OC@

#JHHDNNDJI >JI?P>O@? KP=GD> <R<M@I@NN ><HK<DBINp >JGG@>O@? OCJPN<I?N JA RDOI@NN

O@NODHJID@N <I? C@G? KP=GD> C@<MDIBN DI <GG ae >JPIOD@N JA ,D=@MD< <N R@GG <N DI OC@

$D<NKJM<o

]h] -<I?<O@ JA OC@ 42#

7DOC OC@ BJ<G OJ KMJHJO@ I<ODJI<G K@<>@p N@>PMDOTp PIDOT <I? M@>JI>DGD<ODJIp OC@ 42#

H<I?<O@ KMDI>DK<GGT >JIO<DI@? DI !MOo )6p 3@>ODJI d JA OC@ 42# !>O R<N OJ AJNO@M OMPOCp

EPNOD>@ <I? M@>JI>DGD<ODJI =T D?@IODATDIB OC@ MJJO ><PN@N JA OC@ >JIZD>Op <I? ?@O@MHDIDIB

OCJN@ RCJ <M@ M@NKJIND=G@ AJM >JHHD^DIB ?JH@NOD> <I? DIO@MI<ODJI<G >MDH@N <B<DINO OC@

,D=@MD<I K@JKG@ <N AJGGJRNq

ao $J>PH@IO <I? DIQ@NODB<O@ OC@ H<NNDQ@ R<Q@ JA CPH<I MDBCON QDJG<ODJIN OC<O

J>>PMM@? DI ,D=@MD< ?PMDIB OC@ K@MDJ? *<IP<MT aigi � />OJ=@M b``cr

bo %NO<=GDNC OC@ MJJO ><PN@N JA OC@ >JIZD>O <I? >M@<O@ < AJMPH OJ <??M@NN DNNP@N

JA DHKPIDOTr

co )?@IODAT QD>ODHN <I? K@MK@OM<OJMN JA OC@ >JIZD>Or
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do %NO<=GDNC < AJMPH OJ A<>DGDO<O@ >JINOMP>ODQ@ DIO@M>C<IB@ =@OR@@I QD>ODHN <I?

K@MK@OM<OJMN OJ M@>JPIO OC@DM @SK@MD@I>@N DI JM?@M OJ AJNO@M C@<GDIB <I?

M@>JI>DGD<ODJIr

eo )IQ@NODB<O@ @>JIJHD> >MDH@N <I? JOC@M AJMHN JA CPH<I MDBCON QDJG<ODJIN <I?

?@O@MHDI@ RC@OC@M OC@N@ QDJG<ODJIN R@M@ K<MO JA < NTNO@H<OD> <I? ?@GD=@M<O@

K<^@MI JA QDJG<ODJIN JM DNJG<O@? @Q@ION JA QDJG<ODJINr

fo #JI?P>ODIB < >MDOD><G M@QD@R JA ,D=@MD<}N CDNOJMD><G K<NO OJ <>FIJRG@?B@

CDNOJMD><G <IO@>@?@ION OJ OC@ >JIZD>O <I? >JMM@>O CDNOJMD><G A<GN@CJJ?r

go !?JKO NK@>DY> H@>C<IDNHN OJ <??M@NN OC@ @SK@MD@I>@N JA RJH@I <I?

>CDG?M@Ir

ho -<F@ M@>JHH@I?<ODJIN OJ OC@ 'JQ@MIH@IO JA ,D=@MD< AJM KMJN@>PODJIp

M@K<M<ODJIp <HI@NOTp M@>JI>DGD<ODJI <I? DINODOPODJI<G M@AJMHN RC@M@

<KKMJKMD<O@ OJ KMJHJO@ OC@ MPG@ JA G<R <I? >JH=<O DHKPIDOTr <I?

io #JHKDG@ < M@KJMO <I? NP=HDO N<H@ OJ OC@ 'JQ@MIH@IO <I? 0@JKG@ JA ,D=@MD<r

]h^ "<>FBMJPI? OJ OC@ &JPI?DIB JA ,D=@MD<

,D=@MD< DN GJ><O@? JI OC@ !OG<IOD> >J<NO JA 7@NO !AMD>< <I? @I>JHK<NN@N < O@MMDOJMT JA

dcp``` NLP<M@ HDG@No 4C@ >JPIOMT NC<M@N =JM?@MN RDOC 3D@MM< ,@JI@ OJ OC@ IJMOCR@NOp

'PDI@< OJ OC@ IJMOC@<NOp <I? #XO@ ?})QJDM@ OJ OC@ NJPOC@<NOo ,D=@MD<}N ae >JPIOD@N

>JMM@NKJI? OJ O@MMDOJMD@N CDNOJMD><GGT >G<DH@? =T K<MOD>PG<M ,D=@MD<I DI?DB@IJPN @OCID>

BMJPKNh %IBGDNC DN OC@ J\>D<G G<IBP<B@ JA ,D=@MD<p <GOCJPBC HJM@ OC<I b` DI?DB@IJPN

G<IBP<B@N <I? < AJMH JA %IBGDNC FIJRI <N ,D=@MD<I %IBGDNC <M@ <GNJ DI ?<DGT PN@o

4C@ HJ?@MI I<ODJI JA ,D=@MD<p <N DO @SDNON OJ?<Tp R<N K<MOGT NC<K@? =T OC@ OM<IN<OG<IOD>

NG<Q@ OM<?@ OJ OC@ 5IDO@? 3O<O@No )I OC@ @<MGT ah``Np < BMJPK JA KMJHDI@IO RCDO@

!H@MD><IN ?@Q@GJK@? < KG<I OJ M@OPMI AM@@? =G<>FN OJ !AMD><o "@BDIIDIB DI ahbbp

AM@@=JMI =G<>F !H@MD><INp AM@@? NG<Q@N JA !AMD><I ?@N>@IOp <I? !AMD><IN AM@@? AMJH

><KOPM@? NG<Q@ NCDKN v#JIBJ K@JKG@w R@M@ N@^G@? =T OC@ !H@MD><I #JGJIDU<ODJI 3J>D@OT

JI G<I?N RCD>C G<O@M =@><H@ ,D=@MD<o 4CDN BMJPK JA < A@R OCJPN<I? N@^G@MNp I@Q@M HJM@

OC<I ej JA OC@ ,D=@MD<I KJKPG<ODJIp =@><H@ FIJRI <N !H@MD>J�,D=@MD<INo 4C@T

?JHDI<O@? OC@ KJGDOD><Gp @>JIJHD>p NJ>D<G <I? >PGOPM<G GDA@ JA OC@ I<ODJI AJM JQ@M <

>@IOPMTo

7CDG@ ,D=@MD< C<N JAO@I =@@I C<DG@? <N JI@ JA OC@ JIGT !AMD><I I<ODJIN I@Q@M OJ =@

>JGJIDU@?p OC@ CDNOJMD><G A<>ON <M@ HJM@ >JHKG@So 4C@ N@^G@H@ION JA M@K<OMD<O@? !AMD><IN

R@M@ DI A<>Op BJQ@MI@? =T RCDO@ !H@MD><I <B@ION JA OC@ !H@MD><I #JGJIDU<ODJI 3J>D@OT
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AJM OC@ YMNO N@Q@M<G T@<MN JA OC@DM @SDNO@I>@o !GOCJPBC OC@ 5o3o BJQ@MIH@IO API?@?

HP>C JA OC@ !H@MD><I #JGJIDU<ODJI 3J>D@OT}N @[JMONp DO R<N >G@<M OC<O OC@ 5IDO@? 3O<O@N

I@Q@M DIO@I?@? OJ AJMH<GGT @NO<=GDNC DON@GA <N < >JGJID<G KJR@M DI ,D=@MD<o ,D=@MD< =@><H@

< NJQ@M@DBI I<ODJI PI?@M !H@MD>J�,D=@MD<I MPG@ DI ahdgo 4C@ DI?DB@IJPN DIC<=DO<ION JA

OC@ O@MMDOJMT >G<DH@? AJM ,D=@MD< R@M@ G<MB@GT <IO<BJIDNOD> OJ OC@ @NO<=GDNCH@IO JA OC@

,D=@MD<I I<ODJIo )I A<>Op OC@ !H@MD><I #JGJIDU<ODJI 3J>D@OTp <I? G<O@M OC@ Z@?BGDIB

,D=@MD<I BJQ@MIH@IOp R<N <O R<M RDOC Q<MDJPN DI?DB@IJPN OMD=@N JQ@M O@MMDOJMT <I?

OM<?@ MJPO@N OCMJPBCJPO OC@ ah``No ,D=@MD<}N >JHKG@S CDNOJMT >M@<O@? < ~NO<O@ JA

>JIO@NO<ODJI� RCD>C M@H<DIN OJ?<T < H<EJM NJPM>@ JA >JIZD>O <I? ?DNPIDOTo

]h_ (DNOJMT JA OC@ #JIXD>O DI ,D=@MD<

,D=@MD< ?@Q@GJK@? DIOJ < M@G<ODQ@GT NO<=G@ JGDB<M>CT OCMJPBC OC@ ah``N <I? HD? ai``No

"T OC@ aig`Np CJR@Q@Mp O@INDJI RDOCDI ,D=@MD< R<N @N><G<ODIBo 2DJON =MJF@ JPO DI aigi

DI OC@ ><KDO<G >DOT JA -JIMJQD<o )I aih`p < HDGDO<MT >JPK OJJF KG<>@p M@NPGODIB DI OC@

HPM?@M JA OC@ KM@ND?@IOp OC@ NPHH<MT @S@>PODJI JA ac BJQ@MIH@IO HDIDNO@MNp <I? OC@

DINO<GG<ODJI JA 3<HP@G $J@p <I <MHT H<NO@M N@MB@<IOp <N OC@ I@R I<ODJI<G G@<?@Mo $J@

MPG@? OC@ >JPIOMT AJM OC@ I@SO ?@><?@o )I aihep 4CJH<N 1PDRJIFK<p < A@GGJR >JPK

H<F@M RDOC $J@ DI aih`p G@? < =<I? JA <MH@? HDGDOD< DI < A<DG@? =D? OJ JPNO $J@p

KGPIBDIB OC@ >JPIOMT DIOJ APMOC@M OPMHJDGo )I aihip #C<MG@N 4<TGJM <I? CDN .<ODJI<G

0<OMDJOD> &MJIO JA ,D=@MD< DIQ<?@? AMJH #XO@ ?})QJDM@p N@^DIB J[ DIO@MHD^@IO >DQDG R<M

OC<O M<B@? PIODG b``cp DIQJGQ@? HJM@ OC<I a` M@=@G A<>ODJINp <I? @IBPGA@? OC@ -<IJ

2DQ@M =<NDIo

!N ,D=@MD< =@B<I OJ @NO<=GDNC DON@GA <N < I@R I<ODJIp < NH<GG IPH=@M JA !H@MD>J�,D=@MD<I

A<HDGD@N <I? OC@DM K<OMJI<B@ I@ORJMFN ?JHDI<O@? <GG <NK@>ON JA I<ODJI<G GDA@ OC<O DN

BJQ@MIH@IOp @>JIJHTp OC@ N@>PMDOT N@>OJMp >JHH@M>@p <I? NJ>D<G <?Q<I>@H@IOo 4C@T

<>LPDM@? G<I? <I? @SO@I?@? OC@DM DIZP@I>@ <I? <POCJMDOT ?@@K@M DIOJ OC@ DIO@MDJM AMJH

OC@ >J<NO =T AJM>@ <I? JOC@M >J@M>DQ@ H@OCJ?N JA OC@ N@^G@MN} 'JQ@MIH@IO RCD>C BM@R

AMJH >JGJIT OJ >JHHJIR@<GOC <I? OC@I NO<O@CJJ? be T@<MN G<O@M DI ahdgo

4C@ 'JQ@MIH@IO DI ,D=@MD< R<N OC@ ?JH<DI JA OC@ 4MP@ 7CDB 0<MOT AJM R@GG JQ@M <

>@IOPMTo !GOCJPBC JOC@M KJGDOD><G K<MOD@N @SDNO@?p JKKJNDODJI OJ 4MP@ 7CDB 0<MOT

?JHDI<I>@ R<N NTNO@H<OD><GGT JKKM@NN@?o #JIOMJG JA OC@ ,D=@MD<I O@MMDOJMT <I? OC@

DI?DB@IJPN K@JKG@ RCJ DIC<=DO@? DO R<N @NO<=GDNC@? =T OC@ =MPO@ AJM>@ JA OC@ ,D=@MD<I

&MJIOD@M &JM>@ v,&&w RCD>C G<O@M =@><H@ OC@ ,D=@MD<I .<ODJI<G 'P<M? <I? OC@I OC@

!MH@? &JM>@N JA ,D=@MD< v!&,wo

#JHH@M>@ RDOC OC@ JPOND?@ RJMG? R<N >@IOM<GGT >JIOMJGG@? =T OC@ -JIMJQD<�=<N@?

BJQ@MIH@IOp RCJN@ JGDB<M>CD> BJQ@MI<I>@ NOMP>OPM@ G@? OJ <I @S>@NNDQ@ >JI>@IOM<ODJI

JA KJR@M DI OC@ KM@ND?@I>To ,<>F JA @?P><ODJI <I? JOC@M JKKJMOPIDOD@N AJM OCJN@ JA IJI�

!H@MD>J�,D=@MD<I JMDBDIp <I? DHKPIDOT AJM >JMMPKODJI <I? NTNO@H<OD> CPH<I MDBCON
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<=PN@N R@M@ <^MD=PO@N JA OC@ -JIMJQD< C@B@HJIT >JHKJN@? JA OC@ A@R A<HDGD@N OC<O

>JIOMJGG@? OC@ R@<GOC JA OC@ I<ODJIo

4C@ <?HDIDNOM<ODJIN JA 0M@ND?@ION 7DGGD<H 6o3 4P=H<I <I? 7DGGD<H 2o 4JG=@MOp *Mo

NJPBCO OJ M@<>C JPO OJ OC@ DI?DB@IJPN K@JKG@N <I? DI>M@<N@ OC@DM DIQJGQ@H@IO DI

BJQ@MIH@IO <I? NJ>D@OT <I? OC@M@=T JK@IDIB GDHDO@? <>>@NN OJ @>JIJHD> <I? JOC@M

JKKJMOPIDOD@N AJM N@GA <>OP<GDU<ODJIo 4C@DM @[JMONp CJR@Q@Mp R@M@ K@M>@DQ@? =T H<IT OJ

=@ DINP\>D@IO <I? OC@DM M@NK@>ODQ@ <?HDIDNOM<ODJIN K@M>@DQ@? OJ =@ >JMMPKOo )I aigip DO

R<N RD?@GT =@GD@Q@? OC<O 0M@ND?@IO 4JG=@MO KG<II@? OJ M<DN@ OC@ KMD>@ JA MD>@ NJ OC<O C@

JM CDN A<HDGT >JPG? =@I@YO @>JIJHD><GGTo 4CDN G@? OJ KMJO@NON <I? ?@HJINOM<ODJINp

FIJRI <N OC@ ~!KMDG ad 2D>@ 2DJONo� 4C@ =MPO<GDOT RDOC RCD>C OC@ N@>PMDOT AJM>@N

LP<NC@? OC@ 2D>@ 2DJON RDOC OC@ C@GK JA AJM@DBI OMJJKN AMJH 'PDI@<p APMOC@M @IOM@I>C@?

OC@ NJ>DJ�@>JIJHD> <I? @OCID> ?DNK<MDOT DI OC@ ,D=@MD<I NJ>D@OTo -<IT K@M>@DQ@? OC@

>DQDG PIM@NO JA aigi <N OC@ =@BDIIDIB JA OC@ GJIB�MPIIDIB >DQDG >MDNDN OC<O @IBPGA@?

,D=@MD<o

,D=@MD< DN < >JPIOMT RDOC NDBIDY><IO I<OPM<G M@NJPM>@Np DI>GP?DIB ODH=@Mp BJG?p

?D<HJI?N <I? MP==@Mo (DNOJMD><GGTp ,D=@MD<I K@JKG@ C<Q@ IJO =@@I OC@ KMDH<MT

=@I@Y>D<MD@N JA OC@N@ I<OPM<G M@NJPM>@No 2<OC@Mp OC@N@ M@NJPM>@N C<Q@ N@MQ@? OC@

DIO@M@NON JA < Q@MT NH<GG IPH=@M JA ,D=@MD<IN vM@G<ODQ@N JM >MJID@N JA OC@ @GDO@Nw <I? IJI�

,D=@MD<INp N@@FDIB OJ M@<K =@I@YON AJM OC@HN@GQ@No 4C@ >JI>@IOM<ODJI JA NO<O@ KJR@M

<HJIB < A@R DIZP@IOD<G A<HDGD@N H@<IO OC<O OC@ =PNDI@NN JA BJQ@MI<I>@ N@MQ@? OC@

DIO@M@NO JA =PNDI@NN@N >JIOMJGG@? =T OCJN@ A<HDGD@N <I? OC@DM I@ORJMFNo 3K@>D<G ?@<GN

R@M@ M@<>C@? RDOC < HPGODOP?@ JA AJM@DBI =PNDI@NN DIO@M@NONp HJNO IJO<=GT OC@ G@<N@ JA

JI@ HDGGDJI <>M@N JA G<I? JI CDBCGT A<QJM<=G@ O@MHN OJ OC@ &DM@NOJI@ 2P==@M #JHK<ITp

RCD>C G@? OJ OC@ >M@<ODJI JA OC@ RJMG?}N G<MB@NO MP==@M KG<IO<ODJIo )I aib`p OC@ 4MP@

7CDB 0<MOT AJM>D=GT M@>MPDO@? RJMF@MN AJM OC@ &DM@NOJI@ KG<IO<ODJI <I? JOC@M KMJE@>ON

OCMJPBC DON ,<=JM "PM@<P <I? OC@ ,D=@MD<I &MJIOD@M &JM>@p RCD>C RJPG? H@O@ JPO C<MNC

KPIDNCH@IO OJ <IT DI?DB@IJPN G@<?@MN PI<=G@ JM PIRDGGDIB OJ NPKKGT RJMF@MNo 3P>C

KM<>OD>@N G@? OJ < ,@<BP@ JA .<ODJIN DIQ@NODB<ODJI <I? OC@ M@NDBI<ODJI JA JI@ ,D=@MD<I

KM@ND?@IO <I? CDN QD>@ 0M@ND?@IOo ,<=JM KM<>OD>@N <O &DM@NOJI@ M@H<DI OJ OCDN ?<T OC@

NP=E@>O JA ?DN>JIO@IO <I? JIBJDIB GDODB<ODJI DI OC@ 5o3o

7DOC OC@ G<>F JA JKKJMOPIDOD@N AJM @>JIJHD> <?Q<I>@H@IOp >JMMPKODJI <I? OC@ <=PN@ JA

KJR@M NKM@<? OJ QDMOP<GGT <GG N@>OJMN JA OC@ ,D=@MD<I BJQ@MIH@IOr >JMMPKODJI =@><H@

@I?@HD> <>MJNN HDIDNOMD@Np OC@ N@>PMDOT AJM>@Np >DQDG N@MQD>@p <I? EP?D>D<MT OC<O DO C<N

>M@<O@? < KJKPG<M K@M>@KODJI OC<O DA JI@ ?J@NI}O NO@<G KP=GD> M@NJPM>@N <I? HJID@N

RC@I DI BJQ@MIH@IOp C@ DN >JIND?@M@? NOPKD?o /I OC@ JOC@M C<I?p >JMMPKO J\>D<GN RCJ

NO@<G <I? =<NF DI <]P@I>@ OJ @SO@I? OC@DM DIZP@I>@ DI NJ>D@OT <M@ R@GG M@NK@>O@? <I?

CJIJM@? <IIP<GGT =T NJ>D<G <I? M@GDBDJPN DINODOPODJIN <N ~CJIJM<=G@� <I? ~BJJ?

>DODU@IN� <I? ~K@MNJI<GDOD@N JA OC@ T@<M� =@><PN@ JA OC@DM ~=@I@QJG@I>@ <I? Q<GP<=G@

>JIOMD=PODJI OJ NJ>D@OT�o
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,D=@MD<IN C<Q@ C<? GD^G@ A<DOC DI EP?D>D<G DINODOPODJIN OJ KMJO@>O OC@DM DIO@M@NON JM

API?<H@IO<G MDBCONo )I<?@LP<O@ >JHK@IN<ODJI AJM EP?D>D<G J\>@MNp <I? OC@ DIZP@I>@

JA ,D=@MD<I K<OMDHJID<G BJQ@MI<I>@ NOMP>OPM@N NP=E@>O@? OC@ EP?D>D<MT OJ KJGDOD><Gp NJ>D<Gp

A<HDGD<G <I? YI<I>D<G KM@NNPM@No )I <??DODJIp >JMMPKODJI <I? <=PN@ JA KJR@M DI OC@

N@>PMDOT AJM>@N R@IO PI>C@>F@? =T OC@ EP?D>D<MT <I? OC@ NO<O@p G@<?DIB OJ APMOC@M

?@O@MDJM<ODJI JA OC@ MPG@ JA G<Ro 0@MNDNO@IO ?@O@MDJM<ODJI DI OC@ MPG@ JA G<R JQ@M OC@ T@<MN

<I? < CDNOJMT JA K@MQ<NDQ@ DGGD>DO @IMD>CH@IO AMPNOM<O@? OCJN@ N@@FDIB OMP@ ?@HJ>M<OD>

>C<IB@ DI ,D=@MD<p <I? G@? NJH@ OJ <?QJ><O@ OC@ PN@ JA AJM>@ OJ <^<DI >C<IB@o 4C@N@

@IOM@I>C@? <NK@>ON JA GDA@ DI ,D=@MD< @S<>@M=<O@? =@C<QDJM ?PMDIB OC@ >DQDG >JIZD>Oo

6DBDG<IODNH =@><H@ RD?@NKM@<?p <N >JH=<O<ION <I? DI?DB@IJPN QD>ODHN JA OC@ NKJDGO

NTNO@H PN@? OC@DM I@RAJPI? KJR@M OJ N@@F M@Q@IB@ AJM K<NO GJNN@N <I? R<IOJI <=PN@

JA KJR@Mo ,JJODIB <I? OC@AO JA KMJK@MOT AMJH OCJN@ K@M>@DQ@? <N C<QDIB =@I@YO@? AMJH

OC@ NTNO@H JA DGGD>DO @IMD>CH@IO R<N <GNJ >JHHJIGT M@KJMO@? OJ OC@ 42# <I? RD?@

NKM@<? ?PMDIB OC@ >JIZD>Oo

]h`h &DI?DIBN <I? $@O@MHDI<ODJIN

&DI?DIBNj 0MJA@NNJM 3Q@I? %o (JGNJ@ @HKGJT@? OC@ O@MH ~4MJP=G@? "JPI?<MD@N� DI

M@A@M@I>@ OJ OC@ MJJO ><PN@N JA OC@ ,D=@MD<I >JIZD>Or ?@N>MD=DIB OC@H <N OC@ =<NDN AJM

OC@ JPO=M@<F JA QDJG@I>@ <I? NJ>D<G ?DN>JIO@IO DI OC@ ,D=@MD<I NJ>D@OT RCD>Cp H<T =@NO

=@ ><O@BJMDU@? DIOJ <IO@>@?@IOp DHH@?D<O@p <I? M@HJO@ ><PN@No

2JJO #<PN@N JA OC@ #JIXD>Oj ,D=@MD<IN D?@IODY@? OC@ AJGGJRDIB <N >JIOMD=POJMT

@G@H@ION DI N@^DIB OC@ NO<B@ AJM OC@ >JIZD>O DI ,D=@MD< <N R@GG <N @S<>@M=<ODIB OC@

>JIZD>Or G@<?DIB OJ GJNN JA GDA@ <I? OC@ ?@NOMP>ODJI JA OC@ ,D=@MD<I I<ODJIq

ao 0JQ@MOTo 'JQ@MI<I>@p DO}N JQ@M >@IOM<GDU<ODJI <I? OC@ JKKM@NNDQ@ ?JHDI<I>@

JA OC@ !H@MD>J�,D=@MD<I JGDB<M>CT JQ@M OC@ DI?DB@IJPN K@JKG@N JA ,D=@MD<

MDBCON <I? >PGOPM@o

bo 4C@ G<>F JA <IT K@MH<I@IO JM <KKMJKMD<O@ H@>C<IDNH AJM OC@ N@^G@H@IO JA

?DNKPO@Np OC@ EP?D>D<MT =@DIB CDNOJMD><GGT R@<F <I? PIM@GD<=G@o

co $P<GDOT JA OC@ ,D=@MD<I KJGDOD><Gp NJ>D<G <I? G@B<G NTNO@HN RCD>C KJG<MDU@N

<I? RD?@IN OC@ ?DNK<MDOD@N =@OR@@I OC@ ,D=@MD<I K@JKG@N � < >C<NH =@OR@@I

N@^G@M ,D=@MD< <I? DI?DB@IJPN ,D=@MD<o

do %OCID>DOT <I? OC@ ?DQDNDQ@ >GPNO@MDIB JA OC@ ~K@JKG@N� JA ,D=@MD<o

eo %IOM@I>C@? KJGDOD><G <I? NJ>D<G NTNO@H AJPI?@? JI KMDQDG@B@p K<OMJI<B@p

KJGDOD>DU<ODJI JA OC@ HDGDO<MT <I? @I?@HD> >JMMPKODJI RCD>C >M@<O@? GDHDO@?
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<>>@NN OJ @?P><ODJI <I? EPNOD>@p @>JIJHD> <I? NJ>D<G JKKJMOPIDOD@N <I?

<H@IDOD@No

fo 5IA<DM ?DN>MDHDI<ODJI <B<DINO RJH@I <I? ?@ID<G JA OC@DM MDBCOAPG KG<>@ DI

NJ>D@OT <N @LP<G K<MOI@MNo

go (DNOJMD><G ?DNKPO@N JQ@M G<I? <>LPDNDODJIp ?DNOMD=PODJI <I? <>>@NND=DGDOTo

ho ,<>F JA >G<MDOT <I? PI?@MNO<I?DIB JA ,D=@MD<}N CDNOJMT DI>GP?DIB DON CDNOJMT

JA >JIZD>ONo

io )?@IODOT <I? OC@ >MDNDN JA D?@IODOT @IB@I?@M ?DNPIDOT <I? PI?@MHDI@ ,D=@MD<I

K<OMDJODNH <I? N@IN@ JA I<ODJICJJ?o

a`o 4C@ BM<?P<G =M@<F?JRI JA OC@ A<HDGT <I? GJNN JA DON OM<?DODJI<G Q<GP@ NTNO@Ho

!??DODJI<G &DI?DIBNj

ao 4C@ >JIAGD>O DI ,D=@MD< C<N DON JMDBDI DI OC@ CDNOJMT <I? AJPI?DIB JA OC@

HJ?@MI ,D=@MD<I 3O<O@o

bo !GG A<>ODJIN OJ OC@ ,D=@MD<I >JIAGD>O >JHHDOO@?p <I? <M@ M@NKJIND=G@ AJM OC@

>JHHDNNDJI JA @BM@BDJPN ?JH@NOD> G<R QDJG<ODJINp <I? QDJG<ODJIN JA

DIO@MI<ODJI<G >MDHDI<G G<Rp DIO@MI<ODJI<G CPH<I MDBCON G<R <I? DIO@MI<ODJI<G

CPH<IDO<MD<I G<Rp DI>GP?DIB R<M >MDH@N QDJG<ODJINo

co !GG A<>ODJIN @IB<B@? DI OC@ <MH@? >JIAGD>Op QDJG<O@?p ?@BM<?@?p <=PN@? <I?

?@IDBM<O@?p >JHHDOO@? N@SP<G <I? B@I?@M =<N@? QDJG@I>@ <B<DINO RJH@I

DI>GP?DIB M<K@p N@SP<G NG<Q@MTp AJM>@? H<MMD<B@Np <I? JOC@M ?@CPH<IDUDIB

AJMHN JA QDJG<ODJINr

do "JOC DI?DQD?P<G <I? >JHHPIDOT M@K<M<ODJI DN < ?POT <I? J=GDB<ODJI JA OC@

NO<O@p OJ KMJHJO@ EPNOD>@ <I? B@IPDI@ M@>JI>DGD<ODJIo

eo 7C@M@ DI OC@ ?@O@MHDI<ODJI JA M@NKJIND=DGDOT )(2,p )(,p )#,p ?J IJO <KKGT

?JH@NOD> >MDHDI<G G<R NO<OPO@N RDGG <KKGTo

fo .J A<>ODJI DI K<MOD>PG<M DINODOPO@? � DI NJH@ ><N@N OJ < Q@MT GDHDO@? @SO@IO�

<?@LP<O@ H@>C<IDNHN OJ <QJD? JM HDODB<O@ H<NNDQ@ QDJG<ODJIN JA CPH<I

MDBCON OC<O >C<M<>O@MDU@? OC@ >JIAGD>Oo

go !GG A<>ODJIN <I? JOC@M <MH@? BMJPKN M@>MPDO@? <I? PN@? >CDG?M@I ?PMDIB
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K@MDJ?N JA <MH@? >JIAGD>ONo

ho .JI�?@MJB<ODJI JA MDBCON ?PMDIB K@MDJ?N JA @H@MB@I>T JM <MH@? >JIAGD>O

<KKGD@N OJ OC@ ,D=@MD<I >JIAGD>O NDOP<ODJI <I? <N BP<M<IO@@? =T OC@

#JINODOPODJI JA ,D=@MD< <I? DIO@MI<ODJI<G DINOMPH@IONo

io 0MJN@>PODJI JA >@MO<DI DI?DQD?P<GN <I? JOC@M AJMHN JA EPNOD>@p DI>GP?DIB

KP=GD> N<I>ODJINp DN NDI@ LP< IJI OJ NPNO<DIDIB OC@ ADBCO <B<DINO DHKPIDOTp

<I? OC@ KMJHJODJI JA EPNOD>@p <I? B@IPDI@ M@>JI>DGD<ODJIo

a`o #JHHJI !MOD>G@ c <I? 0MJOJ>JG )) JA OC@ '@I@Q< #JIQ@IODJIp C<QDIB =@@I

M<ODAD@? =T OC@ 'JQ@MIH@IO JA ,D=@MD< <KKGT OJ ,D=@MD<o

aao ,D=@MD< R<N @IBPGA@? DI <MH@? >JIAGD>O AMJH $@>@H=@M aihi OJ aiifr AMJH

aiii OJ !PBPNO b``cr

abo 0M@KJI?@M<I>@ JA @QD?@I>@ <GJIB RDOC KP=GD> DIAJMH<ODJI vIJOJMD@OTw DN <I

<KKMJKMD<O@ @QD?@IOD<MT NO<I?<M? JA KMJJA <KKMJKMD<O@ OJ OC@ RJMF JA OC@

42#p >JIND?@MDIB OC<O DO DN I@DOC@M < >MDHDI<G IJM KMJN@>PODIB DINODOPODJIo

aco -<NN<>M@Np @>JIJHD> >MDH@Np @SOM<�EP?D>D<G FDGGDIBNp AJM @S<HKG@p A<GG RDOCDI

OC@ <H=DO JA )(2, <I? )(,o

ado 4C@ .@R 0@I<G #J?@ JA ,D=@MD< RDGG <KKGT <N OJ H@M>@I<MDNHp JAAD>D<G

JKKM@NNDJIp HPM?@Mp FD?I<KKDIBp M<K@p N@SP<G <NN<PGOp AM<P? DI OC@ DIO@MI<G

M@Q@IP@ JA ,D=@MD<p OC@AO <I?�JM DGG@B<G ?DN=PMN@H@IO <I? @SK@I?DOPM@ JA

KP=GD> HJI@Tp >JPIO@MA@DODIBp <I? HDNPN@ JA KP=GD> HJI@Tp KMJK@MOT JM

M@>JM?o

aeo 'MJNN (PH<I 2DBCON 6DJG<ODJIN v'(26w <M@ B@I@M<GGTp =PO IJO @S>GPNDQ@GTp

>JHHDOO@? =T NO<O@ <>OJMNp <I? H<T O<F@ KG<>@ ?PMDIB ODH@N JA K@<>@ JM

<MH@? >JIAGD>Op <I? ><I =@ ?DM@>O@? <B<DINO DI?DQD?P<GN JM < BMJPK JA

DI?DQD?P<GNo

afo ,<>F JA CPH<I MDBCON >PGOPM@ <I? @?P><ODJIp ?@KM<Q<ODJI <I? JQ@M < >@IOPMT

JA NO<O@ NPKKM@NNDJI <I? DIN@INDODQDOTp <I? R@<GOC <>>G<H<ODJI =T <

KMDQDG@B@? A@R >M@<O@? < ?@=<N@? >JIN>D@I>@ AJM H<NNDQ@ MDBCON QDJG<ODJIN

?PMDIB OC@ >JIAGD>O OCPN @IB@I?@MDIB < >PGOPM@ JA QDJG@I>@ <N < H@<IN OJ <I

@I?r RDOC <I @IOM@I>C@? >PGOPM@ JA DHKPIDOTo

ago %SO@MI<G 3O<O@ !>OJMN DI !AMD><p .JMOC !H@MD>< <I? %PMJK@p K<MOD>DK<O@?p

NPKKJMO@?p <D?@?p <=@OO@?p >JINKDM@? <I? DINODB<O@? QDJG@I>@p R<M <I?
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M@BDH@ >C<IB@ <B<DINO >JINODOPO@? <POCJMDOD@N DI ,D=@MD< <I? <B<DINO OC@

K@JKG@ JA ,D=@MD< AJM KJGDOD><Gp @>JIJHD> <I? AJM@DBI KJGD>T <?Q<IO<B@N JM

B<DINo

aho 3DBIDAD><IOGTp HJM@ N@SP<G <I? B@I?@M =<N@? >MDH@N >JHHDOO@? <B<DINO

RJH@I R@M@ PI?@M�M@KJMO@? OJ OC@ 42# OCMJPBC DON AJMH<G KMJ>@NN@N AJM

M@<NJIN JA DIN@>PMDOTp NODBH<p @O>

$@O@MHDI<ODJINj #JINDNO@IO RDOC DILPDMT ADI?DIBNp OC@ 42# ?@O@MHDI@N OC<Oq

ao !GG R<MMDIB A<>ODJIN <M@ M@NKJIND=G@ AJM OC@ >JHHDNNDJI JA BMJNN CPH<I

MDBCON QDJG<ODJIN DI ,D=@MD<p DI>GP?DIB R<M >MDH@Np >MDH@N <B<DINO CPH<IDOTp

)(2,p )(,p )#,p ?JH@NOD> >MDHDI<G G<RNo

bo 0MJN@>PODJI DI < >JPMO JA >JHK@O@IO EPMDN?D>ODJI <I? JOC@M AJMHN JA KP=GD>

N<I>ODJIN <M@ <KKMJKMD<O@ H@>C<IDNHN OJ KMJHJO@ OC@ @I?N JA EPNOD>@p K@<>@

<I? N@>PMDOTp AJNO@M B@IPDI@ I<ODJI<G M@>JI>DGD<ODJI <I? >JH=<O DHKPIDOTo

co 4C@ H<NNDQ@ R<Q@ JA BMJNN QDJG<ODJIN <I? <OMJ>DOD@N RCD>Cp >C<M<>O@MDU@? OC@

>JIAGD>Op <NNPH@? < NTNO@H<OD> K<OO@MI JA <=PN@p R<IOJI DI OC@DM @S@>PODJIp

<I? R<N OC@ KMJ?P>O JA ?@GD=@M<O@ KG<IIDIBr JMB<IDU@? <I? JM>C@NOM<O@? OJ

<>CD@Q@ < HDGDO<MT JM KJGDOD><G J=E@>ODQ@r ?DNM@B<M?DIB OC@ MDBCON JA

IJI>JH=<O<IONp >CDG?M@Ip RJH@Ip OC@ @G?@MGTp ?DN<MH@? JM NPMM@I?@M@?

@I@HT >JH=<O<IONp @O>o

do !GG A<>ODJIN OJ OC@ >JIAGD>O NTNO@H<OD><GGT O<MB@O@? RJH@Ip H<DIGT <N < M@NPGO

JA OC@DM B@I?@Mp <I? >JHHDOO@? N@SP<G <I? B@I?@M =<N@? QDJG<ODJIN <B<DINO

OC@Hp DI>GP?DIB M<K@ JA <GG AJMHNp N@SP<G NG<Q@MTp AJM>@? H<MMD<B@Np AJM>@?

M@>MPDOH@IOp <=?P>ODJIp @O>o

eo 2@K<M<ODJI DN < M@NKJIND=DGDOT JA OC@ NO<O@ <I? ?@Q@GJKH@IO K<MOI@MN <N <

GJIB O@MH K@<>@ DIQ@NOH@IO OJ M@?M@NN OC@ BMJNN QDJG<ODJIN JA CPH<I MDBCON

>JHHDOO@? <B<DINO QD>ODH >JHHPIDOD@N <I? DI?DQD?P<GNp @NK@>D<GGT RJH@I

<I? >CDG?M@Ip OJ C@GK M@NOJM@ OC@DM CPH<I ?DBIDOTp AJNO@M C@<GDIB <I? >GJNPM@p

<N R@GG <N EPNOD>@p <I? B@IPDI@ M@>JI>DGD<ODJIo

fo #CDG?M@I <M@ @IODOG@? OJ B@I@M<G <HI@NOT AJM >MDH@N >JHHDOO@? ?PMDIB OC@DM

HDIJMDOTo '@I@M<G <HI@NOT AJM >MDH@N G@NN@M OC<I BMJNN QDJG<ODJIN RDGG <GNJ

>JIOMD=PO@ OJ AJNO@MDIB I<ODJI<G C@<GDIB <I? M@>JI>DGD<ODJIo

go )(2,p )(,p )#,p <I? ,D=@MD<I ?JH@NOD> >MDHDI<G NO<OPO@N <M@ <KKGD><=G@ DI

@NO<=GDNCDIB <>>JPIO<=DGDOT AJM >MDH@N >JHHDOO@? ?PMDIB OC@ H<I?<OJMT
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K@MDJ? JA OC@ 42# RJMFo

ho 2@AJMH JA KP=GD> DINODOPODJIN <I? >@MO<DI KJGD>D@N RDGG KMJHJO@ K@<>@p

N@>PMDOTp I<ODJI<G M@>JI>DGD<ODJIp BJJ? BJQ@MI<I>@ <I? CPH<I MDBCONr M@?P>@

KJQ@MOT <I? <GG@QD<O@ DGGDO@M<>Tp >M@<O@ JKKJMOPIDOD@N AJM <GGp <N R@GG <N OJ

BP<M<IO@@ OC<Op OC@ @SK@MD@I>@N <I? CJMMJM JA OC@ >JIAGD>O RDGG IJO =@

M@K@<O@?o

io 7CDG@ OC@ 42# RDGG IJO M@>JHH@I? B@I@M<G <HI@NOTp @S>@KO <N KMJQD?@? DI

#JPIO f <=JQ@p OC@ #JHHDNNDJI CJR@Q@M ?@O@MHDI@N OC<O <GG DI?DQD?P<GN

RCJ >JJK@M<O@? RDOC OC@ 42# <I? <?HDOO@? OC@DM RMJIBN <I? NKJF@

OMPOCAPGGT =@AJM@ JM OJ OC@ 42# <N <I @SKM@NNDJI JA M@HJMN@ RDGG IJO =@

M@>JHH@I?@? AJM KMJN@>PODJIo

a`o 2@>JHH@I?<ODJIN AJM APMOC@M DIQ@NODB<ODJIN DIOJ JOC@M H<OO@MN RCD>C R@M@

NP=E@>O JA OC@ 42# DILPDMTp =PO M@H<DI DI>JHKG@O@ PK OJ OC@ @SKDM<ODJI JA

DON O@IPM@ DI *PI@ b``ip RDGG =@ H<?@o

aao ,D=@MD<IN DI OC@ $D<NKJM< <M@ <N HP>C ,D=@MD<IN <N OCJN@ <O CJH@r OC@T

>JIODIP@ OJ =@ @IB<B@? RDOC ?@Q@GJKH@ION JI OC@ CJH@AMJIOp NPKKJMO@?

<I? ADI<I>@? R<MMDIB A<>ODJIN <N <I DINOMPH@IO AJM M@BDH@ >C<IB@r OC@T

@LP<GGT KMJHJO@? <I? <?QJ><O@? <I @I? OJ OC@ R<Mo (<QDIB C@<M? OC@DM

QJD>@Np DNNP@N <I? >JI>@MIN M<DN@? =T OC@H HPNO =@ <??M@NN@? DI AJNO@MDIB

BM@<O@M I<ODJI<G M@>JI>DGD<ODJIo

abo 4C@ 42# ?@O@MHDI@N OC<O DI?DQD?P<GNp @IODOD@N JM BMJPKN DIQJGQ@? DI < EJDIO

>MDHDI<G @IO@MKMDN@ JM >JINKDM<>Tp RCD>C KG<II@?p DINODB<O@?p JM?@M@?p

>JHH<I?@?p <D?@? JM <=@^@? DI OC@ KG<IIDIBp KM@K<M<ODJI JM @S@>PODJI JA

<IT >MDH@ RDOCDI DON H<I?<O@p DI>GP?DIB @>JIJHD> >MDH@Np <M@ GD<=G@ <I?

M@NKJIND=G@ AJM OC@ >MDH@N NJ >JHHD^@?o

aco 4C@ 42# ?@O@MHDI@N OC<O OC@ AJGGJRDIB <MH@? BMJPKNp M@=@G BMJPKN JM

R<MMDIB A<>ODJIN <I? OC@DM YI<I>D@MNp G@<?@MNp >JHH<I?@MNp >JH=<O<ION <I?

<?QDNJMN @O>o <NNJ>D<O@? RDOC OC@Hp <M@ M@NKJIND=G@ AJM >JHHD^DIB

|@BM@BDJPN} ?JH@NOD> >MDH@Np |BMJNN} QDJG<ODJIN JA CPH<I MDBCON <I? |N@MDJPN}

CPH<IDO<MD<I G<R QDJG<ODJIN DI>GP?DIB @>JIJHD> >MDH@ DI ,D=@MD< =@OR@@I

*<IP<MT aigi <I? />OJ=@M adp b``co

4C@N@ BMJPKN <M@ ><O@BJMDU@? DIOJ ORJ RDOC @LP<G >PGK<=DGDOTq vaw 3DBIDY><IO

6DJG<OJM 'MJPKNr vbw ,@NN 3DBIDY><IO 6DJG<OJM 'MJPKNr <I? vcw HDGDO<MT

DINODOPODJIN ?M<RI DIOJ >JIZD>O =T OC@DM ?@A@INDQ@ <I? J[@INDQ@ KJNOPM@No

4C@ ?DNODI>ODJI =@OR@@I OC@H M@G<O@N NJG@GT OJ OC@ IPH=@M JA M@KJMO@?
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QDJG<ODJIN <B<DINO OC@Ho 4C@ NK@>DY> >MDH@N <I? OJO<G M@KJMO@? QDJG<ODJIN

>JHHD^@? =T OC@N@ <MH@? BMJPKNp M@=@G BMJPKN JM R<MMDIB A<>ODJIN <I? OC@

YI<I>D@MNp G@<?@MNp >JHH<I?@MNp >JH=<O<ION <I? <?QDNJMN @O>o <NNJ>D<O@?

RDOC OC@H <M@ ?@O<DG@? DI JOC@M N@>ODJIN JA OCDN M@KJMOo

)h 3DBIDW><IO 6DJG<OJM 'MJPKN

Do .<ODJI<G 0<OMDJOD> &MJIO JA ,D=@MD< v.0&,w

DDo ,D=@MD<IN 5IDO@? AJM 2@>JI>DGD<ODJI <I? $@HJ>M<>T v,52$w

DDDo ,D=@MD<I 0@<>@ #JPI>DG v,0#w

DQo -DGDOD<

Qo -JQ@H@IO AJM $@HJ>M<>T DI ,D=@MD< v-/$%,w

QDo 5IDO@? ,D=@M<ODJI -JQ@H@IO v5,)-/w

QDDo !MH@? &JM>@N JA ,D=@MD< v!&,w

QDDDo 5IFIJRI

DSo 5IDO@? ,D=@M<ODJI -JQ@H@IO�+ v5,)-/ +w

So )I?@K@I?@IO .<ODJI<G 0<OMDJOD> &MJIO JA ,D=@MD< v).0&,w

SDo 5IDO@? ,D=@M<ODJI -JQ@H@IO�* v5,)-/ *w

SDDo !IOD�4@MMJMDNO 5IDOT v!45w

))h ,@NN 3DBIDW><IO 6DJG<OJM 'MJPKN

Do 6DBDG<IO@N

DDo ,JA< $@A@IN@ &JM>@ v,$&w

DDDo ,D=@MD<I .<ODJI<G 0JGD>@

DQo 3K@>D<G /K@M<ODJI $DQDNDJI JA OC@ ,D=@MD<I .<ODJI<G 0JGD>@ v3/$w

Qo 2@QJGPODJI<MT 5IDO@? &MJIO v25&w

QDo 3K@>D<G !IOD�4@MMJMDNO 5IDO v3!45w

QDDo 3K@>D<G 3@>PMDOT 5IDO v335w

QDDDo 3K@>D<G 3@>PMDOT 3@MQD>@ v333w

DSo .<ODJI<G 3@>PMDOT !B@I>T v.3!w

So .<ODJI<G "PM@<P JA )IQ@NODB<ODJI v.")w

SDo #MDHDI<G )IQ@NOH@IO $DQDNDJI v#)$w

SDDo 2<KD? 2@NKJIN@ 5IDO v225w

-DGDO<MT )INODOPODJIN $M<RI DIOJ #JIXD>O =T 4C@DM $@A@INDQ@ <I?/Y@INDQ@ 0JNOPM@N

Do %#/-/'

DDo "G<>F "@M@O
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]hah 2%#/--%.$!4)/.3

4C@ 42# H<F@N B@I@M<G <I? NK@>DY> M@>JHH@I?<ODJIN >JINDNO@IO RDOC OC@ ?D>O<O@N JA

DON H<I?<O@r RDOC OC@ G@<?DIB J=E@>ODQ@ OJ KMJHJO@ I<ODJI<G K@<>@p PIDOTp N@>PMDOT <I?

M@>JI>DGD<ODJIo 2@>JHH@I?<ODJIN >JQ@M NP>C NP=E@>ON <N M@K<M<ODJIp <HI@NOTp

KMJN@>PODJI DI < NK@>D<GDU@? ,D=@MD<I #MDHDI<G #JPMOp KP=GD> N<I>ODJIN <I? < 0<G<Q<

(PO K@<>@ =PDG?DIB H@>C<IDNH OJ AJNO@M K@<>@ ?D<GJBP@ <I? M@=PDG? =MJF@I

M@G<ODJINCDKN DI AJNO@MDIB I<ODJI<G M@>JI>DGD<ODJIp <I? C@<GDIB =@BDIIDIB <O OC@ BM<NN

MJJONo

]hah] 2@>JHH@I?<ODJIN OJ OC@ 0@JKG@ JA ,D=@MD<

42# M@>JHH@I?N OJ OC@ K@JKG@ JA ,D=@MD< OC<O OC@T H<DIO<DI <=D?DIB A<DOC DI OC@

KJO@IOD<G JA OC@ ,D=@MD<I .<ODJI OJ MDN@ =@TJI? OC@ >PMM@IO ?DG@HH< <I? RJMF

<NND?PJPNGT AJM OC@ DHKG@H@IO<ODJI JA <GG OC@ M@>JHH@I?<ODJIN JA OC@ 42#o

4C<O OC@ K@JKG@ JA ,D=@MD< =@BDI OJ <?JKO KJNDODQ@ <^DOP?@N <I? >C<IB@ OC@ JG? HDI?

N@ON DI CJR R@ QD@R JPMN@GQ@N <N <I !AMD><I I<ODJIp =M@<F?JRI OC@ NJ>D<Gp @>JIJHD>p

<I? >PGOPM<G =<MMD@MNp OC<O F@@K OC@ I<ODJI <K<MOp <I? @IQDNDJI < I@R ,D=@MD< AJPI?@?

JI @LP<G MDBCON <I? HPOP<G M@NK@>O AJM OC@ >PGOPM<G Q<GP@N JA <GG ,D=@MD<INp <I? @LP<G

JKKJMOPIDOD@N AJM <GGo

]hah^ 2@>JHH@I?<ODJIN OJ OC@ 'JQ@MIH@IO JA ,D=@MD<

4C@ 42# M@>JHH@I?N OJ OC@ 'JQ@MIH@IO JA ,D=@MD<p OC@ APGG <I? ODH@GT

DHKG@H@IO<ODJI JA <GG OC@ M@>JHH@I?<ODJIN >JIO<DI@? DI OCDN M@KJMOo 4C@ APGG <I?

ODH@GT DHKG@H@IO<ODJI JA OC@N@ M@>JHH@I?<ODJIN <M@ >MDOD><G OJ ,D=@MD<}N M@>JQ@MT <I?

KMJBM@NN =@TJI? OC@ >JIAGD>O <I? RDGG >JIOMD=PO@ OJ OC@ =PDG?DIB JA < HJM@ EPNO <I?

@LPDO<=G@ NJ>D@OT DI RCD>C @Q@MTJI@ DN @LP<G =@AJM@ JI@ N@O JA G<RN RCD>C BP<M<IO@@N

@LP<G KMJO@>ODJI <I? JKKJMOPIDOT AJM <GGo

4C@ RD?@ M<IB@ JA M@>JHH@I?<ODJIN ?DM@>O@? OJ OC@ 'JQ@MIH@IO JA ,D=@MD< <I? HJM@

NK@>DAD><GGTp OC@ 0M@ND?@IO JA ,D=@MD<p DI>GP?@ BP<M<IO@@DIB OJ RJH@Ip >CDG?M@I <I?

JOC@M QPGI@M<=G@ KJKPG<ODJINp OC@ APGG @IEJTH@IO JA OC@DM NJ>D<Gp @>JIJHD> <I? >PGOPM<G

MDBCONp DI <??DODJI OJ >DQDG <I? KJGDOD><G MDBCONo

2@>JHH@I?<ODJIN OJ OC@ 'JQ@MIH@IO <GNJ DI>GP?@ OC@ APGG M<IB@ JA H<I?<O@?

M@>JHH@I?<ODJIN JA OC@ 42# !>Or OJ DI>GP?@ M@K<M<ODJINp EPNOD>@ <I? M@>JI>DGD<ODJI

H@>C<IDNHNp DINODOPODJI<G M@AJMHNp BJQ@MI<I>@p DNNP@N JA OC@ $D<NKJM<p I<ODJI<G

DIO@BMDOT <I? >JMMPKODJIp OC@ .<ODJI<G (PH<I 2DBCON #JHHDNNDJIp @O>
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]hah_ 2@>JHH@I?<ODJIN OJ OC@ )IO@MI<ODJI<G #JHHPIDOT

4C@ 42# DN M@>JHH@I?DIB OJ OC@ )IO@MI<ODJI<G >JHHPIDOTp >JIODIP@? <I? >JIND?@M@?

GJIB O@MH N@>PMDOT @IB<B@H@IO RDOC ,D=@MD< <I? OC@ NP= M@BDJI PIODG NP>C ODH@ OC<O

,D=@MD<}N N@>PMDOT DIAM<NOMP>OPM@ DN M@GD<=G@ <I? NO<=G@o

4C@ 42# DN <GNJ M@>JHH@I?DIB OJ OC@ DIO@MI<ODJI<G >JHHPIDOT OJ M@>JIND?@M

K@<>@F@@KDIB J=E@>ODQ@N <I? OC@ HJ?PN JK@M<I?D AJM I@BJOD<ODIB K@<>@ <BM@@H@IONp

RCD>C RDGG <NNDBI CDBC KM@HDPH JI CPH<I MDBCONp KP=GD> DIO@BMDOT <I? DI>M@<N@?

DIQ@NOH@IO DI >JIAGD>O KM@Q@IODJI JQ@M >JIAGD>O M@NJGPODJI <I? NPKKJMO AJM

DHKG@H@IO<ODJI JA 42# M@>JHH@I?<ODJINo

4C@ 42# DN M@>JHH@I?DIB <GNJ OC@ >M@<ODJI JA K@MH<I@IO >JIAGD>O KM@Q@IODJI <I? @<MGT

R<MIDIB H@>C<IDNHN OC<O RDGG <AAJM? <BBMD@Q@? >DODU@IN OC@ JKKJMOPIDOT OJ KG<>@ OC@DM

BMD@Q<I>@N =@AJM@ <I DIO@MI<ODJI<G =J?T RC@I >@MO<DI =@I>CH<MFN AJM K@<>@ <I?

?@HJ>M<>T <M@ IJO H<DIO<DI@? =T OC@DM BJQ@MIH@IONo 4CDN N@MQ@N OJ DIQJF@

DIO@MI<ODJI<G DIQJGQ@H@IO <N <I <GO@MI<ODQ@ OJ QDJG@IO <>ODJIN <I? KMJO@NO DI KPMNPDO JA

M@BDH@ >C<IB@o
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H@NN<B@ <>MJNN OC@ TJPIB <I? M@NOG@NN KJKPG<ODJIN JA ,D=@MD<p @NK@>D<GGT OC@ NR@GGDIB

M<IFN JA OC@ KJJMp DGGDO@M<O@ <I? ?DN@IAM<I>CDN@?p =PO <GNJ OJ >PGODQ<O@ OC@ NPKKJMO JA OC@

?DNBMPIOG@? <I? ?DN@I>C<IO@? H@H=@MN JA OC@ !&,o 4C@ -<M>PN '<MQ@T 3>CJJG DI

-JIMJQD<p RCD>C R<N @Q@IOP<GGT NCPO ?JRI =T OC@ 'JQ@MIH@IO AJM ~O@<>CDIB NJ>D<GDNO

H<O@MD<GN� R<N < KG<>@ JA <><?@HD> OM<DIDIB <I? >JIN>DJPNI@NN AJM H@H=@MN JA OC@ !&,

<O IDBCO =T QJGPIO@@M O@<>C@MN � H@H=@MN JA -/*!o #JPKG@? RDOC OCDN R@M@ OC@

<KK<GGDIB NO<O@ JA DIAM<NOMP>OPM@ <I? OC@ BMP@NJH@ G<>F JA DOp DI HJNO K<MON JA OC@

>JPIOMTo 3>CJJGNp @G@>OMD>DOTp N<A@ ?MDIFDIB R<O@Mp C@<GOC><M@ <I? JOC@M =<ND> <H@IDOD@N

R@M@ NDHKGT @DOC@M IJI@SDNO@IO JM DI @SOM@H@GT KJJM NO<O@ DI OC@ BM@<O@M K<MO JA ,D=@MD<o

bh_h 4C@ -DGDO<MT )IO@MM@BIPHj (DBCGDBCON JA OC@ 3@>JI? 2@KP=GD> o]ed\ v ]ee\p

/I OC@ HJMIDIB !KMDG ]^i ]ed\ N@Q@IO@@I @IGDNO@? H@I <I? IJI >JHHDNNDJI@? J\>@MN

JA OC@ !MH@? &JM>@N JA ,D=@MD< H<M>C@? JI OC@ /\>D<G M@ND?@I>@ JA OC@ 0M@ND?@IOp OC@

%S@>PODQ@ -<INDJIp RC@M@ 0M@ND?@IO 4JG=@MO R<N NG@@KDIB <I? NCJO CDH DI OC@ C@<?r

FDGGDIB N@Q@M<G JOC@MN JI OC@DM AJMR<M? H<M>C OJ OC@ 0M@ND?@IO}N =@?MJJHo 4C@ NJG?D@MNp

HJNO JA RCJ R@M@ DIQJGQ@? RDOC OC@ DGGD>DO ?D<HJI? OM<?@ OJ NPKKG@H@IO OC@DM H@<B@M

DI>JH@Np R@M@ FDINH@Ip AMD@I?Np <I? NOP?@ION JA -<M>PN '<MQ@T <I?�JM M@G<ODQ@N JA

OC@ ?@O<DI@? KJGDOD>D<INo 4C@T C<? @<MGD@M K<MOD>DK<O@? DI OC@ !KMDG ad MDJON <I? >C<MB@?

OC@ 4JG=@MO BJQ@MIH@IO RDOC M<HK<IO >JMMPKODJIp <I? QDJG<ODJI JA CPH<I MDBCONp

I@KJODNH <I? HDNPN@ JA KP=GD> J\>@No 4C@ #JINODOPODJI R<N NPNK@I?@?p <=JPO h`

KMDNJI@MN R@M@ HDNOM@<O@?p <I? < =<>FG<NC <B<DINO !H@MD>J�,D=@MD<IN G@? OJ

>JIYN><ODJI JA OC@DM KMJK@MOD@No 5I?@M OC@ 4MP@ 7CDB 0<MOT HJM@ OC<I < >@IOPMT MPG@p

K@MNJI<G R@<GOC =@><H@ OC@ =TKMJ?P>O JA DIQJGQ@H@IO DI KJGDOD>N <I? BJQ@MIH@IO

M<OC@M OC<I @IOM@KM@I@PMNCDKo 4CJN@ JPOND?@ OC@ 4MP@ 7CDB JGDB<M>CT JM IJO =@CJG?@I

OJ DO R@M@ KM@Q@IO@? AMJH <>LPDMDIB <I DI?@K@I?@IO NJPM>@ JA @>JIJHD> DIZP@I>@o

,<MB@ =PNDI@NN YMHN R@M@ <GHJNO <GG AJM@DBI JRI@? <I? OC@M@AJM@p ?@KJGDOD>DU@? =PO

@SK@>O@? <I? H<?@ >JIOMD=PODJIN OJ OC@ K<MOT <I? KMJQD?@? EJ=N AJM KJGDOD><GGT R@GG

>JII@>O@? ,D=@MD<INo ,D=@MD<I JRI@? =PNDI@NN@N R@M@ @DOC@M NH<GG =PNDI@NN@N MPI =T

OCJN@ RDOCJPO KJGDOD><G NO<OPM@ JM G<MB@M @IO@MKMDN@N JRI@? =PO IJO JK@M<O@? =T

BJQ@MIH@IO JM K<MOT J\>D<GN OC<O KMJYO@? AMJH BJQ@MIH@IO KM@A@MH@IOo "T OC@ ODH@

JA 4JG=@MO}N ?@<OC <I? OC@ JQ@MOCMJR JA OC@ 470 /GDB<M>CT f`j JA OC@ '$0 R<N

>JIOMJGG@? =T gj JA OC@ KJKPG<ODJIr <GG JA RCJH R@M@ !H@MD>J�,D=@MD<I A<HDGD@N RCJ

C<? MPG@? ,D=@MD< AJM JQ@M < >@IOPMTo

0MDJM OJ OC@ @Q@IO JA !KMDG abp aih` 0M@ND?@IO 4JG=@MO C<? C<? OC@ PII@MQDIB @SK@MD@I>@N

JA N@>PMDOT G<KN@N OC<O OCM@<O@I@? CDN K@MNJI<G N@>PMDOTo 7CDG@ <^@I?DIB < KMJBM<H <O

OC@ %o*o 2JT@ "PDG?DIB DI -JIMJQD<p OC@ 0M@ND?@IO R<N NOP>F DI OC@ @G@Q<OJMN AJM <

>JIND?@M<=G@ RCDG@ RDOCJPO @SKG<I<ODJIo !O CDN CJH@ DI "@IOJGp OC@M@ R<N KJR@M JPO<B@

AJM JQ@M OCDMOT HDIPO@N RDOCJPO <IT KM@N@I>@ JM <G<MH AMJH CDN N@>PMDOT ?@O<DGN <I?

<B<DI RDOCJPO @SKG<I<ODJIo 7CDGNO OC@ %S@>PODQ@ -<INDJI R<N =@DIB <^<>F@? =T OC@

=<I? JA TJPIB NJG?D@MNp OC@ 0M@ND?@IO}N $DM@>OJM JA 0JGD>@p 7DGAM@? #G<MF R<N JI OC@
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BMJPI?N JA OC@ %S@>PODQ@ -<INDJIp HJIDOJMDIB OC@ NDOP<ODJI <I? M@KJMODIB OJ CDN

NPK@MDJMp 0<OMD>F -DIDFJIp =T M<?DJ <I? ?D? IJOCDIB @GN@o /I OC@ Q@MT @<MGT HJMIDIB

JA OC@ >JPKp <O G@<NO JI@ @T@ RDOI@NN} JM RJPG?�=@ =@I@A<>OJM JA OC@ I@R @NO<=GDNCH@IOp

<>>JPIO M@Q@<GN OC<O < #<P><ND<I � ~RCDO@ H<I�� R<N N@@I ~OAL@ EQ GOF =Q=Kc OGMF<=<

8F< KLJM??DAF? ;GEAF? >JGE L@= HM9DA; HJG;MJ=E=FL GW;= ;JGKKAF? L@= UGO=J ?8J<=F 9=>GJ= L@=

E8FKAGF O@=J= LJ8W; D8F=K AFL=J;@8F?=c 8F< ) IMA;CDQ <JGN= @GE=b� !IJOC@M NOMJIB

DI?D><ODJI JA AJM@DBI DIQJGQ@H@IO DI OC@ aih` >JPK ><H@ AMJH OC@ (JIJPM<=G@ (o

"JDH<C &<CI=PGG@Cp *Mo OC@ ?<T AJGGJRDIB OC@ >JPKq ~) K8O L@= !E=JA;8F HGDALA;8D GW;=J

KL8F<AF? AF L@= E8FKAGF Q8J< F=8J @AK ;8J 8F< O@ADKL L8CAF? 8 DGGC GF L@= GL@=J =F<c ) K8O L@=

!E=JA;8F EADAL8JQ 8X8;@S AF @AK ?J8Q fKA;g BMEH KMAL KAXAF? OAL@ $G= 8F< >=O GL@=J ?MQK MF<=J

L@= @MLb 3@=J=8>L=Jc ) 8KC $Jb 3AHGL=@c <G QGM K== O@8L ) 8E K==AF?c L@8F @= K8A< Q=Kb

.=N=JL@=D=KKc OAL@AF 8 EGE=FLc $Jb 3AHGL=@c 8KC=< L@= !E=JA;8F HGDALA;8D GW;=Jc O@8L 8J= QGM

<GAF? @=J=e )F J=KHGFK=c @= K8A<c ) 8E L@= DA8AKGF LG L@= F=O ?GN=JFE=FLb

4C@ I@R HDGDO<MT BJQ@MIH@IO JA OC@ 0@JKG@}N 2@?@HKODJI #JPI>DG v02#w R<N

@NO<=GDNC@? RDOC -<NO@M 3BO 3<HP@G + $J@ <N (@<? JA 3O<O@o ,D=T<}N -P<HH<M +<??<Y

R<N OC@ YMNO OJ M@>JBIDU@ OC@ I@R HDGDO<MT BJQ@MIH@IOo !GG KJGDOD><G KMDNJI@MN R@M@

M@G@<N@?o -<ITp DA IJO <GGp JA OC@ ?@O<DI@@N R@M@ BDQ@I BJQ@MIH@IO KJNON DI OC@ I@R

BJQ@MIH@IOo /OC@M H@H=@MN JA 0!, <I? -/*! IJO DI KMDNJI R@M@ <GNJ BDQ@I N@IDJM

><=DI@O KJNONo 4C@ *PIO<}N YMNO J\>D<G NK@@>C R<N RMD^@I JI OC@ ><HKPN JA OC@

5IDQ@MNDOT JA ,D=@MD< =T $M !HJN 3<RT@Mp (@<? JA -/*!p <I? JOC@MN JI M@LP@NO JA $M

'@JMB@ "JG@Tp< H@H=@M JA 0!, <I? OC@ I@R -DIDNO@M JA 3O<O@ AJM 0M@ND?@IOD<G ![<DMNo

!N OC@ YMNO IJI !H@MD>J�,D=@MD<I (@<? JA 3O<O@p 3<HP@G $J@ DIDOD<GGT @IEJT@? BM@<O

KJKPG<M NPKKJMOo 4C@ NPHH<MT KP=GD> @S@>PODJI JA ac AJMH@M H@H=@MN JA OC@ 4JG=@MO

<?HDIDNOM<ODJI JI !KMDG bbp aih`p DI>GP?DIB 4JG=@MO}N &JM@DBI -DIDNO@M # #@>DG $@IIDN

*Mo RCJ R<N ?@ID@? <NTGPH =T OC@ 53p NJJI H<?@ DO <KK<M@IOp CJR@Q@Mp OC<O OC@ $J@

M@BDH@ >JPG? KJN@ < BM@<O OCM@<O OJ CPH<I MDBCON DI ,D=@MD<o 4C@ I@R 02# *PNOD>@

-DIDNO@M #C@< #C@<KJJ EPNODY@? OC@ @S@>PODJIN N<TDIB ~R@ C<? OJ <>O <N OC@ K@JKG@

R<IO@? DO�o 9@O @<MGT T@<MN JA OC@ $J@ <?HDIDNOM<ODJI M@KM@N@ION OC@ C@DBCO JA 53

DIQJGQ@H@IO DI ,D=@MD< <HJPIODIB OJ JQ@M 53me`` HDGGDJIo 4CDN M<DN@? NK@>PG<ODJI

APMOC@M OC<O OC@ 53 C<? =<>F@? $J@}N >JPK =@><PN@ JA 4JG=@MO}N IJI�<GDBI@? KJGD>D@No

4C@ 53 KJNDODJI DN OC<O DO R<N I@>@NN<MT OJ KMJO@>O OC@DM <NN@ON <I? >JPIO@M OC@ NKM@<?

JA NJ>D<GDNHo ,D=@MD< =@><H@ OC@ CDBC@NO K@M ><KDO< <D? M@>DKD@IO DI NP=�3<C<M<I !AMD><

<I? $J@ OC@ CDBC@NO M@>DKD@IO @Q@Mp HP>C HJM@ OC<I OC<O M@>@DQ@? =T <GG KM@QDJPN

,D=@MD<I BJQ@MIH@IO <?HDIDNOM<ODJIN >JH=DI@?o

)IDOD<G ?@>DNDJIN JA %#/7!3 OJ JNOM<>DU@ $J@ <I? CDN <?HDIDNOM<ODJI JQ@M OC@ >JPK

<I? <NN<NNDI<ODJINp R<N JQ@M>JH@ =T 53 ?DKGJH<OD> @[JMON <I? JQ@MOPM@N OJ 7@NO

!AMD><I G@<?@MN JI $J@}N =@C<GAo .@R &JM@DBI -DIDNO@M '<=MD@G "<>>PN -<^C@RN

<IIJPI>@? ,D=@MD< RJPG? NPNK@I? J=GDB<ODJIN OJ %#/7!3 DI M@O<GD<ODJIo )I !PBPNO

aih` 53 ?DM@>O <NNDNO<I>@ OJ ,D=@MD< R<N DI>M@<N@? RDOC OC@ NDBIDIB JA ORJ <BM@@H@ION
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>JHHD^DIB < OJO<G JA 53mag HDGGDJI DI OC<O T@<M <GJI@o "T aihe <D? OJ ,D=@MD< R<N <O <I

<GG ODH@ M@>JM? CDBC RCD>C !H@MD><I NJPM>@N <^MD=PO@? OJ OC@ NJGD?DY><ODJI JA $J@}N

KMJ�7@NO@MI NO<I>@o $J@ >GJN@? ?JRI OC@ ,D=T<I %H=<NNT DI -JIMJQD< <I? M@?P>@?

OC@ NO<[ JA OC@ 3JQD@O %H=<NNT =T -<T aihao '@I@M<G 4CJH<N 7@C�3T@Ip $J@}N $@KPOT

<I? OCM@@ JOC@M H@H=@MN JA OC@ MPGDIB 02# R@M@ @S@>PO@? OC<O N<H@ T@<M DI KMDNJI

RDOCJPO < OMD<G AJM ~KGJ^DIB < NJ>D<GDNO >JPK OJ PIN@<O $J@�o

)I aihb 0M@ND?@IO $J@ QDNDO@? 0M@ND?@IO 2JI<G? 2@<B<I DI 7<NCDIBOJI RCD>C G@? OJ

>JIODIP@? <I? <??DODJI<G 53 NPKKJMO AJM OC@ $J@ !?HDIDNOM<ODJIo 4C@ HPOP<G ?@A@IN@

K<>O =@OR@@I OC@ 53 <I? ,D=@MD< R<N HJ?DY@?p M@Q@MNDIB 4JG=@MO <I? BM<IODIB NO<BDIB

MDBCON OJ OC@ 53 JI bd CJPM IJOD>@ <O ,D=@MD<}N N@< <I? <DMKJMON AJM OC@ 53 2<KD?

$@KGJTH@IO &JM>@o 53 HDGDO<MT <NNDNO<I>@ <GNJ DI>M@<N@? RDOC OM<DIDIBp <MHN NPKKGD@N

<I? M@>JINOMP>ODJI JA OC@ ?@KGJM<=G@ <I? NC<H@APG "4# "<MM<>FNo

4C@ M@AM<DI C@<M? RD?@GT OC<O OCJN@ RCJ C<? K@MK@OP<O@? OC@ PIEPNO NJ>DJ�KJGDOD><G

NTNO@H R@M@ JPO JA OC@ R<T <I? ,D=@MD< IJR C<? < YBCODIB >C<I>@ OJ N@O OCDIBN MDBCOp

<O G@<NO DI OC@ DIO@M@NO JA OC@ ~H<NN@N�p R<N A<?DIB RDOC BMJRDIB ?DNBMPIOG@H@IOo "PO

DI KJGDOD><G O@MHN OC@ >JPK C<? =@@I @S@>PO@? JI =@C<GA JA OC@ KJGDOD><G <BDO<OJMN OC<O

>JINODOPO@? < K<MO JA OC@ JKKJNDODJI JI OC@ G@AOo &JM OCDN M@<NJI OC@T A@GO <I J=GDB<ODJI

OJ K<MOD>DK<O@ <I? G@I? G@<?@MNCDK OJ < EPIO< JA DI@SK@MD@I>@? <I? C<GA GDO@M<O@ HDGDO<MT

G@<?@MNo .JO <KKMJ<>CDIB OC@ HDGDO<MT BJQ@MIH@IO RDOC < >JHHJI KJGDOD><Gp HDGDO<MTp

NJ>D<G <I? @>JIJHD> <B@I?<p OC@T @IO@M@? OC@ BJQ@MIH@IO JI DI?DQD?P<G JM K@MNJI<G

>JIND?@M<ODJIN OCPN G@<QDIB OC@DM A<O@ <I? OC<O JA OC@DM JMB<IDU<ODJIN <I? OC@ I<ODJI}N

OJ >C<I>@o 4C@T >G<HJM@?p <I? MDBCOAPGGT NJp AJM >C<IB@r =PO RC@I >C<IB@ R<N

@Q@IOP<GGT NPMM@I?@M@?p OC@T R@M@ PIKM@K<M@?o 4C@ 0!, G@<?@M '<=MD@G "<>>PN

-<^C@RN R<N M@KJMO@?GT J[@M@? G@<?@MNCDK JA < I@R BJQ@MIH@IOp NJH@OCDIB C@

K@MC<KN RDN@GT ?@>GDI@? DI KM@A@M@I>@ OJ OC@ -DIDNO@M JA &JM@DBI ![<DMN KJNDODJIo !GG

JQ@MOPM@N OJ $M !HJN 3<RT@M AMJH OC@ EPIO< R@M@ ?@>GDI@?p @S>@KO #C<DMH<I JA OC@

#JINODOPODJI $M<AODIB #JHHDNNDJIp RCD>C C@ <>>@KO@?o

)NNP@N JA OC@ KJGDOD>N JA K@MNJI<GDOD@N vRDOCDI -/*! <I? 0!,w <I? JA BMJPKN v>G<HJMDIB

@OCID>DOD@Nw NJJI =@><H@ <KK<M@IO RDOC H<IDA@NO<ODJIN JA >M<>FN DI OC@ PIDOT JA OC@ 02#

DON@GAo %G@H@ION JA OC@ KJGDOD><G G@AO R@M@ =M<I?@? ~NJ>D<GDNO� <I? KPMB@? J[ OC@

BJQ@MIH@IO EPNO <N R<N NJH@ H@H=@MN JA OC@ 02#o 4C@ HDGDO<MT =@B<I OJ <MOD>PG<O@ JM

GDQ@ < M@QJGPODJI JA @IODOG@H@IOo ! I@R KJGDOD><G @GDO@ @H@MB@?o )ON >PGOPM@ JA KJGDOD>N

R<N C<M?GT ?D[@M@IO AMJH OC@ M@BDH@ DO C<? =MJPBCO ?JRIo #JMMPKODJIp KJGDOD><G

DIOJG@M<I>@ <I? CPH<I MDBCON QDJG<ODJIN H<MM@? OC@ KP=GD> DH<B@ <I? NO<I?DIB JA OC@

M@BDH@o 4CDN NDOP<ODJI DI?P>@? < M@<GDBIH@IO JA OC@ ,D=@MD<I KJGDOD><G H<K <N OC@

EJ>F@TDIB AJM KJR@M @INP@? RDOCDI <I? JPOND?@ OC@ HDGDO<MTo 2PHJMN JA >JPKN <I?

>JPIO@M >JPKN <=JPI?@?o $J@}N HP>C A@<M@? <I? M@NK@>O@? $@A@IN@ -DIDNO@M <I? >GJN@

<GGTp 'M<T $ !GGDNJIp OCM@<O@I@? $J@}N KJR@M =<N@ =T CDN NC@@M KJKPG<MDOT RDOC OC@

HDGDO<MTo (@ R<N AM<H@? AJM KGJ^DIB < >JPK <B<DINO $J@ <I? < KJGD>@ J\>@Mp *J@
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,@NJG@@p R<N >J@M>@? OJ KMJQD?@ A<GN@ O@NODHJID@N <B<DINO !GGDNJI RCD>C RJPG? KPO CDH

<R<T AJM@Q@M <O OC@ IJOJMDJPN "@GG@ 9<GG<C H<SDHPH KMDNJI RC@M@ C@ H@O CDN A<O@

?PMDIB OC@ 4<TGJM PKMDNDIBo

"T aihe $J@ C<? @GDHDI<O@? HJM@ OC<I C<GA JA OC@ ag H@I RCJ <GJIB RDOC CDH

PKNO<B@? OC@ 470 'JQ@MIH@IO <I? <^@HKO@? OJ DINODOPODJI<GDU@ <I @OCID>�=<N@?

C@B@HJIT JA CDN JRI @OCID>DOTr >M<>F@? ?JRI JI CDN KJGDOD><G JKKJI@ION DI>GP?DIB OC@

QDJG@IO DIQ<NDJI JA OC@ 5IDQ@MNDOT #<HKPN DI aihd =T OC@ HDGDO<MT PI?@M CDN DIA<HJPN

~HJQ@ JM =@ M@HJQ@?� JM?@MN OJ OC@ HDGDO<MTo 7DOC OC@ HJH@IO<MT @S@M>DN@ JA ~AJM>@

H<E@PM@p� HDGDO<MT G@<?@M 3<HP@G +o $J@ CDE<>F@? OC@ @G@>ODJIN JA aihe <I? ?@>G<M@?

CDHN@GA RDII@M <AO@M C<I?KD>FDIB < be�H<I >JHHD^@@ OJ M@>JPIO OC@ =<GGJON RC@I DO

=@><H@ >G@<M C@ R<N GJNDIBo 4C@ 53 2@<B<I !?HDIDNOM<ODJI NPKKJMO@? OC@ JPO>JH@

<I? Q<GD?<O@? OC@ M@NPGON <N < ~HJQ@H@IO OJR<M? ?@HJ>M<>T�o $J@ C<? RJI OC@ YMNO

MJPI?o 4C@ KJGDOD><G >JIO@NO NKDGG@? DIOJ OC@ NOM@@ON JI .JQ@H=@M abp aihe RC@I '@I@M<G

4CJH<N 1PDRJIFK< HJPIO@? CDN N@>JI? =D? OJ PIN@<O $J@o %Q@I OCJPBC DO <KK@<M@?

OC<O OC@ @IODM@ N@>PMDOT I@ORJMF ><Q@? DI JI C@<MDIB OC@ '@I@M<G}N <IIJPI>@H@IO JI

M<?DJp $J@ C<? KMDJM FIJRG@?B@ JA OC@ '@I@M<G}N <?Q@IOPM@Np >JHH<I?@? CDN GJT<G

AJM>@N OJ KG<T GJR RCDG@ OC@T G<T DI R<DO AJM OC@ '@I@M<G OJ NOMDF@ <I? @SC<PNO CDHN@GAo

4C@ DINPMB@IO '@I@M<G <IIJPI>@? OC<O OC@ BJQ@MIH@IO C<? =@@I JQ@MOCMJRIp =T OC@

.<ODJI<G 0<OMDJOD> &JM>@N v.0&wp $J@ R<N DI CD?DIB <I? NPMMJPI?@? RDOCJPO <IT >C<I>@

JA @N><K@o

-@<IRCDG@p OC@ @IODM@ OJK =M<NN JA OC@ 0JGD>@ RDOC OC@ FIJRG@?B@ JA DON $DM@>OJMp

7DGAM@? #G<MF@p ?@>D?@? OJ NPMM@I?@M DON@GA <O OC@ "4# OJ OC@ DINPMB@ION RDOCJPO <IT

@QD?@I>@ OC<O OC@ #JHH<I?@M�)I�#CD@Ap 3<HP@G + $J@ R<N ><KOPM@?p C<? NPMM@I?@M@?

JM ?@<?o ,O #JG *<H@N v*DHHTw 3HDOC R<N DINOMP>O@? OJ O<F@ OC@ J\>@MN OJ OC@ "4# <I?

KMJ>@@? OJ OC@ $DM@>OJM}N M@ND?@I>@ OJ KD>F CDH PKo /\>@M 3HDOC <MMDQ@? <O OC@

$DM@>OJM}N <I? R<N DINOMP>O@? OJ O<F@ CDHp 0JGD>@ $DM@>OJM 7DGAM@? #G<MF@ OJ OC@

%S@>PODQ@ -<INDJI OJ H@@O '@I@M<G 1PDRJIFK< <I? ~@Q@MTOCDIB RDGG =@ <GMDBCO�o

%IMJPO@p OC@ -DIDNO@M JA .<ODJI<G 3@>PMDOTp 0<OMD>F -DIDFJI R<N KD>F@? PKo 4J OC@DM

NCJ>F <I? =@RDG?@MH@IO '@I@M<G 3HDOC BM@@O@? OC@H <O OC@ @IOM<I>@ JA OC@ %S@>PODQ@

-<INDJI <I? OJG? OC@H 0M@ND?@IO $J@ R<N JI OC@ BMJPI? ZJJM <I? RDGG M@>@DQ@ OC@Ho

/\>@M 3HDOC ?MJKK@? J[ OC@ $DM@>OJM <I? R@IO <R<T JIGT OJ C@<M JI KJGD>@ M<?DJ OC<O

7@ R<N < OM<DOJM <I? R<N R<IO@? AJM <MM@NODIB OC@ $DM@>OJM JA 0JGD>@p 7DGAM@? #G<MF@o

!MM@NO@?p C@ R<N O<F@I OJ $DM@>OJM #G<MF@ RCJ N@IO CDH <R<T OJ OC@ %S@>PODQ@ -<INDJI

RC@M@ C@ R<N GDNO@? AJM @S@>PODJI <N K<MO JA < AJPMOC =<O>C JA ~OM<DOJMN� =@DIB @S@>PO@?

=T #JGo (<MMDNJI 0@IIP@ <I? 9JI=P 4<DG@To 4C@ YMNO OCM@@ =<O>C@N R@M@ @S@>PO@? DI

OC@DM KM@N@I>@ JI OC@ BMJPI?N JA OC@ %S@>PODQ@ -<INDJI <I? O<F@I <R<T AJM =PMD<Go

)I>GP?@? DI OC@ =<O>C JA AJPM R<N '@I@M<G -JMMDN ;<TU<T DI RCJN@ DIO@M@NO < M@N>P@

HDNNDJI =T '@I@M<G 2P?JGKC +JG<FJ <KK@<M@? <I? OCM@<O@I@? =JOC 4<DG@T <I? 0@IIP@

OC<O OC@T OC@HN@GQ@N RDGG =@ @S@>PO@? JI OC@ NKJO DA OC@T NCJO <ITJI@o /\>@M 3HDOC R<N

N<Q@? =PO M@H<I?@? DI KMDNJI AJM JQ@M IDI@ HJIOCN <O OC@ N<H@ ODH@ <N -<?<H %GG@I
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*JCINJI 3DMG@<A <I? NP=N@LP@IOGT M@G@<N@? =PO ?DNCJIJM<=GT ?DN>C<MB@? AMJH OC@

N@MQD>@ JA OC@ .<ODJI<G 0JGD>@o

bh_h]h ! A<DG@? #JPK <I? <I %OCID> &@P?

4C@ '@I@M<G 4CJH<N 1PDRJIFK< >JPK C<? A<DG@? @Q@I =@AJM@ DO =@B<Io 4C@ '@I@M<G

@IO@M@? ,D=@MD< OCMJPBC OC@ 3D@MM< ,@JI@<I =JM?@M RDOCJPO CDN GJBDNOD>N J\>@Mp '@I@M<G

"D<C RCJ R<N FDGG@? DI >MJNN YM@ <O OC@ =JM?@M RDOC ,D=@MD< G@<QDIB OC@ '@I@M<G RDOCJPO

OC@ H<K JA OC@ JK@M<ODJIN <I? < GJBDNOD>N >JJM?DI<OJMo 4C@ @KDNJ?@ M@NPGO@? DI < =GJJ?T

=<^G@ DIQJGQDIB $J@ GJT<GDNON <I? CDN I@H@NDNp 1PDRJIFK<p ?PMDIB RCD>C OC@ '@I@M<G

R<N FDGG@? <I? CDN =J?T HPODG<O@? <I? ><IID=<GDU@?o )O R<N K<T=<>F ODH@o %OCID> 'DJN

<I? -<IJN R@M@ ?DM@>O QD>ODHN JA M@KMDN<GN DI -JIMJQD<p .DH=< <I? 'M<I? '@?@C

#JPIOD@No $J@ R<N DI<PBPM<O@? YMNO 0M@ND?@IO JA OC@ 3@>JI? 2@KP=GD> JA ,D=@MD< DI

*<IP<MT aihfo ! KPMB@ <B<DINO OC@ .DH=< K@JKG@ DI OC@ HDGDO<MTp N@>PMDOT AJM>@N <I?

@NK@>D<GGT DI .DH=< #JPIOT R<N G@? =T '@I@M<G #C<MG@N *PGPp C@<? JA $J@}N %S@>PODQ@

-<INDJI BP<M?o

4CDN M@KMDN<G <B<DINO OC@ .DH=< K@JKG@ H<?@ $J@ DI>M@<NDIBGT PIKJKPG<M <I? DNJG<O@?o

(DN >JPK <I? <N>@I?<I>T OJ KJR@M RCD>C R<N RD?@GT R@G>JH@?p IJO JIGT =T OC@

DI?DB@IJPN K@JKG@ JA ,D=@MD< RCJ C<? G<IBPDNC@? AJM JQ@M < >@IOPMT PI?@M CPHDGD<ODIB

<I? @S>MP>D<ODIB NJ>D<Gp KJGDOD><Gp >PGOPM<G NP=EPB<ODJIp =PO <GNJ <>MJNN !AMD>< RC@M@

H<IT N<R OC@ ?@Q@GJKH@IO <N =JGNO@MDIB OC@ >JIODI@IO}N LP@NO OJ MD? !AMD>< JA <GG AJMHN

JA >JGJID<G ?JHDI<ODJIp =@><H@ M@BM@^<=G@ <I? ?@IJPI>@?o 4C@ !H@MD>J�,D=@MD<I

BJQ@MIH@IOp <GOCJPBC R<N H<DIGT >JHKJN@? =T IJHDI<GGT !AMD><INp DO R<N RD?@GT

M@B<M?@? <N NJH@RC<O >JGJID<G DI I<OPM@p BDQ@I DON K@?DBM@@ DI OC@ NPKM@H<>DNO G@B<>D@N

JA OC@ !H@MD><I #JGJID<G 3J>D@OT v!#3wo

4C@ ><>JKCJIJPN @I>JHDPHN OC<O C@M<G?@? 3<HP@G $J@ DIOJ OC@ %S@>PODQ@ -<INDJI DI

aih` NJJI OM<INAJMH@? DIOJ K@I>C<IO ?DN>JM?<IO OPI@No /KKJNDODJI OJ OC@ $J@�G@?

~?@HJ>M<OD><GGT @G@>O@? BJQ@MIH@IO� M<KD?GT NR@GG@? <N $J@ =@><H@ IJO JIGT DI>GDI@?

OJR<M?N KJ>F@ODIB 3O<O@ M@NJPM>@Np =PO <GNJ GDO@M<GGT R@IO JPO JI < M<HK<B@ <B<DINO

K@M>@DQ@? <I? M@<G KJGDOD><G JKKJI@ION RDOC Q@IB@<I>@o "T aihh OC@ 53 R<N

@H=<MM<NNDIBGT ?DN@I>C<IO@? RDOC $J@}N CPH<I MDBCON M@>JM?N <I? >JMMPKODJI DI CDN

BJQ@MIH@IOo %QD?@I>@ HJPIO@? OC<O <D? HJI@T R<N GJNO K@MK@OP<GGT OJ >JMMPKO J\>D<GN

DI OC@ ,D=@MD<I BJQ@MIH@IOp NJ OC<O <D? R<N IJO B@^DIB OJ >DODU@IN AJM RCJH DO R<N

DIO@I?@?o $J@}N 'JQ@MIH@IO ?D? IJO >JJK@M<O@ RDOC 53 <>>JPIODIB @SK@MON N@IO OJ

<NNDNO <I? PI?@M OC@ "MJJF !H@I?H@IO}Np <D? OJ ,D=@MD< R<N NPNK@I?@? <I? M@NPH@?

G<O@M =PO I@Q@M PK OJ KM@�aihe G@Q@GNo

'MJNN QDJG<ODJIN JA CPH<I MDBCON =@><H@ OC@ JM?@M JA OC@ ?<To !NN<NNDI<ODJI JA

JKKJI@ION =@><H@ < >CJD>@ O<>OD>p RCDG@ RDO>C�CPIODIB =@><H@ < KM@A@MM@? H@OCJ? JA

@IB<B@H@IO RDOC OCJN@ RCJ ?D? IJOp JM R@M@ IJO OCJPBCO OJ NC<M@ 3<HP@G $J@}N M<OC@M
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<=I@B<ODIB QDNDJI JA G@<?@MNCDKo 3<HP@G $J@ >CJN@ OJ QDNDO OC@ DI@LPDOD@N JA ,D=@MD<}N

PI?@ID<=GT PI�@B<GDO<MD<I K<NO JI <GG <I? NPI?MTo $J@ ?@>D?@? OJ M@H@?T ?@><?@N JA

I@BG@>O <I? @S>GPNDJI =T H@ODIB JPO ?DM@ M@KMDN<GN OJ OCJN@ RCJ ?<M@? QJD>@ JKKJNDODJI

OJ CDN BJQ@MIH@IOo (@ Q@IB@APGGT KPMNP@? OC@ OMD=@N JA OCJN@ RCJ R@M@ DHH@?D<O@GT

>JII@>O@? OJ OC@ BJQ@MIH@IO C@ ?DNKJN@? JAp EPNO <N C@ KPMNP@? OCJN@ RDOC RCJH C@

C<? K@MNJI<G KJGDOD><G N>JM@N OJ N@^G@o )I 3<HP@G $J@}N ,D=@MD<p OC@ I<ODJI<G OM@<NPMT

R<N OM<INAJMH@? DIOJ < K@MNJI<G Q<PGO OJ =@ KGPI?@M@? =T $J@ <I? CDN <>>JG<?@No )I

$J@}N ,D=@MD<p OC@M@ R@M@ IJ !H@MD>J�,D=@MD<IN JM DI?DB@IJPN ,D=@MD<IN <N NP>Cr TJP

R@M@ @DOC@M AJM vJM N@@I <Nw KMJ JM <IOD $J@o 4C@M@ RJPG? =@ IJOCDIB DI =@OR@@I OCDN

DIQD?DJPN ?DQD?@r JIGT ?@<OCN <I? QDJG@I>@o

%Q@I OC@ H@?D< R<N IJO NK<M@? AMJH OC@ QDJG@I>@o *JPMI<GDNO #C<MG@N '=@ITJI R<N

<MM@NO@? =T NO<O@ N@>PMDOT AJM>@N DI OC@ <AO@MH<OC JA OC@ 1PDRJIFK< .JQ@H=@M abp aihe

<=JMODQ@ >JPK <^@HKOo (@ R<N O<F@I OJ OC@ %S@>PODQ@ -<INDJI OJ N@@ OC@ 0M@ND?@IOp

RCJ <IBMDGT M@OJMO@? OC<O C@ ?D? IJO R<IO OJ N@@ CDHo ,<O@Mp <>>JM?DIB OJ @T@RDOI@NN@N}

<>>JPIONp -Mo '=@ITJI R<N <>>JNO@? =T N@>PMDOT K@MNJII@G JI OC@ N@>JI? ZJJM JA OC@

-<INDJIp ?M<BB@? ?JRI OJ OC@ AMJIO NO<DMN DIOJ OC@ AMJIO T<M? vOC@ =@<>C ND?@w JA OC@

-<INDJI RC@M@ CDN OCMJ<O R<N NGDO <I? CDN =J?T JK@IGT ?DNKG<T@? GTDIB JI CDN =<>F

RDOC CDN A<>@ KJDIO@? OJR<M? OC@ =@<>C <I? CDN A@@O KJDIO@? OJR<M?N OC@ -<INDJIo (@

R<N =PMD@? JI OC@ =@<>C JA OC@ %S@>PODQ@ -<INDJIo $J@}N J\>D<G <>>JPIO JA OC@ DI>D?@IO

N<D? OC<O *JPMI<GDNO '=@ITJI GJNO CDN GDA@ ?PMDIB < OPNNG@ RDOC N@>PMDOT J\>@MN JQ@M <

BPI C@ R<N <GG@B@?GT ><MMTDIBo

! I@R >JIZD>O R<N EJDI@?o !O DON >JM@ R@M@ $J@ <I? CDN G<MB@GT +M<CI <I? -<I?DIBJ

<GGD@Np JI JI@ ND?@p <I? JI OC@ JOC@M ND?@ R@M@ -<IJ <I? 'DJ v$<CIw NTHK<OCDU@MN JA

OC@ NG<DI 1PDRJIFK<o 0@MC<KN <IJOC@M >C<M<>O@MDU<ODJI DN OC<O OC@ H<EJMDOT JA

DI?DB@IJPN ,D=@MD<IN R@M@ DI>@IN@? OC<O < HDIJMDOT <HJIB OC@H C<? <KKMJKMD<O@?

KJR@M NPKKJN@?GT DI OC@ I<H@ JA <GG JA OC@Hr HDNPNDIB JM <=PNDIB DOo 2@K<OMD<O@

NPMQDQJMN JA OC@ =GJJ?T YBCO IJR NOJJ? JI OC@ KJGDOD><G H<MBDIN AJM JKKJMOPIDNOD> vJM

K<OMDJOD>w @IB<B@H@IO <N OC@ NDOP<ODJI @QJGQ@?o /KKJNDODJI <=MJ<?p H<DIGT DI OC@ 53

<I? OC@ 7@NO !AMD><I 3P= M@BDJIp DIO@INDY@? <N <GHJNO <GG JKKJNDODJI KJGDOD>D<IN C<?

Z@? OC@ >JPIOMTo !HJIBNO $J@}N NO<PI>C@NO <I? HJNO <>ODQ@ KJGDOD><G JKKJI@ION DI OC@

$D<NKJM< R@M@ $Mo !HJN 3<RT@M <I? %GG@I *JCINJI 3DMG@<Ap =JOC QD>ODHN JA $J@}N

=MPO<GDOTp RCJp <GJIB RDOC JOC@M @SDG@N JMB<IDU@? OC@ !NNJ>D<ODJI &JM #JINODOPODJI<G

$@HJ>M<>T DI ,D=@MD< v!#$,w <N < KM@NNPM@ BMJPK <?QJ><ODIB DI OC@ >JMMD?JMN JA

7<NCDIBOJI AJM < M@OPMI OJ >JINODOPODJI<G MPG@ DI ,D=@MD< RDOCJPO $J@o

! A@R >MDOD><G KD@>@N R@M@ NJJI =MJPBCO OJB@OC@M <I? M@NPGO@? DI <I @SDNO@IOD<G

>C<GG@IB@ OJ OC@ $J@ M@BDH@o 4C@ NJG?D@M�KM@ND?@IO C<? NP>>@NNAPGGT GDLPD?<O@? <GHJNO

OC@ @IODM@OT JA OC@ ag�H<I BMJPK OC<O NO<B@? OC@ >JPK JA !KMDG abp aih`o 4C@ !MH@?

&JM>@N JA ,D=@MD< C<? =@@I KPMB@? JA >DODU@IN AMJH .DH=< #JPIOT <HD? < KJBMJH

<B<DINO ,D=@MD<IN JA -<IJ <I? $<CI v'DJw @OCID>DOD@No 2@HI<ION JA ,D=@MD<IN JA .DH=<
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KMJQ@I<I>@ OC<O Z@? OC@ YBCO JA aihe DIOJ I@DBC=JMDIB #JO@ ?})QJDM@ <I? @GN@RC@M@

<R<DO@? <I JKKJMOPIDOT OJ >JINJGD?<O@ DI JM?@M OJ <Q@IB@ RC<O C<? =@A<GG@I OC@Ho 4C@

@IDBH<OD> #C<MG@N 4<TGJM NCJR@? PK <I? RJMF@? CDN R<T DIOJ OC@ G@<?@MNCDKp

>JH=DIDIB OC@ M@N@IOH@IO JA OC@ ?@OCMJI@? 470 RDOC OC@ G@OC<G APMT JA < Q@IB@APG

.DH=< K@JKG@ DIOJ < A@MJ>DJPN @I@HT NJJI OJ =@ PIG@<NC@?o 4JID@ +DIBp NJI�DI�G<R JA

AJMH@M 0M@ND?@IO 4JG=@MOp RCJ KG<T@? < G@<? MJG@ DI OC@ KG<IIDIB <I? @S@>PODJI JA OC@

<=JMO@? .JQ@H=@M aihe >JPKp KMJQD?@? N<I>OP<MT DI )QJMT #J<NO AJM <GG ?DNND?@ION

AJGGJRDIB $J@}N >G<HK ?JRI <I? 1PDRJIFK<}N ?@<OCo !M>CD@ 7DGGD<HN R<N OC@ BJ�

=@OR@@I RCJ =<IFMJGG@? 1PDRJIFK<}N @IO@MKMDN@ <I? BP<M<IO@@? N@>PM@? ><NC ZJRo

)QJMD<I 0M@ND?@IO &@GDS (JPKCJP@O�"JDBITp NODGG NH<MODIB AMJH OC@ =MPO<G HPM?@M JA

CDN AMD@I? <I? >JGG@<BP@p 0M@ND?@IO 4JG=@MOp BM@<OGT A<>DGDO<O@? OC@ KG<IIDIB JA OC@

DINPMB@I>Tp <N ?D? OC@ 0M@ND?@IO JA "PMFDI< &<NJ RCJ DIOMJ?P>@? 4<TGJM OJ OC@ ,D=T<I

G@<?@Mo 4C@ G<^@M ORJ !AMD><I ,@<?@MN K<MOD>DK<O@? AJM OC@DM JRI M@<NJINo 4JG=@MO}N

NG<DI NJIp !?JGKCPN "@I@?D>O 4JG=@MO <I? OC@ "JPMFDI<=@ 0M@ND?@IOp "G<DN@ #JHK<JM@p

R@M@ H<MMD@? OJ JI@ JA ORJ ?<PBCO@MN JA )QJMD<I 0M@ND?@IO (JPKC@O�"JDBITo

! K@MID>DJPN DINPMB@I>T C<? >JH@ OJ HJ?@MI 7@NO !AMD><o 4C@ DINPMB@I>T NOMP>F YMNO

JI #CMDNOH<N %Q@p aihio "@AJM@ OC@ @I? JA aii`p $J@ C<? =@@I ><KOPM@? <I? OJMOPM@?

OJ ?@<OC =T < M@=@G G@<?@M AMJH .DH=< #JPIOT <I? >JIN@LP@IOGT CDN <GHJNO O@I�T@<M

MPG@ C<? @I?@?o 4C@ !#$, RCD>C R<N OC@ G@<?DIB KJGDOD><G JKKJNDODJI DI OC@ $D<NKJM<

R<N NCJMO�GDQ@? <I? NKGDO DIOJ ORJ JKKJNDIB QD@RN JQ@M NPKKJMO AJM 4<TGJM}N

HDN<?Q@IOPM@o %GG@I *JCINJI 3DMG@<A G@? OC@ KMJ 4<TGJM @G@H@ION RCDG@ $M !HJN

3<RT@M G@? OC@ JKKJNDODJI OJ <IT AJMH JA @IB<B@H@IO JM NPKKJMO OJ #C<MG@N 4<TGJMo

4CDNp <I? <GG JOC@M AJMHN JA NPKKJMO OJ 4<TGJMp RJPG? KMJQ@ >MDOD><G OJ ,D=@MD<}N K@<>@

<I? NO<=DGDOT <N OC@ I<ODJI M@H<DI@? HDM@? DI < >JHKG@S >DQDG R<M OC<O G<NO@? <IJOC@M

ac T@<MNo )O HPNO =@ KJDIO@? JPOp OCJPBCp OC<O =T OC@ @I? JA OC@ YMNO T@<M JA CDN M@=@GGDJIp

4<TGJM C<? GJNO KJKPG<M NPKKJMOo

"T OC@ @I? JA OC@ $J@ ?@><?@p M<HK<IO >JMMPKODJI <I? HDNPN@ JA KP=GD> J\>@ AJM

K@MNJI<G B<DIN =@><H@ R<IOJI <I? DI?DNODIBPDNC<=G@ AMJH OC<O JA OC@ @MNORCDG@ 470

BJQ@MIH@IO C@ JQ@MOCM@Ro 7@<GOC R<N <>LPDM@? IJO =T <IT NP>>@NNAPG DIB@IPJPN

@IO@MKMDN@ =PO =T JPOMDBCO >JMMPKODJI <I? K<OMJI<B@o 4C@ AJGGJRDIB K@MNJIN <>LPDM@?

R@<GOC PI?@M NPNKD>DJPN >DM>PHNO<I>@No 7C@I KP=GD> J\>D<GNp OC@DM >MJID@N <I? >GJN@

M@G<ODJIN} NJPM>@ JA R@<GOC =@>JH@ LP@NODJI<=G@ <I? OM<>@<=G@ OJ OC@ KP=GD> OMPNOp OC@

I@@? AJM <>>JPIO<=DGDOT <MDN@N OJ M@NOJM@ >JIY?@I>@p OMPNO <I? DIO@BMDOT DI KP=GD> N@MQD>@o

3<HP@G + $J@p %?R<M? 3G<IB@Mp 7DGGD<H 'G<Tp %?RDI 4<T@p )BI<ODPN #G<Tp 2<G@DBC

3@@FD@p !GQDI *JI@Np 9P?P 'M<Tp 3C<? +<T?@<p %?RDI ;@G@@p @O>o =@><H@ R@<GOCT <O

OC@ @SK@IN@ JA OC@ KP=GD> OM@<NPMT JAO@I DI >JHKGD>DOT JA ,@=<I@N@ A<HDGT =PNDI@NN

DIO@M@NONo
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ch\h 4(% ,)"%2)!. #)6), 7!2 v ]ee\ v ^\\_

ch]h 4<TGJMqN 5KMDNDIBi (PH<I 2DBCON QDJG<ODJIN g 7<M #MDH@N o]ee\u]eecp

"@><PN@ OC@ HDGDO<MT M@BDH@ DBIJM@? OC@ ?@Q@GJKH@ION JA OC@ aig`Np DO @MM@? DI

<NNPHDIB OC<O =T OC@ <KKGD><ODJI JA =MPO@ AJM>@p DO RJPG? DHKJN@ < I@R ?D>CJOJHTp <

+M<CI C@B@HJIT vRDOC < A@R KJGDOD><GGT H<MBDI<G <GGD@Nw <B<DINO OC@ RDNC@N JA <

KM@KJI?@M<IO H<EJMDOT JA ,D=@MD<INo 4C@ =MPO<G >MPNCDIB JA OC@ 1PDRJIFK< >JPK

<^@HKO DI aihe R<N OC@ PGODH<O@ DI <I <KK<M@IO ?@NDM@ OJ @INPM@ < +M<CI C@B@HJITo

4C@ DINPMB@I>Tp RCD>C ><H@ OJ =@ G@? =T #C<MG@N 4<TGJMp R<N OC@ PGODH<O@ M@NKJIN@p IJO

EPNO =T ,D=@MD<IN JA .DH=< JMDBDINp =PO <GNJ =T < KJKPG<ODJI @I@MBDU@? OJ M@NDNO KJGDOD><G

OTM<IIT OC<O NJPBCO OJ DHKJN@ DON@GA <AO@M NPKKJN@?GT GD=@M<ODIB OC@ >JPIOMT AMJH acc

T@<MN JA < K@M>@DQ@? JGDB<M>CT ?M<RI AMJH ?@N>@I?<ION JA M@K<OMD<O@? ,D=@MD<INo 4C@

DINPMB@I>Tp PIAJMOPI<O@GTp NJJI @NO<=GDNC@? <I D?@IODOT JA DON JRI <N ,D=@MD<

?@B@I@M<O@? DIOJ < ~M@=@GGDJI RDOCJPO < ><PN@o� !O JI@ KJDIOp < N@Q@I�>JMI@M@? YBCO <N

M@KM@N@IO@? =T N@Q@I ?DNODI>O R<MMDIB A<>ODJINp @IB<B@? DI < APGG�=GJRI AM<OMD>D?<G >DQDG

R<M C<? BMDKK@? ,D=@MD<o 7C@I DON =GJJ?T @I? ><H@ ad T@<MN G<O@Mp DO G@AO ,D=@MD< DI

MPDIN >JIAMJIO@? =T < ?DG@HH< � CJR OJ M@>JI>DG@ 0%!#% RDOC *534)#%o

/I bd $@>@H=@M aihip NJH@ JI@ CPI?M@? ~3K@>D<G &JM>@N� JA OC@ .<ODJI<G 0<OMDJOD>

&MJIO JA ,D=@MD< v.0&,w >MJNN@? N@Q@M<G ,D=@MD<I BJQ@MIH@IO O<MB@ON DI OC@ OJRI JA

"POPJp DI OC@ .DH=< #JPIOTo -JNOGT ?M<RI AMJH OC@ 'DJ <I? -<IJ @OCID> BMJPKN JA

.DH=< #JPIOT OC<O R@M@ K@MN@>PO@? PI?@M $J@}N M@BDH@p OC@T H<?@ M<KD? KMJBM@NNp

JQ@M>JHDIB DIDOD<G N@O=<>FN <O OC@ C<I?N JA $J@}N !&,o 2@NKJIND=DGDOT AJM OC@N@ N@O =<>FN

>M@<O@? O@INDJIN DI OC@ HJQ@H@IO <I? @Q@IOP<GGT N<R OC@ MDN@ JA < NKGDIO@M ).0&,o

4C@ >CJD>@ JA .DH=< #JPIOT <N < G<PI>C K<? R<N ?@GD=@M<O@ <I? NOM<O@BD> <N OC@ .0&,

M<IFN NR@GG@? JQ@MIDBCO RDOC RDGGDIB <I? <?Q@IOPMJPN M@>MPDON N@@FDIB M@Q@IB@o

#C<MG@N 4<TGJM >JIQDI>@? OC@ K@JKG@ JA .DH=< OC<O OCDN M@=@GGDJI R<N K<MOGT DI M@NKJIN@

OJ OC@DM T@<MIDIBo 3>JM@N JA ?DNND?@ION RCJ A@NOJJI@? <I? >JIBM@B<O@? JPOND?@ ,D=@MD<

=@GD@Q@? 4<TGJM <I? C@<MF@I@? OJ CDN ><GGo $@NKDO@ OC@DM ?D[@M@I>@Np RCD>C =@><H@

@QD?@IO HP>C G<O@Mp OC@T R@M@ PIDO@? DI JI@ ><PN@q @GDHDI<O@ $J@ <I? CDN @OCID> +M<CI

<I? -<I?DIBJ NPKKJMO@MN <I? N@DU@ KJR@Mp <O <IT >JNOp RCD>C R<N ?@ID@? OC@H RC@I

$J@ CDE<>F@? OC@ KM@ND?@IOD<G @G@>ODJI QD>OJMT JA *<>FNJI &o $J@ DI aiheo 7CDG@

K<I?@MDIB OJ OCDN KJKPGDNO J=E@>ODQ@p 4<TGJM <GNJ <KK@<G@? OJ OC@ ?@KJN@? !H@MD>J�

,D=@MD<I NOJ>F =T KMJIJPI>DIB OC<O CDN R<N OJ <Q@IB@ OC@ @S@>PODJIN JA aih`o

%<MGT aii`p OC@ !&, >JPIO@M DINPMB@I>T JK@M<ODJI ?DM@>OGT O<MB@O@? -<IJN <I? 'DJN DI

.DH=< #JPIOT FDGGDIB >DODU@IN @I H<NN@p =PMIDIB QDGG<B@N <I? GJJODIBo /Q@M af`p```

>DQDGD<IN Z@? OJ 'PDI@< <I? )QJMT #J<NO =@OR@@I *<IP<MT <I? -<T aii`o #<KOo *<H@N

#C@GGT <I? %?RDI 6JF@M >JHH<I?@? OC@ JING<PBCOo !O OCDN ODH@ OC@ 5IDO@? 3O<O@N

HDGDO<MT <?QDNJMN DI -JIMJQD< R@M@ H<DIO<DI@? <I? ORJ JA OC@H R@M@ DIQJGQ@? DI OC@
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>JPIO@MDINPMB@I>T =PO G<O@M RDOC?M<RI RC@I KMJO@NO <B<DINO OC@DM KM@N@I>@ HJPIO@?

=T <IOD�$J@ ,D=@MD<I @G@H@ION DI OC@ 53o

"T *PI@ aii`p OC@ .0&, M@=@GN C<? H<?@ N@MDJPN <?Q<I>@N RCD>C C<? OC@ $J@

BJQ@MIH@IO K<ID>FT <I? NPNKD>DJPN JA @Q@MTJI@ <N >JINKDM<>T OC@JMD@N <=JPI?@? RDOC

A@<M JA M@=@G DIYGOM<ODJI DI -JIMJQD<o 4C@ -<TJM JA OC@ #DOT JA #G<T !NCG<I?p 2o 6<IE<C

2D>C<M?Np <I? ORJ JA CDN #JPI>DGH@Ip "POG@M &M@@H<I <I? *<H@N #JG@H<Ip R@M@

<MM@NO@? AMJH #G<T !NCG<I? <I? O<F@I <R<T =T ,ONo !MOCPM .T@I<=J <I? !I?M@R '<T@

JA OC@ !MH@? &JM>@N JA ,D=@MD< JI JM?@MN JA !&, -<EJM (@IMT *JCINJI JI NPNKD>DJI JA

C<M=JMDIB M@=@GN DI OC@ >DOTo -<TJM 2D>C<M?N <I? CDN J\>D<GN R@M@ O<F@I <R<T DI <

Q@CD>G@ <I? CJPMN G<O@Mp OC@DM HPODG<O@? =J?D@N R@M@ AJPI? RDOC C<I?N OD@? =@CDI? OC@DM

=<>FN GTDIB <O OC@ AJJO JA OC@ 0J 2DQ@M =MD?B@ JPOND?@ -JIMJQD<o 4C@ OCM@@ NJG?@MN

DIQJGQ@? R@M@ <MM@NO@? <I? >JPMO H<MOD<GG@? ?PMDIB RCD>C ODH@ OC@T <?HD^@? OJ OC@

FDGGDIBNo 4C@T R@M@ AJPI? BPDGOT <I? N@IO@I>@? OJ @S@>PODJIo (JR@Q@Mp AJGGJRDIB OC@

M<KD? <?Q<I>@ JA .0&, OC@ >JI?@HI@? H@I R@M@ M@G@<N@? <I? N@IO OJ OC@ AMJIOGDI@No

,ONo .T@I<=J <I? '<T@ ?D@? DI >JH=<O RCDG@ -<Eo (@IMT *JCINJI DN N<D? OJ =@ >PMM@IOGT

M@ND?DIB DI OC@ 7@NO !AMD><I NP=�M@BDJIo

4C@ ?@<?GT >JPIO@MDINPMB@I>T HJPIO@? =T OC@ !&,p DI?DN>MDHDI<O@GT O<MB@ODIB H<DIGT

>DQDGD<INp @I?@<M@? OC@ GJ><G KJKPG<ODJI OJ OC@ .0&,o ! H@O@JMD> MDN@ DI OC@ .0&, <I?

4<TGJM}N KJKPG<MDOT BP<M<IO@@? M<KD? B<DIN <N >DQDGD<IN IJO JIGT NCD@G?@? .0&, M<B O<B

YBCO@MN KJNDIB <N >DQDGD<INp =PO <GNJ @SKJN@? OC@ !&, NOM<O@BD> KJNDODJIN <I? <NNDNO@?

OC@ .0&, H<I@PQ@MN OCJPBC NOM<O@BD> AJM@NO O@MM<DIN <I? =PNC MJ<?No 4CDN QDO<G MJG@ JA

>DQDGD<IN H<?@ OC@H K<GK<=G@ O<MB@ON DI KM@QDJPN R<MN =T JOC@M A<>ODJIN <I? OC@ .0&,

DON@GA RC@I >JIAMJIO@? =T JOC@M A<>ODJIN JM M@NDNO<IO AJM>@No

&MJH <I DIDOD<G A@R CPI?M@?p OC@ .0&, M<KD?GT BM@R DIOJ < Q<NO DMM@BPG<M <MHT

J>>PKTDIB <I? >JIOMJGGDIB <MJPI? i` K@M>@IO JA OC@ >JPIOMT =T !KMDG aii` vYQ@ HJIOCN

<AO@M OC@ M@=@GGDJI =@B<Iwp OC@M@=T AJM>DIB OC@ 53 � =<>F@? $J@ M@BDH@ OJ >JGG<KN@o !

=@G@<BP@M@? 3<HP@G $J@ M@H<DI@? CJG@? PK DI OC@ %S@>PODQ@ -<INDJIr OC@

)I?@K@I?@IO .<ODJI<G 0<OMDJOD> &MJIO JA ,D=@MD< v).0&,w JA 0MDI>@ *JCINJI @H@MB@? <N

< NKGDIO@M BMJPK JA OC@ .0&, JKKJN@? OJ #C<MG@N 4<TGJMo 4C@ .0&, <?Q<I>@? RDOCDI

G@NN OC<I < HDG@ AMJH OC@ NOMJIBCJG? JA $J@ <O OC@ %S@>PODQ@ -<INDJI =PO OC@ >JPK ?@

BM<>@ R<N I@Q@M OJ >JH@o

!O OC@ N<H@ ODH@p $J@}N M@LP@NO <I? OCJN@ JA JOC@MN DIO@M@NO@? DI ,D=@MD< vGDF@ OC@

&MD@I?N JA ,D=@MD< �~&/,�w AJM OC@ 53 OJ ?DM@>OGT DIO@MQ@I@ R<N ?@ID@? =T OC@ "PNC

!?HDIDNOM<ODJIo ! KMJKJN<G RCD>C OC@ 53 OCJPBCO R<N OC@ =@NO AJM ,D=@MD<p AJM $J@ OJ

M@NDBI <I? BJ DIOJ @SDG@ DI 4JBJ <I? <GGJR #C<MG@N 4<TGJM OJ O<F@ KJR@Mp R<N M@E@>O@?

=T $J@o 4C@ 7CDO@ CJPN@ ?D? IJO @I?JMN@ OC@ KG<Io !I @<MGD@M M@LP@NO AMJH $J@ OJ OC@

53 OCMJPBC @HDNN<MD@N DI>GP?DIB 7DINOJI 4P=H<Ip %HH<IP@G "JRD@Mp @O> OJ NOJK OC@

R<M R<N M@E@>O@?o 4C@ 53 IJ GJIB@M OMPNO@? $J@ <I? RJPG? ?J IJOCDIB OJ NOJK OC@ R<Mo
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)ON DIDOD<G <^@HKO <O ~KMJSDHDOT O<GFN� A<DG@? <N =JOC K<MOD@N v$J@ <I? 4<TGJM}N

M@KM@N@IO<ODQ@Nw DINDNO@? JI ?DM@>O O<GFNo 4C@ 53 G<O@M >JI?DODJI@? DON DIQJGQ@H@IO JI

AJPM KMDI>DKG@N RCD>C $J@ HPNO >JHKGT RDOC DI c` ?<TN OJ BP<M<IO@@ 53 <>ODJIN OJ C<GO

4<TGJMq <w OC<O $J@ ><GGN @<MGT @G@>ODJIN DI RCD>C C@ RDGG IJO =@ < ><I?D?<O@r =w $J@

@NO<=GDNC <I DI?@K@I?@IO CPH<I MDBCON >JHHDNNDJI IJO <H@I?<=G@ OJ $J@r >w $J@ GDAO

OC@ =<I JI H@?D< <I? I@RNK<K@M @IODOD@Nr <I? ?w M@G@<N@ <GG KJGDOD><G KMDNJI@MNo !N <

NCJR JA BJJ? A<DOC OC@ 53 RDGG JMB<IDU@ < K@<>@ H@@ODIB DI 3D@MM< ,@JI@ <O OC@ 53

%H=<NNT� < ~I@POM<G BMJPI?�o 4C@ ?@G@B<ODJI R<N <?QDN@? OC<O $J@ R<N OC@ HJNO

?DNGDF@? G@<?@M DI OC@ RJMG? <I? <O d` T@<MN JA <B@p C@ NCJPG? O<F@ CDN HJI@T <I? G@<Q@

,D=@MD< JOC@MRDN@ ~DI />OJ=@M aii` TJP RDGG GJJF <MJPI? <I? TJP RDGG IJO YI? CDH�o

$J@ M@E@>O@? OC@ >JI?DODJIN JI >JPIN@G JA CDN +M<CI FDINH@Io

"T IJR 4<TGJM}N OCM@@ HJIOC PGODH<OPH OJ $J@ OJ LPDO J\>@ JM CDN AJM>@N RJPG? JQ@M

MPI -JIMJQD< @I?@? -<M>C bdp aii` RDOC $J@ OP>F@? DI OC@ N@>PMDOT JA OC@ %S@>PODQ@

-<INDJIo 4C@ .0&, KMJQ@? DI><K<=G@ JA ?DNGJ?BDIB $J@ AMJH CDN AJMOM@NNo )IDOD<G

@SK@>O<ODJIN BMJRDIB JPO JA OC@ .0&, M<KD? <?Q<I>@N OC<O OC@ DINPMB@I>T RJPG? @I?

NJJI@M M<OC@M G<O@M C<? ?DNNDK<O@?r OC@ R<M R<N NO<G@H<O@? <N H<IT HJM@ ,D=@MD<IN

<I? NPKKJMO@MN JA OC@ DINPMB@I>T =@><H@ AMPNOM<O@?r G@<?DIB -<?<H %GG@I *JCINJI

3DMG@<A OJ KP=GD>GT <?HJIDNC OC@ .0&, OJ @I? OC@ R<M <I? NP[@MDIBNp M<U@ OC@ H<INDJI

?JRI <I? DO RDGG KMJQ@M=D<GGT =@ M@=PDGO DI OCM@@ ?<TNo

4C@ NO<G@H<O@ ?@@K@I@? OJ OC@ ?DN<?Q<IO<B@ JA OC@ >DQDGD<I KJKPG<ODJI RCD>C GDQ@?

>JINO<IOGT PI?@M A@<Mp OCM@<O@I@?p =MPO<GDU@? <I? FDGG@?o 4C@ YBCODIB AJM>@Np >G@<MGT

AMPNOM<O@?p @S<>O@? OC@DM @I@MBD@N JI OC@ >DQDG <I? PI<MH@? KJKPG<ODJI OM<KK@? DI OC@DM

>JIOMJGG@? O@MMDOJMD@No ! CPH<IDO<MD<I <I? CPH<I MDBCON ?DN<NO@M R<N DI OC@ H<FDIBo

4C@ .0&, HDGDOD<Np HJNOGT DGG�OM<DI@? <I? OMDBB@M C<KKTp R@M@ K<MO JA < =<I? JA < AJM>@

G@NN DI>GDI@? OJ M@NK@>ODIB OC@ Q<GP@N JA CPH<I MDBCON =PO HJM@ DI>GDI@? OJ =G<HDIB

@Q@MT DI?DQD?P<G IJO < H@H=@M JA OC@DM YBCODIB AJM>@N AJM OC@DM H<G<?To 4C@ .0&,

?@KGJT@? IJO G@NN OC<I ah` ~3K@>D<G &JM>@N� DIOJ DON HDNNDJI <I? @<>C 3K@>D<G &JM>@N

?@KGJT@?p C<? PI?@M CDN >JHH<I? < K@MNJI<G <MHT JA IJO G@NN OC<I b`` H@I RCJ R@M@

PIG@<NC@? JI OC@ >DQDGD<I KJKPG<ODJIo 7DOC GDHDO@? NPKKGD@Np OC@T GDQ@? J[ OC@ G<=JM

<I? NR@<O JA >DQDGD<IN DI <I PI@LP<G M@G<ODJINCDK OC<O N<R OC@ KJKPG<ODJI H<NNDQ@GT

QD>ODHDU@?p FDGG@? <I? KMJK@MOD@N GJJO@?r @IODM@ QDGG<B@N <I? OJRIN R@M@ =PMIO <I? JOC@M

ODH@N <=?P>ODJIp <I? H<IT ODH@N AJM>@APGGT ?DNKG<>@?o -<NN<>M@Np M<K@p OJMOPM@p

>CDG?M@I M@>MPDOH@IO DIOJ OC@DM M<IFN R@M@ K@MQ<NDQ@ <N @OCID> >G@<INDIB <I? @OCID>

KMJYGDIB R<N NO<I?<M?DU@? <O @Q@MT JI@ JA OC@ CPI?M@?N JA >C@>F KJDION OC@ .0&,

JK@M<O@? OCMJPBCJPO DON Q<NO >JIOMJGG@? O@MMDOJMD@No 4C@ .0&,p >G@<MGT R<N JK@M<ODIB <

H<NNDQ@ AJM>@ JA CJJ?GPHp Q@IB@APG .DH=< >DODU@INp QD>ODHN RCJ EJDI@? JPO JA A@<Mp

DIN@>PMDOT <I? KMJO@>ODJI JA A<HDGT H@H=@MNr T@Op OC@M@ R@M@ OCJN@ RCJ OJJF <MHN OJ

~N@^G@ JG? N>JM@N�p GJJO <I? O<F@ <?Q<IO<B@ JA < G<RG@NN DINODOPODJI OJ RD@G? KJR@Mp

<POCJMDOT <I? <>LPDM@ R@<GOCo !I<>CMJIDNH JA RC<O =@><H@ OC@ .0&, R<N <

><>JKCJIT DI Q<DI KPMNPDO JA KJR@Mp RDOC < NDIBG@ CD@M<M>CT DI #C<MG@N 'o 4<TGJM RCJ
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>JHH<I?@? CDN H@I OJ ~K<T OC@HN@GQ@N�o

ch]h] &DMNO 0@<>@ #JIA@M@I>@ <HD?NO 7JMN@IDIB (PH<I 2DBCON g

(PH<IDO<MD<I #MDNDN

&JJ? NOJ>F ?@KG@O@? <N H@?D><G NPKKGD@N R@M@ MPIIDIB JPOo (PIB@Mp ?DN@<N@N <I?

H<GIPOMDODJI >JH=DI@? @[JMON RDOC NOM<T =PGG@ON AMJH NFDMHDNC@N JA < =MPO<G M<B O<BB@?

HDGDOD< OJ DI>@NN<IOGT DIZD>O K<DINp NP[@MDIBNp ?@<OC <I? OC@ HJNO BMP@NJH@ AJMHN JA

<=PN@N JI < G@NN OC<I NPNK@>ODIB =POp HPI?<I@ KJKPG<ODJIo 4C@ @H@MB@I>@ JA OC@

).0&, Q@MT @<MGT DI *PGT aii` ?D? IJO C@GKp =PO M<OC@M CPMO OC@ ><PN@ JA OC@ .0&,o 4C@

NO<I?DIB JA OC@ .0&, <N OC@ NJG@ >JIO@I?@M AJM KJR@M R<N PI?@MHDI@? <I? DON KMJBM@NN

JI OC@ R<M AMJIO NO<GG@? NDI>@ 0MDI>@ 9o *JCINJI R<N HP>C A@<M@? =T OC@ .0&, =@><PN@

JA CDN @SKGJDON JI OC@ R<M AMJIOo ).0&, AJM>@N KMJQ@? HP>C HJM@ ?DN>DKGDI@? PI?@M

OC@ QD>DJPN G@<?@MNCDK JA 0MDI>@ 9 *JCINJIo ! ?DN>DKGDI<MD<Ip C@ R<N DIOJG@M<IO JA OC@

@S>@NN@N JA CDN H@Io $@<OC N@@H@? OJ =@ OC@ JIGT K@I<GOT AJM <IT OM<INBM@NNDJIo !I

@IODM@ >JHHPIDOT R<N QD>ODHDU@? AJM OC@ NGDBCO@NO NPNKD>DJI JA <I DI?DQD?P<G <I? CDN

@S@>PODJI NOTG@ KPIDNCH@IO RDOC < NDGQ@M KDNOJGp vC@ ?@N>MD=@? DO ?PMDIB O@NODHJID@Nw

H<IT ODH@N DI OC@ APGG BG<M@ JA OC@ KP=GD>p R<N DIA<HJPNGT >JHHJIo

4C@ !&,p C<QDIB OJ >JIO@I? RDOC ORJ JKKJNDIB A<>ODJINp R<N ?@HJM<GDU@?p AM<IOD> <I?

K<M<IJD<p =PO ?@Y<IOo (JG@? PK DI OC@ "<M>G<T 4M<DIDIB #@IO@M v"4#w <I? OC@

NPMMJPI?DIB <M@<N JA OC@ %S@>PODQ@ -<INDJI JI #<KDOJG (DGGp -JIMJQD<p 4C@ !&, OJJF

M@KMDN<GN JI OC@ GJ><G KJKPG<ODJI DI <I @OCID> Q@I?@^< @NK@>D<GGTr <B<DINO OC@ 'DJN <I?

-<IJN JA .DH=< #JPIOTo &JJ? <I? HDGDO<MT NPKKGD@N R@M@ MPIIDIB JPO <N OC@ !&,

N@@H@? M@NDBI@? OJ DON A<O@o 2@A@MM@? OJ <N ~$J@}N <MHT�p < KPMB@? !&, C<? DON M<IFN

<I? YG@N >JHKMDNDIB H@<IGT +M<CI NJG?D@MN RCJ =JM@ OC@ NJKCDNOD><O@? <POJH<OD> MDZ@N

<I? DNNP@? M<?DJ >JHH<I? <I? HDGDO<MT DINOMP>ODJIN DI OC@ +M<CI G<IBP<B@o 3@>M@O

FDGGDIBN <I? <=?P>ODJI =T < ?@<OC NLP<? >JHKMDNDIB '@JMB@ $R@Cp 9JPI=JP 4<DG<Tp

*<>FNJI %o $J@ <I? JOC@MN JK@M<O@? RDOCJPO M@NOM<DIO JA >JIN>D@I>@p ?DN>DKGDI@ JM

<POCJMDOTo 4C@ C@<?G@NN >JMKN@N JA PIFIJRI K@MNJIN R@M@ N@@I DI OC@ NOM@@ON <N NOP?@IO

G@<?@MN �7PJ '<M=D@ 4<KKD<p $o -JHPGP ,<Q@G<p "@I@?D>O '<MG<RJGJ @O <G � R@M@

@S@>PO@?r 2J=@MO 0CDGGDKNp JI>@ GDIF@? RDOC OC@ aihe A<DG@? >JPKp >C<MB@? RDOC OM@<NJI

<I? NP=N@LP@IOGT M@G@<N@?p R<N =MPO<GGT HPM?@M@? DI CDN CJH@ <O OC@ <DMY@G?

>JHHPIDOT <O OC@ @I? JA OC@ <DM NOMDK RCD>C =@><H@ < OC@<OM@ JA H<><=M@ FDGGDIBNo /I@

JA OC@ <NN<NNDIN RC@I <NF@? =T < HPOP<G AMD@I? RCT OC@T C<? OJ FDGG 0CDGGDKN C@ N<D?

~TJP OCDIF R@ ?JI}O FIJR RCJ R@ R<IOr R@ >JPG? C<Q@ FDGG@? TJP OJJ =PO R@ FIJR

TJP <M@ < I<ODQ@ H<Ir DO}N OC@ #JIBJ K@JKG@ R@ R<IO�o

"@OR@@I *PI@ <I? !PBPNO aii`p ,D=@MD< =@><H@ < ~=PO>C@M CJPN@� DI OC@ RJM?N JA

AJMH@M '<H=D<I 0M@ND?@IOp 3DM !GC<ED $<P?< *<R<M<o 3J>DJ�@>JIJHD> >JI?DODJIN C<?

?@O@MDJM<O@? >JIND?@M<=GTo 4C@ OM<KK@? KJKPG<ODJI R<N ?@NJG<O@r KCTND><GGT R<I@?p

CPIBMT <I? DGGo 4C@ K<M<GG@G H<MF@O ZJPMDNC@? RDOC GJJO@? BJJ?N AMJH CJH@N <I? OC@
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&M@@ 0JMO JA -JIMJQD<p <GG A<>DGDO<O@? <I? DINODB<O@? =T OC@ <MH@? H@I <I? OC@DM =<I?N

JA AJGGJR@MNo 4C@ KJKPG<M OJI@N RCD>C C@M<G?@? 4<TGJM}N M@=@GGDJI � ~HJIF@T >JH@

?JRI� <I? ~#CP>FT HPNO >JH@�� R@M@ IJ GJIB@M C@<M?p =@^@Mp M@BM@^@?o &<HDGT

DI>JH@ ?@KG@O@? <GJIB RDOC AJJ? NOJ>Fo !N HJM@ <I? HJM@ A<HDGD@N R@M@ N@K<M<O@?p OD@N

R@M@ =MJF@I <I? TJPIB BDMGN =@><H@ OC@ O<MB@O JA <MH@? YBCO@MNo 7JH@I R@M@

O<MB@O@? <I? M<K@?p <=?P>O@? <N =PNC RDQ@N <N OC@T Q@IOPM@? JPO JA OC@DM CD?DIB KG<>@N

OJ A@O>C AJJ?o 4C@ TJPIB@M BDMGN RDOC IJ >G@<M NJPM>@N JA NPMQDQ<G BJO ~DIQJGQ@?� RDOC

OC@ YBCO@MN <I? KMJNODOPODJI =@><H@ < R<T JA GDA@ ODGG OC@ @I? JA OC@ >JIZD>O <I? @Q@I

IJR DI KM@N@IO ?<T ,D=@MD<o

"T OCDN ODH@ 4<TGJM R<N N@^DIB PK ?@<GN AJM OC@ @SKGJDO<ODJI JA ,D=@MD<}N I<OPM<G

M@NJPM>@N C<QDIB =@DIB DIOMJ?P>@? OJ &M@I>C <I? %PMJK@<I DIO@M@NON DI>GP?DIB

0MJQD?@I>@ 3O@@Gp < =PNDI@NN >JMKJM<ODJI JK@M<ODIB DI .DB@MD<o $@<GDIBNp DGGD>DO DI I<OPM@

<I? >C<M<>O@Mp DI ODH=@Mp MP==@Mp BJG? <I? ?D<HJI?Np DI>GP?DIB ?D<HJI?N AMJH

I@DBC=JMDIB 3D@MM< ,@JI@p RJPG? KMJQ@ >MP>D<G OJ NPNO<DIDIB 4<TGJM}N R<M @[JMON <I?

KMJGJIBDIB OC@ >JIZD>Oo 4C@ 3@>M@O<MT '@I@M<G JA 1PDRJIFK<}N .0&p -JN@N $PJKPp

R<N FDGG@? JI CDN M@OPMI AMJH .DB@MD< OJ 4<TGJM}N O@MMDOJMD@N AJM >G<DHDIB OC@ 3@>M@O<MT

'@I@M<G ODOG@ JA OC@ I@R .0&, <I? ?DNKPODIB JM N@@HDIBGT @TDIB OC@ G@<?@MNCDK JA OC@

.0&,r OC@ !&, H<NN<>M@? bg 'DJ <I? -<IJ A<HDGD@N JA OC@ !&, DI -JIMJQD<p <N be

!&, NJG?D@MN @N><K@? OJ N@@F M@APB@ <O OC@ -@OCJ?DNO #CPM>C DI 3DIFJM RCD>C R<N

NP=N@LP@IOGT <^<>F@?o !GNJp *<>FNJI &o $J@p $<QD? $R<IT@Ip *PNOD>@ 0<OMD>F "D??G@p

#JJK@M 4@<Cp '<=MD@G +KJGG@Cp 0CJOJBM<KC@M "o7o +DIBp <GJIB RDOC h` JOC@M Q@MT

KMJHDI@IO K@MNJI<GDOD@N <NNJ>D<O@? RDOC <I? GDQDIB DI .0&,� C@G? O@MMDOJMD@N R@M@ FDGG@?

<O OC@ C<I?N JA .0&, ~B@I@M<GN�r e`` @OCID> -<I?DIBJ@Np DI>GP?DIB <I )H<Hp FDGG@? DI

"<F@?Pp ,JA< #JPIOT =T OC@ .0&,r < M@O<GD<OJMT FDGGDIB JA JQ@M e`` NPKKJN@?GT H@Ip

RJH@I <I? >CDG?M@I AMJH .DH=< #JPIOT R@M@ H<NN<>M@? <O OC@ 3Oo 0@O@MN ,POC@M<I

#CPM>C =T OC@ !&, G@? =T 9JI=P 4<DG<T OC@I PI?@M OC@ >JHH<I? JA *<>FNJI %o $J@

R<N AJGGJR@? =T OC@ FDGGDIB JA <IJOC@M be` @OCID> 'DJN <I? -<IJN N@@FDIB M@APB@ <O OC@

* & + (JNKDO<G FDGG@? =T < BMJPK JA !&, NJG?D@MNr )I "P>C<I<I <I? -JIMJQD<p ?JBN

R@M@ @<ODIB OC@ ?@<? =J?D@N JA CPH<I =@DIBN DI OC@ NOM@@ON <N H@I <I? RJH@I JI OC@

5, &@I?@GG #<HKPN PI<NC<H@?GT =<OC@? OJB@OC@M I<F@? DI < ?DMOT GD^G@ NO<G@ KJI?

=@^@M FIJRI <N ~!?<H <I? %Q@� >M@@Fo

-<ITp H<IT HJM@ >MJNNDIB OCMJPBC >C@>F KJDION R@M@ FDGG@? <O 3KMDBBN 0<TI@ !DMY@G?p

$PKJMO 2J<?p "PNCMJ? )NG<I?p 3JPG #GDID> -DNNDJIp /G? 2J<?p #J^JI 4M@@p +<F<O<p

)MJI '<O@ JM 'J? "G@NN 9JP '<O@p 5IDQ@MNDOT JA ,D=@MD< &@I?@GG ><HKPNp (DI?Dp "JIB

-DI@Np "<MI@NQDGG@p @O>o 4C@T R@M@ FDGG@? JI NPNKD>DJI JA =@GJIBDIB OJ JI@ @OCID> BMJPK

JM <IJOC@Mr AJM =@DIB ~<I @I@HT�p AJM GJJODIBr AJM OC@DM K@MNJI<G =@GJIBDIBN DI>GP?DIB

MD>@p ><NN<Q<p NI@<F@MNp ><NCp @O>or H@H=@MNCDK RDOC OC@ 3<HP@G $J@}N .<ODJI<G

$@HJ>M<OD> 0<MOT JA ,D=@MD< v.$0,wp RJMFDIB AJM BJQ@MIH@IO JA ,D=@MD<r C<QDIB < KJO

=@GGTp NH@GGDIB JM GJJFDIB GDF@ < +M<CIp 'DJp -<IJ JM -<I?DIBJ @I@HTr PI<=G@ OJ NK@<F

<IT DI?DB@IJPN ,D=@MD<I G<IBP<B@ <I? < CJNO JA JOC@M ><PN@N RCD>C EPNODY@? ,D=@MD<
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=@DIB G<=@G@? < ~=PO>C@M CJPN@�o

"T OC@ ODH@ JA OC@ YMNO K@<>@ H@@ODIB DI &M@@ 4JRIp 3D@MM< ,@JI@p PI?@M OC@ <PNKD>@N

JA OC@ %#/7!3 0@<>@ 0G<Ip <I @SOM<>ODJI JA OC@ )IO@M�&<DOC -@?D<ODJI #JHHD^@@ JA

,D=@MD<p DO =@><H@ >G@<M OJ %#/7!3 OC<O IJ JI@ A<>ODJI >JPG? =J<NO JA HDGDO<MT

<?Q<IO<B@ JM QD>OJMT <I? PIG@NN OC@M@ R<N DIO@MQ@IODJI OJ C<GO OC@ ><MI<B@p ,D=@MD< RDGG

N@GA�?@NOMP>O <N HJM@ <I? HJM@ DIIJ>@IO RJH@I <I? >CDG?M@I RJPG? >JIODIP@ OJ NP[@M

<I? ?D@o %NK@>D<GGT NJp OC@ /!5p 5. <I? HJNO IJO<=GT OC@ 53p RJPG? C<Q@ IJ ?DM@>O

DIQJGQ@H@IO RDOC ,D=@MD<p %#/7!3 ?@>D?@? OJ DIO@MQ@I@o

4C@ *PI@ aii` &M@@OJRI K@<>@ H@@ODIB <O OC@ 53 %H=<NNT A<DG@? =@><PN@ OC@ .0&,

M@APN@? OJ NDBI OC@ >@<N@YM@ <BM@@H@IO RCD>C <GNJ ><GG@? AJM OC@ @NO<=GDNCH@IO JA <I

)IO@MDH 'JQ@MIH@IO JA .<ODJI<G 5IDOT v)'.5wo 4C@ .0&, ?D? IJO NDBI OC@ <BM@@H@IO

JI <?QD>@ JA OC@ 53 0JGDOD><G /\>@M DI -JIMJQD< RCJ AJGGJR@? OC@H OJ &M@@OJRI AJM

RC<O R<N ?P==@? ~/K@M<ODJI #J>< #JG<�o (@ OJG? 4CJH<N 7J@R@DTPp .0&, $@A@IN@

NKJF@NK@MNJIp OC<O OC@ .0&, C<? OC@ HDGDO<MT <?Q<IO<B@ <I? ?D? IJO C<Q@ OJ I@BJOD<O@

RDOC OC@ $J@ K@JKG@o 4C@ H@@ODIB A<DG@? <I? OC@ AJPI?<ODJI R<N G<D? AJM < NP=N@LP@IO

H@@ODIB DI "<IEPGp OC@ '<H=D<o -JNO JA OCJN@ <^@I?DIB OC@ &M@@OJRI H@@ODIBp <GNJ

G<O@M <^@I?@? OC@ "<IEPG -@@ODIBp RMJO@ 4<TGJM < G@^@M M@>JBIDUDIB CDN HDGDO<MT

<?Q<IO<B@ <I? @IODOG@H@IO OJ G@<? OC@ >JPIOMT JI>@ 0M@ND?@IO $J@ R<N JPO JA OC@ R<To

ch]h^h %#/-/'!MMDQ@N PI?@M .0&, BPIWM@

%H=JG?@I@? =T OCDN G@Q@G JA NPKKJMO 4<TGJM <IIJPI>@? OC@ AJMH<ODJI JA OC@ .<ODJI<G

0<OMDJOD> 2@>JINOMP>ODJI !NN@H=GT BJQ@MIH@IO v.02!'w DI *PGT <I? =@><H@ <IBMT

OC<O OC@ "<IEPG -@@ODIB @NO<=GDNC@? OC@ )'.5 DI !PBPNO RDOCJPO OC@ .0&,

IJORDOCNO<I?DIB OC<O OC@ .0&, R<N DIQDO@? OJ <^@I?o 4C@ .0&, >G<DH@? DON ?@G@B<ODJI

R<N C@G? PK <O OC@ <DMKJMO DI "<IEPG ODGG OC@ H@@ODIB R<N JQ@Mo '=<MIB<p "JIB #JPIOT

=@><H@ OC@ N@<O JA 4<TGJM}N <=>8;LG .02!' BJQ@MIH@IOo 4<TGJM <QJR@? IJO OJ

>JJK@M<O@ RDOC OC@ )'.5 <I? M@NDNO %#/-/'}N KM@N@I>@ <N <I ~J>>PK<ODJI AJM>@�o

%#/-/' R<N AJMH@? <N < K@<>@ F@@KDIB AJM>@ JA OC@ %#/7!3o

0MDI>@ 9o *JCINJI RCJ C<? >JHKG@O@ >JIOMJG JA OC@ "PNCMJ? )NG<I? <M@< R@G>JH@? OC@

<MMDQ<G JA %#/-/' JI ,D=@MD<}N &G<B $<Tp !PBPNO bdp aii`p PI?@M < =<MM<B@ JA HDNNDG@

<^<>FN AMJH OC@ .0&,o )O =@><H@ I@>@NN<MT <I? %#/-/' <NNPH@? OC@ KJNOPM@ <I?

H<I?<O@ JA K@<>@ @IAJM>@H@IO OJ N@K<M<O@ OC@ YBCODIB AJM>@N <I? >M@<O@ < =P[@M

=@OR@@I OC@H <I?p < C<Q@I AJM OC@ >DQDGD<I KJKPG<ODJI @IOM<KK@? =@OR@@I @Q@M

>C<IBDIB AMJIOGDI@N <I? A<>ODJI<G O@MMDOJMD@No %#/-/'}N H<I?<O@ <GNJ DI>GP?@?

@IAJM>DIB < >@<N@YM@ <I? NPKKJMODIB OC@ )'.5o $J@ EJDI@? OC@ ).0&, DI R@G>JHDIB OC@

%#/-/'o "JOC AJM>@N A<NO MPIIDIB JPO JA NPKKGD@N v0MDI>@ *JCINJI I@@?@? <MHN <I?

$J@ =<?GT I@@?@? AJJ?w R@M@ <ISDJPN AJM < >@<N@YM@ <I? DGG @LPDKK@? OJ RDOCNO<I? <IT

APGG N><G@ .0&, JING<PBCO RCD>C OC@ .0&, C<? OCM@<O@I@? <I? R<N KG<IIDIBo
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4C@ )'.5 R<N AJMH@? DI "<IEPGp '<H=D<p JI !PBPNO c`p aii`o "JOC 4<TGJM <I? $J@

M@E@>O@?p =PO *JCINJI <>>@KO@? DOo $J@ R<N ><KOPM@? <O OC@ O@HKJM<MT C@<?LP<MO@MN JA

OC@ %#/-/' <O OC@ &M@@ 0JMO JA -JIMJQD< <I? FDGG@? <GJIB RDOC NJH@ g` H@H=@MN JA

CDN BP<M? =<^<GDJI JI 3@KO@H=@M ip aii` =T 0MDI>@ *JCINJIo ! BPI =<^G@ G<NO@? AJM i`

HDIPO@N <I? $J@ R<N N@@I OJMOPM@?�OJ ?@<OC� DI < QD?@J ?J>PH@IO<MT M@>JM?@? =T CDN

<NN<DG<IOp 0MDI>@ 9 *JCINJIo !O CDN ?@<OCp QDJG@I>@ NKM@<? OCMJPBCJPO OC@ >JPIOMT

@NK@>D<GGT DI -JIMJQD< RC@M@ CDN NPKKJMO@MN R@IO JI OC@ M<HK<B@ <I? N@O YM@ OJ H<IT

=PDG?DIBN >C<IODIB ~.J $J@p .J -JIMJQD<�o 4C@ .0&, =M@<>C@? OC@ CJG?DIB >@<N@YM@

<I? <^<>F@? <GG !&, KJNDODJIN <MJPI? OC@ %S@>PODQ@ -<INDJI DI < =D? OJ N@DU@ KJR@Mo

/Q@M OC@ I@SO AJPM ?<TNp OC@ .0&,p ).0&,p !&, <I? %#/-/' R@M@ DIQJGQ@? DI

>JH=<Oo 4<TGJM <>>PN@? OC@ !H@MD><I %H=<NNT <I? %#/-/' JA JM>C@NOM<ODIB $J@}N

?@<OCo /I .JQ@H=@M bap aii` )'.5 R<N DINO<GG@? DI -JIMJQD<o ! I@R %#/-/'

#JHH<I?@Mp *JNCP< $JBJIT<MJp M@K@GG@? OC@ .0&, AMJH RDOCDI NOMDFDIB M<IB@ JA

-JIMJQD<p >JIYI@? OC@ !&, OJ OC@ "4# "<MM<>FN <I? OC@ ).0&, OJ OC@ M@HJO@NO

#<G?R@GG "<N@ JI DON "PNCMJ? )NG<I? O@MMDOJMTo "T OC@ ODH@ JA OC@ I@SO K@<>@ >JIA@M@I>@

DI ,JH@p 4JBJ DI aiiap ORJ <=>8;LG M@BDH@N R@M@ M@>JBIDU@? DI ,D=@MD<� )'.5 JA $Mo

!HJN 3<RT@M <I? .02!' JA -Mo #C<MG@N 4<TGJMo 4C@ 53 M@>JBIDU@? IJI@ @Q@I OCJPBC

)'.5 JA $Mo !HJN 3<RT@M =JM@ OC@ NO<I?<M?N JA OC@ 0M@ND?@I>T <I? OC@ 'JQ@MIH@IO

JA ,D=@MD< <I? M@KM@N@IO@? OC@ 2@KP=GD> JA ,D=@MD< OJ OC@ M@NO JA OC@ RJMG?o

4<TGJM <QJR@? OC<O CDN .0&, RJPG? <^<>F >DODU@IN JA @<>C 7@NO !AMD><I >JPIOMT

>JIOMD=PODIB OMJJKN OJ %#/-/' <I? OC<O OC@T RJPG? =@ FDGG@? AJM @<>C ,D=@D<I GDA@ OC<O

RJPG? =@ GJNO DI OC@ YBCODIB RDOC %#/-/'o 4MP@ OJ CDN OCM@<Op 7@NO !AMD><I >DODU@IN

@NK@>D<GGTp 'C<I<D<IN <I? .DB@MD<IN R@M@ O<MB@O@? @IH<NN@ DI "JHDp #<K@ -JPIOp

+<F<O< <I? JOC@M KG<>@N <MJPI? OC@ >JPIOMTo 4C@T R@M@ NP=E@>O@? OJ AJM>@?

?DNKG<>@H@IOp OJMOPM@p GJJODIBp HPM?@Mp @SOM< EP?D>D<G FDGGDIBNp @O>o

)I !PBPNO aii`p ORJ .DB@MD<I EJPMI<GDNONp #CMDNOJKC@M )HJ?D=@ <I? 4<TJ !RJOPNDI JA

OC@ 'P<M?D<I <I? #C<HKDJI .@RNK<K@MN M@NK@>ODQ@GTp R@M@ <MM@NO@? =T .0&, YBCO@MN

<I? <>>PN@? JA @NKDJI<B@o 4C@ ORJ .DB@MD<I EJPMI<GDNON R@M@ E<DG@? DI '=<MIB< DI <

H<F@NCDAO >@GG <I? C@G? AJM < KMJOM<>O@? K@MDJ? PI?@M RC<O < RDOI@NN ?@N>MD=@? <N

CJMMD=G@ >JI?DODJINo 4C@T R@M@ OJMOPM@? <I? ZJBB@? ORD>@ < ?<T <I? R@M@ ?@ID@? AJJ?p

R<O@M <I? <>>@NN OJ AM@NC <DMo 4C@T C<? GJNO NJ HP>C R@DBCO OC<O OC@T <KK@<M@? <N

NF@G@OJINo !=<I?JI@? DI OC@DM KMDNJI >@GGNp OC@T R@M@ G@AO OJ ?D@ JA NO<MQ<ODJIo

ch]h_h 3@>PMDIB 0@<>@ RDOC !??DODJI<G 7<MMDIB &<>ODJIN

4<TGJM R<N M@G@IOG@NNp M@NDNO<IOp <I? PIKJKPG<Mo (DN K@MNJI<G <B@I?< OJ =@>JH@

0M@ND?@IO JA ,D=@MD< =@><H@ Q@MT >G@<M <N R<N CDN ?DNM@B<M? AJM OC@ C@<QT OJGG JI CPH<I

GDA@ <I? NP[@MDIB CDN <H=DODJI C<? JI OC@ K@JKG@ JA ,D=@MD<o )I>M@<NDIBGT PIKJKPG<Mp

C@ GJNO OC@ KJKPG<M NPKKJMO JA OC@ ,D=@MD<I K@JKG@ <I? CDN OM<?DODJI<G KJGDOD><G <GGD@N
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<I? YI<I>D@MN DI ,D=@MD<p DI>GP?DIB %GG@I *JCINJI 3DMG@<Ap <N OC@ @IODM@ I<ODJI R<N C@G?

<O M<INJH =T 4<TGJM <I? >JHK<ITo ! H<M<OCJI KMJ>@NN JA K@<>@ >JIA@M@I>@N <I?

=MJF@M@? K@<>@ <BM@@H@ION @INP@? <N I@R R<MMDIB A<>ODJIN @H@MB@? <I? =@><H@

@IO<IBG@? DI CJNODGDOD@N DI ?@NK@M<O@ KPMNPDO JA KJR@M <I? R@<GOC � CDOC@MOJ

HJIJKJGDU@? =T 4<TGJM � DI OC@ I<H@ JA K@<>@ <I? ?@HJ>M<>T AJM ,D=@MD<o 4C@ ><KOPM@

<I? =MPO<G FDGGDIB JA $J@ N@IO CDN +M<CI <I? -<I?DIBJ AJGGJR@MN DI ?DN<MM<To

%#/-/' <NNDNO@? CPI?M@?N JA OC@ M@HI<ION JA $J@}N GJT<GDNON OJ G@<Q@ OC@ >JPIOMTo !

ORJ�OMP>F >JIQJT YGG@? JA I<ODQ@ +M<CI <I? -<I?DIBJ@N R<N ><KOPM@? AMJH %#/-/'

=T OC@ ).0&, <I? <KK<M@IOGT FDGG@? NDI>@ OC@T R@M@ I@Q@M <>>JPIO@? AJMo 0MJHDI@IO

+M<CI DIO@GG@>OP<GN GDF@ 3<H 4J?<T R@M@ <HJIBNO OCJN@ ><KOPM@?p ?@O<DI@? DI <

>JIO<DI@M <I? FDGG@?o ,<IBPDNCDIB DI 3D@MM< ,@JI@ <I? 'PDI@<p OC@N@ Q<ILPDNC@?

NPKKJMO@MN JA $J@ R<IO@? M@Q@IB@o ! -<I?DIBJ A<>ODJIp -JQ@H@IO &JM OC@

2@?@HKODJI JA -PNGDHN v-2-w AJPI?@? =T !GC<ED +MJH<C <I? < +M<CI A<>ODJIp

,D=@MD< 5IDO@? $@A@IN@ &JM>@ v,5$&w JMB<IDU@? =T < 53 OM<DI@? 3K@>D<G &JM>@N J\>@M

RCJ R<N <GNJ JI>@ $J@}N -DIDNO@M JA $@A@IN@ <I? !H=<NN<?JM OJ 3D@MM< ,@JI@p !G=@MO

+<MK@Cp OJB@OC@Mp H@MB@? DIOJ OC@ 5IDO@? ,D=@M<ODJI -JQ@H@IO AJM $@HJ>M<>T

v5,)-/w JI -<T bip aiia DI OC@ 2@KP=GD> JA 'PDI@<o +<MK@C R<N HPM?@M@? =T

+MJH<C}N NPKKJMO@MN AJM LP@NODJIDIB <I? ?DNKPODIB +MJH<C}N G@<?@MNCDK JA 5,)-/o

ch]h`h 3@>PMDIB 0@<>@j ]b !BM@@H@ION "MJF@M@? <I? "MJF@I

&MJH "<IEPG OJ "<H<FJ OJ 3RD_@MG<I? <I? #JOJIJP OJ !=PE<p @O>op K@<>@ <BM@@H@ION

R@M@ =MJF@M@?p <I? IJ NJJI@M =MJF@I JI KJGDOD><G ?DN<BM@@H@IONp <N HJM@ <I? HJM@

A<>ODJIN @H@MB@? OJ ~B@O < KD@>@ JA OC@ KD@� RCD>Cp R<N OC@ KJGDOD><G <POCJMDOT OJ <>>@NN

DGGD>DO R@<GOC =T >JMMPKO H@<IN <I? OC@ <POCJMDOT OJ @SKGJDO I<OPM<G M@NJPM>@N

@S>GPNDQ@GT AJM OC@ =@I@YO JA A<>ODJI G@<?@MNo )I OC@N@ H<M<OCJI K@<>@ I@BJOD<ODJINp OC@

HDGDO<MT <I? >@<N@YM@ DNNP@N R@M@ IJMH<GGT M@NJGQ@? JI OC@ YMNO ?<T =PO OC@ DNNP@N JA

RCJ B@ON RC<O ~GP>M<ODQ@ EJ=N� =@><H@ DIOM<>O<=G@ <I? OC@ NJPM>@ JA BM@<O >JIZD>O

RCD>C KMJGJIB@? K@<>@ >JIA@M@I>@N AJM R@@FN <I? NJH@ODH@N HJIOCNo !

>JHKM@C@INDQ@ GDNODIB JA K@<>@ <BM@@H@ION AJGGJRNq

ao "<IEPG #JHHPIDLP@p %#/7!3 KG<Ip !PBPNO gp aii`

bo "<H<FJ #@<N@ADM@p .JQ@H=@M bhp aii`

co "<IEPG *JDIO 3O<O@H@IOp $@>@H=@M bap aii`

do ,JHV !BM@@H@IOp &@=MP<MT acp aiia

eo 9<HJPNNJPFMJ ) !>>JM?p *PI@ c`p aiia

fo 9<HJPNNJPFMJ )) !>>JM?p *PGT bip aiia

go 9<HJPNNJPFMJ ))) !>>JM?p 3@KO@H=@M agp aiia

ho 9<HJPNNJPFMJ )6 !>>JM?p />OJ=@M c`p aiia

io '@I@Q< #@<N@ADM@p *PGT agp aiic

a`o #JOJIJP !BM@@H@IOp *PGT bep aiic

aao !FJNJH=J !BM@@H@IOp 3@KO@H=@M abp aiidp
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abo !>>@KO<I>@ <I? !>>@NNDJI OJ !FJNJH=J !BM@@H@IOp $@>@H=@M bap aiid

aco !>>M< #G<MDAD><ODJI JA !FJNJH=J !BM@@H@IOp $@>@H=@M bap aiid

ado !=PE< !BM@@H@IO v)wp !PBPNO aip aiie

aeo 3PKKG@H@IO OJ !=PE< !BM@@H@IO v))wp !PBPNO agp aiifo

afo #@<N@ADM@ !BM@@H@IOp *PI@ agp b``c

ago !>>M< #JHKM@C@INDQ@ 0@<>@ !BM@@H@IOp !PBPNO ahp b``c

!GG OC@N@ <BM@@H@IONp @S>@KO OC@ !>>M< #0! vb``cwp R@M@ G<>FDIB DI <>>JPIO<=DGDOT

H@>C<IDNHN RCD>C G@AO JI@ R<MMDIB A<>ODJI <AO@M <IJOC@M OJ >JIODIP@ >JHHD^DIB H<NN

HPM?@MN <I? BMJNN QDJG<ODJIN JA CPH<I MDBCON DI>GP?DIB QDJG<ODJIN JA CPH<IDO<MD<I

<I? DIO@MI<ODJI<G CPH<I MDBCON G<RN <I? R<M >MDH@Np RDOC DHKPIDOTo )I A<>Op OC@

#JOJIJP !>>JM? NJPBCO OJ BM<IO B@I@M<G <HI@NOT OJ <GG >JH=<O<IONo 4C@ #0! R<N OC@

N@Q@IO@@IOC K@<>@ <BM@@H@IO NDI>@ OC@ JPO=M@<F JA R<M DI aihio )I?@@?p DO R<N

>JHKM@C@INDQ@p >JQ@MDIB < =MJ<? M<IB@ JA DNNP@Np <I? K@MC<KN @Q@I HJM@ ?@O<DG@? <I?

G@IBOCT OC<I KM@QDJPN <BM@@H@IONo %<>C I@R A<>ODJI O@I?@? OJ =@ HJM@ QD>DJPN <I?

><GGJPN OC<I OC@ JI@ =@AJM@ DO JM OC@ JI@ DO R<N @NO<=GDNC@? OJ M@NDNOo

&@<Mp ?@CPH<IDU<ODJIp M<K@p GJJODIB <I? @HKGJTDIB >CDG?M@I DIOJ A<>ODJI<G M<IFN

=@><H@ <>>@KO<=G@ IJMHN JA OC@ R<M AMJH JI@ A<>ODJI OJ <IJOC@Mo !K<MO AMJH OC@ ).0&,

<I? -/$%, IJ JOC@M A<>ODJI <?JKO@? HDIDHPH NO<I?<M?N JM G@<MI@? G@NNJIN AMJH

OC@ ?@KM@><ODIB <I? RD?@GT >JI?@HI@? <>ODJIN JA KM@QDJPN A<>ODJIN OJ HDGDO<O@ RDOC

<I? HDODB<O@ OC@ RD?@NKM@<? <I? R<IOJI <=PN@N H@O@? <B<DINO OC@ >DQDGD<I KJKPG<ODJIo

%OCID> >G@<INDIB <I? KMJYGDIB >JIODIP@? OCMJPBCJPO OC@ >DQDG R<M RDOC Q@MT =MPO<G

>JIN@LP@I>@No 4C@ ,D=@MD< 0@<>@ #JPI>DG v,0#w JA '@JMB@ "JG@T DI OC@ 3JPOC %<NOp

5,)-/ DI OC@ 7@NO@MI <I? 3JPOC@MI =@GON <I? RDOC 4<TGJM DI #@IOM<G <I? .JMOC@MI

M@BDJIN JA ,D=@MD<p OC@M@ R<N IJ @N><K@ JM N<A@OT AJM >DQDGD<IN JOC@M OC<I C<Q@IN

KMJQD?@? =T %#/-/' DI O@MMDOJMD@N J>>PKD@? =T DOo /Q@MNOM@O>C@?p OC@ .0&,

@NO<=GDNC@? QDBDG<IO@ HDGDOD<N DI DON J>>PKD@? O@MMDOJMD@N OJ ~R<O>C DON =<>FN� <I?

PI?@MHDI@? >JHHPIDOT PIDOT =T KD^DIB JI@ >JHHPIDOT BMJPK <B<DINO <IJOC@Mo 3JH@

@S<HKG@N GDF@ OC@ ,JA< vOC@ -<I?DIBJ@N ><GG@? DO ,JMH< $@A@IN@ &JM>@w $@A@IN@ &JM>@

v,$&wp 2JT>@QDGG@ vJOC@MN ><GG@? DO #JIBJ $@A@IN@ &JM>@w $@A@IN@ &JM>@ v2$&wp 4<NNJ

$@A@IN@ &JM>@p @O>o

%#/-/' =@><H@ JNO@IND=GT @H=MJDG@? DI <I DIOM<>O<=G@ >JIZD>O RCD>C JQ@MNOM@O>C@?

OC@ M@NJPM>@N <I? @I?PM<I>@ JA OC@ M@BDJI<G AJM>@o !GGD<I>@N <I? HDGDO<MT NPKKJMO OJ

NH<GG@M A<>ODJIN JKKJN@? OJ OC@ .0&, =@><H@ < NOM<O@BT OJ PI?@MHDI@ OC@ ><K<>DOT JA

OC@ .0&, OJ R<B@ R<M OC@M@=T >JHK@GGDIB OC@ .0&, OJ NDO ?JRI <I? I@BJOD<O@ < K@<>@

RDOC DON JKKJI@IONo -JM@ OC<I < ?JU@I K@<>@ <BM@@H@ION R@M@ =MJF@M@? <I? =MJF@I

RC@I OC@ K<MOD@N M@OPMI@? OJ ,D=@MD<o !GG A<>ODJIN I@BJOD<O@? OC@DM DIO@M@NO <O K@<>@

>JIA@M@I>@N�DI K@<>@ <BM@@H@ION =<N@? JI AJPM KMDI>DKG@Nq <w O@MMDOJMD<G J>>PK<ODJIr =w

GP>M<ODQ@ KJNDODJIN DI BJQ@MIH@IOr >w <>>@NN OJ NO<O@ M@NJPM>@N <I? >J[@MNr <I? ?w

PICDI?@M@? <>>@NN OJ I<OPM<G M@NJPM>@No 7C@I@Q@M <I J>>PKD@? O@MMDOJMT JM A<>ODJI<G
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KJNDODJI DI BJQ@MIH@IO R<N OCM@<O@I@? JM <GO@M@? OC@ K@<>@ KMJ>@NN RJPG? =@

OCM@<O@I@? <I? ?@M<DG@?p <I? < I@R MJPI? JA K@<>@ >JIA@M@I>@ RJPG? =@ >JIQ@I@?o

3DHDG<MGTp RC@I@Q@M <>>JPIO<=DGDOT H@<NPM@N R@M@ <?JKO@? OJ GDHDO <>>@NN OJ I<OPM<G

M@NJPM>@Np NO<O@ >J[@MN JM OC@ KJR@Mp R@<GOC <I? <POCJMDOT OC<O >JH@N RDOC =@DIB DI

BJQ@MIH@IOp < I@R KMJ>@NN JA I@BJOD<ODJI JM M@I@BJOD<ODJI RDGG =@ C@G? JIGT OJ

NOM@IBOC@I OC@ BMDK JA OC@ A<>ODJIN DI IJ G@NN H@<NPM@o !B<DINO OCDN =<>FBMJPI?p OC@

#0! BM<IO@? OC@ BM@<O H<EJMDOT JA HDIDNOMD@N DI < OM<INDODJI<G BJQ@MIH@IO OJ OC@

R<MMDIB A<>ODJIN OC<O R@M@ EPNO KP^DIB ?JRI OC@DM BPINo !GG R<MMDIB A<>ODJIN C<? OC@DM

A<DM NC<M@ DI OC@ NKJDGN JA BJQ@MIH@IOp C<QDIB KM@QDJPNGT =@I@YO@? AMJH OC@ NKJDGN JA

R<Mo

! NOMJIB ?@NDM@ OJ @I? OC@ >JIZD>O <I? N@>PM@ OC@ K@<>@p G@? OC@ DIO@MI<ODJI<G

>JHHPIDOT OJ >JIND?@M <MHN @H=<MBJ JI ,D=@MD< <I? APMOC@M N<I>ODJIN JI OC@ @SKJMO

JA M<R H<O@MD<GNr ODH=@M <I? ?D<HJI? @SKJMON AMJH ,D=@MD<o 2P==@M @SKJMONp @NK@>D<GGT

=T &DM@NOJI@p >JIODIP@? OCMJPBCJPO OC@ >JIZD>O K@MDJ? RDOCJPO N<I>ODJINo 4C@ 53

'JQ@MIH@IO H<?@ M@KM@N@IO<ODJIN AJM OC@ >JIODIP<ODJI JA OCDN OM<?@ ?PMDIB OC@ >JIZD>O

JI =@C<GA JA &DM@NOJI@o &DM@NOJI@ M@NPH@? APGG N><G@ JK@M<ODJIN JI *<IP<MT bbp aiib

KPMNP<IO OJ < H@HJM<I?PH JA PI?@MNO<I?DIB NDBI@? *<IP<MT agp aiibp RDOC #C<MG@N

4<TGJM}N .0&, <R<M?DIB OC@ .0&, 53mb HDGGDJI <IIP<GGT DI @S>C<IB@ AJM .0&,}N

KMJO@>ODJIo &DM@NOJI@ KG<IO<ODJI R<N OC@ G<PI>C K<? AJM .0&,}N DIA<HJPN ~/K@M<ODJI

/>OJKPN� <^<>F JI -JIMJQD< <I? %#/-/' OJ PIN@<O )'.5o

ch]hah 4<TGJMqN $@<?GT 3PMB@ AJM 0JR@Mj /K@M<ODJI />OJKPN

)I aiib 4<TGJMp G<PI>C@? CDN DIA<HJPN ~/K@M<ODJI />OJKPN� JI />OJ=@M aer <^<>FDIB

%#/-/' KJNDODJIN <I? OC@ NP=PM=N JA -JIMJQD<p DI>GP?DIB OC@ #<G?R@GG "<N@ JA

0MDI>@ *JCINJI RCJ C<? @<MGD@M KG<II@? OC@ JK@M<ODJI RDOC 4<TGJM =PO G<O@M ?@>GDI@?

<I? ><GG@? AJM %#/-/'}N <NNDNO<I>@ RC@I DO R<N >G@<M OC@ .0&, C<? JQ@MRC@GHDIBGT

DIYGOM<O@? CDN =<N@o 4C@ ?@NOMP>ODJI DI GDQ@N <I? KMJK@MOD@N DI -JIMJQD< R<N @IJMHJPNo

0MDI>@ 9 *JCINJI R<N M@N>P@? =T %#/-/' <I? M@N@^G@? DIOJ @SDG@ DI .DB@MD<o 4C@

>JH=DI@? @[JMON JA 5,)-/p !&,p "G<>F "@M@O <I? %#/-/' ?@ID@? < =<^@M@? 4<TGJM

JA QD>OJMTo 4<TGJM PN@? OC@ GPGG DI CJNODGDOD@N <AO@M OC@ 9<HJPNNJPFMJ )6 !>>JM? JA

/>OJ=@M c`p aiiap OJ M@�<MHp M@JMB<IDU@ <I? =PDG? PK CDN <MHJMT RCDG@p M@LP@NODIB

0M@ND?@IO *DHHT #<MO@M OJ KM@Q<DG JI %#/-/' OJ M@?P>@ DON C@<QT R@<KJIN DI ,D=@MD<

RCD>C R<N DI ~K@<>@ ODH@N�o %#/-/' J=GDB@? OJ OC@ M@LP@NO JA 0M@ND?@IO #<MO@Mo

/>OJKPN OC@M@AJM@p ><PBCO %#/-/' J[ BP<M? RDOCJPO C@<QT R@<KJIMT <I? <O < ODH@

RC@I OC@ &JM>@ #JHH<I? R<N <GNJ >C<IBDIB C<I?No (PH<I ><NP<GOD@N R@M@ DI OC@

OCJPN<I?Np DI>GP?DIB %#/-/'}No &DQ@ !H@MD><I #<OCJGD> IPIN RDOC OC@ #<OCJGD>

#CPM>C DI ,D=@MD< R@M@ =MPO<GGT HPM?@M@? =T #CMDNOJKC@M 6<H=J <I? JOC@MN R@M@

<HJIBNO OC@ IJO<=G@ />OJKPN ><NP<GOD@No *JCI 4 2D>C<M?NJIp >J?@ I<H@? ~'@I@M<G

/>OJKPN� R<N OC@ H<NO@MHDI? =@CDI? OC@ KG<IIDIB <I? @S@>PODJI JA OC@ ?<NO<M?GT

~/K@M<ODJI />OJKPN�p <NNDNO@? =T '@I@M<G *JCI 4@<Cp .0&, #JHH<I?DIB '@I@M<Go
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"T aiic < >JIZD>O JQ@M <GGJ><ODJI JA <GGJ><O@? BJQ@MIH@IO EJ=N =MJF@ JPO DI 5,)-/

=@OR@@I OC@ -<I?DIBJ <I? +M<CI A<>ODJINo ! =D^@M NOMPBBG@ @INP@? DI 4P=H<I=PMBp

"JHD #JPIOT <I? OC@ 5,)-/ A<>ODJI R<N @[@>ODQ@GT NKGDO DIOJ 5,)-/�* JA 2JJN@Q@GO

*JCINJI v+M<CIw <I? 5,)-/�+ JA !GC<ED +MJH<C v-<I?DIBJwo !I <^@HKO =T

%#/-/' OJ >JHK@G 5,)-/�* OJ JK@I OC@ MJ<?N G@<?DIB PK OJ "JHD #JPIOT KMJQ@?

A<O<G AJM %#/-/' <I? OC@ @IOM<KK@? >DQDGD<I KJKPG<ODJIo 3>JM@N JA %#/-/' NJG?D@MN

?D@? DI OC@ =<^G@r <N ?D? CPI?M@?N JA >CDG?M@I JA NO<MQ<ODJI <I? OC@T R@M@ =PMD@? JI

OC@ #<OCJGD> 3Oo $JHDID> #<HKPNo !N K<MO JA OC@ .0&,}N O@MMJM ><HK<DBI OJ M@I?@M

)'.5 <I? %#/-/' O@MMDOJMD@N PIBJQ@MI<=G@p < *PI@ fp aiic <^<>F <O (<M=@Gp -<MBD=D

#JPIOT N<R <I DIYGOM<ODIB .0&, NK@>D<G 5IDOp PI?@M >JQ@M JA ?<MFp >M@KO JI DIIJ>@IO

?DNKG<>@? >DQDGD<IN RCJ R@M@ <NG@@Kp FDGGDIB <KKMJSDH<O@GT f`` K@MNJINp DI>GP?DIB

RJH@I <I? >CDG?M@Io 4CDN <^<>F R<N KG<II@? OJ BDQ@ OC@ DHKM@NNDJI OC<O C@ !&, R<N

M@NKJIND=G@ NDI>@ (<M=@Gp &DM@NOJI@ R<N PI?@M !&, >JIOMJGo

4C@ 5. 0<I@Gp OC@ 7<FJ #JHHDNNDJIp >JHHDNNDJI@? OJ DIQ@NODB<O@ OC@ DI>D?@IOp R<N

?@>@DQ@? DIOJ =@GD@QDIB !&, >JHHD^@? OC@ <OMJ>DOD@No 4C@ 42# C<N ?@O@MHDI@?

JOC@MRDN@ OC<O OC@ .0&, R<N OC@ K@MK@OM<OJM JA OC@ H<NN<>M@ <I? NPMQDQ<GN R@M@ O<F@I

OJ '=<MIB< =T .0&, AJM>@No 4C@T R@M@ H@O =T $o -PN@G@IB #JJK@M <I? -@GQDI

3JB=<I?D <HJIBNO JOC@MNp RCJ OJG? OC@Hp PI?@M OCM@<O JA ?@<OCp OJ DHKGD><O@ OC@ !&,

RC@I <NF@? =T OC@ DIO@MI<ODJI<G >JHHPIDOTo #C<MG@N 4<TGJM QDNDO@? OC@ @Q<>P<O@?

NPMQDQ<GN KPMNP<IO OJ OC@ N>C@H@o &@GGJR K@MK@OM<OJMN <GNJ <?HD^@? OC@ .0&,

M@NKJIND=DGDOT <I? B<Q@ OC@ 42# ?@O<DGN JI OC@DM MJG@ DI OC@ H<NN<>M@ <I? CJR OC@T <I?

JOC@MN @S@>PO@? OC@ HDNNDJI <I? RCTo $PMDIB OCDN K@MDJ?p NDS 3@I@B<G@N@ %#/-/'

NJG?D@MN R@M@ <GNJ HPM?@M@? =T .0&, JK@M<ODQ@N DI 6<CPIp ,JA< #JPIOT O@MM<DIo

4C@ M@G<ODJINCDK =@OR@@I )'.5 <I? .02!' R<Np <N OJ =@ @SK@>O@?p O@IN@o ,D=@MD< R<N

@[@>ODQ@GT ?DQD?@? DIOJ BM@<O@M -JIMJQD< <I? 'M@<O@M ,D=@MD< JA #C<MG@N 4<TGJM}N

.02!'o 4CDN ?DQD?@ R<N M@�@IAJM>@? =T OC@ DIOMJ?P>ODJI JA I@R =<IF IJO@N vGD=@MOTw

=T )'.5 OJ >JPIO@M NKDM<GDIB DIZ<ODJI M@NPGODIB AMJH OC@ AJMH@M =<IF IJO@N v**w =@DIB

GJJO@? AMJH >JHH@M>D<G =<IFN <I? >JIO<DI@MN RCD>C R@M@ DI OC@ C<I?N JA R<MGJM?N

DI>GP?DIBp 0MDI>@ *JCINJI RCJ R<N =D^@M <I? <IB@M@? RC@I KJNN@NNDJI JA G<MB@

<HJPION JA OC@ ** =<IF IJO@N >JPG? IJO =@ EPNODY@? AJM RCD>C @S>C<IB@ R<N JAO@I

?@ID@?o !GOCJPBC 4<TGJM >JPIO@M@? OCDN =T AJM=D??DIB <ITJI@ DI BM@<O@M ,D=@MD< OJ PN@

OC@ I@R >PMM@I>Tp DO R<N NJJI >G@<M OC<O OCDN HJQ@ R<N CJK@G@NN <N OC@ I@R >PMM@I>T

DI?@@? OMDPHKC@? DI K<M<GG@G <I? =G<>F H<MF@ONo

/I -<M>C gp aiidp OC@ )'.5 R<N M@KG<>@? =T OC@ YMNO JA OCM@@p ,D=@MD< .<ODJI<G

4M<INDODJI<G 'JQ@MIH@ION v,.4'wo 4C@ )'.5p RCD>C AJM H<IT M@<NJINp ?D? IJO GDQ@

PK OJ @SK@>O<ODJINp C<? GJIB NPMQDQ@? =@TJI? DON H<I?<O@? K@MDJ?p <I? OC@ A<>ODJIN

I@@?@? OJ =@ DI -JIMJQD< <I? B@O DIQJGQ@? ?DM@>OGT DI BJQ@MIH@IO M<OC@M OC<I =T

KMJSD@No -JM@ A<>ODJIN R@M@ AJMH@?p OC@ ,0#p 4C@ #@IOM<G 2@QJGPODJI<MT #JPI>DG JA
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.0&, v#2#�.0&,w JA 4CJH<N 7JR@DTPp 3<HP@G $JFD@ <I? ,<Q@GD 3PKPRJJ?o ,.4'

) JA 0MJA@NNJM $<QD? +KJMH<FKJM B<Q@ R<T OJ ,.4' )) JA <IJOC@M 0MJA@NNJM 7DGOJI

3<IF<RPGJ DI !PBPNO aiie RDOC A<>ODJI G@<?@MN N@MQDIB ?DM@>OGT <N H@H=@MN JA OC@

#JPI>DG JA 3O<O@o &<>ODJI<G YBCODIB RCD>C @MPKO@? DI -JIMJQD< JI !KMDG fp aiifp KMJQ@?

Q@MT ?@NOMP>ODQ@ <N 4<TGJMp +MJH<Cp <I? %#/-/' =<^G@? OJ NP=?P@ AJMH@M 5,)-/�

* ,@<?@Mp 2JJN@Q@GO *JCINJIp DI < KJR@M KG<T =JM?@MDIB JI M@Q@IB@ <I? OC@ BPDN@ JA

@IAJM>DIB OC@ MPG@ JA G<Ro

4C@ JI@ CPI?M@?�?<T YBCODIB R<N IJOJMDJPN AJM DON =GJJ?T DHK<>Op @>JIJHD>

?@Q<NO<ODJI <I? OC@ M@NPGO<IO CPH<IDO<MD<I ?DN<NO@M RDOC JQ@M h`p``` DIO@MI<GGT

?DNKG<>@? K@JKG@ N@@FDIB M@APB@ <O OC@ 53 'M@T 3OJI@ #JHKJPI? DI -<H=< 0JDIOp

-JIMJQD<o 4C@ PIM@NJGQ@? >MJNN�A<>ODJI<G DNNP@N JA +MJH<Cp >JH=DI@? RDOC 4<TGJM}N

KJGDOD><G HDN>CD@Ap <I? HDN><G>PG<ODJI JA *JCINJI}N M@NDNO<I>@p RCD>Cp RC@I >JH=DI@?

RDOC NPKKJMO AMJH OC@ ,0# <I? OC@ M@HI<ION JA !&, NJG?D@MN DI OC@ "4#p KMJQ@? HJNO

AJMHD?<=G@ AJM OC@ =DB ORJ <I? OC@DM <>>JHKGD>@No 4C@ PIOJG? NP[@MDIBp KMJK@MOT

?<H<B@ <I? ?@<OC OJGG ?@Q<NO<O@? -JIMJQD< <I? >JGG<KN@ ,.4' ))o 4CDN R<Np K@MC<KNp

OC@ RJMNO YBCODIB DI OCM@@ T@<MNo $@<OC OJGG R<N CDBC <N <GG >DQDG NJ>D@OT <>ODQDNON DI

-JIMJQD< R@IO PI?@MBMJPI? OJ KMJO@>O OC@HN@GQ@No 4C@ KMDNJI R<N =MJF@I DIOJ <N

I@RNK<K@M J\>@N R@M@ =PMI@?o -JIMJQD< R<N H<NNDQ@GT GJJO@? =T <GG A<>ODJIN <I?

OC@ R<M@CJPN@N <I? J\>@N JA DIO@MI<ODJI<G M@GD@A JMB<IDU<ODJIN <I? OC@ 5. R@M@ IJO

NK<M@?o ! OJO<G JA dhi Q@CD>G@N >JHH<I?@@M@? AMJH OC@ 5. <I? JOC@M <D? <B@I>D@N <O

Q<GP@ KPO <O 53mhob HDGGDJI >JINOM<DIDIB APMOC@M <NNDNO<I>@ OJ < KJKPG<ODJI ?@NK@M<O@GT

DI I@@?o !N %#/-/' <KK@<M@? DGG�KM@K<M@? <I? M@GP>O<IO OJ DIO@MQ@I@?p DIDOD<GGTp

CJNO<B@N R@M@ O<F@I =T OC@ 5,)-/�* A<>ODJI <I? OC@ >DQDGD<IN C<? GD^G@ N@>PMDOT AJM

KMJK@MOT JM GDA@o ,DF@ DI <GG @KDNJ?@N JA OC@ ,D=@MD<I >JIZD>Op >DQDGD<IN R@M@ M@I?@M@?

CJH@G@NNr OC@T GJNO CJH@N <I? KMJK@MOD@Np NP[@M@? CPIB@M <I? ?DN@<N@o %#/-/' =<N@

R<N < NJPM>@ JA M@APB@ AJM <IJOC@M b`p``` >DQDGD<IN RCJ <GNJ NJPBCO M@APB@ DI J\>@N <O

-<H=< 0JDIO DI -JIMJQD<p M@GD@A R<M@CJPN@Np CJNKDO<GNp @O>o

4C@ KMJGDA@M<ODJI JA <MH@? A<>ODJIN JIGT @S<>@M=<O@? OC@ >DQDGD<I NP[@MDIBN <I?

><NP<GOD@No 0MDJM OJ OC@ !KMDG f YBCODIBp <GG A<>ODJIN >JHHD^@? <=PN@N DI>GP?DIB M<K@p

HPM?@Mp GJJODIBp <NN<PGOp OJMOPM@p @O>o 4C@ =PM?@I ><MMD@? =T M@BDJI<G NO<O@N DI CJNODIB

PK OJ g``p``` M@APB@@N AMJH ,D=@MD< =@><H@ <KK<M@IO RC@I OCJPN<I?N JA ,D=@MD<IN

N@@FDIB M@APB@ DI !KMDG <I? -<T JI < KJJMGT @LPDKK@? Q@NN@Gp OC@ ~"PGF #C<GG@IB@�

M@H<DI@? OM<KK@? JI CDBC N@<N <N IJ R@NO !AMD><I >JPIOMT RJPG? <>>@KO OC@ Q@NN@G OJ

?J>F DI OC@DM R<O@MNo 4C@ 53 'JQ@MIH@IO DIO@MQ@I@? <I? 'C<I< @Q@IOP<GGT <>>@KO@?

OC@ <DGDIB M@APB@@Np <GGJRDIB OC@ ?DG<KD?<O@? Q@NN@G OJ ?J>Fo

/I 3@KO@H=@M cp aiifp -<?<H 2POC 3<I?J 0@MMT R<N G<O@M OJ C@<? ,.4' ))) RCD>C

G@? OC@ >JPIOMT OJ G@BDNG<ODQ@ <I? KM@ND?@IOD<G @G@>ODJIN =<N@? JI OC@ @SK@MDH@IO<G

KMJKJMODJI<G M@KM@N@IO<ODJI<G NTNO@Ho #C<MG@N 4<TGJM RJI <I? =@><H@ OC@ baNO

0M@ND?@IO JA ,D=@MD< JI !PBPNO bp aiigo
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ch^h 4<TGJM "@>JH@N 0M@ND?@IO

&<M AMJH =@DIB AM@@ <I? A<DMp <N C<DG@? =T OC@ RJMG?p OC@ *PGT aiig @G@>ODJIN RCD>C

@Q@IOP<GGT N<R 4<TGJM DI OC@ %S@>PODQ@ -<INDJI R<N C@G? <B<DINO OC@ =<>FBMJPI? JA <

?@Q<NO<ODIB !KMDG f R<M EPNO < T@<M =@AJM@o !GNJp OC@N@ @G@>ODJIN R@M@ C@G? JI OC@ C@@GN

JA < R@<MT %#/7!3r JQ@M NK@IO <I? <ISDJPN OJ =@ ?JI@ RDOC OC@ ,D=@MD<I DH=MJBGDJp

<I? < R<I@? KJKPG<ODJI R@<MT JA R<Mp R<N T@<MIDIB AJM K@<>@ <O <GG >JNOo 4<TGJM

GDO@M<GGT OCM@<O@I@? R<M DA C@ R<N IJO @G@>O@? KM@ND?@IOo ~) NKJDG@? DO <I? DO DN ) RCJ RDGG

YS DO�p 4<TGJM RJPG? N<To "DGG =J<M?N ~=@CDI? 4<TGJM GDI@N� DI BM@<O@M ,D=@MD<p 4<TGJM}N

C@G? O@MMDOJMD@Np RCD>C R@M@ IJO <>>@NND=G@ OJ OC@ JKKJNDODJI PIODG =<M@GT HJIOCN OJ OC@

@G@>ODJIN M@<? ~./ '(!.+(!9p ./ ,)"%2)!�o 4C@ A@<M JA RC<O 4<TGJM HDBCO ?J DA

C@ R@M@ OJ GJN@ OC@ @G@>ODJI <KK<M@IOGT KG<T@? < BM@<O MJG@ DI >JINO@MI<ODIB H<IT OJ

QJO@ AJM CDHo 0@MC<KN OC@ =@NO @SKM@NNDJI JA OC@ BMDH K<M<?JS@N OC<O ><O<KPGO@? 4<TGJM

DIOJ KJR@M R<N DI?D><O@? =T OC@ >JHHJI @G@>OJM<G M@I?DODJI =T OC@ O@@HDIB ,D=@MD<I

TJPOCN RCJ NPKKJMO@? 4<TGJMq ~7GM CADD=< EQ E8c 7GM +ADD=< -Q H8c )kDD NGL= >GJ QGMmb

)IIJ>PJPN <N OCDN >PMO NJIB H<T <KK@<Mp DO >G@<MGT NPHH@? PK OC@ >GDH<O@ JA A@<Mp

OM@KD?<ODJI <I? M@NDBI<ODJI OC<O KM@Q<DG@? DI aiig RC@I 4<TGJM M<I AJM OC@ @G@>ODJI OC<O

N<R CDH DIOJ OC@ %S@>PODQ@ -<INDJIo %Q@I OCJPBC DO R<N <IIJPI>@? OC<O 4<TGJM RJI

JQ@M gej JA <GG QJO@N ><NOp OC@ YI<G M@NPGON JA OC@ @G@>ODJIN R@M@ I@Q@M KP=GDNC@?o

ch_h ! .@R 7<Mj ,PM? v -J?@G )INPMB@I>Tj ^\\\ u ^\\_

4C@ M@<GDOT JA =@DIB 0M@ND?@IO JA ,D=@MD< ?D? IJO ?<RI JI 0M@ND?@IO 4<TGJM CDHN@GA @<MGT

@IJPBC OJ @I<=G@ CDH NP>>@@?o )IO@MI<ODJI<G BJJ? RDGG <I? OC@ H@@FI@NN JA CDN K@JKG@

DI NP=HD^DIB OJ CDN I@R NO<OPN <I? <POCJMDOT R@M@ NLP<I?@M@?o (@ H<DIO<DI@? OC@

N<H@ <IOD>N <I? ?DNKJNDODJI JA OC@ R<MGJM? C@ R<N @DBCO T@<MN =@AJM@o )I CDN HDI?N@Op

-JIMJQD< R<N '=<MIB<p <I? C@ ?D? @Q@MTOCDIB OJ M@NPMM@>O <I? M@KM@N@IO OC@ ?@API>O

.0&,p <N OC@ I<ODJI<G <MHT JA ,D=@MD< <I? OC@ N@>PMDOT AJM>@N DI < RCJG@NJH@ H<II@M

OJ OC@ @S>GPNDJI JA JOC@M <MH@? A<>ODJINo 4CDN R<N QD@R@? <N < H<EJM OCM@<O OJ OC@ AM<BDG@

K@<>@o 0@MC<KN OC@ HJNO NDBIDY><IO KP=GD> <>O K@MAJMH@? =T #C<MG@N 4<TGJM RDOCDI OC@

YMNO T@<M JA CDN @G@>ODJI R<N OJ @SK@G %#/-/' OMJJKN AMJH ,D=@MD< DI aiiho (@ >G<DH@?

OCDN R<N OJ @I<=G@ OC@ BJQ@MIH@IO >JIOMJG DON N@>PMDOTo 7DOCJPO ?JP=O DO R<N HJM@ DI

M@Q@IB@ AJM %#/-/'}N NOD[ JKKJNDODJI OJ CDN HDGDO<MT =D? OJ O<F@ JQ@M OC@ M@DIN JA

KJR@M DI ,D=@MD< =T AJM>@ JA <MHNo %S�>JHH<I?@MN JA OC@ .0&, R@M@ BDQ@I K@MHDNNDJI

=T OC@ BJQ@MIH@IO OJ JK@M<O@ KMDQ<O@ N@>PMDOT JPOYON AJM CDM@ =T OC@ KMDQ<O@ N@>OJM

=PNDI@NN@N OJ BP<M<IO@@ OC@DM N@>PMDOTo 2@KJMON JA @SOJMODJIp C<M<NNH@IO <I? B@I@M<G

G<RG@NNI@NN =T OC@N@ KMDQ<O@ N@>PMDOT <B@ION <I? BJQ@MIH@IO K@MNJII@G R@M@

>JHHJIGT C@<M? RDOCJPO M@?M@NNo

4C@N@ DIDOD<G <>ON =MJPBCO OC@ 4<TGJM M@BDH@ PI?@M DHH@IN@ KM@NNPM@ <I? >C<GG@IB@N

OJ DON <POCJMDOT AMJH DIO@MI<ODJI<Gp M@BDJI<G <I? ?JH@NOD> AJM>@No ! N@MD@N JA
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BJQ@MIH@IO<G <>ODJIN =@><H@ KJMO@I? JA GJJHDIB >JIZD>O JI < I<ODJI<G N><G@o

)HH@?D<O@GT KM@>@?DIB OC@ @G@>ODJIN <I <^@HKO OJ FDGG 4<TGJM A<DG@?o 4<TGJM M<?DJ <GNJ

>G<DH@? OC<O ,0# <I? 5,)-/ * R@M@ KG<IIDIB OJ R<B@ <IJOC@M R<M NCJPG? 4<TGJM RDI

OC@ @G@>ODJINo 0M@ND?@IO 4<TGJM}N 0JGD>@ $DM@>OJM}N KP=GD> ?DNKG<T JA =MPO@ AJM>@ <B<DINO

<MH@? MJ==@MN <I? EJPMI<GDNO DI>GP?DIBp 0CDGGDK 7@NN@C JA OC@ )ILPDM@M .@RNK<K@Mp

R<N PIR@G>JHDIBr <I JKKJNDODJI H@H=@M JA K<MGD<H@IOp 3<HP@G *JCINJIp R<N

RCDKK@? =T 4<TGJM}N 6D>@ 0M@ND?@IO N@>PMDOT AJM>@No /I bg .JQ@H=@M aiig JKKJNDODJI

H@H=@M 3<HP@G $JFD@ <I? A<HDGT R@M@ FDGG@? =T 4<TGJM}N 333 K@MNJII@G <I? OC@DM

>C<MM@? M@H<DIN R@M@ G<O@M ?DN>JQ@M@?o )I -<M>C aiih 2JJN@Q@GO *JCINJI >JHKG<DI@?

OC<O 4<TGJM}N 333 AJM>@N H<?@ <^@HKON JI CDN CJH@ HJM@ OC<I JI>@o 4<TGJM ?D? IJOCDIBo

"T !KMDG aiih OC@ KJGDOD><G >GDH<O@ DI ,D=@MD< =@><H@ O@IN@ ?P@ OJ < NOMDIB JA @SOM<

EP?D>D<G FDGGDIBN <I? 4<TGJM}N DIO@IODJIN OJ >JIOMJG OC@ N@>PMDOT AJM>@N DI H<II@M <I?

AJMH >JIOM<MT OJ OC@ !=PE< !>>JM? OC<O @I?@? OC@ >DQDG R<Mo 4C@M@ R<N < >M<>F?JRI JI

OC@ KM@NN <I? H<NN H@?D<p <I? JOC@M >DQDG NJ>D@OT <>ODQDNONp RCDG@ 4<TGJM M@APN@? OJ

>JJK@M<O@ RDOC %#/-/' DI ?@HJ=DGDUDIB <KKMJSDH<O@GT cep``` @S�>JH=<O<IONo

)INO@<?p 4<TGJM M@�<MH@? <I? M@DIO@BM<O@? H<IT JA CDN @S�>JH=<O<ION DIOJ OC@ !&,

RDOCJPO DI>JMKJM<ODIB H@H=@MN AMJH JOC@M <MH@? A<>ODJINo 7DOCJPO APMOC@M OM<DIDIBp

OC@T KM@T@? JI OC@ >DQDGD<I KJKPG<ODJI G@<?DIB OJ <I DI>M@<N@ DI QDJG@IO >MDH@N

OCMJPBCJPO OC@ >JPIOMT <N OC@ JKKJNDIB ,52$ AJM>@N GPMF@? JIq

<w .JQ@H=@M bhp aiig OC@ HPM?@M JA 3<HP@G $JFD@ <I? CDN A<HDGTr

=w $@>@H=@M afp aiig OC@ HPM?@M JA $<ID@G .T@IF<I =J?T AJPI? JI AM@@R<Tr

>w !KMDG aihh -<NN BM<Q@ ?DN>JQ@M@? DI ;JMUJMp ,JA< #JPIOTr

?w *PGT a`p aihh !=?P>ODJI <I? HPM?@M JA .JR<D &GJHJp < KMJHDI@IO H<MF@O

RJH<I R<N O<F@I <R<T =T IDI@ H@H=@MN JA OC@ 333r

@w 3@KO@H=@M ahp aiih !^<>F JI 2JJN@Q@GO *JCINJI ec OJ a`` K@MNJIN GJNO OC@DM

GDQ@Nr

Aw 3@KO@H=@M aip aiih ape`` >DQDGD<IN @S@>PO@? DI OC@ <AO@MH<OC JA OC@

3@KO@H=@M ahr

Bw 3@KO@H=@M aip aiih HPM?@M JA ac +M<CI DI?DQD?P<GN JI 3>CD@]DI CDBC R<Tr

Cw !PBPNO a`p aiii H<NN<>M@ JA be 1P<M?P�'=JID DI?DQD?P<GN DI .@F@=JUPp

,JA< #JPIOTr

Dw 3@KO@H=@M bp aiii NJH@ be K@MNJIN H<NN<>M@? DI <B<DI DI .@F@=JUPp ,JA<
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#JPIOTr

Ew *<IP<MT b``` ah -<I?DIBJ@N H<NN<>M@? DI "<RJI 4JRIp ;JMUJMp ,JA<

#JPIOTr

Fw *<IP<MT b``` bf PI<MH@? >DQDGD<IN FDGG@? JI <GG@B<ODJI JA =@DIB ,52$

NPKKJMO@MN DI '=<Cp "JHD #JPIOTr

Gw *<IP<MT b``` NPHH<MT @S@>PODJI JA a`` K@MNJIN JI !45 '=<MO<G< 4M<DIDIB

"<N@ r

Hw 4<TGJM NR@@K JA OC@ CPH<I MDBCON >JHHPIDOT <MM@NODIB EJPMI<GDNO (<NN<I

"DGDOT r CPH<I MDBCON <>ODQDNO !GJTNDJPN 4J@p "G<HJ 3D@C <I? YQ@ JOC@MNr <I?

JI !KMDG bdp b``b CPH<I MDBCON G<RT@M 4D<R<I 'JIBGJ@ R<N <MM@NO@? JI

NKPMDJPN >C<MB@N <I? N@Q@M@GT =@<O@I <I? OJMOPM@? DI KMDNJIr <I?

Iw *PI@ dp b``c *JCI 9JMHD@ <I? )N<<> 6<T@ HPM?@M@? =T "@IE<HDI 9@<O@I

5I?@M OC@N@ O@IN@ >JI?DODJINp 2JJN@Q@GO *JCINJI @IO@M@? OC@ >JPIOMT N@>M@OGT RDOC OC@

<D? JA %#/-/' DI &M@@ 4JRI <I? -JIMJQD<o 4<TGJM =@><H@ AM<IOD> <I? DI>M@<N@?

KM@NNPM@N JI 2JJN@Q@GO *JCINJI RC@I OC@ G<^@M ?@>GDI@? OC@ ><GGN <I? JQ@MOPM@N JA

0M@ND?@IO 4<TGJMo /I 3@KO@H=@M ahp aiihp C@ R<N <^<>F@? =T >JH=DI@? AJM>@N JA

NK@>D<GDU@? BJQ@MIH@IO N@>PMDOT JPOYON OJ ~ZPNC� 2JJN@Q@GO *JCINJI <I? CDN AJGGJR@MN

JPO JA #<HK *JCINJI 2J<?o 2JJN@Q@GO *JCINJI M<I OJ OC@ 53 %H=<NNT <I? R<N ZJRI

JPO JA ,D=@MD<o 3@Q@M<G JA CDN +M<CI AJGGJR@MN <I? FDINH@I R@M@ <MM@NO@?p >C<MB@? RDOC

OM@<NJI <I? NP=N@LP@IOGT >JIQD>O@? <I? N@IO@I>@? OJ O@I T@<MN DHKMDNJIH@IOo 4C@

3PKM@H@ #JPMOp OC@ 'GJMD< 3>J^ "@I>Cp JI <KK@<G AMJH OC@ ?@A@I?<ION NPNO<DI@? OC@

>JIQD>ODJINp <I? DI < =DU<MM@ R<Tp DI>M@<N@? OC@ N@IO@I>@No 4<TGJM R<N B@I@MJPN DI OC@

PN@ JA @S@>PODQ@ >G@H@I>To ! ?@>GDIDIB NO<O@ JA DIN@>PMDOT G@? OJ DIZ<ODJI DI OC@ >DOT

<I? <??DODJI<G C<M?NCDK JI JM?DI<MT K@JKG@o 4<TGJM JI OC@ JOC@M C<I? KMJQ@? @Q@I

HJM@ AM<IOD> <I? K<M<IJD<o (@ M@NCP]@? CDN ><=DI@O ORD>@ RDOCJPO @SKG<I<ODJIo )I G<O@

&@=MP<MT aiii C@ YM@? CDN HDIDNO@MN JA YI<I>@p NO<O@ AJM KM@ND?@IOD<G <[<DMN <I? G<I?Np

HDI@N <I? @I@MBTo

4<TGJM R<N F@@I OJ HDIDHDUDIB JM @GDHDI<ODIB <GG >C<GG@IB@N OJ CDN <POCJMDOTo !^<>FN

JI >DQDG NJ>D@OT <I? OC@ KPMBDIB JA CDN ><=DI@O R@M@ >JHHJI KG<>@ <>ODJIN JA OC@

0M@ND?@IOo /I &@=MP<MT bbp b``bp OC@ $DM@>OJM JA OC@ #<OCJGD> *PNOD>@ <I? 0@<>@

#JHHDNNDJIp #GGMo &M<I>@N *JCINJI -JMMDNp R<N <MM@NO@? <O C@M J\>@N <I? DHKMDNJI@?

DI < >MDHDI<G H<G@ >@GG =T 0JGD>@ $DM@>OJMp 0<PG %o -PG=<Cp PI?@M OC@ BPDN@ JA ~HDNO<F@I

D?@IODOT�p RCDG@ 4<TGJM R<N KMJNOM<ODIB <O < ~,D=@MD< &JM *@NPN� KP=GD> M<GGTp

NPMM@I?@MDIB ,D=@MD< OJ OC@ ,JM? <I? 3<QDJM *@NPN #CMDNOo (@ <POCJMDU@? CDN 0JGD>@

$DM@>OJMp OJ >GJN@ ?JRI ORJ KMDQ<O@ M<?DJ NO<ODJINp 2<?DJ 6@MDO<Np JA OC@ #<OCJGD> #CPM>C
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<I? 3O<M 2<?DJp AJM M@KJMODIB OC<O C@ R<N OM<DIDIB 3D@MM< ,@JI@ 25& YBCO@MN JI CDN

'=<MO<G< OM<DIDIB =<N@o (@ N<D? OCJN@ ORJ NO<ODJIN RDGG I@Q@M N@@ OC@ GDBCO JA ?<T <B<DIo

"JOC NO<ODJIN <M@ IJR JK@M<ODJI<Go 4<TGJM <GNJ ><H@ PI?@M F@@I DIO@MI<ODJI<G NKJOGDBCOo

#CDI< =MJF@ M@G<ODJIN RDOC ,D=@MD< AJM DON ORJ >CDI< KJGD>T <I? OC@ )-& N>JG?@? 4<TGJM

AJM PIDG<O@M<GGT DI < IJI�OM<INK<M@IO R<T <R<M?DIB ~<GG KM@QDJPNGT PI<GGJ><O@? HDI@M<G

M@NJPM>@N MDBCON� DI ,D=@MD< OJ < EJDIO Q@IOPM@ JA !H<GD< 'MJPK JA 3JPOC !AMD>< <I? OC@

,D=@MD<I BJQ@MIH@IO FIJRI <N ,D=@MD< 2@NJPM>@N #JMKJM<ODJI v,D=@MN>Jwo 4<TGJM

NP>>PH=@?o .J NJJI@M < ?DN<BM@@H@IO <MJN@ =@OR@@I 0M@ND?@IO 4<TGJM <I? %#/-/'

#JHH<I?@M 6D>OJM -<GP JQ@M 4<TGJM}N NOM<O@BT AJM M@>JINOMP>ODIB OC@ <MHTo -<GP

<MBP@? OC<O PI?@M OC@ K@<>@ <>>JM? DO R<N OC@ M@NKJIND=DGDOT JA %#/-/' OJ =PDG? OC@

I@R <MHT DI <I JK@I <I? OM<INK<M@IO H<II@Mo 4<TGJM ?DN<BM@@?p >DODIB NJQ@M@DBIOT

<I? %S@>PODQ@ <POCJMDOT JA CDN OJ M<DN@ OC@ <MHTo %#/-/' RDOC?M@R AMJH ,D=@MD<

<I? OC@ DIO@MI<ODJI<G >JHHPIDOT KJDIO@? JPO 4<TGJM}N NPKKJMO AJM 25& <I?

<?HJIDNC@? CDH OJ ?@NDNOo 4<TGJM ?@ID@? OC@ <GG@B<ODJIN <I? ><GG@? AJM KMJJA @Q@I

OCJPBC DO R<N KP=GD> FIJRG@?B@ OC<O 25& JK@M<ODQ@Np DI>GP?DIB 3<H ~-JNLPDOJ�

"J>F<MD@p C<? AM@@ HJQ@H@ION DI <I? JPO JA ,D=@MD< <I? R@M@ GDO@M<GGT JK@M<ODIB <I?

GDQDIB DI ,D=@MD<o 4C@ NPNKD>DJI JA OC@ 7@NO !AMD><I NP= M@BDJIp @NK@>D<GGT 'PDI@<p 3D@MM<

,@JI@ <I? )QJMT #J<NO R<N OC<O OC@ <MHN AJM�DGGD>DO ?D<HJI?N OM<?@ =@OR@@I 4<TGJM <I?

OC@ 25& >JPG? APMOC@M ?@NO<=DGDU@ OC@ NP= M@BDJIo 4<TGJM}N DIOM<INDB@I>@ G@? OJ OC@

DHKJNDODJI JA H<I?<OJMT N<I>ODJIN JI ,D=@MD< <I? DI?DQD?P<GN DIQJGQ@? DI OC@ DGGD>DO

<MHN <I? ?D<HJI? OM<?@p DI>GP?DIB >GJN@ <NNJ>D<O@N JA OC@ KM@ND?@IO RCJ NOJJ? OJ

=@I@YO AMJH OC@ DGGD>DO ?@<GDIBN DIQJGQDIB OC@ @SKGJDO<ODJI JA ,D=@MD<}N I<OPM<G M@NJPM>@No

4<TGJM}N MPG@ NDBI<G@? OC@ >JIODIP<ODJI JA <POCJMDO<MD<I MPG@ DI ,D=@MD< G@<QDIB =@CDI?

< G@B<>T JA KJJM BJQ@MI<I>@p <?HDIDNOM<ODQ@ H<GA@<N<I>@p >JMMPKODJIp DIODHD?<ODJI <I?

DIOJG@M<I>@ JA JKKJNDODJIp OCM@<ONp OJMOPM@p O@MMJMDNOD> <>ON <B<DINO OC@ KJKPG<ODJI <I?

NPHH<MT @S@>PODJIN M@HDIDN>@I>@ JA CDN KM@?@>@NNJMp 0M@ND?@IO 3<HP@G + $J@o

ch_h]h 4C@ ,52$ <I? -/$%, )INPMM@>ODJIN

4<TGJM}N <IOD>N >JIODIP@? <N KM@ND?@IOo (DN M@KM@NNDQ@ KJGD>D@N <O CJH@p <I? OC@

>JIODIP@? NPKKJMO AJM M@=@GN DI I@DBC=JMDIB >JPIOMD@Np NJJI <^M<>O@? OJ CDH <MH@?

JKKJNDODJI AMJH RDOCJPOo )I aiiip DI>PMNDJIN <I? NFDMHDNC@N <GJIB OC@ ,D=@MD<I

>JHHJI =JM?@M RDOC 'PDI@< >JIODIP@?o .JO PIODG b``` OC<O OC@ ,D=@MD<IN 5IDO@? AJM

2@>JI>DGD<ODJI <I? $@HJ>M<>T v,52$wp < M@=@G BMJPK OC<O C<? OC@ NPKKJMO JA 3D@MM<

,@JI@p 'PDI@< <I? OC@ 53p =@B<I <^<>FDIB OC@ BJQ@MIH@IO JA 4<TGJM RDOC 53 H<?@

R@<KJIMTo ,52$ HJPIO@? N@Q@M<G ?@<?GT <^<>FN AMJH OC@ IJMOCR@NO@MI AMJIO <I?

R<N EJDI@?p DI b``cp =T OC@ -JQ@H@IO AJM $@HJ>M<>T DI ,D=@MD< v-/$%,wp AMJH OC@

NJPOC@<NO@MI AMJIOo 4C@N@ ORJ M@=@G BMJPKN NO<B@? < N@MD@N JA NPNO<DI@? <^<>FN AMJH

=JOC AMJION <B<DINO OC@ 4<TGJM BJQ@MIH@IO <I? DINDNO@? OC<O OC@ KM@ND?@IO NCJPG? NO@K

?JRI AMJH OC@ KM@ND?@I>To
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4C@M@ R<N < K<^@MI JA ><GGJPN <=PN@ <I? <=<I?JIH@IO JA OC@ MDBCON JA >DQDGD<I

KJKPG<ODJI >JIODIP@?o 2@KMDN<G FDGGDIBN JI <GG ND?@Np ?@><KDO<ODJI <I? ?DN@H=JR@GH@IO

DI OC@ IJMOCR@NO@MI >JMMD?JM JA ,JA< <I? "JHD #JPIOD@N R@M@ >JHHJI <N OC@ ,52$

AJM>@N <I? 'JQ@MIH@IO HDGDOD< DIZD>O@? PIOJG? NP[@MDIBN <I? FDGGDIBN JI OC@ DIIJ>@IO

KJKPG<ODJIo "G<>F 3<OPM?<T DI ,JA< <I? OC@ -<C@M =MD?B@ H<NN<>M@ DI "JHDp R@M@

KMJHDI@IO A@<OPM@N JA OCDN I@R R<Mo !O -<C@M "MD?B@p DI "JHD #JPIOTp CPI?M@?N R@M@

GJ<?@? DI KD>F�PK =<>FN AJM ~OM<INKJMO OJ -JIMJQD<� =PO R@M@ ?PHK@? DI OC@ MDQ@M AJM

=@DIB ~NPKKJMO@MN JA ,52$� =T "@IE<HDI 9@<O@I <I? 2JG<I? $PJo "G<>F 3<OPM?<T DI

,JA< #JPIOT N<R ,52$ H<NNDQ@GT FDGGDIB M@ND?@ION JA 6JDIE<H< #DOT <O RCD>C ODH@

OC@ YBCO@MN >JHK@GG@? < G<?T OJ ><MMT <MJPI? DI < RC@@G =<MMJR OC@ HPODG<O@? M@H<DIN

JA C@M >CDG?M@Ip NDNO@M <I? CPN=<I?p <N H@<O JI N<G@ <I?p OC@ GJ><G KJKPG<ODJI R<N

>JHK@GG@? OJ <GNJ KPM>C<N@ OC@Ho ,52$ YBCO@MN M@O<DI@? OC@ KMJ>@@?No 4C@ <OMJ>DOD@N

DI>GP?@? NC@GGDIB JA KJKPG<ODJI >@IO@MNp @NK@>D<GGT DI -JIMJQD<p RDOC HJMO<M MJPI?N

PIM@G@IODIBGT YM@? =T ,52$o ,D=@MD<IN EJFDIBGT M@A@M OJ OC<O @SK@MD@I>@ <N ~HJM@

HJMO<M� HJ>FDIB OC@ 'PDI@<I RCJ JK@M<O@? OC@ @LPDKH@IO <I? OC@ JIGT %IBGDNC C@ DN

HJ>F@? OJ C<Q@ NKJF@I R<N ~HJM@ HJMO<M�o

)I ?@HJINOM<ODIB 'PDI@<}N NPKKJMO AJM ,52$ C@ DN N>JMI@? <N <NFDIB H@H=@MN JA CDN

PIDOp KM@NPH<=GT 'PDI@<INq ~TJPM HJOC@M OC@M@t ! >CJMPN ~./�r 9JPM A<OC@M OC@M@t

~./�u 4C@I ~HJM@ HJMO<M�o 7C<O =@><H@ FIJRI <N ~7JMG? 7<M )p )) n )))�p M@A@MMDIB

OJ ,52$}N NOMDF@p M@OM@<O <I? NOM<O@BD> <^<>FN JI -JIMJQD<p M@QDNDO@? OC@ CJMMJMN <I?

K@MN@>PODJI JA OC@ K<NO JI OC@ >DQDGD<I KJKPG<ODJI DI IJ G@NN H@<NPM@o %S>@KO AJM

-/$%,p RCD>C DINOMP>O@? DON HDGDOD<N OJ JIGT GJJO <I? IJO FDGG JM M<K@p <N < >JIOMJG

H@<NPM@p <OMJ>DOD@N R@M@ HDIDHDU@? RDOC GJJODIB <N OC@ C<GGH<MF JA DON @IB<B@H@ION DI

OC@ NJPOC@<NO@MI <I? >@IOM<G M@BDJIN JA ,D=@MD<o 4C@ N><G@ JA ?@NOMP>ODJI <I? =MPO<GDOTp

<I? OC@ CPH<IDO<MD<I ><O<NOMJKC@ GJJHDIB JQ@MC@<?p CJR@Q@Mp >JHK@GG@? < APGG

DIQJGQ@H@IO JA OC@ DIO@MI<ODJI<G >JHHPIDOT� 5.p !5p 53!p <I? %5 � DI >JJM?DI<ODJI

RDOC %#/7!3 � OJ NOJK OC@ R<Mo 4C@ )IO@MI<ODJI<G #JIO<>O 'MJPK JI ,D=@MD< v)#',w

R<N >M@<O@? OJ ?J EPNO OC<Oo 0M@ND?@IO #C<MG@N 4<TGJMp =@G@<BP@M@? <I? @H=<^G@?

RDOCJPO NJPM>@N JA AM@NC NPKKGD@N JA R@<KJINp <I? NG<KK@? RDOC < R<M >MDH@N

DI?D>OH@IO <I? OC@ PI<IDHDOT JA OC@ DIO@MI<ODJI<G >JHHPIDOT G@? =T 53 0M@ND?@IO

"PNCp *M OC<O C@ HPNO G@<Q@p NO@KK@? ?JRI <N 0M@ND?@IO JA ,D=@MD< <I? R@IO OJ .DB@MD<

OJ >JHH@I>@ < I@R GDA@ JA PI>@MO<DIOT DI @SDG@o )I <GG JA OC@N@ CJNODGDOD@Np OC@ NP[@MDIB

<I? K@MN@>PODJI JA OC@ GJ><G KJKPG<ODJI R<N <GR<TN H@M>DG@NNo %>JIJHD> C<M?NCDKp

MDNDIB PI@HKGJTH@IO <I? DIZ<ODJIp A<HDGT =M@<F PK JM ?DNKG<>@H@IO DHKJN@? APMOC@M

NOM<DIN JI A<HDGD<G M@G<ODJINCDKN RDOC ?@Q<NO<ODIB DHK<>O JI >CDG?M@Ip TJPIB BDMGN <I?

RJH@Io %?P><ODJI JKKJMOPIDOD@N R@M@ GJNO JM ?DHDIDNC@? <N N>CJJG >GJNPM@N H@<IO GJNN

JA A@@N <GM@<?T K<D? <I? NCJMO<B@ JA @NN@IOD<G >JHHJ?DOD@N G@? OJ KMD>@ CDF@N <I? <

?@>GDIDIB GDQDIB NO<I?<M?o

4CMJPBCJPO OC@ >JIZD>O K@MDJ?p OC@ OM<?DODJI<G MJG@N JA RJH@I NCDAO@? M@H<MF<=GT OJ

=@DIB H<EJM =M@<?�RDII@MNo -@I R@M@ OC@ I<OPM<G O<MB@ON JA <?Q<I>DIBp J>>PKTDIB JM
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M@NDNODIB <MH@? A<>ODJIN <I?p R@M@ OC@M@AJM@ DI CD?DIB <GG OC@ ODH@o 7JH@I C<? OJ NO@K

DIr K@MAJMHDIB CJPN@CJG? >CJM@Np N@GGDIB JM OM<?DIB DI >JINPH<=G@ DO@HN <>MJNN

A<>ODJI<G GDI@Np KMJQD?DIB AJJ?p N@>PMDIB NC@GO@Mp H@?D><G I@@?N <I? >GJOCDIB AJM A<HDGT

H@H=@MNp H<DIO<DIDIB OC@ A<MHp =@<MDIB >CDG?M@I <I? >JJFDIB AJM OC@ A<HDGT DI OC@

HD?NO JA R<Mp QDJG@I>@ <I? H<NNDQ@ <OMJ>DOD@N <B<DINO OC@ PINPNK@>ODIB B@I@M<G

KJKPG<ODJIo 4CDNp IJO JIGT G@? OJp =PO DI>M@<N@? OC@DM QPGI@M<=DGDOT <I? @SKJN@? OC@H

OJ <GG H<II@MN JA QDJG@I>@ <I? <=PN@o 4C@T R@M@ ><PBCO PK DI <I DIOM<>O<=G@ NO<O@ JA

QD>ODHDU<ODJI OC<O ?@CPH<IDU@? OC@H <I? NJPBCO OJ ?@KMDQ@ OC@H JA OC@DM

RJH<ICJJ?r DI H<IT ><N@N OC@ K@MK@OM<OJMN NP>>@@?@?o

4C@T R@M@ <=?P>O@? <I? <>>PN@? JA =@DIB @I@HT NKD@N JI @NKDJI<B@ HDNNDJIN =@><PN@

OC@T ?<M@? Q@IOPM@ JPO RC@I IJ JI@ ?<M@? OJr OC@T R@M@ M<K@?p <I? >JHK@GG@? OJ =@

CJPN@ JM =PNC RDQ@N AJM OC@ <MH@? H@I <I? RJPG? =@ <>>PN@? JA NPKKJMODIB ~M@=@GN�

JA OC@ JKKJNDIB A<>ODJIr OC@T R@M@ <GNJ <>>PN@? JA =@DIB @I@HD@N AJM >JJFDIB AJM <I?

N@MQDIB OC@ ~@I@HT� RCDG@ DI ><KODQDOT <N N@MQ<IONp NG<Q@N <I? ~DIY?@GN� JM ~F<]D�o

4C@T R@M@ M@E@>O@? =T OC@DM JRI RC@I GD=@M<O@? AMJH ><KODQDOT <I? M@OPMI@? CJH@r

CPN=<I?Np >CDG?M@I <I? M@G<ODQ@N R@M@ >JI?@N>@I?DIB <I? NPNKD>DJPNr G<>FDIB DI N@GA�

<>OP<GDU<ODJI <I? GJR HJM<G@ <AO@M T@<MN JA <=PN@ <I? < N@IN@ JA DIA@MDJMDOTp =@BBDIB

<I? KMJNODOPODJI =@>JH@ DI>JIQ@ID@IO M@<GDOD@Nr >CDG?M@I =@BJ^@I JA OC@N@ DGGD>DO

M@G<ODJINCDKN � ~M@=@G =<=T�p ~%#/-/' >CDG?M@I�p ~/4# #CDG?M@I�p ~=<NO<M?N�p

~JMKC<IN�p ~>CDG? RDOCJPO =<>F JM AMJIO�p R@M@ JNOM<>DU@? QD>ODHN JA NO@M@JOTKDIBp

NODBH< <I? < K@MA@>O O<MB@O AJM M@>MPDOH@IO DIOJ < H<M<P?DIB <MH@? B<IBo ! QD>DJPN

>T>G@ JA ?@=<N@H@IOp QDJG@I>@p >MDH@ <I? CPH<I MDBCON QDJG<ODJIN >JIODIP@? RDOCJPO

IJOD>@p NPNK@>ON JM <>FIJRG@?B@H@IO <I? <>>JPIO<=DGDOTo

/I d *PI@ b``cp OC@ #CD@A 0MJN@>POJM JA OC@ 3K@>D<G #JPMO AJM 3D@MM< ,@JI@ DNNP@? <

KM@NN NO<O@H@IO <IIJPI>DIB OC@ JK@IDIB JA < N@<G@? DI?D>OH@IO JA ,D=@MD<I 0M@ND?@IO

#C<MG@N 4<TGJM AJM ~=@<MDIB OC@ BM@<O@NO M@NKJIND=DGDOT� AJM <OMJ>DOD@N DI 3D@MM< ,@JI@

NDI>@ .JQ@H=@M aiifo 4CDN ?@Q@GJKH@IO @S>GP?@? #C<MG@N 4<TGJM AMJH <IT JOC@M

APOPM@ MJG@ DI OC@ K@<>@ I@BJOD<ODJI KMJ>@NN <N <I DI?D>O@@ AJM R<M >MDH@No /I *PI@ ahp

b``cp OC@ !>>M< #@<N@YM@ !BM@@H@IO R<N NDBI@? =T OC@ 'JQ@MIH@IO JA ,D=@MD< v'/,wp

,52$ <I? -/$%,o

)O R<N IJO PIODGp <IJOC@M ORJ HJIOCNp <AO@M H<NNDQ@ KMJO@NON AMJH ,D=@MD<I RJH@Ip

RCJ NOJMH@? OC@ >JIA@M@I>@ RDOCJPO =@DIB DIQDO@?p <I? OC@ DHK<OD@I>@ JA OC@ CJNO

>JPIOMT <I? OC@ )#',p OC<O JI !PBPNO ahp b``cp OC@ !>>M< #JHKM@C@INDQ@ 0@<>@

!BM@@H@IO v#0!w R<N NDBI@?r H<MFDIB OC@ >@NN<ODJI JA CJNODGDOD@N DI OC@ I@<MGT ae T@<MN

JA >DQDG R<Mo !K<MO AMJH OC@ #0! H<FDIB KMJQDNDJIN AJM OC@ I@R BJQ@MIH@IO <AO@M OC@

@SK@>O@? ?@K<MOPM@ JA #C<MG@N 4<TGJM AMJH ,D=@MD<p OC@ <BM@@H@IO <GNJ KMJQD?@?p AJM OC@

YMNO ODH@p <>>JPIO<=DGDOT H@>C<IDNH DI OC@ >M@<ODJI JA OC@ 4MPOC <I? 2@>JI>DGD<ODJI

#JHHDNNDJI v42#w AJM ,D=@MD<p DI <I <^@HKO OJ KMJQD?@ OC@ JKKJMOPIDOT AJM ,D=@MD<IN

OJ >JIAMJIO OC@ G@B<>D@N JA OC@DM ?D\>PGO K<NOo
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4C@ ,D=@MD<I >DQDG R<M RJPG? =@NO =@ M@H@H=@M@? AJM < GJIB ODH@ OJ >JH@p IJO NDHKGT

AJM OC@ N@Q@M<G OCJPN<I?N JA GDQ@N DO >G<DH@? � RCD>C RDGG NPM@GT M@H<DI JI@ JA OC@

NJM?D? KJDION JA OC@ >JPIOMT}N >C@>F@M@? CDNOJMT � =PO AJM OC@ ><MI<B@ <I? OC@ NC@@M

=MPO<GDOT OC<O >C<M<>O@MDU@? OC@ R<Mo 4C@ CJMMJMN JA OC@ ,D=@MD<I R<M R@M@ <=CJMM@IO OJ

OC@ N@IND=DGDOD@N JA <GG <I? DIOJG@M<=G@ <N >JGG<O@M<G JM DI@QDO<=G@ >JIN@LP@I>@ JA R<Mo

!>>JM?DIB OJ 3O@KC@I %GGDNp ~OC@ ,D=@MD<I >JIZD>O OJKK@? <I? NPMK<NN@? <GG JOC@M R<MN

DI AJMH <I? >C<M<>O@Mp DI DIO@INDOTp DI ?@KM<QDOTp DI N<Q<B@MTp DI =<M=<MDNH <I? DI

CJMMJM�o

ch`h 4C@ #0! <I? )IO@MI<ODJI<G %YJMON OJ 2@NOJM@ ,<NODIB 0@<>@

4C@ KPNC AJM < K@<>@ >JIA@M@I>@ DI b``c ><H@ AMJH >DQDG NJ>D@OTp OC@ G@<?@MNCDK JA OC@

)IO@M�2@GDBDJPN #JPI>DG JA ,D=@MD< RCD>C C@G? N@Q@M<G H@@ODIBN RDOC @<>C JA OC@ M@=@G

A<>ODJINp DI>GP?DIB 0M@ND?@IO #C<MG@N 4<TGJM CDHN@GAo ! N@K<M<O@ DIDOD<ODQ@ =T G@<?DIB

KJGDOD><G <I? >DQDG NJ>D@OT G@<?@MNp FIJRI <N OC@ ,D=@MD< ,@<?@MNCDK &JMPHi H@O DI b``b

<I? ><GG@? AJM < K@<>@ >JIA@M@I>@ DI b``co %#/7!3 <GNJ >JIODIP@? OJ KPNC AJM OC@

KJNND=DGDOT JA O<GFNo !GG K<MOD@N OJ OC@ ,D=@MD<I M<BDIB >JIAGD>O >JIQ@I@? DI !>>M<p 'C<I<

AJM K@<>@ O<GFN <GJIB RDOC M@KM@N@IO<ODQ@N JA N@G@>O >DQDG NJ>D@OT DINODOPODJINr OC@ KJGDOD><G

K<MOD@N <I? 4C@ )IO@M�2@GDBDJPN #JPI>DG R@M@ C@<QDGT M@KM@N@IO@?o 4<TGJM}N N@<G@?

DI?D>OH@IO <O OC@ 5.p 53! <I? 'M@<O "MDO<DI =<>F@? 3K@>D<G #JPMO AJM 3D@MM< ,@JI@

R<N PIN@<G@? JI *PI@ dp b``cr >C<MBDIB 0M@ND?@IO 4<TGJM RDOC N@Q@M<G >JPION JA R<M

>MDH@N <I? >MDH@N <B<DINO CPH<IDOT AJM CDN NPKKJMO <I? >JHKGD>DOT RDOC OC@ 25& JA

3D@MM< ,@JI@o 0M@ND?@IO #C<MG@N 4<TGJM C<? OJ AG@@ OC@ 2@KP=GD> JA 'C<I< <I? M@HJQ@

CDHN@GA AMJH APMOC@M K<MOD>DK<ODJI DI OC@ K@<>@ >JIA@M@I>@o !N <I DI?D>O@@p CDN APOPM@

MJG@ DI ,D=@MD<I KJGDOD>N R<N @SODIBPDNC@? <I? CDN KMJOVBVN C<? OJ >JIODIP@

M@KM@N@IO<ODJI JA '/, <O OC@ O<GFNo

"<>F CJH@p RJM? JA CDN DHHDI@IO <MM@NO DI 'C<I< M@Q@M=@M<O@? DI ,D=@MD<p RDOC CDN

NPKKJMO@MN G@? =T OC@ ?M@<?@? <I? HPM?@MJPN "@IE<HDI 9@<O@I OCM@<O@IDIB ~HDGDO<MT

QD=M<ODJI�p NCJPG? 4<TGJM =@ <MM@NO@?o ,D=@MD<IN <I? 'C<I<D<I I<ODJI<GNp RDOC AM@NC

H@HJMD@N JA OC@ .0&, HJ?PN JA DI?DN>MDHDI<O@ M@KMDN<G FDGGDIBN ?PMDIB OC@ IDI@OD@N DI

RCD>C >DODU@IN JA 7@NO !AMD><I >JPIOMD@N >JIOMD=PODIB OMJJKN OJ %#/-/' R@M@ ?DM@>OGT

O<MB@O@? <I? FDGG@?p =@><H@ PI@<NTo #<GH M@OPMI@? OJ -JIMJQD< RC@I OC@ 'C<I<D<I

<POCJMDOD@N M@APN@? OJ CJIJM OC@ DI?D>OH@IO <I? K@MHD^@? 0M@ND?@IO 4<TGJMp DON BP@NOp

OJ M@OPMI CJH@ OJ ,D=@MD<o

4C@ YBCODIB DI NOM@@ON JA -JIMJQD< M<B@? JIp ?@NKDO@ OC@ >JIQ@IDIB K@<>@ O<GFN <I? OC@

<^<>FDIB <MH@? AJM>@N ?@H<I?@? 4<TGJM}N M@NDBI<ODJI =@AJM@ < >@<N@YM@o 4<TGJM

=@><H@ DI>M@<NDIBGT QPGI@M<=G@ <N CDN N>M<RIT AJM>@N M<I JPO JA =JOC HDGDO<MT NPKKGD@N

<I? AJJ?o ,DA@ DI -JIMJQD<p RDOC JQ@M < HDGGDJI DIC<=DO<IONp R<N KM@><MDJPN <I?

PI=@<M<=G@o 4RJ AM@NC NPKKGD@N JA 4<TGJM}N <MHN R@M@ N@DU@?o 4C@ .DB@MD<I >JIODIB@IO
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<O OC@ 2J=@MON )IO@MI<ODJI<G !DMKJMO >JIYN><O@? < ><>C@ JA 4<TGJM�=JPI? <MHN RC@I DO

<MMDQ@? <O OC@ <DMKJMOo 4C@ JKKJNDODJI -/$%, JQ@MM<I "P>C<I<Ip 'M<I? "<NN< #JPIOTp

=@AJM@ < NCDKH@IO JA <IJOC@M >JINDBIH@IO JA <MHN >JPG? ?J>F <O OC@ "P>C<I<I KJMO JA

@IOMTo 4<TGJM AJM>@N DI "P>C<I<Ip R@<MT JA R<Mp <I? <QJD?DIB < ?@NOMP>ODQ@

>JIAMJIO<ODJI RDOC -/$%,p ?@GD=@M<O@GT NPMM@I?@M@? "P>C<I<I OJ -/$%, OJ KM@Q@IO

OC@ NCDKH@IO JA <MHN AMJH ?J>FDIB FIJRDIB OC<O OC@ >JINDBIH@IO JA <MHN <I?

<HHPIDODJI ~R<N NP\>D@IO OJ >JIODIP@ OC@ R<M AJM T@<MN OJ >JH@�p =@><PN@ OC@

0M@ND?@IO R<N KG<IIDIB OJ ~G@<Q@ -JIMJQD< <I? M@OM@<O DIOJ OC@ DIO@MDJM JA OC@ >JPIOMT

OJ >JIODIP@ CDN BP@MDGG< R<MA<M@�o

%#/7!3 KM@N@IO@? OJ 4<TGJM < GDNO JA I<H@N JA KJO@IOD<G A<>DGDO<OJMN JA OC@ 0@<>@

>JIA@M@I>@ <I? 4<TGJM >CJN@ '@I@M<G !=?PN<G<HD !=P=<F<Mp AJMH@M -DGDO<MT (@<? JA

3O<O@ JA .DB@MD<p AMJH OC@ %#/7!3 GDNO OJ H@?D<O@ OC@ K@<>@ >JIA@M@I>@ N>C@?PG@? AJM

*PI@ b``co 4C@ >JIA@M@I>@ >JIQ@I@? JI *PI@ dp b``c RDOC CDBC CJK@N JA <I @<MGT @I?DIB

<N OC@ >@<N@ADM@ <BM@@H@IO R<N NDBI@? *PI@ ahp b``cp <GG<TDIB <GG A@<MN OC<O OC@ R<M

RJPG? C<Q@ =@@I O<F@I OJ OC@ ?JJM NO@KN JA OC@ %S@>PODQ@ -<INDJI DI < =GJJ?T NOMPBBG@

AJM KJR@M RJPG? C<Q@ JIGT >JIODIP@? OC@ R<M RDOC HJM@ M@NDNO<I>@ AJM>@N @H@MBDIBp

OC@M@=T @S<>@M=<ODIB OC@ RJMN@IDIB CPH<IDO<MD<I NDOP<ODJIo

!>>JPIO<=DGDOT <I? <HI@NOT =@><H@ >JIO@NO<=G@ DNNP@N <O OC@ K@<>@ >JIA@M@I>@ DI <

R<T IJ JOC@M KM@QDJPN >JIA@M@I>@ JM <BM@@H@IO C<? <??M@NN@?o 4C@ JIGT JOC@M KMDJM

M@A@M@I>@ OJ OC@N@ OM<INDODJI<G DNNP@N R<N OC@ #JOJIJP !BM@@H@IO JA aiic RCD>C

KMJQD?@? AJM >JI?DODJI<G <HI@NOT JA NJMOo 4CDN <HI@NOT >G<PN@ RCD>C M@A@MN M@K@<O@?GT

OJ <>ON >JHHD^@? ~RCDG@ DI <>OP<G >JH=<Op� R<N ~>G@<MGT PI?@MNOJJ? <O OC@ ODH@ IJO OJ

>JQ@M R<M >MDH@N NP>C <N M<K@ JM JOC@M <OMJ>DOD@Np <>>JM?DIB OJ OCJN@ RCJ OJJF K<MO DI

OC@N@ O<GFN�o )I <??DODJIp OC<O <HI@NOT R<N >JIODIB@IO JI < NP>>@NNAPG >@<N@YM@ <I?

?DN<MH<H@IO JA AJM>@Np I@DOC@M JA RCD>C C<KK@I@?o ! >JHKMJHDN@ <O OC@ !>>M<

#JIA@M@I>@ R<N OJ KMJ>@@? RDOC OC@ =PNDI@NN JA @I?DIB OC@ >JIZD>O OCPNp ?@A@MMDIB

OC@N@ H<^@MN OJ OC@ APOPM@ OCMJPBC OC@ @NO<=GDNCH@IO JA < 4MPOC <I? 2@>JI>DGD<ODJI

#JHHDNNDJI v42#wo

4C@ *PI@ ahp b``c >@<N@YM@ <BM@@H@IO ><GG@? AJM < OM<INDODJI<G BJQ@MIH@IO @S>GP?DIB

#C<MG@N 4<TGJMo 4C@ <BM@@H@IO R<N =MJF@I <HD? BMJRDIB DIO@MI<ODJI<G <I? ?JH@NOD>

KM@NNPM@p @Q@I <O OC@ K@<>@ O<GFN OJ @I? OC@ >JIZD>Oo /I *PGT fp b``cp #C<MG@N 4<TGJM

<IIJPI>@? C@ RJPG? NO@K ?JRI <I? G@<Q@ ,D=@MD< AJM @SDG@ DI .DB@MD<o 4C@ ?@>DNDJI OJ

NO@K ?JRI G@? OJ < NRDAO HJQ@ =T OC@ 5. <I? OC@ DIO@MI<ODJI<G >JHHPIDOT OJ NPKKJMO

%#/7!3 @[JMON OJ N@>PM@ OC@ K@<>@ <I? @IAJM>@ OC@ >@<N@YM@o 4C@ 53 N@IO OMJJKN OJ

KMJO@>O DON %H=<NNT I@<M -JIMJQD<p OMDBB@MDIB <I <IBMT ?@HJINOM<ODJI JQ@M OC@ G<>F JA

HDGDO<MT DIO@MQ@IODJI =T OC@ 53o 4C@ =J?D@N JA ah K@MNJIN FDGG@? =T HJMO<M YM@ R@M@

KG<>@? <O OC@ AMJIO B<O@N JA OC@ 53 %H=<NNT DI KMJO@NOr ?@H<I?DIB OC<O OC@ 53 ?J

NJH@OCDIB OJ @I? OC@ ><MI<B@o
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/I OC@ @Q@ JA ,D=@MD<}N acfOC DI?@K@I?@I>@ <IIDQ@MN<MT � *PGT bep b``c � 53 0M@ND?@IO

'@JMB@ "PNC JM?@M@? < I<Q<G <HKCD=DJPN AJM>@ DI>GP?DIB bpc`` H<MDI@N OJ OC@ >J<NO JA

,D=@MD<o /I !PBPNO ap b``cp OC@ 5. 3@>PMDOT #JPI>DG <POCJMDU@? %#/7!3 OJ G<PI>C

K@<>@F@@KDIB HDNNDJI DI ,D=@MD< v%#/-),w <N < Q<IBP<M? K@<>@F@@KDIB AJM>@ RCD>C

=@B<I ?@KGJTH@IO JI !PBPNO dp b``cp RC@I OC@ YMNO BMJPK JA .DB@MD<I K@<>@F@@K@MN

<MMDQ@? DI ,D=@MD<o ! N@Q@I�H<I 53 -<MDI@ O@<H <MMDQ@? JI !PBPNO ep b``c OJ <>>@NN

GJBDNOD><G I@@?N <I? <NNDNO RDOC CPH<IDO<MD<I @[JMONp 4<TGJM M@NDBI@? AJM @SDG@ JI

!PBPNO aap b``c <N CDN QD>@ 0M@ND?@IOp -JN@N "G<CC@G? JI OJ OC@ M@DIN JA KJR@M PIODG OC@

N@<ODIB JA OC@ .<ODJI<G 4M<INDODJI<G 'JQ@MIH@IO JA ,D=@MD< v.4',w o !IJOC@M =<O>C JA

53 -<MDI@Np <KKMJSDH<OGT b``p G<I?@? JI ,D=@MD<I NJDG JI !PBPNO adp b``c OJ <NNDNO OC@

%#/-), K@<>@F@@K@MNp DI N@>PMDIB OC@ ?DNOMD=PODJI JA CPH<IDO<MD<I NPKKGD@N <N OC@

K<MOD@N OJ OC@ >JIZD>O � '/,p ,52$p -/$%, � NDBI@? OC@ #0! @NO<=GDNCDIB OC@ .4',

JI !PBPNO ahp b``co

#C<MG@N 'TP?@ "MT<IO JA OC@ ,D=@MD< !>ODJI 0<MOT v,!0wp =T ?@>DNDJI JA OC@ OCM@@

R<MMDIB A<>ODJINp R<N N@G@>O@? AMJH < NCJMO GDNO JA KJO@IOD<GN DI>GP?DIB %GG@I *JCINJI

3DMG@<A vJ=O<DI@? OC@ CDBC@NO QJO@N JA ?@G@B<O@Nw <I? 4JB=< .<C 4DKJO@Cp <N #C<DMH<I

JA OC@ ,.4' JI !PBPNO bap b``cp ORJ ?<TN <AO@M OC@ @S@>PODJI JA OC@ #0!o 4C@ 53

-<MDI@N RDOC?M@R JI ,D=@MD<}N &G<B $<T OJ R<MNCDKN J[ OC@ ,D=@MD<I #J<NO <AO@M @G@Q@I

?<TN JI G<I?p <N <I <??DODJI<G fe` %#/-), AJM>@N ?@KGJT@? DI ,D=@MD<o "T 3@KO@H=@M

aap b``cp %#/-), OMJJK G@Q@G NOJJ? <O <KKMJSDH<O@GT cpe``o /I 3@KO@H=@M aip b``cp

OC@ 5. 3@>PMDOT #JPI>DG PI<IDHJPNGT <KKMJQ@? < aep``` K@<>@ F@@KDIB AJM>@ � OC@

G<MB@NO DI OC@ RJMG? <O OC@ ODH@ � ?@NDBI<O@? <N OC@ 5. -DNNDJI DI ,D=@MD< v5.-),wo 4C@

YMNO =<O>C JA 5.-), OMJJKN =@B<I ?@KGJTH@IO JI />OJ=@M ap b``c <N OC@ %#/-),

OMJJKN R@M@ DI?P>O@? DIOJ 5.-),o #o 'TP?@ "MT<IO R<N DI?P>O@? DIOJ J\>@ <O <

>@M@HJIT DI -JIMJQD< <N C@<? JA OC@ I@R 4M<INDODJI<G 'JQ@MIH@IO JA ,D=@MD< JI

/>OJ=@M adp b``co 4C@ R<M @I?@? DI ,D=@MD< <I? < K@MDJ? AJM >JIAMJIODIB KJNO�>JIZD>O

>C<GG@IB@N JA K@<>@�=PDG?DIBp M@>JINOMP>ODJI <I? M@>JI>DGD<ODJI C<? =@BPIo 4C@ 42#

JA ,D=@MD< R<N @NO<=GDNC@? =T <I !>O JA OC@ ,@BDNG<OPM@ DI *PI@ vb``ewp OJ DIQ@NODB<O@

CPH<I MDBCON <=PN@N ?PMDIB OC@ K@MDJ? *<IP<MT aigi OJ />OJ=@M aep b``c <I? ~KMJQD?@

< AJMPH OC<O RDGG <??M@NN DNNP@N JA DHKPIDOTp <N R@GG <N <I JKKJMOPIDOT AJM =JOC QD>ODHN

<I? K@MK@OM<OJMN JA CPH<I MDBCON QDJG<ODJIN OJ NC<M@ OC@DM @SK@MD@I>@N DI JM?@M OJ B@O

< >G@<M KD>OPM@ JA OC@ K<NO <I? OJ A<>DGDO<O@ B@IPDI@ C@<GDIB <I? M@>JI>DGD<ODJI�o
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dh^h_h #<O<GJBP@ JA 3@G@>O@? (PH<I 2DBCON 6DJG<ODJIN JQ@M OC@ K@MDJ? ]ece

v ^\\_ HJNOGT ?J>PH@IO@? =T IJI@ 42# NJPM>@N

&@=MP<MTi ]eceq 3@Q@I K@JKG@ DI>GP?DIB JI@ RJH<I v!GG@I 9<I>T @O <Gw >JIQD>O@? <I?

C<IB@? DI (<MK@Mp -<MTG<I? #JPIOT AJM MDOP<G v'=JTJw FDGGDIBN DI aigfo

!KMDG ]`i ]ecej "MPO<G NPKKM@NNDJI =T 'JQ@MIH@IO N@>PMDOT JA < K@I?DIB H<NN

?@HJINOM<ODJI JQ@M KG<II@? DI>M@<N@ DI OC@ KMD>@ JA MD>@o -JM@ OC<I a`` K@JKG@ R@M@

FDGG@? <I? NJH@ e`` DIEPM@?p <>>JM?DIB OJ ,D=@MD<I 'JQ@MIH@IO NO<O@H@IONo

-<M>C ]ed\j ! -<EJM >M<>F?JRI <I? <MM@NO JA "<>>CPN -<^C@RN <I? JKKJNDODJI

G@<?@MN <I? NPKKJMO@MN =T 4JG=@MO BJQ@MIH@IOo (PI?M@?N R@M@ MJPI?@? PK <MJPI?

OC@ >JPIOMTp =@<O@Ip OJMOPM@? <I? ?@CPH<IDU@? RCDGNO DI KMDNJI ~<R<DODIB OMD<G�o

!KMDG ei ]ed\q 'JQ@MIH@IO DNNP@? < ~R<IO@? ?@<? JM <GDQ@� CPIO AJM H@H=@MN JA OC@

JKKJNDODJIo -<IT <MM@NO@?p ?@O<DI@? <I? OJMOPM@? <O OC@ HDGDO<MT A<>DGDOT JA 0JNO

3OJ>F<?@ =@><PN@ JA OC@DM KJGDOD><G =@GD@ANo
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Tiice_iA_oocpqA_kbA

bcqckqglkA

\fcA\orcA^fgeA

Y_oqvA

$(& #-+'-&..)0& #&+,*&2. #%-/1

BYYYCApq_ecbA_AjgbkgefqAj_oafA

bcj_kbgkeAqfcAocpgek_qglkAldA

YocpgbckqA\li`coqFA\fcA

ic_bcopfgmAldAqfcAm_oqvAtcocA

_oocpqcbA_kbAgjmogplkcbA_kbAqfcA

m_oqvA`_kkcbA

\fcAYYYA

HRSOP<@A=<

@GF?

Nlkpqgqrqglk_iA

sgli_qglkEAjgigq_ovA

q_hclscoA_kbA

sgli_qglkAldAfrj_kA

ogefqpA

\fcALojcbAQloacpA

ldAVg`cog_AA

XkAqfcAHIAldALmogiEAHKJGEA

pcsckqcckAckigpqcbAjckAldAqfcA

LQVApq_ecbA_Ajgigq_ovAalrmEA

lscoqfoctAqfcAelscokjckqA_kbA

jrobcocbAqfcAmocpgbckqAgkAalibA

`illbA

YocpgbckqA

^giig_jA\li`coqA

_kbApljcA

pcarogqvA

mcoplkkciA

HRSOP<AA=<

@GF?

Srj_kAogefqpA

sgli_qglkEA

alkpqgqrqglk_iA

sgli_qglkA

\fcAYclmicA

ZcbcjmqglkANlrkagiA

rkbcoAOlcA

\fgoqcckAlddgag_ipAldAqfcA\li`coqA

elscokjckqAtcocAcucarqcbA_qA_A

Wlkolsg_A`c_afA_dqcoAqfcA

jgigq_ovAq_hclscoFANFANcagiA

OckkgpEAQlocgekAWgkgpqcoAt_pA

bckgcbA_pvirjA`vAqfcA][A

Pj`_ppvAgkAWlkolsg_A_kbAt_pA

pr`pcnrckqivAcucarqcbFA

Qo_khA\li`coqEA

NvogiAMogefqEA

U_jcpALFLAYgcoocEA

Zgaf_obASckogcpEA

Qo_khA[qct_oqEA

NcagiAOckkgpAcqA_iA
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!KMDG ]^i ]ed\q 3<HP@G $J@}N =GJJ?T JQ@MOCMJR JA OC@ 470 'JQ@MIH@IO JA 7DGGD<H

4JG=@MOo 3>JM@N R@M@ FDGG@? ?PMDIB OC@ O<F@JQ@M JI >C<MB@N JA >JMMPKODJI <I? CPH<I

MDBCON QDJG<ODJINo /I ag !KMDG NC<?JR OMD<GN RDOCJPO ?P@ KMJ>@NN KMJ>@@?@? <B<DINO ad

H@H=@MN JA OC@ ?@KJN@? BJQ@MIH@IOo ac R@M@ KP=GD>GT @S@>PO@? JI !KMDG bbI?o 4C@

KMDNJI@MN R@M@ OD@? OJ NO<F@N <I? NCJO DI KP=GD> QD@Ro 0MJ>@@?DIBN <B<DINO <IJOC@M a`

?@O<DI@? AJMH@M J\>D<GN >JIODIP@? OCMJPBCJPO -<Tp <I? d`` JOC@M KMDNJI@MN

DI>GP?DIBp A<HDGT H@H=@MN JA OC@ ?@KJN@? KM@ND?@IOp M@H<DI@? DI >PNOJ?T RDOCJPO

>C<MB@ JM OMD<G AJM < KMJGJIB@? K@MDJ?o

-<M>Ci ]ed]q 3@Q@I K@JKG@ R@M@ @S@>PO@? =T C<IBDIB <AO@M =@DIB NPHH<MDGT >JIQD>O@?

JA <GG@B@? HPM?@M <I? >JINKDM<>T DI DIZP@I>DIB OC@ >JI?P>O JA <MH@? H@Io

*PI@i ]ed]q ad GJR@M�M<IFN NJG?D@MN R@M@ <MM@NO@? <I? <>>PN@? JA KGJ^DIB OJ JQ@MOCMJR

OC@ BJQ@MIH@IO <I? OJ <NN<NNDI<O@ N@Q@M<G G@<?DIB H@H=@MNo !AO@M < NPHH<MT OMD<G

RDOCJPO ?@A@IN@ >JPIN@Gp ac JA OC@ NJG?D@MN R@M@ N@IO@I>@? OJ ?@<OC <I? <GG@B@?GT

N@>M@OGT @S@>PO@? DI OC@ 0JNO 3OJ>F<?@ KMDNJIp -JIMJQD<o

,<O@ *<IP<MT ]ed^q 3@MB@<IO $<QD? '=@?@C R<N @S@>PO@? =T YMDIB�NLP<? <AO@M =@DIB

>JIQD>O@? JA HPM?@M =T OC@ 3PKM@H@ -DGDO<MT #JPMOo

&@=MP<MT _i ]ed^q &JPM NJG?D@MN @S@>PO@? =T YMDIB�NLP<? RDOCJPO OMD<Go 4C@T <GG@B@?GT

>JIA@NN@? ?PMDIB < CPMMD@? ~KM@GDHDI<MT DIQ@NODB<ODJI� =T OC@ HDGDO<MT <POCJMDOD@N OJ

C<QDIB K<MOD>DK<O@? DI <I <MH@? MJ==@MT DI RCD>C OCM@@ JOC@M NJG?D@MN ?D@?o

]ed_j 4C@ .DH=< 2<D? =T NPKKJMO@MN JA 4CJH<N 1PDRJIFK< DI 9@F@KF<p ,!-#/

-DIDIB #JHK<IT <I? BJQ@MIH@IO J\>@N G@AO H<IT DIEPM@? <I? MDBCON QDJG<O@?o

&@=MP<MT dtei ]ed`q 7DGGDN +IP>FG@Np EJPMI<GDNO AJM OC@ $<DGT /=N@MQ@M .@RNK<K@M <I?

< >JMM@NKJI?@IO AJM OC@ ""# DI ,D=@MD< R<N ?@O<DI@? <O 0JNO 3OJ>F<?@ KMDNJIo (@ R<N

N@Q@M<GGT =@<O@I PKJI CDN <MM@NO <I? <GNJ RCDKK@? ?PMDIB OC@ AJGGJRDIB ?<TNo

*PI@i ]ed`q 2PAPN $<MKJCp < AM@@G<I>@ EJPMI<GDNO <I? AJMH@M @?DOJM JA OC@ BJQ@MIH@IO

>JIOMJGG@? .@R ,D=@MD<I .@RNK<K@Mp R<N <MM@NO@? <I? O<F@I OJ H<SDHPH KMDNJI

"@GG@C 9<GG<Cp PI?@M C<MNC >JI?DODJIN <I? M@G@<N@? DI .JQ@H=@M RDOCJPO >C<MB@o

!KMDG u />OJ=@Mi ]edaq )I OC@ HJIOCN KM@>@?DIB OC@ @G@>ODJIN N@Q@M<G G@<?DIB JKKJNDODJI

KJGDOD>D<IN <I? JOC@MN R@M@ DHKMDNJI@?o 4C@T DI>GP?@? $PNOT 7JGJFJGGD@p < KMJHDI@IO

H@H=@M JA OC@ ,D=@MD<I 0@JKG@}N 0<MOT v,00w <I? *JCI +<MR@<T@p <IJOC@M ,00 H@H=@Mp

<AO@M @SKM@NNDIB ?JP=ON <N OJ RC@OC@M OC@ @G@>ODJIN RJPG? =@ A<DMo "JOC R@M@ M@G@<N@?

RDOCJPO >C<MB@o

*PGTi ]edaq %GG@I *JCINJI�3DMG@<Ap < G@<?DIB H@H=@M JA OC@ ,D=@MD<I !>ODJI 0<MOT v,!0wp
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R<N KG<>@? PI?@M CJPN@ <MM@NOp <I? < A@R ?<TN G<O@M NC@ R<N ?@O<DI@? <I? HJQ@? OJ

OC@ 0JNO 3OJ>F<?@ KMDNJIo 4MD@? =@AJM@ OC@ 3K@>D<G -DGDO<MT #JPMO <I? N@IO@I>@? OJ a`

T@<MN DHKMDNJIH@IO AJM N@?DODJIp M@G@<N@? OR@GQ@ vabw ?<TN G<O@Mo

.JQ@H=@M ]edaq 2<I?JH #<HK<DBI JA O@MMJM DI .DH=< <I? JOC@M >JPIOD@N <B<DINO OC@

K@JKG@ JA .DH=< NPNK@>O@? JA NPKKJMODIB OC@ A<DG@? >JPK <^@HKO JA '@I@M<G 4CJH<N

1PDRJIFK< JI .JQ@H=@M abo '@I@M<G #C<MG@N *PGP JA OC@ %S@>PODQ@ -<INDJI 'P<M?

"<^<GDJI v%-'w G@? OC@ KPMB@ <B<DINO OC@ .DH=< K@JKG@o (PH<I MDBCON <=PN@N

DI>GP?DIB FDGGDIBN J>>PMM@? JI < NP=NO<IOD<G N><G@ DI OC@ ?<TN AJGGJRDIB OC@ A<DG@? >JPKo

4C@ QD>ODHN <KK@<M@? HJNOGT OJ =@ >DQDGD<IN RCJ C<? IJO =@@I DIQJGQ@? DI OC@

>JINKDM<>T =PO RCJ R@M@ NPNK@>O@? =T OC@ BJQ@MIH@IO JA =@DIB NTHK<OC@OD> OJR<M?N

4CJH<N 1PDRJIFK<o ! IPH=@M JA K@JKG@ PI>JII@>O@? R@M@ FDGG@? DI>GP?DIB #C<MG@N

'=@ITJIp < N@IDJM O@G@QDNDJI EJPMI<GDNO RJMFDIB AJM OC@ ,D=@MD<I "MJ<?><NODIB 3TNO@Hp

RCJ R<N FDGG@? < A@R ?<TN <AO@M OC@ >JPK <O OC@ %S@>PODQ@ -<INDJIp J\>D<G M@ND?@I>@

JA (@<? JA 3O<O@ $J@o

]edcq *JCI 6<H=Jp < EJPMI<GDNOp R<N <GNJ ?@O<DI@? RDOCJPO >C<MB@ DI !PBPNO <I? G<O@M

M@G@<N@?o

]edcq ;<T@ 'JIO@@ < =PNDI@NNRJH<Ip R<N <MM@NO@? DI -<T <I? ?@O<DI@?

DI>JHHPID><?J <I? RDOCJPO OMD<G AJM JQ@M OCM@@ HJIOCN DI OC@ 0JNO 3OJ>F<?@ <I? G<O@M

M@G@<N@?o

]edeq '<=MD@G 7DGGD<H +KJG@C <I? IDI@ JOC@M KMDNJI@MN JA >JIN>D@I>@ M@H<DI@? DI

KMDNJI OCMJPBCJPO OC@ T@<Mo 4C@T R@M@ >JIQD>O@? RDOCJPO ?P@ KMJ>@NN <I? DHKMDNJI@?

PI?@M KJJM >JI?DODJINo

/>OJ=@Mi ]edeq $o -JHJGP ,<Q<G< <I? ORJ JOC@M NOP?@ION DI>GP?DIB "@I@?D>O

'<MG<RPGJ R@M@ ?@O<DI@? DGG@B<GGT <I? RDOCJPO >C<MB@ AJM ORJ R@@FN <I? @Q@IOP<GGT

FDGG@? DI @<MGT aii` M@KJMO@?GT =T =@C@<?DIBo

*<IP<MTi ]ee\q 4C@ BJQ@MIH@IO N<D? < IPH=@M JA M@=@GN C<? =@@I ><KOPM@? <I? RJPG?

=@ =MJPBCO OJ OMD<Gp =PO OC@T <KK@<M@? OJ DI>GP?@ 'DJ <I? -<IJ >DQDGD<IN <MM@NO@? DI

-JIMJQD<o .JI@ R<N =MJPBCO OJ OMD<G <I? OC@DM A<O@ M@H<DI@? PIFIJRIo -@<IRCDG@ <

>JPIO@MDINPMB@I>T =T OC@ !&, <B<DINO K@JKG@ H<DIGT JA .DH=< JMDBDI G@? OJ FDGGDIBNp

=PMIDIB JA QDGG<B@N <I? GJJODIBo 4CDN AJM>@? af`p``` >DQDGD<IN DI .DH=< #JPIOT OJ Z@@

DIOJ 'PDI@< <I? )QJMT #J<NO AMJH *<IP<MT OJ -<To -<NN<>M@N DI -<T R@M@ G@? =T #<KOo

*<H@N #C@GGT <I? %?RDI 6JF@Mo

]ee\j 4@>PHN@T 2J=@MON R<N FDGG@? =T '@Io 0MDI>@ 9o *JCINJI <O CDN #<G?R@GG "<N@o

-<Ti ]ee\q !IB@GDI@ 7<^< !GGDNJI <I? ORJ JOC@MN N@IO@I>@? OJ GDA@ DHKMDNJIH@IO AJM
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>JHKGD>DOT OJ HPM?@M =PO <KK@<M@? OJ =@ KMDNJI@MN JA >JIN>D@I>@o

*PI@ ]ee\j -PM?@M JA -JN@N $PJKP =T "@IEHDI 9@<ODI AJM LP@NODJIDIB OC@ G@<?@MNCDK

NO<OPN JA #C<MG@N 4<TGJM JA OC@ .0&,o

*PI@ ]ee\ -<NN<>M@ JA bg 'DJ <I? -<IJ A<HDGT H@H=@MN JA OC@ !&, =T -JN@N 4CJH<Np

-JN@N 7MDBCOp *<H@N #C@GGT <I? '@JMB@ $R@Cr M@KJMO@?GT PI?@M JM?@MN JA 3<HP@G

$J@o

"@OR@@I *PI@ <I? !PBPNO ]ee\j +DGGDIB JA KMJHDI@IO ,D=@MD<IN DI>GP?DIB *<>FNJI &o

$J@p #JJK@M 4@<Cp '<=MD@G +KJGG@C <I? PK OJ h` JOC@MN <NNJ>D<O@? RDOC OC@ .0&, DI <

KPMB@ <POCJMDU@? =T #C<MG@N 4<TGJMo 0<PG 6<T@p (@IMT +@M?D<Cp '@JMB@ -<INPJ <I?

'@JMB@ +<MNP< @[@>O@? OC@ <MM@NO DI "P>C<I<Ip 'M<I? "<NN< #JPIOTo *<>FNJI & $J@

R<N HPM?@M@? DI ;JMBJR@@p .DH=< #JPIOTo

%<MGT *PGT ]ee\j "<MF@?Pp ,JA< #JPIOT H<NN<>M@ JA e`` @OCID> -<I?DIBJ@N =T .0&,o

!I )H<H R<N =@C@<?@?o

*PGT ^ei ]ee\j -<NN<>M@ JA JQ@M e`` H@Ip RJH@I <I? >CDG?M@I H<DIGT JA 'DJ <I? -<IJ

@OCID>DOT N@@FDIB M@APB@ <O OC@ 3Oo 0@O@MN ,POC@M<I #CPM>C DI -JIMJQD< <N M@KMDN<G AJM

M@=@G <^<>FN JI -JIMJQD<o

!PBPNO ^i ]ee\j -<NN<>M@ JA be` 'DJN <I? -<IJN N@@FDIB M@APB@ <O OC@ *&+ (JNKDO<G DI

-JIMJQD<r <GG@B@?GT G@? =T '@JMB@ $R@Co

!PBPNOi ]ee\q !=JPO e` AJM@DBI@MN DI>GP?DIB !H@MD><IN R@M@ ?@O<DI@? =T OC@ .0&,o

4C@ .0&, <GNJ OJJF KMDNJI@Mp <O G@<NO c` .DB@MD<IN <N R@GG <N I<ODJI<GN JA 'PDI@< <I?

'C<I<p <N K<MO JA <^<>FN JI %#/7!3 >DODU@IN RCJN@ >JPIOMD@N R@M@ >JIOMD=PODIB

OMJJKN OJ %#/-/'o 4C@M@ R@M@ M@KJMON JA RD?@NKM@<? <MM@NON <HJIB OC@ 'C<I<D<I

>JHHPIDOT GDQDIB DI <M@<N PI?@M OC@ .0&,}N >JIOMJG DI M@NKJIN@ OJ %#/7!3 ?@>DNDJI

OJ ?@KGJT %#/-/'o

]ee]q 4C@ ).0&, M@KJMO@?GT C@G? JI@ RJH<I <O DON ><HK OCMJPBCJPO aiiap C<QDIB

O<F@I C@M KMDNJI@M DI .JQ@H=@M aii`p <I? OJ =@ CJG?DIB < IPH=@M JA >CDG?M@I <O <I

JMKC<I<B@ RDOCDI OC@ ><HK <N CPH<I NCD@G? OJ ?@O@M < KJNND=G@ <^<>F =T %#/7!3

AJM>@No

&@=MP<MTi ]ee]q 4C@ ).0&, ?@O<DI@? <I? DGG�OM@<O@? NJH@ N@Q@I H@H=@MN JA OC@ )IO@MDH

,@BDNG<ODQ@ !NN@H=GT AJM OCM@@ ?<TNo

3@KO@H=@Mi ]ee]q !AO@M OC@ 3@KO@H=@M v5,)-/w DI>PMNDJI DIOJ R@NO@MI ,D=@MD< AMJH

3D@MM< ,@JI@p <I? <B<DI DI $@>@H=@Mp AJM@DBI <I? ,D=@MD<I <D? RJMF@MN R@M@ ?@O<DI@?
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AJM N@Q@M<G ?<TN =T OC@ .0&,p <NN<PGO@? <I? <>>PN@? AJM NKTDIBo

*PI@ ]i ]ee^j !H=<NN<?JM !G=@MO +<MK@C R<N FDGG@? =T AJM>@N GJT<G OJ !GC<ED +MJH<C

JQ@M KJR@M NOMPBBG@ RDOCDI OC@ 5,)-/ HJQ@H@IOo

!KMDGi ]ee^q &<OC@M 3@M<KCDIJ $<GKJIO R<N <MM@NO@? =T .0&, AJM KJNN@NNDIB )IO@MDH

'JQ@MIH@IO >PMM@I>T <I? < 2JH<I #<OCJGD> I@RNG@^@M <GG@B@? OJ =@ N@?DODJPN

GDO@M<OPM@o (@ R<N M@G@<N@? <AO@M K<TDIB < G<MB@ YI@p =PO M@�<MM@NO@? <GG@B@?GT JI

NPNKD>DJI JA @NKDJI<B@o (@ R<N C@G? DI < KJGD>@ NO<ODJI DI '=<MIB< PIODG HD?�-<Tp

RC@I C@ R<N M@G@<N@? <I? ?@KJMO@? OJ #JO@ ?})QJDM@o

/>OJ=@M ]ee^j /K@M<ODJI />OJKPN R<N OC@ .0&, PIKMJQJF@? <^<>F JI %#/-/' <I?

-JIMJQD<p G@AO N>JM@N JA >DQDGD<IN ?@<?p K<M<GTU@? OC@ >DOT <I? >M@<O@? < CPH<IDO<MD<I

?DN<NO@Mo

/>OJ=@Mi ]ee^q 5K OJ c`` JMKC<IN <I? < AJMH@M BJQ@MIH@IO J\>D<G R@M@ <KK<M@IOGT

O<F@I <R<T =T .0&, AJM>@N JI <=JPO bh />OJ=@M AMJH <I JMKC<I<B@ I@<M

'<M?I@MNQDGG@r JMKC<IN RCJ @N><K@? M@KJMO@?GT N<D? OC<O OC@ .0&, R<N AJM>DIB OC@

=JTN OJ YBCO AJM OC@Ho

/>OJ=@M ]ee^j &DQ@ #<OCJGD> IPIN R@M@ NG<DI DI '<M?I@MNQDGG@p -JIMJQD< ?PMDIB OC@

/>OJKPN <^<>Fp =T #CMDNOJKC@M 6<H=J <I? %?R<M? 7JR<C JA OC@ .0&, o

*PI@ bi ]ee_j -<NN<>M@ JA f`` ?DNKG<>@? K@MNJIN <O < (<M=@G #<HK RDOCDI &DM@NOJI@

0G<IO<ODJIo 4C@ 5. 7<FJ #JHHDNNDJI KG<>@? M@NKJIND=DGDOT <O OC@ ?JJM NO@KN JA OC@

!&,r J=N@MQ@MN <I? 42# YI?DIBN CJG? OC@ .0&, M@NKJIND=G@ AJM OC@ H<NN<>M@ DI RCD>C

OC@ QD>ODHN R@M@ =PMI@? JI OC@ JPONFDMON JA OC@ ><HKo

.JQ@H=@Mi ]ee_q 4C@ .0&, ?@O<DI@? 5. <D? RJMF@MN AJM N@Q@M<G ?<TN <>>PNDIB OC@H

JA NKTDIBo 4C@T R@M@ G<O@M M@G@<N@?o

.JQ@H=@Mi ]ee_j !AO@M OCJPN<I?N JA M@APB@@N C<? Z@? OC@ YBCODIB DI 3D@MM< ,@JI@ DIOJ

,JA< #JPIOTp 5,)-/ AJM>@N M@KJMO@?GT OJJF <=JPO c`` K@MNJIN <N KMDNJI@Mp JI

NPNKD>DJI JA =@DIB NPKKJMO@MN JA OC@ 2@QJGPODJI<MT 5IDO@? &MJIO v25&wo

]ee_q -PM?@M JA NDS 3@I@B<G@N@ %#/-/' NJG?D@MN =T /GDQ@M 6<MI@Tp 4DHJOCT -PG=<C

<I? *J@ $J@ DI 6<CPI JI JM?@MN JA #C<MG@N 4<TGJM <I? ?@A@IN@ -DIDNO@M 4CJH<N

7J@R@DTPo 4C@ =J?D@N R@M@ ?PHK@? DI < 6<CPI 6<GG@To

3@KO@H=@M ]ee\u]ee`j 4C@ AJPM H<EJM )I?PNOMD<GN 0G<IF JM GJBBDIB >JHK<ID@N DI

-<MTG<I? #JPIOTp @LPDKH@IO <I? JOC@M Q<GP<=G@ H<O@MD<GN R@M@ GJJO@? =T '@I@M<G

-JN@N ;o "G<Cp AJMH@M QD>@ 0M@ND?@IO RCJ G<O@M N@MQ@? <N OC@ 0M@ND?@IO JA OC@ 2@KP=GD>
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JA ,D=@MD< DI OC@ T@<M b``cp <GJIB RDOC '@I@M<GN 3PHJ <I? 4J@p <GG JA .0&,o

]ee`j 4C@ G<O@ *JCI (DG<MT 4P=H<I R<N < OJK =PNDI@NNH<I <I? KMJHDI@IO >DODU@I JA

-<MTG<I? #JPIOTo !GG CDN -JI@T <I? JOC@M KMJK@MOD@N R@M@ O<F@I AMJH CDH <I? C@

R<N G<O@M FDGG@? =T *<>F OC@ 2@=@G JA OC@ .0&,o

-<Ti ]ee`q 4C@ ,0# M@KJMO@?GT ?@O<DI@? a` 5B<I?<I 5./-), NJG?D@MNp M@G@<NDIB

OC@H < A@R ?<TN G<O@Mo

-<Ti ]ee`q )I N@K<M<O@ DI>D?@ION -<I?DIBJ 5,)-/ YBCO@MN C@G? CJNO<B@ ag 5.

@HKGJT@@N ?@GDQ@MDIB AJJ? <D? <I? af .DB@MD<I %#/-/' NJG?D@MNp <>>PNDIB OC@H JA

NPKKJMODIB OC@ MDQ<G @OCID> +M<CI 5,)-/ A<>ODJIo 4C@T R@M@ M@G@<N@? <AO@M < A@R ?<TNo

*PI@i ]ee`q !&, NJG?D@MN ?@O<DI@? 5./-), NO<[ <O 3>CD@]DI =<MM<>FN I@<M -JIMJQD<

AJM OCM@@ ?<TNo

*PI@i ]ee`q +M<CI 5,)-/ YBCO@MN OJJF CJNO<B@ NDS PI<MH@? 5./-), J\>@MN DI

4P=H<I=PMB AJM ORJ ?<TNp M@KJMO@?GT =@<ODIB OC@H <I? NP=E@>ODIB OC@H OJ HJ>F

@S@>PODJINo

*PGTi ]ee`q 4C@ .0&, R<N M@KJMO@? OJ =@ CJG?DIB <=JPO be %#/-/' NJG?D@MN <I? c`

GJIB�O@MH KJGDOD><G KMDNJI@MNo

3@KO@H=@M ei ]ee`q 4C@ .0&, <MM@NO@? dc PI<MH@? 5-/-), J=N@MQ@MN <I? f .'/

RJMF@MN <I? C@G? OC@H <O IDI@ ?D[@M@IO NDO@No 4CDMOT OCM@@ R@M@ M@G@<N@? <AO@M e ?<TN

<I? OC@ M@NO R@M@ M@G@<N@? =T ah 3@KO@H=@Mo 4C@ 5. M@KJMO@? OC<O NJH@ R@M@ =@<O@I

<I? O@MMJMDU@? =T OC@DM ><KOJMNo

3@KO@H=@Mi ]ee`q .0&, YBCO@MN M@KJMO@?GT ?@O<DI@? dc 5./-), J\>@MN <I? NDS <D?

RJMF@MN DI Q<MDJPN K<MON JA OC@ >JPIOMT AJM PK OJ a` ?<TNo

3@KO@H=@Mi ]ee` -<NN<>M@ JA a`` K@MNJIN CJNKDO<GDU@? <O 0C@=@ (JNKDO<Go 4C@T R@M@

HJNOGT Z@@DIB CJNODGDOD@N =@OR@@I .0&, <I? 5,)-/ +o

.JQ@H=@Mi ]ee`q ,0# YBCO@MN M@KJMO@?GT OJJF a` BDMGN ><KODQ@ DI 3<=J 7JYF@Ip

NG<NCDIB OC@DM A@@O <I? AJM>DIB OC@H OJ R<GF =<>F OJ OC@ YBCO@MN} =<N@ DI 3DIJ@ #JPIOTo

$@>@H=@M ]ai ]ee`j #JR &D@G? H<NN<>M@ JA dh >DQDGD<INp RCDG@ OC@T R@M@ <NG@@Kp JI

$PKJMO 2J<?p -JIMJQD< =T OC@ .0&,o

]ee`u]eeaj 4C@ ,D=@MD< 0@<>@ #JPI>DG <GNJ GJJO@? OC@ #<Q<GG< 2P==@M 0G<IO<ODJI v#2#w

<I? $V>JM >JHK<IT @LPDKH@IO <I? H<O@MD<GNo
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*<IP<MT ]eeaj ,0# YBCO@MN FDGG@? ah >DQDGD<IN DI 'M<I? +MP #JPIOTo

*<IP<MTi ]eebq )I OC@ <M@< <MJPI? 4P=H<I=PMBp 5,)-/�* ?@O<DI@? ac` %#/-/'

OMJJKN RCJ C<? =@@I @IB<B@? DI >G@<MDIB HDI@N <I? C@G? OC@H AJM a` ?<TN <N < NCD@G?

<B<DINO <^<>FNo

&@=MP<MTi ]eebq %DBCO vhw <D? RJMF@MN R@M@ C@G? AJM OCM@@ ?<TN =T OC@ ,0# DI

NJPOC@<NO@MI ,D=@MD<o

!KMDG bi ]eebq -JIMJQD<� YBCODIB OJ <MM@NO 2JJN@Q@GO *JCINJIp DI < >JH=DI@?

.0&,�5,)-/ JK@M<ODJIp RDOC NPKKJMO JA %#/-/'p ?@Q<NO<O@? OC@ #DOTp DHKJN@?

@>JIJHD> <I? YI<I>D<G C<M?NCDKN <I? ><PN@? ?@<OCNo $PMDIB OC@ YBCODIB DI -JIMJQD<p

H@H=@MN JA %#/-/' <I? JOC@M AJM@DBI I<ODJI<GN R@M@ C@G? <O OC@ "<M>G<T 4M<DIDIB

#@IOM@ -DGDO<MT =<MM<>FN =T +M<CI OMJJKN GJT<G OJ 2JJN@Q@GO *JCINJIo

!KMDG ]di ]eeb -PM?@M JA ab K@MNJIN DI ;P<II< 4JRI <I? "GJPI 4JRIp "JHD #JPIOTo

'MJPK JA YBCO@MN NOJMH@? OC@ ?DNKG<>@ ><HK <I? =PMI@? DO ?JRI <GJIB RDOC +<MHJ

4JRIo

.JQ@H=@M ]eebj 4C@ G<O@M 3<HP@G +R<C -@IN<C RCJ JI>@ N@MQ@? <N 3PK@MDIO@I?@IO

AMJH aiib�aiid AJM -<MTG<I? #JPIOT R<N <>>PN@? JA >JIIDQDIB RDOC ,0# <I? R<N

=@<O@I AJM <=JPO AJPM CJPMN <I? G<O@M FDGG@? =T < BMJPK JA NJG?D@MN PI?@M OC@ >JHH<I?

JA '@I@M<G 4J@ RCJ N@MQ@? <N $@KPOT -DIDNO@M JA $@A@IN@ DI OC@ .4', BJQ@MIH@IOp

3PHJ <I? #JHK<JM@ v'<H=D<Iw <GG JA OC@ .0&,o

$PMDIB OC@ K@MDJ? JA ^\\]u^\\_j $PMDIB OC@ K@MDJ? AMJH b``a�b``cp <=JPO ge`�a```

>DQDGD<INp >JHKMDNDIB JA KM@BI<IO RJH@Ip >CDG?M@Ip JA ab�ah T@<MN JG?p @G?@MGT K@JKG@

R@M@ O<F@I AMJH OC@DM CD?DIB KG<>@N v=PNC@Nw QDGG<B@Np OJRIN <I? AJM@NON =T ,52$

NJG?D@MN <I? AJM>@? OJ ><MMT <HHPIDODJI JI OC@DM C@<?N AMJH &<NN<H< OJ -<>@IO< <I?

"JKJGPo 4C@N@ >DQDGD<IN R@M@ IJO <GGJR@? OJ BJ APMOC@M DIOJ 'PDI@<p =PO NJH@ =M<Q@

JI@N RJPG? @N><K@ RCDG@ H<IT JOC@MN R@M@ FDGG@? RC@I@Q@M OC@T >JHKG<DI@? <=JPO

CPIB@M JM ODM@?I@NN RCDG@ DI MJPO@o 4C@ >JIO@IO JM >JINDBIH@IO JA BJJ?N <I?

<HHPIDODJI RCD>C OC@T R@M@ JA@I AJM>@? OJ ><MMT C<? <I <Q@M<B@ R@DBCO JA <=JPO e`�

geFBo 7JH@I <I? BDMGN R@M@ PN@? <N ?JH@NOD> NG<Q@N OJ KJPI? MD>@ <I? >JJF@? RCDG@

JOC@MN R@M@ N@SP<GGT <=PN@?o

-<M>C ci ^\\^j 0JGD>@ <MM@NO@? <I? ?@O<DI@? YQ@ (PH<I 2DBCON !>ODQDNON 4PIIT ;@JB<Mp

0@O@M .D>CJGNJIp *JCI /F<Dp 3<H .DH@GT <I? !GJTNDPN 4J@ AJM KMJO@NODIB OC@ <MM@NO JA

.@R $@<G -JQ@H@IO #C<DMH<I .DB=< 7D<KG<Co

/>OJ=@M ^di ^\\^j 0JGD>@ <MM@NO@? "G<HJC 3D@Cp $DM@>OJMp .<ODJI<G (PH<I 2DBCON #@IO@M
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<I? OCM@@ NO<[ H@H=@MN AMJH OC@ #@IO@M AJM 0MJO@>ODJI JA (PH<I 2DBCONo

4JMOPM@i )I>GP?DIB 2<K@ <I? )GGuOM@<OH@IO

-D?u]edeq ! NPNK@>O@? HPM?@M@M <I? <IJOC@M H<I N@IO@I>@? OJ ?@<OC AJM HPM?@M DI

&@=MP<MT =JOC ?D@? <O "P>C<I<I #@IOM<G 0MDNJI M@KJMO@?GT <N < M@NPGO JA C<MNC

>JI?DODJINo

/>OJ=@Mi ]edeq (@IMT "o 7<GF@Mp < HPM?@M NPNK@>Op ?D@? <O OC@ -JIMJQD< #@IOM<G 0MDNJI

M@KJMO@?GT <N < M@NPGO JA C<MNC >JI?DODJINo

/>OJ=@Mi ]edeq 4RJ HPM?@M NPNK@>ON ?D@? <O -JIMJQD< #@IOM<G 0MDNJIp <KK<M@IOGT <N

< M@NPGO JA OJMOPM@p DGG�OM@<OH@IO JM H@?D><G I@BG@>Oo &JGGJRDIB OC@DM <MM@NOp OCJPBCO OJ

C<Q@ =@@I DI !KMDG JM -<Tp OC@T C<? =@@I C@G? DGG@B<GGT <I? DI>JHHPID><?J DI OC@

0JNO 3OJ>F<?@p < HDGDO<MT ?@O@IODJI A<>DGDOT RC@M@ KJGDOD><G ?@O<DI@@N C<Q@ =@@I OJMOPM@?

DI OC@ K<NOo

*<IP<MTi ]ee^q 7CDG@ NODGG AJMH<GGT <GGD@? OJ OC@ )IO@MDH 'JQ@MIH@IOp OC@ ).0&, DGG�

OM@<O@? <I? C@G? ORJ EJPMI<GDNON � )N<<> "<IOP <I? $<I "MJRI � AJM OCM@@ ?<TN PI?@M

C<MNC >JI?DODJINo

3@KO@H=@Mi ]ee^q .@<MGT f`` %#/-/' NJG?D@MN R@M@ O<F@I KMDNJI@Mr NJH@ JA RCJH

R@M@ N@Q@M@GT =@<O@I =T OC@DM .0&, ><KOJMNo

*<IP<MTi ]ee_q %#/-/' NJG?D@MN =@<O <I? DIEPM@? < GJ><G "MDODNC "MJ<?><NODIB

#JMKJM<ODJI EJPMI<GDNOp <KK<M@IOGT =@><PN@ C@ C<? >MDOD>DU@? %#/-/' DI CDN M@KJMONo

$@>@H=@Mi ]ee_q h`` ><KOPM@? .0&, YBCO@MN C@G? =T OC@ )IO@MDH 'JQ@MIH@IO <O

-JIMJQD< #@IOM<G 0MDNJI R@M@ M@KJMO@? OJ =@ NP[@MDIB N@Q@M@ H<GIPOMDODJI <I?

H@?D><G I@BG@>Or YQ@ R@M@ N<D? OJ C<Q@ ?D@?o

*PGTi ]ee`q ,0# YBCO@MN =@<O <I? ?@O<DI@?p AJM YQ@ ?<TNp < >DQDGD<I DI "P>C<I<I RCJ

M@NDNO@? C<QDIB CDN =D>T>G@ NOJG@Io

*PGTi ]ee`q ,0# YBCO@MN <O "<MI<=J "@<>C DI .PH=@M &JPM $DNOMD>O <GG@B@?GT C@<O@?

H<>C@O@N DI < YM@ <I? =M<I?@? OC@DM ><KODQ@Np G@<QDIB G<MB@ OCDM? ?@BM@@ =PMIN JI OC@DM

QD>ODHNo

3@KO@H=@Mi ]ee`q 4C@ .0&, M@KJMO@?GT ?@O<DI@? <I? DGG�OM@<O@? c` >DQDGD<IN AMJH OC@

"<NN< @OCID> BMJPK DI "POPJp .DH=< #JPIOTp <>>PN@? JA NPKKJMODIB OC@ ,0#o

3@KO@H=@Mi ]ee`q %#/-/' NJG?D@MN =@<O <I? DIEPM@? < GJ><G "MDODNC "MJ<?><NODIB
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#JMKJM<ODJI EJPMI<GDNOp <KK<M@IOGT =@><PN@ C@ C<? >MDOD>DU@? %#/-/' DI CDN M@KJMONo

3@KO@H=@Mi ]ee`q ,0# YBCO@MN <GG@B@?GT >PO J[ OC@ YIB@MN <I? @<MN JA !G=@MO -@I?@p

< EJPMI<GDNOo

]eeaq ,0# YBCO@MNp JK@M<ODIB RDOC OC@ NPKKJMO JA OC@ !&,p NTNO@H<OD><GGT NR@KO

OCMJPBC MPM<G <M@<N DI NJPOC@<NO@MI ,D=@MD<p MJ==DIBp OJMOPMDIB <I? DIODHD?<ODIB K@JKG@

<I? AJM>DIB OC@H OJ O<F@ M@APB@ DI "P>C<I<I JM JOC@M KG<>@N PI?@M %#/-/' >JIOMJGo

-<IT JA OCJN@ Z@@DIB OJ "P>C<I<I DI &@=MP<MT R@M@ M@KJMO@? OJ C<Q@ =@@I =<TJI@O@?p

NCJO JM ZJBB@? =T ,0# YBCO@MNo !O OC@ ODH@p G<MB@ IPH=@MN JA K@JKG@p K@MC<KN <N H<IT

<N f```p R@M@ M@KJMO@?GT =@DIB C@G? =T OC@ ,0# DI OC@ >JHKJPI?N JA <I <BMD>PGOPM@

>JHK<ITp RC@M@ H<IT R@M@ M<K@?o

!KMDGi ]eeaq 5,)-/�+ N@O <=G<U@ OC@ OJRIN JA &<NN<H<p ;P<II< a <I? ;P<II< bo

3PMQDQJMN M@KJMO@? M<K@Np <=?P>ODJIN <I? GJJODIBo

!KMDGi ]eeaq "@IE<HDI 7DGNJIp < EJPMI<GDNO RDOC ~4C@ %T@�p R<N =@<O@I =T KJGD>@ RC@I

C@ M@APN@? OJ BDQ@ OC@H KCJOJBM<KCN C@ C<? O<F@I JA ?<H<B@N <O < M@APB@@ >JHKJPI?

DI -JIMJQD<o

*PI@i ]eeaq 5.)#%& RJMF@MN DI "P>C<I<I M@KJMO@? OC<O OC@T C<? M@BDNO@M@? feb ><N@N

JA RJH@I RCJ C<? =@@I M<K@?p HJNOGT =T H@H=@MN JA OC@ R<MMDIB A<>ODJINp RDOCDI <

K@MDJ? G@NN OC<I f HJIOCNo

*PGTi ]eeaq "DGG *<MFGJCp < EJPMI<GDNO RDOC ~4C@ .@RN�p R<N =@<O@I PI>JIN>DJPN =T

5,)-/�* YBCO@MNo (@ C<? =@@I DIO@MQD@RDIB 2JJN@Q@GO *JCINJI RC@I YBCO@MN NOJMH@?

OC@ =PDG?DIB <I? C@ OMD@? OJ KCJOJBM<KC OC@ DI>D?@IOo 4CM@@ JA OCJN@ DIQJGQ@? DI OC@

<^<>F R@M@ <MM@NO@? =T %#/-/' <I? OC@I C<I?@? JQ@M OJ OC@ 5,)-/�* CDBC

>JHH<I?o

3@KO@H=@Mi ]eeaq *<H@N -JHJCp < EJPMI<GDNO RDOC ~4C@ )ILPDM@M R<N =@<O@I =T

%#/-/' NJG?D@MN RC@I OMTDIB OJ KCJOJBM<KC !&, NJG?D@MN <O < >C@>F�KJDIOo

-<M>Ci ]eebq .0&, J\>D<GN NCJO ORJ H@I DI OC@ G@BN <AO@M OC@T R@M@ AJPI? OCM@<O@IDIB

>DQDGD<INo

!??DODJI<G %SOM<EP?D>D<G %S@>PODJINk 5IG<RAPG FDGGDIB JA >DQDGD<IN DI>GP?DIB

H<NN<>M@N

]ee\q 4C@ KM@?JHDI<IOGT 'DJ <I? -<IJ M@=@G AJM>@N NPHH<MDGT FDGG@? BJQ@MIH@IO

J\>D<GN <I? JOC@MN >JIND?@M@? OJ =@ NPKKJMO@MN JA 0M@ND?@IO $J@}N BJQ@MIH@IOp

K<MOD>PG<MGT H@H=@MN JA OC@ +M<CI @OCID> BMJPK <I? OC@ -PNGDH -<I?DIBJ
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>JHHPIDOTo

]ee\q !I PIFIJRI IPH=@M JA KMDNJI@MN R@M@ @S@>PO@? <AO@M PIA<DM OMD<GN =@AJM@ NK@>D<G

>JPMON N@O PK =T OC@ M@=@GNo !O G@<NO < CPI?M@? K@JKG@ � BJQ@MIH@IO J\>D<GN <I?

H@H=@MN JA OC@ +M<CI <I? -<I?DIBJ @OCID> BMJPKN � R@M@ M@KJMO@?GT @S@>PO@? <AO@M

=@DIB >JIQD>O@? JA ~>MDH@N <B<DINO OC@ K@JKG@� JM JA NPKKJMODIB OC@ BJQ@MIH@IOo

*<IP<MTi ]ee\q (PI?M@?N JA PI<MH@? >DQDGD<IN R@M@ FDGG@? =T M@=@GN <I? BJQ@MIH@IO

OMJJKN DI .DH=< #JPIOT DI IJMOC@<NO ,D=@MD<o

*<IP<MTi ]ee\q ! AJMH@M KMDNJI@M JA >JIN>D@I>@p 2J=@MO 0CDGDKNp R<N =MPO<GGT HPM?@M@?

<O CDN CJH@ DI -JIMJQD< =T <I !&, $@<OC NLP<?o

-<Ti ]ee\q !O G@<NO c` 'DJ <I? -<IJ H@Ip RJH@I <I? >CDG?M@I R@M@ <=?P>O@? =T

BJQ@MIH@IO NJG?D@MN AMJH < 5. >JHKJPI? RC@M@ CPI?M@?N R@M@ N@@FDIB KMJO@>ODJIo

4C@T R@M@ OC@I <KK<M@IOGT @S@>PO@? @SOM< EP?D>D<GGT =T OC@ !&,o

*PI@i ]ee\q ! BJQ@MIH@IO NJG?D@M R<N @S@>PO@? =T YMDIB NLP<? <AO@M =@DIB >JIQD>O@?

=T < >JPMO�H<MOD<G JA HPM?@MDIB < >DQDGD<Io

*PI@i ]ee\q 3@Q@M<G CPI?M@? 'DJ <I? -<IJ NJG?D@MN R@M@ M@KJMO@? OJ C<Q@ =@@I

<MM@NO@?o 3JH@ <KK@<M OJ C<Q@ =@@I @SOM< EP?D>D<GGT @S@>PO@? � OC@DM =J?D@N R@M@ AJPI?

DI OC@ NOM@@ONp <GOCJPBC OC@ BJQ@MIH@IO N<D? OC<O ae` C<? =@@I M@G@<N@?o

*PGTi ]ee\q ,<MB@�N><G@ FDGGDIBN J>>PMM@? RC@I KM@?JHDI<IOGT 'DJ <I? -<IJ M@=@G

BMJPKN @IO@M@? -JIMJQD<o /I@ M@=@G G@<?@M R<N N<D?p =T @T@�RDOI@NN@Np OJ C<Q@

K@MNJI<GGT NCJO AJPM K@JKG@ ?@<? DI >JG? =GJJ?p DI>GP?DIB < 2@? #MJNN RJMF@M <I? <

RJH<I RCJH C@ NCJO DI OC@ A<>@ DI AMJIO JA C@M >CDG?o

!PBPNOi ]ee\q )I 'M<I? '@?@C #JPIOTp OC@ .0&, AJM>@N R@M@ M@NKJIND=G@ AJM

DI?DN>MDHDI<O@ FDGGDIBN JA K@JKG@ =@GJIBDIB OJ OC@ +M<CI @OCID> BMJPKo &JMH@M

BJQ@MIH@IO HDIDNO@Mp 3@I<OJM &M@? *o "G<T <I? 2@KM@N@IO<ODQ@ 7DGGD<H 4o *<==<C R@M@

M@KJMO@?GT @S@>PO@? =T OC@ ).0&,r OC@T ?D? IJO <KK@<M OJ C<Q@ C<? <IT AJMH JA OMD<Go

3@KO@H=@M ]\i ]ee\q 4C@ <NN<NNDI<ODJI JA ,D=@MD<I 0M@ND?@IO 3<HP@G $J@ =T 0MDI>@

9JMHD@ *JCINJIp G@<?@M JA OC@ )I?@K@I?@IO .<ODJI<G 0<OMDJOD> &MJIO JA ,D=@MD< v).0&,wp

<AO@M =@DIB ><KOPM@? OC@ ?<T =@AJM@ <O OC@ O@HKJM<MT C@<?LP<MO@MN JA OC@ %#/-/'o

/>OJ=@Mi ]ee\q 4RJ .DB@MD<I EJPMI<GDNON ?@O<DI@? =T OC@ .0&,p 4<TJ !RJOPINDI <I?

+M@@N )HJ?D=D@p R@M@ M@KJMO@?GT @S@>PO@? @SOM< EP?D>D<GGTo 42# YI?DIBN M@Q@<G@? OC<O

OC@T R@M@ @S@>PO@? =T AJJ? ?@KMDQ<ODJIr OC@T R@M@ <GGJR@? OJ NO<MQ@ ODGG ?@<OC DI .0&,

0MDNJIo
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]ee]j!>>JM? =@OR@@I #C<MG@N 4<TGJM <I? &DM@NOJI@o 4C@ H<I<B@H@IO <O &DM@NOJI@ C<?

<I <MM<IB@H@IO RDOC A<>ODJI<G G@<?@MNCDK ?PMDIB OC@ R<M OJ JMB<IDU@ KMJO@>ODJI <I?

@SKJMO JA OC@DM KMJ?P>Oo &DM@NOJI@ K<D? OC@ .0&, mbHDGGDJI <IIP<GGT AJM KMJO@>ODJIo

.0&,}N ~'�b� N@>PMDOT AJM>@N >JHK@GG@? MP==@M RJMF@MN OJ >JIODIP@ RJMF DI @S>C<IB@

AJM PN@ JA &DM@NOJI@ >JHHPID><ODJIN @LPDKH@IO <I? < =<N@ AJM /K@M<ODJI />OJKPN OC<O

=@B<I DI />OJ=@Mp aiibo

]ee]q 4C@ .0&, R<N M@NKJIND=G@ AJM OC@ FDGGDIBN JA CPI?M@?N JA H@H=@MN JA OC@ +M<CI

@OCID> BMJPK <I? H@H=@MN JA OC@ -<I?DIBJ >JHHPIDOT DI 'M<I? '@?@C #JPIOTp RCJ

R@M@ O<MB@O@? AJM AJMH@MGT NPKKJMODIB OC@ $J@ BJQ@MIH@IOo .0&, >JIODIP@? OJ ?@O<DIp

OJMOPM@p <I? FDGG >DQDGD<IN DI JOC@M <M@<N PI?@M OC@DM >JIOMJGo

]ee]q 4C@ ).0&, FDGG@? !IB@GDI@ 7<^< !GGDNJIo )O R<N <GNJ M@KJMO@? OC<O C@M CPN=<I?p

< AJMH@M ?@A@IN@ HDIDNO@Mp -<EJM�'@I@M<G 'M<T $DJC !GGDNJIp R<N O<F@I AMJH CDN KMDNJI

>@GG DI "@GG@C 9@GG<C <I? @S@>PO@? =T OC@ .0&,o

3@KO@H=@Mi ]ee]q )O R<N M@KJMO@? OC<O < IPH=@M JA .0&, NJG?D@MN C<? =@@I @SOM<

EP?D>D<GGT @S@>PO@? <AO@M <^@HKODIB OJ <NN<NNDI<O@ #C<MG@N 4<TGJMo (JR@Q@Mp OC@N@

M@KJMON R@M@ ?@ID@? =T OC@ .02!' <?HDIDNOM<ODJIo )O N<D? OC<O <I .0&, J\>@M C<?

=@@I @S@>PO@? <AO@M < NK@>D<G >JPMO�H<MOD<G C<? >JIQD>O@? CDH JA HPM?@MDIB YQ@

NJG?D@MNo

/>OJ=@M ^\i ]ee]q !MM@NO JA *<>FNJI &o $J@o 0<PG 6<T@p (@IMT +@M?D<Cp '@JMB@ -<INPJp

<I? '@JMB@ +<MNPJ <MM@NO@? *<>FNJI $J@ DI "P>C<I<Ip 'M<I? "<NN< #JPIOTp JI OC@

JM?@MN JA #C<MG@N 4<TGJM <I? HPM?@M@? CDH DI OC@ OJRI JA ;JMBJR@@ DI .DH=< #JPIOTo

*<IP<MTi ]ee^q 4C@ ).0&, C<? @S@>PO@? <O G@<NO OCM@@ JA OC@DM JRI NJG?D@MN <O <I .0&,

><HK I@<M -JIMJQD< AJM =@DIB DI KJNN@NNDJI JA I@R >PMM@I>T DNNP@? =T OC@ )IO@MDH

'JQ@MIH@IOo

!KMDGi ]ee^q .02!' <POCJMDOD@N >C<MB@? AJPM N@IDJM .0&, J\>@MN RDOC OC@ HPM?@M JA

N@Q@I NPNK@>O@? 5,)-/ NPKKJMO@MN DI "P>C<I<Io 4CM@@ R@M@ G<O@M M@G@<N@? <I? DO R<N

IJO FIJRI DA OC@ JOC@M R<N OMD@?o

*PGT _i ]ee^q .0&, YBCO@MN <GG@B@?GT FDGG@? IDI@ AJM@NOMT RJMF@MN DI *@I?@H<I<o

!PBPNOi ]ee^q 7C@I 5,)-/ N@DU@? .0&,�>JIOMJGG@? O@MMDOJMTp =JOC .0&, <I? 5,)-/

AJM>@N R@M@ <GG@B@? OJ C<Q@ FDGG@? >DQDGD<IN NPNK@>O@? JA NPKKJMODIB OC@ JOC@M ND?@ DI OC@

YBCODIBo

!PBPNOi ]ee^q 3@Q@M<G ?DNND?@IO .0&, NJG?D@MN R@M@ M@KJMO@?GT @S@>PO@? =T OC@ .0&,

AJM OC@DM DIQJGQ@H@IO DI <I <^@HKO@? <NN<NNDI<ODJI JA #C<MG@N 4<TGJM DI RCD>C <
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=J?TBP<M? R<N FDGG@?o

/>OJ=@Mi ]ee^q $PMDIB OC@ />OJKPN <^<>F JI -JIMJQD<p .0&, AJM>@N R@M@ M@KJMO@? OJ

C<Q@ ?@GD=@M<O@GT FDGG@? >DQDGD<IN <I? O<F@I JOC@M KMDNJI@MNo .0&, OMJJKN M@KJMO@?GT

<=?P>O@? e` K@JKG@ <I? FDGG@? JOC@MN RC@I OC@T OJJF >JIOMJG JA ,JPDND<I< 4JRINCDK

I@<M OC@ ><KDO<Go

/>OJ=@M ^\i ]ee^q 4RJ IPINp =JOC 53 I<ODJI<GNp < ,D=@MD<I H<I @HKGJT@? =T OC@ IPIN}

>JIQ@IO <I? ORJ %#/-/' NJG?D@MN R@M@ FDGG@? DI OC@ IPIN} ><M I@<M "<MI@MNQDGG@

<KK<M@IOGT =T OC@ .0&,o

/>OJ=@M ^_i ]ee^q 3DS .0&, NJG?D@MN @IO@M@? OC@ IPIN} >JIQ@IO DI OC@ NP=PM= JA

'<M?I@MNQDGG@p FDGG@? OCM@@ JOC@M !H@MD><I IPIN <I? < ,@=<I@N@ =PNDI@NNH<Ip <I?

<=?P>O@? OC@ =PNDI@NNH<I}N ,D=@MD<I RDA@p ORJ JOC@M ,D=@MD<I RJH@I RDOC OC@DM AJPM

>CDG?M@Ip <I? AJPM ,D=@MD<I IJQD>@No 4CJN@ <=?P>O@? R@M@ <KK<M@IOGT G<O@M M@G@<N@?o

.02!' J\>D<GN ?@ID@? OC<O .0&, AJM>@N R@M@ M@NKJIND=G@o

,<O@ />OJ=@Mi ]ee^q 4C@ .0&, <GG@B@?GT FDGG@? HJM@ OC<I be K@JKG@ DI -<MTG<I?

#JPIOTp <KK<M@IOGT =@><PN@ OC@T R@M@ NPNK@>O@? JA NPKKJMODIB 5,)-/o

/>OJ=@Mi ]ee^q #DQDGD<IN DI -JIMJQD< R@M@ NP=E@>O@? OJ DGG�OM@<OH@IOp C<M<NNH@IO <I?

GJJODIB =T !&, <I? 5,)-/ OMJJKNo !O G@<NO NDS K@JKG@ R@M@ M@KJMO@? OJ C<Q@ =@@I

NPHH<MDGT @S@>PO@? =T OC@N@ AJM>@N JI NPNKD>DJI JA =@DIB .0&, YBCO@MNo

.JQ@H=@Mi ]ee^q %#/-/' AJM>@N OCM@<O@I@? OJ NCJJO JI NDBCO <IT H@H=@M JA OC@

<MH@? AJM>@N RCJ =MJF@ < IDBCO >PMA@R DHKJN@? DI -JIMJQD<o

*<IP<MTi ]ee_q 4RJ PII<H@? NJG?D@MN R@M@ M@KJMO@?GT @S@>PO@? DI *<IP<MT <AO@M =@DIB

>JIQD>O@? JA GJJODIB =T <I !&, >JPMO H<MOD<Go

*<IP<MTi ]ee_q !&, NJG?D@MN AJPI? M@NKJIND=G@ AJM @SOM<EP?D>D<G @S@>PODJI JA "MD<I

'<MIC<Hp H<I<B@M JA < M@N@<M>C G<=JM<OJMTo

&@=MP<MTi ]ee_q 5,)-/ M@KJMO@?GT @S@>PO@? @DBCO JA DON YBCO@MN DI &@=MP<MT AJM GJJODIB

<I? C<M<NNDIB >DQDGD<INo

&@=MP<MTi ]ee_q ac @G?@MN <O (<DI?D R@M@ C@G? M@NKJIND=G@ AJM OC@ ?MJRIDIB JA < 5,)-/

>JHH<I?@M RC@I CDN ><IJ@ ><KNDU@?o 4C@T R@M@ @S@>PO@?o

-<M>Ci ]ee_q 5,)-/ NPHH<MDGT @S@>PO@? aad TJPIB H@I DI ;JMUJM NPNK@>O@? JA

NPKKJMODIB OC@ .0&,o 2@APB@@N RCJ Z@? OJ I@DBC=JMDIB 'PDI@< R@M@ M@KJMO@?GT @DOC@M

AJM>D=GT M@OPMI@? OJ ,D=@MD< JM @S@>PO@? DI 'PDI@< <AO@M K@MAPI>OJMT DIQ@NODB<ODJIN =T
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<I DGG@B<G #JPMO JA ,D=@MD<I @SDG@N =<N@? DI -<>@IO< <I? <KK<M@IOGT GDIF@? OJ 5,)-/o

!KMDGi ]ee_q 7C@I %#/-/' AJM>@N OJJF "P>C<I<I DI !KMDGp >DQDGD<IN RCJ M@APN@? OJ

Z@@ RDOC OC@ .0&, R@M@ <KK<M@IOGT FDGG@? =T .0&, NJG?D@MNo

-<Ti ]ee_q )I <I <^<>F JI &<N<H<p < OJRI PI?@M 5,)-/ >JIOMJGp <=JPO b`` >DQDGD<IN

R@M@ M@KJMO@?GT FDGG@? DI?DN>MDHDI<O@GT =T .0&, NJG?D@MNo

*PGTi ]ee_q 5,)-/ R<N <GG@B@? OJ C<Q@ @SOM< EP?D>D<GGT @S@>PO@? <N H<IT <N c``

H@H=@MN JA OC@ ,JMH< @OCID> BMJPK DI 6JDIE<H< RCJ JKKJN@? OC@DM >JIOMJG JA OC@

OJRIo

!PBPNOt3@KO@H=@Mi ]ee_q 2@KJMON JA .0&, <^<>FN JI ,D=@MD<I M@APB@@N DI ><HKN >GJN@

OJ OC@ =JM?@M DI #JO@ ?})QJDM@ JM <N OC@T M@OPMI@? OJ O@I? OC@DM >MJKN DI NJPOC�@<NO@MI

,D=@MD<o 3@Q@M<G R@M@ M@KJMO@?GT FDGG@?o

3@KO@H=@Mi ]ee_q ! 5. DILPDMT AJPI? OC<O OC@ !&, C<? =@@I M@NKJIND=G@ AJM OC@ @SOM<

EP?D>D<G @S@>PODJIN JA I@<MGT f`` PI<MH@? >DQDGD<IN� HJNOGT RJH@Ip >CDG?M@I <I?

@G?@MGT K@JKG@� <O ?DNKG<>@? K@JKG@}N ><HKN I@<M (<M=@G DI *PI@o 4CDN M@KJMO =T OC@

7!+/ #JHHDNNDJI DN ?DNKPO@? =T YI?DIBN JA OC@ 42# OJ OC@ @[@>O OC<O .0&,

>JHHD^@? OC@ <OMJ>DOD@No

/>OJ=@Mi ]ee_q 5,)-/ YBCO@MN M@KJMO@?GT FDGG@? G<MB@ IPH=@MN JA K@JKG@ AMJH OC@

+DNND @OCID> BMJPK DI &JT< ?DNOMD>Oo

/>OJ=@Mi ]ee_q (PI?M@?N JA >DQDGD<IN ?D@? JM R@M@ ?@GD=@M<O@GT FDGG@? ?PMDIB 5,)-/

O<F@JQ@M JA ,JA< <I? "JIB #JPIOD@N <I? OC@ .0&, M@><KOPM@ JA "JIB #JPIOTo

#JPIOG@NN >DQDGD<IN RCJ M@H<DI@? <AO@M OC@ M@><KOPM@ R@M@ FDGG@? =T OC@ .0&,o

/>OJ=@Mi ]ee_q 3D@MM< ,@JI@<I 2@QJGPODJI<MT 5IDO@? &MJIO AJM>@N R@M@ M@KJMO@? OJ

C<Q@ FDGG@? >DQDGD<IN DI ,JA< #JPIOT JI NPNKD>DJI JA NPKKJMODIB JKKJNDIB AJM>@No

/>OJ=@Mi ]ee_q ,D=@MD<I 0@<>@ #JPI>DG YBCO@MN M@KJMO@?GT FDGG@? >DQDGD<IN RCJ M@APN@?

OJ EJDI OC@H DI 3DIJ@ #JPIOT DI OC@ NJPOC@<NOo

$@>@H=@Mi ]ee_q ,0# YBCO@MN FDGG@? IDI@ >CPM>C HDIDNO@MN DI 'M@@IQDGG@ <AO@M <>>PNDIB

OC@H JA =@DIB ~<IOD�+M<CI�o

*PI@i ]ee`q -<I?DIBJ 5,)-/ YBCO@MN M@KJMO@?GT FDGG@? <O G@<NO AJPM >DQDGD<IN <I? OJJF

RJH@I CJNO<B@ AJM HJI@T RC@I OC@T =PMI@? <I? GJJO@? QDGG<B@N DI OC@ 4D@II@ <M@<o

*PI@ ]ci ]ee`q 5,)-/ YBCO@MN M<D?@? OC@ QDGG<B@ JA 'J@o 4C@T AJM>@? <GG OC@ QDGG<B@MN
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OJ <NN@H=G@ <O < >@IOM<G KJDIO <I? <>>PN@? OC@H JA NPKKJMODIB < MDQ<G 5,)-/ BMJPKo

4C@T =PMIO CJPN@N <I? GJJO@? @SO@INDQ@GTo 4C@T <GNJ OD@? PK OC@ QDGG<B@ >CD@A DI CDN CPO

<I? N@O DO JI YM@o

*PI@ ]ei ]ee`q !I 5,)-/ BMJPK G@? =T >JHH<I?@M +@DO< FDGG@? NDS K@JKG@ AMJH OC@

"<IBJM<H< QDGG<B@ <I? =PMIO ?JRI OC@ CJPN@ JA OC@ GJ><G >CD@Ao

*PI@ ^_i ]ee`q !I 5,)-/�+ BMJPK <^<>F@? OC@ QDGG<B@ JA .BJE<C <I? HPM?@M@? ORJ

K@JKG@o 4C@T R@M@ OD@? PK <I? OC@DM OCMJ<ON NGDOo

*PGTi ]ee`q )I "<MI<=GJ "@<>Cp ,0# YBCO@MN <GG@B@?GT OD@? OC@ QD>ODHN} <MHN =@CDI?

OC@DM =<>FNp =PMI@? OC@H N@Q@M@GT RDOC C@<O@? H<>C@O@Np AJM>@? OC@H OJ ><MMT GJJO@?

BJJ?N OJ <IJOC@M QDGG<B@ <I? NCJO ?@<? JI@ H<I RCJ C<? >JGG<KN@? JI OC@ R<To

*PGTi ]ee`q ,$& YBCO@MN M@KJMO@?GT FDGG@? HJM@ OC<I g` >DQDGD<IN DI OC@ QDGG<B@ JA 7JMUDp

I@<M ;JMUJMp ,JA< #JPIOTo

!PBPNOi ]ee`q -<I?DIBJ 5,)-/ YBCO@MN <GG@B@?GT FDGG@? <O G@<NO b` >DQDGD<IN DI

'=@NN@Cp ,JA< #JPIOTo

!PBPNOt3@KO@H=@Mi ]ee`q !I 5,)-/ #JPMO JM?@M@? OC@ @S@>PODJI =T YMDIB�NLP<? JA

>DQDGD<IN RCJH DO NPNK@>O@? OJ =@ .0&, NPKKJMO@MNo

!PBPNOt3@KO@H=@Mi ]ee`q -<I?DIBJ 5,)-/ YBCO@MN M@KJMO@?GT FDGG@? >DQDGD<IN DI ,JA<

<I? "JIB #JPIOD@No

!PBPNOi ]ee`q 4C@ .0&, R<N M@KJMO@?GT OJ C<Q@ @S@>PO@? PK OJ h` JA DON JRI YBCO@MNp

RDOCJPO OMD<Gp <I? OJ C<Q@ OJMOPM@? <I? FDGG@? ,D@PO@I<IO�'@I@M<G .DSJI '<T@p <I .0&,

#JHH<I?@Mp AJM G@<?DIB < HPODIT <B<DINO #C<MG@N 4<TGJMo

3@KO@H=@Mi ]ee`q 4C@ H<NN<>M@ JA JQ@M a`` K@MNJIN RCJ R@M@ CJNKDO<GDU@? <I?�JM

N@@FDIB NC@GO@M <O OC@ 0C@=@ (JNKDO<Go 3JH@ JA OCJN@ FDGG@? R@M@ Z@@DIB YBCODIB

=@OR@@I 5,)-/�+ <I? .0&,o 4C@ .0&, DN <GG@B@? OJ C<Q@ >JHHD^@? OC@ >MDH@o

3@KO@H=@Mi ]ee`q .0&, YBCO@MN OD@? PK <O G@<NO b` H@Ip RJH@I <I? >CDG?M@I <I?

OCM@R OC@H DIOJ OC@ 3Oo *JCI 2DQ@M <O "<DG< "MD?B@o

3@KO@H=@Mi ]ee`q !O G@<NO ORJ 4<IU<ID<I 5./-), NJG?D@MN R@M@ FDGG@? DI +<F<O< RC@I

+M<CI 5,)-/ YBCO@MN M@KJMO@?GT <^<>F@? < >JIQJT JA >DQDGD<IN Z@@DIB '=<MIB<p

RCD>C DI>GP?@? 5./-), J=N@MQ@MN <I? <D? RJMF@MNo

3@KO@H=@Mi ]ee`q .0&, YBCO@MN M@KJMO@?GT NCJO ?@<? NJH@ a`` K@JKG@ DI 0<G<G<p "JIB
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#JPIOTp JI NPNKD>DJI JA =@DIB 5,)-/ NPKKJMO@MNo

3@KO@H=@Mi ]ee`q ,0# YBCO@MN DI 'M@@IQDGG@ R@M@ M@KJMO@? OJ C<Q@ FDGG@? -<MD@ 4JFK<p

< BDMG AMJH OC@ +K@GG@ @OCID> BMJPKp RCJ M@NDNO@? =@DIB M<K@?o

3@KO@H=@Mi ]ee`q ,0# YBCO@MN M@KJMO@?GT <NN@H=G@? OC@ DIC<=DO<ION JA +KJGJFK<G<p

+JFJT< $DNOMD>Op "JIB #JPIOTp FDGG@? c` <GG@B@? .0&, YBCO@MN <I? NPKKJMO@MN RDOC

H<>C@O@Np OC@I NCJO ?@<? ae JOC@M >DQDGD<IN KMDNJI@MN <I? YM@? DIOJ OC@ >MJR?o 42#

DIQ@NODB<ODJIN >JIYMH@?o

3@KO@H=@Mi ]ee`q .0&, YBCO@MN MJ==@? <I? FDGG@? >DQDGD<IN <N OC@T Z@? YBCODIB AJM

OC@ >JIOMJG JA '=<MIB< RDOC 5,)-/o

/>OJ=@Mi ]ee`q &MJH />OJ=@M .0&, YBCO@MN M@KJMO@?GT FDGG@? N>JM@N JA >DQDGD<IN DI

-<MTG<I? #JPIOT RCJH OC@T NPNK@>O@? JA NPKKJMODIB OC@ ,0#p <HJIB OC@H 3DHJI

'T@FT@p < 'C<I<D<I N>CJJG KMDI>DK<G DI 0G@@=Jo

/>OJ=@Mi ]ee`q ,0# YBCO@MN <KK<M@IOGT YM@? JI <NN@H=G@? >DQDGD<IN DI ;<IU<T@p FDGGDIB

N>JM@N JA OC@Ho

.JQ@H=@Mi ]ee`q ,0# YBCO@MN <GG@B@?GT FDGG@? ab M@ND?@ION JA 3<=J 7JYF@Io

$@>@H=@Mi ]ee`q -JM@ OC<I e` >DQDGD<IN R@M@ H<NN<>M@? <O 0<TI@NQDGG@o 2@NKJIND=DGDOT

R<N PI>G@<M =PO RDOI@NN@N N<D? OC@ <^<>F@MN R@M@ +M<CI !&, NJG?D@MNo

$@>@H=@Mi ]ee`q 4C@ .0&, @S@>PO@? NDS vfw N@IDJM >JHH<I?@MN C@G? M@NKJIND=G@ AJM

OC@ A<GG JA '=<MIB< DI 3@KO@H=@Mp <KK<M@IOGT <AO@M < >JPMO�H<MOD<Go

$@>@H=@M ]ai ]ee`q 4C@ H<NN<>M@ JA dh >DQDGD<IN <O #JR &D@G?p $PKJMO 2J<?p

-JION@MM<?J #JPIOTo 4C@ >DQDGD<IN R@M@ HPM?@M@? <I? =PMI@? =T 0<PG 6<T@p 3<H

,<MOJ@ <I? JOC@M NJG?D@MN AMJH OC@ .0&, RCDG@ OC@T R@M@ <NG@@K DI OC@DM CJH@No

*<IP<MT ]eeaq ,D=@MD<I 0@<>@ #JPI>DG v,0#w YBCO@MN FDGG@? @DBCO@@I vahw >DODU@IN DI

'M<I? +MP #JPIOTo

!KMDGi ]eeaq 5.)#%& M@KM@N@IO<ODQ@N M@KJMO@? < H<NN<>M@ DI 9JPM>@@p < QDGG<B@ I@<M

"P>C<I<Io 4C@T NO<O@? OC<O <O G@<NO fb K@JKG@p DI>GP?DIB RJH@I <I? >CDG?M@Ip C<? =@@I

MJPI?@? PK <I? FDGG@? � HJNO C<? =@@I C<>F@? OJ ?@<OCo 4C@ 5.)#%& RJMF@MN >JPG?

IJO ?@O@MHDI@ RCJ R<N M@NKJIND=G@ AJM OC@ H<NN<>M@r OC@ <M@< C<? =@@I >JIOMJGG@? =T

OC@ .0&, =PO R<N >JIO@NO@? =T OC@ ,0#o

*PI@i ]eeaq #G<NC@N =@OR@@I 5,)-/ A<>ODJIN DI 2JT@NQDGG@ G@AO H<IT >DQDGD<IN ?@<?r
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NPMQDQJMN R@M@ M<K@? <I? O@MMJMDU@?o

!PBPNOi ]eeaq !AO@M OC@ K@<>@ <BM@@H@IOp DO R<N M@KJMO@? OC<O .0&, YBCO@MN C<? =@@I

M@NKJIND=G@ AJM OC@ H<NN<>M@ JA <O G@<NO ge >DQDGD<IN DI OC@ 4<KKDO< <M@<p .DH=< #JPIOTo

!GOCJPBC C@ ?DN>JPIO@? OC@ YBPM@ JA OCJN@ FDGG@?p #C<MG@N 4<TGJMp G@<?@M JA OC@ .0&,p

NO<O@? OC<O NJH@ .0&, H@H=@MN C<? =@@I <MM@NO@? <I? RJPG? A<>@ >JPMO�H<MOD<G AJM

OC@N@ <>ONo

.JQ@H=@Mi ]eeaq !O G@<NO AJPM ,0# >JHH<I?@MN R@M@ @S@>PO@? =T YMDIB�NLP<? JI OC@

JM?@MN JA < NK@>D<GGT >JINODOPO@? >JPMOo !>>JM?DIB OJ M@KJMONp OC@ @S@>PODJI AJGGJR@? <

ORJ�R@@F DIQ@NODB<ODJI DIOJ CPH<I MDBCON <=PN@No

$@>@H=@Mi ]eeaq 5./-), J=N@MQ@MN >JHH@IODIB JI OC@ CPH<I MDBCON NDOP<ODJI DI

4P=H<I=PMB >JIYMH@? OC<O 5,)-/�* C<? AJM>@? >DQDGD<IN JPO JA OC@ CJNKDO<G RC@M@

OC@T C<? NJPBCO M@APB@ AMJH OC@ YBCODIB <I? C<? PN@? OC@H <N ~CPH<I NCD@G?N� OJ

KMJO@>O OC@DM KJNDODJINo

*<IP<MTi ]eebq -@H=@MN JA OC@ ,0# FDGG@?p M<K@?p <I? C<M<NN@? H@H=@MN JA OC@ 'M@=J

@OCID> BMJPK DI NJPOC@<NO ,D=@MD<o

*<IP<MTi ]eebq 4C@ =PMD@? M@H<DIN JA YQ@ >DQDGD<IN R@M@ @SCPH@? DI 4P=H<I=PMBp

OJB@OC@M RDOC OCJN@ JA IDI@ %#/-/' NJG?D@MNp <GG@B@?GT FDGG@? =T 5,)-/�*o /I@ JA OC@

QD>ODHN C<? =@@I ?@><KDO<O@? <I?p <>>JM?DIB OJ < K<OCJGJBDNOp <IJOC@M C<? <KK<M@IOGT

=@@I OD@? PK <I? OC@I NCJOo

&@=MP<MTi ]eebq ,D@PO@I<IO 0MDI>@ -PN< JA OC@ .0&, R<N FDGG@? < A@R HDIPO@N <AO@M

=@DIB AJPI? BPDGOT =T < >JPMO�H<MOD<G JA FDGGDIB < >DQDGD<I RCJ M@APN@? OJ C<I? JQ@M

HJI@To

-<M>Ci ]eebq !O G@<NO AJPM vdw >DQDGD<IN R@M@ M@KJMO@?GT FDGG@? RC@I ,0# >JH=<O<ION DI

"P>C<I<I JK@I@? YM@ JI OC@H <AO@M MPIIDIB JQ@M < K@?@NOMD<I RDOC OC@DM Q@CD>G@o

!KMDG bi ]eebq 4C@ <^@HKO@? <MM@NO JA 2JJN@Q@GO *JCINJI =T OC@ .0&, <I? 5,)-/�+

RDOC %#/-/' NPKKJMOo 4C@ <^@HKO G@? OJ OC@ OCDM? =<^G@ AJM -JIMJQD<p DI RCD>C OC@

53 BJQ@MIH@IO NPKKJMO@? OC@ =@G@<BP@M@? 5,)-/�* OMJJKNo

!KMDG ]di ]eebq 4C@ HPM?@M JA OR@GQ@ vabw K@MNJIN DI ;P<II< 4JRI <I? "GJPI 4JRIp

"JHD #JPIOTo ! BMJPK JA YBCO@MN NOJMH@? OC@ <M@< <I? =PMI@? ?JRI OC@ ?DNKG<>@H@IO

><HK <I? +<MHJ 4JRIo

!KMDG g -<Ti ]eebq &DBCO@MN GJT<G OJ OC@ .0&, KP=GD>GT ?DNKG<T@? OC@ C@<? JA <

5,)-/�* YBCO@M RCJ C<? =@@I NCJO <I? OC@I ?@><KDO<O@?o
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!KMDG g -<Ti ]eebq 4C@ =J?T JA "@INJI 'RT<Ip AJMH@M -<I<BDIB $DM@>OJM JA OC@

&JM@NOMT $@Q@GJKH@IO !B@I>Tp R<N AJPI? I@<M OC@ KJGD>@ <><?@HT DI 0<TI@NQDGG@o (@

R<N M@KJMO@?GT FDGG@? =T OC@ .0&,o

-<Ti ]eebq &DQ@ vew =J?D@N R@M@ AJPI? JI "@INJI 3OM@@Op -JIMJQD<o 4C@ QD>ODHN

M@KJMO@?GT C<? OC@DM @<MN >PO J[ JM OC@DM OCMJ<ON >PO =@AJM@ =@DIB NCJOp AJGGJRDIB

YBCODIB =@OR@@I 5,)-/�* <I? OC@ .0&,o

*PGTi ]eebq !D? RJMF@MN M@KJMO@? OC<O 5,)-/�+ R<N M@NOMD>ODIB OC@ HJQ@H@IO JA

>DQDGD<IN DI < ?DNKG<>@? ><HK DI 3P@CI <I? NO<MQDIB OC@ DIC<=DO<ION OJ ><PN@ AJJ?

NPKKGD@N OJ =@ ?DQ@MO@? OJ OC@DM OMJJKNo 5,)-/�+ M@G@<N@? NJH@ f` NO<MQDIB >CDG?M@I

RDOCDI < A@R ?<TN =PO ?D? IJO K@MHDO OC@ @Q<>P<ODJI JA JOC@M DIC<=DO<ION AJM < APMOC@M

ORJ R@@FNo

3@KO@H=@Mi ]eebq $JU@IN JA >DQDGD<IN R@M@ FDGG@? <AO@M >G<NC@N =@OR@@I 5,)-/�* <I?

5,)-/�+o !O G@<NO ba >DQDGD<IN R@M@ FDGG@? DI 3DIE@p #<K@ -JPIO #JPIOTp M@KJMO@?GT

=T 5,)-/�+o /I@ JA OCJN@ FDGG@? R<N < =<=T BDMGp RCJN@ NFPGG C<? =@@I AM<>OPM@?o

3@KO@H=@M ^di ]eebq 4C@ H<NN<>M@ JA <=JPO N@Q@IO@@I >DODU@IN DI 3DIE@p 'M<I? #<K@

-JPIO #JPIOT <>>JM?DIB OJ < 5. KM@NN M@G@<N@ DNNP@? =T OC@ 3K@>D<G 2@KM@N@IO<ODQ@ JA

OC@ 3@>M@O<MT '@I@M<Gp !H=o !IOCJIT "o .T<FTDo

]eebj !I ,0# J\>D<G KP=GD>GT NO<O@? OC<O ,0# YBCO@MN M@NKJIND=G@ AJM OC@ FDGGDIB JA

OCM@@ >DQDGD<IN DI "P>C<I<I RJPG? =@ @S@>PO@?o

4C@ #C<MG@N 4<TGJM %M< o]eecu^\\_p

.JQ@H=@M ^di ]eecq 4C@ HPM?@M JA 3<HP@G $JFD@p < AJMH@M <GGT JA 4<TGJMp R<N <GG@B@?GT

HPM?@M@? =T 4<TGJM}N NK@>D<G N@>PMDOT AJM>@N <AO@M ?@A@>ODIB OJ AJPI? OC@ #@IOM<G

2@QJGPODJI<MT #JPI>DG v#2#wo $JFD@ R<N <MM@NO@? RDOC CDN A<HDGT <O < >C@>FKJDIO DI

'=<MIB<o 4C@ 3K@>D<G 3@>PMDOT 3@MQD>@N v333wp < BJQ@MIH@IO AJM>@ RDOCDI ,D=@MD<

?@?D><O@? OJ OC@ KMJO@>ODJI JA OC@ KM@ND?@IOp JM?@M@? OC@ <MM@NO <I? FDGGDIBo "@IE<HDI

9@<O@I DN GDIF@?o

$@>@H=@M ]bi ]eecq 4C@ HPM?@M JA $<ID@G .T@IF<Io .T@IF<I R<N AJPI? ?@<?

NJH@RC@M@ I@<M &M@@KJMOp -JIMJQD< RDOC =MPDN@N <GG JQ@M CDN =J?To

!KMDGi ]eedq 4C@ ?DN>JQ@MT JA < H<NN BM<Q@ DI ;JMUJMp ,JA< #JPIOTo 4C@ .0&, C<N =@@I

DHKGD><O@?o 4C@ QD>ODHNp DI>GP?DIB KM@BI<IO RJH@Ip R@M@ =JPI? <O OC@ C<I?N <I? G@BN

=@AJM@ =@DIB =PMD@? <GDQ@ DI NC<GGJR BM<Q@No

*PGT ]\i ]eedq 4C@ <=?P>ODJI JA .JR<D &GJHJp < KMJHDI@IO H<MF@O RJH<Ip R<N O<F@I

=T IDI@ H@H=@MN JA OC@ 333o 3C@ R<N <GG@B@?GT <=?P>O@? AMJH C@M CJPN@ <O <=JPO aaq``
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<oHo

3@KO@H=@M ]di ]eedq 4C@ <^<>F JI 2JJN@Q@GO *JCINJI JI #<HK *JCINJI 2J<?o 4C@

<^<>F >G<DH@? OC@ GDQ@N JA =@OR@@I ec OJ a`` K@JKG@o *JCINJI <I? JOC@MN Z@? OJ OC@ 53

%H=<NNT AJM KMJO@>ODJI <I? R@M@ G<O@M @Q<>P<O@? OJ .DB@MD< <I? 3D@MM< ,@JI@o

3@KO@H=@M ]ei ]eedq 4C@ @S@>PODJI JA ape`` ,D=@MD<I >DQDGD<IN <O ?<RIo 4C@ @S@>PODJI

OJJF KG<>@ KPMNP<IO OJ 0M@ND?@IO 4<TGJM}N JM?@M OC<O 2JJN@Q@GO *JCINJI =@ @QD>O@? AMJH

CDN M@ND?@I>@o 4C@ JK@M<ODJI R<N NK@<MC@<?@? =T #JGo *PIDJM &<ID<p ,@J *@=Jp 3<<C

'=JGGD@p *J@ 4P<Cp '@I@M<G %MD> 3R<Tp !MOCPM 3<<C <I? "@I@?D>O -@IO@@o

3@KO@H=@M ]ei ]eedq 4C@ HPM?@M JA OCDMO@@I vacw +M<CI DI?DQD?P<GN JI 3CD@]DI

CDBCR<T =T -<MF 'P<CIo

!PBPNO ]\i ]eeeq 4C@ H<NN<>M@ JA <=JPO be 1P<M?P�'=JID DI?DQD?P<GNo 4C@ H<NN<>M@

OJJF KG<>@ DI .@F@=JUPp ,JA< #JPIOT =T HDGDOD< H@Io

3@KO@H=@M ^i ]eeeq 4C@ H<NN<>M@ JA <=JPO be K@MNJIN DI .@F@=JUPp ,JA< #JPIOTo 4C@

H<NN<>M@ R<N =G<H@? JI OC@ $@A@IN@ -DIDNO@Mp $<ID@G #C@<o

3@KO@H=@M ^di ]eeeq 4C@ HPM?@M JA 0<K< '@JMB@o (@IMDLP@ #<NN@GGp OC@ $@KPOT

#JHHDNNDJI@M JA )HHDBM<ODJI <I? =MJOC@M�DI�G<R JA 0M@ND?@IO 4<TGJMp NCJO -Mo '@JMB@p

< O<SD ?MDQ@Mp AJM JQ@MO<FDIB CDH JI < MJ<?o #<NN@GG HJQ@N <MJPI? AM@@GT RDOCJPO <IT

KP=GDNC@? FIJRG@?B@ JA CJR C@ BJO M@G@<N@? AMJH KMDNJIo

/>OJ=@M ]\i ]eeej 4C@ H<NN<>M@ JA <=JPO OR@IOT vb`w >DQDGD<IN =T 3D<A< .JMH<Io

^\\\q 4C@ NPHH<MT @S@>PODJI JA HJM@ OC<I a`` K@MNJIN <O OC@ '=<MO<G< !45 4M<DIDIB

"<N@ DI "JIB #JPIOT =T #C<MG@N 4<TGJMp *Mo 3JH@ JA OC@ QD>ODHN R@M@ OM<DI@@N >C<MB@?

RDOC A<DGDIB OJ AJGGJR DINOMP>ODJINo

*<IP<MTi ^\\\q 4C@ H<NN<>M@ JA @DBCO@@I vahw -<I?DIBJ K@MNJIN DI "<RJI 4JRIp

;JMUJM $DNOMD>Op ,JA< #JPIOTo

*<IP<MTi ^\\\q 4C@ H<NN<>M@ JA bf PI<MH@? >DQDGD<IN DI '=<Cp "JHD #JPIOTo 4C@

>DQDGD<IN R@M@ <>>PN@? JA =@DIB NPKKJMO@MN JA ,52$ <I? R@M@ FDGG@? JI OC@ JM?@MN JA

-@GQDI 3JB=<I?Do

-<Ti ^\\\q 4C@ NPHH<MT @S@>PODJI JA db ><KODQ@N DI 6JDIE<H< =T *J@ '=<G<o 4C@

QD>ODHN R@M@ KM@NPH@? OJ =@ 'JQ@MIH@IO JA ,D=@MD< v'/,w NJG?D@MN RCJ C<?

NPMM@I?@M@? DI < =<^G@ =@OR@@I *JCI 4JRI <I? ;JMUJMo
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*PI@i ^\\\q 4C@ HPM?@M JA %IJ>C $JBJG@<o $JBJG@< R<N < QD>@ KM@ND?@IO RC@I C@ ?D@?o

3@KO@H=@Mi ^\\\q 4C@ <^<>FN =T OC@ 2@QJGPODJI<MT 5IDO@? &MJIO v25&w JI 'PDI@<o 4C@

25& R<N <>>JHK<ID@? =T ,D=@MD<I YBCO@MN <I? 'PDI@<I ?DNND?@ION DI>GP?DIB '@I@M<G

;JPH<IDBPDo 4C@ 25& @Q@IOP<GGT ><KOPM@? 'P@>F@?JP <I? -<>@IO< <O < CDBC >JNO JA

CPH<I GDQ@No

-<M>Ci ^\\]q 4C@ NPHH<MT @S@>PODJI JA AJPMO@@I vadw K@MNJIN DI +JID<p ,JA< #JPIOT

JI OC@ JM?@MN JA -JHJ *D==<o *D==< JM?@M@? OC@ @S@>PODJIN <AO@M OC@ '/, M@><KOPM@?

OC@ OJRI AMJH OC@ ,D=@MD<I 5IDO@? AJM 2@>JI>DGD<ODJI <I? $@HJ>M<>T v,52$wo (@ <GNJ

KG<II@? <I? @S@>PO@? OC@ ?@<OC JA &M<I>JDN -<NN<LPJDp OC@ 9JPOC <I? 3KJMON -DIDNO@M

<O OC@ ODH@o

-<Ti ^\\]q 4C@ H<NN<>M@ JA N@Q@I vgw -<I?DIBJ DI?DQD?P<GN =T $<ID@G 'R@C <I? 4JIT

'JITJM JA '/, AJM>@N DI 3<>G@K@<p .DH=< #JPIOTo

*PI@ ei ^\\^q 4C@ H<NN<>M@ JA aa` TJPIB H@I <I? RJH@I DI "JKJGPp '=<MKJGP #JPIOT

=T ,52$ >JH=<O<IO /AJMD@ $D<C v<oFo< )MJI *<>F@Owo 4C@ QD>ODHN R@M@ <>>PN@? JA =@DIB

'/, NTHK<OCDU@MNo

*PGT ^\i ^\\^q 4C@ H<NN<>M@ JA age K@MNJIN JI OC@ JM?@MN JA "@IE<HDI 9@<O@I <O -<C@M

2DQ@M "MD?B@p 4P=H<I=PMBp "JHD #JPIOTo 4C@ QD>ODHN R@M@ <>>PN@? JA =@DIB ,52$

NTHK<OCDU@MNo

3@KO@H=@M ]di ^\\^q 4C@ NPHH<MT @S@>PODJI JA )N<<> 'JIJ DI #JIBJ 4JRIp -JIMJQD<

JI OC@ JM?@MN JA #C<MG@N 4<TGJMp *Mo (@ JM?@M@? OC@ ?@<OC JA 'JIJp CDN ?MDQ@Mp =@><PN@

C@ CDO < ?JB RDOC OC@ ><Mo

/>OJ=@M ^]i ^\\^q 4C@ DI>PMNDJI =T "@IE<HDI 9@<O@Ip *J@ 4P<Cp %?R<? ;<H<Tp *J@

7<GGJ@p /N@=@J $@CHDIp <I? -<^C@R +<MI DIOJ OC@ )QJMT #J<NO JI OC@ H<I?<O@ JA

#C<MG@N 4<TGJMo 4C@ KPMKJN@ JA OC@ DI>PMNDJI R<N OJ <>O <N H@M>@I<MD@N AJM 0CDGDK $JCo

! IPH=@M JA K@JKG@ ?D@? DI OC@ JK@M<ODJI DI>GP?DIB OCJN@ RCJ M@APN@? OJ NDBI JIo

^\\_q 4C@ <=PN@N <B<DINO +DNND >DQDGD<IN DI ,JA< #JPIOT =T ,52$ H@H=@MN R@M@ RD?@GT

M@KJMO@?o

&@=MP<MT ^di ^\\_q 4C@ HPM?@M JA +<M< ,PI?p %HH<IP@G 3C<MKJGJMp <I? -PN< +@DO<

JA OC@ !?Q@IODNO $@Q@GJKH@IO 2@GD@A !B@I>T =T '=JM 6<T@ DI 4J@}N 4JRIp 'M<I?

'@?@C #JPIOTo

*PI@ `i ^\\_q 4C@ HPM?@M JA *JCI 9JMHD@ <I? )N<<> 6<T@ JI OC@ JM?@MN JA "@IE<HDI

9@<O@I DI 0<TI@NQDGG@p -JION@MM<?J #JPIOTo 9JMHD@p OC@ $@KPOT -DIDNO@M AJM .<ODJI<G
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3@>PMDOTp <I? 6<T@p OC@ $@KPOT -DIDNO@M AJM 0P=GD> 7JMFNp R@M@ <MM@NO@? =T < BMJPK JA

<MH@? H@I <>ODIB PI?@M OC@ >JHH<I? JA JI@ ~"<I<I<� JA OC@ 333 RCJ R<N <>ODIB JI

OC@ JM?@MN JA "@IE<HDI 9@<O@Io 4C@T R@M@ =MJPBCO OJ -JIMJQD< <I? DIO@MMJB<O@? =@AJM@

OC@T R@M@ FDGG@?o 4C@DM =J?D@N R@M@ ?PHK@? JI OC@ OM<DI OM<>FN =PO C<Q@ IJO =@@I

AJPI?o

-<T bi ^\\_q 4C@ H<NN<>M@ JA 3<HP@G "J>F<MD@p CDN RDA@p HJOC@Mp <I? ORJ >CDG?M@I DI

.DH=< #JPIOT =T !?JGKCPN 3<HKNJIp 'JG< 2@?p !GKCJINJ .T<I<T <I? -<M>PN (DBC

'M<?@ JI OC@ JM?@MN JA "@IE<HDI 9@<O@Io

-<T ^bi ^\\_q 4C@ HPM?@M JA < A<HDGT JA YQ@ <O OC@ M<DGMJ<? =MD?B@ I@<M '=<Ip .DH=<

#JPIOT =T !?JGKCPN 3<HKNJIo 3<HKNJIp OC@ 3K@>D<G "J?TBP<M? OJ "@IE<HDI 9@<O@Ip

HPM?@M@? OC@ A<HDGT PKJI N@@DIB OC@H RDOC gep``` ,D=@MD<I $JGG<MN <I? ORJ KD@>@N JA

?D<HJI?No

-<Ti ^\\_q 4C@ HPM?@M JA bd K@MNJIN JI ,JA< "MD?B@ =T '@I@M<G 3@FJP +MJH<C JA OC@

,52$ <I? CDN H@Io

*PI@ ei ^\\_q 4C@ HPM?@M JA @DBCO@@I vahw K@MNJIN <O OC@ 3OJ>FOJI #M@@F "MD?B@ DI

-JIMJQD< =T #C<MG@N 4<TGJMp *Mo 4C@ QD>ODHN R@M@ 0/7N <MM@NO@? =T '@I@M<G 2JG<I?

$PJ}N H@Io

*PI@t*PGTi ^\\_q 4C@ HPM?@M JA db K@MNJIN JI OC@ *JCINJI 3OM@@O "MD?B@ DI -JIMJQD<

=T ,JH<S <I? -<M>PN (DBC 'M<?@o ,JH<S R<N OC@ <MODGG@MT >M@R >JHH<I?@M JA OC@

7DG? '@@N@o (DBC 'M<?@ R<N OC@ =J?TBP<M? OJ 9@<O@I <I? .T@I<To 4C@ QD>ODHN R@M@

<>>PN@? JA GJJODIB <I? NPHH<MDGT @S@>PO@?o

*PGTi ^\\_q 4C@ HPM?@M JA gh RJPI?@? NJG?D@MN =T -<M>PN (DBC 'M<?@ <I? 'JG< 2@?

JI OC@ DINOMP>ODJI JA "@IE<HDI 9@<O@I <O #JH=<O #<HKo 4C@ NJG?D@MNp RCJ C<?

?@H<I?@? K<TH@IO AMJH #C<MG@N 4<TGJMp R@M@ OM<INKJMO@? AMJH -JIMJQD< OJ OC@ ><HK

PI?@M OC@ KM@O@IN@ OC<O OC@T R@M@ BJDIB OJ =@ K<D?o

*PGTi ^\\_q 4C@ NPHH<MT @S@>PODJI JA bf K@MNJIN DI +G<T =T '@I@M<G !==<N JA ,52$o

4C@ QD>ODHN R@M@ <MM@NO@? JI "PNCMJ? )NG<I? <N 0/7No

3@KO@H=@M du^\i ^\\_q 4C@ A@@?DIB JA bf GDQDIB K@MNJIN OJ #C<MG@N 4<TGJM}N GDJIN =T

*JN@KC ;DBU<B -<MU<C <O 4P=H<I &<MHp "JIB #JPIOTo 4CDN R<N OC@ KM@N>MD=@?

KPIDNCH@IO AJM >MDH@No

/>OJ=@M ]]u^bi ^\\_q 4C@ @S@>PODJI JA JQ@M bf K@MNJIN JI OC@ 0J�2DQ@Mp 4P=H<I=PMB

CDBCR<T JI OC@ JM?@MN JA '@I@M<G 7<NP@ $JIUJ JA OC@ ,52$o 3JH@ JA OC@ =J?D@N R@M@

?PHK@? DI OC@ 0J 2DQ@Mo .DI@O@@I vaiw H<NN BM<Q@N R@M@ ?DN>JQ@M@? =T M@N@<M>C@MN
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AJM OC@ 4MPOC <I? 2@>JI>DGD<ODJI #JHHDNNDJI DI ,JA< #JPIOTo ,J><GN <^MD=PO@? OC@

?PHKDIB OJ -<MDI@ #CD@A JA 3O<[p 2JG<I? $PJo

!M=DOM<MT !MM@NOi $@O@IODJIi 4JMOPM@ <I? )GGuOM@<OH@IO

&@=MP<MT v -<Ti ]eecq %#/-/' AJM>@N PI?@MOJJF >JM?JI�<I?�N@<M>C JK@M<ODJIN OJ

YI? CD??@I R@<KJINo -JM@ OC<I g` K@JKG@ R@M@ <MM@NO@? <I? C@G? DI N@>M@O ?@O@IODJI

><HKN JI NPNKD>DJI JA KJNN@NNDIB R@<KJINo -JNO JA OC@H R@M@ OJMOPM@? JM DGG�OM@<O@?o

&@=MP<MTi ]eecq !I %#/-/' K<OMJG <MM@NO@? be NPNK@>O@? AJMH@M >JH=<O<ION DI

'M<I? #<K@ -JPIO #JPIOTp OJJF OC@H OJ -JIMJQD< <I? C@G? OC@H DI < N@>M@O >@GG <O

OC@ %#/-/' =<N@o 4C@T R@M@ M@KJMO@?GT =@<O@I RDOC @G@>OMD> RDM@o

&@=MP<MTi ]eecq &JPM ?J>F RJMF@MN NPNK@>O@? JA =@DIB AJMH@M 5IDO@? ,D=@M<ODJI

-JQ@H@IO JA ,D=@MD< AJM $@HJ>M<>T�*JCINJI =M<I>C v5,)-/�*w YBCO@MN R@M@ <MM@NO@?

DI 3<TJI 4JRI <I? O<F@I OJ OC@ %#/-/' =<N@ DI -JIMJQD<o 4C@M@p OCM@@ %#/-/'

NJG?D@MN M@KJMO@?GT =@<O OC@H RDOC RDM@ JI OC@DM =<>FNp NCJPG?@MN <I? G@BN <I? FD>F@?

OC@Ho

-<Ti ]eecq %#/-/' NJG?D@MN =<N@? DI &@I?@GG OM<Q@G@? OJ BM<I? #<K@ -JPIO #JPIOT

OJ >JI?P>O < >JM?JI�<I?�N@<M>C JK@M<ODJI <O ,<EJT BJG?HDI@o $PMDIB DIO@MMJB<ODJIp

NDS AJMH@M YBCO@MN <I? OCM@@ >DQDGD<IN R@M@ M@KJMO@?GT NG<NC@? RDOC M<UJM =G<?@No /I@

AJMH@M >JH=<O<IO ?D@? ?PMDIB OC@ IDBCO AJGGJRDIB OC@ =@<ODIBo 4C@ JOC@M QD>ODHN

M@KJMO@?GT C<? NRJGG@I A<>@Np DIEPM@? @T@Np NG<NC@? RJPI?N <I? C@<MDIB KMJ=G@HNo

3@KO@H=@Mi ]eecq ,D=@MD<I KJGD>@ <I? %#/-/' NJG?D@MN <NN<PGO@? < BMJPK JA NJH@

e`` @HKGJT@@N JA OC@ &DM@NOJI@ 0G<IO<ODJIN #JHK<IT DI (<M=@Gp I@<M -JIMJQD<p RCJ

R@M@ ?@HJINOM<ODIB K@<>@APGGT AJM OC@ M@G@<N@ JA AJPM >JGG@<BP@N C@G? =T OC@ >JHK<IT}N

N@>PMDOT NO<[o 0JGD>@ <I? NJG?D@MN M@KJMO@?GT =@<O OC@ RJMF@MN RDOC =<OJIN <I? BPI

=P^Np <I? OC@I JK@I@? YM@p DIEPMDIB N@Q@I K@JKG@o

!KMDGi ]eeeq !O G@<NO cdp K@JKG@ H<DIGT JA +M<CI @OCID>DOT R@M@ >C<MB@? RDOC OM@<NJI

AJGGJRDIB YBCODIB DI 3@KO@H=@M aiiho )I !KMDGp ac JA OC@ ?@A@I?<ION R@M@ <>LPD^@?o

/=N@MQ@MN <O OC@ OMD<G @SKM@NN@? >JI>@MIN <=JPO OC@ >JHK@O@I>@ JA OC@ >JPMO <I?

DMM@BPG<MDOD@N DI OC@ OMD<G KMJ>@@?DIBNo 3JH@ JA OC@ ?@A@I?<ION >JHKG<DI@? OC<O OC@T

C<? =@@I DGG�OM@<O@? =@AJM@ <I? ?PMDIB OC@ OMD<Go 3JH@ <KK@<M@? OJ C<Q@ =@@I =@<O@I

N@Q@M@GTp <I? <O G@<NO ORJ C<? GJNN JA C@<MDIB <I? =MJF@I GDH=No

]eeeq ! BMJPK JA HDGDO<MT J\>@MNp IDI@ JA RCJH R@M@ >C<MB@? RDOC N@?DODJIp R<N

<MM@NO@? DI >JII@>ODJI RDOC OC@ YBCODIB DI -JIMJQD< JA 3@KO@H=@M aiih <I? =MJPBCO

OJ OMD<G ?PMDIB aiiio 4C@DM OMD<G R<N NPNK@I?@? N@Q@M<G ODH@N =T < #JPMO -<MOD<G "J<M?

<HD? >JIOMJQ@MNT <=JPO OC@ BJQ@MIH@IO}N M@KJMO@? A<DGPM@ OJ @INPM@ <?@LP<O@ YI<I>D<G
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M@NJPM>@N AJM OC@ OMD<Go "T OC@ @I? JA aiiip OC@ OMD<G R<N NPNK@I?@? DI?@YIDO@GTo

#JI>@MIN R@M@ <GNJ @SKM@NN@? <=JPO OC@ K@M>@DQ@? G<>F JA BP<M<IO@@N AJM < A<DM OMD<G

<I? <=JPO <GG@B@? DIODHD?<ODJI JA ?@A@IN@ G<RT@MNo -JM@JQ@Mp OC@ ?@A@I?<ION R@M@

M@KJMO@?GT DGG�OM@<O@? <I? C@G? DI >JI?DODJIN RCD>C HDBCO C<Q@ <HJPIO@? OJ >MP@Gp

DICPH<I <I? ?@BM<?DIB OM@<OH@IOo 4C@T R@M@ M@KJMO@? OJ C<Q@ =@@I M@BPG<MGT ?@ID@?

AJJ? <I? H@?D><G ><M@o /I <O G@<NO JI@ J>><NDJI ?@A@I?<ION A<DIO@? ?PMDIB OC@ OMD<G

KMJ>@@?DIBNp M@KJMO@?GT =@><PN@ OC@T C<? =@@I ?@ID@? AJJ? AJM N@Q@M<G ?<TNo 4C@

KMDNJI@MN R@M@ <GNJ M@K@<O@?GT =@<O@I <I? ZJBB@? DI OC@ @<MGT ?<TN JA OC@DM ?@O@IODJIo

&@=MP<MTi ^\\\q ! >JPMO H<MOD<G >JIQD>O@? AJPM <MHT J\>@MN JA N@?DODJI � '@I@M<G

*JN@KC *<MG@@p -<EJM !GKCJINJ $P=<Mp -<NO@M 3@MB@<IO !GS<I?@M '@@ <I? 0MDQ<O@

/FK<F<FKP -JIB<M � <I? N@IO@I>@? OC@H OJ a` T@<MN} DHKMDNJIH@IOo &DQ@ JOC@M

J\>@MN R@M@ <>LPD^@?o 4C@M@ R@M@ >JI>@MIN OC<O OC@ OMD<G ?D? IJO H@@O DIO@MI<ODJI<G

NO<I?<M?N AJM A<DM OMD<G <I? <=JPO OC@ <GG@B@? DIODHD?<ODJI JA ?@A@IN@ G<RT@MNo 4C@

?@A@I?<IONp RCJ R@M@ M@KJMO@?GT =@<O@I AJGGJRDIB OC@DM <MM@NOp >JIODIP@? OJ =@

?@O<DI@? DI C<MNC >JI?DODJIN <O < HDGDO<MT =<MM<>FNo '@I@M<G *<MG@@ R<N M@KJMO@?GT

?@ID@? <?@LP<O@ AJJ? JM H@?D><G OM@<OH@IOo

!PBPNOi ^\\\q 4C@ ,D=@MD<I BJQ@MIH@IO DNNP@? <I <MM@NO R<MM<IO AJM %GG@I *JCINJI�

3DMG@<Ap <I JKKJNDODJI G@<?@M DI @SDG@p OJ A<>@ OM@<NJI >C<MB@Np RDOC ad JOC@MNp AJM

<GG@B@?GT NPKKJMODIB OC@ DINPMB@IONo /A OCJN@ >C<MB@?p JIGT 2<G@DBC 3@@FD@ R<N NODGG DI

?@O@IODJI <R<DODIB OMD<G <O OC@ @I? JA b```o 3@Q@M<G JOC@M >DQDGD<IN NPNK@>O@? JA

NPKKJMODIB OC@ DINPMB@ION R@M@ M@KJMO@? OJ C<Q@ =@@I <MM@NO@? DI -JIMJQD< <I? DI

JOC@M K<MON JA OC@ >JPIOMTo )O R<N IJO FIJRI RC@OC@M OC@T C<? =@@I M@G@<N@? =T OC@ @I?

JA OC@ T@<Mo

$@>@H=@Mi ^\\\q 4C@ 3PKM@H@ #JPMO C@<M? <KK@<GN =T ac K@JKG@ >JIQD>O@? JA OM@<NJI

DI !KMDGp aiii <I? =T OC@ KMJN@>PODJI DI OC@ N<H@ ><N@ RCD>C ><GG@? AJM GJIB@M KMDNJI

N@IO@I>@No 4C@ #JPMO DI>M@<N@? OC@ N@IO@I>@N AMJH a` OJ b` T@<MN} DHKMDNJIH@IOo )I

!KMDG aiiip OC@ #MDHDI<G #JPMO C<? BDQ@I <N DON M@<NJI AJM < G@ID@IO N@IO@I>@ OC@ ~I@@?

AJM B@IPDI@ M@>JI>DGD<ODJI DI OC@ >JPIOMT�o 4C@ OMD<G C<? =@@I H<MM@? =T DMM@BPG<MDOD@N

<I? NJH@ JA OC@ ?@A@I?<ION C<? =@@I =@<O@I N@Q@M@GT AJGGJRDIB OC@DM <MM@NOo -JNO R@M@

AJMH@M BJQ@MIH@IO J\>D<GN N@MQDIB a`�T@<M KMDNJI N@IO@I>@N DI OC@ #@IOM<G 0MDNJIp

-JIMJQD<p RC@M@ OC@T R@M@ M@KJMO@?GT C<M<NN@? <I? ?@ID@? <?@LP<O@ H@?D><G ><M@o

-<Ti ^\\]q /Q@M a`` H@I <I? =JTN DI "JIB #JPIOT DI IJMOC@MI ,D=@MD< R@M@ <MM@NO@?

<N NPNK@>O@? ?DNND?@IONo 4C@T R@M@ NP=N@LP@IOGT ?@O<DI@? <O '=<MO<G< HDGDO<MT =<N@

AJM K@MDJ?N JA PK OJ < HJIOC <I? M@KJMO@?GT O@<M B<NN@?p C<? <>D? OCMJRI <O OC@Hp

?@ID@? R<O@M <I? NO<MQ@?o 3@Q@M<G M@KJMO@?GT ?D@? <N < M@NPGOo

!KMDGi ^\\]q !N H<IT <N aep``` Z@@DIB >DQDGD<IN R@M@ C<GO@? AJM N@Q@M<G R@@FN <O OC@ 3Oo

0<PG 2DQ@M JI OC@ =JM?@M =@OR@@I ,JA< <I? "JIB #JPIOD@N =T OC@ ,D=@MD<I N@>PMDOT
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AJM>@No #DQDGD<IN R@M@ NP=E@>O@? OJ QDJG<ODJIN NP>C <N OJMOPM@p DI>GP?DIB M<K@ <I? AJM>@?

M@>MPDOH@IO DIOJ OC@ N@>PMDOT AJM>@No 4C@M@ R@M@ M@KJMO@?GT IPH@MJPN ?@<OCN AMJH

NO<MQ<ODJIp ?DN@<N@ <I? PIN<IDO<MT >JI?DODJINo

*PI@i ^\\]q ! bi�T@<M�JG? H<I R<N ><KOPM@? =T OC@ ,52$ RCDG@ OMTDIB OJ Z@@ OC@

YBCODIBo (DN C<I?N R@M@ OD@? =@CDI? CDN =<>Fo (@ R<N ?@O<DI@? AJM N@Q@M<G ?<TN RDOC

ORJ JOC@M H@I <I? < RJH<Io (@ M@KJMO@?GT RDOI@NN@? OC@ ?@GD=@M<O@ NCJJODIB <I?

FDGGDIB JA OC@ ORJ JOC@M H@I JI OC@ JM?@MN JA < CDBC�M<IFDIB J\>@Mo 4C@ RJH<I R<N

M@KJMO@? OJ C<Q@ =@@I M<K@?o "JOC OC@ RJH<I <I? OC@ H<I @Q@IOP<GGT @N><K@?o

*PI@ g *PGTi ^\\]q /I N@Q@M<G J>><NDJIN !45 <I? KJGD>@ AJM>@N M@KJMO@?GT @IO@M@? <

><HK AJM DIO@MI<GGT ?DNKG<>@? K@JKG@ DI "JIB #JPIOTp YM@? DI OC@ <DMp N@DU@? H@I <I?

=JTN <I? OJJF OC@H OJ '=<O<G< HDGDO<MT =<N@ RC@M@ OC@T R@M@ N@Q@M@GT DGG�OM@<O@?o

.JQ@H=@Mi ^\\]q 4RJ .DB@MD<I I<ODJI<GN M@KJMO@?GT ?D@? DI >PNOJ?T <N < M@NPGO JA

OJMOPM@ <AO@M =@DIB <MM@NO@? JI NPNKD>DJI JA NO@<GDIB E@R@GG@MT AMJH < ?@KPOT

BJQ@MIH@IO HDIDNO@Mp "@?@GG &<CIo 4C@ ?@KPOT HDIDNO@M <I? H@H=@MN JA OC@ N@>PMDOT

AJM>@N R@M@ NP=N@LP@IOGT <MM@NO@?p OMD@? <I? >JIQD>O@?o

$@>@H=@Mi ^\\]q ! ad�T@<M�JG? =JT DI '=<MIB<p "JIB #JPIOTp R<N NCJO ?@<? AJM

K<MOD>DK<ODIB DI < NOP?@IO ?@HJINOM<ODJI =T KJGD>@ RCJ NP=N@LP@IOGT N<D? OC<O C@ R<N

<I <MH@? MJ==@Mo

*<IP<MTi ^\\^q ! ,52$ >JHH<I?@M AJM>@? N@Q@M<G H@I AMJH +JG<CPIp ,JA< #JPIOTp

OJ ><MMT <HHPIDODJIo 4RJ R@M@ NCJO DI OC@ G@B AJM IJO R<GFDIB A<NO @IJPBCp JI@ JA

RCJH G<O@M ?D@?o

&@=MP<MT ^`i ^\\^q !45 <I? 3/$ AJM>@N <MM@NO@? de TJPIB H@I <O < ?DNKG<>@? K@JKG@}N

><HK DI -JIMJQD<o 4C@T R@M@ M@G@<N@? OC@ AJGGJRDIB ?<T <AO@M K<TH@ION =T OC@DM

A<HDGD@No

&@=MP<MTi ^\\^q )I 4P=H<I=PMBp AJPM H@I NPNK@>O@? AJM =@DIB ~?DNND?@ION� R@M@

M@KJMO@?GT OJMOPM@? =T H@H=@MN JA OC@ !45r JI@ NP=N@LP@IOGT ?D@?o ! NPMQDQDIB QD>ODH

?@N>MD=@? CDN N>MJOPH =@DIB =@<O@I RDOC < C<HH@Mo !MM@NO <I? DGG�OM@<OH@IO JA

NPNK@>O@? JKKJI@ION >JIODIP@? <AO@M OC@ GDAODIB JA OC@ NO<O@ JA @H@MB@I>T DI 3@KO@H=@Mo

*PI@i ^\\^q $PMDIB <I <^<>F =T OC@ ,52$ JI < M@APB@@ ><HK <O 3DIE@p 'M<I? #<K@

-JPIO #JPIOTp YQ@ IPMN@N RJMFDIB RDOC < ,D=@MD<I H@?D><G M@GD@A JMB<IDU<ODJI R@M@

<=?P>O@? <I? C@G? PIODG 3@KO@H=@Mo

$@>@H=@Mi ^\\^q ,@<?DIB H@H=@MN JA OC@ )IO@M�2@GDBDJPN #JPI>DG JA ,D=@MD<p $<QD?

+D<UJGP <I? #CMDNOJKC@M 4J@p R@M@ <MM@NO@?p <KK<M@IOGT NPNK@>O@? JA >JGG<=JM<ODIB
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RDOC OC@ ,52$o

$@>@H=@M ]]i ^\\^q &DQ@ H@H=@MN JA JKKJNDODJI KJGDOD><G K<MOD@N R@M@ <MM@NO@? DI

'M<I? "<NN< #JPIOT <I? O<F@I OJ -JIMJQD< RC@M@ OC@T M@H<DI@? C@G? RDOCJPO >C<MB@

=@AJM@ =@DIB M@G@<N@?o

$@>@H=@M ]`i ^\\^q 4CMJ=G@ 3P<Cp < EJPMI<GDNO JI 4C@ )ILPDM@M .@RNK<K@Mp R<N

NOJKK@? DI OC@ NOM@@O JA -JIMJQD< <I? N@Q@M@GT =@<O@I =T N@>PMDOT AJM>@Np =@GD@Q@? OJ

=@ !45 H@H=@MNr C@ M@LPDM@? PMB@IO H@?D><G OM@<OH@IOo

2<K@ <I? /OC@M &JMHN JA 3@SP<G 6DJG@I>@

-<M>Ci ]eeeq -@H=@MN JA OC@ HDGDO<MTp N@<M>CDIB AJM < HDNNDIB H<Ip ?@O<DI@? <I? =@<O

@G?@MN DI OC@ QDGG<B@ JA $<H=<G<p 'M<I? #<K@ -JPIO #JPIOTo 6DGG<B@MN >JHKG<DI@?

OC<O OC@ NJG?D@MN C<? M<K@? N@Q@M<G RJH@I <I? C<? GJJO@? HJI@T <I? BJJ?No 4C@

<GG@B@? QDJG<ODJIN AJGGJR@? N@Q@M<G CJPMN JA NCJJODIB DI OC@ QDGG<B@o -DGDO<MT <POCJMDOD@N

<?HD^@? OC<O GJJODIB C<? J>>PMM@? =PO ?@ID@? OC@ <GG@B<ODJIN JA QDJG@I>@ <I? M<K@o

*PI@i ^\\]q ! ag�T@<M�JG? RJH<I R<N N@DU@? DI 6<CPI ?DNOMD>O =T <I !45 J\>@Mp

?@O<DI@? <I? B<IB�M<K@? M@K@<O@?GT JQ@M a` ?<TNo 7C@I NC@ R<N M@G@<N@?p C@M GDA@ R<N

OCM@<O@I@? DA NC@ OJG? <ITJI@o

&@=MP<MTi ^\\^q ! RJH<I <B@? bc RCJ C<? Z@? C@M CJH@ R<N B<IB�M<K@? <I?

N@Q@M@GT =@<O@I =T N@>PMDOT AJM>@N DI -<MBD=D #JPIOTo

-<Ti ^\\^q !N OCJPN<I?N JA >DQDGD<IN Z@? YBCODIB <MJPI? '=<MIB< <N H<IT <N b`

RJH@I M@KJMO@? OC<O OC@T C<? =@@I M<K@? =T N@>PMDOT AJM>@No 4C@T DI>GP?@? < ai T@<M

JG? M<K@? =T AJPM BJQ@MIH@IO HDGDOD<o !IJOC@M RJH<I R<N <=?P>O@?p C@G? AJM ORJ

?<TN <I? M@KJMO@?GT M<K@? =T <I !45 H@H=@Mo

!PBPNOi ^\\^q 4CM@@ RJH@I Z@@DIB OJ 'PDI@< R@M@ <=?P>O@? =T ,52$ >JH=<O<ION

=@OR@@I +JOJG<CPI <I? (JIT<CPIo 4C@T R@M@ AJM>@? OJ ><MMT GJ<?N <I? OC@I M<K@?o

4CJN@ M@NKJIND=G@ R@M@ NP=N@LP@IOGT =@<O@I =T OC@DM >JHH<I?@MNo

&@=MP<MTi ^\\_q "o$op <B@? ahp AMJH "JHD #JPIOTp R<N ><KOPM@? =T ,52$ AJM>@N DI

&@=MP<MTp b``c <I? AJM>@? OJ =@>JH@ OC@ ~RDA@� JA < ,52$ >JH=<O<IOo ! >CDG? R<N

=@BJ^@I JPO JA OC@ DGGD>DO M@G<ODJINCDKo

.JQ@H=@Mi ^\\_q 0@MNDNO@IO M@KJMON JA FDGGDIBNp =@<ODIBNp <=?P>ODJI <I? M<K@ =T

-/$%, AJM>@N R@M@ M@>@DQ@?o ! f`�T@<M�JG? H<Ip I<MM<O@? OJ !HI@NOT )IO@MI<ODJI<G

CJR -/$%, AJM>@N <^<>F@? 'M<D@ JI .JQ@H=@M ap b``c =PMIDIB HJNO JA OC@ CJPN@N

DI 'M<D@p .DH=< #JPIOTo 4D@? NJH@ K@JKG@p =@<O OC@H RDOC >POG<NN@N <I? NOMDKK@?
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K@JKG@�=JOC H@I <I? RJH@Io

!KMDGi ^\\_q !=?P>ODJI JA >DQDGD<IN AMJH ?DNKG<>@? K@JKG@N ><HKN =T ,52$ AJM>@No

2@KM@NNDJI JI (PH<I 2DBCON $@A@I?@MNk /KKJNDODJI ,@<?@MN

*PGTi ]eecq $PMDIB OC@ @G@>ODJI ><HK<DBIp OC@M@ R@M@ IPH@MJPN M@KJMON JA DIODHD?<ODJI

<I? C<M<NNH@IO =T AJMH@M >JH=<O<IONp K<MOD>PG<MGT DI OC@ IJMOC <I? OC@ NJPOC@<NO JA

OC@ >JPIOMT <I? =T AJMH@M H@H=@MN JA OC@ .<ODJI<G 0<OMDJOD> &MJIO JA ,D=@MD< v.0&,wo

"JOC R@M@ <>>PN@? JA OCM@<O@IDIB >DQDGD<IN <I? NJH@ M@OPMIDIB M@APB@@No

3@KO@H=@Mi ]eecq 0CDGDK 7@NN@Cp H<I<BDIB ?DM@>OJM JA <I DI?@K@I?@IO I@RNK<K@Mp

4C@ )ILPDM@Mp LP@NODJI@? KJGD>@ H@OCJ?N DI ?@<GDIB RDOC <GG@B@? <MH@? MJ==@MNo (@

R<N <MM@NO@? <I? DIO@MMJB<O@? AJM N@Q@M<G CJPMNo

.JQ@H=@Mi ]eecq 3<HP@G $JFD@p AJMH@M ?@KPOT NK@<F@M JA OC@ M@>@IOGT ?DNNJGQ@?

4M<INDODJI<G ,@BDNG<ODQ@ !NN@H=GT <I? < AJMH@M -DIDNO@M JA )IO@MI<G ![<DMNp CDN RDA@p

*<I@O $JFD@p <I? ORJ JOC@M M@G<ODQ@N R@M@ <MM@NO@? =T J\>D<GN JA OC@ 3K@>D<G 3@>PMDOT

3@MQD>@o )I @<MGT $@>@H=@M OC@DM =J?D@N R@M@ AJPI? DI < =PMI@? ><Mr 3<HP@G $JFD@ C<?

M@KJMO@?GT =@@I =@C@<?@?o

$@>@H=@Mi ]eecq 3@Q@I EJPMI<GDNON RDOC 4C@ )ILPDM@M .@RNK<K@M R@M@ O<F@I OJ OC@

0M@ND?@IO}N M@ND?@I>@p OC@ %S@>PODQ@ -<INDJIp DI >JII@>ODJI RDOC <I <MOD>G@ <=JPO OC@

FDGGDIB JA 3<HP@G $JFD@o 4C@T R@M@ LP@NODJI@? AJM ORJ CJPMN =T H@H=@MN JA OC@

3K@>D<G 3@>PMDOT 3@MQD>@Np RCJ M@KJMO@?GT OJG? OC@H OC<O NJH@ EJPMI<GDNON HDBCO =@

FDGG@? DA OC@T ?D? IJO DHKMJQ@ OC@DM RJMFo

$@>@H=@Mi ]eecq !G@S 2@??p < EJPMI<GDNO RDOC 2<?DJ $P>JMp R<N <=?P>O@? =T

KG<DI>GJOC@N N@>PMDOT J\>D<GNp <KK<M@IOGT DI >JII@>ODJI RDOC DIO@MQD@RN C@ C<? ><MMD@?

JPO RCDG@ >JQ@MDIB 3<HP@G $JFD@}N API@M<Go (@ R<N <=?P>O@? NJH@ ae` FDGJH@OM@N

JPOND?@ OC@ ><KDO<Gp -JIMJQD<p =PO R<N AJPI? ORJ ?<TN G<O@M DI KJGD>@ >PNOJ?T DI OC@

>DOTo (@ C<? M@KJMO@?GT =@@I =@<O@I <I? =JM@ FIDA@ RJPI?No (DN ><KOJMN C<?

<KK<M@IOGT <=<I?JI@? CDH DI OC@ ><KDO<G RDOC CDN <MHN NODGG OD@? =@CDI? CDN =<>F <I?

C@ C<? =@@I C<I?@? JQ@M OJ OC@ KJGD>@o (@ R<N C@G? AJM LP@NODJIDIB <I? >C<MB@? RDOC

OM@<NJI =PO <AO@M NDS ?<TN DI AJMH<G KJGD>@ >PNOJ?T OC@ >C<MB@N R@M@ M@?P>@? OJ A@GJIT

<I? C@ R<N M@G@<N@? JI =<DGo

*<IP<MTi ]eeeq ! EJPMI<GDNO R<N <MM@NO@? <I? ?@O<DI@? DI *<IP<MT AJM AJPM ?<TNp

<KK<M@IOGT =@><PN@ JA CDN DIQ@NODB<ODQ@ RJMF JI OC@ DIQJGQ@H@IO JA ,D=@MD< DI OC@ 3D@MM<

,@JI@<I >JIZD>Oo (@ R<N <GG@B@?GT =@<O@I <I? C@G? I<F@?o (@ R<N <>>PN@? JA OM@<NJI

<I? @NKDJI<B@p =PO IJ AJMH<G >C<MB@N R@M@ =MJPBCO <B<DINO CDHo 4C@ KJGD>@ <POCJMDOD@N

?@ID@? CDN <MM@NOo (DN Y<I>V@ R<N =MD@ZT ?@O<DI@? RC@I NC@ OMD@? OJ GJ><O@ CDHo ! A@R
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R@@FN G<O@Mp C@ R<N <B<DI N@DU@? =T KG<DI>GJOC@N N@>PMDOT J\>@MNp <I? M@G@<N@? JIGT

<AO@M OC@ DIO@M>@NNDJI JA N@IDJM J\>D<GN <I? AJM@DBI M@KM@N@IO<ODQ@No (@ C<? KM@QDJPNGT

=@@I <MM@NO@? <I? M@KJMO@?GT OJMOPM@? DI !PBPNO aiiho

-<M>Ci ]eeeq 0JGD>@ =MD@ZT ?@O<DI@? )N<<> -@ITJIB<D JA OC@ (@MDO<B@ I@RNK<K@M AJM

M@APNDIB OJ ?DN>GJN@ OC@ NJPM>@ JA CDN <MOD>G@ <=JPO < 3JPOC !AMD><I =PNDI@NNH<I}N OD@N

OJ ,D=@MD<I J\>D<GNo

-<M>Ci ]eeeq 0CDGDK -JJM@p < M@KJMO@M RDOC OC@ DI?@K@I?@IO I@RNK<K@M 4C@ .@RNp
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ao ,JA< "MD?B@ .0&, *<Io ip aiia

bo 7@<EP@ .0&, &@=o a`p aiib

co -=<GJH< 5,)-/�* &@=oagp aiid

do -@>>< 5,)-/�* &@=o agp aiid

eo ,<MEJC 5,)-/�+ -<M>Cp aiie

%h 0JMFK< $DNOMD>O

4JRI &<>ODJI $<O@t9@<M

ao -<IJ 2DQ@M .0&, *PGT bap aii`

bo #<HK )NM<@G .0&, &@=o abp aiib

co "<H=<GG< 5,)-/ &JM>@N -<T afp aiid

"JHD #JPIOT 3K@>DAD>j

-<NN<>M@N NDO@N

 3Oo $JHDID> #JHKJPI?� c`` >CDG?M@I DI aiif

 -<C@M 2DQ@M�H<IT K@MNJIN DI b``b

 7@<F<H< N>CJJG =PDG?DIB DI b``c

 $@H@CvH<NN BM<Q@Nw DI b``c�<HKPO@@N

 -<?DI< v3P@CI -@>>< $DNOMD>Ow AJJO=<GG AD@G?�ae`FDGG@?

 "JHD KJGD>@ NO<ODJI DI aii`

 'JGJ?@@ '<DG< OJRI

 )I?D<I 7<O@Mp .@R 2J<? DI aii`

 '=<C *<F@C -<NN<>M@ DI aii`

 '=<E<T v3P@CI -@>><w DI aii`�e` KGPN K@MNJIN
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'=<MKJGP #JPIOT 3K@>DAD>j

!M@<N JA -<NN<>M@

"JKJGP $DNOMD>O

 "JKJGP 4JRI

 -@?D< OJRI JI OC@ AJJO=<GG AD@G?

 4JOJLP@GG@C OJRI

 (@IMT OJRI

 /=<T<H< OJRI

 !MH<?< OJRI

'=<MH< $DNOMD>O

 '=<MH< OJRI

 3<RHDGG OJRI

 9<IB<T<C OJRI

 7@<NP< OJRI

 6<T@ OJRI

"@GG@C $DNOMD>O

 &<NN<H< ?DNOMD>O

 -<Q<OJM OJRI

 +JI<NP OJRI

 "JFJHP OJRI

 -JIG<LP@GG@C OJRI

 "@GG@FK<H< OJRI

+JIB=< $DNOMD>O

 ;PJD OJRI

-JION@MM<?J #JPIOT 3K@>DAD>j

-<NN<>M@ 3DO@N

 ,POC@M<I #CPM>C�adOC 3OM@@O -JIMJQD<

 #JR AD@G?p $PKJMO 2J<?

 &@I?@GG #<HKPN

 'M@T 3OJI@� -<H=< 0JDIO

 %,7! #JHKJPI?

 %4-)� #<G?7@GG
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-<MBD=D #JPIOT 3K@>DW>j

-<NN<>M@ NDO@N

 #<MO@M #<HK�aiib

 -<MNC<GG -<NN<>M@

 .T<H< 4JRI -<NN<>M@

 ;J@R@DI 4JRI� -<H=<CI >CD@A?JH

 3@IUJCI OJRI

 7C@<QD@I OJRI

2DQ@M '@@ #JPIOT 3K@>DW>j

ao 7JGYF@Ip 3<M=J $DNOMD>Or

bo 3R@<F@Ip 3<M=J $DNOMD>Or

co 9JPB=Jp 3<M=J $DNOMD>O�'G<MMJr

do 3<GG<p 3<M=J $DNOMD>O�'G<MMJr

eo '=<R@G@F@Ip 7@==J $DNOMD>O v4PJ=Jwr

fo 0POPF@Ip #C@?@KJ $DNOMD>O v0POPF@Iwr

go +<IR@<F@I 6DGG<B@Np '=<@KJ $DNOMD>Or

ho +DGG@KJ +<IR@<F@Ip #C@?@KJ $DNOMD>O

-<MTG<I? #JPIOT 3K@>DW>j

ao (<MK@M $DNOMD>O � )I OCDN ?DNOMD>Op R@ C<Q@ OC@ #<Q<GG< -<NN<>M@Np &DNC 4JRI

-<NN<>M@ <I? &@MBPNJI #<HKPN -<NN<>M@r

bo 0G@@=J $DNOMD>O � )I OCDN ?DNOMD>Op R@ C<Q@ OC@ 0G@@=J #JHKJPI? (DGG -<NN<>M@p

'=JGJ=J -DNNDJI 4JRI -<NN<>M@p 0@?@=J -<NN<>M@p 0G@@=J $D<HJI? ,DBCO

-<NN<>M@p <I? OC@ "<M<F@I -@OCJ?DNO #CPM>C -<NN<>M@r

co +<MGPR<T $DNOMD>O � )I OCDN ?DNOMD>Op H<NN<>M@ OJJF KG<>@ DI "JIDF@Ip <I? 7<MO@F@Ir

do "<MMJ=J $DNOMD>Oq DI OC@ OJRI JA 'GJA<F@Ip OC@M@ <M@ aa NDO@No

'M<I? '@?@C 3K@>DW>j

ao '=<MUJI $DNOMD>Oq ;<G<F@Ip 0JPC 4JRIp 'JMGPR<Tp "<MC 4JRIr

bo +JIJ=J $DNOMD>Oq "JPI?<MT 4JRIp '=JGPJ 4JRIp +JIJ=J ;D<C 4JRIp 7<G<=J

4JRIr

co 4>CD@I $DNOMD>Oq 4P=H<I 0<G<>@ � ;R@?MPp "<MB=GJM 4JRIp +PH<C 4JRIp ;<T=<T

4JRIo

'M<I? +MP 3K@>DW>j

ao 4<T=P@p "P<C $DNOMD>O � ac K@MNJIN R@M@ FDGG@? =T ,0# JI !PBPNO bdp aiier
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bo "G@=Jp 4MD@I $DNOMD>O � I@<MGT OC@ RCJG@ OJRI K@JKG@ R@M@ FDGG@? =T ,0#r

co 7MJKGPF@Ip "P<C $DNOMD>O � ae K@MNJIN R@M@ FDGG@? =T .0&,r

do *M<J $DNOMD>O � a` K@MNJIN R@M@ FDGG@? =T .0&,r

eo $JM=JM $DNOMD>O � -JM@ OC<I c` K@MNJIN R@M@ FDGG@? =T .0&,o

3DIJ@ #JPIOT 3K@>DW>j

ao 0M<^ &<MH � db K@MNJIN R@M@ FDGG@? DI aii` =T OC@ .0&, v.<ODJI<G 0<OMDJOD> &MJIO

JA ,D=@MD<wr

bo *P<UJI 3O<OPOJMT $DNOMD>O RC@I .JMD@B< ><GG@? OC@ >DODU@IN OC<O OC@DM NJI *J@ 7TGD@

DIQDO@? OC@H vPIAJMOPI<O@wr

co #C@=DJC 4JRIp abe K@MNJIN R@M@ FDGG@? =T .0&,r

do %G@H@IO<MT $@HJINOM<ODJI�/G? 3DIJ@ (DBC 3>CJJGp JQ@M a`` K@MNJIN R@M@ FDGG@?

=T ,0# v,D=@MD< z0@<>@ #JPI>DGw DI aiid DI 'M@@IQDGG@r

eo 3<TRJIF<I�*@?@Kp JQ@M b` K@MNJIN R@M@ =PMIO DI < CJPN@ =T ,0# JI OC@ JM?@MN JA

!B@IO 4<MGP@ OC@ G<O@r

fo 0J�2DQ@Mp 'M@@IQDGG@p DI b``cp -/$%, FDGG@? NDS K@MNJINr

go -DNNDNNDKKD 3OM@@Op -@OCJ?DNO aNO #CPM>C DI *PGT JA b``cp -/$%, FDGG@? NJH@ K@JKG@

OC@M@r

ho )I 3<TFG<KJ�"PO<Rp ad K@MNJIN R@M@ FDGG@? DI aiic =T ,0# <I? <O %.) 0@<>@

#JIA@M@I>@p e`` K@MNJIN R@M@ FDGG@? =T ,0# DI aiido

dh_h .<OPM@i 0<OO@MI <I? #C<M<>O@M JA (PH<I 2DBCON 6DJG<ODJIN <I? 7<M #MDH@N

><O@BJMD@N

4C@ ><O<GJBP@ JA QDJG<ODJIN @IPH@M<O@? <=JQ@ @QD?@I>@N OC@ ?DNODI>O I<OPM@ JA

QDJG<ODJIN JA CPH<I MDBCON OC<O >C<M<>O@MDU@? OC@ >JIAGD>O DI ,D=@MD<o 2DBCOGT NJp OC@

42# C<N ?@O@MHDI@? OC<O BMJNN QDJG<ODJIN JA DIO@MI<ODJI<G CPH<I MDBCON <I?

CPH<IDO<MD<I G<RNp @BM@BDJPN ?JH@NOD> QDJG<ODJIN <I? JOC@M AJMHN JA QDJG<ODJIN R@M@

Q@MT HP>C K@MQ<NDQ@ DI ,D=@MD<}N N@Q@M<G R<MN <I? <MH@? >JIAGD>O ?PMDIB OC@ 42#

H<I?<O@? K@MDJ? JA M@QD@Ro

)O DN OMDO@ <I? =<I<G OJ <NN@MO OC<O R<M =MDIBN RDOC DO ?<NO<M?GTp ><MI<B@p R<IOJI

?@NOMP>ODJI JA GDQ@N <I? KMJK@MOD@No )O DN @Q@I >JHHJI OJ <>>@KO OC<O ?@NKDO@ OC@

KMJCD=DODJI JA >@MO<DI KM<>OD>@N <N R<M R@<KJIN � @oB NO<MQ<ODJI � DO DN IJO DHKG<PND=G@

AJM OC@ CPH<I KNT>CJGJBT OJ OJG@M<O@ OC@N@ J>>PMM@I>@N <N DI@QDO<=G@ >JIN@LP@I>@N JA

R<Mo (JR@Q@Mp OC@ NK@>D@N JA >MDH@N >JHHD^@? DI OC@ ,D=@MD<I >DQDG R<M � @NK@>D<GGT

><IID=<GDNH v@<ODIB JA CPH<I Z@NC =T CPH<INwp ?DN@H=JR@GH@IO JA KM@BI<IO RJH@I

PI?JP=O@?GT O<F@ OC@ H@<IDIB JA R<M >MDH@�>MDH@ <B<DINO CPH<IDOT OJ <IJOC@M G@Q@G

<I? NOM@O>C@N OC@ OJG@M<I>@ JA H<IFDI? JA R<M <OMJ>DOD@No !>>JM?DIB OJ 3O@KC@I %GGDNp

~OC@ ,D=@MD<I >JIZD>O OJKK@? <I? NPMK<NN@? <GG JOC@M R<MN DI AJMH <I? >C<M<>O@Mp DI

DIO@INDOTp DI ?@KM<QDOTp DI N<Q<B@MTp DI =<M=<MDNH <I? DI CJMMJMo 7CDGNO OC@ ,D=@MD<I
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-<IT @G?@MGT K@MNJIN C<Q@ @DOC@M GJNO M@<G DI>JH@ JM DON Q<GP@ C<Q@ ?MJKK@? NJ

?M<H<OD><GGT OC<O DO ><I IJO H@@O OC@DM =<ND> I@@?No &<HDGT H@H=@MN JM >CDG?M@I C<Q@

=@@I ?DNKG<>@? JM <M@ DI AJM@DBI G<I?N <N M@APB@@No %G?@M AJGFN <GNJ GJNOp H<IT JA OC@Hp

OC@DM GDA@ ODH@ DIQ@NOH@IO DI CJPNDIB ?@NOMJT@? JM ?<H<B@? ?PMDIB OC@ R<Mo !B@? <I?

DI><K<=G@ JA <>ODQ@ RJMF JM @HKGJTH@IOp OCDN DN JAO@I OC@ NJPM>@ JA OM<PH<p ?@KM@NNDJI

G@<?DIB OJ ?@<OCo !O OC@ @I? JA OC@ >JIZD>Op OC@ ?@<OCN JA H<IT @G?@MGT K@MNJIN R@M@

M@KJMO@? =@><PN@ JA C@<MO A<DGPM@o 9@O DI H<IT DNJG<O@? DINO<I>@Np OC@T R@M@ ?DM@>OGT

O<MB@O@? <I? <=PN@? N@SP<GGTp FDGG@? PI?@M LP@@M >DM>PHNO<I>@N <I? M@I?@M@? DIQ<GD?p

K@IIDG@NN <I? KP=GD> >C<MB@o

'DQ@I OC@ M@G<ODQ@GT TJPOCAPG >JHKJNDODJI JA OC@ ,D=@MD<I KJKPG<ODJI <I? < I<ODJI<G

,DA@ %SK@>O<I>T M<O@ JA eep DO ><I =@ <MBP@? OC<O <IT ,D=@MD<Ip <B@ ee RJPG? =@

>JIND?@M@? <I @G?@MGT K@MNJIo )I ,D=@MD< <N DI HJNO !AMD><I NJ>D@OD@N M@NK@>O AJM OC@

@G?@MGT DN @IBM<DI@? DI >PGOPM<G IJMHN <I? KM<>OD>@No 5IODG OC@ <?Q@IO JA OC@ >DQDG R<M

OC@N@ HJM@N <I? IJMHN BJQ@MI@? OM<?DODJI<G NJ>D@OD@N <MJPI? OC@ >JPIOMT RC@OC@M

<HJIBNO +R< JM -<I?@ NK@<FDIB K@JKG@No $PMDIB OC@ R<Mp CJR@Q@M <GG JA OC@N@ IJMHN

R@M@ QDJG<O@? RDOC M@>FG@NN <=<I?JI <N OM<?DODJI<G <POCJMDOTp M@G<ODJINp <I? NOMP>OPM@N

A@GG OJ OC@ <NN<PGO JA OC@ Q<MDJPN YBCODIB BMJPKNo )I < IPH=@M JA M@KJMO@? ><N@N @G?@MGT

K@JKG@p =JOC H<G@ <I? A@H<G@ <GDF@ R@M@ FDGG@?p <NN<PGO@?p <=PN@?p DICPH<I@GT

?@BM<?@? JI OC@ NGDBCO@NO KM@O@SO =T K@MK@OM<OJMNp JI H<IT J>><NDJINp =T YBCO@MN JG?

@IJPBC OJ =@ OC@DM >CDG?M@Io 4C@ <B@�O<MB@ODIB JA DI>M@<NDIBGT JG?@M H@I DN AJM FDGGDIB

<I? GJJODIBo /I@ KJNND=G@ DIO@MKM@O<ODJI JA OCDN DN OC<O K@MK@OM<OJM BMJPKN O<MB@O@? JG?@M

H@Ip K@MC<KN >CD@AN <I? @G?@MN JA DIZP@I>@ DI OC@ >JHHPIDOT AJM FDGGDIBo 7@<GOC <I?

KMJK@MOT H<T <GNJ C<Q@ =@@I >JI>@IOM<O@? <HJIB JG?@M H@Ip H<FDIB OC@H O<MB@ON AJM

GJJODIB RC@M@<Np OC@ TJPIB@M KJKPG<ODJI R<N O<MB@O@? AJM AJM>@ M@>MPDOH@IO DIOJ OC@

YBCODIB AJM>@No

/Q@M<GGp R@ ?J IJO J=N@MQ@ CDBC G@Q@GN JA MDNF AJM @G?@MGT A@H<G@ QD>ODHN DI OC@ QDJG<ODJI

><O@BJMD@N NOP?D@? =T OC@ 42# DI NO<O@H@ION @S>@KO AJM DI OC@ <B@ ><O@BJMT JA g`�gd AJM

FDGGDIBo 7@ <GNJ N@@ < =PHK DI OC@ M@G<ODQ@ MDNF AJM RJH@I =@OR@@I OC@ <B@N JA fe�fi AJM

M<K@ QDJG<ODJINp OCJPBC M@G<ODQ@GT NH<GG AJM OC@ <B@N fe�fio %Q@I OCJPBC OC@ <>OP<G

IPH=@M JA M<K@ QDJG<ODJIN AJM A@H<G@ QD>ODHN =@OR@@I OC@ <B@N JA fe�fi DN M@G<ODQ@GT

NH<GGp CJR@Q@Mp RC@I <?EPNO@? AJM OC@ Q@MT NH<GG KMJKJMODJI OCDN <B@�N@S BMJPK H<F@N

PK OC@ KJKPG<ODJIp R@ N@@ OC<O RJH@I DI OCDN <B@ ><O@BJMT A<>@? < M@G<ODQ@GT CDBC MDNF

AJM NP[@MDIB M<K@ >JHK<M@? OJ JOC@M <B@�N@S ><O@BJMD@N RDOC OC@ @S>@KODJI JA HP>C

TJPIB@M RJH@Io

ehch #PGOPM<Gi 4M<?DODJI<G <I? 2@GDBDJPN $DH@INDJIN

,D=@MD< @I>JHK<NN@N HPGODKG@ M@GDBDJPN OM<?DODJIN <HJIB DON KJKPG<ODJIo 0MDJM OJ OC@

AJPI?DIB JA OC@ 2@KP=GD> JA ,D=@MD< =T N@^G@MN Q@MT >GJN@GT D?@IODY@? RDOC OC@ #CMDNOD<I

A<DOCp OC@ G<I? R<N DIC<=DO@? =T OMD=@N <I? NJ>D@OD@N OC<O KM<>OD>@? DI?DB@IJPN
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OM<?DODJI<G M@GDBDJIN <N R@GG <N OC@ A<DOC JA )NG<Ho !GOCJPBC DO DN B@I@M<GGT M@>JBIDU@?

OC<O < H<EJMDOT JA ,D=@MD<IN KMJA@NN OJ <GDBI OC@HN@GQ@N RDOC #CMDNOD<IDOTp OC@M@ DN

@SO@INDQ@ DIO@MHDIBGDIB JA OM<?DODJI<G <I? A<DOC�=<N@? KM<>OD>@N <HJIB M@GDBDJPN

K<MOD>DK<ION NP>C OC<O OC@ A<DOC JA H<IT ,D=@MD<IN DN =G@I?@? <I? DIO@BM<O@N @G@H@ION

JA =JOC DI?DB@IJPN OM<?DODJI<G <I? M@GDBDJPN KM<>OD>@No .JI@OC@G@NNp OC@ KM@Q<DGDIB

CDNOJMD><G I<MM<ODQ@ JA ,D=@MD< DN AMJH < ?DNODI>ODQ@GT #CMDNOD<I K@MNK@>ODQ@ OC<O C<N A<DG@?

OJ M@>JBIDU@ <I? <>>JHHJ?<O@ OC@ APGG =M@<?OC JA ,D=@MD<}N ?DQ@MN@ M@GDBDJPN <I?

4M<?DODJI<G >JHHPIDOD@N <I? OC@DM NDBIDY><IO DIZP@I>@N JI OC@ ?DNODI>ODQ@ CDNOJMT <I?

AJMH<ODJI JA < ,D=@MD<I D?@IODOTo

4C@ #JINODOPODJI JA ,D=@MD< R<N >C<IB@? DI aihf OJ M@Z@>O OC<O ,D=@MD< DN < PIDO<MT NO<O@

<I? OC<O IJ M@GDBDJI DN KM@A@MM@? JQ@M OC@ JOC@M OJ <??M@NN OC@ K@M>@KODJI OC<O OC@

CDNOJMD><G <NNJ>D<ODJI JA #CMDNOD<IDOT RDOC OC@ I<ODJI}N G@<?@MNCDK PI?@MHDI@? OC@ AM@@

@S@M>DN@ JA M@GDBDJPN <I? KJGDOD><G MDBCON JA KM<>ODODJI@MN JA JOC@M A<DOCN <I? M@GDBDJPN

OM<?DODJIN DI ,D=@MD<o

"@><PN@ JA OC@ >GJN@ <\GD<ODJI =@OR@@I M@GDBDJPN KM<>OD>@ <I? OMD=<G D?@IODOTp OMD=<G JM

@OCID> >C<M<>O@MDNOD>N R@M@ >GJN@GT D?@IODY@? RDOC < K<MOD>PG<M A<DOCo -JNO IJO<=GTp DO

R<N KM@NPH@? OC<O <GG -<I?DIBJ@N KM<>OD>@ )NG<Ho 7CDG@ <?C@M@I>@ OJ )NG<H DN NOMJIBGT

KM@Q<G@IO RDOCDI OC@ -<I?DIBJ OMD=@p OCDN <NNPHKODJI G@? OJ OC@ ?@<OCN JA IPH@MJPN

-PNGDHN RCJ R@M@ PI<\GD<O@? RDOC OC@ -<I?DIBJ OMD=@p K<MOD>PG<MGT DI OC@ @<MGT aii`Np

=@><PN@ OC@ .0&, KM@NPH@? <GG -<I?DIBJ@N v<I? OCPNp -PNGDHNw OJ =@ <GDBI@? RDOC

OC@DM <?Q@MN<MTp 0M@ND?@IO 3<HP@G +o $J@o

6DJG@I>@ R<N =MJ<?GT ?DM@>O@? <B<DINO JOC@M @OCID> BMJPKN JM OMD=@N JAO@I =<N@? PKJI

K@M>@DQ@? >C<M<>O@MDNOD>N JA OC<O OMD=@p DI>GP?DIB < OMD=@}N K@M>@DQ@? NPKKJMO AJM >@MO<DI

KJGDOD><G JM HDGDO<MT G@<?@MNo "@><PN@ JI@}N @OCID>DOTp OMD=<G D?@IODOT <I? M@GDBDJPN A<DOC

R@M@ M<M@GT ?DNODIBPDNC@?p DO DN ?D\>PGO OJ ?DN>@MI RC@OC@M < K<MOD>PG<M QDJG@IO <>O JM

<OMJ>DOT R<N HJODQ<O@? =T @OCID> JM =T M@GDBDJPN C<OM@?o (JR@Q@Mp HDGDO<MT G@<?@MN <I?

>JH=<O<ION NJPBCO OC@ =G@NNDIB <I? NPKKJMO JA M@GDBDJPN <I? OM<?DODJI<G G@<?@MN AJM

KMJO@>ODJI ?PMDIB =<^G@o 3P>C KMJO@>ODJI R<N J[@M@? =T M@GDBDJPN <I? OM<?DODJI<G

G@<?@MN DI OC@ AJMH JA KM<T@MNp =G@NNDIBNp >C<MHN <I? N@>M@O KM<>OD>@N OC<O R@M@

?@NDBI@? OJ KMJQD?@ KMJO@>ODJI AMJH C<MHp NP>C <N ~=PGG@O KMJO@>ODJI�o 3JH@ M@GDBDJPN

=J?D@N NJGD>DO@? YI<I>D<G NPKKJMO AJM Q<MDJPN A<>ODJINo 4J ?<O@p OC@M@ DN IJ NOMJIB

@QD?@I>@ OJ NPBB@NO OC<O M@GDBDJPN DIOJG@M<I>@ R<N JM DN <O OC@ >JM@ JA ,D=@MD<}N

KMJGJIB@? >JIZD>Oo

! IJO PI>JHHJI KM<>OD>@ =T >JH=<O<ION ?PMDIB OC@ >JIZD>O R<N OJ FDGG <I? ?DNH@H=@M

@I@HT >JH=<O<ION <N R@GG <N >DQDGD<INo "J?T K<MON R@M@ NJH@ODH@N ?DNOMD=PO@? OJ JOC@M

>JHHPIDOD@N AJM >JINPHKODJI =T >JH=<O<IONo #@MO<DI JMB<INp NP>C <N OC@ C@<MOp R@M@

JAO@I @<O@I RDOC OC@ =@GD@A OC<O OC@ @<ODIB JA CPH<I Z@NC <I? JMB<IN RJPG? @H=JG?@I

OC@ >JH=<O<IOo !IJOC@M >JHHJI KM<>OD>@ R<N OJ >M@<O@ < >JI>J>ODJI >JHKMDN@? JA
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CPH<I =GJJ?p NPB<Mp BPIKJR?@M <I? BDI OJ N@MQ@ OJ >JH=<O<ION RDOC OC@ @SK@>O<ODJI

OC<O DO RJPG? H<F@ OC@H HJM@ KJR@MAPGo

4C@N@ KM<>OD>@N R@M@ K@MQ@MO@? ?@MDQ<ODJIN JA 4M<?DODJI<G MDOP<GN JA N@>M@ODQ@ JMDBDIo

$PMDIB OC@ >JIZD>Op OC@N@ 4M<?DODJI<G MDOP<GDNOD> KM<>OD>@N =@><H@ JK@IGT QDND=G@ <I?

>JHHJIGT KM<>OD>@? =T HDGDO<MT <N R@GG <N KJGDOD><G G@<?@MN N@@FDIB NPK@MI<OPM<G

KJR@MN DI OC@ KMJN@>PODJI JA <MH@? >JIZD>Oo

3>CJG<MN KJDIO OJ M@GDBDJPN <I? 4M<?DODJI<G >JHHPIDOD@N <N C<QDIB < M@GD<I>@ JI

KJGDOD><G G@<?@MN JA OC@DM M@NK@>ODQ@ @M<No 4C@ ><N@ JA 0M@ND?@ION 4P=H<I <I? #C<MG@N

4<TGJM ?JHDI<ODIB OC@ <[<DMN JA OC@DM M@NK@>ODQ@ #CMDNOD<I ?@IJHDI<ODJIN <I? <O OC@

N<H@ ODH@ KG<TDIB G@<?@MNCDK MJG@N DI OC@ OM<?DODJI<G NJ>D@OD@N R<N >JHHJIo 4CDN DN <I

<^MD=PO@ JA OC@ >JIZD>O RDOC ?@@K@M MJJON DI OC@ ,D=@MD<I KJGDOD><G CDNOJMT JA K<OMJI<B@o

,DF@RDN@p OC@N@ M@GDBDJPN <I? 4M<?DODJI<G DINODOPODJIN M@>@DQ@? K<OMJI<B@ <I? JOC@MRDN@

=@I@YO@? AMJH OC@DM M@G<ODJINCDK RDOC ~OC@ 0M@ND?@IO�o

4C@ >DQDG R<M <I? OC@ C<QJ> OC<O <>>JHK<ID@? DO KM@NNPM@? ,D=@MD<}N ORJ H<DI M@GDBDJPN

A<DOCN OJ RJMF OJB@OC@M AJM K@<>@o 0<MOGT DI M@NKJIN@ OJ QDJG@I>@ DI .DH=< #JPIOT DI

aii` ?DM@>O@? <O -PNGDHN vRCJ R@M@ D?@IODY@? <N -<I?DIBJ@Nw =T OC@ .0&,p OC@

,D=@MD<I #JPI>DG JA #CPM>C@N <I? OC@ .<ODJI<G -PNGDH #JPI>DG JA ,D=@MD< >JGG<=JM<O@?

DI OC@ AJMH<ODJI JA OC@ )IO@M�&<DOC -@?D<ODJI #JHHD^@@ v)&-#wo 4C@ )&-# R<N G<O@M

M@JMB<IDU@? DIOJ OC@ )IO@M�&<DOC #JPI>DG JA ,D=@MD<p <I? DI b``a JMB<IDU@? DIOJ DON

KM@N@IO @IODOTp OC@ )IO@M�2@GDBDJPN #JPI>DG JA ,D=@MD< v)2#�,wo

)I <??DODJI OJ <NNDNODIB RDOC DHKG@H@IODIB ?DN<MH<H@IO <I? M@K<OMD<ODJI DIDOD<ODQ@N

KMDJM OJ OC@ aiig KM@ND?@IOD<G @G@>ODJINp OC@ )2#�, HJNO IJO<=GT @H=<MF@? PKJI

H@?D<ODJI @[JMON =@OR@@I OC@ 'JQ@MIH@IO JA ,D=@MD< <I? M@=@G A<>ODJIN =@BDIIDIB DI

b``b OC<O K<Q@? OC@ R<T AJM AJMH<G K@<>@ O<GFN =@OR@@I OC@ K<MOD@N DI !>>M<p 'C<I<o

!HJIB M@GDBDJPN <I? OM<?DODJI<G G@<?@MN <>ODQ@ DI K@<>@H<FDIB <>ODQDOD@Np G@<?@MN NP>C

<N #<OCJGD> !M>C=DNCJK -D>C<@G +K<F<G< &M<I>DN R@M@ M@>JBIDU@? AJM OC@DM K@MNJI<G

>JPM<B@ <I? >JIODIPJPN <?QJ><>T JA K@<>@o ,DF@RDN@p DO R<N OC@ >JHHDOH@IO JA "DNCJK

!MOCPM +PG<C <I? 3C@DFC +<APH=< +JII@C RCJ NK@<MC@<?@? >JJK@M<ODQ@ DIO@MA<DOC

@[JMON OC<O G@? OJ OC@ @NO<=GDNCH@IO JA OC@ )&-#o

4C@M@ R@M@ <>ON JA QDJG@I>@ <B<DINO M@GDBDJPN KJKPG<ODJIN <I? N<>M@? KG<>@N OC<O R@M@

IJO EGLAN8L=< =T DIOJG@M<I>@ JA M@GDBDJPN JM 4M<?DODJI<G DINODOPODJINp =PO R@M@ ?DM@>O@?

NK@>DY><GGT <O M@GDBDJPN <I? 4M<?DODJI<G KJKPG<ODJINo )I NJH@ DINO<I>@N <I? DI NJH@

<M@<N JA ,D=@MD<p >JIZD>O <I? QDJG@I>@ R<N DI A<>O AP@G@? =T M@GDBDJPN DIOJG@M<I>@o 4C@

?@N@>M<ODJI <I? ?@NOMP>ODJI JA N<>M@? KG<>@N G@? OJ < R@<F@IDIB JA M@GDBDJPN <I?

OM<?DODJI<G DINODOPODJIN <I? OCM@<O@I@? OC@ >JGG<KN@ JA NTNO@HN JA M@GD<=G@ MPG@N <I?

IJMHN PKJI RCD>C M@GDBDJPN <I? OM<?DODJI<G >JHHPIDOD@N ?@K@I?@? JI < ?<DGT =<NDNo
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0@MK@OM<OJMN DIO@IODJI<GGT QDJG<O@? OC@ DINODOPODJI JA |N<I>OP<MT} � < KG<>@ RC@M@ OC@

?DNKJNN@NN@? NCJPG? =@ <=G@ OJ YI? N<A@OTo 4C@ F@T @Q@ION <??M@NN@? =@GJR

?@HJINOM<O@ < =MJ<?@M GJNN JA M@NK@>O AJM <I? QDJG<ODJI JAp M@GDBDJPN <I? OM<?DODJI<G

DINODOPODJIN ?PMDIB OC@ >JIZD>Oo

&JM N@Q@M<G HJIOCN DI aii`p 3Oo 0@O@M}N ,POC@M<I #CPM>C =@><H@ OC@ M@APB@ JA RJH@Ip

>CDG?M@I <I? H@I KM@?JHDI<O@GT AMJH OC@ -<IJp 'DJ <I? +K@GG@ OMD=@N Z@@DIB QDJG@I>@

OCMJPBCJPO OC@ >JPIOMTo /A NDBIDY><I>@ C@M@ DN OC<O OC@ #CPM>C R<N N@@I <N < KG<>@ JA

N<I>OP<MT � N<I>ODY@? =T 'J? <N < KG<>@ JA RJMNCDK <I? KMJO@>ODJIr DO =@><H@ <I

<^M<>ODQ@ NDO@ AJM KMJO@>ODJI AMJH C<MH 9=;8MK= DO R<N < N<>M@? KG<>@o

/I OC@ IDBCO JA *PGT bip aii` >JH=<O<ION AMJH OC@ !MH@? &JM>@N JA ,D=@MD< NPMMJPI?@?

OC@ >CPM>C <I? ?@N@>M<O@? DON N<I>ODOT =T >JHHD^DIB OC@ HPM?@M JA <KKMJSDH<O@GT NDS

CPI?M@? K@MNJIN O<FDIB M@APB@ OC@M@o &DMNO PNDIB >POG<NN@N <I? =<TJI@ON <I? OC@I

BPIYM@p NJG?D@MN HJQ@? DIOJ OC@ N<I>OP<MT <I? >G<NNMJJHN DI OC@ JPO=PDG?DIBN OJ GJ><O@

<I? FDGG K@MNJIN RCJ C<? NJPBCO OC@ KMJO@>ODJI JA OC@ >CPM>Co 4C@ I@SO ?<Tp *PGT c`OCp

OC@ A@R OC<O NPMQDQ@? OC@ <^<>F R@M@ =@DIB <NNDNO@? <O I@DBC=JMDIB A<>DGDOD@Np DI>GP?DIB

OC@ I@<M=T 5IDO@? -@OCJ?DNO #JHKJPI?p RC@M@ NJG?D@MN JA OC@ !&, <B<DI QDJG<O@? OC@

N<I>ODOT JA >CPM>C A<>DGDOD@N OJ FDGG NPMQDQJMN <I? OCJN@ RCJ NJPBCO OJ KMJQD?@ OC@

QD>ODHN RDOC CPH<IDO<MD<I <NNDNO<I>@o

4C@ @SK<INDJI JA OC@ O@MMDOJMD<G N>JK@ JA OCDN <OMJ>DOT DN NDBIDY><IO IJO JIGT =@><PN@ DON

DHK<>O JI OC@ #CMDNOD<I >JHHPIDOT R<N OC@M@AJM@ G<MB@Mp =PO <GNJ =@><PN@ DO M@Z@>ON <

G<MB@M >JHHPIDOT JA M@GDBDJPN DINODOPODJIN OC<O R@M@ QD>ODHDU@? =@><PN@ JA OC@DM

RDGGDIBI@NN OJ KMJQD?@ <NNDNO<I>@ DI M@NKJIN@ OJ OC@ ><MI<B@o

,JA< #JPIOT DN <I @OCID><GGT <I? M@GDBDJPNGT ?DQ@MN@ >JPIOT RC@M@ af OMD=@N ><I =@

AJPI? GDQDIB DI >GJN@ KMJSDHDOT OJ @<>C JOC@Mo #JIN@LP@IOGTp >JHHPIDOD@N R@M@ BM<Q@GT

DHK<>O@? <N OC@ >JIZD>O @SKGJDO@? <I? K@MK@OP<O@? M@GDBDJPN <I? @OCID> ?DNODI>ODJINo

4CPN QDJG@I>@ DI ,JA< #JPIOT R<N ?DM@>O@? NK@>DY><GGT OJR<M? M@GDBDJPN <I?

4M<?DODJI<G >JHHPIDOD@N <I? NOMP>OPM@No 4C@ QD>ODHDU@? >JHHPIDOT R<N KMDH<MDGT OC@

-PNGDH >JHHPIDOTp =PO OM<?DODJI<G N<>M@? NDO@N <I? >JHHPIDOD@N R@M@ <GNJ O<MB@O@?

AJM QDJG@I>@o

)O DN >JHHJIGT C@G? OC<O 4M<?DODJI<G >JHHPIDOD@N NP[@M@? BM@<OGT DI K<MOD>PG<M

OCMJPBC OC@ ?@N@>M<ODJI JA N<>M@? NDO@Nr <GOCJPBC ?P@ OJ OC@ N@>M@ODQ@ I<OPM@ JA

OM<?DODJI<G NJ>D@OD@Np GD^G@ JM IJ ?J>PH@IO<ODJI ><I =@ J=O<DI@? OJ ?@O<DG OC@ =M@<?OC

<I? N>JK@ JA OCDN QDJG@I>@o (JR@Q@M GDHDO@?p ?J>PH@IO<ODJI <I? ?D<GJBP@ RDOC

NO<F@CJG?@M >JHHPIDOD@N KMJQD?@ @QD?@I>@ OC<O <>ON JA QDJG@I>@ R@M@ ?DM@>O@? OJR<M?

4M<?DODJI<G NJ>D@OD@Np NP>C <N OC@ DINO<I>@ RC@M@ .0&, >JH=<O<ION MJPI?@? PK <GG ;J@N

DI < M@BDJIp GJ>F@? OC@H DI < CJPN@ <I? N@O YM@ OJ OC@ CJPN@o "T >JHK<MDNJIp OC@M@ DN

NP=NO<IOD<G ?J>PH@IO<ODJI JI OC@ KGDBCO JA OC@ -PNGDH >JHHPIDOT DI ,JA< #JPIOTo
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%Q@ION DI <I? <MJPI? ,JA< #JPIOT DI OC@ @<MGT aii`}N @SKJN@? M@GDBDJPN DIOJG@M<I>@ <N

< AJM>@ AP@GDIB QDJG@I>@ DI OCJN@ <M@<Np K<MOD>PG<MGT <B<DINO -PNGDHN RCJ R@M@ B@I@M<GGT

<NNJ>D<O@? RDOC -<I?DIBJ@N <I? RCJ R@M@ N@@I =T OC@ AJM>@N JA #C<MG@N 4<TGJM <N

NPKKJMO@MN JA OC@ 3<HP@G +o $J@ M@BDH@o

4C@ FDGGDIB JA YQ@ #<OCJGD> .PIN DI -JIMJQD< =T .0&, JK@M<ODQ@N <KK@<MN OJ =@

DIO@IODJI<G <I? =JM?@MDIB JI M@GDBDJPN DIOJG@M<I>@p KJDIODIB <GNJ OJ OC@ OTK@ JA C<MH

DIZD>O@? PKJI M@GDBDJPN DINODOPODJIN ?PMDIB OC@ >JIZD>Oo 2@GDBDJPN <I? 4M<?DODJI<G

>JHHPIDOD@N R@M@ O<MB@O@? <I? QDJG<O@? =@><PN@ JA M@GDBDJPN DIOJG@M<I>@p @OCID>

<NNJ>D<ODJIN <I? OC@ @S@M>DNDIB JA KJGDOD><G DIZP@I>@ =T M@GDBDJPN <I? 4M<?DODJI<G

G@<?@MNo 2@GDBDJPN <I? 4M<?DODJI<G DINODOPODJIN =@<M NJH@ M@NKJIND=DGDOT AJM KMJGJIBDIB

OC@ >JIZD>O =T A<DGDIB OJ DIO@M>@?@ DI KM@Q@IODIB QDJG@I>@ <I? =T ?DM@>OGT NPKKJMODIB

R<MMDIB A<>ODJIN OCMJPBC KM<T@Mp <?QJ><>Tp MDOP<G KMJO@>ODJI <I? YI<I>D<G NPKKJMOo

ehdh ,D=@MD<I $D<NKJM<

4C@ 7@NO !AMD><I I<ODJI JA ,D=@MD< DN M@>JQ@MDIB AMJH T@<MN JA >JIZD>O >C<M<>O@MDU@? =T

@BM@BDJPN QDJG<ODJIN JA CPH<I MDBCON OC<O >M@<O@? OC@ ,D=@MD<I $D<NKJM<o &MJH aigi

PIODG b``cp OC@ ,D=@MD<I K@JKG@ NPMQDQ@? < =GJJ?T >JPK ?}VO<Op T@<MN JA HDGDO<MT MPG@p <I?

ORJ QDJG@IO >DQDG R<MNo 4C@ <OMJ>DOD@N R@M@ OC@ M@NPGO JA >JHKG@S CDNOJMD><G <I?

B@JKJGDOD><G A<>OJMNo 4C@ NG<Q@ OM<?@p 5o3o @[JMON OJ M@OPMI NG<Q@N OJ !AMD><p OC@ <=PN@ JA

OC@ DI?DB@IJPN KJKPG<ODJI =T < MPGDIB JGDB<M>CTp OC@ GJJODIB JA OC@ >JPIOMT}N NP=NO<IOD<G

I<OPM<G M@NJPM>@N =T DON JRI >JMMPKO BJQ@MIH@IO <I? =T AJM@DBI DIO@M@NONp <I? OC@

KJGDOD><G <H=DODJIN JA JOC@M !AMD><I G@<?@MN <GG >JIOMD=PO@? OJ OC@ >JIZD>Oo 4C@

DIO@MI<ODJI<G >JHHPIDOTp DI>GP?DIB OC@ 5IDO@? 3O<O@Np A<DG@? OJ O<F@ @[@>ODQ@ <>ODJI OJ

GDHDO OC@ =GJJ?NC@?o /PO JA < KM@�R<M KJKPG<ODJI JA OCM@@ HDGGDJIp <I @NODH<O@? be`p```

K@JKG@ R@M@ FDGG@?p RDOC <N H<IT <N aoe HDGGDJI ?DNKG<>@?o ! H<NN @SJ?PN Z@@DIB OC@

YBCODIB >M@<O@? ,D=@MD<I $D<NKJM< >JHHPIDOD@N DI H<IT >JPIOMD@N <MJPI? OC@ RJMG?p

DI>GP?DIB OC@ 5IDO@? 3O<O@No !I @NODH<O@? c`p``` ,D=@MD<IN GDQ@ DI OC@ NO<O@ JA -DII@NJO<

<GJI@p =PO OC@M@ <M@ <GNJ O@IN JA OCJPN<I?N JA ,D=@MD<IN GDQDIB DI JOC@M 5o3o >DOD@Np DI OC@

5IDO@? +DIB?JHp <I? DI M@APB@@ N@^G@H@ION DI OC@ 7@NO !AMD><I NP=�M@BDJIo

4C@ QDJG@I>@ YI<GGT @I?@? DI b``cp =PO OC@ K@<>@ M@H<DIN AM<BDG@o 4C@ >JIZD>O}N DHK<>O

DN @QD?@IO DI OC@ NOM@@ON JA -JIMJQD<p OC@ CJH@N JA QDGG<B@MN DI OC@ ,D=@MD<I >JPIOMTND?@p

<I? ,D=@MD<I B<OC@MDIB KG<>@N DI ,JI?JIp 0CDG<?@GKCD<p -DII@NJO< <I? @GN@RC@M@o

,D=@MD<IN R@M@ AJM>@? AMJH OC@DM CJH@N <I? ?@KMDQ@? JA OC@DM @?P><ODJI <I? GDQ@GDCJJ?o

4C@T <M@ NP[@MDIB AMJH KCTND><G <I? KNT>CJGJBD><G OM<PH< <I? <M@ N@K<M<O@? AMJH

OC@DM A<HDGD@N =T ?@<OC JM ?DNO<I>@o $@@KGT A@GO >JIZD>ON >JIODIP@ OJ ?DQD?@ OC@ ,D=@MD<I

K@JKG@ <O CJH@ <I? <=MJ<?o #JMMPKODJIp =JOC M@<G <I? K@M>@DQ@?p >JIODIP@N OJ K@MQ<?@

OC@ NJ>D@OTo (@I>@p ,D=@MD<IN DI OC@ $D<NKJM< N@@F AJJ?p RJMFp C@<GOC ><M@p @?P><ODJI

<I? < APOPM@o )I>M@<NDIBGTp ,D=@MD<IN <M@ <GNJ ><GGDIB AJM EPNOD>@o 4C@N@ ?@H<I?N <M@

H<?@ OJ < BJQ@MIH@IO OC<O NOMPBBG@N RDOC A@R M@NJPM>@N <I? <I PINO<=G@ N@>PMDOT
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)I OC@ KM@GDHDI<MT &DI<G 2@KJMO JA OC@ 42# � 6JGPH@ a &DI?DIBN <I? $@O@MHDI<ODJINp

OC@ 42# M@N@MQ@? OC@ MDBCO OJ H<F@ ?@O@MHDI<ODJIN JA M@NKJIND=DGDOT AJM %$#p '(26

<I? 36(, JI <IT K@MNJINp BMJPKN JM @IODOD@Np JM OCJN@ DIQJGQ@? DI < EJDIO >MDHDI<G

@IO@MKMDN@ JM >JINKDM<>T DI>GP?DIB OCJN@ OC<O KG<II@?p DINODB<O@?p JM?@M@?p >JHHD^@?p

<D?@? JM <=@^@? DI OC@ KG<IIDIBp KM@K<M<ODJI JM @S@>PODJI JA <IT >MDH@ RDOCDI DON

H<I?<O@o

4C@ 42# !>O M@LPDM@N OC<O OC@ 42# KMJ?P>@ < M@KJMO OC<O DN ~s?@O<DG@? JI <GG <NK@>ON

JA OC@ 42#}N RJMFp DIQ@NODB<ODJINp C@<MDIBNp YI?DIBN <I? M@>JHH@I?<ODJIN� s ~=<N@?

JI A<>OP<G <I? J=E@>ODQ@ DIAJMH<ODJI <I? @QD?@I>@ >JGG@>O@? JM M@>@DQ@? =T DO JM KG<>@?

<O DON ?DNKJN<Go� 4C@ 42# !>O APMOC@M H<I?<O@N OC<O OC@ 42# H<F@ M@>JHH@I?<ODJIN

OJ OC@ 0M@ND?@IO JA ,D=@MD< RDOC M@B<M? OJ OC@ I@@? AJM M@K<M<ODJIN OJ QD>ODHNr

M@C<=DGDO<ODJI JA QD>ODHN <I? K@MK@OM<OJMN DI I@@? JA NK@>D<GDU@? KNT>CJ�NJ>D<G <I? JOC@M

M@C<=DGDO<ODQ@ N@MQD>@Nr G@B<Gp DINODOPODJI<G <I? JOC@M M@AJMHNr >JIODIPDIB DIQ@NODB<ODJIN

<I? DILPDMD@N DIOJ K<MOD>PG<M H<^@MNr <I? KMJN@>PODJINo 3@@ !MOo 8 N@>ODJI ddp dhr !MOo

6)) 3@>ODJI bfvCwvEw JA OC@ 42# !>O vb``ew RCD>C DN DI>JMKJM<O@? =T M@A@M@I>@ OJ OCDN

M@KJMOo

#JIN@LP@IOGTp <AO@M N@Q@M<G HJIOCN JA ?@GD=@M<ODJIp ?@=<O@ <I? M@Z@>ODJIp

#JHHDNNDJI@MN C<Q@ H<?@ IPH@MJPN M@>JHH@I?<ODJIN =<N@? JI KP=GD> C@<MDIBN DI

,D=@MD< <I? OC@ $D<NKJM<p O@NODHJID@Np >JINPGO<ODJIN RDOC >DQDG NJ>D@OTp YI?DIBN AMJH

DIQ@NODB<ODJIN <I? DILPDMTp @O>o <I? RC<O OC@T =@GD@Q@ DN I@@?@? OJ =MDIB <=JPO OMPOCp

EPNOD>@ <I? M@>JI>DGD<ODJI OJ ,D=@MD<o

4C@ #JHHDNNDJI ?@O@MHDI@? OC<O OC@ 42# !>O H<I?<O@N OC<O <GG 42#

M@>JHH@I?<ODJIN <M@ <POCJMDO<ODQ@p =DI?DIB <I? C<Q@ OC@ R@DBCO JA G<R N@MQDIB <N

LP<ND�EP?D>D<G ?DM@>ODQ@N OC<O HPNO =@ DHKG@H@IO@? =T OC@ 'JQ@MIH@IO JA ,D=@MD< <I?

.<ODJI<G ,@BDNG<OPM@o 4C@ 42# !>O H<I?<O@N OC<O ~<GG M@>JHH@I?<ODJIN NC<GG =@

DHKG@H@IO@?� <I? M@LPDM@N OC@ 0M@ND?@IO OJ ~M@KJMO OJ OC@ .<ODJI<G ,@BDNG<OPM@ RDOCDI

OCM@@ HJIOCN JA M@>@DKO JA OC@ M@KJMO JA OC@ 42#p <I? JI < LP<MO@MGT =<NDN OC@M@<AO@Mp <N

OJ OC@ DHKG@H@IO<ODJI JA OC@ #JHHDNNDJI}N M@>JHH@I?<ODJINo� 4C@ ,@BDNG<OPM@ HPNO

M@LPDM@ OC@ 0M@ND?@IO OJ ~NCJR ><PN@� AJM IJI�>JHKGD<I>@ RDOC <IT 42#

M@>JHH@I?<ODJIN <I? @INPM@ OC@DM >JHKGD<I>@o

4C@ 42# R@G>JH@N 3(% 5)1').)! $%#,!1!3)/.d ! #8DD &GJ 8 68Q &GJO8J< LG 8 .=O

,A9=JA8 L@JGM?@ 1=;GF;ADA8LAGF 8F< *MKLA;= v4C@ 6DMBDID< $@>G<M<ODJIw <?JKO@? =T OC@

?@G@B<O@N OJ OC@ .<ODJI<G 4MPOC <I? 2@>JI>DGD<ODJI 0MJ>@NN@N #PGHDI<ODIB DI OC@

.<ODJI<G #JIA@M@I>@ JI 2@>JI>DGD<ODJI C@G? <O OC@ 5IDOT #JIA@M@I>@ #@IO@M DI 6DMBDID<p

,D=@MD< AMJH *PI@ ai�bbp b``io 4C@ 42# <?JKON OCMJPBC DI>JMKJM<ODJI <GG JA OC@
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DIO@MI<ODJI<G CPH<I MDBCON G<Rp R<M >MDH@N <I? @>JIJHD> >MDH@N DI>GP?DIB =PO IJO

GDHDO@? OJp FDGGDIBp B<IB M<K@p HPGODKG@ M<K@p AJM>@? M@>MPDOH@IOp N@SP<G NG<Q@MTp AJM>@?

G<=JMp @SKJNPM@ OJ ?@KMDQ<ODJIp HDNNDIBp @O>o

]^h^h .<OPM@i *PMDN?D>ODJI <I? 3>JK@ JA !POCJMDOT JA #MDHDI<G #JPMO

3@@ !MOD>G@ a` JA OC@ !II@S bp ?M<AO 3O<OPO@ %NO<=GDNCDIB 4C@ %SOM<JM?DI<MT #MDHDI<G

#JPMO &JM ,D=@MD< RCD>C DN DI>JMKJM<O@? =T M@A@M@I>@o

]^h_h .<H@N JA 4CJN@ 2@NKJIND=G@ o0@MK@OM<OJMNp 2@>JHH@I?@? AJM 0MJN@>PODJI

4C@ 42# M@>JHH@I?N N@Q@M<G K@MNJIN AJM KMJN@>PODJI AJM BMJNN CPH<I MDBCON

QDJG<ODJIN DI>GP?DIB QDJG<ODJIN JA DIO@MI<ODJI<G CPH<IDO<MD<I G<Rp DIO@MI<ODJI<G CPH<I

MDBCON G<Rp R<M >MDH@N <I? @BM@BDJPN ?JH@NOD> G<RN QDJG<ODJIN JA ,D=@MD< <I? @>JIJHD>
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A7@;5 <78F>BA5

Uqj{un|AYHAdj�ux{A _aX]A

a{rwlnAhHA[xqw|xwA Z_aX]A

bxx|n�nu}A[xqw|xwEA e]Z^`ABAe]Z^`G[A

SuqjsrAYHfHA\{xvjqA e]Z^`ABAe]Z^`G\A

Ynx{pnATxun�A ]aUA

dqxvj|Ahj�jA_rvnu�A ^`VW]A

cntx~AVjvjw}nA\xwwnqA ]ebVA

X{jwlxr|A^j||jz~xrEA ]VXA
EVnjmAyn{yn}{j}x{|A A
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@BEF5ABFBD>BGE5C;DC;FD7FBDE5

AB65 A7@;5 H>B?7F>BAE5

J a{rwlnAhHA[xqw|xwA
\ruurwpFAn�}x{}rxwFAvj||jl{nFAmn|}{~l}rxwAxoA
y{xyn{}�FAox{lnA{nl{~r}vnw}FAj||j~u}FA
jkm~l}rxwFA}x{}~{nABAox{lnmAujkx{FA{jynA

K ^x|n|AiHATujqA dx{}~{nFASkm~l}rxwFAS||j~u}ABA]xx}rwpA

L gruurjvAc~vxA dx{}~{nFASkm~l}rxwFAS||j~u}ABA]xx}rwpA

M ^nqw|j�xwAcj�xwA
dx{}~{nFASkm~l}rxwFAS||j~u}FA]xx}rwpFAox{lnA
mn}nw}rxwFAox{lnA{nl{~r}vnw}A

N [xqwAYkn}xA dx{}~{nFASkm~l}rxwFAS||j~u}ABA]xx}rwpA

O aj~u|xwAYj{}nqAjurj|AYnwHAcj}jwA ^j||jl{nFAdx{}~{nABAW�}x{}rxwA

P ^xvxqAYnkjqACT~uuAVxpDA \ruurwp|FAv~{mn{FABAdx{}~{nA

Q [x|nyqA\yn�xwA ^j||jl{nA

R ^j}n~|Aajru�A ^j||jl{nA

JI YnwHA]j�{nwlnAY~jw~~A Xx{lnA]jkx{ABA^j||jl{nA

JJ cnwj}x{A[xwj}qjwATjwwn�A dx{}~{nAA

JK Sukn{}Ac~vnqA ^~{mn{ABAbjynA

JL YnwHAcjvy|xwA ^~{mn{AAA

JM
Uq{r|}xyqn{AfjvkxAjurj|AYnwHA
^x|z~r}xA ^~{mn{ABAdx{}~{nA

JN UxuHA[xuxtjA bjynFAdx{}~{nABA^~{mn{A

JO a{rwlnA_jpknA bjynFAdx{}~{nABA^~{mn{A

JP aj}AbjwA\nwwnm�A ^~{mn{FA]xx}rwpABAXx{lnA]jkx{A

JQ \unqpkj�nnA ^~{mn{FA]xx}rwpABAXx{lnA]jkx{A

JR SknuAcHAYkjujqA dx{}~{nFAbjynABA^~{mn{A

KI YnwHA_juu�A bjynFAXx{lnA]jkx{ABA^~{mn{A

KJ ^jlmxwjumAdj{ynqA bjynFA^~}ruj}rxwABA^~{mn{A

KK Sw}qxw�AaxwwrnA bjynFA^~}ruj}rxwABA^~{mn{A

KL Suo{nmAaj�wnA bjynFA^~}ruj}rxwABA^~{mn{A

KM YnwHAY{nnwnA Uxw|l{ry}rxwFAbjynABA^~{mn{A

KN cj��jujtjAA Uxw|l{ry}rxwFAbjynABA^~{mn{A

KO Uq{r|AVj�r|A ^~{mn{FAUxw|l{ry}xrwFAdx{}~{nABAbjynA

KP UxuHATx�Adj{un�A ^~{mn{FAXx{lnA]jkx{FA^~}ruj}rxwA

KQ ^x|n|AYxjqwAjurj|AYnwHA_x{{rnpjA ^j||jl{nFAtruurwp|FAv~}ruj}rxwA

KR
^rlqjnuAVj�rn|Ajurj|Ac~wmj�pj{AVnj{G
kx�A ]xx}rwpFAdx{}~{nFAtruurwpABAYjwpAbjynA

LI an}n{AYrjqAlqrum{nwAoj}qn{A \ruurwpA

LJ UxlxAVnwwr|FAYnwHAYxwmjFAC_aX]DA ^j||jl{nFA\ruurwpFAXx{lnmA]jkx{FAUjwrkjur|vA

LK
Uj{|jlj{AY{x~yAC_aX]DA[x|nyqA
CvxmnuDA ^j||jl{nFAXx{lnmA]jkx{A

LL C]aUDATuxxmAc~ltn{A�j{Ak~|A bjynFA\ruurwpFAdx{}~{nABAUjwrkjur|vA

LM `}s}A\wqv{wvAGAYnvHA`j|qjvAD^bUEA _j{{jlznFAewz|}znFAcjxnA

LN D`bX^EAcnmAVn~rtA _j{{jlznA

LO D^bUEA_wqjuunqATjqADd}xnzujvEA ]rttrvpFAcjxnA

LP D^bUEAd}xnzujvA _j{{jlznA

LQ \HhHAgwvpkwnA`bX^ADmnt|jAowzlnEA cjxnFAewz|}znABAW�|wz|rwvA

LR
Uqrvn{nA\jkknzAbqrtrxA]jurwvpjzA
D`bX^EA ]rttrvpFAcjxnFAewz|}znFAXwzlnmA^jkwzA

MI ^bUAVnkkjqA ]rttrvpFAewz|}znFAVn{|z}l|rwvA

MJ D`bX^A_jzrvnEFAYwvsjzv}nA ewz|}znFAVn|nv|rwvA

MK `bX^G_jzsmjurnFATtjlsAVrjuwvmA _j{{jlznFAUjvvjkjtr{uA
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ML YnvHA\jun{AXznnujvAD`bX^EA _j{{jlznA

MM d}vmj�pjzFA�w}vpAsrttnzFA{srvv�A ewz|}znFA_j{{jlznA

MN `bX^AGA_j||qn�AYrwA ]rttrvpFA_j{{jlznA

MO
D`bX^AYnvHAYwvmjqADcnprvjtmA
Tjttw}|EA

ewz|}znFAXwzlnmA^jkwzFAljvvrkjtr{uAwzAnj|rvpA
~rl|ruC{Aq}ujvAotn{qA

MP
Ur|r�nv{AwoAV}wAD{rvptnAkjzzntEA}vr|A
`bX^A _j{{jlznA

MQ D`bX^EA_nsjzv}AYw�nqFAdj�nATwj�w}A W�|wz|rwvFAewz|}znA

MR D^bUEAYnwzpnAxnnAdwtwAYjz{jvwwA ]rttrvpFAVn{|z}l|rwvAjvmAewz|}znA

NI
djjq cHAYkwzttrnA

_}zmnzFAmr{unuknzunv|AwoAxznpvjv|A
�wunvA

NJ UttzHAcrlqjzmAXtwuwA ewz|}znAjvmA]rttrvpA

NK \nzz�Acr{s{A _j{{jlznA

NL \wqvAYjzjvAD\}vrwzAYjzjvEA ewz|}znFA]rttrvp{ABA_j{{jlznA

NM YnvHAd|n~nvAgwv|wnA ewz|}znFAn�|wz|rwvABA]rttrvp{A

NN YnvHA\wnAe}jqA
ewz|}znFA{}uujz�An�nl}|rwv{FAlwv{lzrx|rwvFA
owzlnmAtjkwzAjvmAzr|}jtr{|rlAsrttrvp{A

NO Vj~rmAVjvrntA
ewz|}znFAzjxnFA{}uujz�An�nl}|rwv{FA
lwv{lzrx|rwvFAowzlnmAtjkwzAjvmAzr|}jtr{|rlA
srttrvp{A

NP _jz|rvjA\wqv{wvA ]rttrvp{A

NQ \}vrwzA_r|lqnttA
ewz|}znFA{n�}jtA{tj~nz�FAowzlnmAtjkwzABA
srttrvp{A

NR YnvHAc}o}{AXj{}nAjtrj{AWy}jtr�nzA
cjxnFA_j{{jlznFAtww|rvpFAd}uujz�Asrttrvp{FA
|wz|}znA

OI YnwzpnAV�nqA _}zmnzFAsrttrvpABA|wz|}znA

OJ YnvHAUqjztn{A\}t}A
_}zmnzFAsrttrvpFAmn{|z}l|rwvAwoAxzwxnz|�ABA
|wz|}znA

OK S}p}{|rvnA`jpknAjtrjvAYnvHAbw�nzA ewz|}znFAtww|rvpABAmn{|z}l|rwvAwoAxzwxnz|�A

OL _jzl}{AZrpqAYzj�A ewz|}znFAsrttrvpABAtww|rvpA

OM \H SxxwttwAd�nvA ]rttrvpABAn�|wz|rwvA

ON djvmwA\wqv{wvA ]rttrvpABAowzlnAznlz}r|unv|A

OO \w{nxqA_jz�jqAjtrjvAirp�jpA_jz�jzqA _}zmnzA

OP ]jrAXjztn�A _j{{jlznABAsrttrvpA

OQ fjzu}�jqA cjxnFA|wz|}znABAowzlnAtjkwzA

OR Suw{ATjzltj�A cjxnFA|wz|}znABAowzlnAtjkwzA

PI ^jzz�A_}zxq�A ]rttrvpABA|wz|}znA

PJ YnvHAaowzrAVrjqFAjtrj{A[zwvA\jlsn|A XwzlnAtjkwzAAA

PK YnwzpnAgjzxwA _j{{jlznFASz{wvABAewz|}znA

PL UwHAinzwGinzwA _j{{jlznFASz{wvABAewz|}znA

PM bn|nzAVjqvA _j{{jlznFASz{wvABAewz|}znA

PN UwHA]wz|wzA _j{{jlznFASz{wvABAewz|}znA

POA ewuu�ATHAgwvpkjA _j{{jlznFASz{wvABAewz|}znA

OO `m{myA`m~mmEAitqizAXmvGA[i{itqA [qttqvoABA{wy{|ymA

OP XmvGAVyqkzwvASiylqwA aixmEAzm�|itAzti}my�ABAnwykmAtijwyA

OQ SmvriuqvAgmi{mvA ]|ylmyEA{wy{|ymABAijl|k{qwvA

PH awtivlAU|wA ]|ylmyEA{wy{|ymABAijl|k{qwvA

PI Wmtq�Afizpqvo{wvA ]|ylmyA

PJ bmvmoitmzmA ]|ylmyEA{wy{|ymABAnwykmAlqzxtikmumv{A

PK ]wzmzAciytm�AitqizATwGATyijA cwy{|ymABAu|ylmyA

PL TwAUi}qlA cwy{|ymABAm�{wy{qwvA

PM bqiniA^wyuivA Rjl|k{qwvABAiyzwvA
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PN bisw|AUwv�wA RyzwvA

PO Rlwtxp|zAUwtwAC`miv|{AS|{{myDA ]|ylmyA

PP ]mt}qvAbwojivlqA [qttqvoEA{wy{|ymEAuizzikymABAtww{qvoA

PQ ]ivowA]mvtwyA ]|ylmyEAijl|k{qwvABAyixmA

QH ]iysAX|ipvA [qttqvoEAomvwkqlmABAu|ylmyA

QI
]wzmzAcpwuizFAnwyumyAbRcdA
TwuuivlmyA cwy{|ymEA]|ylmyEA

QJ ]irGAZmyy�AXjivAA cwy{|ymEA]|ylmyEA\ww{qvoA

QK fipmmjAbiijA cwy{|ymEA]|ylmyA

QL ]irGAYmvy�AZwpvzwvA cwy{|ymEA]|ylmyA

QM hqkwA^ipAUiytqipA
]|ylmyEA{wy{|ymABAnwykmAlqzxtikmumv{EAaixmEA
XmvwkqlmEA]izzikymA

QN UwmxwA]mvsi�wpvA ]|ylmyEAcwy{|ymEA\ww{qvoA

QO Rtm�Acwtjmy{AitqizAXmvGAgw|voAUm}qtA cwy{|ymEAzm�|itAij|zmEAu|ylmyEAtww{qvoA

QP UivqmtA[GASyikm~mttA aixmEAu|ylmyEAtww{qvoA

QQ \ivsiAci�F\ivsiA ]|ylmyEA{wy{|ymEAtww{qvoEAkivvqjitqzuA

IHH ^�wvl~mpA]wvwswvuivipA ]izzikymEAyq{|itAsqttqvoA

IHIA fqttqiuASGAcwmA
[qttqvoEAyixmEAijl|k{qwvEAlmz{y|k{qwvAwyA
xywxmy{�EAnwykmlAymky|q{umv{AwnAkpqtlA
zwtlqmyzEA{wy{|ymEAywjjmy�A

IHJ Ui}qlA[xwipACUi}qlASy�iv{DA ]izzikymEAyq{|itAsqttqvozA

IHK UivA]wyqizA
]izzikymEAo|vAy|vvqvoEAmkwvwuqkAkyqumEA
lmz{y|k{qwvAwnAxywxmy{�EAz|uuiy�Am�mk|{qwvEA
{wy{|ymEAsqttqvozA

IHL Tix{GA`i�mAb|ipA ]|ylmyEAuizzikymEA{wy{|ymA

IHM XmvGAZiumzAWymmuivA ]izzikymAA

IHN ZwpvAcGAaqkpiylzwvAitqizAXmvGA_k{wx|zA
]iz{myuqvlAivlAkpqmnAm�mk|{wyAwnA_xmyi{qwvA
_k{wx|zA

IHO Smvmlqk{ASiy{|ipA aixmEAzm�|itAzti}my�EAsqttqvozA

IHP gmivimA[my�mi�|mA
]izzikymEAsqttqvoEAiyzwvEAlmz{y|k{qwvAwnA
xywxmy{�EAm�{wy{qwvEAtww{qvoEA{wy{|ymEAyixmA

IHQ cqoimAfwv{mmA V�{yiAr|lqkqitAsqttqvoEAuizzikymzA

IIH ZiumzATpmttm�A ]izzikymzEAu|ylmyzA

III Vl~qvAewsmyA ]izzikymzEAu|ylmyzA

IIJ TpiytmzASymm�mA ]izzikymzEAu|ylmyzA

IIK XwtiAamlA [qttqvozEA{wy{|ymEAyixmA

IIL ZwzzmxpA]wv{owumy�A [qttqvoEAyixmEAiyzwvA

IIM ]wzmzAbiu|siqA [qttqvoEAyixmyEAiyzwvA

JA

4D<B@I 7JIO@@

aaf -JHJGD *D==< !=?P>ODJIp +DGGDIBp 2<K@p -<NN<>M@
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AMJH CJG?DIB KP=GD> JAAD>@ AJM OCDMOT vc`w T@<MN <N < AJMH JA KP=GD> N<I>ODJIo !GG OCJN@

CJG?DIB @G@>ODQ@ JAAD>@N NC<GG >JIODIP@ OJ OC@ @I? JA OC@DM O@IPM@ <I? IJO =@ @GDBD=G@ OJ

>JIO@NO <IT KP=GD> JAAD>@ DI APOPM@o 4CDN M@>JHH@I?<ODJI >JIND?@MN OC<O CJG?DIB =T�

@G@>ODJIN IJR RJPG? =@ DHKM<>OD><=G@ DI GDBCO JA OC@ >PMM@IO BGJ=<G ADI<I>D<G >JINOM<DION

AJM RCD>C ,D=@MD< DN IJ @S>@KODJIo (JR@Q@Mp OCJN@ CJG?DIB <KKJDIO@? JAAD>@N NCJPG?

M@NDBI DHH@?D<O@GTo )I OC@ @Q@IO OC@T A<DG OJ M@NDBI DHH@?D<O@GTp <GG M@HPI@M<ODJI

NCJPG? =@ ><I>@GG@?o

]^hbh 7DOI@NN 0MJO@>ODJI 3O<OPO@

4C@ 42# M@>JHH@I?N OC@ DHH@?D<O@ @I<>OH@IO JA < >JHKM@C@INDQ@ 7DOI@NN

0MJO@>ODJI 3O<OPO@ AJM OC@ @SKM@NN KPMKJN@ JA N@>PMDIB KMJO@>ODJIr ?JH@NOD> JM @SO@MI<G
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DO?< DGMJ< COTNSU< DO?< DGMJ< COTNSU<

GE UzmktkAfottgnAWwg~A \utyxkwwgjuA HFE YuxkvnAZvgmhuwA WwgtjARgxxgA

HE UsskyyAagtjuAWwg~A HGE \zrhgnAankwollA WhgwvurzA

IE QrrgtA\EA]oinurgxA HHE _gvgARgrrgnA

JE YuxnzgA\oryutARrg~owA HIE WkuwmkAbEAaktmhkA RusoA

KE QrlwkjAazgnATkhrknA HJE Qtynut~AWhgrrk~A

LE \uwwoxAQEA_gjsuwkA HKE QsuxASnkgA

ME \zxgAVulgtgA HLE ^rjsgtA\zxgA_k|kkA

NE egw \gwyuwA HME Vkro}AdgxnotmyutA

OE Tg{ojAZkttkj~Acgt~gtA HNE QjgsAYuntxutA \gwmohoA

GFE \uwwoxAdkgnA \gw~rgtjjA HOE co{ogtAdorrokA ]oshgA

GGE dgxnotmyutA\uuwkA `o{kwAWkkA IFE `zlzxA\gnszAdu~kkA

GHE \ungsskjAankwollA IGE WkwywzjkA_gpkhuA

GIE dorxutAag|kg~knA IHE YztouwATzuABYEARuwtAYCA

GJE aykvnktAYutkxA WwgtjAWkjknA IIE YztouwAVrusuA SgvkA\uztyA

GKE TgtokrAakynA aotukA IJE agtjuAZog�urzA

GLE RgwjzxkAagwqunA IKE _norovAdrzkA

GME RuhAZuloAfgwA `o{kwikxxA ILE bnusgxARu~kARrugpzARu~kA \utyxkwwgjuA

GNE QwsgnAeuzrzA \utyxkwwgjuA IM YuntA]gsg~gtA

GOE YukAd~rokA IN [_SARziqA]gqkjA\utmkwA

-JION@MM<?J
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]_h\h 2%#/--%.$!4)/.3 /.!##/5.4!"),)49j
$/-%34)# #2)-).!, 02/3%#54)/.3

]_h]h .<H@N JA 4CJN@ 2@NKJIND=G@ o0@MK@OM<OJMNp 2@>JHH@I?@? AJM $JH@NOD>

0MJN@>PODJI

4C@ 42# M@>JHH@I?N OC<O >@MO<DI DI?DQD?P<GN RCJ >JHHDOO@? @BM@BDJPN QDJG<ODJIN

<B<DINO OC@ B@I@M<GDOT JA OC@ KJKPG<ODJI =PO NP>C >MDH@N <M@ G@NN@M OC<I ~BMJNN

QDJG<ODJIN� OCJN@ K@MNJINp <O OC@ ?DN>M@ODJI JA OC@ KMJN@>POJMp OC@ -DIDNOMT JA *PNOD>@

NC<GG =@ KMJN@>PO@? PI?@M EPMDN?D>ODJI JA <KKMJKMD<O@ ?JH@NOD> >JPMON <GM@<?T @SDNODIBo

Do 'MJPK JI@ >JHKMDN@N OCJN@ K@MNJIN OC<O OC@ 42# ?@O@MHDI@? <M@ M@NKJIND=G@ AJM

>JHHD^DIB OC@ AJGGJRDIB %$#p '(26 <I? 36(, DI>GP?DIBp =PO IJO GDHDO@? OJq

HPM?@Mp <^@HKO@? HPM?@Mp <BBM<Q<O@? <NN<PGOp FD?I<KKDIBp J\>D<G JKKM@NNDJI

<I? H@M>@I<MDNHo 4C@N@ >MDH@N AJMH < K<MO JA ,D=@MD<I K@I<G G<Ro 0@MNJIN GDNO@?

DI OCDN BMJPK NCJPG? =@ KMJN@>PO@? DI #JPMO ~!� JA OC@ &DMNO *P?D>D<G #DM>PDO DI

-JION@MM<?J #JPIOTp JM DI <IT JOC@M >JPMO <N ?@NDBI<O@? =T OC@ -DIDNOMT JA

*PNOD>@ C<QDIB >JHK@O@IO EPMDN?D>ODJIo

'2/50 ]h

.!-%3 /& 0%20%42!4/23 $%4%2-).%$ 2%30/.3)",% &/2 #/--)44).'

%$# 2%#/--%.$%$ &/2 $/-%34)# 02/3%#54)/.

.!-% /& 0%20%42!4/2

ao v7!4%2 &!#%w .0&,

bo v#)6),)!. +),,%2w .0&,

co *5.)/2 -!4!$) v.0&,w

do 3/.0/. 4/% $/%

eo 4!2'"%( 3!9$%% v$)249 02)#+w

fo v$/ )4 15)#+w -/$%,

go *!-%3 v/#%!.w

ho 47%( v9%+%;!)w

io v"5,,%4 &,9w -/$%,

a`o 9!7!,! +/,,)%

aao -5(!--%$ +%)4! v4/24,% "/.%w

abo +!20(/(!-

aco vc 15%34)/.3w .0&,

ado */3%0( +0).'"!

aeo ;!#+ &2%%-!. v15)#+ 4/ +),,w

afo 3!- 9%!"%(

ago .9!-!( 0/4/+%./2

aho *!-%3 ,!;!,%%

aio $!-/ v+0%,,% "/9w
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DDo'MJPK ORJ >JHKMDN@N OCJN@ K@MNJIN OC<O <M@ M@NKJIND=G@ AJM >JHHD^DIB N@SP<G�

M@G<O@? %$# DI>GP?DIBp =PO IJO GDHDO@? OJq M<K@p B<IB M<K@p <BBM<Q<O@?

DIQJGPIO<MT NJ?JHTp DIQJGPIO<MT NJ?JHTp QJGPIO<MT NJ?JHTp >JMMPKODJI JA

HDIJMNp N@SP<G <=PN@ JA R<M?N <I? N@SP<G <NN<PGOo 4C@N@ >MDH@N AJMH < K<MO JA

,D=@MD<I K@I<G G<Ro 0@MNJIN GDNO@? DI OCDN BMJPK NCJPG? =@ KMJN@>PO@? DI #JPMO

~%� JA OC@ &DMNO *P?D>D<G #DM>PDO DI -JION@MM<?J #JPIOTp JM DI <IT JOC@M >JPMO <N

?@NDBI<O@? =T OC@ -DIDNOMT JA *PNOD>@ C<QDIB >JHK@O@IO EPMDN?D>ODJIo

b`o -!44(%7 $/,/

bao 7),,)!- 35-/

bbo 0!5, $/7%, v$/5",% 42/5",%w

bco !.4(/.9 .9%0!.

bdo !,%8 47%( v) -%!. )4w

beo !,&2%$ '"!2

bfo 6)#4/2 v+),,%2w

bgo v7!2 "53w ,0#

bho 7).34/. #//0%2

bio -/-/$5 +)!;/,5

c`o v+0%,,%( "/9w.0&,

cao v,/2-! "/9w 5,)-/

cbo 4!-"! +7%.$!

cco #(!2,%3 *!#+3/.

cdo +5,! &!3!-!

ceo *%!. 9!)-%

cfo !-/3 4/4!9%

cgo 0(),)0 "2//-%

cho -53! &/&!.!

cio "/!+!) "!,/ v05-0 9/52 *!7w

d`o 3(!$ "!245.!

dao v'%.%2!, '/.05%w .0&,

dbo -/3%3 0%7%% v-)+% 493/.w

dco -/3%3 ,/6%2"/9 -5,"!(

ddo -!2+ $/3%. '%,!9
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]_h^h .<H@N JA 0@MNJIN o0@MK@OM<OJMNp .JO 2@>JHH@I?@? AJM 0MJN@>PODJI

.J JI@ AMJH OCDN ><O@BJMT LP<GDAD@? AJM @S@HKODJI AMJH KMJN@>PODJI <N DI OC@ ><N@ JA

N@>ODJI aboc <=JQ@o

]_h_h 0P=GD> 3<I>ODJIN v ,PNOM<ODJINi $@=<MH@IO AMJH (JG?DIB 0P=GD> /Z>@i @O>h

4C@ 42# <GNJ M@>JHH@I?N OC<O <GG K@MNJIN M@>JHH@I?@? AJM KMJN@>PODJI RDOCDI OC@

?JH@NOD> >JPMON JA ,D=@MD< =@ =<MM@? AMJH CJG?DIB KP=GD> JAAD>@ AJM OCDMOT vc`w T@<MN <N

< AJMH JA KP=GD> N<I>ODJIo !GG OCJN@ CJG?DIB @G@>ODQ@ JAAD>@N NC<GG >JIODIP@ OJ OC@ @I? JA

OC@DM O@IPM@ <I? IJO =@ @GDBD=G@ OJ >JIO@NO <IT KP=GD> JAAD>@ DI APOPM@o 4CDN

M@>JHH@I?<ODJI >JIND?@MN OC<O CJG?DIB =T�@G@>ODJIN IJR RJPG? =@ DHKM<>OD><=G@ DI

GDBCO JA OC@ >PMM@IO BGJ=<G ADI<I>D<G >JINOM<DION AJM RCD>C ,D=@MD< DN IJ @S>@KODJIo

(JR@Q@Mp OCJN@ CJG?DIB <KKJDIO@? JAAD>@N NCJPG? M@NDBI DHH@?D<O@GT JM =@ O@MHDI<O@?o

0.10( #,% .&$-,$)*)#0)-, $-++)//)-, $87<86532=43 '5726 .498;=

&(+.3142/ -63

'2/50 ^h

.!-%3 /& 0%20%42!4/23 $%4%2-).%$ 2%30/.3)",% &/2 #/--)44).'

%$# 2%#/--%.$%$ &/2 $/-%34)# 02/3%#54)/.

.!-% /& 0%20%42!4/2

ao v#/-% 4/ -9 ,%6%,w

bo v'%.%2!, !"5w

co 0/2+0! v#/-w

do v7/-!. 4().'w

eo '2!9

fo v0%/0,% 4().'w

go v&5#+ -9 $/'w

ho v.%6%2 4/ $)%w

io v2%$ "!.!.!w

a`o v0%/0,% 3/.w

aao v2%$ $/'w

abo *5.)/2 #/.4%( v"/-",!34w

aco 6)#4/2 v+),,%2w

ado $!.)%, 4o 3%4( v$%!4( 2/7w
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]`h\h 2%#/--%.$!4)/.3 /.!##/5.4!"),)49j
05",)# 3!.#4)/.3 '%.%2!,,9

]`h]h .<OPM@i $@N>MDKODJIi /=E@>ODQ@ <I? *PNODW><ODJI AJM 0P=GD> 3<I>ODJIN

0PMNP<IO OJ OC@ 0JR@MN <I? !POCJMDOT JA OC@ 42# PI?@M OC@ 42# !>O OJ <??M@NN DNNP@N

JA DHKPIDOT <I? OJ @INPM@ ~<>>JPIO<=DGDOTp KJGDOD><G JM JOC@MRDN@� AJM QDJG<ODJIN

>JHHD^@? ?PMDIB OC@ K@MDJ? aigi�b``cp OC@ 42# DN M@>JHH@I?DIB OC<O <GG OCJN@ I<H@?

DI OCDN M@KJMO AJM >JHHDNNDJI JA BMJNN CPH<I MDBCON QDJG<ODJINp DIO@MI<ODJI<G

CPH<IDO<MD<I G<R QDJG<ODJINp DIO@MI<ODJI<G CPH<I MDBCON G<Rp R<M >MDH@Np @>JIJHD>

>MDH@Np <I? @BM@BDJPN ?JH@NOD> G<R QDJG<ODJIN =@ NP=E@>O OJ KP=GD> N<I>ODJIN <N I<H@?

<I? ?@N>MD=@? C@M@DIo 3@@ !MOo 6)) 3@>ODJI bfv<wv=wv>wv?wv@w JA OC@ 42# !>O vb``ew RCD>C

DN DI>JMKJM<O@? =T M@A@M@I>@ OJ OCDN M@KJMOo

4C@ KPMKJN@ JA KP=GD> N<I>ODJIN DN OJ KMJHJO@ DIO@BMDOT DI KP=GD> N@MQD>@p M@NOJM@

>JIY?@I>@ JA ,D=@MD<IN <I? OC@ DIO@MI<ODJI<G >JHHPIDOT DI ,D=@MD<}N PI?@M M<O@?

KP=GD> N@MQD>@ <I? @INPM@ OC<O <IT K@MNJI OC<O OC@ 42# ?@O@MHDI@? DN M@NKJIND=G@ AJM

>JHHD^DIB %$#p '(26 JM 36(,p JM RCJ C<N DI <IT R<T >JIOMD=PO@? OJ <MH@? >JIZD>O

DI ,D=@MD<p RDGG =@ AJMH<GGT <I? KP=GD>GT <?HJIDNC@? <I? N<I>ODJI@? AJM NP>C <>ODJIo

0P=GD> N<I>ODJIN <M@ < AJMH JA EPNOD>@ H@>C<IDNH KPIDODQ@ DI I<OPM@ =PO NCJMO JA

KMJN@>PODJIr DIO@I?@? OJ M@?M@NN DHKPIDOTp @INPM@ <>>JPIO<=DGDOT <I? H<DIO<DI

DIO@BMDOT DI KP=GD> N@MQD>@o !GG OCJN@ CJG?DIB @G@>ODQ@ KP=GD> J\>@N NC<GG >JIODIP@ OJ

OC@ @I? JA OC@DM O@IPM@ <I? IJO =@ @GDBD=G@ OJ >JIO@NO JM CJG? <IT KP=GD> J\>@ DI OC@

APOPM@o (JR@Q@Mp OCJN@ CJG?DIB <KKJDIO@? J\>@N NCJPG? M@NDBI DHH@?D<O@GT JM OC@DM

N@MQD>@N =@ O@MHDI<O@?o

]`h^h ,PNOM<ODJINi $@=<MH@IO AMJH (JG?DIB 0P=GD> /Z>@

0P=GD> N<I>ODJIN H<T O<F@ OC@ AJMH JA GPNOM<ODJINp ?@=<MH@IO AMJH CJG?DIB KP=GD>

J\>@Np M@NODOPODJIp KP=GD> <KJGJBD@Np RMD^@I JM JM<Gr >JHHPIDOT N@MQD>@p M@NODOPODJIp

>JHK@IN<ODJI JA QD>ODHNp @O> <I? JOC@M AJMHN JA NJ>D<G M@NKJIND=DGDOD@N OC<O H<T =@

DHKJN@? AJM OC@ KPMKJN@ <=JQ@ NO<O@?o

4C@ 42# OC@M@AJM@ M@>JHH@I?N OC<O <IT K@MNJI OC<O DO ?@O@MHDI@N DN M@NKJIND=G@ AJM

>JHHD^DIB %$#p '(26 JM 36(,p JM OC<O KG<II@?p DINODB<O@?p JM?@M@?p >JHHD^@?p

<D?@? JM <=@^@? DI OC@ KG<IIDIBp KM@K<M<ODJIp YI<I>DIB JM @S@>PODJI JA <IT >MDH@

RDOCDI DON H<I?<O@p IJO =@ =@NOJR@? RDOC BJQ@MIH@IO JM G@BDNG<ODQ@ <POCJMDOT <I?

KJR@M OJ BJQ@MI JM H<F@ ?@>DNDJIN JI =@C<GA JA OC@ ,D=@MD<I K@JKG@ RCJH OC@T

QD>ODHDU@?o
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]`h_h ,DNO JA 0@MNJIN 3P=E@>O OJt2@>JHH@I?@? AJM 0P=GD> 3<I>ODJIN

!GG OCJN@ <NNJ>D<O@? RDOC AJMH@M R<MMDIB A<>ODJINp OC@DM G@<?@MNp KJGDOD><G ?@>DNDJI

H<F@MNp YI<I>D@MNp JMB<IDU@MNp >JHH<I?@MNp AJJO NJG?D@MN NC<GG =@ NP=E@>O OJ KP=GD>

N<I>ODJIN DI JI@ AJMH JM <IJOC@Mo

4C@ =@GJR >JHKMDNDIB JA OC@ HJNO KMJHDI@IO KJGDOD><G G@<?@MN <I? YI<I>D@MN JA

?D[@M@IO R<MMDIB A<>ODJIN <I? <MH@? BMJPKNp =T OC@DM >JI?P>Op G@<?@MNCDKp YI<I>@Np

<I? NPKKJMOp <>ODJIN JM DI<>ODJINp <M@ M@NKJIND=G@ AJM OC@ >JHHDNNDJI JA BMJNN CPH<I

MDBCON QDJG<ODJINp DIO@MI<ODJI<G CPH<IDO<MD<I G<R QDJG<ODJINp DIO@MI<ODJI<G CPH<I MDBCON

G<Rp R<M >MDH@Np <I? @BM@BDJPN ?JH@NOD> G<R QDJG<ODJINo 4CDN GDNO DN =T IJ H@<IN

@SC<PNODQ@ =PO M@KM@N@ION OC@ HJNO KMJHDI@IO DI?DQD?P<GN D?@IODY@? =T OC@ 42#

RJMOCT JA KP=GD> N<I>ODJI =@><PN@ JA OC@DM MJG@N ?PMDIB OC@ T@<MN JA R<M <I? DINO<=DGDOT

DI ,D=@MD<o 4C@ AJGGJRDIB <I? <GG JOC@M K@MNJIN NDHDG<MGT NDOP<O@? NC<GG =@ NP=E@>O OJ

KP=GD> N<I>ODJIN <N C@M@DI ?@N>MD=@? <=JQ@ DI N@>ODJI adob <I? <M@ NK@>DY><GGT =<MM@?

AMJH CJG?DIB KP=GD> J\>@p @G@>O@? JM <KKJDIO@?p AJM < K@MDJ? JA OCDMOT vc`w T@<MN <N JA

*PGT ap b``io
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]ah\h 2%#/--%.$!4)/.3 /.!##/5.4!"),)49j
.!4)/.!, r0!,!6! (54s 02/'2!-

4CJPN<I?N JA AJMH@M >JH=<O<ION R@M@ ?DN<MH@? <I? ?@HJ=DGDU@? KPMNP<IO OJ OC@

!>>M< #JHKM@C@INDQ@ 0@<>@ !BM@@H@IO v#0!w JA ahOC !PBPNO b``co )I JM?@M OJ

A<>DGDO<O@ OC@DM M@DIO@BM<ODJI DIOJ NJ>D@OTp OC@T R@M@ KMJQD?@? RDOC <I <GGJR<I>@ M@A@MM@?

OJ <N OC@ 4M<INDODJI<G 3@OOG@H@IO !GGJR<I>@ v43!w <I? JKKJMOPIDOD@N AJM @?P><ODJI <I?

NFDGGN OM<DIDIBo !>>JM?DIB OJ 5.-), 3O<ODNOD>Np a`cp`ai AJMH@M >JH=<O<ION R@M@

?DN<MH@?p <I? a`apdie ?@HJ=DGDU@?o /A OCDN IPH=@M <=JPO ihp``` ?@HJ=DGDU@? AJMH@M

>JH=<O<ION M@>@DQ@? M@DIO@BM<ODJI <NNDNO<I>@ DI OC@ AJMH JA QJ><ODJI<G OM<DIDIB <I?

AJMH<G @?P><ODJIo

,J><G G@<?@MNp QD>ODHN <I? >JHHPIDOD@N AMJH <MJPI? OC@ >JPIOMT =@GD@Q@? OC<O OC@ @S�

>JH=<O<ION R@M@ M@R<M?@? M<OC@M OC<I KPIDNC@? AJM >JHHDOODIB RD?@NKM@<? <OMJ>DOD@N

<B<DINO OC@Hp RCDG@ R<M QD>ODHN <I? GJ><G >JHHPIDOD@N R@M@ KMJQD?@? RDOC IJ M@H@?T

JM <NNDNO<I>@o 3P>C K@M>@KODJIN R@M@ DIAJMH@? OJ < G<MB@ @SO@IO =T OC@ ?DNKG<T@?

<MMJB<I>@ <I? PIM@HJMN@APG <OODOP?@N @SCD=DO@? =T H<IT @S�>JH=<O<ION <I? OC@DM

G@<?@MN ?PMDIB ,D=@MD<I}N Q<MDJPN @KDNJ?@N JA <MH@? >JIAGD>O <I? M@@HKC<NDU@? ?PMDIB

OC@ 42# C@<MDIBN <I? >JINPGO<ODJINo

$PMDIB KP=GD> C@<MDIBN >JI?P>O@? <MJPI? OC@ >JPIOMTp QD>ODHN M@>JPIO@? OC@

><GGJPNI@NN <I? DINJP>D<I>@ OC<O @S�>JH=<O<ION C<Q@p NDI>@ OC@ >@NN<ODJI JA CJNODGDOD@Np

?DNKG<T@? DI OC@DM DIO@M<>ODJIN RDOC GJ><G�CJNO >JHHPIDOD@No )O R<N IJO NPMKMDNDIB

OC@M@AJM@ OC<O ?PMDIB C@<MDIBN QD>ODHN H<?@ M@NJPI?DIB ><GGN AJM EPNOD>@o "PO

M@NKJI?DIB <?@LP<O@GT OJ NP>C ><GGN DN DI?@@? AM<PBCO RDOC ?DAAD>PGOD@No 7CDG@ OC@ 42#

C<N H<?@ >JI>M@O@ <I? NP=NO<IODQ@ <>>JPIO<=DGDOT M@>JHH@I?<ODJINp IJ >JPMO NTNO@Hp

RC@OC@M JG? JM I@Rp RDGG =@ <=G@ OJ @AA@>ODQ@GT KMJN@>PO@ OC@ OCJPN<I?N JA FIJRI

K@MK@OM<OJMN <I? <GG@B@? K@MK@OM<OJMNp IJO DI>GP?DIB OC@ PIFIJRI OCJPN<I?N RCJN@

D?@IODOD@N <M@ T@O OJ =@ ?@O@MHDI@?o

-JM@JQ@Mp OC@ G<>F JM <=N@I>@ JA >JPMONp M@NJPM>@Np G<RT@MNp K@I<G DINODOPODJIN <I?

KJGD>@ JAAD>@MNp DI G<MB@ K<MON JA OC@ >JPIOMT I@>@NNDO<O@N >JIND?@M<ODJI JA <GO@MI<ODQ@N

OC<O RJPG? KMJQD?@ JKKJMOPIDOT AJM M@>JI>DGD<ODJI <I? EPNOD>@o )I OCDN M@B<M?p OC@

>C<GG@IB@ RDGG =@ ADI?DIB OC@ I@SPN =@OR@@I OC@ NCJMO>JHDIBN JA OC@ >JPIOMT}N ?P<G

G@B<G NTNO@H <I? O<DGJMDIB DO OJ <??M@NN OC@ @SDB@I>D@N >M@<O@? =T OC@ I@@? AJM EPNOD>@p

M@>JI>DGD<ODJIp DINODOPODJI<G M@AJMHp <HI@NOT <I? M@K<M<ODJI <N < KMJ?P>O JA OC@ 42#

KMJ>@NNo #JIN@LP@IOGTp OC@ 42# ADMHGT =@GD@Q@N OC<O OC@ I<ODJI HPNO @IB<B@ OM<?DODJI<G

<POCJMDOT NOMP>OPM@Np >DQDG NJ>D@OT <I? CPH<I MDBCON JMB<IDU<ODJINp M@GDBDJPN DINODOPODJIN

<I? GJ><G >JHHPIDOD@N OJ @INPM@ OC<O EPNOD>@ <I? M@>JI>DGD<ODJI <M@ HJM@ OC<I MC@OJMD><G

KCM<N@No

4C@ .<ODJI<G 0<G<Q@M (PO 0MJBM<Hp >JHHJI OJ MPM<G >JHHPIDOD@N <MJPI? OC@ >JPIOMTp
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DN < >JIAGD>O M@NJGPODJI H@>C<IDNH RC@M@DI N@G@>O H@H=@MN JA DIO@BMDOT DI OC@

>JHHPIDOT <?EP?D><O@ H<OO@MN JA BM<Q@ >JI>@MI OJ OC@ >JHHPIDOT <I? N@@F OJ M@NJGQ@

?DNKPO@N <HJIBNO JM =@OR@@I DI?DQD?P<GN <I? JM >JHHPIDOD@No 0<G<Q< (PO ?@MDQ@N

G@BDODH<>T AMJH < CJNO JA >PGOPM<G DIAGP@I>@N DI>GP?DIB OC@ 0JMJp 3<I?@ <I? "J?DJ

DINODOPODJIN <I? C<N OC@ BM@<O@NO G@BDODH<>T <I? QD<=DGDOT DI MPM<G <M@<No $@>DNDJIN

M@<>C@? OCMJPBC 0<G<Q< (PO <M@ =DI?DIBo 4CDN H@>C<IDNH DN <?JKO@? =T OC@ 42# OJ

M@?M@NN JPONO<I?DIB OM<INDODJI<G BMD@Q<I>@N <I? >M@<O@ =JOC OC@ =<NDN <I? JKKJMOPIDOT

OJ M@K<DM <I? M@NOJM@ =MJF@I M@G<ODJINCDKN <O OC@ >JHHPIDOT <I? I<ODJI<G G@Q@GNo

4C@ 0<G<Q< (PO 0MJBM<H HPNO =@ < OM<INK<M@IO <I? R@GG ?J>PH@IO@? KP=GD> KMJ>@NN

DIQJGQDIB <GG G@Q@GN JA OC@ ,D=@MD<I NJ>D@OTp KG<TDIB HPGODKG@ MJG@N OJ OC@ H<SDHPH

@SO@IO A@<ND=G@o )O HPNO DIQJGQ@ >JHHPIDOT G@<?@MN <I? JMB<IDU<ODJINp @S>GP?DIB <IT

JI@ FIJRI OJ =@ JM K@M>@DQ@? OJ =@ < CPH<I MDBCON QDJG<OJM JM >JMMPKO JAAD>D<G�JAAD>@M

DI OC@ K<NO JM KM@N@IOo 7DOCJPO GDHDODIB OC@ B@I@M<GDOT JA DIQJGQ@H@IOp K<MOD>DK<ODJI

NC<GG IJO =@ GDHDO@? OJ >DQDG NJ>D@OT JMB<IDU<ODJINp G<=JM PIDJINp QD>ODH BMJPKNp >CDG?

<?QJ><>T BMJPKNp OC@ >CDG?M@I K<MGD<H@IOp RJH@I JMB<IDU<ODJINp TJPOC <I? NOP?@IO

JMB<IDU<ODJINp KMJA@NNDJI<G =J?D@Np M@GDBDJPN <I? OM<?DODJI<G DINODOPODJINp @O>o

]ah]h .<OPM@i $@N>MDKODJIi /=E@>ODQ@i *PMDN?D>ODJIi 3<I>ODJI <I? K<M?JIDIB

!POCJMDOT JA 0<G<Q< (POp

4C@ 0<G<Q< (PO DN <IJOC@M AJMH JA EPNOD>@ <I? <>>JPIO<=DGDOT H@>C<IDNH RDOC

OM<?DODJI<G JMD@IO<ODJI OJ AJNO@M I<ODJI<G C@<GDIB <I? M@>JI>DGD<ODJI <O OC@ >JHHPIDOT

<I? BM<NN MJJO G@Q@GN >M@<ODIB OC@ JKKJMOPIDOT AJM ?D<GJBP@ <I? K@<>@ =PDG?DIBo )O

M@LPDM@N OC<O <GG K@MK@OM<OJMNp OC@DM <NNJ>D<O@Np R<MGJM?Np ADI<I>D@MNp JMB<IDU@MNp <>ODQDNONr

RC@OC@M I<H@? JM IJO DI OC@ 42# M@KJMO =PO RCJ C<Q@ >JHHDOO@? NJH@ RMJIB

DI>GP?DIB <NN<PGONp ?@NOMP>ODJI JA KMJK@MOTp AJM>@? ?DNKG<>@H@IOp GJJODIBp MJ==@MTp

@SOJMODJIp @O>o <KK@<M =@AJM@ DOo !GNJ <KK@<MDIB <M@ K@MNJIN M@>JHH@I?@? AJM KP=GD>

N<I>ODJIN <I? KMJN@>PODJI DI OC@ 42# &DI<G 2@KJMOp 6JGPH@ ))p #JINJGD?<O@? 2@KJMOo

4C@ KPMKJN@ JA OC@ 0<G<Q< (PO DN <GNJ OJ <AAJM? <ITJI@ RCJ C<N >JHHDOO@? < RMJIB JM

>MDH@p RC@OC@M FIJRDIBGT JM PIFIJRDIBGTp <B<DINO <I DI?DQD?P<G JM OC@ NO<O@p OJ <?HDO

OC@ RMJIBAPG <>O <I? N@@F K<M?JI AMJH OC@ K@JKG@ JA ,D=@MD< OCMJPBC OC@ 0<G<Q< (POo

4C@ EPMDN?D>ODJI JA OC@ 0<G<Q< (PO OJ M@I?@M K<M?JI NC<GG =@ GDHDO@? OJ KP=GD> N<I>ODJIN

AJM NPKKJMODIB R<MDIB BMJPKNp A<>ODJIN <I? G@NN@M >MDH@N JIGTo 0@MNJIN M@>JHH@I?@?

AJM KMJN@>PODJI DI OC@ 42# 2@KJMO AJM OC@ >JHHDNNDJI JA CDBC >MDH@N Do@o >MDH@N <B<DINO

CPH<IDOTp R<M >MDH@Np DIO@MI<ODJI<G CPH<I MDBCON <I? CPH<IDO<MD<I G<R QDJG<ODJIN

<M@ IJO @IODOG@? OJ K<M?JI =T OC@ 0<G<Q< (POo !IT M@>JHH@I?<ODJI AMJH OC@ 0<G<Q<

(PO DI A<QJM JA <IT JI@ <>>PN@? JA OC@ >JHHDNNDJI JA @>JIJHD> >MDH@N JM < CDBC >MDH@p

Do@o R<M >MDH@Np CPH<IDO<MD<I G<R QDJG<ODJIN <I? BMJNN CPH<I MDBCON QDJG<ODJIN JM

K@MNJIN M@>JHH@I?@? AJM KMJN@>PODJI DI OC@ 42# 2@KJMO v6JGPH@ ))p #JINJGD?<O@?
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2@KJMOw NC<GG =@ H<?@ OJ < >JPMO JA >JHK@O@IO EPMDN?D>ODJI JM OC@ (@<? JA 3O<O@o

4C@ 0<G<Q< (PO NC<GG C<Q@ O@IPM@ JA IJO G@NN OC<I OCM@@ T@<MN <I? IJO HJM@ OC<I ADQ@

T@<MNo &JM RJMOCT ><PN@p OC@ O@IPM@ JA OC@ 0<G<Q< (PO DI K<MOD>PG<M ?DNOMD>O JM GJ><G@

H<T =@ @SO@I?@? PKJI M@>JHH@I?<ODJI AMJH OC@ )I?@K@I?@IO .<ODJI<G (PH<I

2DBCON #JHHDNNDJI v).(2#w OJ OC@ (@<? JA 3O<O@o 4C@ 0<G<Q< (PO H<T =@ @NO<=GDNC@?

=T %S@>PODQ@ /M?@M <I? NP=N@LP@IOGT @IC<I>@? JM NPKKJMO@? =T NO<OPO@ NJ <N OJ

@SK@?DODJPNGT >JHH@I>@ OC@ KMJ>@NN JAA >JHHPIDOT <I? DI?DQD?P<G M@>JI>DGD<ODJIo

4C@ 0<G<Q< (PO NC<GG =@ @NO<=GDNC@? DI <GG 3O<OPOJMT $DNOMD>ON <I? H<T @SO@I? OJ OJRIN

JM QDGG<B@N <N OC@ I@@? H<T <MDN@o ~.<ODJI<G |0<G<Q< (PO} #JHHDOO@@N�p JI>@

@NO<=GDNC@?p RDGG N@MQ@ <N < OM<?DODJI<G LP<ND�EP?D>D<G AJMPH AJM EPNOD>@ <I? M@>JI>DGD<ODJI

OC<O KMJQD?@q vaw K@MNJIN <I? >JHHPIDOD@N DI OC@ MPM<G <M@<N RDOC < I<ODJI<GGT

M@>JBIDU@? H@>C<IDNH OJ N@@F M@?M@NN AJM >MDH@N >JHHDOO@? <B<DINO OC@H <I?

K<MOD>DK<O@ DI <I? M@NJGQ@ GJIB�NO<I?DIB >JIAGD>ON <I? >G<DHNr vbw QD>ODHN <I?

>JHHPIDOD@N RDOC < >JHHPIDOT =<N@? KP=GD> Q@IP@ OJ >JIAMJIO K@MK@OM<OJMN <I?

<GG@B@? K@MK@OM<OJMN OC<O >JHHDOO@? >MDH@N <B<DINO OC@H DI APMOC@M KPMNPDO JA EPNOD>@p

>GJNPM@p M@>JI>DGD<ODJI <I? C@<GDIBr vcw K@MK@OM<OJMN <I? <GG@B@? K@MK@OM<OJMN RDOC T@O

<IJOC@M KP=GD> AJMPH OJ <>FIJRG@?B@ OC@DM RMJIBNp <KJGJBDU@p N@@F AJMBDQ@I@NN <I?

H<F@ <OJI@H@IO AJM OC@ >MDH@N >JHHDOO@?r vdw M@K<M<ODJI OJ QD>ODHN <I? >JHHPIDOD@Nr

<I? vew KP=GD> N<I>ODJIN OJ KMJHJO@ EPNOD>@ <I? <>>JPIO<=DGDOT B@I@M<GGT <I?

NK@>DAD><GGTo

4C@ )I?@K@I?@IO .<ODJI<G (PH<I 2DBCON #JHHDNNDJI NC<GG JQ@MN@@ OC@ 0<G<Q< (PO

KMJ>@NN <I? >JJM?DI<O@ DON <>ODQDOD@No 5KJI M@LP@NOp OC@ ).(2# H<T M@QD@R < ?@>DNDJI

=T <IT 0<G<Q< (PO #JHHDOO@@ JM &JMPHo

]ah^h .<H@N JA 4CJN@ 2@NKJIND=G@ o0@MK@OM<OJMNp 2@>JHH@I?@? AJM 0<G<Q< (PO

!ITJI@ RCJ C<N >JHHDOO@?p <IT RMJIBAPG <>O JM >MDH@ <NNJ>D<O@? RDOC OC@ ,D=@MD<I

>DQDG R<Mp vaigi �b``cw RC@OC@M FIJRDIBGT JM PIFIJRDIBGTp <B<DINO <ITJI@ JM OC@ NO<O@

H<T N@@F K<M?JI AMJH OC@ K@JKG@ JA ,D=@MD< OCMJPBC OC@ 0<G<Q< (POo )I OC@ ><N@ JA

OCJN@ NP=E@>O OJ KP=GD> N<I>ODJIN OC@ IPH=@M JA ?@=<MM@? T@<MN H<T =@ M@?P>@? JM

R<DQ@?o )I OC@ ><N@ JA OCJN@ M@>JHH@I?@? AJM KMJN@>PODJI AJM @>JIJHD> >MDH@N <I?

CDBC >MDH@N DI>GP?DIB DIO@MI<ODJI<G CPH<I MDBCON <I? CPH<IDO<MD<I G<R QDJG<ODJIN

<I? R<M >MDH@Np <IT M@>JHH@I?<ODJI DI OC@DM A<QJM HPNO >JIND?@M M@NODOPODJI JA <GG

B<DIN H<?@ ?PMDIB OC@ >JIAGD>O K@MDJ? @I?DIB b``c <I? JOC@M AJMHN JA >JHK@IN<ODJI

<I? M@NODOPODJI AJM QD>ODHo

)I OC@ ><N@ JA OCJN@ @LP<GGT NDOP<O@? AJM KMJN@>PODJI JM KP=GD> N<I>ODJIN <I? <M@ IJO

GDNO@? C@M@DIp OC@ 0<G<Q< (PO NC<GG KMJIJPI>@ <IT M<IB@ JA KP=GD> N<I>ODJINvN@@ N@>ODJI

adob JA 42# &DI<G 2@KJMOp 6JGPH@ ))p #JINJGD?<O@? 2@KJMOw RDOCDI DON ?DN>M@ODJI OJ OC@
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@SO@IO OC<O OC@ 0<G<Q< (PO 0MJBM<H NC<GG @INPM@ OC<O OC@M@ NC<GG =@ IJ DHKPIDOT JM

=G<IF@O <HI@NOTo ! APGG GDNODIB JA K@MNJIN M@>JHH@I?@? AJM 0<G<Q< (PO DN >JIO<DI@? DI

42# &DI<G 2@KJMOp 6JGPH@ )))p 4DOG@ 8))o 4CDN GDNODIB DN CJR@Q@Mp =T IJ H@<IN

@SC<PNODQ@p KMJQD?@? OC<O K@MNJIN I<H@? DI OC@ ~.JO 2@>JHH@I?@? AJM 0MJN@>PODJI�

><O@BJMT DI OC@ 42# 2@KJMO H<T <Q<DG OC@HN@GQ@N OJ OC@ 0<G<Q< (PO KMJ>@NN KPMNP<IO

OJ DON NO<O@? J=E@>ODQ@No

]ah_h 0P=GD> 3<I>ODJINi ,PNOM<ODJINi ?@=<MH@IO AMJH CJG?DIB 0P=GD> /AAD>@i @O>

!ITJI@ RCJ C<N >JHHDOO@?p <IT RMJIBAPG <>O <NNJ>D<O@? RDOC OC@ ,D=@MD<I >DQDG R<Mp

RC@OC@M FIJRDIB JM PIFIJRDIBGTp RC@OC@M GDNO@? JM IJOp <B<DINO <IJOC@M DI?DQD?P<Gp

BMJPK JM OC@ NO<O@p <I? M@APN@? OJ O<F@ <?Q<IO<B@ JA OC@ 0<G<Q< (PO KMJ>@NNp <N < K@<>@

=PDG?DIB <I? M@>JI>DGD<ODJI DIDOD<ODQ@p RDGG =@ NP=E@>O OJ KP=GD> N<I>ODJINp GPNOM<ODJINp

?@=<MH@IO AMJH CJG?DIB KP=GD> JAAD>@ AJM GDA@p >DQDG <>ODJIN <I? >MDHDI<G KMJN@>PODJI DI

< >JPMO JA >JHK@O@IO EPMDN?D>ODJIp IJR JM DI OC@ APOPM@p <O OC@ =@C@NO JA OC@ NO<O@ JM <I

DI?DQD?P<Go

]ah`h /OC@M AJMHN JA !>>JPIO<=DGDOT v OM<?DODJI<G <I? )IAJMH<G -@>C<IDNHN

4C@ ).(2# H<T N<I>ODJI JOC@M OM<?DODJI<Gp >PGOPM<Gp @OCID> <I? DIAJMH<G H@>C<IDNHN

AJM EPNOD>@ <I? <>>JPIO<=DGDOT <N K<MO JA OC@ 0<G<Q< CPO H@>C<IDNH RCD>C H<T DHKJN@

K@I<GOD@N <I? N<I>ODJIN <N GJ><G >PGOPM@p OM<?DODJIN <I? >PNOJHN H<T R<MM<IOop KMJQD?@?

OC<O <IT NP>C JOC@M OM<?DODJI<G H@>C<IDNH JOC@M OC<I OC@ 0<G<Q< CPO NC<GG <KKGT OJ

H@H=@MN JIGT JM K@MNJIN CJG?DIB NP>C ~OM<?DODJI<G JM >PGOPM<G� <\GD<ODJI JM =@GD@ANo
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]ch\h 2%#/--%.$!4)/.3 /. 2%0!2!4)/.3

4C@ 42# C@M@=T M@>JHH@I?N OC<O OC@ 'JQ@MIH@IO JA ,D=@MD< <NNPH@N DON APGG

M@NKJIND=DGDOT PI?@M DIO@MI<ODJI<G G<R KMDI>DKG@N <I? M@BDH@N <I? KPMNP<IO OJ DON

HJM<Gp G@B<Gp NJ>D<Gp KJGDOD><Gp >PGOPM<Gp @>JIJHD>p <I? N@>PMDOT J=GDB<ODJIN OJ DON >DODU@IN

OJ KMJQD?@ M@K<M<ODJIN AJM <GG OCJN@ DI?DQD?P<GN <I? >JHHPIDOD@N QD>ODHDU@? =T OC@

T@<MN JA DINO<=DGDOT <I? R<Mo

4C@ 42# M@>JHH@I?N < M@K<M<ODJI KMJBM<H JA <KKMJSDH<O@GT 53me``H NK<IIDIB < c`

T@<M DHKG@H@IO<ODJI K@MDJ?o 3K@>DY><GGT OC@ 42# M@>JHH@I?N OC<O RDOCDI OC@ YMNO e

T@<MN OC<O DN AMJH *PGT ap b``i � *PGT c`p b`ad <GG ?DM@>O QD>ODH NPKKJMO KMJBM<H HPNO =@

DHKG@H@IO@? DI>GP?DIB H@HJMD<GNp QD>ODH NPKKJMO <I? OC@ KMJ>@NN JA KMJN@>PODJIo

&PMOC@M OC<O OC@ KMJBM<H JA >JHKPGNJMT AM@@ @?P><ODJI HPNO >JIODIP@ DI JK@M<ODJI AJM

<O G@<NO c` T@<MNo 3@@ <II@S d AJM NJH@N <I? !KKGD><ODJI JA 2@K<M<ODJI &PI?No

]ch]h !??M@NNDIB OC@ .@@?N JA 6D>ODHN

4C@ 42# M@>JHH@I?N M@K<M<ODJI DI OC@ AJMH JA KNT>CJNJ>D<Gp KCTND><Gp OC@M<K@POD>p

>JPIN@GDIBp H@?D><Gp H@IO<G C@<GOC <I? JOC@M C@<GOC M@G<O@? N@MQD>@N AJM <GG KCTND><GGT

>C<GG@IB@? DI?DQD?P<GN RCJ R@M@ DI><K<>DO<O@? <N < >JIN@LP@I>@ JA OC@ >DQDG R<M OJ

M@C<=DGDO<O@ OC@H DI M@OPMIDIB OJ IJMH<G GDQ@ PODGDUDIB OC@ APGG KJO@IOD<GN JA JOC@M CPH<I

M@NJPM>@N

4C@ 42# M@>JHH@I?N OC<O K@MNJI<G ><NC JM H<O@MD<G <NNDNO<I>@ =@ BDQ@I JOC@M QD>ODHN

RCJ <M@ OJ?<T <NFDIB IJOCDIB HJM@ OC<I <NNDNO<I>@ <N GD^G@ <N < =PI?G@ JA UDI> JM ORJ

OJ KPO NC@GO@M JQ@M OC@DM C@<?N JA OC@DM =PMIO JPO JM =<?GT GJJO@? M@ND?@IOD<G NOMP>OPM@N

OJ KMJO@>O OC@H AMJH M@K@<O@? NPI =@<O <I? M<DI A<GG T@<M DI <I? T@<M JPOo 4CDN NC<GG =@

?JI@ JI < ><N@ =T ><N@ =<NDN <N OC@ H<I<B@MN JA OC@ 2@K<M<ODJI 4MPNO &PI? H<T

?@O@MHDI@o

]ch^h 4C@ 2@K<M<ODJI 4MPNO &PI?

4C@ 42# M@>JHH@I?N OC@ M@NJPM>DIB JA OC@ M@K<M<ODJI OMPNO API? OJ @INPM@ OC<O OC@

M@K<M<ODJI KMJBM<HH@ DN R@GG H<I<B@? <I? ODH@GT @S@>PO@? OJ N<ODNAT OC@ KJNO�R<M

J=E@>ODQ@N @IQDNDJI@? DI OC@ 42# !>O <I? 0JGD>T JI M@K<M<ODJIo

0PMNP<IO OJ OCDN J=E@>ODQ@ OC@ 42# M@>JHH@I?N OC<O OC@ %o*o 2JT@ =PDG?DIB RCD>C R<N

>JINOMP>O@? =T O<S K<T@MN} HJI@T AJM KMDQ<O@ KPMKJN@N NC<GG =@ I<ODJI<GDU@? <I? OC@

KMJ>@@?N OC@M@AMJH =@ PODGDU@? AJM M@K<M<ODJI OMPNO API?o

4C@ 42# <GNJ M@>JHH@I?N OC<O >JIND?@MDIB OC@ CDNOJMT JA G<I? ?DNKPO@N <I? OC@ R@GG

@NO<=GDNC@? A<>O OC<O OC@ >JGJID<GDNON JA OC@ !#3 <I? KDJI@@MN JA OC@ ,D=@MD<I
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'JQ@MIH@IO <>LPDM@? G<I? =T AJM>@ AMJH OC@ I<ODQ@Np OC<O OC@ ** 2J=@MON 4MPNO &PI?

@NO<=GDNC@? =T AJMH@M KM@ND?@IO ** 2J=@MON AJM OC@ @?P><ODJI JA OC@ ~>CDG?M@I JA

-JIMJQD<� =@ I<ODJI<GDU@? <I? OC@ KMJ>@@?N OC@M@AMJH =@ PODGDU@? AJM OC@ @?P><ODJI JA

OC@ ~>CDG?M@I JA ,D=@MD<�o

]ch_h 2@K<M<ODJI AJM 0<MOD>PG<M 'MJPKNi )I?DQD?P<GN <I? #JHHPIDOD@N

4C@ 42# M@>JHH@I?N OC<O M@K<M<ODJI DI OC@ AJMH JA >JHHPIDOT ?@Q@GJKH@IO KMJE@>O

<I? KMJBM<HN DI>GP?DIB N>CJJGp C@<GOC A<>DGDOD@Np MJ<?p =@ >JIND?@M@? AJM >JHHPIDOD@N

HJNO QD>ODHDU@? =T T@<MN JA >JIZD>O <I? >DQDG R<M DI>GP?DIB AJM @S<HKG@ ,JA< #JPIOT

RCD>C C<Q@ <>PO@ CJPNDIB I@@?N =@><PN@ JA OC@ H<NNDQ@ ?@KG@ODJI JA DON CJPNDIB NOJ>F

HJM@ OC<I <IT JOC@M >JPIOT ?PMDIB OC@ R<Mo

4C@ 42# M@>JHH@I?N AM@@ @?P><ODJI AJM <GG ,D=@MD<IN AMJH KMDH<MT OJ N@>JI?<MT

@?P><ODJI <I? AJM >@MO<DI ?DN>DKGDI@N <O OC@ >JGG@B@ G@Q@Go 3<D? ?DN>DKGDI@N <M@ H@?D>DI@p

IPMNDIBp @?P><ODJIp O@<>C@MN OM<DIDIBp <BMD>PGOPM@p N>D@I>@ <I? O@>CIJGJBT <I?

<>>JM?DIB OJ OC@ CPH<I ?@Q@GJKH@IO M@NJPM>@ I@@?N JA OC@ >JPIOMTo

4C@ 42# APMOC@M M@>JHH@I?N OC<O < M@K<M<ODJI KMJBM<H AJM OC@ @HKJR@MH@IO JA

RJH@I ?@Q<NO<O@? =T OC@ >DQDG R<M =@ @SO@I?@? OJ NPMQDQJMN OJ <?Q<I>@ OC@DM <><?@HD>

<I? @>JIJHD> KPMNPDON DI OC@ AJMH JA NJAO HD>MJ >M@?DO @>JIJHD> KMJBM<HNp NH<GG

@IO@MKMDN@ <I? H<MF@ODIB KMJBM<HN RDOC @?P><ODJI JI NH<GG =PNDI@NN H<I<B@H@IO AJM

NPNO<DI<=DGDOTp DI>GP?DIB AM@@ @?P><ODJI AJM OC@HN@GQ@N <I? >CDG?M@I AMJH KMDH<MT OJ

N@>JI?<MT <N R@GG O@MOD<MT @?P><ODJIo

4C@ 42# M@>JHH@I?N OC<O OC@ #@IOM<G "<IFp -DIDNOMT JA &DI<I>@ JM OC@ 'JQ@MIH@IO

JA ,D=@MD< @INPM@N OC<O >JHH@M>D<G =<IFN <I? G@I?DIB DINODOPODJIN @SK<I? @SDNODIB

HD>MJ @>JIJHD> KMJBM<HN <I? BJQ@MIH@IO BP<M<IO@@? G@I?DIB N>C@H@N OJ RJH@I

@Q@MT RC@M@p @NK@>D<GGT DI OC@ MPM<G <M@<Np <I? JI Q@MT Z@SD=G@ O@MHN <I? >JI?DODJIN

NPDO<=G@ OJ KJJM K@JKG@o 4M<DIDIB DI H<I<B@H@IO JA API?DIB NC<GG =@ >MDOD><G <I?
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Liberia's Post-War Recovery:
Key Issues and Developments

Summary

This report, which will be updated as events warrant, covers recent events in
Liberia, a small, poor West African country. It held elections in October 2005, with
a presidential run-off in November, a key step in a peace-building process following
its second civil war in a decade. That war began in 1999, escalated in 2000, and
ended in 2003. It pitted the forces of Charles Taylor, elected president in 1997 after
Liberia's first civil war (1989-1997), against two armed anti-Taylor rebel groups. It
also destabilized neighboring states, which accepted Liberian refugees and, in some
cases, hosted anti-Taylor forces and became targets of the Taylor regime.

Ellen Johnson Sirleaf, an economist, won the presidential run-off vote, with
59.4% of votes cast. She took office in mid-January 2006, becoming the first female
president of an African country. Her run-off rival was George Weah, a former star
soccer player, who conceded her win after contesting it. Most observers viewed the
vote as orderly, generally well-administered, and free and fair. It fulfilled a key goal
of an August 2003 peace accord, which had ended the second civil war and led to an
on-going, U.S.-aided post-war transition process, which is bolstered by the multi-
faceted U.N. Mission in Liberia (UNMIL). It carries out diverse peacekeeping,
civilian policing, and socio-economic assistance functions. UNMIL was preceded by
the U.S.-assisted deployment in August 2003 of an Economic Community of West
African States (ECOWAS) military intervention force. Liberia's security situation is
stable but subject to periodic volatility. Humanitarian conditions are improving.
Progress in governance under the interim government was mixed; widespread
corruption within it was widely reported. Liberia's economy and state structures
remain devastated by war. The United States is providing extensive post-war
reconstruction and security sector restructuring assistance. On March 29, 2006,
former President Taylor was captured in Nigeria, where he had been given asylum
in August 2003. He fled after President Sirleaf requested that Nigeria transfer him
to the Special Court for Sierra Leone (SCSL) to face war crimes charges. He was
then flown to Liberia and turned over to the SCSL. He pled not guilty upon
arraignment.

In addition to providing substantial support for Liberia's rebuilding and peace
building processes, Congress has shown continuing interest in the status of Charles
Taylor. It passed laws (P.L. 108-199 and P.L. 108-106) urging that SCSL indictees,
like Taylor, face trial at the court. In May 2005, Congress passed H.Con.Res. 127
(Royce) urging the same outcome. H.Amdt. 480 (Watson) to H.R. 260 (Smith) would
require that the United States seek the expeditious transfer of Taylor to the SCSL for
trial. P.L. 109-102 provides $13 million for the SCSL. Congressional interest in
Liberia includes immigration and debt issues: H.R. 257 (Jackson-Lee), H.R. 2092
(Jackson-Lee), H.R. 3450 (Patrick Kennedy), S. 656 (Reed); S.Amdt. 452 (Reed);
H.R. 1268 (Jerry Lewis); and H.R. 1130 (Waters). H.Con.Res. 327 (Eddie Bernice
Johnson) and H.Con.Res. 313 (Payne) would commend Liberia for successfully
holding elections and congratulate Sirleaf for her electoral victory. S. 779 (Dorgan)
would designate Liberia as a tax haven country. H.R. 4939 (Jerry Lewis) would
provide $63.8 million in FY2006 supplemental aid for Liberia.
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Liberia's Post-War Recovery:
Key Issues and Developments

Recent Developments

On March 16, the House passed H.R. 4939 (Jerry Lewis), the Emergency
Supplemental Appropriations Act for Defense, the Global War on Terror, and
Hurricane Recovery, 2006, as amended. As reported by the House Appropriations
Committee (H.Rept. 109-388), it would provide $50 million in Economic Support
Funds and $13.8 million in Migration and Refugee Assistance funds for Liberia. On
April 5, 2006, the Senate Committee on Appropriations reported an amendment to
H.R. 4939 in the nature of a substitute (see Senate Report 109-230) that maintained
the same levels of assistance for Liberia as the House-passed bill. No further funds
for Liberia were added to H.R. 4939 during Senate floor consideration of the bill.

Charles Taylor, Liberia's former president, was arrested on March 29, 2006, in
northern Nigeria after fleeing his home exile in southern Nigeria, which had given
him asylum in August 2003. He fled after Nigeria's government announced that
Liberia was "free" to take Taylor "into its custody." Nigeria was responding to an
early March request by Liberia's president, Ellen Johnson Sirleaf, for Nigeria to
transfer Taylor to the custody of the Special Court for Sierra Leone (SCSL) to face
a war crimes indictment. Taylor was subsequently extradited to Liberia, flown to
Sierra Leone, and taken into SCSL custody. On April 3 he was arraigned and pled not
guilty. He is to later face trial by the SCSL, as discussed below.

Taylor's arrest followed a mid-March 2006 official working visit by President
SirleafI to the United States, during which she addressed ajoint session of Congress
(March 15) and the United Nations Security Council (March 17), and met with
President Bush (March 21). Sirleaf, elected in a November 8, 2005, run-off vote, had
taken office on January 16, 2006. In her inaugural address, she laid out a detailed,
multi-faceted governance agenda. In late January, she announced the first of several
nominees to her cabinet. Most are seen as well-seasoned technocrats and
professionals, but several proved controversial. She also launched a series of actions
to counter corruption. She announced an audit of the outgoing transitional
government and dismissed all transitional government appointees and, later, the
entire staff of the Finance Ministry, pending a screening of employees' qualifications
and level of probity. She later revoked all existing timber concession contracts, which
had been widely criticized for being let in a corrupt fashion and for allowing
environmentally unsustainable logging practices. Recruitment and vetting of

1 While her name is widely cited as Johnson-Sirleaf, the Liberian president does not employ
a hyphenated form of her last name. See Wil Haygood, "For Liberia's 'Iron Lady,'
Toughness Part of Territory," Washington Post, Dec. 16, 2005.
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personnel to serve in a reconstituted Liberian military, a U.S.-funded effort, also
began in late January.

Background

Liberia, a small, poor West Liberia at a Glance

African country of about 3.4
million people, is undergoing a about the size of Viinia
post-conflict transition and Population: 3.4 million (2005 est.

peace-building process after its nna pati gw r 6
Excang rae ajusted Gross National Incomesecond civil war within a decade. GNu I35.1 million (200

The latter conflict burgeoned in GNI per capita: 111 (2003)

2000, after several minor border External Debt: $2568 billion (200)
pited Key Exports: Rubber,. iron,. cocoa, gold, coffee. There is'

incursions in 1999. It pitted the CLlT ntl a U.N. ban on timber and diamond exports

forces of Charles Taylor, elected Languages: Enlish & 29 distinct laaes or dialcts

president in 1997 after Liberia's Ethnic gro 16 ideo g (95) ad merco
first civil war (1989-1997), Religions: Indigenous beif0 Christian 40%, Muslm

against two armed anti-Taylor
rebel groups: Liberians United teracy: Male, 7.%; Female, 41.6% (003 est. var

U nder-5 Mortality rate: 235 datths,/1,000 live bir ths,for Reconciliation and

Democracy and the Movement
for Democracy in Liberia. The Sources: CIA World Factbook 005; World Bank

war led to an extreme Dvelopment Indic r;hol ogue tm;.N.dataforAIDS

deterioration in political,
economic, humanitarian, and
human rights conditions. It also
affected neighboring states, which accepted Liberian refugees and, in some cases,
hosted anti-Taylor forces and became targets of acts of armed aggression by the
Taylor regime.2

A peace accord was signed on August 18, 2003, after months of international
mediation. It was facilitated by two events: Charles Taylor's resignation of the
presidency and departure from Liberia on August 11, after he was granted political
asylum in Nigeria; and the early August deployment of an Economic Community of
West African States (ECOWAS) military intervention force, the ECOWAS Mission
in Liberia (ECOMIL). ECOMIL, with extensive U.S. and United Nations (U.N.)
assistance, deployed to Liberia to end heavy fighting and alleviate a worsening
humanitarian crisis in the wake of a failed June 2003 cease-fire. It was tasked with
monitoring and securing the cease-fire, enabling the delivery of relief aid, and
preparing the way for the U.N. Mission in Liberia (UNMIL). UNMIL, first
authorized by the U.N. Security Council on September 19,2003, deployed to Liberia
on October 1, 2003, two weeks before the National Transitional Government of
Liberia (NTGL) took office on October 14. ECOMIL was dissolved and its military
forces absorbed into UNMIL, which carries out diverse peacekeeping, civilian

2 This report focuses on current issues and recent events. CRS Report RL32243, Liberia:

Transition to Peace, and CRS Report RL30933, Liberia: 1989-1997 Civil War, Post-War
Developments, and U.S. Relations, both by Nicolas Cook, provide in-depth background on
events in Liberia during recent decades.
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policing, and socio-economic assistance functions in support of Liberia's transition
process. UNMIL has also assumed responsibility from the U.N. Mission in Sierra
Leone (UNAMSIL) for providing a military guard force for the Special Court for
Sierra Leone, discussed below; UNAMSIL's mandate ended on December 31, 2005.

UNMIL has a current authorized force strength of 15,250 military troops and
1,115 police. As of February 2006, it had a total force size of 16,098. As of late
February 2006, U.S. uniformed personnel in UNMIL included two troops, five
military observers, and 37 civilian police. U.S. funding for UNMIL is covered in
Table 2, below. In September 2005, the Security Council requested that UNMIL
leaders recommend a force drawdown plan for UNMIL, including specific
benchmarks and a planned schedule in a March 2006 report. The report, the Tenth
Progress Report of the Secretary-General on the United Nations Mission in Liberia
(S/2006/159, March 14, 2006), found that there was a need for a two-year
"consolidation phase," but that it is "too early for a major drawdown of UNMIL."
During the "consolidation period," UNMIL would implement an "adjusted mandate"
defined by an 11-point agenda of "priority tasks," centering on such objectives as
maintenance of a stable and secure environment; completion of ex-combatant,
refugees, and internally displaced persons reintegration; security sector reform; and
consolidation of state authority and governance capacity. However, the report
recommended that "in the absence of an immediate armed threat within Liberia [ ...]
an adjustment to the UNMIL military component by reducing one infantry battalion
in mid-2006 and another infantry battalion in early 2007 would be appropriate."
These adjustments would be "followed by a drawdown of the Mission, which should
begin in early 2007, security conditions permitting." UNMIL has implemented
measures to prevent, monitor for, investigate, and sanction acts of sexual exploitation
and abuse (SEA), in line with recent reforms and renewed U.N.-wide regulations
regarding sexual conduct, following abuses in several U.N. peacekeeping missions
around the world, including in Liberia. U.N. Resolution 1626 (2005) bars SEA, and
UNMIL has created a mission conduct and discipline team and investigatory capacity
to ensure adherence to these rules. Between June 2004 and February 2006, two
civilians and 16 military personnel had been repatriated or dismissed for SEA abuses,
and three civilians had been suspended. In mid-March 2006, five crew members of
a UN contractor, who had been under investigation for alleged rapes and the assault
of Liberian police officers, left Liberia after being released on bond. According to
UNMIL, their departure "is highly regretted and the matter is being brought to the
attention of the authorities of the country concerned."3

Transition Process

The August 2003 Comprehensive Peace Agreement,4 signed by the three
warring factions and 18 political parties, laid out a peace process, provided for the
creation of the National Transitional Government of Liberia (NTGL), and allocated
leadership positions within it. The NTGL was mandated to re-establish functioning
government authority and prepare for national elections that were held in mid-

' See UNMIL, "Statement on the Departure from Liberia of Five Crew Members,

Employees of a UN Contractor," Mar. 14, 2006.
4 Accord text available from U.S. Institute of Peace [http://www.usip.org/library/pa.html].
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October and November 2005. The Sirleaf government replaced the NTGL in late
January 2006. The NTGL consisted of an executive branch, presided over by a
Chairman, Gyude Bryant, and an interim parliament, the National Transitional
Legislative Assembly. Bryant, a businessman and church layman who leads the
Liberian Action Party, oversaw the functions of the central government and various
public corporations, agencies, and commissions. The transition faced many
challenges, most related to the extremely destructive effects of many years of war in
Liberia. Others included the dominant role within the NTGL of the three former
armed factions, which were prone to internal rivalries; political discord over the
allocation of state positions and resources; very limited state capacities; and reported
public sector corruption.

2005 Post-War Elections

Peaceful Senate, House of Representatives, and presidential elections were held
on October 11, 2005, and a presidential run-off vote was held on November 8. The
22-candidate presidential poll led to a run-off race. It pitted George Manneh
"Oppong" Weah, 39 years of age, a former professional top soccer player whose star
status and rags-to riches history make him a hero to Liberian youth, against Ellen
Johnson Sirleaf, 67 years of age, a Harvard-trained economist and former
businesswoman who had served as Liberian finance minister and as a United Nations
and World Bank official. On November 15,2005 the National Elections Commission
(NEC) declared Sirleaf the winner of the presidential race, with 59.4% of votes
against Weah's 40.6%, making her the first-ever female president of an African
country. Despite its declaration in favor of Sirleaf, the NEC subsequently probed and
later rejected claims by Weah, discussed below, that the election was fraudulent.

In contrast to the presidential race, election results for seats in the bicameral
legislature were disparate; no party received more than 24% of seats in either
chamber and none dominated in both the Senate and the House. The largest party in
the 64-member House of Representatives is Weah's Congress for Democratic
Change (CDC), which won 15 seats. The Liberty Party (LP) won nine House seats,
while Sirleaf's Unity Party (UP) and the Coalition for Transformation of Liberia
(COTOL) each won eight. Seven other parties each won between one and five House
seats, and seven independent candidates each won a seat. In the 30-seat Senate,
COTOL won seven seats and the UP won four; all other parties won between one and
three seats.5

5 Full election results are available online from the NEC: [http://www.necliberia.org/results].
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Table 1. Election 2005 Legislative Results by Party:
Seats and Percentage of Vote Won

Congress for Democratic Change (CDC) 3 10 15 23.4

Coalition for Transformation of LiberiaCTL)7 23.3 8 12.5(COTOL)

Liberty Party (LP) 3 10 9 14.1

Unity Party (UP) 4 13.3 8 12.5

Independent 3 10 7 10.9

Alliance for Peace and Democracy (APD) 3 10 5 7.8

National Patriotic Party (NPP) 3 10 4 6.3

All Liberia Coalition Party (ALCOP) 1 3.3 2 3.1

Nation Democratic Party of Liberia (NDPL) 2 6.7 1 1.6

New Deal Movement (NDM) - - 3 4.7

National Reformation Party (NRP) 1 3.3 1 1.6

United Democratic Alliance (UDA) - - 1 1.6

Source: National Elections Commission
[http://www.necliberia.org/results].

of Liberia, 2005 Election Results,

Notable among the newly elected legislators were several former Taylor regime
officials and leaders of former armed factions or security services. These include
senators Jewel Howard-Taylor, a former wife of Charles Taylor (NPP; Bong County);
Prince Yormie Johnson (independent, Bong County); and Saye-Taayor Adolphus
Dolo (COTOL, Nimba County). Johnson is the former leader of a faction that
splintered from Taylor's early in the first civil war, and is infamous for personally
presiding over the bloody, videotaped murder of former head of state Samuel Doe.
He returned to run in the election from exile in Nigeria, where he had professed to
have become a born-again Christian evangelist. Dolo is a former pro-Taylor militia
leader, known by the nom de guerre General Peanut Butter, who reportedly
committed war-time atrocities and recruited child fighters, and who is said to have
aggressively opposed UNMIL peacekeeping activities. In the House, they include
Edwin Snowe (independent, Montserrado County) and Saah Richard Gbollie (NPP,
Margibi County), and Kai G. "White Flower B-50" Farley, (CDC, Grand Gedeh
County). Snowe, who was elected speaker of the House in mid-January 2006, is a
former Taylor in-law, and the former head of the Liberian Petroleum and Refining
Corporation (LPRC), from which Taylor regime officials reportedly diverted
significant amounts of funds, some of which may have benefitted Taylor during his
exile in Nigeria.6 Gbollie is a former Taylor fighter and Taylor administration police
official accused of human rights abuses. Farley is an ex-MODEL commander and
NTGL official accused of threatening the 2003 peace accord.

6 Coalition for International Justice, "Following Taylor's Money: A Path of War and
Destruction," May 2005.
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Conduct of Elections. With some minor exceptions, the election was
reportedly well-administered. About 1.35 million citizens registered to vote in April
and May 2005, in a process that was marred by some minor acts and threats of
violence and localized disruptions but was generally peaceful. Attempts by some
NTGL ministers to try to run for office in the 2005 election, in violation of the 2003
peace accord, also sparked controversy. About 1.012 million registered voters
(74.9%) participated in the October elections, and over 821,000 (60.7%) voted in the
run-off poll. Registration results guided decision making about the distribution of
polling places and electoral materials and the composition of constituencies. The
large number of presidential candidates (over 50 initial prospective candidates, of
whom 22 were ultimately registered) and registered political parties (30) reportedly
proved confusing for some voters. Key election issues included national
reconciliation and unity, corruption, jobs, general economic growth, and social
services and physical infrastructure needs.

UNMIL elections staff and U.N. agencies supported media outreach and civic
education, technical tasks, and electoral security coordination, together with the
national police. UNMIL aid for the elections reportedly totaled about $8 million, and
the European Union pledged $1 million. Most of $10 million in U.S. elections
assistance supported the programs of the nonprofit democracy strengthening
organizations IFES (elections technical assistance); the National Democratic Institute
or NDI (civic education); and the International Republican Institute or IRI (political
party training). IRI and NDI, the latter jointly with the Carter Center, deployed teams
to monitor the elections, as did the African and European Unions, the U.S. and many
other governments, and international organizations. Over 6,000 domestic observers,
including over 3,500 from civil society groups, also monitored the vote.7

Weah Election Dispute. Weah, who had claimed to have been cheated in
the first round, contested his loss in the second round. Citing alleged evidence that
he maintained had been turned over to him by "concerned citizens," he claimed that
the election had been rigged and "not free and fair" and called for a nullification and
re-run of the vote. He pursued his claim though a number of formal channels, but
after the NEC dismissed his claim, after meeting with Sirleaf, and under heavy
international pressure, on December 21 he agreed to drop his claim and accept the
poll results. Many observers were skeptical about claims that systematic or large-
scale fraud may have marred the election. U.S. officials viewed the process as
having been orderly, largely well-administered, and free and fair, and such views
were shared by most other governments and international entities that observed the
vote. The United States nevertheless called for an investigation of Weah's claims
and for any contest of results to be carried out peacefully and through established
legal channels.

In Monrovia, the capital, Weah's claims spurred political unrest and some
political street violence, largely attributed to Weah supporters, who chanted such

7 The author of this report observed the election as a member of the IRI delegation. In the
county where he monitored the voting process, the election was well-run. Poll workers
appeared well trained; voting equipment and materials were distributed on time and in
sufficient quantity; and voting was peaceful and voter turnout rates high.
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slogans as "No Weah! No peace!" While he called on his supporters to protest
peacefully, he also made volatile statements on several occasions. In mid-December
12, for instance, after returning to Liberia following meeting presidents John Kufuor
of Ghana and Thabo Mbeki of South Africa, who urged him to concede his defeat
with grace, Weah was quoted as stating on his King FM radio station that "I am
President of this country, whether you like it or not ... One cannot have an
inauguration in January when the case we are pursuing is not resolved. ... We are
seeking justice and there cannot be peace without justice."

New Government: Prospects

Sirleaf may face challenges in meeting high voter expectations, for instance in
relation to her election promise to provide public electricity in Monrovia within six
months of being elected, despite the complexity and great cost of such an
undertaking. Voters also are seen as unlikely to give the new government a
honeymoon period, following what many see as disappointing performance by the
transitional government. The public is likely to demand rapid improvements in
social services and the construction of physical infrastructure, particularly in support
of education, healthcare, and transportation.

Past incumbents were the beneficiaries of a long tradition of concentrated
executive branch power and strong ruling party power. Sirleaf may not be able to
govern as unilaterally as they did, because the electorate gave no single party a strong
governing mandate. In the 22-candidate presidential first round vote, no candidate
garnered more than Weah' s 28.3 % of votes, necessitating a run-off presidential poll.
That keenly contested election and the splintering of the legislature among many
parties suggests that no party enjoys the backing of a majority of the electorate.
Sirleaf' s Unity Party does not enjoy a majority in the legislature, whereas several of
the parties that lost in the presidential election are comparatively well positioned to
potentially wield significant political power. Many observers also believe that the
legislature may take a more engaged and assertive role in policy-making than has
been traditional in Liberia. The fractionalized make-up of the legislature, however,
suggests that successful national policy decision making will require coalition-
building and that many independents and small parties may be able to exercise
substantial bargaining power within such a process. The same features could,
however, produce political gridlock or political flux characterized by fluid, ad hoc,
and possibly issue-specific alliances, rather than clear and unified policy-making
trends. Given the Liberian polity's fragmented nature; the fact that Weah' s defeat has
proven a bitter outcome for his largely youthful, sometimes volatile base of support;
and because of deeply felt war-related social divisions and antagonisms, many
analysts also see a need for Sirleaf to rapidly initiate efforts to foster national
reconciliation and rebuild national unity, goals that she vowed to strongly pursue in
her inaugural address.

Sirleaf Policy Agenda. In her inaugural address, Sirleaf laid out a
multi-faceted policy agenda, based on what she pledged would be "a new era of
democracy" characterized by political inclusion and toleration, non-violence, and
safe-guarding and promotion of constitutional and civil liberties and rights. She
highlighted national reconciliation as the most "urgent" and "compelling" task facing
her administration, and pledged to support and strengthen the Liberian Truth and
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Reconciliation Commission (TRC). In late February 2006, Sirleaf inaugurated the
TRC, which was created by the transitional legislature in 2005. It has a mandate to
investigate crimes and human rights abuses committed from 1979 until 2003.8

Economic Renewal. Sirleaf vowed to achieve "quick and visible
progress"during the first 150 days of her tenure, in coordination with donors, under
five "major pillars: Security, Economic Revitalization, Basic Services, Infrastructure,
and Good Governance." She laid out plans to create a $1 billion "multi-year
economic reconstruction plan tied to a Poverty Reduction Strategy Program" to
relieve Liberia "from a staggering $3.5 billion external debt" and meet the U.N.
Millennium Development Goals in Liberia, saying that details of the plan would be
presented at a "partnership meeting" in May or June 2006. She said she would
pursue an economic agenda emphasizing the creation of "an investment climate that
gives confidence to Liberian and foreign investors," the exploitation of Liberia's rich
natural resources, land tenure reform focused on increasing agricultural production,
and expanded economic and social infrastructure rehabilitation. She vowed to make
youth and reconstruction-focused job creation a high priority and to target aid toward
historically economically marginalized areas. Many observers view the broad
dissatisfaction, extremely high jobless rates, and economic and education
disenfranchisement of Liberia's large youth population as having been a key
structural factor facilitating Liberia's armed conflicts.

Governance. Sirleaf vowed to "forcibly and effectively" fight the
"debilitating cancer of corruption" as "the major public enemy" and warned that any
member of her administration who tried to "challenge us in this regard" would "do
so at his or her personal disadvantage." She promised that she and all members of
her administration would lead by example, and that all key officials would be
required to declare their assets, and follow a National Code of Conduct, passage of
which she outlined as a prospective legislative goal. She strongly endorsed and
promised to "enforce" the Governance and Economic Management Program
(GEMAP, discussed below) to deal with "serious economic and financial
management deficiencies" in Liberia and to achieve her policy goals and obtain
foreign assistance conditional upon implementation of GEMAP. She said that these
outcomes, along with the implementation of an "integrated capacity building
initiative" and what she predicted would be Liberia's "competence and integrity in
the management of our own resources," would eventually obviate the need for
GEMAP. She also vowed to undertake a wholesale overhaul of the civil service, the
agencies of which she said "lack clarity in mandate and have little or no linkages to
our national priorities, policies, and goals" and suffer from a "seriously bloated"
workforce, but also contended that civil servant pay was poor and in arrears by about
$20 million. She promised to institutionalize a meritocratic civil service system
based on "qualification, professionalism, and performance."

8 While many Liberians and international human rights advocates have praised the creation

of the TRC, some have criticized Sirleaf's nomination of Kabineh Janneh, the transitional
government's justice minister and a former leading member of the LURD rebel group, as
a Supreme Court Justice. Critics see Janneh as responsible, in part, for violence committed
by LURD fighters against civilians during the Liberian war.
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Foreign Policy. Sirleaf declared peaceful regional integration and security
cooperation "based upon economic partnership" and private sector-focal regional
integration to be her guiding foreign policy goals. She also vowed to maintain strong
international bilateral and multilateral partnerships, notably within multinational
organizations and treaty frameworks to which Liberia is a party and significantly,
given recent regional history, stated that "no inch of Liberian soil will be used to
conspire to perpetrate aggression" against neighboring countries.

Women. Paying homage to what she said were the special efforts of women
in securing her election and the peace that made it possible, even in the face of war-
related "inhumanity," "terror," military conscription, forced labor, and rape, Sirleaf
vowed to "empower Liberian women in all areas." She promised to strengthen laws
and law enforcement to protect women against rape, support the education of
children, notably of girls, and to provide programs to enable women to play a key
role in the economic revitalization process. Sirleaf has nominated women to head
the ministries of justice, finance, commerce, and youth and sports, and the national
police force, the auditing bureau, and a commission on refugees repatriation and
resettlement.

In mid-April 2006, in a document entitled 150 Day Action Plan: A Working
Documentfor a New Liberia, the Sirleaf administration laid out the details and status
of its on-going short-term, quick impact policy and project implementation efforts
and achievements to date.9

Security Conditions

Liberia's security situation has improved markedly since August 2003 but
remains "fragile,"subject to periodic volatility and localized instability, and
"anchored on the presence of UNMIL"(see S/2006/159, March 14, 2006, op. cit, and
previous reports of the U.N. Secretary-General on UNMIL, among other sources).
Over 101,000 ex-combatants (22% women and 10.8% children), were demobilized
under a disarmament program administered by UNMIL and the NTGL that ended in
late 2004. Public security has periodically been threatened by criminal acts, often by
ex-combatants; civil unrest related to socio-economic grievances, predominantly
involving students, workers, civil servants, and jobless youth; former fighters
awaiting reintegration and expressions of dissatisfaction by former members of the
Liberian military relating to severance and pension payments, and members of
security services not included in demobilization programs; and political groups who
lost political power due to Liberia's elections and the attendant realignment of
Liberian political forces. Price increases for rice, fuel, and cement are key sources of
social dissatisfaction. The presence of ex-combatants, some armed, on several rubber
plantations has also been a source of insecurity, including periodic violence relating
to control of plantations. Rubber workers and local residents report that former
fighters rob them and coerce them into selling rubber latex at sub-market prices.
Instability in neighboring C6te d'Ivoire also poses a significant external threat to the

9 Available online from PeaceAfrica, a project of the AllAfrica Foundation. See
[http://allafrica.com/peaceafrica/resources/view/00010785.pdf].
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stability of Liberia and to sub-regional security, according to the United Nations
(S/2006/159, March 14, 2006, op. cit.).

U.N. and U.S. officials and many Members of Congress had been concerned
about persistent, credible reports that Charles Taylor had periodically interfered in
Liberian affairs from exile in Nigeria through a network of political, military, and
business associates, which Taylor denied. These alleged actions were seen as
destabilizing and threatening to the consolidation of peace (see section on Taylor
below). There had been some speculation that former Taylor administration officials
would make large gains in the 2005 elections and that he would be able to use them
as proxies to influence the new government. There was no such general outcome, but
several close Taylor associates were elected (see "2005 Post-War Elections,"above).10

Although there are no specific publicly reported threats against Sirleaf, the United
States has provided her with a personal State Department Diplomatic Security team.

Security Sector Reform. With U.S. assistance, Liberia has begun to create
a new military made up of an initial 2,000 recruits.11 Selection and vetting of
volunteer enlistees, for purposes of screening out human rights abusers, began in late
January 2006. The State Department is administering the overall military training
program through two contractors: DynCorp International and Pacific Architects and
Engineers (PAE), in coordination with U.S. military trainers. DynCorp is helping to
vet, recruit, and provide basic training for the new force. PAE is to provide
specialized advanced training, equipment, logistics, and base services. The training
package is projected to cost about $95 million, prospectively to be drawn from a mix
of FY2004 through FY2007 International Disaster and Famine Assistance, Regional
Peacekeeping, and Foreign Military Assistance funds. Training is slated to begin
soon. Military restructuring was hindered by a need to demobilize and verify the
severance pay eligibility of over 13,000 irregular forces and Armed Forces of Liberia

10 Liberia remains under U.N. sanctions, first imposed under U.N. Security Council

Resolution 1521 (2003). These prohibit trade in arms, diamonds, and timber with Liberia,
and the travel of certain designated individuals, mostly members or associates of the Taylor
regime. The current U.N. travel ban list includes several newly elected legislators: Jewel
Howard-Taylor, Adolphus Dolo, Edwin Snowe, and Kai Farley. Many of the listed
individuals are also subject to financial asset freezes mandated by U.N. Security Council
Resolution 1532 (2004). For background, see CRS Report RL32243, Liberia: Transition
to Peace, by Nicolas Cook. The Security Council may reportedly consider lifting the ban on
Liberian timber exports when it next reviews the diamond and timber sanctions, due to the
relative success of efforts by the Sirleaf administration to ensure transparency in the timber
and other sectors. Liberia reportedly has yet to meet the criteria that the Council would
require in order for it to lift the diamond sanctions.
11 In mid-February, stating that "our country currently lacks the technical and tactical

capacities and proficiency to provide for its own defense and national security," President
Sirleaf appointed Major-General Luka Yusuf, a Nigerian UNMIL officer, to be Liberia's
military Chief of Staff heading the rebuilding of the armed forces. This action drew criticism
from former Liberian military elements, who called it unconstitutional and an insult to
Liberia's national pride. She also said that she would seek the appointment of a U.S. military
advisor. See Agence France-Presse (AFP hereafter), "Liberian Leader Names Nigerian to
Head Military," February 13, 2006 and Alphonso Toweh, "Liberia Leader Gets Flak for
Hiring Nigeria General," Reuters, February 14, 2006.
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(AFL) soldiers. Funds for this purpose were scarce, but most irregular and regular
forces have been demobilized. Total demobilization cost estimates vary between $15
million and $18 million. In late April 2006, 400-500 former AFL soldiers claiming
nonpayment of salary arrears and retirement benefits conducted a violent protest
outside the defense ministry and clashed with UNMIL peacekeepers sent to contain
the unrest.

The United States is providing Liberia with UNMIL-administered civilian police
(CIVPOL) training assistance, which includes the deployment of about 20 U.S.
CIVPOL advisors as members of UNMIL, as well as equipment and contractor-based
logistical support. The United Nations (S/2006/159, March 14, 2006, op. cit) reports
that while police reform and restructuring "has made progress," a shortfall in funding
for the demobilization of ineligible officers has impeded these processes. It also
reports that the "Liberian National Police urgently requires [sic] continued
mentoring." The Special Security Service (SSS), a roughly 1,252-member
presidential protection unit that under the NTGL continued to provide executive
branch and VIP close protection functions, is being restructured. About 600 SSS
officers are receiving general UNMIL police training and will continue to provide
VIP protection services. The remaining SSS members are slated to be
decommissioned, but there is no current funding for this purpose. On May 1, 2006,
UNMIL announced that 841 SSS members had accepted U.S.-funded buy-out
packages and been deactivated in April. U.S. aid also supports the rehabilitation of
the judicial and penal systems.

Humanitarian Conditions

Humanitarian conditions are steadily improving, although from a base of severe
and widespread post-war need, and poverty remains endemic. Liberia continues to
receive substantial international food aid and is highly donor-dependent.
International assistance is, however, increasingly supporting resettlement and
socio-economic recovery, rather than emergency humanitarian needs. According to
a U.N. High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR) briefing note, about 200,000
Liberian refugees had repatriated by mid-February 2006. By late April 2006, over
321,000 internally displaced persons (IDPs), including over 59,000 families, had
returned to their places of origin or resettled. Most had received resettlement
assistance, usually consisting of basic non-food items, transport aid, and two months
of food supplies. U.N. agencies, together with non-governmental organizations
(NGOs) and NTGL ministries have implemented a wide range of reconstruction and
capacity building projects relating to nutrition, water and sanitation, primary
healthcare services, and transport infrastructure. Numerous schools have re-opened
nation-wide, with extensive assistance from UNICEF.

Nearly all child ex-combatants have reportedly been reintegrated into their
communities of origin, and most are receiving follow-up aid in the form of social
services. In mid-March 2006, the U.N. Secretary-General reported (S/2006/159,
March 14, 2006, op. cit.) that 65,000 of 101,495 demobilized ex-combatants had
benefitted from donor-financed reintegration and rehabilitation projects, and that
about 37,000 were still waiting to be placed in such programs. The Secretary-General
reported that although funding was available for most of these ex-combatants, about
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$5 million was "urgently needed" to provide such assistance to some 5,125
ex-fighters.

Health Issues. Liberia faces substantial public health challenges. Malaria is
endemic, water-born stomach illnesses are common, tuberculosis cases often go
uncured, and there are periodic outbreaks of diseases like Yellow Fever, measles, and
cholera, but Liberia lacks an adequate health infrastructure for combating such
illnesses.12 Medical supplies and trained staff are in chronic short supply. A number
of donor-backed initiatives help improve health care capacity, however. UNICEF is
aiding the reopening of health clinics nation-wide, and a UNICEF/WHO polio
vaccination campaign that began in October 2004 has reached some 1.2 million
children. WHO coordinates a U.N./government/NGO/USAID technical group that
is working to improve the national health system, notably regarding HIV/AIDS,
malaria and tuberculosis (see below). WHO and FAO are also helping the
government to create an avian flu surveillance and response plan.

AIDS. The threat of HIV/AIDS in Liberia is gaining increasing attention.
Although no reliable national prevalence tests have been completed recently -
though such efforts are underway - Liberia is estimated to have an HIV infection
rate of between 5.9% and 8.2%, though some observers believe that the rate could be
as high as 12% in some population sub-groups.13 The UNMIL HIV/AIDS Adviser's
Office is supporting public education-related AIDS prevention and national planning
efforts focused on care of orphans and vulnerable children, among other activities.
The World Health Organization, in coordination with other U.N. agencies and the
NTGL, is developing project proposals to fight AIDS, malaria, tuberculosis and build
health system capacity. The U.N. Population Fund supports several AIDS awareness
and prevention programs. Liberia receives Global Fund assistance, but its application
for further assistance under the Fund's recent Round 5 funding project assessment
process was reportedly rejected.1 4  USAID implements several AIDS-related
programs in Liberia on behalf of the Office of the U.S. Global AIDS Coordinator
(OGAC). These include the first post-war demographic health survey, in partnership
with other donors, which includes HIV surveillance; targeted behavior change efforts
focusing on youth and other groups; and support for home-based care and related
assistance. In her inaugural speech, in which she cited the 12% infection rate,

12 War-related psycho-social trauma is also seen as widespread. The preliminary findings

of a September 2005 WHO/Liberian government sexual and gender-based violence survey
found that 91.7% of women and girls interviewed had been the victims of multiple violent
acts during Liberia's war (Security Council, S/2005/764, Dec. 7, 2005). The transitional
legislature made all rape illegal in December 2005 (only gang rape had previously been
illegal) and laid out punishments for rape-relation violations, but activists say increased
sexual violence-related law enforcement is needed. See U.N. Integrated Regional
Information Networks (IRIN hereafter), "Liberia: Sexual Abuse of Children Still Rampant,
Report Says," Feb. 22, 2006, inter alia.
13 IRIN PLUSNEWS, "Youth Not Putting HIV Prevention Lessons into Practice," Oct. 27,

2005 and USAID, Health Profile: West Africa-HIV/AIDS, n.d.
14 For background on the Global Fund, see CRS Report RL31712, The Global Fund to Fight

AIDS, Tuberculosis, and Malaria: Background and Current Issues, by Raymond W. Copson
and Tiaji Salaam.
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President Sirleaf vowed to "tackle this national scourge by updating and
reinvigorating our HIV/AIDS policy within our first 150 days [and...] reconstitute
and empower, along with our development partners, the National Commission on
HIV/AIDS." At a February 2006 House International Relations Committee hearing
on Liberia (see below), Members suggested to USAID Assistant Administrator for
the Bureau for Africa Lloyd 0. Pierson that Liberia be considered for U.S. assistance
under the Presidents Emergency Plan for AIDS Relief in South Africa (PEPFAR),
a consideration that Mr. Pierson stated he would raise with appropriate
Administration officials.

Governance

Progress in governance under the NTGL was mixed. Although it carried out
most basic functions, the restoration of state authority and the rehabilitation of state
institutions under its authority were hampered by central government ministry
inefficiencies, widespread resource constraints, and lack of institutional and financial
system capacities and trained manpower. Progress was reported in the last half of the
transitional government's tenure, however. Many revenue, customs, immigration, and
local officials were deployed to sites outside Monrovia, and regional Central Bank
offices opened, permitting salary payments without recourse to time-consuming
travel to Monrovia. USAID is supporting the rehabilitation of administrative
buildings in several key counties.

Among the most challenging issues facing governance capacity-building efforts
were persistent reports of corruption within the NTGL, in some cases on a large
scale. Alleged acts were particularly notable in the context of import-export
transactions, government contracts and budgeting, and the issuance of commodity
marketing or land, natural resource, and associated concession rights.15 The U.N.
Secretary-General reported in mid-March 2005 that there was a "lack of [NTGL]
transparency in the collection and use of revenues and the resistance of some
government and public corporation officials to reforms and audits aimed at fighting
corruption" (S/2005/177). The World Bank and bilateral donors made similar
observations and called for transparency measures. National fiscal and budget
obligation mechanisms and voucher record-keeping systems are described as chaotic
and subject to manipulation in some cases by key officials. The agency miscellaneous
expense budget account category "Other" was reportedly extremely large in many
cases, and expenditures of such funds were said to have been carried out in a highly
ad hoc manner. Actions by the transitional legislature either to appropriate for
private use or pay very nominal lease fees for expensive vehicles that each legislator
was given drew local and foreign condemnation. In November 2005, the U.S.
Embassy in Monrovia stated that the U.S. government was

shocked and disappointed by the recent incidents of transfers of Liberian
Government property and resources into private ownership. This drains vital

15 See, for instance, The Analyst, "NTGL's Past Haunts Bryant, Others," Mar. 9, 2006,

regarding Liberian parliamentary investigations into the transitional government's budget
and EU audits of key Liberian parastatals, available via FrontPage Africa
[http://www.frontpageafrica.com].
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government resources that could otherwise be used for critical developmental
programs, and sends the wrong signal to international donors who finance such
programs. It also perpetuates the culture of abuse of public trust and impunity
that has contributed to two decades of decline in Liberia. The U.S. Embassy
considers these transfers unscrupulous, irresponsible, and contrary to the public
interest of the people of Liberia. Liberian government resources are for the
benefit of the Liberian people and should not be misappropriated for private
use. 16

Citing a 2004 presidential proclamation, it stated that Liberian government officials
who engage in "violations of the public trust"and persons who abet such actions
might, along with their families, be ineligible for U.S.-funded programs and services,
including consideration for Diversity Visa, Immigrant Visa, and other visa services.17

Liberia is not eligible for African Growth and Opportunity Act (AGOA)
benefits, "largely for reasons related to its poor record on economic reform, rule of
law, corruption, human rights, and regional destabilization," according to the Office
of the U.S. Trade Representative (USTR).18 However, in late February 2006, the
USTR announced that President Bush had reinstated duty-free Generalized System
of Preferences (GSP) trade benefits for Liberia. USTR said that the action was
intended to provide "strong support to recently elected President Ellen Johnson
Sirleaf' s efforts to increase employment, diversify exports, and stabilize society." It
was made, according to the USTR, because Sirleaf had repealed a decree prohibiting
strikes and invited the International Labor Organization (ILO) to help Liberia to
conform with ILO obligations, thus making "improving worker rights a high
priority."19 In mid-February 2006, the U.S. Export-Import Bank (Ex-Im) announced
that it had renewed its Short-Tenn Insurance Pilot Program for Africa (STIPP) for
three years beginning March 31, 2006, and that Liberia had been added to the
program. The STIPP helps businesses in eligible countries buy U.S.-made goods and
services by insuring short-term export credit transactions involving various payment
terms in countries where Ex-Im Bank is otherwise not open.20 Following the USTR
and Ex-Im announcements, the Overseas Private Investment Corporation (OPIC)
announced that "following the election of President Ellen John Sirleaf and the

16 See U.S. Embassy-Monrovia, "U.S. Embassy Shocked and Disappointed at Abuse Of

Public Trust," Press Release, Nov. 18, 2005, and Integrated Regional Information Networks
(IRIN), "Liberia: Scramble for Goodies Ahead of Political Handover," Nov. 21 2005. IRIN
is an editorially independent component of the U.N. Office for the Coordination of
Humanitarian Affairs. It provides news and analysis about sub-Saharan Africa and other
selected global regions. It seeks to inform decision makers in host and donor governments,
non-governmental and international humanitarian and advocacy organizations, academic
institutions, and the media about developments in the regions it covers.
17 See Proclamation by the President, To Suspend Entry as Immigrants or Non-immigrants

of Persons Engaged in or Benefitting From Corruption, Jan. 12, 2004.
18 USTR, 2005 Comprehensive Report on U.S. Trade and Investment Policy Toward

Sub-Saharan Africa and Implementation of the African Growth and Opportunity Act.

19 USTR, "U.S. Reinstates Trade Preference Benefits for Liberia," Feb. 22, 2006.

20 Export-Import Bank, "EX-IM Bank Renews, Expands Africa Short-Term Insurance

Initiative," Feb. 10, 2006.
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conclusion of its long civil war," it had "reopened its programs in Liberia for the first
time since 1990" as part of an effort of "[r]eaffirming U.S. government support for
Liberia." OPIC provides political risk insurance and financing aimed at helping U.S.
businesses invest in emerging markets and developing nations.21

Concession Deals. Natural resource and land concession contract deals
drew notable attention during the NTGL's tenure because of their financial
significance and potential long-term effects on national development. U.N. experts
and donor governments questioned the propriety of a March 2005 monopsony
diamond concession deal with a previously unknown firm, which was later
cancelled.22 Some observers also questioned the NTGL's award of offshore oil
exploration permits to three relatively obscure firms just prior to elections.

The NTGL also signed two major long-term natural resource concession deals.
One, with the Firestone group of companies, extends and amends a previous series
of concession agreements, first signed in 1926, giving Firestone rights to large
plantation areas for the cultivation of rubber.23 The contract was amended, in part,
because Firestone contended that it was unable to exploit its holdings due to fighting
over the last decade and a half, and in order to boost foreign investment in Liberia.
The deal gave the Firestone group surface rental and other rights to nearly 200 square
miles of active or proposed rubber plantation land for 36 years in exchange for $.50
per acre per year and various investments, tax payments, social and infrastructure
development outputs, and various other commitments. It may be extended for another
50 years after renegotiation. Another deal, with Netherlands-based Mittal Steel
Holdings, provides for the rehabilitation or construction of diverse mining,
administrative support, processing, and transport infrastructure intended to support
the extraction and shipment of iron ore from northern Liberia. It gives Mittal a
variety of surface rental, mineral license, iron ore extraction, transport infrastructure

21 OPIC, "OPIC Reopens Programs In Liberia," Mar. 21, 2006.

22 Diamond deposits in Liberia are mostly alluvial, i.e., found on or near the surface after

having been deposited by water flows, often far from their point of origin. In January 2006,
however, the firm Diamond Fields International (DFI) Ltd. announced that it had discovered
strong indications of a kimberlite, or pipes of igneous, volcanic, often diamond-bearing
material, in Grand Cape County. DFI is also involved in gold exploration in Liberia. See
DFI, "Diamond Fields Announces the Discovery of Kimberlite in Liberia and Progress with
Gold Exploration," Jan. 9, 2006. Several other firms are involved in diamond explorations
in various counties. Diamond exports are presently banned under a U.N. Security Council
resolution, as discussed above. The Liberian government is attempting to set up structures
and processes required to comply with the Kimberley Process, an international regime to
regulate trade in rough diamonds, a precondition for removal of the diamond embargo. As
part of such efforts, it has suspended issuance of diamond mining licenses, all of which
expired at the end of December 2005; diamond mining is thus effectively illegal at present.
According to the U.N. Secretary-General ((S/2006/159, Mar. 14, 2006, op. cit) the Liberian
government "has made steady progress in meeting the conditions to join the Kimberley
Process Certification Scheme" but "urgently needs funding and technical assistance to
support" such efforts.
23 The agreement is between the government of Liberia and Firestone Natural Rubber

Company, a U.S. limited liability firm that is an affiliate of Bridgestone-Firestone North
American Tire, and its Liberian subsidiary, Firestone Plantations Company.
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construction, and other rights in exchange for diverse capital investments, totaling
about $900 million, and royalty, lump sum, tax, and other payments to the
government. The initial term of 25 years is extendable for additional 25-year terms,
if certain criteria are met.

Both deals drew criticism from some civil society groups that contended that the
NTGL lacked a legal mandate to negotiate long-term concessions, that such functions
could only be carried out by a duly elected government, and that such deals should
be negotiated in a manner more favorable to Liberian economic and other national
interests.24 The contracts were also politically controversial. The Mittal deal was the
subject of rival bids by the large mining firms Global Infrastructural Holdings
Limited (GIHL), BHP Billington and Real Tito, and its ratification was contested
legally and in parliament. Some civil society critics have alleged that the deals were
not undertaken in a transparent manner. Mittal has denied that charge, and maintains
that the contract was won in a "transparent and competitive bid process" and will
bring significant foreign investment and infrastructure development to Liberia.25 The
former U.S. Ambassador to Liberia John Blaney reportedly pushed for requirements
that, regardless of what firm was awarded mining rights, a major railroad that would
be rehabilitated under such a deal be made a multi-use railroad.26

The Firestone contract drew attention for other reasons. Some Firestone
plantation workers have complained about poor working conditions and high
production quotas. Some environmental advocacy groups and residents living near
Firestone rubber processing facilities have alleged that chemicals used in latex
processing are polluting wells, rivers, and water life. The Firestone group also is the
subject of a class action suit brought in California by the International Labor Rights
Fund, an advocacy organization that says its goal is to counter child, forced, and other
abusive labor practices internationally, including through litigation. The suit alleges

24 A coalition of Liberian human rights groups unsuccessfully petitioned the Liberian

Supreme Court to halt execution of the two contracts on such grounds and contended that
the deals had been made without public input. The complainants reportedly may seek to re-
file their case after the formation of the new elected government. See Morrison O.G. Sayon,
"Supreme Court Places 'Stay Order', Firestone, Mittal Steel Agreements," The Inquirer
(Monrovia), Nov. 7, 2005; John Walsh, "Supreme Court Issues Stay Order On NTGL;
Ja'neh Appears Today," FrontPageAfrica, Nov. 7, 2005; George Bardue, "Supreme Court
Stops Budget Execution and Summons NTGL Officials," The News (Monrovia), Nov. 7,
2005.
25 Alphonso Toweh, "Liberia Minister Wants Mittal Iron Ore Deal Revised," Reuters, Sept.

14, 2005; D. Moses Wantu, "Mittal Steel Hearing Backfires," The Analyst (Monrovia), Sept.
6, 2005; Economist Intelligence Unit, "Liberia: A steel?," Country Monitor, Aug. 29, 2005;
Steve Swindells, "Mittal Steel Defends Pursuit of Liberian Iron Ore Concession," June 14,
2005 Metal Bulletin News Alert Service; The Analyst (Monrovia), "Bryant, Mittal Steel
Flout Law," June 13, 2005; The Analyst (Monrovia), "NTGL Sued in U.S. District Court -
Over LIMINCO Bidding," June 13, 2005, inter alia.
26 A smaller former mine railroad between Monrovia and Bong County has been

rehabilitated by AmLib, a mineral exploration firm, and put into use as a multi-use transport
line. It has reportedly contributed to a several-fold drop in charcoal prices in Monrovia, and
is increasing the supply of other farm products to the capital. Charcoal is the main cooking
fuel in Liberia.
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that Firestone employs children, practices forced labor, involuntary servitude, and
negligent employment practices. Firestone categorically denies these charges,
describing the suit as "outrageous" and "completely without merit." It maintains that
its operations comply fully with Liberian laws and asserts that its workers are all
adults of legal working age, are union-represented, are paid well above prevailing
wages, are provided with social services, and that Firestone is bringing much needed
investment to Liberia.2 7

NTGL Anti-Corruption Efforts. The NTGL took some steps to halt corrupt
practices. It established a Task Force on Corruption and a Cash Management
Committee and attempted to eliminate bribe-taking in relation to commodity imports,
notably by better managing Monrovia's port, of which UNMIL took temporary
control in late April 2005. In addition, the National Transitional Legislative
Assembly (NTLA) created a committee to investigate allegations of administrative
and financial irregularities by its leadership, which eventually led to the removal of
key NTLA leaders. Some observers, however, saw the NTGL Task Force as lacking
the capacity or political will to achieve significant results, and some Liberian officials
resisted donor and ECOWAS-backed transparency and audit measures. An African
Development Bank loan was reportedly not disbursed in 2005 because Liberia failed
to provide required fiscal data, and an ECOWAS-sponsored auditing mission was
opposed by Liberian auditors and certain government officials, who cited concern
over a violation of Liberian sovereignty, despite the publicly-stated support of
Chairman Bryant for the audit. In July 2005, Chairman Bryant suspended two
officials over their alleged diversion of funds paid by the satellite communications
firm Inmarsat to several Liberian state entities, and the NTGL suspended three
Bureau of Maritime Affairs officials, including the Commissioner, and Liberia's
International Maritime Organization representative for fraud.

Concerns over transparency produced a sometimes halting and highly
conditional provision to Liberia by donors of pledged aid, as well as some reticence
to offer new funding. This negatively affected the scale and pace of resettlement,
reintegration, and socio-economic rehabilitation. Nonetheless, a network of national,
international, U.N., and private development and relief organizations has made
considerable progress in these areas. Most of them participate in an inter-sectoral,
U.N.-coordinated initiative, the Results-Focused Transitional Framework (RFTF).
An April 2005 NTGL/U.N./World Bank assessment of the RFTF found that it has
been effective in "addressing short-term, stabilization priorities," but that medium
to long-term post-transition institutional and reconstruction development will require
a more robust, coherent, and comprehensive strategy.

Anti-Corruption Prospects Under Sirleaf. There are indications that
Liberian-donor government relations may improve under Sirleaf, in large part due to
her strong policy emphasis on anti-corruption efforts. In late January 2006, she

27 Femi Oke, "Is Bridgestone/Firestone Exploiting Liberian Workers?," Inside Africa, CNN

International, Nov. 12, 2005; Joe Bavier, "Firestone Lease an Issue in Liberia Election
Campaign," VOA News, Sept. 14, 2005; Gary Gentile, "Firestone Accused of Using Slave
Labor," Associated Press (AP hereafter), Nov. 17, 2005; and Reuters, "Labor Group Sues
Bridgestone on Liberia Plantation," Nov. 17, 2005, inter alia.
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announced a financial audit of the outgoing transitional government, which had
repeatedly been accused of corruption. In early February, Sirleaf adopted the
recommendations of the Liberian Forest Concession Review Committee, an entity
comprised of Liberian civil society, government agency, UNMIL, and donor
government representatives. It reviewed the legality and propriety of logging
concession contracts and recommended diverse logging sector reforms. Her action
canceled all existing logging concessions and created a Forestry Reform Monitoring
Committee to regulate future concession contracts. Her move is seen as a key step
in meeting requirements for the potential lifting of U.N. timber sanctions.28 Sirleaf
has also suggested that she may seek a review of other public contracts and
concession deals granted by the NTGL.29

Sirleaf has expressed strong support for the Governance and Economic
Management Assistance Program (GEMAP), an agreement agreed to and signed in
September 2005 by the NTGL and the International Contact Group on Liberia
(ICGL), an international policy coordinating group of donor and regional
governments and multinational institutions. GEMAP provides for contract-based
management of the revenue and expenditure flows of key public sector entities,
notably the main port, airport, and fuel refining firm, among others, in order to
strictly enforce central government controls over state revenues and to improve
public fiscal capacities. It also supports diverse economic governance and judicial
capacity-building measures for the government aimed at institutionalizing the good
governance and management capacity-building goals and reforms envisaged under
GEMAP. Elements of GEMAP that call for an external management role were

28 UNMIL is assisting government implementation of reforms required before the U.N.

Security Council will consider a removal of the Liberian timber sanctions. The NGO
monitoring group Global Witness, which has long investigated corruption and diverse labor,
legal, and war-related security sector and human rights abuses within the forestry sector and
pressed for reforms, praised the move, but called for "greater support" by UNMIL "to the
Forestry Development Authority ... to ensure that it is able to operate in a secure
environment" prior to the removal of timber sanctions ("Global Witness Welcomes
President Sirleaf's Decision to Cancel All Forest Concession Agreements," Feb. 9, 2006).
The Forestry Reform Monitoring Committee is tasked with carrying out its functions by
applying or creating for implementation land-use planning principles; a timber production
and export chain of custody tracking system; a market value-based tax system timber tax
system defined by "equitable sharing of the benefits with local communities;" revised
contract requirements; transparent forest concession allocation procedures based on the
Public Procurement and Concession Act of 2005 allowing suspension of participants who
abet civil disturbances or default on their financial obligations; a regulatory and law
enforcement regime aimed at countering financial and tax fraud, human rights abuses,
economic sabotage, and violations of labor and other laws relating to the misuse and
mismanagement of forest resources; and an Environmental Impact Assessment process. It
was also given the tasks of advising on implementation of GEMAP in the Liberian Forestry
Development Authority, ensuring the full and transparent participation of communities and
civil society in forest management, conducting a full review of the forestry laws and
regulations, and recommending legislation to implement forestry reforms. See "Liberia,
Forest Sector Reform (Executive Order #1), Feb. 7, 2006 [http://www.elaw.org/resources/
text.asp?id=305 1].
29 Katharine Houreld, "Liberian Leader Says to Review Govt Contracts," Reuters, Feb. 20,

2006.
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initially opposed by some in Liberia as an intrusion on national sovereignty, but
donor governments, including the United States, pushed for strict conditionality for
future assistance to Liberia. International financial and monitoring experts have
reportedly assumed duties at the Central Bank of Liberia, where the international
GEMAP expert has co-signing authority, and on the Cash Management Committee,
a Ministry of Finance-led body that manages all government funds. Similar personnel
are expected to fill positions in key ministries, notably the Ministry of Lands, Mines,
and Energy and the Bureau of Budget, and revenue-earning sources, including ports,
airports, customs offices, and the forestry sector. GEMAP is overseen by an
Economic Governance Steering Committee (EGSC) chaired by President Sirleaf,
assisted by representatives of the United States, the European Union, the African
Union, ECOWAS, and the International Monetary, World Bank, and U.N. agencies.30

The United States has sent several Treasury Department advisors to Liberia in
the areas of budget and tax policy, management, and administration; central bank
operations and fiscal policy and regulation; and has assessed Liberia's financial
enforcement (financial crime and corruption) capacity. A resident U.S. legal advisor
and a temporary duty team of prosecution experts have been deployed to Liberia to
assist in building Liberia's judicial capacity.

Taylor Indictment

Charles Taylor, Liberia's former president, was arrested at a border checkpoint
on March 29, 2006, in the northern Nigerian state of Borno, while trying to cross by
road into Cameroon. He was apprehended after fleeing the southern Nigerian city of
Calabar, where he had lived with an entourage of aides and family members since
August 2003, when he was given asylum by Nigeria. He reportedly fled on March 27,
two days after Nigeria's government had announced that Liberia was "free" to take
Taylor "into its custody," while not specifying how that end could or would be
achieved, or moving to arrest him. The Nigerian statement came in response to an
early March request by President Sirleaf for Nigeria to transfer Taylor to the custody
of the Special Court for Sierra Leone (SCSL) to face an 11-count indictment31

charging him with war crimes, human rights abuses, and other crimes.3 2 After his

30 See IRIN, "Liberia: Foreign nationals step into government positions to combat graft,"

Mar. 3, 2006 and S/2006/159, op cit., among others.
31 The original indictment, dated March 3, 2003, approved on March 7, 2003, and unsealed

on June 4, 2003, charged Taylor with 17 counts of war crimes, crimes against humanity, and
other serious violations of international humanitarian law. The indictment was amended on
March 16, 2006, to 11 counts to "ensure a more focused trial," according to a statement by
the prosecutor.
32 In early March 2006, published news reports alleged that the Liberian government had

made a request to Nigeria for Taylor's extradition, but neither government initially would
publicly confirm that such a request had been made. However, on March 16, 2006,
Representative Jim Kolbe stated on the House floor that President Sirleaf had verifiably
informed Representative Nita Lowey and himself that she had requested that Nigeria
extradite Taylor (see Congressional Record (House), pp. H1097-H1098, Mar. 16, 2006).
Nigeria later acknowledged that the request had been made. See Nico Colombant, "Nigeria

(continued...)
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capture, Taylor was extradited to Liberia in a Nigerian presidential jet. He was then
immediately flown by UNMIL helicopter to Sierra Leone, where he was taken into
SCSL custody. On April 3 he was arraigned and pled not guilty, though he qualified
his plea by questioning the SCSL' s "jurisdiction over me, as the 21st President of the
Republic of Liberia."33

Potential Transfer to the Hague. Taylor is to later face trial by the SCSL,
possibly sitting in the premises of the International Criminal Court (ICC) in the
Hague, the Netherlands, for reasons of security and to prevent potential instability in
Sierra Leone and Liberia, where his trial could prove politically controversial and
emotive. Member states of the ICC would have to assent to the use of ICC facilities
by the SCSL, which would retain legal and institutional control over the trial.34 The
SCSL is reportedly in talks with the Dutch Foreign Ministry regarding Taylor's
potential transfer to the Hague. The U.N. Security Council would need to authorize
the SCSL to hold Taylor's trial there, so that Taylor could be tried under the
institutional and legal aegis of the SCSL and its unique statute, rather than in Dutch
courts. The Dutch government has also reportedly conditioned the transfer of
Taylor's trial to the Netherlands on the willingness of an as-yet-undetermined third
country's agreement to imprison him if he is convicted. Several countries have
reportedly provisionally declined to do so, but Sweden is said to be considering the
request. Sweden's government has submitted legislation to its parliament,
"specifically because of the Charles Taylor case," that would amend Swedish laws
to enable it to imprison an SCSL convict.35

There is debate over the implications for justice of such a trial transfer. Some
contend that Taylor should be tried in the country where his alleged crimes took
place. Such an outcome, in this view, would demonstrate both to victims and
perpetrators of international human rights and laws of war violations in Sierra Leone
- and by extension, neighboring Liberia - that accountability for such actions can
be achieved in the same social and geographic contexts in which they were

32 (...continued)

Confirms Liberia Request for Taylor's Extradition," VOA, Mar. 17, 2006, inter alia.

" The hearing judge, however, reminded Taylor that the SCSL Appeals Chamber had in
May 2004 decided that heads of state could be prosecuted before the SCSL. It had ruled in
response to a motion by an attorney, acting on behalf of then-president Taylor, who
requested that the court quash Taylor's indictment on the grounds that the court lacked
jurisdiction to indict Taylor because he was a head of state at the time he was indicted. At
Taylor's April arraignment, a court-appointed defense attorney for Taylor also requested
that he be tried in Sierra Leone, to facilitate the logistics of bringing defense witnesses
resident in the sub-region before the SCSL and to prevent their possible denial of visas to
travel to a venue held in Europe. See IRIN, "Transcript of Charles Taylor's Plea on First
Court Appearance," Apr. 4, 2006.
14 IRIN, "Liberia-Sierra Leone: Taylor trial could go to Europe," Mar. 30, 2006; BBC,
"Sweden considers Taylor detention," Apr. 6, 2006; Michelle Faul, "International
community determined to move former Liberian president's trial to The Hague," AP, Apr.
4, 2006; and Karl Ritter, "Sweden, Austria considering request to imprison Charles Taylor
after trial," AP, Apr. 5, 2006, among others.
15 IRIN, "Sierra Leone: Taylor Prison Location Holding Up Trial," May 4, 2006.
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committed. Similarly, some contend that the didactic and symbolic value for the
region of a local public trial would be greater, in part because it would allow more
direct and proximate access to the court proceedings by the local population, which
lacks widespread access to television and print media. Other factors cited in favor
of holding a trial locally include concerns about the logistical, legal, financial, and
bureaucratic barriers that an overseas venue might pose for witness participation in
the trial, as well as for its general organization and staging. Others argue that any
factor that might spark political unrest or conflict - such as Taylor's trial - should
be avoided if at all possible, given the relatively fragile and recent transition to peace
in Liberia and Sierra Leone, both of which have extended histories of political
instability. In this view, moving the trial to the Hague would lessen the immediacy
of any political controversy prompted by Taylor's trial and undercut his ability to
directly appeal to or rally his potentially armed followers, should he attempt to use
the trial as a political platform. Some also maintain that holding the trial in a distant
location would help Sierra Leoneans and Liberians overcome the legacies of war. A
local trial, according to this point of view, might present too visceral a reminder of
the wartime suffering that so many in these countries have recently begun to
overcome. Many local residents are tired of war and its effects and want to "move
past" their experiences of wartime brutality and focus on peace and socio-economic

36reconstruction.

Controversy Over Arrest and Extradition. Nigeria's transfer of Taylor
and the manner in which it was achieved were a matter of some controversy, and the
facts surrounding his flight prior to his arrest remain unclear. Taylor was arrested at
the remote customs and immigration checkpoint of Ngala, on the border with
Cameroon. He was traveling in a jeep carrying diplomatic license plates and had with
him two large boxes or sacks of U.S. and European currency. He was accompanied
by a female relative, a child, a driver, and a local guide.37 How he was able to travel
to the northern frontier post from his compound in Calabar remains the subject of
speculation. Calabar, the capital of the southeastern state of Cross River, was his
place of exile for nearly three years. Cross River state officials had been charged by
Nigeria's federal government with hosting Taylor and ensuring his protection, and
had insisted just prior to Taylor's flight that he was well-monitored.38 Journalists,

36 Such sentiments might undercut calls made by some for a special court to try crimes

committed during Liberia's civil wars. See Catherine Maddux, "Hague Trial Could Mean
Justice for More West African War Victims," VOA News, Apr. 10, 2006 and IRIN,
"Liberia: Youths Petition for War Crimes Court," Apr. 11, 2006. Some observers have
suggested that Sirleaf does not, in general, support prosecuting those who committed war
time atrocities during the 1989-2003 civil wars. See Jeremy I. Levitt and J. Peter Pham,
"Liberia Must Confront its Past If It Wants a Brighter Future," The Baltimore Sun,
December 8, 2005, which quotes Sirleaf as stating consistently that she does "not support
any war crime tribunal in Liberia," because such tribunals might reignite old antagonisms
and conflict.

" IRIN, "Taylor Captured By Nigerian Police," Mar. 29, 2006 and Abdullahi Bego, Joe
Oroye, and Bassey Ita, "How Charles Taylor Was Arrested," Daily Trust (Nigeria), Mar. 30,
2006, among others.
38 George Onah, Charles Ozoemena, John Ighodaro, and Tunde Sesan, "Taylor Escapes,"

(continued...)
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however, reported that in the days before Taylor fled, members of his entourage had
begun to depart the Taylor compound in Calabar and that Nigerian security personnel
who had normally guarded it had left their posts.39 Taylor's flight, Nigeria's
Information Minister said, had "shocked" President Obasanjo, who later stated that
the act was an "abuse of our hospitality" by Taylor, who he characterized as "neither
a friend of the President of Nigeria nor that of its people."4 ° Obasanjo reportedly
responded to Taylor's getaway by ordering the arrest of Taylor's aides, the detention
of 22 police officers charged with guarding him, and an "aggressive and
comprehensive search" for Taylor to ensure that he did not depart Nigeria. He also
appointed an investigatory and advisory panel to probe Taylor's "disappearance,"
though it was disbanded after Taylor's capture.41 There have been reports, some
based on claims by Taylor's spiritual adviser, Kilari Anand Paul - and all
categorically denied by the Nigerian government - that rogue or corrupt agents of
Nigeria's State Security Service (SSS) aided the escape. Another account suggests
that Taylor arranged a phony, staged attack on his convoy, providing cover for his
escape. Both accounts appear to relate to an incident in which a guarded vehicle
convoy that was transporting Taylor from Calabar to an airport in the nearby city of
Port Harcourt was halted. Paul has also alleged that the putative SSS assistance to
Taylor was part of a Nigerian government plot to assassinate Taylor during his
escape, a charge characterized by a Nigerian government spokesman as an "absolute
falsehood.42

Some of the speculation over the circumstances surrounding a potential Nigerian
government role in Taylor's flight may be attributable to its long-standing reluctance
to commit to transferring Taylor to the SCSL. When the Nigerian government, under
U.S. and other international pressure, agreed to provide him with refuge in August
2003, it had stated that it was doing so to aid the Liberian peace process and would

38 (...continued)

Vanguard, Mar. 29, 2006; John Ighodaro, "Taylor's Escape No Surprise to Foreign
Observers," Vanguard, Mar. 29, 2006; and Mail and Guardian, "Nigeria orders arrest of
Taylor's aides," Mar. 28, 2006.

'9 Anietie Akpan and Francis Obinor, "Taylor's relations, aides leave Calabar," The
Guardian (Nigeria), Mar. 24, 2006 and Robyn Dixon and Hans Nichols, "Taylor to Face
War Crimes Charges," Los Angeles Times, Mar. 29, 2006. As late as March 23, there were
reportedly as many as 66 Taylor aides and extended family members at the compound. John
Ighodaro, "Charles Taylor, 66 Aides Counted," Vanguard, Mar. 27, 2006.
40 Statement by His Excellency, President Olusegun Obasanjo, GCFR, President, Federal

Republic of Nigeria on the Circumstances Surrounding the Disappearance of Mr Charles
Taylor, Washington DC, Mar. 29, 2006.
41 Michelle Faul, "Ex-Liberian Warlord Disappears in Nigeria," AP, Mar. 28, 2006; Mail

and Guardian, "Nigeria orders arrest of Taylor's aides," Mar. 28, 2006; Vincent Nwanma,
"Nigeria Orders Agents Arrested Over Taylor's Disappearance," Dow Jones Newswires,
Mar. 28, 2006.
42 Michelle Faul, "Ex-Liberian Warlord Disappears..."; Michelle Faul, "Evangelist: Charles

Taylor says Nigerians told him to flee, Nigeria's Obasanjo betrayed him," AP, APR. 2,2006
and IRIN, "Taylor Captured By Nigerian Police," Mar. 29, 2006; and Felix Onuah, "Nigeria
rejects Taylor death plot allegation," Reuters, Apr. 5, 2006, among others.
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not countenance later pressure to extradite Taylor.43 It also later stated that it would
only agree to turn Taylor over to an elected Liberian government at the latter's
request, and not to the SCSL directly.44 Many human rights groups took issue with
these positions. They argued that Nigeria, a member of the SCSL's management
committee, had an obligation to cooperate with the court, and that Taylor' s continued
asylum perpetuated a "culture of impunity" for human rights abusers in Africa.45

Pressure for extradition grew as reports emerged that Taylor, who was living in what
many accounts described as luxurious circumstances, had extensively violated a
Nigerian requirement that in return for asylum, he disengage from involvement in
Liberia's politics and internal affairs, either directly or through proxies.46 Such
pressure, including more direct U.S. admonitions in favor of extradition, increased

41 In a March 30, 2006 statement while in the United States, Obasanjo stated that "I took
great political risk in offering to host Mr. Taylor on behalf of the international community
and humanity to avoid continued bloodshed in Liberia even in the face of allegations of his
[Taylor's] complicity in the death of some Nigerians in his country." Statement by His
Excellency.... Mar. 29, 2006.

44 Nigeria, speaking on behalf of ECOWAS also contended that any decision relating to
Taylor's extradition would require the assent of governments in the region. In mid-2005,
at least three members of ECOWAS, Sierra Leone, Liberia and Guinea, had formally urged
that such consultations occur. In July 2005, the three countries, acting in their capacity as
the constituent members of the Mano River Union, issued a joint communiqu6 suggesting
that Nigeria should review the terms of Taylor's asylum or refer consideration of his status
to the ECOWAS Heads of State. See AFP, "Backed by Neighbors, Liberia Requests Taylor
Handover to Sleone War Court," July 29, 2005. The role of non-African members of the
international community regarding Taylor's case was contested by some. In mid-November
2005, ECOWAS peace mediator and former Nigerian head of state Abdulsalami Abubakar
rejected a call by the European Union, a major donor to Liberia, for the Sirleaf government
to call for Taylor's transfer. He stated that any decision on Taylor's status was "beyond the
scope of the European Union" and that such a proposition did "not meet the support of
ECOWAS." See Hans Nichols, "Liberian President to Ask Nigeria to Hand over Charles
Taylor to War Crimes Court," AP, Jan. 20,2006; AFP, "Taylor's Indictment Not Immediate
Priority: Sirleaf," Jan. 27,2006; SAPA-DPA, "Sirleaf Addresses Taylor War Crimes Issue,"
Nov. 20, 2005; BBC News, "Liberian Taylor's Fate Discussed," Nov. 30, 2005; and Ann
Curry, "Interview: Liberian President Ellen Johnson Sirleaf Discusses Her Election and
Plans for Liberia," NBC News: Today, Jan. 16, 2006.
45 Other observers of Liberian affairs argued that Taylor' s asylum in Nigeria remained the
best way to ensure continued stability in Liberia. Further background and information about
debate surrounding Taylor's extradition and the case against him are contained in CRS
Report RL32243, Liberia: Transition to Peace, by Nicolas Cook. It provides background
on Taylor's indictment; issues pertaining to his departure from Liberia and political power;
and his alleged involvement in illicit diamond trading and links with Al Qaeda. The latter
issues are also covered in CRS Report RL30933, Liberia: 1989-1997 Civil War, Post-War
Developments, and U.S. Relations, and CRS Report RL30751, Diamonds and Conflict.
Background, Policy, and Legislation, both by Nicolas Cook.

46 Taylor was reported on multiple occasions to have been in cell phone-based contact with

political and business allies in Liberia, and to be have been involved in efforts to influence
political events and outcomes in Monrovia and call in old business and political debts. See
Douglas Farah and Shaoli Sarkar, Following Taylor's Money: A Path Of War And
Destruction, Coalition for International Justice, May 2005, as well as multiple U.N. and
press reports.
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following Liberia's successful conduct of peaceful elections, but Nigeria's reluctance
to surrender Taylor remained steadfast until he fled. Its position was highlighted
after it acceded to Liberia's formal request for Taylor's extradition. Following
Nigeria's announcement that Liberia was "free" to take Taylor "into its custody,"
human rights groups and other interested parties, including some members of
Congress, called on Nigeria's government to secure Taylor and prevent him from
fleeing. The SCSL prosecutor also again formally requested that Nigeria's
government arrest Taylor. The Nigerian government, however, contended that it had
not received such a request, and refused to arrest Taylor; a Nigerian presidential
spokesperson stated that "our job is done" and that "Taylor is not a prisoner here.'47

The main reasons that the Nigerian government has cited for its position include
a desire to uphold its right to state sovereignty, its assertion that Taylor's asylum
agreement was purely voluntary on his part, and that the agreement governing his
departure from Liberia included no provisions for the future withdrawal of asylum.
A government spokesman was quoted as saying that no country could "just order us
to surrender him [Taylor] to them, [sic] that is unacceptable and would not happen."48

Femi Fani-Kayode, an aide and spokesman for Obasanjo, also implied that the
Nigerian government takes no position on the indictment against Taylor. He stated
that

The people that are charged with that responsibility [of taking custody of Taylor
from Nigeria] are those people that are making those allegations and not Nigeria.
And those allegations are being made by Liberia and by the Sierra Leonian
government. It is for them to place him before that tribunal and not for us. What
we were required to do was to simply allow the situation to ripe [sic] whereby
the Liberian Government, a free Liberian Government, under a democratically
elected president could come over to Nigeria and take him to wherever they
wanted to take him. And we agreed to do that to honour our obligation. [ ...] But
what we were not prepared to do was to take Charles Taylor to Liberia ourselves
or take him to Sierra Leone, because that was never part of the agreement. He
came to our country as a consequence of the fact that he was part and parcel of
the peace process in Liberia and African Union; the ECOWAS heads of
government came together, together with the Americans and the European Union
and prevailed on Mr. President to allow him to come here so that peace could
return to his country and he came here as our guest.49

Some observers believe that President Obasanjo' s position may have been driven by
an aversion to altering his original commitment to Taylor, then a fellow elected
regional head of state, possibly due to a fear that in the future other leaders might
doubt Obasanjo's word. Others suggest that Obasanjo did not want to establish or
help to legitimate a precedent that might facilitate the indictment on international

41 Michelle Faul, "War tribunal urges Nigeria to arrest Liberian warlord Charles Taylor,"
AP, Mar. 25, 2006; AFP, "Obasanjo agrees to surrender Charles Taylor: official," Mar. 25,
2006; and AFP, "Nigeria Rebuffs Call to Detain Taylor, Says: 'Our Job Is Done'," Mar. 27,
2006, among others.
48 Olusegun Adeniyi, "Nigeria, US, Liberia in Diplomatic Intrigues," This Day, Mar. 29,

2006.
49 Ibid.
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human rights violations of other African heads of state, as a matter of principle, given
that many African governments are accused of serious human rights abuses. Another
interpretation of Obasanjo' s motives, given his government's extensive involvement
in regional conflict mediation and management efforts, is that he did not want to
create a precedent that might cause belligerents in future conflicts, including those
accused of human rights abuses, to become averse to accepting negotiated ends to

50their disagreements.

Another factor that some believe may have played a part in Taylor's capture was
the possibility that a scheduled meeting on March 29, 2006, between President
Obasanjo and President Bush would have been cancelled. According to some
reports, the fact that Taylor had disappeared on Nigerian territory - after the
Liberian government, backed by the United States (see below), had requested his
extradition - had imperiled the meeting.1 Several Members of Congress issued
statements calling on President Bush to cancel the meeting if Taylor were not
produced. Taylor's capture, however, was announced hours before the meeting was
to begin, and it was held as scheduled, a fact that some analysts suggest may be more
than coincidental, though none have offered evidence proving, as they imply, that the
Nigerian government may have stage-managed Taylor's detention.

U.S. Views. The United States strongly supports the SCSL's mandate to try
those responsible for war crimes in Sierra Leone. The court is also seen as providing
an alternative institutional model to the International Criminal Court and is viewed
as a smaller, leaner organization compared to the more administratively extensive
and costly international criminal tribunals for the former Yugoslavia and Rwanda.
Congress has appropriated $22 million in funding for the SCSL, which may receive
up to $13 million in FY2006.52 There has been some friction, however, between the
Administration and the SCSL with regard to the effect that some of the court's
actions have had on political events and U.S. policy goals in West Africa. Some
State Department officials in private, for instance, questioned the political prudence
of certain actions taken by former SCSL Prosecutor, David Crane, such as his
unsealing of the indictment against Taylor at a critical juncture during peace talks in
June 2003. Some have also questioned the accuracy of his assertions that Taylor

50 Other, more speculative interpretations have been proposed; they include the possibility

that Taylor might hold information potentially damaging to the Nigerian or other
governments, or that Taylor had some sort of financial relationship with key Nigerian
officials.
51 In comments, a White House spokesman, while not directly addressing whether or not the

meeting would be held, stated that "[W]e are looking for answers from the Nigerian
government about the whereabouts of Charles Taylor... It is the responsibility of the
Nigerian government to see that he is conveyed to the Special Court for Sierra Leone. We
expect the government of Nigeria to fulfill this commitment." See White House, Press
Briefing by Scott McClellan, Mar. 28, 2006. According to an account by a former SCSL
official, National Security Advisor Stephen Hadley warned President Obasanjo that the
meeting would be called off unless Taylor was apprehended.
52 The conference agreement accompanying P.L. 109-102 (H.R. 3057/Kolbe), the FY2006

foreign operations appropriation, designates $13 million in Economic Support Funds for the
SCSL. P.L. 109-102 states that these funds "should" be made available for the SCSL.
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abetted Al Qaeda operatives' purchases of Sierra Leonean diamonds; that Taylor
sponsored the January 2005 attempted assassination of President Lasana Cont6 of
Guinea; and that Taylor had traveled outside of Nigeria while in exile. Such
reservations may, in part, explain the SCSL's failure to obtain authority under
Chapter 7 of the U.N. Charter, which would oblige U.N. member states to cooperate
with the SCSL. However, on November 11, 2005, the U.N. Security Council passed
Resolution 1638, which authorized UNMIL to arrest Taylor were he to return to
Liberia, as it did on March 29.

After Taylor was given asylum in August 2003, the Bush Administration
periodically called for Taylor to "face justice," usually in response to questions from
the press. Administration spokesmen maintained that the Nigerian and U.S.
governments were "engaged" in talks about Taylor and his activities and about how
"to address the matter," but generally offered few specific or concrete suggestions on
how Taylor might be "held to account for the crimes he has committed.53 In 2006,
the United States began to pursue this goal more urgently, explicitly, and directly.
During a telephone call to congratulate Sirleaf on her electoral victory, President
Bush reportedly expressed support for bringing Taylor to justice so that "he can no
longer threaten the people of Liberia and the region of West Africa," though he did
not specify a venue where such a goal could be achieved.54 At a February 8, 2006,
House Committee on International Relations hearing on Liberia entitled The Impact
of Liberia's Election on WestAfrica, State Department Assistant Secretary for Africa
Jendayi Frazer stated that "the U.S. Government has consistently maintained that
Taylor must be brought to justice before the Special Court" and had relayed that
message to the Sirleaf administration. She added that the time for his extradition "is
now," following the establishment of a duly-elected Liberian government. However,
she also portrayed Taylor as a largely spent political force. At a February 16, 2006,
House Committee on International Relations Hearing on the Fiscal Year 2007
International Affairs Budget, Secretary of State Condoleezza Rice portrayed him as
representing a more pressing potential threat. She stated that

we believe very strongly that he ought to be brought to justice and that he ought
to be brought to justice as soon as possible. We will work with all parties
concerned to see that happen. He is a danger. He needs to be brought to justice

51 See, e.g., State Department, Daily Press Briefing, May 5, 2005 and White House Press
Briefing, May 5, 2005. In 2005, at least one State Department official did publicly call on
Nigeria to hand Taylor over to the SCSL directly (Daniel Balint-Kurti, "Wanted for War
Crimes, Liberia's Ex-president Hunkers down in Nigerian Exile," AP, May 31,2005). Some
had suggested that the United States should honor Nigeria's conditions for accepting Taylor
after it agreed to accept Taylor following President Bush's publicly stated contention in
2003 that "Taylor must go" (White House, Press Conference of the President, "President
Bush Discusses Top Priorities for the U.S.," July 30, 2003), and defer to Nigeria's views on
the matter, given its central role as a regional peacekeeping and political mediating power.
Howard F. Jeter, former U.S. ambassador to Nigeria, stated that "President Obasanjo acted
with our full knowledge and concurrence" in testimony before the House Committee on
International Relations at a hearing entitled Confronting War Crimes in Africa on June 9,
2004.
54 State Department, "Bush Congratulates Liberian President-Elect," Washington File, Nov.
30, 2005.
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[ ...] not just for reasons of reconciliation and justice, but because we don't want
him in a capacity or a capability to come back. And so I think there's a very
strong interest and there should be a very strong interest in the Liberian
government - also the African states that helped to arrange his ouster - to see
this resolved. And so you can be sure that it is the policy of the United States to
pursue that.

Sirleaf and the Taylor Case. Taylor's SCSL case and extradition are
delicate matters for President Sirleaf, because her government was not party to his
asylum deal or indictment - but was charged with resolving issues arising from
them - and because her government is intent on ensuring political stability. That
goal could potentially be undermined if Sirleaf were to alienate or anger the
supporters of Taylor, a former warlord whose troops had a reputation for brutality
and who won the presidency with 75.3 % of the vote in 1997. Prior to her mid-March
2006 visit to the United States, Sirleaf had stated that her administration would
eventually seek the repatriation of former president Charles Taylor from Nigeria or
his transfer to the SCSL under certain conditions. These included consultations with
and the assent of "regional leaders who managed the process of leading to his exile;"
accommodation for certain unspecified timing considerations; and a transfer process
that would "not undermine the security" of Liberia. She also reportedly said that she
did not view it as an immediate priority. She specifically stated that any solution
would have to have the concurrence of the European Union, the African Union, and
West African leaders, with whom she met during a regional pre-inauguration
consulting tour, in part aimed at addressing "certain national and regional
sensitivities."

Notwithstanding these statements, in early March 2006, published press reports
suggested that the Sirleaf administration was in talks with the Nigerian government
regarding Taylor's possible extradition from Nigeria and that President Sirleaf had
made a formal request toward that end to the Nigerian government. Her government,
however, publicly denied that a formal extradition letter had been given to the
Nigerian government - though Liberian Information Minister Johnny McClain
confirmed the existence of a "briefing note" on this topic. 55 At various fora during
a mid-March state visit to the United States, however, Sirleaf confirmed that a
request had been made. She also said that his extradition would need to happen
promptly, given the fragility of Liberia's peace and the potentially significant
influence of Taylor in Liberia, and that any decision taken by the international
community would have to "ensure that the safety of the Liberian people and the
stability of our nation is not undermined." She also observed that "Taylor was not
indicted in a Liberian court ... he was indicted in the [SCSL] supported by the United
Nations. This is why we say the resolution of this must be in accordance with the
United Nations and the international community." She further stated that

55 Tom Ashby and Alphonso Toweh, "Liberia denies asking Nigeria to extradite Taylor,"
Reuters, Mar. 13, 2006.
56 Some observers, including the Special Assistant to the SCSL Prosecutor and human rights

activists, asserted that there was no need for Nigeria to consult African Union or Economic
Community of West African States (ECOWAS) leaders regarding the potential extradition,
as the Nigerian government had contended was necessary. See Robyn Dixon, "Liberia

(continued...)
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international pressure "constraining our effort to ... raise the resources that we need
for our development" had, in part, motivated her to request that Nigeria extradite
Taylor." She said, however, that such pressure had been "unfair" and that the
Nigerian government and international community should have resolved the issue
"long before" her administration took office."8 In a March 30 statement to the
Liberian people on Taylor's transfer to the SCSL, Sirleaf welcomed the return to
Liberia of the members of Taylor's entourage of supporters who had lived with him
in Nigeria, and warned that anyone who attempted to use Taylor's transfer as the
basis for insurrection would be dealt with harshly.9

U.S. and Congressional Focus

U.S. First Lady Laura Bush and Secretary of State Rice, among other prominent
U.S. guests, attended President Sirleaf's inauguration. Their presence, Sirleaf stated
in her inaugural speech, "manifests a renewal and strengthening of the long-standing
historic special relations which bind our two countries and peoples." She also stated
that it "reflects a new partnership with the United States based on shared values" and
that Liberians are "confident that we can continue to count on the assistance of the
United States [ ...] in the urgent task of rebuilding of our nation."

Sirleaf undertook an official visit to the United States, beginning the week of
March 13, 2006, during which she addressed a joint session of Congress on March
1560 and met with President Bush on March 21. She has reportedly closely consulted
with U.S. officials regarding her priorities for Liberia and the status of Charles
Taylor. During a pre-inaugural December 2005 trip to the United States, Sirleaf met
with National Security Advisor Stephen Hadley and his Africa deputy, Cindy

56 (...continued)

Seeks Extradition of Indicted Ex-Leader," Los Angeles Times, Mar. 18, 2006.
51 Prior to confirmation of Sirleaf' s extradition request to the Nigerian government, some
in Congress had suggested that the continued provision of substantial U.S. development aid
to Liberia would need to be conditioned upon her making such a request. During the
February 8, 2006, House Committee on International Relations hearing on Liberia,
Representative Royce, after outlining diverse reasons why Taylor should be promptly
extradited, stated that "[t]his friend of Liberia has very little interest in providing more [U.S.
assistance] money to rebuild Liberia until its President brings Taylor - a known force for
destruction - one step closer to justice by calling on Nigeria's President to send him to the
Special Court." He voiced similar sentiments during consideration of H.R. 4939;
(Congressional Record (House), Mar. 16, 2006, p. H1097). Royce introduced H.Con.Res.
127, passed in May 2005, which urges that Nigeria transfer Taylor to the SCSL.
58 U.N., "Press Conference by Liberia's President," Mar. 17, 2006. Some have echoed

Sirleaf' s views, criticizing what they see as the unfair conditioning of assistance to Liberia
on the Sirleaf government's request for Taylor's extradition, given that the Sirleaf
administration was not a party to Taylor's indictment or to the arrangements leading to his
exile in Nigeria. Interview with Emira Woods, Institute for Policy Studies, BBC World
News, Mar. 17, 2006.
59 Nation-wide Address By Her Excellency Ellen Johnson Sirleaf, President of the Republic
of Liberia, Mar. 30, 2006, via [http://AllAfrica.com/].
60 Congressional Record (House), pp. H996-H998, Mar. 15, 2006.
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Courville, Secretary of State Rice, Treasury Secretary John Snow, and selected
Members of the House and Senate, including the Congressional Black Caucus and
Majority Leader Bill Frist, as well as World Bank President Paul Wolfowitz (former
Deputy Secretary of Defense).61

Congress has long monitored developments in Liberia. Most recently, on
February 8, 2006, the Subcommittee on Africa, Global Human Rights and
International Operations of the House Committee on International Relations held a
hearing on Liberia entitled The Impact ofLiberia's Election on WestAfrica. Congress
has shown continuing interest in the status of Charles Taylor and has generally, with
a few exceptions, shown strong support for the SCSL. It passed laws (P.L. 108-199
and P.L. 108-106) urging that SCSL indictees, like Taylor, be transferred to the court,
and in May 2005, the House and Senate passed H.Con.Res. 127 (Royce), which urges
the same outcome.62 P.L. 109-102, the FY2006 Foreign Operations Appropriations
bill, reaffirms congressional support for the court. It would limit some types of
assistance under certain conditions for countries in which SCSL indictees are
"credibly alleged to be living" unless such countries cooperate with the SCSL,
including by transferring such indictees to the SCSL. It also requires U.S. support
for that goal within the U.N. Security Council. It specifically would, after a period,
bar assistance to Nigeria unless the President reports to the Committees on
Appropriations on steps taken in FY2003 through FY2005 to obtain Nigeria's
cooperation in surrendering Taylor to the SCSL and a strategy and time line for
achieving that purpose. H.Amdt. 480 (Watson) to H.R. 2601, the FY2006 - FY2007
foreign relations authorization act, would require the Administration to seek the
expeditious transfer of Taylor to the SCSL for trial.

Congress also provided substantial support for Liberia's rebuilding and peace
building processes; U.S. assistance is summarized in Table 2. An Administration
Economic Support Fund (ESF) FY2006 budget request for $75 million for Liberia,
however, was not included in P.L. 109-102 (formerly H.R. 3057, Kolbe, the FY2006
foreign operations appropriations bill, which mandates special congressional
notification for the expenditure of funds used to assist Liberia). Additional FY2006
ESF funding for Liberia may, however, be provided under H.R. 4939 (Jerry Lewis),
the Emergency Supplemental Appropriations Act for Defense, the Global War on
Terror, and Hurricane Recovery, 2006. Both the House- and Senate-passed versions
of H.R. 4939 provide $63.8 million in assistance for Liberia, in the form of $50
million in ESF and $13.8 million in Migration and Refugee Assistance funds. The
ESF funds were added as a result of actions taken during a March 8, 2006, House
Appropriations Committee markup hearing on President Bush' s FY2006 Emergency
Supplemental request for other humanitarian assistance. The committee adopted by

61 Reed Kramer, "Showered With Enthusiasm, Liberia's President-Elect Receives

High-Level Reception in Washington," AllAfrica.com, Dec. 11, 2005, inter alia. During a
March 20 appearance with Sirleaf, World Bank President Paul Wolfowitz reportedly
announced that the World Bank would provide $25 million for a road-building fund for
Liberia and stated that he was seeking debt forgiveness for Liberia by the World Bank, the
IMF, and the African Development Bank. See VOA, "World Bank Commits $25 Million
to Liberian Infrastructure Fund," Mar. 21, 2006.
62 The European Parliament passed a similar resolution in February 2005.
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voice vote an amendment offered by Representative Jesse Jackson, Jr., that would
provide $50 million in Economic Support Fund (ESF) assistance for Liberia. The
committee recommended that of the ESF funds, $30 million be used for emergency
employment activities to strengthen security and build roads; $10 million be used to
establish an electricity grid; and $10 million be used for demobilization and
reintegration of ex-combatants. The House passed H.R. 4939, as amended, on March
16. On April 5, the Senate Committee on Appropriations reported an amendment to
H.R. 4939 in the nature of a substitute (see Senate Report 109-230) that maintained
the same levels of assistance for Liberia as the House-passed bill. No further funds
for Liberia were added to H.R. 4939 during Senate floor consideration of the bill,
which was passed by the Senate on May 4 with non-Liberia-related amendments. On
the same day, the Senate insisted on its amendment and asked for a conference, to
which it appointed conferees.

Other congressional interest in Liberia focuses on Liberia-related immigration
and debt issues, and several other matters. H.R. 257 (Jackson-Lee), H.R. 2092
(Jackson-Lee), H.R. 3450 (Patrick Kennedy), and S. 656 (Reed) would give
permanent U.S. residence status to qualified Liberians resident in the United States,
among other measures, as would S.Amdt. 452 (Reed) to H.R. 1268 (Jerry Lewis).63

H.R. 1130 (Waters) would enact various measures intended to reduce the national
debts of certain poor countries, including Liberia, and encourage their governments
to fund social services. Two concurrent resolutions, H.Con.Res. 327 (Eddie Bernice
Johnson) and H.Con.Res. 313 (Payne), would commend Liberia for successfully
conducting elections and congratulate Sirleaf for her electoral victory. S. 779
(Dorgan), A Bill to Amend the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 to Treat Controlled
Foreign Corporations Established in Tax Havens as Domestic Corporations, would
designate Liberia as a "tax-haven country," allowing the Internal Revenue Code to
treat certain foreign corporations created or organized under Liberian law as U.S.
domestic corporations for tax purposes.

63 In August 2005, the Department of Homeland Security extended the designation of

Liberia for Temporary Protected Status (TPS) by 12 months, from October 1, 2005, until
October 1, 2006. TPS is a temporary "safe harbor"immigration status granted to qualified
nationals of some countries affected by ongoing armed conflict, natural disaster, or other
difficulties. See CRS Report RS20844, Current Immigration Policy and Issues, by Ruth
Ellen Wasem and Karma Ester.
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Table 2. U.S. Assistance to Liberia, FY2004-FY2007
($ millions; actual, estimate, supplemental, or request levels; errors due to rounding)

hiuld Survival and Heait Frogram (CSH) 2.82 1.9/ 5.10 -1

Development Assistance (DA) - 6.85 23.93 29.5

Economic Support Fund (ESF) 24.8 42.72 50 40

Foreign Military Financing (FMF) - 2.98 1.98 - 1.6

International Disaster & Famine Assistance 200 - - -

(IDFA)-Supplemental

IDFA Regularb - 9.71 -

Int. Narcotics Control & Law Enforcement 0 5 0.99 08
(INL)

Int. Military Education and Training (IMET) 0 0 0.2 0.25

Nonprolif., Antiterrorism, Demining & Related
Projects-Small Arms &Light Weapons 0.16 - - -

(NADR-SALW)

Africa Regional Peacekeeping (PKO) - 25 20 14.8

P.L. 480, Title II [Emerg. Food Aid]a 22.5 22.55 15 .1 9 b -

Transition Initiatives (TI) 4.1 2.53 5.6e

Migration and Refugee Assistance (MRA)" 27.89 28.19 - 13.8

Democracy and Human Rights Fund - .05 - -

Special Self-Help Fund - .07 - - -

Totals - Bilateral and Emergency Aid 257.47 131.69 113.77 63.8 89.95

U.N. Mission in Liberia (UNMIL)/ 290.34 230.06c 157.18 - 150
Contribs. to Int. Peacekeeping Account (CIPA)

Totals - All Funding 547.81 361.75 270.95 63.8 239.95

Sources: State Department, Congressional Budget Justification for Foreign Operations, and
InternationalAffairs (Function 150) Budget Request, FY2007 and other fiscal years; and information
from USAID/OFDA, State/PRM, and State/Political-Military Affairs officials.

a. Funding under some accounts, such as P.L. 480, Title II, IDFA, and MRA, often rises during a
given fiscal year because these accounts are appropriated in a global lump sum and allocated
throughout the year in response to emergent needs.

b. Levels to date. FFP entry reflects level as of March 14, 2006. The FFP levels are expected to rise
to $19. 8 million by the end of April 2006.
c. UNMIL FY2005 figure reflects payments to date; assessments from the U.N. total $235.42 million;

the amount for FY2006 reflects the appropriated level.
d. P.L. 109-102, the foreign operations FY2006 appropriation act, which was signed into law on

November 14, 2005, does not specify aid levels for Liberia, though it requires that the
Committees on Appropriations be notified if funds appropriated under the act are used to assist
Liberia. FY2006 assistance levels for Liberia have not yet been finalized pursuant to
requirements in the Foreign Assistance Act of 1961 relating to Administration aid allocation
decisions, which are arrived at, in part, through consultations between the executive branch and
congressional appropriators.

e. FY2006 budget is $5.6 million; as of mid-March 2006, OTI had spent $2.7 million in TI.
f. The House-passed and Senate Appropriations Committee-reported versions of H.R. 4939 (Jerry

Lewis) allocate the same FY2006 supplemental appropriation amounts for Liberia. The
Administration requested $13.8 in MRA funds for Liberia but did not request $50 million in
ESF support. If the above supplemental assistance is authorized, regular and supplemental
FY2006 appropriations for Liberia will total $334.75 million.
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Appendix 1: Acronyms Used in this Report

AFL:
AGOA:
CDC:
CIPA:
CIVPOL:
COTOL:
CSH:
DA:
ECOMIL:
ECOWAS:
ESF:
FMF:
GEMAP:
GIHL:
ICC:
ICGL:
IDFA:
IDP:
IFES:

INL:
IRI:
LP:
NADR-SALW:

NDI:
NEC:
NGO:
NTGL:
NTLA:
OFDA:
OGAC:
P.L.:
P.L. 480, Title II:
PKO:
PRM:
RFTF:
SCSL:
SDN:
SSS:
TI:
U.N.:
UNAMSIL:
UNICEF:
UNMIL:
UP:
USAID:
USTR:

Armed Forces of Liberia
African Growth and Opportunity Act
Congress for Democratic Change, Liberian political party
Contributions to International Peacekeeping Account
Civilian police
Coalition for Transformation of Liberia, Liberian political party
Child Survival and Health Program Fund
Development Assistance Account
ECOWAS Mission in Liberia
Economic Community of West African States
Economic Support Fund
Foreign Military Financing Account
Governance and Economic Management Assistance Program
Global Infrastructural Holdings Limited
International Criminal Court
International Contact Group on Liberia
International Disaster & Famine Assistance Account
Internally displaced person
Elections technical assistance organization formerly known as the
International Foundation for Election Systems
International Narcotics Control & Law Enforcement
International Republican Institute
Liberty Party, Liberian political party
Nonproliferation, Antiterrorism, Demaining and Related Projects-
Small Arms and Light Weapons
National Democratic Institute
National Elections Commission (of Liberia)
Non-governmental organization
National Transitional Government of Liberia
National Transitional Legislative Assembly
USAID Office of U.S. Foreign Disaster Assistance
U.S. Global AIDS Coordinator
Public Law
Humanitarian food aid
Regional Peacekeeping Account
Population, Refugees & Migration Bureau, State Department
Results-Focused Transitional Framework
Special Court for Sierra Leone
Specially Designated National
Special Security Service (of Liberia)
Transition Initiatives Account
United Nations
U.N. Mission in Sierra Leone
U.N. Children's Fund
U.N. Mission in Liberia
Unity Party, Liberian political party
U.S. Agency for International Development
Office of the U.S. Trade Representative
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
FOR THE EASTERN DISTRICT OF PENNSYLVANIA

JANE W, in her individual capacity, and in
her capacity as the personal representative
of the estates of her relatives, James W,
Julie W and Jen W;

JOHN X, in his individual capacity, and in
his capacity as the personal representative of
the estates of his relatives, Jane X, Julie X,
James X and Joseph X;

JOHN Y, in his individual capacity;

AND JOHN Z, in his individual capacity,

Plaintiffs,

v.

MOSESW. THOMAS,

Defendant.

Case No. 2:18-CV-00569-PBT
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LIBERIA

Throughout 1991 Liberia remained a nation divided into two
parts and three armed camps as a result of the war. The
Interim Government of National Unity (IGNU), headed by
President Amos Sawyer, represented a broad range of political
views, but it exercised administration over only Monrovia and
its immediate environs. About 50 percent of the total
population in Liberia resided in this area which is totally
within the defensive perimeter of the Economic Community of
West African States' (ECOWAS) Cease-fire Monitoring Group
(ECOMOG). The National Patriotic Reconstruction Assembly
Government (NPRAG), based on and supported by the National
Patriotic Forces of Liberia (NPFL), led by Charles Taylor,
exercised political sway throughout the remaining 90 percent'of"
the country. The two other former warring parties, the
Independent National Patriotic Front of Liberia (INPFL), led by
Prince Johnson, and the Armed Forces of Liberia (AFL) were
encamped in Monrovia. Both INPFL and AFL factions, .while
monitored by ECOMOG, retained arms within their respective
camps, and the INPFL sometimes acted independently. Johnson on
several occasions killed a number of people, most of them
members of his force.

The economy, based primarily on iron ore, rubber, andtimber,
was ravaged by the civil war. Gross domestic product for 1991
was no more than'25 percent of prewar levels. U.S. and other
Western relief agencies and nongovernmental organizations
initiated massive emergency operations in- late 1990 to prevent
widespread starvation in both parts of the country. Those
operations continued through 1991.

When compared to-the appalling civil war conditions of 1990,
there was some improvement in the human rights situation in
1991, especially in the Monrovia area controlled by ECOMOG
forces. However, the Interim Government's authority was
limited, and all Liberian military forces committed serious
human rights violations in 1991, including summary executions.
The NPFL in particular detained several thousand West Africans
throughout much of 1991, and NPFL soldiers reportedly killed
many Krahn residents of Grand Gedeh in midyear.

As a police force had only begun to be reconstituted in 1991,
and only in Monrovia, and most of them remained unarmed, ECOMOG
assumed this-function to a large extent in Monrovia. The NPFL
policed the territory under its control, and, to a large '
extent, both the INPFL and AFL carried out this function within
their camps. Soldiers from the warring factions regularly
abused their position by mistreating civilians, usually in
attempts to.extort money and goods. Despite the continuing
unstable security situation, there was some hope at year's end
for a political solution following peace initiatives conducted
by West African nations which led to general agreement on the
need for free, internationally supervised elections in 1992.
Implementation of the agreements is not assured. At the end of
1991, it.was estimated that as many as 20,000 to 30,000
Liberians may have died in the conflict and approximately
600,000 more were refugees in neighboring countries.
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LIBERIA

RESPECT FOR HUMAN RIGHTS

Section 1 Respect for the Integrity of the Person, Including
Freedom from:

a. Political and Other Extrajudicial Killing

Indiscriminate killings declined sharply from the previous
year, although many incidents continued to be reported (see
Section l.g.). Prince Johnson, the leader of the INPFL, was
believed responsible for the killing in July of several
soldiers of his own movement, including senior Commando Moses
Varney. The INPFL Leader maintained that the soldiers had been
tried under internal procedures and executed when found
guilty. No details of the trials were made public. The IGNU
condemned the killings. Johnson was also reportedly
responsible for killing some civilians in September, but no
action was taken against him as a consequence.

According to two Liberian religious leaders, NPFL soldiers
killed 20 Ghanaians in Sinoe county in mid-February, and in
July several Ghanaian women from Fanti fishing communities
informed an international organization's representative in Cote
d'Ivoire that the NPFL had killed-their husbands. These
reported killings continued a pattern from the previous year
when NPFL followers allegedly killed Ghanaians and other West
Africans in retribution for their respective nations' role in
the conflict (see Section I.b. and l.d.).

NPFL Leader Charles Taylor reportedly ordered several NPFL
members executed following an aborted coup attempt in late
August. While Taylor publicly denied there had been a coup
attempt, he acknowledged that an NPFL officer had been
executed, ostensibly for killing five NPFL soldiers. According
to Monrovia's media, which claimed to have interviewed ex-NPFL
soldiers following the failed coup, up to 75 NPFL members were
executed (see also Section l.g.).

b. Disappearance

Disappearances were much less common in 1991 than in 1990, but
little new information surfaced about persons missing as a
result of the war. Many families remained divided among those
living in Monrovia, those in NPFL areas, and those who fled
Liberia and have not returned. Although there were many
returnees during the year, movement between Monrovia and the
NPFL areas was very difficult for most people. The
International Committee of the Red Cross (ICRC) began a family
tracer program but located only about 30 percent of the missing
persons brought to its attention.

According to a Liberian religious leader, several Ghanaian
children disappeared in March in Buchanan following a visit by
ECOMOG intended to build confidence between it and the NPFL.
The Ghanaian children warmly welcomed ECOMOG vehicles, some
manned by Ghanaian soldiers. This affectionate display was
said to have enraged some NPFL soldiers who were believed
responsible for the children's disappearance shortly
thereafter.

c. Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman, or Degrading
Treatment or Punishment

During the height of the civil war, many members of the three
warring factions rampantly indulged in acts of inhumanity.
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Abuses in 1991 declined sharply but cases of inhuman treatment
continued. The most widely pub .cized incident occurred in
February when INPFL forces infl -ted inhuman treatment on nine
members of the IGNU, including a cabinet minister-designate and
several members of the Interim Legislative Assembly. They were
stripped and flogged, and one was forced to sit in a mound of
driver ants while another was made to lick feces. Under
pressure from ECOMOG, the ICRC, and the Interim Government,
INPFL Leader Johnson released the detainees, excusing his
actions as necessary to call attention to alleged ECOMOG abuse
of INPFL soldiers.

Prior to the 1989 civil war, conditions in the nation's jails
were inhuman and hazardous to life and health. Prisoners were
often denied access to family and medical care; cells were
small, crowded, and filthy. Conditions at the notorious,
maximum security facility at Belle Yella had long been of
concern.

During 1991 none of Liberia's prewar prisons were believed to
be still functioning, although the IGNU was ireported to be
refurbishing one in Monrovia. NPFL Leader Charles Taylor
announced in March that the Belle Yella Prison would be
closed. He directed that its remaining prisoners be
transferred to their respective counties for retrial. There
was no information about the results of the transfer order.

d. Arbitrary Arrest, Detention, or Exile

There were few juridical protections to prevent arbitrary
arrest, even in the ECOMOG-controlled areas, as the INPFL
detention and abuse of nine Interim Government members for 3
days in February demonstrated (Section l.c.). In theory the-
1985 Constitution provides specific legal safeguards for the
rights of the accused, including warrants for arrests and 'the
right of detainees to be charged or released within 48 hours.
Even before the civil war, these rights were frequently
violated, particularly in cases allegedly involving national
security. The Interim President repeatedly affirmed that his
Government would respect the 1985 Constitution and its
procedural safeguards, and in practice attempted to do so. In
late 1990, the IGNU outlawed the use of military stockades for
detaining civilians, a practice common under the previous
regime.

Early in 1991, undisciplined elements of the AFL on occasion
detained and threatened civilians deemed to be "rebel
sympathizers." After AFL commanders called for greater
discipline and in July formed a I' rd of inquiry to investigate
citizens' complaints of abuse, there appeared to have been some
lessening of AFL abuses.

NPFL forces detained up to 4,000 West African nationals,
primarily Nigerians and Ghanaians, behind NPFL lines during
much of 1991. The NPFL forces viewed the West Africans as
enemies and reportedly executed many in reprisal against
ECOMOG, which fought the NPFL in October-November 1990. In
March NPFL Leader Charles Taylor "released" the West Africans
from the detention camps but prohibited them from-traveling to
Monrovia or crossing into neighboring countries. Approximately
300 to 500 Nigerians as well as a number of Ghanaians
eventually managed to make their way in small groups to
Monrovia. In late August, the NPFL announced "the first phase
of the repatriation process" for West Africans and allowed over
100 Nigerians to cross safely into Cote d'Ivoire. The ICRC
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assisted in the repatriation, and the Nigerians were followed
by several other groups, including Ghanaians and other West
Africans.

Following the September incursion by anti-NPFL Liberians into
western Liberia from Sierra Leone after an earlier NPFL
invasion into Sierra Leone, the NPFL forcibly detained 4
Western and 35 Liberian relief personnel working in the area,
accusing them of being "spies." In response the U.N. and
nongovernmental relief agencies suspended all relief operations
in NPFL areas until the detainees were freed. While the 4
Western nationals were released 2 days later, the 35 Liberians
were held fog another 8 days.

A'number of other foreigners were detained by the NPFL for
varying periods; all were eventually released.

e. Denial of Fair Public Trial

The structure of Liberia's legal system is closely modeled on
that of the United States, with the Supreme Court at its apex.
In practicebefore the civil war, the system afforded little
protection for defendants due to corruption among court
officials, lack of training, and inordinate executive
interference. By mid-1990, the system had completely collapsed
along with the rest of civil authority, with justice in the
hands of military commanders of the warring factions. Many
public records in Monrovia, including those of the courts,
churches, and schools were looted and badly damaged during the
civil war. The registrar of public records estimated that over
80 percent of national record holdings were damaged, and 30 to
40 percent destroyed.

The IGNU began in 1991 slowly to reconstitute the court
system. Early in the year, it reestablished several
magistrate's courts in Monrovia, and in September swore new
circuit court judges into office. The IGNU, in an
unprecedented move, asked the Bar Association to recommend
candidates for judgeships. At the end of September, following
new West African peace initiatives, the IGNU and NPFL agreed
upon the composition of a five-member ad hoc Supreme Court.
The Court's stated purpose is to adjudicate electoral disputes,
but the full scope of its jurisdiction is still undecided. At
the end of the year, the Court had not yet been inaugurated.

In the areas under NPFL control, legal and judicial protections
were almost totally lacking. There were reports that the
authorities imposed capital punishment for armed thefts.
Another report said the NPFL executed suspected murderers after
"tribunal trials in life-for-life retributive justice."
Another source reported that armed robbery was discouraged in
NPFL areas because "the death penalty is automatic."

f. Arbitrary Interference with Privacy, Family, Home, or
Correspondence

Serious abuses of privacy by soldiers of all three forces
continued in 1991 although not on the scale of 1990. AFL
soldiers committed many armed robberies in the downtown
Monrovia area, including seizure of several vehicles assigned
to Interim Legislative Assembly members. They also illegally
occupied some private homes. The.AFL brigade commander
publicly requested citizens to report abuses by AFL soldiers to
the proper authorities and ordered-.soldiers to respect the
rights of civilians but with only marginal effect. Only when
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ECOMOG increased its patrols in downtown areas at midyear did
the situation improve somewhat, but abuses continued throughout
the year.

The situation was worse in NPFL-held areas. According to
Liberians who returned to Monrovia from Lofa County, NPFL
soldiers regularly demanded food and personal possessions from
village residents and often robbed and abused citizens. To
escape the harassment, many Liberians moved their families to
remote areas. Soldiers assigned to checkpoints demanded money
and goods for passage, from both Liberians and expatriate
relief workers.

g. Use of Excessive Force and Violations of HumanitarianLaw in Internal Conflicts

Following the November 1990 cease-fire, fighting between the
three warring factions and the use of excessive force against
civilians-sharply declined but did not end.

Perhaps the largest number of deaths occurred between July and
August when the NPFL moved through Grand Gedeh County.
According to survivors interviewed by the Western media and
human rights groups in Cote d'Ivoire, as many as 1,500 people,
mostly of the Krahn ethnic group of former president Samuel
Doe, may have died. Others interviewed stated that the NPFL
entered their villages shooting indiscriminately. Independent
observers who visited the area confirmed that entire villages
were destroyed and that many inhabitants.had fled into the bush.

There were many other instances of the use'of excessive force
and violations of humanitarian law during the year. In January
over 1,000 new refugees, mostly Krahn, fled to refugee camps in
Tai, Cote d'Ivoire. They reported that the NPFL was conducting
secret killings, raping women, looting homes, and stealing
cattle. In July-August, approximately 10,000 people, mostly
Krahns, fled across the border to Cote d'Ivoire reporting that
the NPFL had attacked their villages, indiscriminately killing
men, women, and children. Independent observers reported
seeing jailed Krahns in chains.

Section 2 Respect for Civil Liberties, Including:

a. Freedom of Speech and Press

There was increased freedom of speech and press in 1991,
especially in Monrovia. However, people still had to be
careful in criticizing the various factions. Although NPFL
leader Charles Taylor affirmed publicly on several occasions
that his government supported free speech and criticism, both
Liberians and expatriates have been detained by his supporters
for comments made about the NPFL.

There was no press censorship in Monrovia, and the number of
newspapers in Monrovia grew rapidly, with as many as 13
separate newspapers reflecting a variety of opinion being
published at different times in 1991. A shortage of newsprint,
however, reduced this number by the end of the year. Unlike
the previous Doe regime, the Interim Government did not publish
its own newspaper. The INPFL sponsored a newspaper, The
Scorpion, with articles highly favorable to Prince Johnson and
the INPFL. The NPFL printed a monthly newspaper, The Patriot,
which was also sold in Monrovia but which stopped publication
late in the year. In December two newspapers describing
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themselves as independent appeared in Gbarnga, capital of
NPFL-controlled territory.

Press freedom was not complete even in Monrovia. For example,
ECOMOG reacted negatively to an article published in May by The
Inquirer which alleged complicity by the ECOMOG field commander
with a reputed arms merchant. The editor was briefly detained
and asked to reveal the source of his information, which he
refused to do. As a result of this incident, the Interim
Government publicly called upon the press to be more
responsible in its reporting. This, in turn, was publicly
criticized by the Press Union of Liberia which claimed it had
"an intimidating" effect on the press.

The Interim Government supported a shortwave radio station
(ELBC), and its broadcasts from Monrovia were heard across most
of the country. ELBC news reports were generally favorable to
the IGNU. The Catholic Church-operated FM radio station,
previously shut down by the Doe Government, resumed operations
in May. The NPFL operated three radio and two television
stations in its areas. NPFL news programs supported Charles
Taylor and the NPFL, while discussing economic and social
problems in NPFL territory. The NPFL's FM station, part of
whose appeal is the current American music it broadcasts,
acquired increased power in October and can now be heard by the
majority of Liberians, including those in Monrovia.

When Monrovian journalists accompanied ECOMOG in May to the
opening of the NPFL's legislative assembly in Gbarnga, a senior
NPFL military leader, who later was appointed its chief of
staff, attempted to detain two reporters and confiscate their
equipment for having interviewed local residents. He also
attempted to arrest a Monrovia radio reporter for "treason" for
having broadcast news about Interim President Sawyer. ECOMOG
press officers intervened to prevent the arrest.

b. Freedom of Peaceful Assembly and Association

In 1991 political parties and other groups in Monrovia were
able to organize and to hold public meetings. New political
organizations appeared, including the True Whig Party which
Samuel Doe had outlawed shortly after seizing power in 1980.
Under IGNU sponsorship, a coalition of organizations held a
mass rally in August attended by up to 5,000 people to show
public support for the ECOMOG peacekeeping effort.

Freedom of assembly and association was generally more
restrictive in NPFL areas than in Monrovia. For instance, none
of the prewar political parties were known to have reorganized
or to have held public meetings during 1991 in NPFL areas.

According to Western and Monrovian press reporters on the
scene, some Liberians in NPFL areas who greeted ECOMOG soldiers
during the initial confidence-building visits in March with
chants of "we want Taylor," later spontaneously broke out into
chants of "we want peace" and "we want ECOMOG." Some reporters
stated that the people had been forced to assemble and chant
pro-NPFL slogans and that many were later punished for their
praise of ECOMOG. One Western news service reported five
people died from NPFL beatings following ECOMOG visits to
Kakata and Buchanan. However, NPFL justibe minister Laveli
Supuwood dismissed the reports as "malicious."
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c. Freedom of Religion

The 1985 Constitution states that freedom of religion is a
fundamental right'of all"Liberian'citizens, and in practice
there are'no-restrictions in Monrovia on freedom of worship.
There is nb established state religion. Christianity has long
been the religion of the political and economic elite, while
the majority-of the rural population continues to follow
traditional religions. Muslims account for about 20 percent of
the population. Mandingos, who are predominantly Muslim, were
targeted during the civil'war by the NPFL as being pro-Doe, and
most mosques were closed in NPFL territory during the war.
However, other Liberian Muslims did not receive the same
treatment, and the action against the Mandingos was based
primarily on ethnic/political considerations rather than an
effort to repress religious freedom.

d., Freedom of Movement within the Country, Foreign
Travel, Emigration, and Repatriation

While the Constitution provides every percon the right to move
freelythroughout Liberia and to -leave or enter the country at
will, the previous:Doe regime required exit visas for those
wishing to leave the country, and it maintained a "black list"
of those who were not permitted to depart. The Interim
Government announced in March that it was abolishing this
"unconstitutional" policy.

Throughout the year reuniting families and returning displaced
persons were hampered by NPFL checkpoints, which made travel
very difficult on roads in and out of Monrovia. The NPFL
required employees of.the various international relief agencies
to have passes approved monthly. -In spite of difficulties,
many Liberians transited the lines, often by paying bribes or
using guile to reach ECOMOG- controlled areas. During the
period April-September, nearly 60,000 moved to Monrovia through
these means.

Because of'civil war abuses, appr6ximately 600,000 Liberians,
about 20 percent of the prewar population, remained as refugees
in nearby countries, mostly in Cote D'Ivoire and Guinea.
Smaller numbers are in Sierra Leone, Ghana, and Nigeria.

Following the NPFL incursion into Sierra Leone in March, the
125,000 Liberians'who had originally sought refuge near the
border in Sierra Leone were forced to flee to safer areas in
that country, or to Guinea or NPFL-held territory in Liberia.
Many who reached Sierra Leone's cdapital subsequently returned
to Monrovia by ship. Some refugees have also repatriated to
Liberia from Guinea, Cote d'IVoire, Ghana, and Nigeria. The
NPFL incursion also put Sierra Leonians to flight, and a
reported 12,000 sought refuge inside Liberia near the border at
Cape Mount.

Section 3. Respect for Political Rights: The Right of Citizens
to Change Their Government

Despite constitutional and legal guarantees of free and fair
elections, Liberians could not exercise their right to change
their government in 1991. However, there was limited progress
in the search for new political formulas to restore unity under
popularly elected leadership. In March-April, a second
All-Liberia Conference (ALC) occurred in Monrovia (the first
was held in August 1990 in The Gambia). The NPFL initially #
participated, but later withdrew. The second ALC created a new
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Interim Legislative Assembly (ILA). The six political parties
and the NPFL selected representatives according to their own
internal procedures, while the county representatives were
selected informally from among members of the respective
communities resident in Monrovia. Two seats were also allotted
to the country's 18 registered interest groups, and filled by
leaders from the Teachers' Association and the Trade Union
Federation. In August the INPFL representatives resigned from
the ILA after their leader, Prince Johnson, withdrew his
support for the Interim Government. (The NPFL maintained its
separate legislature, The National Patriotic Reconstruction
Assembly, in Gbarnga.) The second ALC reaffirmed through a
more widely based conference the interim administration which
had resulted from the first ALC at Banjul. The IGNU is a
relatively broad-based government with representation from the
major political parties. Amos Sawyer was originally chosen
President by the participants at the first ALC, and he was
reaffirmed in that office by the participants in the second ALC.

Neither the legislature in Monrovia nor that in Gbarnga was
truly representative. However, the ILA in Monrovia purported
to function as a separate branch of government and both
confirmed and rejected IGNU appointees following public
confirmation hearings. It also subpoenaed members of the
executive to explain the actions of the Interim Government. In
contrast, the NPFL legislature was generally viewed as
subservient to NPFL leadership views.

Following a new series of peace initiatives during the second
half of 1991, conducted by the heads of numerous West African
nations in Yamoussoukro, Cote d'Ivoire, the Interim Government
in Monrovia and the NPFL in Gbarnga agreed to hold free and
fair elections which, if the process continued, were expected
to take place during the first half of 1992. Under the
Yamoussoukro formula, the three warring factions would encamp
and disarm their military forces under ECOMOG supervision.
Subsequently an elections commission and an ad hoc Supreme
Court were established by IGNU and the NPFL, and the members
were appointed by mutual agreement. The electoral commission
held its first meeting on December 31 and was formally sworn in
several days later. By year's end, the ad hoc Supreme Court
had not yet met.

Section 4 Governmental Attitude Regarding International and
Nongovernmental Investigation of Alleged Violations
of Human Rights.

On numerous occasions, Interim Government President Sawyer
declared the IGNU's commitment to human rights. Two fledgling
human rights groups formed in 1991 and conducted public
meetings and other activities. One issued the first of what it
hopes will become a regular publication on human rights. The
attitude of the NPFL government was not clear. Its conduct to
date has been less than exemplary. One human rights
organizations based in NPFL territory was established in 1991.

In August a representative of Africa Watch visited Monrovia and
later successfully traveled to NPFL areas. However, a
delegation of the New York-based Lawyers' Committee on Human
Rights, which also visited Monrovia in August, did not go to
NPFL areas because an NPFL escort failed to meet the delegates
as previously arranged.
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Section 5 Discrimination Based on Race, Sex, Religion,
Language, or Social Status.

The roots of the civil conflict can be found in the historical
division between the Americo-Liberians, who for over 150 years
dominated the political, economic, and cultural life of the
country, and the ethnic groups in the interior. The latter
frequently complained of government discrimination in many
areas, such as access to education and civil service jobs and
to infrastructure development. The coup mounted by Sergeant
Doe and other noncommissioned officers in 1980 was seen as a
revolution, with the interior groups taking power from the
Americo-Liberian elites. However, Doe's authoritarian,
military-based regime exacerbated ethnic tensions while
subverting the democratic reform process, exemplified in the
1985 Constitution, through rigged elections. During the Doe
regime, resentment grew over domination by, and government
favoritism toward, his tribe, the Krahns.

The 1985 Constitution prohibited discrimination based on ethnic
background, race, sex, creed, place of origin or political
opinion. However, it also provides that only "persons who are
Negroes or of Negro descent" may be citizens or own land,
denying full rights to many who have lived their lives in
Liberia. There was no indication that this prohibition had
been relaxed by either Monrovia's Interim Government or
Gbarnga's NPFL government.

The status of women in Liberian society varies by region, with
women holding some skilled jobs, including cabinet-level
positions, in both the IGNU and NPFL Governments. In urban
areas and along the coast, women can inherit land and
property. In rural areas, where traditional customs are
stronger, a woman is normally considered the property of her
husband and his clan and is not usually entitled to inherit
from her husband. Women in rural areas are responsible for
much of the farm labor and have had only limited access to
education. According toa recent U.N. study, females in
Liberia receive only about 28 percent of the schooling given to
males. In the massive violence inflicted on civilians during.
the conflict, women have suffered the gamut of abuses,
especially rape. Even prior to the war, domestic violence
against women was extensive but never seriously addressed by
the Government or women's groups as an issue. There were no
statistics on domestic violence against women, but it was
considered to be-fairly common. Female circumcision was, and
almost certainly still is, widely practiced in rural areas.

During the height of the civil war, a person's language was
used to identify him or her by ethnic group. Those from groups
considered hostile frequently were summarily executed. The
cease-fire in late 1990 stopped most of these abuses. However,
NPFL reprisals against the Krahn, particularly in Grand Gedeh,
continued well into 1991 (see Section l.g.).

Section 6 Worker Rights

a. The Right of Association

The Constitution states that workers have the right to
associate in trade unions. Over 20 trade unions were
registered with the Ministry of Labor before the civil war,
representing roughly 15 percent of the work force in the wage
economy. Ten national unions were members of the Liberian
Federation of Labor Unions (LFLU). However, the actual power
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these unions exercised was limited. The previous government
did not recognize the right of civil servants or employees of
public corporations to unionize or strike. Like virtually all
other organized activity in the country, unions disappeared
during the height of the war in mid-1990, and union activity
remained limited in 1991. While some large-scale operations
involving rubber and other extractive industries partially
resumed in NPFL areas, it is not known if union activity
associated with these industries resumed.

In April 1990, the U.S. Trade Representative announced that
Liberia's status as a beneficiary of trade preferences under
the Generalized System of Preferences program had been
suspended as a result of the Doe government's failure to take
steps to provide internationally recognized worker rights. The
suspension remained in effect throughout 1991.

Labor unions have traditionally affiliated with international

labor groups.

b. The Right to Organize and Bargain Collectively

In 1991 workers' rights to organize and bargain collectively
were moot because of the lack of economic enterprise,
especially in Monrovia where only a few businesses resumed
operations, usually with reduced staffing. With the important
exception of civil servants and employees of public
corporations, prior to the civil war workers enjoyed the right
to organize and bargain collectively. Labor laws had the same
force in Liberia's one export processing zone as in the rest of
the country.

The 1991 report of the Committee of Experts (COE) of the
International Labor Organization (ILO) reiterated that Liberian
labor legislation fails to provide workers adequate protection
against discrimination and reprisals for union activity, fails
to protect workers' organizations against outside interference,
and does not give eligible workers in the public sector the
opportunity to bargain collectively.

c. Prohibition of Forced or Compulsory Labor

The Constitution prohibits forced labor, but even before the
civil war this prohibition was widely ignored in rural areas,
where farmers were pressured into providing free labor on
"community projects" which often benefited only local leaders.
Forced labor was used by some or all of the warring factions
during the civil war, especially for moving equipment and
supplies. Some vestiges persisted in 1991; for example, a
local newspaper reported that following the incursion into
Sierra Leone in March, the NPFL used forced labor in Lofa
County to move supplies to the border. According to the same
source, forced labor was also used to clean up several major
towns in Lofa County. There was at least one report of the
NPFL forcing local villagers to set up a communal farm to feed
its soldiers, also in Lofa County.

d. Minimum Age for Employment of Children

Under the Doe government, the law prohibited employment of
children under age 16 during school hours in the wage sector.
Enforcement by the Ministry of Labor, however, was very
limited. Even before the civil war, small children continued
to assist their parents as vendors-in local markets and on
family subsistence farms. During the conflict, the NPFL and
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INPFL recruited yQung children,- some less than 12 years of age,
as soldiers. Many of these children had been orphaned during
the war. Whilq some children remained under arms, neither
group was believed to have recruited additional children as
soldiers in 1991.

e. Acceptable Conditions of Work

The labor law provides for a minimum wage, paid leave,
severance benefits, and safety standards. Before the economy
collapsed, the legal minimum wage varied according to
profession but still did not provide a decent standard of
living for a worker and his family and had to be supplemented
by other sources of income, including subsistence farming.
There had also been health and safety standards, in theory
enforced by the Ministry of Labor. In view of the low level of
economic activity in divided Liberia during 1991, these various
regulations were not adhered to by many employers, and there
was no attempt at enforcement.
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charge that the Government colludes with employers to inhibit union organizational
activities in the workplace.

c. Prohibition of Forced or Compulsory Labor.-The 1987 Employment Act pro-
hibits forced or compulsory labor, and there is no indication that such labor is prac-
ticed.

d. Minimum Age for Employment of Children.-The legal minimum age for em-
ployment in commercial or industrial enterprises is 14. In practice, however, chil-
dren under 14 are often employed in the textile and garment sector and in family
owned businesses. As much as 15 percent of the textile work force of some 12,000-
15,000 may be children between the ages of 12 and 15, according to a 1994 US.
Department of Labor study. There are prohibitions against the employment of mi-
nors in commercial, industrial, or nonfamily enterprises involving hazardous or dan-
gerous working conditions, but enforcement is very lax. The Ministry of Labor and
Employment's inspectorate is grossly understaffed. Basotho under 18 years of age
may not be recruited for employment outside of Lesotho. In Lesotho's traditional so-
ciety, rigorous working conditions for the country's young "herdboys" are considered
a prerequisite to manhood and a fundamental feature of Basotho culture beyond the
reach of labor laws.

e. Acceptable Conditions of Work-Wages are low despite the Government's April
decision to raise statutory minimum wages for various types of work. Monthly mini-
mum wages in the established categories range from the equivalent of $83 (294
Maloti) for an unskilled laborer to $161 (565 Maloti) for a heavy vehicle driver. At
the low end, minimum wages are insufficient to ensure a minimum decent standard
of living for a worker and family. Most wage earners supplement their income
through subsistence agriculture or remittances from relatives employed in South Af-
rica. Many employers in Lesotho now pay more than minimum wages in an effort
to attract and retain motivated employees.

The 1993 Labor Code spolls out basic worker rights, including a 45-hour work-
week, a weekly rest period of at least 24 hours, 12 days' paid leave per year, and
paid public holidays. The Code requires employers to provide adequate light, ven-
tilation, and sanitary facilities for employees, and to install and maintain machinery
to minimize the risk of injury. In practice, employers generally follow these regula-
tions only within the wage economy, in urban areas, and the Ministry of Labor and
Employment enforces the regulations haphazardly. The Labor Code does not explic-
itly protect the right of work ers to remove themselves from hazardous situations
without prejudice to employment. But Labor Code sections on safety in the work-
place, and dismissal, imply that dismissal in such circumstances would not be legal.

LIBERIA

In 1994 Liberia remained a country increasingly divided factionally and geo-
gaphically, even though warring factions did conclude an agreement in late Decem-
ber on ending the country's civil war. The Liberian National Transitional Govern-
ment (LNTG) was seated after much delay in March as the successor to the Interim
Government of National Unity (IGNU), which along with the National Patriotic
Front of Liberia (NPFL) and the United Liberation Movement for Democracy in Li-
beria (ULIMO) signed the July 1993 Cotonou Peace Agreement under the aegis of
the Economic Community of West African States (ECOWAS), the United Nations,
and the Organization of African Unity. The Cotonou Accord did not, however re-
solve the basic factional differences over political power or lead to the projected de-
mobilization of the warring factions, or to planned free elections. In fact, the three
groups that signed the Accord mushroomed to seven competing political-military
grups which renewed factional fighting, thereby preventing the LNTG from extend-
ing its authority outside greater Monrovia andthe corridor to Buchanan (see Sec-
tions 1.g. and 3). Throughout much of the year, the shifting factional military action
served to keep Charles Taylor's NPFL forces, which almost captured Monrovia in
late 1992, on the defensive.

In the confusing Liberian mosaic of political/military forces, an eighth group, com-
posed of civilian political parties and other interest groups, convened a National
Conference in August to pressure the armed factions to disarm and implement other
Cotonou Accord provisions. The Conference strongly opposed a new agreement
reached on September 12 in Akosombo, Ghana, by the Cotonou signatories, includ-
ing the Armed Forces of Liberia (AFL) replacing the dissolved IGNU, under the aus-
pices of ECOWAS Chairman Ghanaian President Jerry Rawlings. The Conference
participants insisted that the new accord excessively favored warring-faction inter-
ests. While fighting raged in Liberia between followers of the faction leaders meet-
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ing in Ghana, Rawlings continued to consult with the various Liberian parties, in-
cluding the National Conference. Their leaders signed the Akosomb Clarification
Agreement (three parties) and the Agreement of Acceptance and Accession (five par-
ties including the National Conference) on December 21 in Accra. The Accra Ac-
cords rovide for a cease-fire on December 28 and established a 5-member ruling
council to be inaugurated in early 1995 to govern the country, including conduct the
November 1995 elections, until an elected government takes over in January 1996.

The key military force supporting the LNTG remained the ECOWAS Cease-Fire
Monitoring Group (ECOMOG). At year's end, ECOMOG was composed of 6,000-
8,000 troops--down from 12,000 in July-from six West African and two East Afri-
can countries, although over half of the force was Nigerian. Initially a peacekeeping
force, ECOMOG increasingly became the interim Government's de facto arm and
in addition, assumed many police powers within the Monrovia perimeter. ECOMOG
was effective in its military role in maintaining relative calm within the Monrovia-
Buchanan perimeter and for promptly putting down a September 15 coup attempt
by a general from the ArmedForces of Liberia (AFL), who deserted in 1990, and
dissident AFL supporters. Some ECOMOG soldiers have, however, also earned an
unenviable reputation for a variety of illegal activities. ECOMOG reassigned several
officers who were believed b outside observers to be engaged in activities detrimen-
tal to the peae process espite continuing criticism of ECOMOG behavior by
human rights monitors, the majority of ECOMOG forces conducted themselves well
during the year.

The civil war-ravaged economy, previously based primarily on iron ore, rubber,
timber, diamond, and gold exports, remainedstagnant. Continued disruption of eco-
nomic activity, 80 to 90 percent unemployment across all sectors except government,
massive displacements of civilians wanton destruction, and looting have all dev-
astated theproductive capacity of Liberia despite its rich natural endowments and
potential sel-ssufficiency in agriculture. Massive emergency operations by the United
Nations, as well as by American and other Western-based relief agencies and non-
governmental organizations (NGO's) continued throughout the year in ECOMOG-
controlled areas. However, they were periodically suspended in other parts of the
country because of fighting, harassment, and detention of relief personnel; looting
of relief agency supplies and vehicles; and occasional seemingly arbitrary security
restrictions imposed by ECOMOG.

The number of human rights abuses unquestionably rose with the increased level
of conflict across the country, including the massacre of over 65 civilians by incon-
clusively identified attackers in a Monrovia suburb on December 15. There were
many credible charges that all factions flagrantly disregarded fundamental humani-
tarian values. Human rights monitors also criticized ECOMOG for incidents of
human rights abuse. Since 1989, when Liberia's population was recorded at 2.4 mil-
lion, an estimated 300,000 persons, most of them civilians, have been killed or
wounded as a result of the conflict, and close to800,000 have taken refuge in neigh-
boring countries. An estimated 1.1 million people have been displaced within Liberia
since the war began. Approximately 130,000 Sierra Leonean refugees were also dis-
placed repeatedly throughout the year, some landing finally within the safe haven
of Monrovia. In all combat arenas, fleeing displaced persons reported villages looted
and burned, use of excessive force; arbitrary detentions; impressment, particularly
of children under the age of 18 into the NPFL and ULIMO-Mandingo forces; torture;
individual and gang rape; summary executions- mutilations and cannibalism. In the
absence of progress on disarmament and demobilization, the U.N. Observer Mission
in Liberia (UNOMIL) began drawing down its 443-member staff in August. The
fighting and looting became so ferocious in September that all humanitarian assist-
ance outside the Tubmanburg-Monrovia-Buchanan perimeter was halted, although
several NGO's resumed modest food deliveries into the interior in November and
December. No progress was made in resolving outstanding incidents of past human
rights abuses.

Although obeisance was paid to the 1985 Constitution, the Penal Code, and the
Labor Code, because of the violent conditions obtaining up country and the over-
crowding and destitute conditions for a large percentage of people living in and near
Monrovia, the rights provided by these documents were largely moot.

RESPECT FOR HUMAN RIGHTS

Section 1. Respect for the Integrity of the Person, Including Freedom From:
a. Political and Other Extrajudicial Killing.-Indiscriminate killings increased

sharply from the previous year. Although professing adherence to the rule of law,
the leaders of the warring factions condoned and, in some instances, seemingly en-
couraged the murderous savagery that affected the civilian population more than
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the combatants (see Section 1.g.). Despite claims to be the national army, the AFL
acted as a warring faction, and AFL troops frequently engaged in a variety of
human rights abuses including alleged extrajudicial killings.

Individual ECOMOG soldiers, serving a dual role as peacekeepers and peace en-
forcers, committed several extrajudicial killings, such as the shooting death of a uni-
versity professor on November 1 for running a checkpoint. The soldier was awaiting
trial at year's end. In another case, ECOMOG court-martialed a soldier for killing
a civilian and reportedly executed him. In contrast to the leaders of the warring fac-
tions, the ECOMOG high command was committed to bringing soldiers involved in
crimes against civilians to justice. There were no reports of ECOMOG soldiers com-
mitting political killings.

On March 21, a Turkish citizen convicted of murder reportedly died of starvation
in the Monrovia central prison. There was a cursory investigation undertaken by
the LNTG's National Security Agency, but the authorities took no action to punish
those responsible for the prisoner's death. Inmates credibly accused the guards of
stealing the food provided for prisoners.

In the many killings committed by the warring factions, it was often impossible
to sort out whether they were politically motivated or driven by tribal hatred. How-
ever, the savage killing of a judge of Lofa County in January by the ULIMO-
Mandingo faction appeared to have clear political intent (see Section 1.g.). There
were also unconfirmed but credible reports of Muslim ULIMO-Mandingo fighters
executing civilians in Lofa County for religious and ethnic reasons (see Section 5).

There were no reports that factions punished fighters for politically motivated
killings, but combatants of all factions were routinely executed for offenses in the
eyes of their commanders, as in the case of Nixon Gaye, field commander of the
largest NPFL unit. He was shot August 27 in his reported mutiny attempt against
Charles Taylor and died of his injuries along with an unreported number of his sup-
porters. Dissident NPFL cabinet ministers claimed Gaye was tortured to death after
being wounded. Charles Taylor admitted on December 23 ordering the executions
of several of his senior military commanders because of alleged connivance in the
September loss of Gbarnga.

b.Disappearance.-In the area under LNTGIECOMOG control, there were no
known disappearances. NPFL and ULIMO-Mandingo forces were responsible for
many unexplained disappearances, notably by impressment of children (see Sections
5 and 6.d.). Many families remained divided among those living in Monrovia, those
located in other parts of Liberia, and those who fled the country and have not yet
returned. The International Committee of the Red Cross (ICRC) has a family trac-
ing program but, because of the inaccessibility of major sectors of the country
throughout the year, located only a small percentage of the missing persons brought
to its attention. In the wake of fighting in Bong and Maryland counties in Septem-
ber and October, a new wave of approximately 200,000 refugees flooded into Guinea
and Cote d'Ivoire. Many of these refugees were unable to contact family members.

c. Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman, or Degrading Treatment or Punishment.-
While the 1985 Constitution prohibits torture and other degrading treatment, inhu-
man treatment continued to be frequent. In the greater Monrovia area under
ECOMOG control, with a better educated populace, a freer press, the presence of
national and international human rights and humanitarian aid groups, there were
fewer reports of torture than in the past (see Section 1.d.). Although the Supreme
Court ruled that "trial by ordeal" or "sassywood"--commonly, the placement of a hot
metal object on a suspect's body to induce confession in a criminal investigation-
is unconstitutional, the Ministry of Internal Affairs continued to employ licensed
agents who subjected suspects to this practice. A leading Monrovia-based human
rights rup brought suit in March seeking compensatory damages for injuries sus-
tained by victims of the continuing practice of sassywood. Tribal courts, which use
this traditional mode of justice, did not function because of the disruptions of the
civil war.

Eyewitnesses report that ECOMOG soldiers beat and humiliated persons at
ECOMOG checkpoints in Monrovia, often for curfew violations. After ECOMOG de-
tained prominent businessman and Unity Party stalwart Peter Bonner Jallah in No-
vember 1992 for allegedly abetting the NPFL surprise attack against Monrovia, it
released him in May. Jallah credibly claimed that ECOMOG and the preceding gov-
ernment's intelligence officers had beaten him in the head with a gun butt, adminis-
tered electrical charges to his body, burned him about the genitals with gasoline,
and handcuffed him so tightly that he now suffers nerve damage in his hands (see
Section 1.d.).

NPFL fighters stripped, beat, and tortured civilians at numerous highway check-
points in NPFL areas, usually in connection with extortion or other forms of intimi-
dation. The NPFL reportedly detained and tortured two traditional chiefs who went
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to NPFL headquarters in Gbarnga in August to convince Charles Taylor to send
representatives to the National Conference in Monrovia.

Roving bands of ULIMO-Krahn and ULIMO-Mandingo fighters raided villa.ges in
Cape Mount and Bomi counties, pillaging, beating, raping, and murdering civilians
as they went. There are similar documented reports of primarily Liberian Peace
Council (LPC) depredations in the southeastern counties. On June 28 ULIMO-
Krahn fighters attacked the UNOMIL regional headquarters in Tubmanburg, beat
and tortured six U.N. observers, and completely looted-the headquarters.

All warring factions regularly committed various forms of torture and mistreat-
ment of civilians, including individual and gang rape and other violence against
women.

Conditions in government jails continued to be life-threatening. Officials fre-
quently denied prisoners medical care, family contacts, and adequate food; cells re-
mained small, crowded, and filthy. Female prisoners were held in separate cells in
the central prison, but there were no separate facilities for juvenile offenders. In
1994, however, the LNTG and ECOMOG regularly granted human rights groups ac-
cess to prisoners in Monrovia, and these groups frequent obtained needed medical
treatment for their clients. In a number of cases, the pro no work of human rights
groups and interested individuals resulted in the release of prisoners, especially
those whose cases were pending "further examination."

The conditions of detention outside Monrovia were even worse. When detained,
prisoners were held in makeshift, substandard facilities and subjected to various

rms of mistreatment, beth physical and psychological--including beatings, rape,
and threatened executions. More often, however, displaced persons reported that
"authorities" either let prisoners go or shot them on the spot.

d. Arbitrary Arrest, Detention, or Exile.-The 1985 Constitution prohibits arbi-
trary arrest and provides for the rghts of the accused, including warrants for ar-
rests and the right of detainees either to be charged or released within 48 hours.
In practice, police officers often disregarded these rights and made arbitrary arrests.
Many police officers accepted bribes to arrest persons based on unsubstantiated alle-
gations. At times they failed to inform detainees of the charges against them, and
often charges went unrecorded. The LNTG Ministry of Justice moved to protect citi-
zens' rights by issuing new procedural guidelines to the Bureau of Corrections, lim-
iting the persons authorized to commit suspects to jail, and filing writs of dismissal
for detainees who were not processed correctly.

ECOMOG soldiers played the major role in policing the greater Monrovia area,
and citizens continued to turn to ECOMOG soldiers rather than the unarmed police
force to arrest and detain alleged criminals. Detentions by ECOMOG peacekeepers
frequently did not satisfy internationally recognized standards, and there were
unconfirmed reports that ECOMOG coerced confessions from suspects. ECOMOG
did, however, regularly allow NGO's access to prisoners in its various detention cen-
ters. As a result of politician Peter Bonner Jalla's 18-month detention without
charge, the Center for Law and Human Rights Education filed a writ with the Su-
preme Court calling for a definition of ECOMOG's arrest and detention powers. In
its controversial September decision, the Supreme Court stated that ECOMOG "as
a peacekeeping force has no legal right to arrest and detain any citizen." Toward

ers end, EOMOG and various Liberian security and law enorcement agencies
established a joint task force" intended to appropriately apportion responsibilities
and overall security duties.

Although the AFL claims to be the national army, ill-disciplined AFL troops fre-
quently committed some of the most serious human rights abuses (see Sections l.a.
and 1.g.). For example, on June 24, AFL soldiers entered the UNOMIL Demobiliza-
tion Center at Schiefflin and detained the staff for 3 days after which they looted
the Center. On September 15, under the direction of a U.S.-domiciled former AFL
general, some AFL soldiers attempted a coup against the Government, seizing the
executive mansion. ECOMOG forces swiftly put down the attempted coup and cap-
tured leader Charles Julue, 78 AFL supporters, and 5 civilians. After a 3-week
probe, ECOMOG released 40 soldiers and detained 38 for court-martial. It turned
the five civilians over to the civilian judiciary. The trial of the five began on October
14 but was suspended as of year's end because of procedural and security issues.
The AFL court-martial of Julue, three other generals, and others began on Novem-
ber 16 but suffered repeated delays due to security concerns caused by dissident
AFL soldiers.

While accurate arrest information was unavailable, charged and uncharged pre-
trial detainees in the Monrovia area formed a sizable portion of the total incarcer-
ated population. Human rights grups reported that approximately one-third to one-
half of the prisoners (average 75) at any given moment at the Monrovia central pris-
on compound had not been tried. Modest reforms within the court system, such as
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limiting the time frame for argument, reduced somewhat the backlog of judicial
cases. Except for the September coup suspects, there were no known political/secu-
rity detainees in the Monrovia area under LNTG jurisdiction, but it was impossible
to determine the number of such detainees elsewhere in the country.

On April 5, ECOMOG released 800 NPFL fighters who had been held for over a
year foloing their capture during the NPFLs October 1992 Operation Octopus"
attack on Monrvia. UNOMIL, whch had been charged under the 1993 Cotonou
Peace Accord with supervising a demobilization program, included the 800 in its ini-tial demobilization figure of 3,500.

The NPFL committed repened arbitrary detentions in its territory where martial
law has been in effect since the war began. NPFL fighters had almost unbridled
power to make arrests without warrants. They exercsed that power often and capri-
ciously, detaining persons, including U.N. military observers, on spurious grounds
or without charge or riods ranging from several hours to several weeks, as in the
case in May of an AFL colonel held for I month. The NPFL held 350 orphans whom
the NPFL abducted from Fatimah Cottage in October 1992, at Cuttington Univer-
sity College until the fighting reached Gbarnga in September. At the height of the
fighting, the children fled, with most of them joining the 150,000 displaced persons
still held by the NPFL at year's end near Toteta. UNOMIL was able to evacuate
58 of the orphans by helicopter before the security situation made flights impossible.

There were no reports of iberians being subjected to forced political exile.
e. Denial of Fair Public Tral.-The court structure is divided into four levels with

the Supreme Court at its apex. Under the 1985 Constitution, defendants have the
due process rights conforming to internationally accepted norms of fair trial. Most
of these rights, however, were ignored in practice.

By 1994 all levels of the court system, which had been devastated by the years
of civil war, were functioning in Monrovia although erratically. While corruption
and incompetent handling of cases remained a recurrent problemsome progress was
made in addressing problems in the judiciary, including requiring that circuit court
judges be law school graduates. The 1994 LNTG budget included the judiciary for
the first time in 4 years, which resulted in judges being given office facilities and
vehicles. The Supreme Court, composed of justices nominated by the warring fac-
tions, continued to operate.

In addition to the resurrection of the modern court system, customary law was
also applied in Monrovia. The Ministry of Internal Affairs subjected persons accused
of occurt practices and other crimes to "trial by ordeal," submitting defendants tophysical pain to adjudicate guilt or innocence (see Section 1.c.).

In the case of two AFL soldiers whom a military court found guilty of murder,
a leading human rights organization on their behalf appealed the death sentence
to the Supreme Court. The AFL, claiming no appeal was permitted from a court-
martial judgment, initially threatened to execute the prisoners but subsequently de-

ed action after the Supreme Court issued a restraining order. By year's end, the
Ministry of Defense had not constituted an appeal board.

Although in 1991 the NPFL also partially reactivated the court system in areas
under its control, legal and judicial protections have been almost totally lacking
since then. In the areas controlled by the other factions, there was little pretense
of due process; swift judgment was meted out by the faction leaders. Given the con-
tinuing war, it was not possible to determine the total number of political/security
detainees (see Section 1.d.) or political prisoners among the prisoners held by the
factions.

f. Arbitrary Interference With Privacy, Family, Home, or Correspondence.-While
the Constitution provides for these rights, there were many serious abuses of pri-
vacy and home-including confiscation of property and failure to obtain required
warrants--by the police and fighters of all the warring factions. According to the
Constitution, the police must have a warrant or a reasonable belief that a crime is
in progress, or is about to be committed, before entering a private dwelling. In prac-
tice, the police engaged in forced entry without a warrant to carry out arrests and
investigations.

Combatants of all the warring factions looted villages during the year, with
ULlMO-Krahn and ULIMO-Mandingo factions in Bomi and Cape Mount counties

and LPC and NPFL fighters in southeastern counties and elsewhere drawing con-
siderable public outrage. These forces pilfered virtually any item of value and regu-
larly demanded scarce food and personal valuables from already impoverished resi-
dents or displaced persons, often robbing them of their clothes and physically abus-
ing them, particularly at checkpoints. Confiscation of private homes and vehicles
was common practice.

These factions also used forced entry for purposes of intimidation. For example,
AFL soldiers made two raids on the Monrovia residence of a legislative representa-
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tive to harass the representative for his support of the new police director. In one
instance, an AFL soldier shot the representative's guard in the leg. The representa-
tive sent a formal letter to the Transitional Legislative Assembly accusing four
members of the AFL high command of attempted murder.

g. Use of Excessive Force and Violations of Humanitarian Law in Internal Con-
flict.-In 1994 the warring factions inflicted considerably more harm on non-
combatants than on each other. All factions indiscriminately ransacked villages and
confiscated scant food supplies. They deliberately targeted, tortured, and murdered
innocent civilians and regularly committed violence against women, children, and
the elderly.

The number and complexity of warring forces increased in 1994. In addition to
Charles Taylor's NPFL in the central counties, the anti-NPFL ULIMO split in
March into its two ethnic components, the ULIMO-Mandingo faction and the
ULIMO-Krahn faction. While there was intra-ULIMO fighting in the western coun-
ties, both ULIMO wings joined other groups, including the AFL, in fighting NPFL-
Taylor forces in central Liberia. Made up of remnants of late President Samuel
Doe's army, the AFL controlled pockets of terrain along the road to Buchanan and
a few areas in and around the Firestone Plantation. The LPC, a predominantly
Krahn group drawing major support from active and former AFL combatants,
emergedin late 1993 and made serious inroads in 1994 against the NPFL in the
south and eastern coastal region. Krahn ethnic loyalties closely linked the ULIMO-
Krahn, the AFL, and the LPC. The Lofa Defense Force (LDF) provided sporadic
challenge to ULIMO-Mandingo control of the northwest.

The NPFL also suffered a schism. In August a trio of dissident NPFL ministers,
who took their LNTG cabinet seats in April, declared Charles Taylor unseated as
Chairman of the NPFL's Central Revolutionary Committee. They joined other splin-
ter groups in an anti-Taylor coalition which artici ated with ULIMO-Mandingo
forces in a successful September attack on Taor's Gbarnga headquarters which he
reoccupied in December (see Section l.a.).

There were many incidents throughout the year in which civilians died. On June
9, LDF fighters reportedly massacred or summarily shot 75 civilians at Russie vil-
lag near Zorzor in Lofa county. On June 22, ULIMO-Mandingos massacred nine
civilians, including women and children, in Brewervile, Monterrado county. Wit-
nesses confirmed that ULIMO troops questioned the victims about their tribal back-
grounds and then killed or tortured them and threw their bodies into a well. In lateAugust, ULIMO-Krhn fighters massacred between 20 and 30 persons in Gbesseh

town, Cape Mount county. In September there were numerous reports of a "mas-
_sacre by ULIMO-Manding fighters who attacked Phebe Hospital near Gbarnga,
looting it and killing an unknown number of civilians, including several Phebe staffmembers. Subsequently, NPFL leader Charles Taylor implied the killings of civil-
ians at Phebe had been committed by members of the NPFL. In mid-December,
fighters of undetermined affliation attacked the Paynesvile suburb of Monrovia,
shooting, hacking, and burning 66 civilians to death.

Credible reports indicated that NPFL, ULIMO-Krahn, ULIMO-Mandingo, andLPC fighters committed acts of cannibalism. In some instances, the fighters ate spe-
cific organs in the belief that it would make the fighter stronger. Human rigts

groups estimated that _3 to 6 percent of combatants participated. Displaced persons
reported see"n severed extremities and extracted body parts, such as the heart of
a Lofa county judge displayed i the streets of Vojama after he was murdered by
ULIMO-Manding forcs. Often, it was impossible to know where the victim came
from or what had happened; on September 21, a diplomat came upon an unidenti-
fied, naked and tortured corpse (pieces of rope on the deceased's wrist) along the
main rad through a Monrovia suburb.

The NPFL took credit for mining the Bong MineKakata Read, the feeder rads
to the Monrvia-Buchanan Highway, and threatened to mine the Totota-Kakata
Highway if anyone attempted to save the 150,000 displaced persons in Totota. Three
mine explosions elsewhere killed several civilians andtwo ECOMOG soldiers.

Relief organizations estimated that 1.1 million persons have been internally dis-
placed since the war began. Most of these are dependent on humanitarian aid for
survival. Upper Lofa county, for instance, where a $1 million staging base in Vahun
had been gutted by mO brigands in December 1993, remained bere at of reief
oprations throughout the year nuse the security situation was too unstable to
allow relief workers to return. Fierce fighting in other sectors of the country ham-
pered humanitarian work. Faction leaders and their followers, suspicious of the pos-
sible supply of aid to the enemy, often refused to allow international and humani-
tarian relief agencies access beyond their checkpoints to distribute food and sup-
plies. U.N. and relief agencies reported continuous harassment and detention of
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their staffs, confiscation of vehicles, and looting of foodstuffs, medical supplies, and
gasoline.

In September interfactional warfare erupted in central Liberia with such renewed
brutality that over 200,000 Liberians fled their homes, some to the bush and others
into Guinea and the Ivory Coast. U.N. agencies and NGO's withdrew their up-coun-
try staffs after the NPFL took 43 U.N. observers hostage in various sectors of NPFL
territory and after millions of dollars of U.N. and humanitarian assistance supplies
and equipment had been stolen. Assistance outside the Monrovia and Buchanan
areas ground to a halt in September but resumed to a few locations at greatly re-
duced levels late in the year.

Various factions attacked ECOMOG peacekeeping forces throughout the year and
on a number of occasions took ECOMOG soldiers hostage. At least eight ECOMOG
soldiers lost their lives, and many were wounded. Similarly, the warring factions de-
tained UNOMIL staff members and at times tortured them.

ECOMOG soldiers also inflicted suffering on the civilian population. Individual
soldiers committed a number of serious illegal activities, including systematic
looting not only of small, easily transportable goods but also the stripping of entire
buildings for scrap to be sold abroad. Credible reports indicated that members of
ECOMOG facilitated the delivery of-if not delivering-weapons and ammunition to
the AFI LPC, and ULIMO combatants fighting to dislodge Taylor's NPFL. Alleg-
edly, some ECOMOG soldiers engaged in the illegal drug trade (heroin and cocaine)
and used Liberia as a transit point for drugs coming in from Nigeria and Ghana
for onward shipment. ECOMOG soldiers were also accused of using children as
young as 8 years of age as prostitutes.

Section 2. Respect for Civil Liberties, Including:
a. Freedom of Speech and Press.-These freedoms are provided for in the 1985

Constitution and, with some significant limitations, citizens generally exercised
these rights in Monrovia. Liberians are free to criticize the LNTG and ECOMOG,
although they usually show restraint and self-censorship in favor of the temporary
Governments.

Due primarily to continued economic stagnation, the number of publications in
Monrovia fluctuated from month to month. At year's end, there were eight privately
owned newspapers in Monrovia. While a restrictive, Doe-era media law providing
the Ministry of Information wide discretion in licensing and regulating journalists
remained on the books, official press censorship was not pervasive in Monrovia.
Also, there were no newspapers forcibly closed during the year. Reflecting local opin-
ion, most of the Monrovia press tended to be anti-NPFL; and some journalists ad-
mitted to self-censorship in favor of the interim governments.

Other journalists asserted that public calls by IGNU and subsequently LNTG offi-
cials for a 'more responsible" press had a chilling effect on journalistic freedom. At
times, government officials and senior ECOMOG officers, offended by articles, in-
sisted on meeting privately with journalists. Perhaps most chilling were the re-
ported threats to individualjournalists by persons claiming to represent one or an-
other of the warring factions. After a group of citizens from ULIMO territory pub-
lished a statement in Monrovia that ULIMO should relinquish control of the west-
ern counties to the LNTG, the ULIMO leadership threatened physical harm to jour-
nalists who published articles making such suggestions.

There was no overt general attempt to censor the press, such as the mid-1993 di-
rective from IGNU that journalists submit all "war-related" stories to the Ministries
of Information and Justice for clearance on national security grounds. At that time,
the Press Union of Liberia (PUL) and newspaper publishers objected to the measure
as a prior restraint, but the PUL and IGNU later compromised on guidelines for
milita reporting. Those guidelines continued in effect and undoubtedly constituted
part the basis for self-censorship. Except when fighting became too widespread,
international journalists were able to visit contested zones and to file reports with-
out official censorship. Because of the fighting, journalists from Monrovia cannot re-
port on events in NPFL areas, and vice versa.

Outside Monrovia, residents of Liberia exercised extreme care in their criticism
of the various factions. Although NPFL leader Charles Ta or affirmed publicly on
several occasions his su pport of free speech, citizens in Vs area were subject to
sanctions for criticizing the NPFL There were two pro-NPFL newspapers intermit-
tently published in NFL territory, but no newspapers were printed in ULIMO-or
LPC-controlled areas. Both NPFL papers were initially denied permission to cir-
culate in Monrovia by the LNTG because they were not legally "registered." LNTG
officials seized copies of one of the papers on at least one occasion.

ECOMOG, IGNU, and subsequently the LNTG supported a radio station (ELBC)
which broadcast progovernment (and at times sycophantic) programming through-
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out 1994. Many credible journalists alleged substantial censorship of ELBC. A pri-
vately owned radio station began broadcasting from Monrovia in October 1993 but
limited its news and commentary in order to avoid _possible governmental inter-
ference. The NPFL continued to operate intermittently at least one radio station,
which uncritically supported Charles Taylor.

The University of Liberia functioned throughout 1994 despite some delays caused
by financial problems. Academic freedom was generally respected, although the uni-
versity authorities and most of the student body criticized pro-NPFL expression.

b. Freedom of Peaceful Assembly and Association.-The Constitution provides for
the rights of peaceful assembly and association. ECOMOG, apparently with full
IGNU agreement, imposed a nighttime curfew in Monrovia from 7 p.m. to 7 a.m.
after the NPFL attack in 1992; the curfew continued in force. ECOMOG soldiers en-
forced the measure strictly and arrested numerous persons for noncompliance.
ECOMOG periodically meted out corporal punishment to repeat curfew violators.

The LNTG and ECOMOG permitted political parties and other groups to organize
freely and hold public meetigs in Monrovia but ECOMOG did prohibit an outdoor
peace rally in July and genera discouraged parades or demonstrations for security
reasons, The NPFL and ULIMO-Mandingo forces severely restricted freedom of as-
sembly and association in their areas. In other factions' areas, residents felt intimi-
dated and did not attempt demonstrations.

c. Freedom of Religon.-The 1985 Constitution recognizes freedom of religion as
a fundamental right, and Liberia has no established state religion. There was no
evidence of systematic violation of religious freedom by warring factions, but there
were isolated and sometimes violent incidents of religious repression by local fight-
ers, especially by Muslim ULIMO-Mandingo forces (see Section l.a.).

d. Freedom of Movement Within the Country, Foreign Travel, Emigration, and Re-
patriation.-The Constitution provides for freedom of movement throughout Liberia
as well as the right to leave or enter the country at will. ECOMOG monitored free-
dom of movement at checkpoints within Monrovia and around its perimeter.

Factional fighting interfered with freedom of movement, ranging from resettle-
ment of displaced persons to ordinary commerce and travel. ECOM1OG restricted the
movement of civilians, humanitarian aid and staffers at various times throughout
the year. All factions impeded the movement of relief workers and supplies and ex-
torted, humiliated, and harassed citizens at checkpoints and makeshift barricades.

Of a total estimated population of almost 2.7 million at the end of 1994, approxi-
mately 1.1 million Liberians have been internally displaced since 1990, and 776,000
were refugees in neighboring west African countries, many out of fear of ethnic per-
secution. The number of refugees fluctuated depending on the intensity and proxim-
ity of the fighting to population centers. Many of the displaced went to Monrovia,
including the 6,000 former refugees who returned to Liberia, reportedly because of
the security and more reliable relief supplies.

There were approximately 130,000 Sierra Leonean refugees in Liberia as the civil
war spilled over into Sierra Leone. Many Sierra Leoneans suffered mistreatment by
both ULIMO factions and the NPFL as they were displaced from camps in western
counties and made their way to camps in Lofa county, where approximately 70,000
reside, and camps in and around Monrovia.
Section 3. Respect for Political Rights: The Right of Citizens to Change Their Govern-

ment
Despite constitutional and statutory provisions for free and fair elections, Ibe-

rians could not exercise the right to change their government. Implementation of
the July 1993 Cotonou Accord and followup September 1994 Akosombo Agreement
lagged as the factions continued to argue at year's end over the detailed arrange-
ments and timetable for seating a new transitional government, disarmament, and
demobilization. The December Akosombo Clarification Agreement postponed elec-tions until November 1995 and the installation of an elected government until Janu-
he LNTG installed in March 1994 is a weak transition Government comprised

of representatives of the signatories to the Cotnou Accrd-IGNU, NPFI and
ULIMO. There is a 5-person Council of State appointed by the signatory factions,
a 35-member Transitional Legislative Assembly (TLA) also appointed by the fac-
tions, and the judiciary. At the end of the year, it remained to be seen whether the
factions could implement the new LNTG called for in the December 21 Accra agree-
ments.

There are no restrictions in law on the participation of women in politics; in prac-
tice, two women hold cabinet-level positions in the LNTG, and a few hold positions
in the legislature and judiciary. Overall numbers of women in the LNTG and the
various political parties are small.
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Section 4. Governmental Attitude Regarding International and Nongovernmental In-
vestigation of Alleged Violations of Human Rights

The interim governments have permitted domestic and international groups to op-
erate freely. The few domestic human rights organizations are relatively new and
underfunded but made progress improving their influence, visibility, and perform-
ance.

There were no domestic human rights organizations extant outside the ECOMOG-
controlled areas due to the warn factions hostility to such organizations.
Section 5. Discrimination Based on Race, Sex, Religion, Disability, Language, or So-

cial Status
The 1985 Constitution prohibits discrimination based on ethnic background, race

sex, creed, place of origin, or political opinion, but discrimination exists in fact and
in some cases in law.

Women.-The status of women varies by region, ethnic group, and religion. Before
the outbreak of the civil war, women held one-quarter of the professional and tech-
nical occupations available in Monrovia. Some women currently hold skilled jobs in
government, including in the Cabinet legislature, and judiciary. On the whole, how-
ever, the lot of women deteriorated dramatically with the onset of war, the closing
of many schools, and the loss of their traditional role in production, distribution and
sale of foodstuffs. In the past 3 years, several women's organizations formed in Won-
rovia and Gbarnga to advance family welfare issues, to help promote political rec-
onciliation, and to assist in rehabilitating former combatants as well as civilian vic-
tims of war. In urban areas, women can inherit land and property. In rural areas,
where traditional customs are stronger, a wife is normally considered the property
of her husband and his clan and usually is not entitled to inherit from her husband.

Women in most rural areas do much of the farm labor and have only limited ac-
cess to education. In the massive violence inflicted on civilians during the conflict,
women suffered the gamut of abuses (see especially Sections 1.c. and 1.g.). Even
prior to the war, domestic violence against women was extensive, but the Govern-
ment, the courts, the media and women's groups never seriously addressed the
issue. There are several NG6's in Monrovia and Buchanan which have developed
programs for treating abused women and girls and increasing their awareness of
their human rights.

Children.-In the civil war, the various sides have given almost no attention to
the welfare of children, whose education and nurturing have been seriously dis-
rupted. Many who were disabled, orphaned, abandoned, or "lost" during a military
attack on their homes or villages, reportedy accepted the protection and sustenance
that joining a faction brought. Both The NPFL and the ULIMO-Mandingos recruited
and trained children as cooks, spies, errand runners, guards, and in many instances
combatants. There were no precise figures on the number of child soldiers, but some
sources estimated that 10 percent of the 40,000 to 60,000 combatants are under 15
years of age. Many children are substance abusers and depend upon the factions
for supply. As a result, children have become both victims and abusers in the con-
flict. any suffer from posttraumatic stress disorder. Some NGO's have initiated
small retraining and rehabilitation programs for a limited number of former child
fighters (see Section 6.d.).

International health experts have condemned female genital mutilation (FGM),
including clitoridectomy, as physically and psychologically damaging to the girls and
young women on whom the operation is performed. In some instances, female health
professionals in the tribes have successfully participated in the ceremony to the ex-
tent of providing hygienic conditions and postoperative care. FGM is practiced pri-
marily on young girls by northern, western, and central tribes, particularly in rural
areas and among traditional societies. According to an independent expert in the
field, the percentage of Liberian females who have undergone this procedure may
be as high as 60 percent. Although there was one newspaper report of a failed at-
tempt to force a girl in Monrovia to undergo the procedure, it was difficult to con.
firm the extent to which this procedure was practiced in 1994 by Liberia's uprooted,
displaced, and often inaccessible population. The most extreme form of FGM,
infibulation, is notpracticed in Liberia.

National/Racial[Ethnic Minorities.-Although the Constitution bans ethnic dis-
crimination, it also provides that only "persons who are negroes or of negro descent"
may be citizens or own land, thus denying full rights to many who were born or
lived most of their lives in Liberia. There has been no legislative initiative to repealthis racial test. The 1975 Economic "Liberianization" Law prohibits foreign owner-

ship of certain businesses, such as travel agencies, retail gasoline stations, and beer
and soft drink distributors. This law resulted in the rejection of several foreign-owned business proposals.
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The roots of the civil conflict can be found in the historical division between the
Americo-Liberian minority, who, despite representing less than 5 percent of the pop-
ulation, for over 150 years dominated the political, economic, and cultural life of the
country, and the indigenous ethnic groups. The latter frequently complained of gov-
ernment discrimination in many areas, such as access to education and civil service
jobs and to infrastructure development.

The authoritarian military-based regime established after the 1980 coup mounted
by Sergeant Doe and other AFL noncomissioned officers progressively exacerbated
ethnic tensions while subverting the democratic reforms embodied in the 1985 Con-
stitution. During the Doe regime, resentment grew over domination of government
by Doe's ethnic group, the Krahns, which reprsent approximately 4 percent of thepopulation. Throughout the civil war, the factions have used an individual's lan-guage to identify ethnicity and ofte summarily executed those from groups consid-
ered hostile. The UIMO faction split in March along Krahn-Mandingo lines andfought each other and the NPFL. The NPFL, supported by the Gio and Manogroups, waged war against four preponderantly ethnically constituted factions, three
of them Krahn: The predominately Krahn AFL troops in and around Monrovia, the
Krahn LPC along the southern coast and north into (Krahn) Grand Gedeh county,
and the ULIMO-Krahns in Bong county. The ULIMO-Mandingos made incursions
against the NPFL in Bong county and from early September until December held
control of Gbarnga, the NPFL stronghold (see Section ILg.).

Religious Minorities.-While the law prohibits religious discrimination, there were
claims of discrimination in practice. Some Muslims, who represent a growing share
of the population, believe that Liberia's secular culture gives preference to Chris-
tianity in civic ceremony and observances, and that discrimination spills over into
areas of individual opportunity and employment. The Muslim education system
stresses religious as opposed to skills-based learning. As a result, the authorities
frequently by-passed Muslims for the highly sought-after technical and bureaucratic
jobs avail able in government. In addition, many Liberian Muslims believe that their
access to jobs and rles in public life is restricted by an anti-Muslim bias in many
sectors of Liberian society with a predominately Christian orientation.

People With Disabilities.-The protracted civil war has produced a large numberof persons with permanent injuries in addition to persons disabled from other
causes. There is no legal discrimination against the disabled, but in practice they
do not enjoy equal access to education, employment, and scant social services. There
are no laws mandating accessibility to public buildgs or services.
Section 6. Worker Rights

a. The Right of Association.-The 1985 Constitution states that workers, except
military and police, have the right to associate in trade unions (see also Section
6.b.). However, as with virtually all other organized activity in the country, unions
disappeared during the height of the 1989-90 war. With the signing of the July
1993 Cotonou Peace Accord, many industries planned to resume, and affectedunions began reorganizing and attempting to locate members. However, union ef-
forts to reorganize generally faltered in 1994 as factional fighting increased. The
most active organization was the Ship Workers' Union.

The 1985 Constitution is silent on the right to strike. While the Labor Code pro-
vides for this right, the Doe government issued a no-strike decree in 1980. Govern-
ments up to 1990 intimidated labor officials, assuring a generally docile work forceand labor environment. Neither of the subsequent IGNU and LNTG legislative as-
semblies repealed or afirmed the no-strike decree, which was not challenged in
1994 as there were no strikes. During the year, the LNTG took no discriminatoryactions against organized labor.

In 1990 the US. Government suspended Liberia's eligibility for trade benefits
under the Generalized System of Preferences because of its violations of worker
rights.

Labor unions have traditionally affiliated freely with international labor groups.b. The Right to Organize and Bargain Collectively-With the important exception
of civil servants, workers (including employees of public corporatio ns and autono-
mous agencies) have the right to organize and bargain collectively. In the past, laborand employers negotiated agreements freely thout government interferene. In
1994 these rights were largely moot because of the lack of economic enterprise, espe-
cially in Monrovia, where only a few businesses resumed operations, usually with
reduced staffing. There were no formal mechanisms in place for resolving com-
plaints of discrimination against union workers.There was no activity in Liberia's one export processing zone (EPZ) which has
been inoperativ e 990when fighting reachedtheeo of Monrovia. When
operational, labor laws have the same force in the EPZ as elsewhere in the country.
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c. Prohibition of Forced or Compulsory Labor.-The Constitution prohibits forced
labor, but even before the civil war local authorities widely ignored this prohibition
in rural areas where farmers were pressured into providing free labor on "commu-
nity projects," which often benefited only local leaders. The warring factions used
forced labor during the fighting, especially for moving equipment or supplies. Ac-
cording to credible reports, ULIMO-Mandingo fighters also used Sierra Leonean ref-
ugees to acquire food for them, occasioning the flight and repatriation of approxi-
mately 5,000 Sierra Leoneans from Vahun, Lofa county.

d. Minimum Age for Employment of Children.-Under the Doe government, the
law prohibited employment of children under age 16 during school hours in the
wage sector. This law is still technically in effect, but there is no enforcement. Even
earlier, enforcement by the Ministry of Labor was limited, and small children con-
tinued to assist their parents as vendors in local markets and on family subsistence
farms. This practice persisted in 1994, particularly in those areas where school had
been closed because of the war. Dur* the onflict the NPFL and ULIMO-
Mandingos recruited young children as soldiers, many of whom had been orphaned;
some were less than 12 years of age. Many of these children, especially in the
NPFL, remained under arms in 1994 (see Section 5).

e. Acceptable Conditions of Work.-The Labor Code provides for a minimum wage,
paid leave, severance benefits, and safety standards. Before the economy collapsed,
the legal minimum wage varied according to profession but did not generally pro-
vide a decent standard of living for a worker and family. (The minimum wage for
agricultural workers was approximately 90 cents per day, with industrial workers
receiving three or four times that amount.) Often workers were forced to supple-
ment their incomes through other activities to maintain a minimal standard of liv-
ing. Those not displaced turned to subsistence farming. The minimum wage was not
enforced adequately by the Ministry of Labor.

The Labor Code provides for a 48-hour, 6-day regular workweek with a 30-minute
rest period for every 5 hours of work. The 6-day workweek may extend to 56 hours
for service occupations and to 72 hours for miners, with overtime pay beyond 48
hours. In view of the low level of economic activity during 1994, most employers ig-
nored these various regulations, and there was very little attempt at enforcement
in the country.

Prior to 1990, there also had been government-established health and safety
standards, enforced in principle by the Ministry of Labor. Workers did not have a
legal right to remove themselves from dangerous work situations.

MADAGASCAR

Madagasca's 2-year transition from the 16-year authoritarian Socialist rule of
Didier Ratsiraka officially ended in 1993 with the fair election of Albert Zafy as
President in February and the selection by the new National Assembly in August
of Francisque Ravony as Prime Minister. Under the 1992 Constitution, power is di-
vided between the President, the Prime Minister and his Government, and the Na-
tional Assembly. The year was dominated by the failure of the new leadership to
agree on the pace and scope of a coherent economic reform (structural adjustment)
program in order to come to an agreement with the International Monetary Fund
(IMF) and the World Bank. The Ravony Government's decision to devalue the Mala-
gasy franc in May was an important step in the direction of an agreement. Absent
appropriate accompanying measures, however, and with the printing of new money,
the resulting inflation increased resistance to further structural adjustment meas-
ures. An impasse between opponents and advocates of the structural adjustment
program led in July to a vote on a motion of censure against the Government in
the National Assembly. The motion failed, but provoked, nonetheless, a cabinet
reshuffle in August, and at year's end the leadership had still not agreed upon a
firm course of action.

The Government further increased civilian control over the military. Under the
new leadership, mixed commands of military, gendarmerie, and the National Police
are responsible for internal security. The Government did not reduce the overall size
of the security forces but did change some of the key personnel in the 1,800-man
Presidential Security Guard, which had been loyal to Ratsiraka and responsible for
violence aimed at upsetting the electoral process in 1992. The intelligence wing, the
Directorate General of Internal and External Investigations and Documentation
(DGIDIE), reports to the President. There were occasional reports of police brutality
of detainees in 1994, and village-level law enforcement arrangements known as
"dinea were also responsible for some abuses.
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
FOR THE EASTERN DISTRICT OF PENNSYLVANIA

JANE W, in her individual capacity, and in
her capacity as the personal representative
of the estates of her relatives, James W,
Julie W and Jen W;

JOHN X, in his individual capacity, and in
his capacity as the personal representative of
the estates of his relatives, Jane X, Julie X,
James X and Joseph X;

JOHN Y, in his individual capacity;

AND JOHN Z, in his individual capacity,

Plaintiffs,

v.

MOSESW. THOMAS,

Defendant.

Case No. 2:18-CV-00569-PBT
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strikes in 1994, and the Government maintained it could not oblige their employers
to reinstate them. The Government was, however, successful in negotiating the rein-
statement of employees following several illegal strikes in 1995 and 1996. Security
forces violently suppressed some of the strikes in the textile, garment, and construc-
tion industries during 1994 and once during 1996.

There were no instances of governmental restrictions on international affiliations
or contacts by unions or their members.

b. The Right to Organize and Bargain Collectively.-All legally recognized trade
unions in principle enjoy the right to organize and bargam co llectively, but in prac-
tice the authorities often restrict these rights. Although there was some bargaining
between unions and employers to set wage and benefit rates, employers generally
continued to set wage rates through unilateral action.

Lesotho has several industrial zones, in which mostly textile and apparel firms
engage in manufacturing for export. All national labor laws apply in these industrial
zones.

c. Prohibition of Forced or Compulsory Labor.-The 1987 Employment Act pro-
hibits forced or compulsory labor, and there is no indication that such labor is prac-
ticed.

d. Minimum Age for Employment of Children.-The legal minimum age for em-
ployment in commercial or industrial enterprises is 14. In practice, however, chil-
dren under 14 are often employed in the textile and garment sector and in family-
owned businesses. As much as 15 percent of the textile work force of some 15,000
may be children between the ages of 12 and 15, according to a 1994 study by a for-
eign government. After visiting all 14 of Lesotho's nonartisan garment producers in
1994, the ILO, responding to a complaint by trade unions in the textile and clothing
industry, was not able to confirm the unions' allegation of illegal child labor.

There are prohibitions against the employment of minors in commercial, indus-
trial, or nonfianily enterprises involving hazardous or dangerous working conditions,
but enforcement is very lax. The Ministry of Labor and Employment's Inspectorate
is severely understaffed. Basotho youth under 18 years of age may not be recruited
for employment outside of Lestho. In traditional society, rigorous working condi-
tions for the ounty's young "herdboys" are onsidered a prerequisite to manhood
and a fundamental feature of Bastho culture beyond the reach of labor laws.

e. Acceptable Conditions of Work.-Wages are low. The monthly minimum wage
for unskilled labor is $68 (320 maloti); for a heavy vehicle operator it is $131 (616
maloti). Minimum wages in lower skilled jobs are insufficient to ensure a decent
standard of living for a worker and family. Most wage earners supplement their in-
come through subsistence agriculture or remittances from relatives employed in
South Africa. Many employers now pay more than minimum wages in an effort to
attract and retain motivated employees.

The labor code spells out basic worker rights, including a maximum 45-hour work-
week, a weekly rest period of at least 24 hours, 12 days of paid leave per year, and
paid public holidays. The Code requires employers to provide adequate light, ven-
tilation, and sanitary facilities for employees and to install and maintain machinery
in a manner deslgned to minimize the risk of injury. In practice employers generally
follow these regulations only within the wage economy in urban areas, and the Min-
istry of Labor and Employment enforces the regulations haphazardly. The Labor

does not explicitly protect the right of workers to remove themselves from haz-
ardous situations without prejudice to employment. However, labor code sections on
safety in the workplace and dismissal imply that dismissal in such circumstances
would be illegal.

LIBERIA

The Liberian civil war entered its seventh year with a continuation of death and
destruction. In April and May, Monrovia was nearly destroyed by fighting in the
capital. Up to 3,000 may have died and more than 2,000 foreign nationals were
evacuated. Almost half the population of the capital of 850,000 inhabitants was dis-
placed. The breakdown of law and order continued until West African peacekeepers
(ECOMOG) regained control of the city in late May.

The fighting in Monrovia jeopardized the Abuja peace process that was launched
in August 1995. A new peace accord-the fifteenth since the war began-was signed
in Abuja, Nigeria, on August 17. It called for a cease-fire, disarmament, demobiliza-
tion, reintegration, and the holding of national elections. The factions signing the
new accord included: the Nationa[ Patriotic Front of Liberia (NPFL); two ethnic
wings-Krahn and Mandingo-of the United Liberation Movement for Democracy in
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Liberia (ULIMO); and a coalition of anti-NPFL forces composed of the Liberian
Peace Council (LPC), the Lofa Defense Force, and a breakaway-NPFL group called
the Central Revolution Council (CRC). The second Abuja Accord contained provi-
sions for sanctions-such as travel restrictions, exclusion from elections, and estab-
lishment of a war crimes tribunal-for factions not complying with the peace agree-
ment.

Although the capital returned to relative quiet by late May, when ECOMOG re-
asserted its authority, the factions continued to wage war in the countryside beyond
the scheduled cease-fire date of August 20. A new State Council chair, Ruth Sando
Perry, assumed office on September 3, creating the third Liberian National Transi-
tional Government (LNTG III). Given noncompliance with phase one of the peace
process (implementation of a cease-fire and disengagement of fighters), phase two
(disarmament and demobilization), which began November 22, faced formidable hur-
dles.

As an institution, the Armed Forces of Liberia (AFL) remained largely inactive.
Many AFL Krahn soldiers, however, joined Krahn LPC troops in April and May to
fight against the NPFL and ULIMO-Mandingo forces in Monrovia. There was a
small corps of nonfactionalized AFL soldiers w o remained neutral in the April-May
events and stayed, unarmed, in the Barclay Training Center.

The Liberia National Police (LNP) and the National Security Agency (NSA),
which report to the Ministry of Justice, together with the Special Security Services,
which reports directly to the LNTG, alsoehave responsibility for internal security,but they lacked the leadership, resources, and training to function effectively. The
LNTG II appointment of a poie director and top management team from one of
the factions further reduced the effectiveness of the LNP. A special Rapid Response
Unit (RRU), formed in 1995 to combat soaring violent crime in Monrovia, was infil-
trated and corrupted by the NPFL. A new Minister of Justice appointed in Septem-
ber disbanded the RRU. However, she was dismissed in December and her successor
anuounced he would reconstitute the RRU. Members of the RRU committed serious
human rights abuses.

ECOMOG was the key military force supporting the LNTG 1II, as it was for all
previous interim governments. At the end of 1996, ECOMOG claimed to have ap-
proximately 7,200 troops from 6 West African countries; over half were Nigerian.

egional governments, which had promised 2,700 additional troops for ECOMOG
after the Abuja II Accord was signed, had not followed through on their commit-
ments by the end of the year. In the absence of an effective central government,
ECOMOG assumed many police powers in areas under its control. In contrast to
previous years, there were no confirmed reports of ECOMOG committing human
rights abuses.

The economy, ravaged by civil war, remained in severe disarray. No reliable infor-
mation on the GDP is available. Prior to 1990, the economy was based primarily
on iron ore, rubber, timber, diamond, and gold exports. Ninety-five percent unem-
ployment, massive displacements of civilians throughout the country, and wide-
spread destruction and looting devastated productive capacity, despite the country's
rich natural resources and potential self-sufficiency in food. Meanwhile, the parallel
black market economy thrived as the faction leaders and businessmen exploited and
looted the wealth of the country. Using forced labor and stolen goods and fuel, they
logged old growth timber, used environmentally unsound mining methods, and ille-
gaily tapped robber trees in the areas under their control. The millions of dollars
of profits from these enterprises were used to purchase more munitions, reinforcingthe cycle of violence.

Factionally affiliated Government forces, factional forces, and agents were respon-
sible for numerous human rights abuses. Some individual AFL members committed
killings. RRU forces were responsible for killings, disappearances, and brutality.
Factional members of the RRU actively participated in pundering and burning the
capital in April and May, while threatemng and, in some cases, murdering civilians.
Ministry of Internal Affairs agents also used brutality against suspects. Conditions
in government jails were life-threatening. Police arbitrarily arrested and detainedpersons, and at times infringed on citizens' privacy rights.

Because of the war, citizens have not been able to elct a representative govern-
ment. The judicial system, already hampered by inefficiency and corruption, col-
lapsed for 6 months following the outbreak off g in April There were attempts
by authorities to limit freedom of the press and freedom of association; Journalists
practiced self-censorship. Violence and discrimination against women are longstand-ing problems and have been widespread during the war. The war resulted in exten-

sive abuse of children. The practice of female genital mutilation (FGM) persisted.
Discrimination against minorities remains a problem. No progress was made in re-
solving outstanding incidents of past human rights abuses.
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There were credible reports that some members of ECOMOG facilitated the deliv-
ery of-if they did not actually deliver-weapons and ammunition to the factions.
Eyewitnesses also reported that some ECOMOG soldiers participated in the looting
and destruction of Monrovia in April and May, this appeared to be limited to the
Guinean contingent.

Although the 1985 Constitution, the Penal Code, and the Labor Code remain in
effect, because of the civil war the rights provided for in these documents were
largely not protected in practice.

The war has taken ahorrendous toll on civilians. Of an estimated prewar popu-
lation of 2.8 million, 200,000 died as a result of the civil conflict, 750,000 fled the
country, and over 1.2 million are internally displaced. Approximately 1.5 million Li-
berians require humanitarian assistance to survive. The media, eyewitnesses,
human rights groups, and international observers all reported flagrant disregard for
human rights by the factional fighters. The factions committed summary executions,
torture, individual and gang rapes, mutilations, and cannibalism. They burned peo-
ple alive- looted and burned cities and villages; used excessive force; engaged in ar-
bitrary detentions and impressment, particularly of children under the age of 18;
severely restricted freedom of assembly, association, and movement; and employed
forced labor.

Following the looting and destruction in Monrovia in April and May, which in-
cluded facilities of the United Nations and humanitarian relief organizations, and
left them without offices, vehicles, and resources; the few remaining NGO's had dif-
ficulty providing subsistence-level humanitarian relief, even within the Monrovia
safehaven. The NGO's gradually rebuilt their staffs, even though fighters from var-
ious factions continued to hold up relief convoys, take relief workers hostage, and
use civilians to attract humanitarian aid (see Section 1.g.).

RESPECT FOR HUMAN RIGHTS

Section 1. Respect for the Integrity of the Person, Including Freedom From:
a. Political and Other Extrajudicial Killing.-Political violence has been endemic

to Liberia since the war began in 1989. Factional members of the RRU and AFL
committed illegal killings. There were credible reports of extrajudicial killings by all
factions during the April and May fighting in Monrovia and elsewhere throuhout
the year. NPFL-dominated RRU forces targeted and killed political opponents of
NPFL head Charles Taylor in Monrovia. One outspoken NPFL critic was kidnaped
in April by NPFL fighters and forced to view the headless bodies of people critical
of Charles Taylor as a warning. On October 31, there was an assassination attempt
by unidentified individuals against Charles Taylor at the executive mansion in Mon-
rvia. Fighters--whether AFL, LPC or one of the ULIMO sub-factions--also tar-
geted their enemies, fighters and civilians alike, removed their victims' body parts
and ate them in front of civilians.

Although they publicly professed adherence to the rule of law, the leaders of the
major warring factions condoned and in some instances seemingly appeared to en-
courage the murder and maiming of both civilians and combatants (see Section 1.g.).
It was often impossible to determine whether these crimes were politically moti-
vated or driven by tribal hatred (see Section 5). Among the many human rights
atrocities in April, the Mandingo AFL Chief of Staff Mohammed Doumouyah was
ritualistically tortured, mutilated, murdered, dismembered, and cannibalized by
Krahn fighters in front of hostages at the AFL Barclay Training Center in Monro-
via. There have been no arrests.

The majority of civilian deaths took place during factional raids on villages (see
Section 1.g) in the countryside. ULIMO fighters executed civilians, and looted and
burned their villages in Grand Cape Mount and Bomi counties. Even after the
cease-fire of the Abuja H Accord went into effect in August, killings continued. Local
human rights monitors reported that- On September 16, in Dia town 14 civilians
were killed and the village-hometown of State Council chairwoman Ruth Perry-
burned to the ground; on September 21, in Kango town,16 civilians were murdered;
on September 23, in Gunn town,17 civilians were murdered; on September 28, in
Sinje, another massacre took place (see Section 1.g) with more than 20 civilian vic-
tims; on December 7, in Zwanna Town (Royesville), 8 civilians were murdered; and
on December 14 in Armadu Town, Bomi Highway, 4 people were killed. Fighting
between the NPFL and LPC in the southeastern counties continued throughout the
year, again resulting in many civilian deaths as villages repeatedly changed hands.

No progress was made in investigating the many killings from previous years, in-
cluding the December 1994 massacre at DuPont Road. ECOMOG transferred the al-
leged perpetrators of the murder and cannibalization of a university student in Au-
gust 1995 to civil authorities. The case has not yet been heard in court.
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b. Disappearance.-There were no confirmed reports of disappearance perpetrated
by the AFL, LNTG II or III regular police units or security forces, or by ECOMOG.
However, there were credible reports of nighttime abductions and detention in se-
cret jails by the NPFL-dominated RRU and other factions in Monrovia in April and
May. The major factions were also responsible for many unexplained disappearances
outside Monrovia (see Sections 1.g., 5, and 6.d.). Two Liberian nongovernmental or-
ganization workers in Zwedru disappeared on April 1 and are presumed dead. There
are credible reports that NPFL fighters abducted civilians, including children, to use
as combatants and for forced labor in illegal rubber tree tapping and timber oper-
ations. Both ULIMO factions used forced civilian labor to harvest alluvial gold and
mine for diamonds.

The International Committee of the Red Cross (ICRC) runs a program allowing
family members separated by the conflict to exchange Red Crss messages, mainly
between people remaining in the country and relatives living abroad. Save the Chil-dren/UJK reunited 140 children with their families during the year.

c. Torture and Other Cruet, Inhuman, or Degrading Treatment or Punishment.--
The Constitution prohibits torture and other degrading treatment. There were no
reports of torture by the LNTG II, or LNTG III police or security forces (with the
exception of the RRU), or by ECOMOG. RRU forces were seen brutalizing civilians,
burning houses, and looting during the April and May fighting in Monrovia. Men
dressed in RRU trademark black clothes were involved in armedrobberies and mur-
ders in the capital from June until September when they were disbanded.

Although the Supreme Court ruled that "trial by ordeal" or "sassywood"--com-
monly, the placement of a burning metal object on a suspect's body to induce confes-
sion in a criminal investigation-is unconstitutional, the Ministry of Internal Affairs
continued to have licensed agents who subjected suspects to this practice A lawsuit
brought in 1994 for injuries resulting from sassywood is still pending before the Su-
preme Court.

All major factions engaged in torture and other cruel, inhuman, and degrading
treatment. Many victims exhumed in Monrovia after the April and May fighting hag
been "tarbeyed" before being killed-their arms tied tightly behind their backs at
the elbow and wrist-an excruciating torture. Throughout the year, reports were re-
ceived of rape, pillage, and the burning of villages in the western counties as the
two ULIMO sub-factions fought for control. ULIMO-Mandingo fighters herded hun-
dreds of displaced civilians into their Bomi county headquarters, Suehn, and held
them hostage to attract relief food. When United Nations humanitarian workers
were finally able to enter ULIMO-Krahn-controlled Tubmanburg in September, they
found 20,000 starving civilians. Health care workers estimated the malnutrition
rate at 83 percent; many people had died. Some civilians in Grand Cape Mount,
when reached by the humanitarian community after 7 months, asked not to be
given food because they feared that the fighters would kill. them to get it (see Sec-
tion 1.g.). LPC and NPFL fighters were accused of beating, torturing, and killing
civilians, especially persons suspected of being sympathizers of the other faction,
and burned their villages in the southeastern counties. Humanitarian relief workers
were frequently detained and harassed by fighters, their personal property and vehi-
cles confiscated, and food, intended for hungry civilians, stolen. Members of all fac-
tions practiced cannibalism (see Section 1.g.). The warring factions regularly com-
mitted violence against women, including individual and gang rapes.

Neither the LNTG 1 nor the LNTG II adequately addressed the life threatening
conditions in government jails. There were incidents of starvation as the interim
governments did not provide prisoners with adequate food or medical care. They did
not pay guards for months. Cells were small, crowded, and filthy. Women, rep-
resenting 5 percent of the central prison population, were held in separate cells, but
there were no separate facilities or juvenile offenders. Ninety percent of the pris-
oners in the Monrovia central prison had been jailed for over 1 year without charge
when the central prison was abandoned and the prisoners escaped during the fight-
ing in early April. The central prison did not reopen until October 24 and very few
of the escaped prisoners were recaptured.

The LNTG II and LNTG III granted human rights groups access to prisoners in
Monrovia, and these groups frequently obtained needed medical treatment for pris-
oners. In a number of cases, the work of human rights groups and interested indi-
viduals resulted in the release of prisoners.

Reliable reports indicate that all warring factions operated secret jails both to en-
force discipline in their own ranks and to intimidate or punish their enemies. The
conditions in these clandestine jails were even worse than in government jails. Fac-
tions held prisoners in makeshift, substandard facilities and subjected them to var-
ious forms of inhuman treatment, both physical and psychological.
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d. Arbitrary Arrest, Detention, or Exile.-The Constitution prohibits arbitrary ar-
rest and provides for the rights of the accused, including warrants for arrests, and
the right of detainees to be either charged or released within 48 hours. In practice
some Liberian National Police officers in Monrovia and Buchanan often disregarded
these rights and made arbitrary arrests. Many officers, whose average monthly sal-
ary was already less than $5.00, were not paid during the year and accepted bribes
to arrest persons based on unsubstantiated allegations. As the police have no logis-
tics or forensic investigative capabilities, they were unable to investigate crimes
such as the August murder of Seh Vincent, a civilian representative in the Legisla-
tive Assembly.

In January the editors of a Monrovia newspaper were arbitrarily arrested and de-
tained by the NPFL-appointed police director because of an article they published
concerning the director (see Section 2.a.). On February 27, the NPFL-appointed Min-
ister of Justice, acting without a warrant, arrested a journalist for an article he had
written; the journalist was beaten but later released. On April 2, the NPFL detained
a well-known religious leader and human rights activist on the fabricated charge
of hindering law enforcement activities when he tried to mediate a dispute between
faction leaders.

ECOMOG soldiers played the major role in policing the greater Monrovia and Bu-
chanan areas. Many citizens continued to turn to ECOMOG rather than the un-
armed, unpaid, and underequipped police force to arrest and detain alleged crimi-
nals. ECOMOG regularly turned detainees over to civilian authorities, as in the case
of three men arrested for the October 17 murder, mutilation, and burning of two
market women in Monrovia. There were no reports that ECOMOG officials coerced
confessions from suspects.

Fighters outside of the ECOMOG safehavens of Monrovia and Buchanan did not
honor due process safeguards and they arbitrarily detained numerous persons. Hav-
ing almost unlimited power in practice to make warrantless arrests, they exercised
that power often and capriciously, detaining persons, including international relief
workers and missionaries, on spurious grounds or without charge for periods rang-
ing from several hours to several weeks.

Approximately 750,000 citizens (over one-fourth of the rewar population), includ-
ing former political leaders and human rights activists, Red the country because of
the war.

The Government does not employ forced exile.
In April and May, over 2,000 foreign nationals, including United Nations agency

and international humanitarian aid workers were evacuated when fighting broke
out in Monrovia. In May approximately 5,000 civilians fled NPFL-LPC fighting in
the southeast to seek refuge in Cote dIvoire. Approximately 2,000 civilians fled to
Tabou, Cote d Ivoire, when fighting began in September between the NPFL and LPC
in Grand Gedeh county. Approximately 4,000 to 6,000 displaced Sierra Leoneans
and 2,000 Liberians fled into Sierra Leone to avoid the fighting in the western coun-
ties in September. Many were forced back into Bo-Waterside in October and Novem-
ber due to fighting in Sierra Leone.

e. Denial of Fair Public Trial.-While the Constitution provides for an independ-
ent judiciary, the judiciary has always been subject to political, social, familial, and
rmancial pressures. Corruption and lack of professionalism remained a recurrent
problem. Because of the war, the judiciary did not function in most areas of the
country.

Under the Constitution, defendants have due process rights conforming to inter-
nationally accepted norms of fair trial. Most of these rights, however were ignored
in practice. The NPFL-appointed Abuja H Minister of Justice rejected a court order
releasing an NPFL defector, reasoning that the courts had no jurisdiction because
this was an internal NPFL affair since the arrestee was an NPFL member.

The court structure is divided into four levels with the Supreme Court, whose
members were appointed by the LNTG H, at its apex. All levels of the court system,
including the Supreme Court in Monrovia, functioned erratically until fighting
began in April. Subsequently the courts remained closed until September.

Customary law was also used both in Monrovia and the countryside. As in pre-
vious years, the Ministry of Internal Affairs subjected persons accused of occult
practices and other crimes to "trial by ordeal," submitting defendants to physical
pain to adjudicate guilt or innocence (see Section 1.c.).

In the areas controlled by the major factions, there was little pretense of due proc-
ess; swift, arbitrary punishment was meted out by the faction leaders.

The Government does not hold political prisoners.
f. Arbitrary Interference With Privacy, Family, Home, or Correspondence.-While

the Constitution provides for these rights, in wartime Liberia LNTG II and LNTG
III authorities sometimes ignored them. The Constitution provides that police must
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obtain a warrant, or have a reasonable belief that a crime is in progress, or is about
to be committed before entering a private dwelling. In practice some police forced
entry without a warrant to carry out arrests and investigations.

The warring factions committed the most egregious abuses. Combatants looted the
entire country with impunity. Widespread destruction in Monrovia in April and May
included private homes, schools, hospitals and clinics, shops, churches, governmentbuildings, and the offices of United Nations agencies and NGO's. Many buildings
were burned. United Nations agencies and international NGO's were targeted by
the factions and were looted of $30 million in equipment and vehicles in April.

g. Use of Excessive Force and Violations of Humanitarian Law in Internal Con-
flicts.-The major warring factions inflicted considerably mere harm on noncombat-
ants than on each other. They deliberately targeted, tortured, and murdered civil-
ians, and regularly murdered women, children, and the elderly, indiscriminately
ransacking villages and confiscating scant food supplies.

The massacre of more than 20 people, mostly women and children, at Sinje,
Grand Cape Mount county, on September 28 illustrates the factions' disregard ]or
humanitarian law. An exhumation of the bodies revealed that a baby girl's skull had
been crushed. She was buried still strapped to her mother's back; her mother had
been shot. Many more civilians were wounded, including an 8-month-old girl who
had her foot cut off. Investigation has yet to determine which sub-faction of
ULIMO-Krahn or Mandingo--was responsible. There were probably dozens of ad-
ditional massacres in remote areas of conflict involving hundreds of victims which
did not come to immediate public attention due to extensive political and social dis-
ir tion throughout the year.

n June volunteer relief workers including the ICRC unearthed more than 520
corpses from shallow graves where they were temporarily buried during the fac-
tional fighting in the capital. Most of the victims died from bullet wounds, starva-
tion, or disease.

There were credible reports that NPFL, ULIMO-Krahn, ULIMO-Mandingo, and
LPC fighters committed acts of cannibalism (see Section l.a.). In some instances,
the fighters ate specific organs in the belief that it would make them stronger or
invincible.

Relief organizations estimated that 1.2 million persons have been displaced since
the war began. During this period, the factions have become experts at diverting
humanitarian assistance. Most civilians are dependent on humanitarian aid for sur-
vival, but are often denied freedom to seek such assistance, as faction leaders and
their followers forcibly detained them. These abducted civilians served as human
shields for the fighters and were also used as forced labor (see Sections l.b. and
6.c.). The factions often refused access by international and humanitarian relief
agencies to distribute food until a medical and nutritional emergency existed, as was
the case in Grand Cape Mount and Bomi counties when thousands of civilians were
held hostage for over 7 months (see Section 1.c.). When assistance finally arrived
for civilians, the armed groups frequently stole it. Fighters extorted humanitarian
convoys at checkpoints, often insisting on providing "protection" for convoys, raiding
upcountry warehouses, and taxing civilians in supplies after the delivery of food and
medicines. Some civilians began asking that no food be delivered, as they did not
want to be further brutalized by the factions. In October NPFL fighters looted 270
metric tons of food, then falsely accused two NGO workers of the theft. An NPFL
spokesperson later declared that the food was intended for the civilians and, there-
fore, no crime was committed. The NPFL fighters were not disciplined. None of the
warring factions returned the equipment or vehicles stolen during the fighting in
April and May to the U.N. or to the relief organizations from which they had been
stolen.
Section 2. Respect for Civil Liberties, Including:

a. Freedom of Speech and Press.-These freedoms are provided for in the Con-
stitution and, with some significant limitations, were generally exercised in Monro-
via. The former NPFL-appointed LNTG II Minister of Justice and the NPFL-ap-
pointed police director attempted to intimidate and restrict the press (see Section
1.d.). Citizens, including journalists, usually showed restraint and self-censorship in
favor of the interim governments. Due to continued economic stagnation, all news-
papers struggled to get their editions published. Following the April hostilities, the
press was virtually moribund.

The restrictive Media Law, instituted during the Doe regime, remains in force and
provides the Ministry of Information wide discretion in licensing and regulating
journalists. A 1993 decree, which also remains in effect, set up guidelines for report-
ing on war-related issues.
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Despite threats and harassment from the factions, the independent press contin-
ued to function until April/May. The independent press was among the first targets
when fighting broke out in Monrovia. Only 1 of 13 independent newspapers escaped
destruction, as it had changed its offices 2 weeks prior to the outbreak of fighting,
but had not moved its trade sign. The independent press lost almost all of its equip-
ment and supplies as did the two printing houses in Monrovia. No newspapers were
printed for almost 4 months. Although by December six independent newspapers
were publishing sporadically in Monrovia, they were financially weak. The other
independent newspapers were still trying to reopen, but one, the Daily Observer,
discouraged by the destruction and intiidation, remained closed until January
1997.

In addition to the independents, there was one pro-NPFL newspaper, The Patriot,
and one pro-ULIMO-Mandingo newspaper, The National.

Although there once were three regional television stations in addition to one in
Monrovia, television broadcasts ceased when the war started and have not resumed.
Prior to the April and May destruction in Monrovia, there were six radio stations.
With the exception of the NPFL-owned station, the others were looted or destroyed.
In December only the government radio station, ELBC, the NPFL station, KISS-FM,
and the independent Radio Monrovia were broadcasting regularly. In November the
NPFL initiated a new short wave radio station from Totota.

Academic freedom was generally respected at the University of Liberia, however,
it has been closed since April.

b. Freedom of Peacefd Assembly and Association.-The Constitution provides for
the rights of peaceful assembly and association. The LNTG II and LNTG III gen-
erally permitted political parties and other groups to organize freely and hold public
meetings in Monrvia. In February, however, bth government oficials and faction
leaders vigorously opposed a civil society (including N 's)-spnsord "stay at home
day," the purpose of which was to express the popular demand for warring factions
to disarm. In March the Women's Development Association of Liberia planned a
public event on International Women's Day. The NPFL-appinted Minister of Jus-
tic pubicly criticized the rally and denied the organizers permission to march in
the capital. The organizers were granted permission by ECOMOG and the march
was held as scheduled. For security purposes, however, ECOMOG continues to gen-
erally discourage large-scale parades or demonstrations.

The factions severely restricted freedom of assembly and association in areas they
controlled.

c. Freedom of Religion.-The Constitution recognizes freedom of religion as a fun-
damental right, and Liberia has no established state religion. Although Islam is
gaining adherents, as much as 40 percent of the population profess to be Christian.A significant portion of the population follows traditional animism or blends tradi-

tional religions with Christianity or Islam Although the law prohibits religious dis-

crimination, Islamic leaders complained that Muslims were discriminated against

(see Section 5). There was no evidence of systematic violation of religious freedom

by the warring factions.
d Freedom of Movement Within the Country, Foreign Travel, Emigration, and Re-

patriation.-The Constitution provides for freedom of movement throughout the

country as well as the right to leave or enter. To protect the 1 million people in

Monrvia and Buchanan from ramat lawlessness and banditry, ECOMOG estab-

lished a protective cordon around those cities and numerous checkpoints within the

capital. In April and May, however, ECOMOG failed to protect Monrovia from fac-

tional fighting. It was not until May 27 that the Monrovia and Buchanan

safehavens were reestablished. When ECOMOG could not guarantee safe passage

upcountry, it restricted the movement of civilians and humanitarian aid workers at

various times throughout the year.

Throughout the year, factional fighters prevented freedom of movement, restrict-

ing a range of activities from resettlement of displaced people to ordinary commerce

and travel, througout the areas they controlled. The warring factions also impeded

the movement of relief workers and supplies, and extorted, humiliated, and har-

assed civilians throughout the country at checkpoints and makeshift barricades.

Even after the seating of the LNTG I Council of State in September, there were

reports that beatings of international humanitarian workers and thefts of foodstuffs

and humanitarian vehicles by the warring factions continued. In November, on the

eve of disarmament, aid work er reported that fighters in Tubmanburg threatened

to hold them hostage if the aid workers did not distribute food as they desired (see

Section 1.g.).
Since 1990 over 1.2 million citizens (of an estimated prewar population of 2.8 mil-

lion) have been internally displaced. There are mre than 750,000 Liberian refugees

in neighboring West African countries. Some of the internally displaced returned to
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Monrovia in January-March, but fled again when fighting resumed in April. Most
subsequently returned, and there was no influx of displaced persons returning to
Monrovia following the Ajuba II accord.

The Government provides first asylum. Although in 1995 there were approxi-
mately 120,000 Sierra Leonean refugees in Liberia, because of the fighting in west-
ern Liberia where most of the Sierra Leonean refugees lived, it is not known how
many still remain.

The LNTG III cooperated with the Office of the United Nations High Commis-
sioner for Refugees and other humanitarian organizations in attempting to assist
refugees. However, inaccessibility to refugees due to fighting and security concerns
severely limited the amount of relief assistance that could be provided. There were
no reports of forced return of persons to a country where they feared persecution.
Section 3. Respect for Political Rights: The Right of Citizens to Change Their Govern-

ment
Despite constitutional and statutory guarantees of free and fair elections, due to

the civil war citizens could not exercise the right to change their government. A new
interim government, the LNTG III, was installed on September 3, as a result of the
signing of the Abuja II Accord on August 17. The Abuja II Accord calls for national
elections in May 1997.

There are no restrictions on the participation of women in politics, however, they
are underrepresented. Overall numbers of women in the LNTG II and LNTG III and
the various political parties are small. With the advent of the LNTG III, a women
chaired the Council of State, but there were no women as government ministers.
A woman was appointed as chairman of the Elections Commission.

One vice councilman on the Council of State is a Muslim.
Section 4. Governmental Attitude Regarding International and Nongovernmental In-

vestigation of Alleged Violations of Human Rights
The interim governments have generally permitted domestic and international

groups to operate, but factional members of the Council of State have harassed,
threatened, and beaten local human rights and humanitarian workers when they
did not like their reports assessing responsibility for human rights violations.

The few domestic human rights organizations were underfunded, understaffed,
and their personnel lacked adequate training. These groups were specifically tar-
geted during the April and May fighting in Monrovia by factional fighters. Several
influential human rights activists, who were the targets of RRU killers, left the
country. Some have not returned. In December there were eight small human rights
groups in the country; all struggled to rebuild looted offices and secure the funding
needed to continue their work. The support structure for the consortium of human
rights NGO's in Monrovia was destroyed during the April fighting and has not been
reconstituted.

Prior to the fighting in Monrovia in April, some of the domestic human rights
groups, as well as lawyers performing legal aid work, visited prisoners in govern-
ment jails. None reported governmental interference with their activities. There
were no domestic human rights organizations outside the cities of Monrovia and Bu-
chanan due to insecurity associated with the warring factions' hostility to such orga-
nizations, but a few Monrovia-based human rights workers and members of the
press sometimes were able, often at great risk to themselves, to visit the countryside
to investigate reports of massacres and other human rights abuses.

Although the United Nations Observer Mission in Liberia (UNOMIL) has respon-
sibility for monitoring human rights, for most of the year no one carried out this
function. No UNOMIL reports on human rights were made public. The trained
human rights observer assigned to UNOMIL in October 1995 resigned in November
1995, claiming lack of support for his work by the Special Representative of the Sec-
retary General. He was replaced by another trained human rights observer in De-
cember 1996.
Section 5. Discrimination Based on Race, Sex, Religion, Disability, Language, or So-

cial Status
The Constitution prohibits discrimination based on ethnic background, race, sex,

creed, place of origin, or political opinion, but discrimination exists. There are no
laws against gender-based discrimination, ethnic discrimination, or female genital
mutilation (FGM).

Women.-In the massive violence inflicted on civilians during the conflict, women
suffered the most (see Sections 1.c. and 1.g.). Rape was commonplace. Even prior
to the war, domestic violence against women was extensive but never seriously ad-
dressed as an issue by the Government, the courts, the media, or women's groups.
Since the war began, several women's organizations were established in Monrovia
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and Gbarnga to advance family welfare issues, to help promote political reconcili-
ation, and to assist in rehabilitating former combatants as well as civilian victims
of war. Several NGO's in Monrovia and Buchanan have developed programs for
treating abused women and girls and increasing awareness of their human rights.
Facilities and equipment were destroyed in the April fighting. At year~s end, the
NGO's were attempting to restart many of their programs.

The status of women varies by region, ethnic group, and religion. Before the out-
break of the civil war, women held one-fourth of the professionaland technical occu-
pations available in Monrovia. Some women currently hold skilled jobs in govern-
ment, including in the judiciary. On the whole, however, the situation of women de-
teriorated dramatically with the onset of war, the closing of most schools, and the
loss of their traditional role in production, allocation, and sale of food. In urban
areas, women can inherit land and property. In rural areas, where traditional cus-
toms are stronger, a woman is normally considered the property of her husband and
his clan and usually is not entitled to inherit from her husband.

Children.-Denied a normal childhood, Liberian youth have been seriously victim-
ized by the civil war. The factions have abused children and have given no attention
to their welfare; education and nurturing have been completely disrupted. Many
who were disabled, orphaned, abandoned, or "lost" during a military attack on their
homes or villages, accepted the protection and sustenance that joining a faction
brought. The NPFL, LPC, and the two win of ULIMO recruited and trained chil-
dren as cooks, spies, errand runners, guard, patrols, and in many instances, com-
batants. Factions provided addictive drugs to children, thereby ensuring their com-
pliance and continued participation in warfare. Many have been killed or wounded,

ave witnessed terrible atrocities, or themselves committed atrocities, becoming
both victims and abusers in the conflict. There are no precise figures on the number
of child soldiers, but some sources believe that 10 percent of the estimated 60,000
combatants are under 15 years of age; about 50 percent may be under 19. Many
suffer from posttraumatic stress syndrome and have become addicted to drugs.
Some NGO's and UNICEF initiated small retraining and rehabilitation programs
for a limited number of former child fighters (see Section 6.d.), but these programs
and facilities were destroyed during the April and May destruction of Monrovia.

Female genital mutilation (FGM) is widely condemned by international health ex-
ports as damaging to both physical and psychological health. FGM traditionally has

en performed on young girls by northern, western, and central tribes, particularly
in rural areas among traditional societies. Prior to the onset of civil war in 1989,
approximately 50 percent of women in rural areas among northern, western, and
central tribes between the ages of 8 and 18 underwent FGM. The war, however, has
totally disrupted village life. Today probably less than 10 percent of females undergo
FGM. In some instances, female health professionals in the tribes participated in
the practice to the extent of providing hygienic conditions and postoperative care.
The most extreme form of FGM, infibulation, is not practiced.

People With Disabilities.-The 7-year civil war has produced a large number of
persons with permanent injuries in addition to persons disabled from other causes.
There is no legal discrimination against the disabled, but in practice they do not
enjoy equal access. There are no laws mandating accessibility to public buildings or
services.

Religious Minorities.-The law prohibits religious discrimination. Some Muslims,
however, who represent a growing share of the population, believe that Liberia's sec-
ular culture gives preference to Christianity in civic ceremonies and observances,
and that discrimination spills over into areas of individual opportunity and emjploy-
ment. Although there are some Muslims in senior government positions, many Mus-
lims believe that they are bypassed for highly sught-after government jobs.

National/Racial/Ethnic Minorities.-Although the Constitution bans ethnic dis-
crimination, it also provides that only "persons who are negroes or of negro descent"
may be citizens or own land, thus denying full rights to many persons who were
born or lived most of their lives in Liberia. There has been no governmental initia-
tive to repeal this racial test, but there are reports that non-Liberians have acquired
Liberian passports. The 1975 economic "Liberianization" law prohibits foreign own-
ership of certain businesses, such as travel agencies, retail gasoline stations, and
beer and soft-drink distributors.

The roots of the current civil conflict can be found to a large extent in the histori-
cal division between the Americo-Liberian minority who comprised 5 percent of the
population and the 16 indigenous ethnic groups. Ethnic tensions were exacerbated
during the Doe regime (1980-89) because of domination by his ethnic group, the
Krahn. Throughout the civil war, the factions used an individual's language to iden-
tify ethnicity and often summarily executed those from groups considered hostile.
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Section 6. Worker Rights
a. The Right of Association.-The Constitution states that workers, except mili-

tary and police, have the right to associate in trade unions. The Constitution also
states that unions are prohibited from partisan political activity. Government inter-
ference in union activities, especially elections and leadership conflicts, was com-
monplace both before and during the war.

Even though legal economic activity came almost to a complete halt during the
on-going 7-year civil war, there were 32 functioning unions with the common objec-
tive of protecting the rights of their 60,000 members, who were largely unemployed.
There is a proposal before the unions to merge into one body called the All Liberia
Trade Union Unity Council which, if instituted, would encompass the Liberian Fed-
eration of Labor Unions. Despite this union activity, the actual power the unions
exercised was extremely limited. The most vocal organization was the Liberian Sea-
man, Port and General Workers Union, which urged the government to pressure Li-
berian flag vessels to employ more Liberian workers.

The Constitution is silent on the right to strike, but labor laws protect this right.
During the year, neither LNTG II nor LNTG III took discriminatory actions against
organized labor. There were no noteworthy strikes during the year. Government offi-
cials were attempting to solve the problem of salary arrearages for all civil servants
at year's end.

Liberia's status as a beneficiary of trade preferences under the United States' gen-
eralized system of preferences (GSP) program was suspended in 1990 as a result
of the Doe government's failure to take steps to provide internationally recognized
worker rights.

Labor unions have traditionally affiliated with international labor groups, such as
the International Confederation of Free Trade Unions.

b. The Right to Organize and Bargain Collectively.-With the important exception
of civil servants, workers (including employees of public corporations and autono-
mous agencies) have the right to organize and bargain collectively. In the past,
agreements were negotiated freely between workers and their employers without
government interference. In 1996 these rights were largely moot because of the lack
of economic enterprise, especially in Monrovia, where only a few businesses resumed
operations, usually with greatly reduced staffing, after the April and May fighting.

There are no export processing zones. All were destroyed when the war started.
c. Prohibition of Forced or Compulsory Labor.-The Constitution prohibits forced

labor, but even before the civil war this prohibition was widely ignored in rural
areas where farmers were pressured into providing free labor on "community
projects" which often benefited only local leaders. During the year the warring fac-
tions continued to use forced labor for all purposes, including the exploitation and
theft of national resources. Displaced persons reported that the LPC and the NPFL
forced civilians to labor in the illegal timber cutting business throughout the south-
east.

d. Minimum Age for Employment of Children.-Even before the civil war, enforce-
ment of the law prohibiting employment of children under age 16 during school
hours in the wage sector was lax. Small children continued to assist their parents
as vendors in local markets and on family subsistence farms. This practice persists,
particularly in those areas affected by the war, where there are no schools. All fac-
tions recruited young children as soldiers. Many of these children remained under
arms (see Section 5). Based on extensive interviews, one NGO reported that only
the LPC abducted children and forced them to serve in the war.

e. Acceptable Conditions of Work.-The Labor Law provides for a minimum wage,
paid leave, severance benefits, and safety standards, but with the war, the enforce-
ment mechanisms collapsed. In the war-ravaged economy, citizens were forced to ac-
cept any work they could find, regardless of wage. A legal minimum wage of ap-
proximately $0.90 per day for agricultural workers and 3 or 4 times that amount
for industrial workers remains in force, but because of the war, it was not enforced.

The Labor Code provides for a 48-hour, 6-day regular workweek with a 30-minute
rest period per 5 hours of work. The 6-day workweek may extend to 56 hours for
service occupations and to 72 hours for miners, with overtime pay beyond 48 hours.
Prior to 1990 there also were government-established health and safety standards,
enforced in theory by the Ministry of Labor. Because of the war these regulations
were not in fact enforced. Even under the Labor Code, workers did not have a spe-
cific right to remove themselves from dangerous work situations.
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
FOR THE EASTERN DISTRICT OF PENNSYLVANIA

JANE W, in her individual capacity, and in
her capacity as the personal representative
of the estates of her relatives, James W,
Julie W and Jen W;

JOHN X, in his individual capacity, and in
his capacity as the personal representative of
the estates of his relatives, Jane X, Julie X,
James X and Joseph X;

JOHN Y, in his individual capacity;

AND JOHN Z, in his individual capacity,

Plaintiffs,

v.

MOSESW. THOMAS,

Defendant.

Case No. 2:18-CV-00569-PBT
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There are several industrial zones, in which mostly textile and apparel firms en-
gage in manufacturing for export. All national labor laws apply in these industrial
zones.

c. Prohibition of Forced or Compulsory Labor.-The Government specifically pro-
hibits forced and bonded labor by children, and there were no reports that it oc-
curred. The 1987 Employment Act prohibits forced or compulsory labor, and there
is no indication that such labor is practiced.

d. Status of Child Labor Practices and Minimum Age for Employment.-The Gov-
ernment specifically prohibits forced and bonded labor by children, and there were
no reports that it occurred (see Section 6.c.).

The legal minimum age for employment in commercial or industrial enterprises
is 14. In practice, however, children under age 14 are often employed in the textile
and garment sector and in family-owned businesses. As much as 15 percent of the
textile work force of some 15,000 may be children between the ages of 12 and 15,
according to a 1994 study by a foreign government. After visiting all 14 of Lesotho's
nonpartisan garment producers in 1994, the ILO, responding to a complaint by
trade unions in the textile and clothing industry, was not able to confirm the unions'
allegation of illegal child labor.

There are prohibitions against the employment of minors in commercial, indus-
trial, or nonfamily enterprises involving hazardous or dangerous working conditions,
but enforcement is very lax. The Ministry of Labor and Employment's Inspectorate
is severely understaffed. Young people under 18 years of age may not be recruited
for employment outside of the country. In traditional society, the rigorous and occa-
sionally dangerous working conditions for the country's young livestock herdboys are
considered a rite of passage and a prerequisite to manhood within rural Basotho
culture which is beyond the reach of labor laws (see Section 5 Children.)

e. Acceptable Conditions of Work.-Wages are low. The monthly minimum wage
for unskilled labor is $68 (320 maloti); for a heavy vehicle operator it is $131 (616
maloti). Minimum wages in lower skilled jobs are insufficient to ensure a decent
standard of living for a worker and family. Most wage earners supplement their in-
come through subsistence agriculture or remittances from relatives employed in
South Africa. Many employers now pay more than minimum wages in an effort to
attract and retain motivated employees. There are also indications that some em-
ployers, especially in export sectors, treat the minimum wage as a maximum wage,
rather than a minimum. This situation is made possible by the high levels of unem-
ployment and underemployment, which offer a large pool of surplus unskilled labor
that bids down wage rates and undermines job security for workers who make de-
mands for better wages and conditions of work.

The labor code spells out basic worker rights, including a maximum 45-hour work-
week, a weekly rest period of at least 24 hours, 12 days of paid leave per year, and
paid public holidays. The labor code requires employers to provide adequate light,
ventilation, and sanitary facilities for employees and to install and maintain ma-
chinery in a manner designed to minimize the risk of injury. In practice employers
generally follow these regulations only within the wage economy in urban areas,
and the Ministry of Labor and Employment enforces the regulations haphazardly.
The Labor Code does not explicitly protect the right of workers to remove them-
selves from hazardous situations without prejudice to employment. However, Labor
Code sections on safety in the workplace and dismissal imply that dismissal in suchcircumstances would be illegal.

LIBERIA

After more than 7 years of civil war, implementation of the August 1996 Abuja
Peace Accord restored peace to Liberia. The human costs of the war were im-
mense-200,000 war-related deaths, 1.2 million persons displaced interially, and
approximately 750,000 refugees in neighboring countries.

Under the provisions of the Abuja Accords, presidential and legislative elections
were held on July 19 for the first time in 12 years. Thirteen political parties com-

eted, including the parties of the three major former faction leaders-Charles G.
Tylor, Alhaji Kromah, and George Boley. Charles Taylor won the presidency with

over three-quarters of the votes cast and his party, the National Patriotic Party,
won control of both houses of the legislature. The elections were judged free and
transparent by international observers. Taylor was inaugurated as President on Au-
gust 2 and promised to give high priority to national reconciliation, human rights,
the rule of law, ensuring a stable environment for economic development, and elimi-
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nating corruption. The judiciary is subject to political influence, outside pressure,
and corruption.

Approximately 10,500 West African pacekeeprs (ECOMOG) were deployed
throughout the country, provi the the security that facilitated disarmament, demo-
bilization, the holding of national elections, and the return of some refugees. More
than 20,000 weapons and over 10 million rounds of ammunition were turned in to
ECOMOG between November 1996 and February 1997, the end of the period for vol-
untary disarmament. Demobilization and reintegration programs for the more than20,000 former combatants who disarmed (21 percent of whom were former child
fighters under age 17) were established but many former combatants were unable

to participate. While significant disarmament was achieved, factional command and
control structures were not completely dismantled and remained largely in place.
ECOMOG remained the key military force supporting the Liberian National Transi-
tion Governments (LNTG) III and IV as well as the new Taylor administration. In

December ECOMOG began drawing down its troops in preparation for leaving the
ountry; d agreement or a continued ECOMOG presence was being negotiates. For
the past 7 years, ECOMOG assumed many police powe in the absence of a central

government capability. The outlook for maintenance of security after ECOMOG's de-

parture remains unclear. Although the ECOMOG peacekeeping force generally
maintained internal discipline, there were a number of incidents in which individual
ECOMOG soldiers killed and tortured civilians

As an institution, the Armed Forces of Liberia (AFL) remained largely inactive.
In October the Government announced that it would begin restructuring the AFL,
although the Abuja Accords stated that ECOMOG was to restructure the AFL. The

President's decision resulted in a very public dispute between him and the
ECOMOG force commander. The new or administration also sought to move
4,000 largely Krahn AFL troops andh the familiecfromnthe central gbarracks in
downtown Monrovia to the outskirts of the capital, creating tension between the
AEL troops and the new Government.

Under the LNTG II and IV Governments, the Liberia National Police (LNP) and
the National Security Agency (NSA), which report to the Ministry of Justice, to-

gether with the Special Security Services (SSS), which report directly to the Head

of State, were responsible for internal security, but they lacked the resources and
training to function effectively. After Taylor's inaugration in August, his adminis-

tration made security a top priority, placing many NPFL former combatants in the
security apparatus. In September ay r reappointed as police director his cousin,
who was known to have directed and participated in the looting of Monrovia in April

and May 1996. In October the President announed that a 1,000-man paramilitary
force would be armed and deployed along the border witierra Leone to prevent
a spillover of hostilities from that country. By year's end, the administration had

placed several hundred unarmed NSA and SSS officials at major border crossing
points with Cote d'Ivoire, Guinea, and Sierra Leone. Members of the security forces

committed human rights abuses.
The economy, ravaged by civil war, remained in severe disarray. The Taylor ad-

ministration inherited an extrnal debt estimated at over $2 billion and over $230
million in domestic debt. No reliable information on the gross domestic product was

available. Prior to 1990, the cash economy was based primarily on iron ore, rubber,
timber, diamond, and gold exports. Eighty-five percent unemployment, a 15 percent
literacy rate, the continued internal displacement of civilians, and the absence of in-
frastructure throughout the country continued to depress productive capacity, de-

spite the countrs rich natural reso uces and potential self-sufficienc' in food. Gov-

ernment officials, businessmen, and former combatants continued to exploit the

wealth of the country, logging old growth timber through environmentally unsound

mining methods, and illegally tapping rubber trees in plantations under their con-

trol. Profits from these illicit enterprises were used for personal benefit. In Decem-
ber the President announced that a new currency would be introduced in 1998 to

replace the two separate currencies that were in use in different parts of the country
in addition to the U.S. dollar, which is also legal currency. The new currency was

designed to address the multiple currencies problem, which had hindered economic

activity.The Government's human rights record was poor, and there were serious prob-

lems in many areas; however, there was some improvement in comparison with
1996. Security provided throubout the country by ECOMOG and the largely suc-

cessful disarmament program led to a decline in human rights abuses prior to Sep-
tember; however, abuses increased towards the end of the year. Security forces com-

mitted extrajudicial killings; however, it was difficult to distinguish in many cases
whether some killings were a result of political, criminal, ethnic, r o ther motives.
Security forces were responsible for a number of disappearances. Security forces
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beat citizens, and the Ministry of Internal Affairs used torture to coerce confessions.
Conditions in jails remained life threatening, and police and other security forces
at times arbitrarily arrested and detained persons and infringed on citizens' privacy
rights. On two occasions, the Government investigated orpunished security force
members for offenses. The judicial system, hampered by inefficiency, corruption, and
a lack of resources, was reconstituted in April with the installation of a
defactionalized, independent Supreme Court to decide disputes arising from the na-
tional elections. However, after his election, President Taylor, exercising his con-
stitutional prerogative, installed a new Supreme Court. The judiciary was generally
unable to provide citizens in all parts of the country with their rights to due process
and a fair trial due to lack of resources. The Government limited freedom of speech
and the press; security forces intimidated and occasionally beat journalists, and
journalists often practiced self-censorship. The Government restricted freedom of
movement. Unfavorable conditions limited the return of refugees from neighboring
countries, as well as former combatants who were not relocated after disarmament.
However, by December more than 100,000 refugees and internally displaced persons
had returned to their previous home areas. Approximately 1.5 million citizens de-
pend upon humanitarian assistance to survive. At year's end, authorities increased
the harassment of democracy and human rights groups. Violence and discrimination
against women, and violence against children are longstanding problems. The prac-
tice of female genital mutilation (FGM) persisted, although apparently on a much
reduced scale. Discrimination against religious and ethnic minorities remained a
problem. Forced labor, including by children, was a problem, and authorities pro-
vided little protection for worker rights. Ritualistic killings and vigilante justice con-
tinued.

No progress was made in resolving outstanding incidents of past human rights
abuses, despite the appeal of many local and international organizations. The Taylor
administration enacted a controversial bill in October to create a Human Rights
Commission, which was limited to investigating only current and future humanrights abuses, with no power to compel the testimony of witnesses and no govern-
ment funding to conduct its activities. In December President Taylor appointed aformer rival, Alhaji Kromah, as chairman of the commission on national reconcili-
ation; however, the commission was not constituted or functioning by year's end.

RESPECT FOR HUMAN RIGHTS

Section 1. Respect for the Integrity of the Person, Including Freedom From:
a. Political and Other Extrajudicial Killing.-The incidence of political and

extrajudicial violence and killing decreased in comparison with 1996, but violence
and killings increased during the last months of the year. It was often difficult, how-
ever, to distinguish between political, criminal, or ethnic killings. Members of thesecurity forces committed a number of extrajudicial killings.

On January 16, nine people, includingfive former fighters of the ULIMO-Krahn
faction, were ambushed and killed on the Tubmanburg highway in Bomi County,
allegedly by former members of the Congo Defense Force. Also in January, a
Mandingo taxi driver was brutally murdered in Monrovia. The killing led to a wild-
cat strike of taxi drivers, most of whom are Mandingos, who claimed continued anti-
Mandingo bias in the society (see Section 5). In March a senior government official
from the Ministry of Finance was killed in his home in the course of an apparent
robbery. Some observers believe that he was killed to conceal alleged governmental
financial mismanagement.

In August and September, a number of bodies of individuals killed in suspicious
circumstances were discovered in Monrovia, for example, the body of an unidentified
adult male was found on the lawn of a former finance minister who belongs to the
Mandingo ethnic group. In August a female teacher and major opposition party sup-
porter was killed by an unknown assailant. Thirteen bodies were found in the 2-
month period. There is no conclusive evidence whether the killings were criminally
or politically motivated. There have been no leads as to the perpetrators.

In October police, alleging an escape attempt, fatally shot a suspected armed rob-
ber, there are unconfirmed reports that he was shot in the back of the head at close
range and that he had ties to a major opposition political party. Also in October,
Monrovia city police beat a taxi driver to death for a minor vehicle violation. No
action was taken against the police. On November 29, government security person-
nel detained opposition political leader Samuel Saye Dokie and three family mem-
bers at a checkpoint near Gbarnga, Bong County. The Dokies disappeared. Their
mutilated, burned bodies were discovered 3 days later. The head of the SSS admit-
ted that he had ordered the Dokies arrest, but disavowed participation in or knowl-
edge of the Dokies' murder. Five suspects, including at least three SSS officers in-
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volved in the Dokie abduction, were subsequently arrested; they were awaiting trial
at years end. On December 19, a 34-year-old man, who had been beaten brutally
by police, died while in custody in Monrovia. At year's end, no action had been
taken against the police.

At least two persons died in detention facilities due to harsh conditions and offi-
cial negligence (see Section 1.c.).

The results of the investigation into the October 1996 assassination attempt
against Charles Taylor was never made public.

Ritualistic killings, in which young people are murdered and bodyparts extracted,
continued. Incidents included: In February an 18-year-old boy in Gardnersville, a
Monrovia suburb; in March in Junction, Grand Cape Mount county, a young woman;
in May a 1-month old baby in Caldwell, Montserrado county, also in May, a fisher-
man in Grand Bassa county; in October, a 2-year-old girl in Buchanan, Grand Bassa
county; and a young man from Monrovia in September. No police action has been
reported against such practices.

Vigilante justice also continued. In February civilians in Monrovia caught and
beat to death a known rapist and armed robber after police refused to take the sus-
pect into custody. The police subsequently took no action.

No progress was made in investigating the many killings from previous years, in-
cluding two massacres in Sinje, Grand Cape Mount county in 1996. There was no
progress in the case of the canibalization of a university student referred to civil
authorities by ECOMOG or the canibalization of the AFL Chief of Staff in 1996.

There was no further developments in the discovery of mass graves in 1996. None
of the equipment stolen from international agencies was returned and none of those
who stole relief supplies and food in 1996 were tried or punished for their crimes.

Although ECOMOG generally maintained internal discipline, there were a num-
ber of incidents in which individual ECOMOG soldiers killed civilians. In February
ECOMOG soldiers were involved in the death of a man in Vonzula, Grand Cape
Mount county. In May during a cordon-and-search opration for illegal weapons at
Lajoy gold mine, Grand Cape Mount county, ECOMOG soldiers tortured and mur-
dered two men. In June ECOMOG soldiers also beat to death a man in Sanoyea,
Bong county while interrogating him. There was no reported investigation of the in-
cident or punishment of the soldiers involved.

b. Disappearance.-There were no confirmed reports of disappearances per-
petrated by ECOMOG or the LNTG III regular police or security forces. However,
there were credible reports that security forces were involved in such disappear-
ances. Members of the joint security forces of the LNTG IV in May attacked and
beat the general commander of a police station in Monrovia who later disappeared.
In December four persons incarcerated in the (Gbarnga) Bong county detention facil-
ity disappeared. There have been confirmed disappearances of a few people and sev-
eral opposition activists and businessmen are missing or otherwise unaccounted for
at year's end.

There were credible reports that a number of demobilized child fighters, who had
been reunited with their families, were abducted again by members of their former
warring factions for forced labor (see Section 5).

c. Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman, or Degrading Treatment or Punishment.-
The Constitution prohibits torture and other degrading treatment; however, govern-
ment security forces beat persons, and the Ministry of Internal Affairs used torture
to coerce confessions.

During the latter part of the year, there were numerous credible reports of gov-
ernment security forces beating and intimidating journalists (see Section 2.a.), as
well as beating civilians for minor offenses.

The Ministry of Internal Affairs used torture to coerce confessions. Although the
Supreme Court ruled that "trial by ordeal," or "sassywood"-commonly, the place-
ment of a burning metal object on a suspect's body to induce confession in a criminal
investigation-is unconstitutional, the Ministry of Internal Affairs continued to have
licensed agents who subjected suspects to this practice at the Ministry. A lawsuit
brought in 1994 for injuries -resulting from sassywood is still pending before the Su-
preme Court.

In September joint security forces and ECOMOG troops wounded six people at the
Bridgestone/Firestone rubber plantation in Harbel, Margibi county, during a labor
strike (see Section 6.e.).

After the end of the period for voluntary disarmament in February, some
ECOMOG troops detained more than 50 former fighters during nationwide cordon-
and-search operations for weapons. Many of these former combatants reported being
tortured to elicit information about illegal weapons; they were then incarcerated in
the Monrovia Central Prison. The prisoners were never charged with any offense
and were released in March. During several cordon-and-search operations in which
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ECOMOG arrested, interrogated, and shot several former combatants, ECOMOG
left the victims, who in some cases suffered life-threatening injuries, untreated; but
following the intervention of an international organization, the victims received
treatment. Individual ECOMOG soldiers also tortured and killed persons (see Sec-
tion L.a.).

In September and October, while enforcing a long-forgotten law that prohibits
market activity on Sundays and at any time during the week on the streets, police
beat several women marketeers, confiscated and never returned thousands of dol-
lars worth of goods and produce, and destroyed hundreds of small market stalls.

There were many incidents in which former combatants, who claimed not to have
received sufficient benefits for disarming, harassed and extorted civilians and, in
some areas, engaged in massive looting. There were credible reports that returning
refugees and dspaced persons were harassed by former combatants, especially in
the border areas. Also in January, civilians in Grand Cape Mount asked that hu-
manitarian relief supplies not be delivered for fear that former fighters would con-
tinue to steal the supplies at gunpoint (see Section 1.f.). In February when former
fighters in Nimba, Bomi, and Grand Cape Mount counties continued to harass civil-
ians, the ECOMOG force commander issued a stern warning about such behavior
and took additional steps to protect civilians.

In January several individuals, who claimed to have been kidnaped, incarcerated,
and tortured in the Watanga (Monrovia) secret jail of the former NPLF faction, pub-
licized the details of their detention. Their claims appeared to be credible. They also
reported that other persons were murdered and that they were ordered to bury
them.

Neither the LNTG III, LNTG IV, nor the newly elected Government adequately
addressed the often life threatening conditions in government jails. The Inter-
national Committee of the Red Cross (ICRC), in cooperation with the Ministry of
Justice, sought to make improvements to prison facilities in Monrovia and Kakata.
The Governments did not provide prisoners with adequate food or medical care.
They did not pay guards for months. Cells were small, crowded, and filthy. Two in-
mates died in the Bong County detention facility in November, allegedly from star-
vation. Women, constituted about 5 percent of the prison population, and were held
in separate cells, but there were no separate facilities for juvenile offenders. Police
who caught children for petty crimes often took them to their own homes rather
than incarcerating the minors with adult criminals.

The police director ordered the escaped prisoners released in 1996 to return to jail
or be subject of an intensive search. One prisoner surrendered, but later escaped
aTuran rights groups were granted access to prisoners in Monrovia, and these

groups frequently obtained needed medical treatment for prisoners. In a number of
cases, human rights groups and interested individuals achieved the release of pris-
oners.

d. Arbitrary Arrest, Detention, or Exile.-The Constitution prohibits arbitrary ar-
rest and provides for the rights of the accused, including warrants for arrests, and
the right of detainees either to be charged or released within 48 hours. In practice
some LNP officers and other security officials often disregarded these rights and
made arbitrary arrests. Many officers, whose average-monthly salary was already
less than $5.00, often were not paid and accepted bribes to arrest persons based on
unsubstantiated allegations. The police have almost no logistic or forensic capabili-
ties, and generally were unable to investigate crimes, including murder cases. Most
people arrested for serious crimes are not released within 48 hours or brought be-
fore a judge as the Constitution requires. In September and October, the new police
director, allegedly in an effort to combat the increase of armed robberies in the cap-
ital, arrested dozens of suspects who were incarcerated for prolonged periods with-
out being charged. The police director and the SSS director also frequently forced
journalists who published stories perceived as antigovernment to visit police head-
quarters or the Justice Ministry where they were often threatened and intimidated.

In July the editor of the Liberia Communications Network was arrested at a press
conference held in the Independent Elections Commission's (JECOM) headquarters
after asking the IECOM chairman whether there had been tampering with the bal-
lots for the national election; the editor was not charged and was later released. In
August the editor of the Funtimes Gazette was arrested for publishing an articleabout President Taylor's personal life. Following public criticism, the editor was re-

leased. In October the LNP Director ordered the editor of the Inquirer newspaper,
which had published several critical articles about the police, arrested for allegedly
buying stolen property, although there was no evidence to support the charge. The
Inquirer editor later was released. The police director also attempted, but failed, to
have Liberia's leading human rights advocate arrested following a press conference
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that the advocate had called to protest the Inquirer's editor's arrest. Following pub-
lic criticism, this matter, too, was dropped. Also in October, the LNP Director or-
dered the arrest of one of his officers without an arrest warrant, based upon the
officer's reported death threat against the director. The arresting officers, unable to
locate the individual either at his home or at church, detained the man's wife, chil-
dren, and other occupants of the house; a local human rights organization urged po-
lice to release them from unconstitutional detention, which they did once the officer
surrendered.

ECOMOG soldiers played the major role in policing the country, particularly dur-
ing the early part of the year. Many citizens continued to turn to ECOMOG rather
than the unarmed, unpaid, and underequipped police force to arrest and detain al-
leged criminals. ECOMOG regularly turned detainees over to civilian authorities. In

ay, however, ECOMOG detained several former members of the ULIMO-Krahn
faction in Tubmanburg and a former Krahn cabinet minister and two assistants in
Monrovia for their allegedparticipation in an attempt to assassinate Charles Taylor.
Although the Krahn were held for several weeks, they were never charged or turned
over to civilian authorities.

The Government does not employ forced exile.
e. Denial of Fair Public Trial.-Although the Constitution provides for an inde-

pendent judiciary, the judiciary has always been subject to political, social, familial,
and financial pressures. Corruption and lack of professionalism remained a recur-
rent problem. Even after the elections, the judiciary did not function in most areas
of the country due to lack of infrastructure. Acting under his constitutional author-
ity, in October President Taylor installed a new Supreme Court which began mak-
ing plans to make the judiciary more professional and reestablish courts outside of
the capital. All of the new Supreme Court justices are trained professionals. Atyear's end, how they will execute their responsibilities is not clear.

The court structure is divided into four levels, with the Supreme Court at its
apex. All levels of the court system in Monrvia, including the Supreme Court, func-
tioned, though erratically. Two new courts were established. Although a new juve-
nile court was constituted in June, the first in the country's history, no cases were
tried. A criminal court for hearing armed robbery cases also was created, but re-
mained relatively inactive due to lack of resources and trained personnel.

Under the Constitution, defendants have due process rights that conform to inter-
nationally accepted norms for fair trial. Most of these rights, however, were ignored
in practice. Customary law also was used and, as in previous years, the Ministry
of Internal Affairs subjected persons accused of occult practices and other crimes to
"trial by ordeal," submitting defendants to physical pain to adjudicate guilt or inno-
cence (see Section 1..).

There were no reports of political prisoners.
f. Arbitrary Interference With Privacy, Family, Home, or Correspondence.-While

the Constitution provides for these rights, authorities sometimes ignored them. The
Constitution provides that police must obtain a warrant, or have a reasonable belief
that a crime is in progress, or is about to be committed, before entering a private
dwelling. In practice most police and other governmental security forces entered pri-
vate homes and churches without a warrant to carry out arrests and investigations.
In one case, police arrested family members of a suspect whom they sought to locate
(see Section 1.d.)J

g. Use of Excessive Force and Violations of Humanitarian Law in Internal Con-
flicts.-More than a million civilians remained dependent on humanitarian aid for
survival. However, before the end of the period for voluntary disarmament in Feb-
ruary, some civilians asked that no food be delivered to their communities because
they did not want to be further brutalized by factional fighters, who seized such pro-
visions from their homes and communities. In June former fighters in Bong county
went on a rampage and looted civilian homes as well as a Catholic relief service
food warehouse. In December disgruntled former NPFL fighters looted and set
ablaze the homes of administration officials in more than 10 towns, including Bu-
chanan, in Grand Bassa county, claiming that President Taylor had neglected them
since they were disarmed.
Section 2. Respect for Civil Liberties, Including:

a. Freedom of Speech and Press.-The Constitution provides for freedom of speech
and of the press, however, the Government limited and continually challenged these
freedoms. In April the NPFL-appointed Information Minister blocked the publica-
tion of six Monrovia newspapers, claiming that they had not paid the required reg-
istration fees. His action was interpreted as an indirect warning that the Govern-
ment would ban papers if it objected to what was printed. In July after a local news-
paper reprinted a foreign newspaper editorial about Taylor's election victory, the In-
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formation Minister cautioned members of the press to scrutinize their newspapers
to ensure that they accorded due courtesy and respect for government officials. In
November the Minister also blocked the reopening of an independent newspaper, al-
legedly because the law required that permits be requested in January. Shortly
thereafter, the Information Minister granted a permit to another new newspaper
owned by the President. The Minister also repeatedly warned members of the press
to be careful about what they printed concerning the Government and singled out
three newspapers in particular as being antigovernment. Citizens, including journal-
ists, usually showed considerable restraint and self-censorship in favor of the Gov-
ernment. In November the Taylor administration also threatened to close the na-
tional radio station, which was known for its independence. In December the sta-
tion's reporting became more favorable towards the Government. Government har-assment of the press increased noticeably at year's end.

Starting in September, arbitrary arrest, illegal detention, and intimidation of jour-
nalists by government security forces became commonplace (see Section 1.d.). Six
independent newspaper editors and many journalists were arbitrarily detained and
arrested for publishing articles that security forces considered antigovernment; a
well-known former NPFL general and six unidentified men attempted to kidnap a
leading broadcast journalist from his home; the country's foremost political cartoon-
ist received numerous death threats and may have been put under surveillance by
government security forces; an independent journalist, who was detained in Bong
County following the Dokie funeral and his attempted investigation into the cir-
cumstances surrounding the Dokies' deaths, was charged by the police with treason;
this charge was later reduced.

The restrictive Media Law, instituted during the Doe regime in the 1980's, re-
mained in force and provided the Ministry of Information with wide discretion in
regulating journalists. In May the Press Union of Liberia adopted a code of conduct
for journalists to encourage professionalism. The code of conduct, however, in some
instances appeared aimed at punishing journalists for publishing articles unfavor-
able to the Government. Some members of the press were barred from official press
conferences at the executive mansion for printing stories unfavorable to the Govern-
ment; other members of the press were beaten at the executive mansion by govern-
ment officials. No official action was taken against the perpetrators.

Largely as a result of the national elections and the candidates' desire to influence
ublic opinion, the press grew from 6 newspapers in January to 15 by July. Charles
aylor either owned or controlled seven of the newspapers that published regularly

up to the elections. Newspapers controlled by other prominent political figures usu-
ally were published only when there was a political purpose involved. All eight inde-
pendent newspapers had to deal with repeated attempts at censorship and struggled
to stay in business. By October the number of regularly published newspapers had
dropped to six. Four could be considered independent and, when the Government
allowed them, were capable of serious, critical, newsworthy reporting.

Before the war, there were three regional television stations in operation in addi-
tion to one in Monrovia. Regular television broadcasts ceased when the war started
in 1989. The President's privately owned media company reopened a television sta-
tion in Monrovia on August 2 to broadcast Taylor's inauguration. The station re-
mained on the air but only broadcast sporadically. In September DUCOR Radio
Broadcasting opened Monrovia's second television. It, too, broadcast only sporadi-
cally.

Throughout the year, the government radio station (ELBC), the Taylor-owned sta-
tion (KISS-FM), and the two independents-Radio Monrovia and DUCOR radio-
broadcast regularly but only within the greater Monrovia area. A Taylor-owned
short wave radio station, based in Totota, Bong county, also broadcast throughout
West Africa, the only station with such a capacity prior to the holding of national
elections on July 19. This short wave radio station was the only source of informa-
tion for voters outside the greater Monrovia area and contributed to Taylor's elec-
toral victory. The ELBC also had a short wave radio, but it broadcast only spradi-
cally. Subsequent to the election, two other radio stations-the Catholic Church's
Radio Veritas and the independent Star Radio-began broadcasting throughout the
country. With the exception of the Taylor-owned media, most other stations, includ-
ing the government-owned station, were poorly equipped and subject to pressure
from government officials. In December the Ministry of Post and Telecommuni-
cations claimed that Radio Veritas and Star Radio were illegally using diplomatic
broadcast frequencies and threatened to shut them down. In early January 1998,
Star Radio was closed by the Government.

During the IECOM announcement of election results, ECOMOG forced Radio
Monrovia to stop its live broadcasts.
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Academic freedom was generally respected at the University of Liberia; however,
the administrators and faculty carefully avoided antagonizing any powerful interest
groups. The students felt more free to voice their criticisms. Due to a lack of fund-
ing, the university did not begin its academic year in August, as is customary, but
resumed in December.

b. Freedom of Peaceful Assembly and Association.-The Constitution provides for
the right of peaceful assembly and the Government generally respects this right, but
limited it in some instances. Although ECOMOG generally ensured security
throughout the country in the period leading up to and during the presidential cam-
paign and on election day, there were several incidents of political harassment and
violence against candidates. While campaigning in Sanniquellie, Nimba county, the
Unity Party standard-bearer and her campaign workers were assaulted: Taylor par-
tisans smashed the candidate's car windshield, threw acid on two of her campaign
workers, and severely beat another. On June 17, in Gbarnga, Bong county, the Ref-
ormation Alliance Party's presidential candidate was greeted by catcalls and rock
throwing by Taylor artisans when he began his campaign in the former NPFLstnghold. Several other incidents were reported around the country, especially inMonrovia. However, the number of incidents decreased as the electoral campaignprogressed and total violence during the campaign was low. The Constitution pro-
vides for the right of association, and the Government generally respects this right,but limited it in some instances.

c. Freedom of Religion.-The Constitution recognizes freedom of religion as a fun-
damental right, and Liberia has no established state religion. Although Islam is
ganing adherents, as much as 40 percent of the population profess to be Christian.

Asignificant portion of the population follows traditional animism or blends tradi-tional religions with Christianity or Islam. Although the law prohibits religious dis-
crimination, Islamic leaders complained that Muslims, especially Mandingos, were
discriminated against (see Section 5). In September when the new Speaker of the
House invited a Muslim mulh to open the session with a prayer, Christian meme-
hers of the House strenuously objected, arguing that such action was unconstitu-
tional. After long debate, the mulla was allowed to pray, but the legal issue re-
mains unresolved.d. Freedom of Movement Within the Country, Foreign Travel, Emigration, and Re-
patriation.-The Constitution provides for freedom of movement throughout the
country as well as the right to leave or enter. In the period leading to national elec-
tions, ECOMOG maintained numerous checkpoints throughout the country. The

week before the July 19 p residential election, the border with Guinea was closed,although the border with Cote d'Ivoire remained open. After the elections, ECOMOG
significantly reduced the number of its checkpoints and began to prepare for hand-
ing over its security functions to the new Government. Freedom of movement within
the country after the Taylor administration took office was further restricted by nu-
merous checkoints set up by security forces and by the extremely poor condition

of roads that had not been maintained during the 7 years of war. Also in December,the Government reinstituted an exit visa requirement for all residents and some-
times refused to issue permits for travel. The Government also announced that dip-
lomats should notify the Foreign Ministry a week in advance of any proposed travel
outside of the capital.

Seioe government officials, including the police, and some former fighters set up
roadblocks to harass and extort money or other valuables from civilians, including
internally displaced people and refugees who had returned to their home towns and
villages, and humanitarian aid workers.

Following the military coup in Sierra Leone in May, ECOMOG increased its pres-
ence along the border with Sierra Leone and, at different times, when fighting in-

tensified in eastern Sierra Leone, restricted access to its border area. On October21, the Taylor administration announced that it was closing the border with Sierra
Leone to prevent fighting in Sierra Leone from reigniting fighting in Liberia. The
practical effect of this announcement was unclear since ECOMOG controlled the
borders. Following fighting in Sierra Leone in December, more refugees fled into Li-
beria through unmanned border crossing points.

Since 1990 over 1.2 million citizens (of an estimated prewar population of 2.8 mil-
lion) have been internally displaced. With the improved security conditions madepossible by ECOMOG, more than 100,000 internally displaced persons and refugees
returned to their home villages to register and vote. According to the UNHCR, as

many as 480,000 Liberian refugees remain in neighboring West African countries.The Government provided first asylum. Following the military coup in Sierra
Leone in May, about 30,000 new Sierra Leonean refugees fled to Liberia. Although
no official census has been taken, there are probably more than 120,000 Sierra
Leoneans llving along the western border in Grand Cape Mount and Lefa counties.
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The LNTG III and IV Governments and the Taylor administration cooperated
with the office of the United Nations High Commission for Refugees (UNHCR) and
other humanitarian organizations in attempting to assist refugees, primarily Sierra
Leoneans. However, inaccessibility to refugees due to poor road conditions and the
limited capacity of local NGO's severely limited the amount of relief assistance that
could be provided. The Taylor administration has cooperated with the UNHCR's ef-
forts to inform Liberian refugees about the UNHCR's voluntary repatriation oper-
ations. There were no reports of forced return of persons to a country where they
feared persecution.

There were several instances of mistreatment of foreigners, including citizens of
ECOWAS countries, especially Nigerians. In September two members of ECOMOG's
Nigerian contingent (which constituted over half of the ECOMOG force) in Monrovia
were stoned and beaten by a mob provoked by the superstitious belief that even
slight body contact with foreigners could harm Liberians. Several immigration offi-
cers were dismissed for beating and harassing foreign nationals in October. Some
members of the expatriate community complained about the Taylor administration's
lack of cooperation in issuing visas. In October the administration announced that
Sierra Leonean refugees living in Grand Cape Mount county would be moved inland
for security reasons, but at year's end had not implemented this policy.

Section 3. Respect for Political Rights: The Right of Citizens to Change Their Govern-
ment

The Constitution provides for the right of free and fair elections and citizens exer-
cised their right to change their government in elections deemed free and trans-
parent on July 19. Since the election was held on the basis of proportional represen-
tation, President Taylor's party, the National Patriotic Party, won control of the leg-
islature by the same 75 percent margin that he won the presidency.

The July 19 national elections were held under the auspices of the Abuja II Peace
Accord rather than the Constitution. On the first day that the newly elected na-
tional legislature convened, it reaffirmed the primacy of the Constitution in all mat-
ters, including future elections.

At year's end, the legislature had not exercised real independence from the execu-
tive branch. There are only a handful of opposition legislators, but they tend to be
much weaker than traditional opposition figures.

There are no restrictions on the participation of women in politics; however, they
are underrepresented, largely illiterate, and generally did not have access to voter
and civic education programs during preelectoral activities. The sole female can-
didate among 13 in the presidential race finished a distant second. Overall numbers
of women inhigh-ranking psitions in the Taylor administration and in the various
political parties are low. Two of the 20 cabinet positions are held by women and
a woman was appointed Chief Justice of the Supreme Court.

One cabinet minister is Muslim (see Section 5).
Section 4. Governmental Attitude Regarding International and Nongovernmental In-

vestigation of Alleged Violations of Human Rights
The LNTG III and IV Governments and the Taylor administration permitted do-

mestic and international human rights grou s to operate. During the national elec-
tions, more than 400 international and 600 focal observers surveyed election activi-
ties. However, at year's end, reported incidents of harassment of democracy and
human rights groups had increased.

Domestic human rights organizations were underfunded, understaffed, and their
personnel lacked adequate training. In September 12 of the small, local human
rights organizations joined to establish the National Human Rights Center of Libe-
ria. In October four human rights groups constituted a new umbrella organization
called the Liberia Federation of Human Rights Organizations. Both of these organi-
zations sought to ensure that human rights issues were kept in the forefront of the
country's postconflict development plan.

Some of the human rights groups, as well as lawyers performing legal aid work
and U.N. human rights personnel, visited prisoners in the police holding cells and
the central prison. None reported governmental interference with their activities. As
a result of the security environment provided by ECOMOG prior to the elections,
several domestic human rights organizations established branches outside of the
capital.he United Nations Observer Mission in Liberia (UNOMIL) had responsibility for

monitoring the human rights situation until September 30, when its mandate ended
following completion of disarmament, demobilization, and the holding of national
elections. For 9 months, three experienced UNOMIL human rights officers con-
ducted investigations and worked to build the capacity of local human rights organi-
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zations. No UNOMIL human rights reports were made public. In December it was
announced that a U.N. peace-building mission would be established in Monrovia for
6 months.

In October the new Government created a human rights commission; however, it
triggered considerable controversy by limiting the commission's investigatory power
to prospective abuses only, with no power to compel testimony or gather evidence
and no funding to support operations. At year's end, the human rights commission
had not functioned. Although the independent media urged the Government to cre-
ate a commission to investigate the Dokie murders, the Government declined.

Section 5. Discrimination Based on Race, Sex, Religion, Disability, Language, or So-
cial Status

The Constitution prohibits discrimination based on ethnic background, race, sex,
creed, place of origin, or political opinion, but discrimination exists. There are no
laws against gender based discrimination, ethnic discrimination, or female genital
mutilation (FGM).

Women.-Domestic violence against women was extensive but never seriously ad-
dressed as an issue by the governments, the courts, or the media. Several NGO's
in Monrovia and Buchanan continued programs to treat abused women and girls
and increase awareness of their human rights, but NGO's are not vocal about wom-
en's political rights.

The status of women varies by region, ethnic group, and religion. Before the out-
break of the civil war, women held one-fourth of the professional and technical occu-
pational positions in Monrovia. Some women currently hold skilled jobs in govern-
ment, including the judiciary. On the whole, however, the situation of women dete-
riorated dramatically with the onset of war, the closing of most schools, and the loss
of their traditional role in the production, allocation, and sale of food. In urban
areas, women can inherit land and property. In rural areas, where traditional cus-
toms are stronger, a woman is normally considered the property of her husband and
his clan and usually is not entitled to inherit from her husband or retain custody
of her children if her husband dies. The LNTG III and IV Governments and the
Taylor administration did not sign a law passed by the legislature that would have
ensured equal rights for women. There were very few programs to help any combat-
ants reintegrate into society; and particularly, no programs especially designed to
help former female combatants. The absence of special programs, however, was not
discriminatory, but reflected the fact that there were few former female former com-
batants. Several women's organizations, however, advanced family welfare issues,
helped promote political reconciliation, and assisted in rehabilitating former combat-
ants as well as civilians affected by the war.

In Monrovia at the end of the year, a growing number of professional women's
groups-including lawyers, marketeers, and businesswomen-became increasingly
vocal about their concerns. Government officials often responded negatively to public
criticism and there were reports of harassment and possible surveillance of out-
spoken critics.

Children.-Due to the poor condition of government schools, most children who at-
tended school went to private institutions. However, many private schools had to
be refurbished, which were largely destroyed during the April and May 1996 fight-
ing since the Government decided not to pay private schools the subsidies that had
been in effect before the war, school fees were drastically increased, thereby denying
a large sector of the school-age population access to education. In both public and
private schools, however, children were often asked to provide their own books,
desks, copy books, pencils, and reams of paper.

Denied a normal childhood during the civil war, Liberian youth were seriously vic-
timized. An estimated 50,000 children were killed; of those wounded, orphaned, or
abandoned, many witnessed terrible atrocities or committed atrocities themselves.
Twenty-one percent (4,306) of the combatants who disarmed under the provisions
of the Abuja II peace accord were child soldiers under the age of 17. As education
and nurturing were almost completely disrupted, many children suffered post trau-
matic stress disorder syndrome. Some are still addicted to drugs. It is estimated
that 1A million children experienced violence, hunger, and homelessness during the
war. The number of street children in Monrovia and the number of abandoned in-
fants increased significantly following disarmament. NGO's and UNICEF continued
retraining and rehabilitation programs for a limited number of former child fighters
(see Section 6.d.).

After a 2-year effort by the Association of Female Lawyers, a bill creating a juve-
nile court system, enacted in 1959 and amended in 1971, was implemented in June.
The new court system was limited to Monrovia and lacked the resources and person-
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nel to function effectively. Children continue to be incarcerated with adults and
there were long delays in deciding cases involving minors.Female genital mutilation (FGM) is widely condemned by international health ex-

perts as damaging to both physical and psychological health. FGM traditionally has
been peformedon young girls by northern, western, and central tribes, particularly
in rural areas among traditional societies. Prior to the onset of the civil war in 1989,
approximately 50 percent of women in rural areas between the ages of 8 and 18 un-
derwent FGM. In some instances, female health professionals in the tribes partici-
pated in thepractic to the extent of providing postoperative care. The war, how-
ever, totally disrupted village life. The war caused most of the population to flee to
neighboring countries or become internally displaced. Social structures and tradi-
tional institutions, such as the secret soceties which often performed FGM as an
initiation rite, were also undermined by the war. Most experts believe that the civil
war has caused a reduction in FGM, estimating that the incidence has dropped to
as low as 10 percent. The most extreme form of FGM, infibulation, is not practiced.The Government has taken no action against FGM.

People With Disabilities.-The war produced a large number of people with per-
manent injuries in addition to persons disabled from other causes. There is no legal
discrimination against the disabled, but in practice they do not enjoy equal access
to public buildings. There are no laws mandating accessibility to public buildings
or services.

Religious Minorities.-The law prohibits religious discrimination. However, some
Muslims, who now represent a significant portion of the population, believe that Li-
berian secular culture gives preference to Christianity in civic ceremonies and ob-
servances, and that discrimination spills over into areas of individual opportunity
and employment. Although there are some Muslims in senior government positions,
many Muslims believe that they are bypassed for highly desirable government jobs.
The Taylor administration dismissed many Muslims, particularly Mandingos, from
longstanding jobs. Following President Taylor's public accusation in September that
Muslim Mandingos were fighting in Sierra Leone, prominent Mandingos in Monro-
via and elsewhere began receiving threats to their person and property from un-
known individuals. Many Muslim business proprietors believe that the Taylor Gov-
ernment's decision to enforce an old statute prohibiting businesses from opening on
Sunday discriminates against them, as they celebrate their Sabbath on Friday and
consequently are forced to close for the two most active selling days of the week.
There were also credible reports that returning Muslim Mandingo refugees were not
allowed to resettle in their home villages in Lofa, Bong, and Nimba Counties.

National/Racial/Ethnic Minorities.-Although the Constitution bans ethnic dis-
crimination, it also provides that only "persons who are negroes or of negro descent"
may be citizens or own land, thus denying full rights to many people who were born
or lived most of their lives in Liberia. There has been no governmental initiative
to repeal this racial test. In September and October during the confirmation hear-
ings for Taylor Government nominees, the issue of national and ethnic origins was
widely debated, particularly for two cabinet nominees, of mixed Lebanese-Liberian
parentage, and or one minister-designate who is a Muslim Mandingo, naturalized
Liberian citizen.

The 1975 economic "Liberianization" law prohibits foreign ownership of certain
businesses, such as travel agencies, retail gasoline stations, and beer and soft-drink
distributors. In October several bills extending the Liberianization law were passed
by the legislature, but by year's end they had not been signed into law by the Presi-
dent.

Some members of former President Samuel Doe's ethnic group, the Krahn, believe
that they were being systematically discriminated against by the Government, al-
though there are some Krahn holding ministerial positions in the Government.
Section 6. Worker Rights

a. The Right of Association.-The Constitution states that workers, except mem-
bers of the military and police, have the right to associate in trade unions. The Con-
stitution also states that unions are prohibited from partisan political activity. Gov-
ernment interference in union activities, especially union elections and leadershipsconflicts, was commonplace both before and during the civil war.

Although legal economic activity almost halted during the war, unions pro-
liferated. Thirty-two functioning unions were loosely organized under two umbrella
grups-the Federation of Liberian Trade Unions and the Congress of Liberian
TradeUnions--with the common objective of protecting the rights of their 60,000
members, who were largely unemployed. The actual power the unions exercised was
extremely limited, as the country's work force is largely illiterate and the labor lawstend, in some respects, to favor management.
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The Constitution is silent on the right to strike, but labor laws protect this right.
Due to the destruction of the economy and the continuing 85 percent unemployment
rate, strikes were infrequent. On September 6, however, about 300 people dem-
onstrated at the Bridgestone/Firestone rubber plantation in Harbel, Margibi county,
demanding greater death and insurance benefits and immediate reemployment of
more than 3,000 former employees. After ECOMOG troops fired warning shots into
the air to disperse the crowd and the shots were ignored, ECOMOG moved to break
up the demonstration, shooting six workers.

During the year, neither the LNTG III, LNTG IV, nor the Taylor administration
took discriminatory actions against organized labor. With the advent of each new
administration, however, many workers were dismissed and replaced with political
appointees. Unlike previous administrations, the Taylor Government reportedly dis-
missed large numbers of Muslim Mandingos. The Taylor Government also strictly
enforced the union registration requirements that had fallen into disuse during the
war. Many civil servants had not been paid for almost a year; the Taylor adminis-
tration paid most of them by the end of December.

Liberia's status as a beneficiary of the trade preferences under the United States'
generalized system of preference (GSP) program was suspended in 1990 as a result
of the Doe Government's failure to take steps to provide internationally recognized
worker rights.

Labor unions traditionally have affiliated with international labor groups such as
the International Confederation of Free Trade Unions.

b. The Right to Organize and Bargain Collectiely.-With the important exception
of civil servants, workers (including employees of public corporations and autono-
mous agencies) have the right to organize and bargain collectively. In the past,
agreements were negotiated freely between workers and their employers without
government interference. These rights were largely moot because of the lack of eco-
nomic enterprise.

There were no export processing zones. All were destroyed after the war started.
c. Prohibition of Forced or Compulsory Labor.-The Constitution prohibits forced

labor, but even before the civil war this prohibition was widely ignored in rural
areas where farmers were pressured into providing free labor on "community
projects" that often benefited only local leaders. In many parts of the country, this
practice continued. The proliferation of forced labor during the civil crisis by factions
that used captured enemies declined dramatically with the conclusion of voluntary
disarmament in February.

The Constitution prohibits forced and bonded labor by children. There were credi-
ble reports, however, that former combatants kidnaped former child soldiers who
had been reunited with their families in order to use them for forced labor, pri-marily in illicit logging and mining operations.

d. Status of Child Labor Practices and Minimum Age for Employment.-Even be-
fore the civil war, enforcement of the law prohibiting employment of children under
age 16 during school hours in the wage sector was lax. In all areas of the country,
particularly where there were no schools, small children continued to assist their
parents as vendors in local markets or on the streets, to take care of younger broth-
ers and sisters and to work on family subsistence farms. With few educational op-
p ortunities and with rampant economic hardship, most children still worked to help
eep their families alive.
The Constitution prohibits forced and bonded labor by children, however, there

were reports of its use (see Section 6.c.).
e. Acceptable Conditions of Work.-The Labor law provides for a minimum wage,

paid leave, severance benefits, and safety standards, but the enforcement mecha-
nism collapsed during the war and the Taylor administration did not make this a
high priority issue. With the economy almost totally destroyed, citizens were forced
to accept any work that they could find regardless of wages or working conditions.
The 1977 Labor Law requires a minimum wage of approximately $.25 per hour not
exceeding 8 hours per day, excluding benefits, for unskilled laborers. Agricultural
workers are paid $1.50 for an 8 hour day, excluding benefits. Skilled labor has no
minimum fixed wage, but industrial workers usually received three or four times
the wage paid to agricultural workers. The Ministry of Labor did not have the re-
sources to monitor compliance with the labor laws. In practice wages are paid in
Liberian dollars which are worth less than three cents in U.S. currency. Even if
both spouses work, the minimum wage is far less than a family needs to survive.
Families dependent on minimum wage incomes also engage in subsistence farming,
small scale marketing, petty extortion, and beggiag.

The Labor Code provides for a 48-hour, 6-day regular workweek with a 30-minute
rest period per 5 hours of work. The 6-day workweek may extend to 56 hours for
service occupations and to 72 hours for miners, with overtime pay beyond 48 hours.
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Prior to 1990, there also were government-established health and safety standards,
enforced in theory by the Ministry of Labor. During the war, these regulations were
not enforced. Even under the Labor Code, workers did not have a specific right to
remove themselves from dangerous situations.

MADAGASCAR

Madagascar held its second presidential election under the 1992 Constitution in
December 1996, following the impeachment and removal of then-President Albert
Zafy earlier in the year. The winner, former Second Republic President Didier
Ratsiraka, took office in February. The election was widely accepted as free and fair.
Under the Constitution, power is divided among: The President; the Prime Minister
and his Government, anda bicameral legislature (Senate and National Assembly).
A number of institutions provided for in the Constitution, including the Senate, an
independent judiciary, some decentralized local governments, and new courts that
require Senate appointments had still not been established by year's end. Legisla-
tive elections scheduled for August did not take place because of new requirements
that voters possess national identity cards. These elections are planned for March
1998.

The State Secretary of the Ministry of Interior for Public Security-and, under the
State Secretary, the National Police-are responsible for law and order in urban
areas. The Ministry of Armed Forces comprises the National Army, including army
troops, air force, navy, and the gendarmerie. The gendarmerie has primary respon-
sibility for security except in major cities, and is assisted in some areas by regular
army units in operations against bandit gangs and cattle thieves. Military force
strength continued to decline slowly, dropping below 20,000 troops. There are also
traditional village-level law enforcement groups or vigilance committees, known as
dina. There were occasional reports that police and gendarmes committed human
rights abuses, as did the dina.

Madagascar is a very poor country. The economy relies heavily on agriculture;
production of coffee and vanilla fell further, but shrimp exports rose. Rice, the major
staple, remained at near self-sufficiency. Manufacturing in export processing facili-
ties increased modestly. The smuggling of vanilla, gold, precious stones, and cattle
continued to be major problems. Overall economic performance improved, but three-
fourths of the population of 13 million still live in poverty. Foreign economic assist-
ance remains a major source of national income. Living standards are low, with av-
erage per capita gross domestic product estimated at $230 per year. Annual infla-
tion stabilized at about 9 percent during 1996 and 1997. Unemployment and under,
employment, especially among youth, remained high. The Government implemented
a program of economic reform and structural adjustment to foster a stronger market
economy.

The human rights situation improved somewhat from 1996. There was very little
political violence. However, there were occasional reports of police brutality against
criminal suspects and detainees, as well as instances of arbitrary arrest and deten-
tion. Prison conditions remained harsh and often life threatening. In some prisons,
women experienced abuse, including rape. A total of 62 new judges were appointed
in an effort to relieve the overburdened judiciary. Nonetheless, suspects were often
held in lengthy pretrial detention that often exceeded the maximum sentence for the
alleged offense. Dina imposed summary justice in rural areas where the Govern-
ment's presence was weak, but authorities increased their efforts to bring dna
under closer regulation and scrutiny. Women continued to face some societal dis-
crimination.

RESPECT FOR HUMAN RIGHTS

Section 1. Respect for the Integrity of the Person, Including Freedom From:
a. Political and Other Extrajudicial Killing.-There were no reports of political

killings by government forces. However, harsh prison conditions and the authorities'
failure to provide adequate food and medical treatment contributed to an undeter-mined number of deaths in custody (see Section 1.c.).

Village dina continued to mete out summary justice, including executions, to com-bat rising rural banditry.

There were no developments in several pre-1997 incidents: The 1994 beating
death of radio journalist Victor Randrianirina, who had allegedly reported on sap-

hire smuggling; the deaths of unarmed civilians by security forces in 1991-93; the
deaths of more than 30 demonstrators who were killed by the Presidential Guard
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
FOR THE EASTERN DISTRICT OF PENNSYLVANIA

JANE W, in her individual capacity, and in
her capacity as the personal representative
of the estates of her relatives, James W,
Julie W and Jen W;

JOHN X, in his individual capacity, and in
his capacity as the personal representative of
the estates of his relatives, Jane X, Julie X,
James X and Joseph X;

JOHN Y, in his individual capacity;

AND JOHN Z, in his individual capacity,

Plaintiffs,

v.

MOSESW. THOMAS,

Defendant.

Case No. 2:18-CV-00569-PBT
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dispute cases on the docket of the Labor Court, which has only one labor judge who
is now dealing with cases filed in 1995.

The Labor Code requires employers to provide adequate light, ventilation, and
sanitary facilities for employees and to install and maintain machinery in a manner
designed to minimize the risk of injury. In practice employers generally follow these
regulations only within the wage economy in urban areas, and the Ministry of Labor
and Employment enforces the regulations haphazardly. The Labor Code does not ex-
plicitly protect the right of workers to remove themselves from hazardous situations
without prejudice to employment. However, Labor Code sections on safety in the
workplace and dismissal imply that dismissal in such circumstances would be iMle-
gal.

LIBERIA

Liberia is a centralized republic dominated by a strong presidency. Although the
Constitution provides for three branches of government, there is no effective system
of checks and balances, and presidents traditionally have wielded extraordinary

ower. Americo-Liberians, descendents of freed African-American slaves from the
nited States and the Caribbean who make up about 5 percent of the population,

dominated the country's government through the True Whig Party until 1980, when
Sergeant Samuel K Doe, a member of the indigenous Krahn ethnic group, seized
power in a military coup. Doe was killed by rebels in 1990 at the start of a 7-year-
long ethnically divisive civil war, which was ended by the Abuja Peace Accords in
1996, and from which forces led by Charles G. Taylor, who is of both indigenous
and Americo-Liberian ancestry, emerged dominant. In July 1997 Taylor won the
presidency, and his National Patriotic Party (NPP) won three-quarters of the seats
in the Congress, in elections that were administratively free and transparent, but
were conducted in an atmosphere of intimidation, as most voters believed that Tay-
lor's forces would resume fighting if Taylor were to lose. The leaders of the former
warring factions, including Taylor, did not make any serious attempt to reconcile
their differences. In his first year in office, Taylor restored the trappings and cere-
mony customarily associated with the presidency, but his NPP Government did not
pass any significant legislation. The judiciary is subject to political influence, eco-
nomic pressure, and corruption.

The regular security forces included: the armed forces; the national police, which
have primary responsibility for internal security; the Special Security Service (SSS),
a large and heavily armed executive protective force; as well as numerous other ir-
regular security services attached to certain key ministries and parastatal corpora-
tions, the responsibilities of which appeared poorly defined. The national- army,
which fought against Taylor's faction during the civil war, has yet to be downsized
and restructured as required by the Abuja Peace Accords, although a restructuring
plan exists. Only a few contingents have been deployed to maintain security in parts
of rural areas. The many, newly created security services absorbed Taylor's most ex-
perienced civil war fighters. Armed units within these services consisted almost ex-
clusively of undisciplined Taylor loyalists. Remnants of ECOMOG, the West African
peacekeeping force deployed around greater Monrovia, interceded on several occa-
sions to contain violence triggered in part by the government security forces. While
civilian authorities generally maintained control of the security forces, there were
frequent instances in which the security forces acted independently of government
authority. Members of the security forces committed numerous human rights
abuses.

Liberia is a very poor country with a market-based economy that is only begin-
ning to recover from the ravages of the civil war. There is no reliable data on aver-
age per capita income, but it is estimated at only a small fraction of the prewar
level. Prior to 1990, the cash economy was based primarily on iron ore, rubber, tim-
ber, diamond, and gold exports. Eighty-five percent unemployment, a 15 percent lit-
eracy rate, the continued internal displacement of civilians, and the absence of in-
frastructure throughout the country continued to depress productive capacity, de-
spite the country's rich natural resources and potential self-sufficiency in food. Gov-
ernment officials and former combatants continued to exploit the country's natural
resources for personal benefit. Extortion is a widespread phenomenon in all strata
of society.

The Government's human rights record was poor, with serious problems in many
areas. The security forces committed many extrajudicial killings. Police shot and
killed suspects in custody, and security forces on September 18 encircled and killed
perhaps hundreds of ethnic Krahns who were affiliated with a faction that opposed
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Taylor during the civil war. Members of the SSS were implicated in the disappear-
ance and apparent murder of a market woman. Security forces tortured, beat and
otherwise abused or humiliated citizens. The Government investigated some of the
alleged abuses by the security forces, but in all cases in which officers were charged,
they either were treated leniently or exonerated. Prison conditions in all 13 counties
were harsh, and in the case of Gbarnga Central Prison, life threatening. Security
forces continued at times to use arbitrary arrest and detention, and lengthy pretrial
detention remained common. The judicial system, hampered by inefficiency, corrup-
tion, and a lack of resources, was unable to ensure citizens' rights to due process
and a fair trial. In some rural areas where the judiciary had not been reestablished,
clan chieftains administered criminal justice through the traditional practice of
trial-by-ordeal; at times authorities tacitly condoned this practice. The security
forces violated citizens' privacy rights, conducting warrantless searches and looting
homes. The Government restricted freedom of the press, temporarily closing private
newspapers and radio stations, stopping the printing of a private newspaper, flog-
ging a journalist, and threatening other journalists critical of the Government. Secu-
rity forces restricted freedom of movement, using roadblocks to extort money from
travelers and returning refugees. The Government postponed local elections. Secu-
rity forces frequently harassed human rights activists. Violence and discrimination
against women, and violence against children remained problems. The education
and care of children remained widely neglected, and the civil-war-era decline in fe-
male genital mutilation (FGM) began to be reversed. Societal ethnic discrimination
remained widespread, ethnic differences continued to generate violence and political
tensions, and the Government continued to discriminate against indigenous ethnic
groups that had opposed Taylor in the civil war, including the Krahn ethnic group.
Forced labor, including by children, persisted in rural areas. Child labor remained
widespread. Ritualistic killings also persisted.

RESPECT FOR HUMAN RIGHTS

Section 1. Respect for the Integrity of the Person, Including Freedom From:
a. Political-and Other Extrajudicial Killing.-Security forces committed a substan-

tial number of extrajudicial killings during the year; most were killings of ethnic
Krahn on or after September 18.

On the night of January 8-9, a police unit tasked with curbing a wave of armed
robberies, went to the home of a former rebel commander, Mannah Zekay. Eye-
witnesses claim that the police took Zekay, clad only in underwear, into custody
along with an associate, Weah Saydee. At one stage during his detention, Zekay
broke free from the police and ran to an ECOMOG checkpoint for protection. The
French-speaking soldiers on duty did not understand Zekay's plea for help and re-
turned him to police custody. On the morning of January 9, the police displayed the
bullet-riddled bodies of two men at police headquarters and announced that the
antirobbery task force had killed them in a heavy exchange of gunfire. No policemen
were wounded. Zekay's skull appeared to have been fractured with a blunt instru-
ment. There was no official investigation and no autopsy.

On the night of February 8, the antirobbery task force went to a displaced persons
camp in Brewerville in search of an alleged armed robber, John Nimely. They found
Nimely and took him to police headquarters for questioning. The following morning,
the police displayed his body and announced that he had been killed while trying
to escape from police custody. The cause of death appeared to be a single gunshot
to the back of Nimely's head. According to the police, Nimely admitted under inter-
rogation to a string of armed robberies and the rae of two women. He volunteered
to accompany a squad of officers to a cemetery where he had a weapons cache. At
the cemetery, Nimely allegediy removed a loaded weapon from the cache and opened
fire on the police officers. The police allegediy returned fire, killing Nimely. No po-
licemen were injured. There was no official investigation and no autopsy.

During the year, many persons were killed in clashes between government forces
and the forces of Roosevelt Johnson, the only one of the warlords who had fought
against Taylor during the civil war and still remained in the country. Until Septem-
ber Johnson and a substantial number of his former fighters were based on Camp
Johnson Road in downtown Monrovia just six blocks from President Taylor's office
in the Executive Mansion. Mutual suspicions and misperceptions by these men and
their former fighters resulted in widespread unrest on four occasions between Feb-
ruary and August. Johnson's followers, almost all members of the Krahn minority,
frequently harassed motorists and pedestrians passing through their neighborhood
at night. When the security forces were sent to deal with these problems, undisci-
plined and heavily armed former combatants within the SSS and the Liberian Na-
tional Police (LNP) Special Task Force used excessive force, thereby further provok-
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ing the Krahn. Altogether, at least four persons were killed in these clashes. In each
case ECOMOG stepped in to restore order.

On September 18, security forces in the capital conducted a military assault,
codenamed Operation Camp Johnson Road, against Johnson's base. Hundreds of
SSS officers and members of the police Special Task Force, joined by scores of irreg-
ular former combatants of Taylor's former faction, employed automatic weapons,
rocket-propelled grenades, and mortars. Much of the shooting occurred at nighttime
and was indiscriminate. Credible reports indicate that as many as 300 persons,
most of them Krahns, many of them women and children, were killed in a 17-hour
battle, and in subsequent house-to-house searches and summary executions by gov-
ernment forces. On the night of September 18, ECOMOG peacekeepers reported wit-
nessing a double execution of unidentified males on the eastern outskirts of Monro-
via. Krahn leader Roosevelt Johnson survived the initial attack and sought refuge
in a Western embassy on September 19; police opened fire on Johnson and seven
supporters in the entryway of the embassy, killing two members of Johnson's party,
and wounding other members of his party as well as two embassy employees. One
hour later and three blocks away, several international NGO workers witnessed an
execution of an unidentified male by security force members. Five senior officers and
several junior officers of the Krahn-dominated Armed Forces of Liberia (AFL) were
interrogated and tortured on September 21 at a military stockade in central Monro-
via. They were then taken to a miitary base outside the capital and executed. The
Government falsely claimed that the men had been caught in crossfire during the
September 19 fighting. Eleven persons reportedly were tortured before being killed
on October 1 (see Section 1.c.). Following these events, about 9,000 persons, most
members of the Krahn ethnic group, fled from the country to neighboring Cote
d'Ivoire. Although the Government agreed to the demands of the international com-
munity for a United Nations investigation of these events, no inquiry had begun by
year's end.

Five SSS officers were charged in January with the November 1997 murder of op-
position political leader Samuel Saye Dokie and three family members. The LNP
had detained the Dokies at a, police checkpoint in Gbarnga on November 28, 1997.
On the following day, the five accused officers forcibly removed the Dokies from po-
lice custody. The Dokies' mutilated, burned bodies were discovered 3 days later. The
director of the SSS publicly admitted that he had ordered the Dokies' arrest, but
he disavowed participation in or knowledge of the murders. Although Dokie had
been a renegade from Charles Taylor's National Patriotic Front, the President prom-
ised to bring the Dokies' murderers to justice. When the trial of the five SSS officers
began on February 25, the prosecutor dropped charges against three of the five men,
who agreed to turn state's evidence against the other two. The Government also
issued arrest warrants for four other individuals, including the SSS regional com-
mander, who allegedly fled to Cote d'Ivoire. There were numerous procedural irreg-
ularities in the ensuing trial. On April 8, the jury unanimously found the two ac-
cused men not guilty. The Government made no serious attempt to locate or extra-
dite the other suspects in the case.

Ritualistic killings, in which body parts used in traditional rituals are removed
from the victim, continued to occur (see Sections 2.c. and 3). The number of such
killings is difficult to ascertain, since police often describe deaths as accidents even
when body parts have been removed. Deaths that appear to be natural or accidental
sometimes are rumored to be the work of ritualistic killers.

b. Disappearance.-On the night of June 28, nine members of the SSS allegedly
abducted Nowai Flomo from her residence near Monrovia. The 37-year-old market
woman, whose sister is an SSS officer, allegedly engaged in a heated discussion with
her abductors before being taken from the house. After several persons claimed to
have witnessed Flomo's ritual murder, a coalition of women's groups threatened a
massive protest march to demand the arrest of SSS officer David Daniel Daniel was
arrested on July 7, but was released 3 weeks later for lack of evidence. Daniel was
arrested again on August 27 and detained in connection with Flomo's disappear-
ance, but was not brought to trial.

On June 6, six former fighters of the ULIMO-Krahn faction allegedly disappeared
at Roberts International Airport while waiting for a flight to Banjul, The Gambia.
Widespread reports that they had been tortured and killed by government security
forces proved to be incorrect. There were in fact only five men, not six, and they
subsequently turned up in Banjul, where they denied having been detained.

Scores of victims of Operation Camp Johnson Road and persons subsequently
killed during house-to-house searches were buried secretly by the security forces,
leaving their next of kin in doubt as to their whereabouts.

c. Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman, or Degrading Treatment or Punishment.-
The Constitution prohibits torture and other degrading treatment; however, govern-
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ment security forces tortured, beat and otherwise abused or-humiliated citizens. A
local human rights organization claimed that security personnel often use torture
in interrogating those they suspect of criminal activity. There were also reports that
as many as 11 officers of the armed forces detained at the Barclay Training Center,
among 27 persons detained pending trial on treason charges, were tortured on Sep-
tember 21 before being taken to another location and killed (see Section l.a.). Other
evidence also indicated that government claims that they were killed in a gun battle
were disingenuous. There were numerous credible reports that security forces sub-
jected citizens to cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment. On several occasions dur-
ing the year, security forces publicly disrobed, flogged, and humiliated perceived op-
ponents of the administration. In April the Director of Police ordered the flogging
of a member-designate of the Liberia Human Rights Commission for an alleged traf-
fic violation. J. Kormah Bryemah sustained multiple contusions from the flogging.
President Taylor appointed a commission to investigate the matter, but refused to
publicize its findings, claiming that he had ordered the probe for his personal infor-
mation. The Senate subsequently declined to confirm Bryemah's appointment to the
commission.

The Government often dispatched security force units to rural areas without pay-
ing or provisioning them. There were many incidents in which members of the secu-
rity services and the armed forces serving in rural parts of the country harassed
and extorted-money and goods from civilians. There were many credible reports that
security forces harassed returning refugees, displaced persons, and refugees from Si-
erra Leone, especially in the border areas (see Section 2.d.).

In July, August, and October, while dismantling several-thousand market stalls
used by small traders, police manhandled numerous marketers and confiscated
thousands of dollars worth of money and goods. The campaign, which was carried
out in the name of urban beautification, was suspended in September but resumed
in December.

Clan chieftains continued to use the traditional practice of trial-by-ordeal to re-
solve criminal cases in rural areas. Although the Supreme Court ruled that trial-
by-ordeal--commonly, the placement of a burning metal object on a suspect's body
to determine whether he or she is telling the truth-is unconstitutional, the Min-
istry of Internal Affairs continued tacitly to condone the practice in an unknown
number of cases in 1998. In April four young men in Nimba County who were ac-
cused of stealing gin distillery equipment were admitted to a local clinic with third
degree burns on the bottoms of their feet. The injuries were the result of trial-by-
ordeal carried out by a clan chief on the orders of the local army commander. A law-
suit brought in 1994 for injuries resulting from trial-by-ordeal still was pending be-
fore the Supreme Court at year's end.

Armed supporters of Roosevelt Johnson, the last of the warlords who had opposed
Taylor in the civil war, also regularly harassed citizens and subjected them to extor-
tion, according to numerous reports. However, Johnson and many of his supporters
left the country after the Government's attack on them in September (see Section
l.a.).

Prison conditions were harsh, and in some cases life threatening. The Government
did not provide prisoners with adequate food or medical care. Cells at Monrovia
Central Prison occasionally were overcrowded with prisoners awaiting trial. The
Deputy Minister of Justice for Corrections welcomed and supported initiatives by
the International Committee of the Red Cross (ICRC), the Catholic Justice and
Peace Commission, and other NGO's to make improvements to prison facilities in
Monrovia and Kakata. President Taylor visited Monrovia's Central Prison in Decem-
ber and subsequently ordered the release of some prisoners being held without
charge.

Women, who constituted about 5 percent of the prison population, were held in
separate cells. A jailer raped a female inmate in August in Saniquellie, Nimba
County. A local magistrate ordered the severe flogging of the jailer. There were no
separate facilities for juvenile offenders.

Human rights groups were granted frequent access to prisoners in Monrovia, and
these groups often obtained needed medical treatment for prisoners. In a number
of cases, human rights groups and interested individuals achieved the release of
prisoners.

d. Arbitrary Arrest, Detention, or Exile.-The Constitution prohibits arbitrary ar-
rest and detention; however, security forces continued at times to arrest and detain
persons arbitrarily. The Constitution provides for the rights of the accused, includ-
ing warrants for arrests, and the right of detainees either to be charged or released
within 48 hours. Although the Government generally adheres to these standards,
warrants were not always based on sufficient evidence, and detainees, especially
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those without the means to hire a lawyer, often were held for more than 48 hours
without charge.

Lengthy pretrial detention is also a serious problem. Two armed robbery suspects
from Rivercess were detained for over 2 months before they were charged. Eighteen
persons arrested in Vai Town in October 1997 and charged with a single murder
remained in pretrial detention for over a year. The police nave only limited logistics
and forensic capabilities, and cannot adequately investigate many crimes, including
murder cases. When the courts release known criminals for lack of evidence, police
officers often rearrest them on specious charges.

In September, following Operation Camp Johnson Road, the Government arrested
some members of the armed forces and 19 civilians, including some senior Krahn
leaders, on charges that included treason and sedition in some cases. The Govern-
ment dropped charges against 5 of the civilian suspects in return for their testimony
as state witnesses; the trial of the remaining 14 civilian detainees was just begin-
ning at year's end. The military personnel arrested at the same time remained in
detention, uncharged, at year's end.

The Government did not use forced exile, but the security forces frequently har-
assed and threatened opposition figures to the point that a number of them de-
parted the country due to fear for their personal safety or that of their families. Sev-
eral times during the year, President Taylor publicly alleged that some of these op-
position figures had gone abroad to conspire in the overthrow of his Government.
The effect of such statements was to keep numerous prominent opposition figures
and former warlords out of the country indefinitely.

e. Denial of Fair Public Trial.-Although the Constitution provides for an inde-
pendent judiciary, judges always have been subject to political, social, familial, and
financial pressures. Corruption and lack of professionalism remained a recurrent
problem.

The judiciary is divided into four levels, with the Supreme Court at the apex. All
levels of the court system in Monrovia, including' the Supreme Court, functioned,
though erratically. A new juvenile court, the first in the country's history, was es-
tablished in 1997, but it tried no cases during the year. A criminal court established
late in 1997 specifically to handle armed robbery cases heard only one case during
1998. Outside Monrovia the judiciary did not function in most areas due to an acute
lack of trained personnel, infrastructure, and resources. In some parts of the coun-
try, refugees returning from abroad found squatters occupying their houses, but had
no legal recourse to evict them. Several localities reverted to traditional forms of
justice administered by clan chieftains (see Section 1.c.).

Under the Constitution, defendants have due process rights that conform to inter-
nationally accepted standards. However, in practice these rights are not always ob-
served. Courts regularly received kickbacks on damages awarded in civil cases. De-
fense attorneys often suggested that their clients pay a gratuity to appease judges,
prosecutors, and police officers, and ensure a favorable ruling.

In August the Chief Justice of the Supreme Court summarily sentenced a Deputy
Minister of Information to 5 days in the central prison for criminal contempt after
he said in a radio interview that he felt that the judiciary was "rotten." In December
the President called for reform of the judiciary and dismissed a number of mag-
istrates and justices of the peace accused of incompetence or malfeasance.

f. Arbitray Interference With Privacy, Family, Home, or Correspondence.-The

Constitution provides for the right of privacy and the sanctity of the home; however,
authorities regularly infringed on these rights. The Constitution provides that police
must obtain a warrant, or have a reasonable belief that a crime is in progress, or
is about to be committed, before entering a private dwelling. In practice, police and
SSS officers frequently entered private homes and churches without a warrant to
carry out arrests and investigations. For example, in April armed SSS officers en-
tered the home of a former minister of commerce with the stated purpose of killing
him. The former minister was not at home, but the SSS officers nonetheless man-
handled his female friend. Police searched scores of homes without warrants follow-
ing Operation Camp Johnson Road, in several cases triggering gun battles with the
Krahn inhabitants.

The security forces regularly harassed and threatened opposition figures and their
families by surveilling, and in some cases, entering their homes, usually at night.
Several journalists and human rights activists slept in the homes of friends or rel-
atives for months at a time due to fear that the security forces might follow through
with their threats. These incidents of harassment increased significantly in the im-
mediate aftermath of Operation Camp Johnson Road. In rural areas, armed security
forces illegally entered homes, most often to steal food, money, or other valuables
(see Section 1.c.). This problem was especially prevalent in remote parts of Lofa
County during the first half of the year.
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Section 2. Respect for Civil Liberties, Including:
a. Freedom of Speech and Press.-The Constitution provides for freedom of speech

and of the press; however, the Government restricted this right in practice. The
Government temporarily closed newspapers and radio stations, and harassed and
threatened journalists, many of whom practiced self-censorship.

The Government took several steps in the beginning of the year that appeared
to be part of a concerted effort to limit freedom of the press. However, in each case
the Government subsequently reversed course. For example, on March 20, the Min-
istry of Information announced new media guidelines that, if enforced, would have
driven most private newspapers and radio stations out of business. The guidelines
established liquidity requirements, minimum education and experience standards
for editors, and a minimum daily circulation level that would have forced cash-
strapped newspapers to double their output. The Press Union of Liberia challenged
the guidelines as unconstitutional, because they restricted freedom of expression.
After discussing the issue with the press union, the Ministry agreed to revise the
guidelines to the satisfaction of the private media. In May, journalists raised con-
cern about the fact that Decree 88-A, promulgated by President Samuel Doe in the
1980's, remained in force and could be invoked by the Government to restrict press
freedom. The Justice and Peace Commission researched the matter and found that
an interim legislature had repealed the decree in August 1993. However, to allay
lingering concern, President Taylor formally repealed the decree in July.

Despite the Government's reversal in these areas, it took a number of actions that
restricted press freedom. On January 5, the Ministry of Information ordered
Monrovia's only printing press to cease publication of Heritage, a twice-weekly pri-
vate newspaper. The Ministry claimed that a Heritage editorial was inflammatory.
The opinion piece in question innocuously chided the Government for apparent in-
gratitude towards ECOMOG, the Nigerian-led peacekeeping force. The Government
permitted the newspaper to resume publication after the managing editor formally
apologized to the Ministry.

On January 22, the head of the police Special Task Force severely flogged Hassan
Bility, the managing editor of The National, a twice-weekly private newspaper,
while escorting him to police headquarters for questioning. President Taylor prom-
ised to take disciplinary action against the police officer concerned, but no action
was taken by year's end.

Security forces periodically threatened private print media editors and journalists
throughout the year. In April a group of police officers used a charge of reckless
driving as a pretext to harass the managing editor of a private daily. In May secu-
rity officers threatened to burn alive the staff of another private daily, and in Au-
gust they warned the same staff, "neither God nor Satan can save you this time."
Several leading private journalists did not sleep in their own homes for extended
periods because of frequent nighttime visits andverbal threats by security officers.
The harassment of private journalists intensified greatly following Operation Camp
Johnson Road, resulting in a high degree of self-censorship, particularly with regard
to security issues.

Seven private newspapers were published regularly in the country. Two were dai-
lies and five appeared once or twice weekly. Some of them carried articles that were
critical of the Government. However, their editors admitted to practicing self-censor-
ship by withholding news reports that reflected unfavorably on-and commentary
that was highly critical of-the President, the security services, and official corrup-
tion.

Due to limited literacy and the relatively high costs of newspapers and television,
radio remained the most important medium of mass communication. Six private FM
radio stations located in the capital broadcast to the greater Monrovia area and in
some cases beyond. The Monrovia Communications Network, affiliated with Presi-
dent Taylor's National Patriotic Party and reportedly financed by the President per-
sonally, operated one of these stations, and also maintained a short-wave station
that broadcasts to the entire country from the town of Totota, near the center of
the country. Its programming was not critical of the executive branch of the Govern-
ment. Of the five other privately owned domestic FM radio stations, two were owned
by nationals of the country, one was operated by the Catholic archdiocese, one was
an evangelical station, and one was foreign owned. The Catholic Church also oper-
ated a weak short-wave transmitter. Programming on these private stations, largely
domestically produced, was occasionally critical of the Government. Telephone talk
shows were popular. In September police arrested a prominent businesswoman and
questioned her about comments she made on a telephone talk show. In her remarks,
she suggested that the Government apologize to a foreign government for a shooting
incident in which security forces trespassed on the premises of that government's
embassy and wounded two members of the embassy's staff (see Section L.a.).
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On January 7, the Government ordered the closure of Star Radio, a private sta-
tion operated by a Swiss NGO. It later relented and allowed the station to continue
broadcasting. However, in October the Government prohibited Star Radio from post-
ing its news bulletins on the Internet and broadcasting on short wave. The Govern-
ment reversed its position shortly thereafter and permitted the station to resume
use of the Internet, but at year's end it continued to prohibit its use of short-wave
frequencies. The Government's limitation of Star Radio to FM broadcasts prevented
its broadcasts from reaching audiences outside the immediate Monrovia area.

Two television stations operated in the country; both were privately owned. They
broadcast to an apparently small number of viewers in the greater Monrovia area.
One was very irregular due to technical difficulties. The other, financed by Presi-
dent Taylor, broadcast for a couple of hours every evening, usually showing coverage
of government events or old movies. News reports and editorials on the more inde-
pendent station were seldom critical of the Government, but were not known to
have been restricted by the Government. No international cable or satellite tele-
vision services were available. There were no known restrictions on personal sat-
ellite receivers.

Two private Internet service providers-the country's first-began operations dur-
ing the year. Several government officials publicly criticized citizens who dissemi-
nated damaging information and criticism of the Government to Liberians living
abroad. However, there have been no known attempts to disrupt or otherwise limit
access to the Internet. The Government maintained its own website, which it used
to counter what it considered false allegations propagated on the Internet.

The Liberian Broadcasting Corporation (LBS) operates one FM station that covers
the greater Monrovia area and a short-wave station that reaches outside the coun-
try. News programming is informative and generally balanced, but seldom critical
of the Government. At least one reporter was suspended during the year for broad-
casting news considered uncomplimentary to the Government. During the 1997 gen-
eral and presidential elections, candidates enjoyed equal access to the state-owned
radio station. LBS also owns a television transmitter, which was inoperative. The
Ministry of Information publishes a newspaper that generally appears once a week.
Reports and editorials were strictly progovernment, and occasionally were stridently
adversarial towards critics of the Government.

Academic freedom was generally respected at the University of Liberia. In July
and August, speakers at a 3-week long national conference on the future of the
country were openly critical of the Taylor administration's first year in office. There
were no known reprisals.

b. Freedom of Peaceful Assembly and Association.-The Constitution provides for
the right of peaceful assembly, and the Government generally respected this right
in practice. The Government used objective criteria to approve or disapprove permits
for public meetings. Approvals for marches and gatherings were sometimes contin-
gent upon rerouting or changes in venue. Several permits were denied during 1998
on security grounds. These actions did not appear to be discriminatory towards any
particular group. In September the Justice Minister denied a permit for a dem-
onstration at a foreign embassy that had been instigated by President Taylor, fol-
lowing the embassy's decision to provide temporary refuge to Roosevelt Johnson.

The Constitution provides for the right of association and the Government gen-
erally respects this right in practice. Registration requirements can be onerous, but
do not appear to be discriminatory towards any specific group.

c. Freedom of Religion.-The Constitution recognizes freedom of religion as a fun-
damental right, and the Government generally respects this right in practice. There
is no established state religion. Although Islam is gaining adherents, as much as
40 percent of the population profess to be Christian. A significant portion of the pop-
ulation follows traditional animism or blends traditional religions with Christianity
or Islam. Little reliable information appears to be readily available about traditions
associated with ritual killings (see Section L.a.).

Although the law prohibits religious discrimination, Islamic leaders complained of
societal discrimination against Muslims (see Section 5).

d. Freedom of Movement Within the Country, Foreign Travel, Emigration, and Re-
patriation.-The Constitution provides for freedom of movement throughout the
country as well as the right to leave or enter; however, the Government restricted
freedom of movement by means of numerous joint security checkpoints where travel-
ers routinely were subjected to arbitrary searches and petty extortion. Security
forces also extorted money from returning refugees.

In June the Government repealed an exit visa requirement for all residents, and
no longer required foreign visitors to register with the immigration service within
48 hours of arrival.
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The law includes provisions for granting refugee/asylee status in accordance with
the provisions of the 1951 U.N. Convention Relating to the Status of Refugees and
its 1967 Protocol. The Government provided first asylum. There was a large influx
of refugees from neighboring Sierra Leone due to the political violence in that coun-
try.

Although no official census has been taken, it is estimated that there are more
than 120,000 Sierra Leoneans living along the western border of the country. The
Taylor administration cooperated with the office of the United Nations High Com-
mission for Refugees (UNHCR) and other humanitarian organizations in attempting
to assist these refugees. However, inaccessibility due to poor road conditions and the
limited capacity of local NGO's severely restricted the amount of relief assistance
that could be provided. A large number of refugees were moved from the least acces-
sible camp in Vahun to a newly established camp in Kolahun, which was farther
from the border and more accessible. Many refugees, among them families and camp
followers of a Sierra Leonean rebel group, the Revolutionary United Front, re-
mained in Vahun voluntarily.

Section 3. Respect for Political Rights: The Right of Citizens to Change Their Govern-
ment

The Constitution provides for the right to vote in free and fair elections, and citi-
zens exercised this right in 1997 in elections that international observers deemed
free and transparent. However, the elections were conducted in an atmosphere of
intimidation, as most voters believed that the forces loyal to Charles Taylor would
resume the civil war if Taylor were to lose the election. Since the legislative election
was held on the basis of proportional representation, Taylor's National Patriotic
Party won control of the legislature by the same 75 percent majority that Taylor
received in the popular vote for the presidency. The 1997 legislative and presidential
elections were held under a special election law in accordance with the terms of the
Abuja peace process.

In July the chairman of the Election Commission issued a warning that can-
didates for public office who engaged in ritualistic killing, in the belief that it would
enhance their electability, would be disqualified and would face criminal prosecution
for murder (see Section 1.a.) This appeared to be a response to -a genuine social
problem rather than an attempt by the Government to create a pretext for restrict-
ing political competition.

The Congress did not exercise genuine independence from the executive branch.
Opposition legislators, who controlled only one-auar of the seats in the House of
Representatives and in the Senate, were generally more docile than some maverickmembers of the ruling NPP. Although all representatives and senators had been

elected by proportional representation and did not campaign in their individual dis-

tricts, most demonstrated a strong sense of responsibility towards their constituents.

However, Congressional committees failed to develop expertise in their respective

areas of responsibility. No major legislation was passed into law during the year.

The State is highy centralized. The President appoints the governors of the 13

counties. Municipalities and chieftancies elect their own officials. Subnational gov-

ernments at all levels have no independent revenue base and rely entirely on the

central Government for funds. Education, health, and public works are provided by

central Government civil servants. Local officials serve mainy as lobbyists to the

central 

Government.

Municipal and chieftaincy elections were to have been held in May. Due to dis-

organization, poor planning, and financial mismanagement, polls were held in just

one county, where a by-election was required to fill a vacant senate seat. The elec-

tion commission spent $480,000 on the Lofa County election, in which only 40,000

citizens cast ballots. Disgruntled poll workers who claimed that they did not get

paid held a member of the Election Commission hostage for several weeks to drama-

tize their demands. Polling in the country's 12 other counties was at first put off

until October, and then postponed until the spring of 1999.

There are no restrictions on the participation of women in politics, but they never-

theless remained underrepresented in government. The sole female candidate in the

1997 presidential election finished a distant second behind President Taylor. The

overall numbers of women in high-ranking positions in the Taylor administration

and in the various political parties are low. Two of the 20 cabinet positions are held

by women, a woman serves as Chief Justice of the Supreme Court, and a woman

chairs the National Reconciliation 
Commission.

Muslims also tend to be underrepresented 
in government; 

oniy one cabinet min-

ister 
is a Muslim.

No ethnic or regional group was conspicuously overrepresentd in the Govern-

ment. President Taylor has described himself as one-third Americo-Liberian, two-
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thirds indigenous. During the year, he appeared to rely on Americo-Liberian support
less than he did in previous years. Personal loyalty to President Taylor appeared
increasingly important in the allocation of high public office.

Section 4. Governmental Attitude Regarding International and Nongovernmental In-
vestigation of Alleged Violations of Human Rights

Until mid-September, the Taylor administration permitted domestic and inter-
national human rights groups to operate largely without interference, but members
of the security forces frequently harassed individual democracy and human rights
activists. Although the Government routinely criticized these actions, and pledged
to investigate them and punish the perpetrators, it did not follow through on these
pledges. Harassment increased significantly during the last 3 months of the year as
domestic human rights groups and international NGO workers attempted to gather
data on the number of persons who were killed, wounded, and remain missing as
a result of Operation Camp Johnson Road.

Domestic human rights organizations were underfunded, understaffed, and their
personnel lacked adequate training. There are two coalitions of human rights
groups: the National Human Rights Center of Liberia has 12 member organizations,
while four other groups joined together to form the Liberia Federation of Human
Rights Organizations. Both of these organizations sought to further public discus-
sion of human rights problems.

Some of the human rights groups paid regular visits to detainees at police head-
quarters and prisoners at the central prison. Several domestic human rights organi-
zations have established branches outside of the capital and perform similar mon-
itoring functions there. There was no discernible pattern of government interference
with these activities.

The Government created a Human Rights Commission in 1997, but it caused con-
siderable controversy by limiting the commission's investigatory power to future
abuses only, restricting its ability to compel testimony or gather evidence, and deny-
ing it budgetary support. Four members were named to the commission in 1997.

en te Senate finally held a conation hearing in July, it rejected two of thesefour individuals (see Section 1.c.). However, the Senate passed a bill that strength-

ened the commission by, among other things, giving it the right to subpoena wit-nesses. The President failed to nominate persons to fill the three vacancies on thecommission, and it remained inactive for all of 1998.

Section 5. Discrimination Based on Race, Sex, Religion, Disability, Language, or So-

cial Status
The Constitution prohibits discrimination based on ethnic background, race, sex,

creed, place of origin, or political opinion, but discrimination exists. There are nolaws against gender discrimination, ethnic discrimination, or female genital mutila-
tion (FGM). Differences involving ethnic groups, notably the Krahn group, continued
to contribute to serious political violence and abuses.

Womeu-Domestic violence against women was extensive but never was ad-
dressed seriously as an issue by the Government, the courts, or the media. Several
NGO's in Monrovia and Buchanan continued programs to treat abused women and
girls and increase awareness of their human rights.

The status of women varies by region, ethnic group, and religion. Before the out-
break of the civil war, women held one-fourth of the professional and technical jobs
in Monrovia. On the whole, women have not recovered from the setbacks imposed
by the civil war, when most schools were closed and they could not carry out their
traditional roles in the production, allocation, and sale of food.

In urban areas, women can inherit land and property. In rural areas, where tradi-
tional practices are stronger, a woman normally is considered the property of her
husband and his clan and usually is not entited to ierit from her husband or re-
tain custody of her children if her husband dies. There continued to be few pro-
grams to help former combatants reintegrate into society, and there were none spe-

cifically to benefit former female combatants. However, several women's organiza-tions advanced family welfare issues, helped promote political reconciliation, and as-
sisted in rehabilitating both former female combatants and women who were victims
of the civil war.

Throughout the year, professional women's groups-including lawyers, marketers,
and businesswomen-remained vocal about their concerns. Government officials
often responded negatively to public criticism. There were credible reports of harass-
ment nd apossible surveillance of outspoken critics. Security officers forcibly brought
a prominent women's rights activist to police headquarters for questioning and de-
tamed her for several hours a she revealed to the media that there were wit-
nesses to the killing and secret burial of Nawai Flomo (see Section wb.). The activist
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eventually was- set free, but only after thousands of women threatened to march on
police headquarters to demand her release.

Children.-Due to the poor condition of government schools, most children who at-
tended school went to private institutions. Since many private schools had to be re-
furbished due to wartime damage, school fees were increased greatly, thereby mak-
ing education unattainable for many school-age children. In both public and private
schools, children often were asked to provide their own books, pencils, and paper.
No data were known to be available on either school enrollment or government ex-
penditure on education.

Young persons were victimized seriously during the civil war. An estimated
50,000 children were killed; many more were wounded, orphaned, or abandoned.
Nearly all youths witnessed terrible atrocities and some committed atrocities them-
selves. Twenty-one percent (4,306) of the combatants who disarmed under the provi-
sions of the Abuja Peace Accords were child soldiers under the age of 17. Many
youths remain traumatized and some still are addicted to drugs. The number of
street children in Monrovia and the number of abandoned infants increased signifi-
cantly following disarmament. NGO's and UNICEF continued retraining and reha-
bilitation programs for a limited number of former child fighters. A new juvenile
court was established in Monrovia in 1997, but it lacked the resources and person-
nel to function. Children continued to be incarcerated with adults, and there were
long delays in deciding cases involving minors.

Female genital mutilation is widely condemned by international health experts as
damaging to both physical and psychological health. FGM traditionally has been
performed on young girls by northern, western, and central tribes, particularly in
rural areas among traditional societies. Prior to the onset of the civil war in 1989,
approximately 50 percent of women in rural areas between the ages of 8 and 18
were subjected to FGM. In some instances, female health professionals in the tribes
participated in the practice to the extent of providing postoperative care.

The war totally disrupted traditional village life. Most of the population fled to
neighboring countries or became displaced within the country. Social structures and
traditional institutions, such as the secret societies that often performed FGM as
an initiation rite, also were undermined by the war. While many experts believe the
incidence of FGM had dropped to as low as 10 percent by the end of the war, tradi-
tional societies are reestablishing themselves throughout the country, and a rise in
the incidence of FGM is expected. The most extreme form of FGM, infibulation, is
not practiced. The Government has taken no action against FGM.

People With Disabilities.-As a result of the civil war, there is a large number of
persons with permanent injuries in addition to those disabled by accident or illness.
It is illegal to discriminate against the disabled, but in practice they do not enjoy
equal access to public buildings. There are no laws mandating accessibility to public
buildings or services.

Religious Minorities.-The law prohibits religious discrimination. However, Libe-
rian secular culture gives preference to Christianity in civic ceremonies and observ-
ances, and discrimination spills over into areas of individual opportunity and em-
ployment. Although there are some Muslims in senior government positions, many
Muslims believe that they are bypassed for highly desirable government jobs.

Many Muslim business proprietors believe that the Taylor Government's decision
to enforce an old statute prohibiting business on Sunday discriminated against
them.

Between April and June, unknown persons set fire to six mosques in Lofa, Bong,
and Nimba counties; these mosque burnings apparently were part of a conflict be-
tween the predominantly Muslim Mandingo ethnic group and other non-Muslim eth-
nic groups. President Taylor criticized the arson attacks, blamed them on religious
hatred, and promised to investigate. Although no arrests were made, there were no
further arson incidents during the year.

In December there was a small number of violent clashes between Muslim and
Christian youth groups in Monrovia during a Christian evangelical crusade.

National/Racial [Ethnic Minorities.-Although the Constitution bans ethnic dis-
crimination, it also provides that only "persons who are Negroes or of Negro de-
scent" may be citizens or own land. Many persons of Asian descent who were born
or lived most of their lives in Liberia are denied full rights as a result of this racial
distinction. It appeared that the issue of national and ethnic origin would be a
major topic on the agenda of the July-August National Conference on the Future
of Liberia. However, in his remarks at the opening of the conference, however,
President Taylor declared that the issue would be addressed in a national referen-
dum and should not be discussed by delegates.

The country, although small, is ethnically diverse. The population of about 3 mil-
lion is made up of 16 indigenous ethnic groups as well as the Americo-Liberian mi-
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nority-descendents of freed African slaves from the United States and the Carib-
bean-which until 1980 dominated the Government and the public sector through
the True Whig Party. The indigenous ethnic groups generally speak distinct primary
languages and are concentrated regionally. No ethnic group constitutes a majority
of the population.A very large but undetermined number of innocent citizens who happened to be
of the Kraln ethnic group were victimized during house-to-house searches following
Operation Camp Johnson Road. Government security forces also turned away fromhospitals virtually every Krahn who sought treatment for wounds received during
the fighting.

Many members of the predominantly Muslim Mandingo minority encountered
hostility when they sought to return, after the end of the civil war, to their villagesin Lofa, Bong, andNimba canties. Many Mandingos were unable to reoccupy their
own homes, which had been taken over by squatters. Arsonists burned six mosquesin the region between April and June, in what appeared to be a pattern of violence
against the Mandingos by members of rival ethnic groups. Members of the Lorma,
Gio, and Mano minorities generally held all Mandingos responsible for atrocitiescommitted by the ULIMO-Mandingo faction during the civil war. The lack of com-
petent security forces and a fully functioning judiciary in these areas preventedmany Mandingos from seeking redress.
Section 6. Worker Rights

a. The Right of Association.-The Constitution states that workers, except mem-
bers of the military and police, have the right to associate in trade unions. The Con-stitution also states that unions are prohibited from partisan political activity. Gov-
ernment interference in union activities, especially union elections and leaderships
struggles, was common both before and during the civil war.

Although most economic activity was interrupted by the war, unions proliferated.
Thirty-two functioning unions were organized loosely under two umbrella groups--the Federation of Liberian Trade Unions and the Congress of Liberian Trade
Unions--with the common objective of protecting the rights of their 60,000 mem-
bers, who largely were unemployed. The actual power that the unions exercised was
extremely limited, since the country's work force is largely illiterate and the labor
laws tend to favor management.

The Constitution is slent on the right to strike, but labor laws protect this right.
A decree passed by the People's Redemption Council in 1984 outlawed strikes, but
it was not enforced during the year. Due to the destruction of the economy and the
estimated 85 percent unemployment rate, strikes were infrequent. However, on
April 12, the Firestone Rubber Plantation Agricultural Workers' Union went on
strike over a proposed wage increase. The strike was settled 7 weeks later.

The Taylor Government strictly enforced the union registration requirements that
had fallen into disuse during the war. Its failure to make civil service salary pay-
ments on time produced conflicts in sev ergoenment departments and agencies.

Labor unions traditionally have been aiated with international labor groups
such as the International Confederation of Free Trade Unions.

The United States suspended Liberia's status as a beneficiary under the General-
ized System of Preference (GSP). The program was suspended in 1990 as a result
of the Doe government's failure to provide internationally recognized workers'
rights.b. The Right to Organize and Bargain Colctively.-With the important exception

of civil servants, workers (including employees of public corporations and autono-moh agencies) have the right to organize and bargain collectively. In the past,
agreements were negotiated freely between workers and their employers without
government interference. These rights were largely moot becausthe o lack of eco-
nomic enterprise.There were no export processing zones. All those previously existing were do-
stroyed during the civil war.

c. Prohibition of Forced or Compulsory Labor.-The Constitution prohibits forced
labor, but even before the civil war this prohibition was widely ignored in rural
areas where farmers were pressured into providing free labor on "community
projects" that often benefited only local leaders. In many p arts of the country, this
practice continued. Two domestic NGO's reported cases of forced labor in the south-

east.The Constitution prohibits forced and bonded labor by children. However, in Jan-
uary an international NGO reported from Sinoe County in the southeast that former
combatants "adopted" former child soldiers and used them for forced labor, pri-
marily in farming activities. The Government appointed a commission, consisting
largely of security personnel, which reported after a cursory investigation in the
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southeast that it had discovered no evidence of the practice. A leading local NGO
sent a separate mission, which it said confirmed that this practice does exist.

d. Status of Child Labor Practices and Minimum Age for Employment.-The law
prohibits the employment of children under the age of 16 during school hours in the
wage sector, but enforcement traditionally has been lax. Throughout rural areas,
but particularly where there were no schools, small children continued to assist
their parents as vendors in local markets or on the streets, to take care of youngerbrothers and sisters, and to work on family subsistence farms.

The Constitution prohibits forced and bonded labor by children; however, therewere reports of its use (see Section 6.c.).

e. Acceptabl Conditions of Work.-The Labor Law provides for a minimum wage,
paid leave, severance benefits, and safety standards, but enforcement was targeted
solely against profitable firms that generally observed these standards. The Min-
istry of Labor assessed heavy fines against these firms in order to generate revenue.
Due to the country's continued economic problems, most citizens were forced to ac-
cept any work they could find regardless of wages or working conditions.

The 1977 Labor Law requires a minimum wage of approximately $0.25 per hour
not exceeding 8 hours per day, excluding benefits, for unskilled laborers. Agricul-
tural workers are paid $1.50 for an 8-hour day, excluding benefits. Skilled labor has
no minimum fixed wage, but industrial workers usually received three or four times
the wage paid to agricultural workers. The much-sought-after minimum wage jobs
provided a decent standard of living for a worker and family. However, there were
very few such jobs. Families dependent on minimum wage incomes also engage in
subsistence farming, small-scale marketing, petty extortion, and begging.

The Ministry of Labor did not have the resources to monitor compliance with the
labor laws.

The Labor Law provides for a 48-hour, 6-day regular workweek with a 30-minute
rest period per 5 hours of work. The 6-day workweek may extend to 56 hours for
service occupations and to 72 hours for miners, with overtime pay beyond 48 hours.
Prior to 1990, there also were government-established health and safety standards,
enforced in theory by the Ministry of Labor. During the war, these regulations were
not enforced. Even under the Labor Law, workers did not have a specific right to
remove themselves from dangerous situations without risking loss of employment.

MADAGASCAR

Madagascar held its second presidential election under the 1992 Constitution in
1996, following the impeachment of then President Albert Zafy earlier that year.
The election was widely accepted as free and fair, and the winner, former Second
Republic President Didier Ratsiraka, took office in February 1997. An extensive re-
vision of the 1992 Constitution was narrowly approved in a March constitutional
referendum; while International Foundation for Election Systems' observers con-
cluded that the election was generally free and fair, the referendum was marred by
significant difficulties in compiling voter lists, distributing electoral cards, and other
problems, which led to charges of fraud and manipulation. Although power remains
formally divided between the President, his Prime Minister, the Cabinet, and a bi-
cameral legislature (Senate and National Assembly), the revised Constitution sig-
nificantly strengthened the presidency and weakened the National Assembly. Na-
tional Assembly elections held in May were generally accepted as free and fair, how-
ever, there were a number of credible complaints of electoral fraud. A number of
institutions provided for in the revised Constitution, including the Senate, a restruc-
tured judiciary, and autonomous provincial governments are scheduled to be estab-
lished by March 2000. The judiciary is subject to outside influence.

The State Secretary of the Ministry of Interior for Public Security-and, under the
State Secretary, the national police-are responsible for law and order in urban
areas. The Ministry of Armed Forces oversees the army, air force, navy, and the
gendarmerie. The gendarmerie has primary responsibility for security except in
major cities, and is assisted in some areas by regular army units in operations
against bandit gangs and cattle thieves. After a number of years of decline, military
force strength has stabilized at about 22,000 troops, including the gendarmerie.
There are also traditional village-level law enforcement groups, or -vigilance commit-
tees, known as dna. There continued to be occasional reports that police, gendarmesand dna commit human rights abuses.

Madagascar is a very poor country. The economy relies heavily on agriculture; the
growth of agriculture declined from 2.5 percent in 1996 to 1.9 percent in 1997. Tra-
ditional exports (vanilla and coffee) continued to decline in value in 1997, but non-
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
FOR THE EASTERN DISTRICT OF PENNSYLVANIA

JANE W, in her individual capacity, and in
her capacity as the personal representative
of the estates of her relatives, James W,
Julie W and Jen W;

JOHN X, in his individual capacity, and in
his capacity as the personal representative of
the estates of his relatives, Jane X, Julie X,
James X and Joseph X;

JOHN Y, in his individual capacity;

AND JOHN Z, in his individual capacity,

Plaintiffs,

v.

MOSESW. THOMAS,

Defendant.

Case No. 2:18-CV-00569-PBT
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
FOR THE EASTERN DISTRICT OF PENNSYLVANIA

JANE W, in her individual capacity, and in
her capacity as the personal representative
of the estates of her relatives, James W,
Julie W and Jen W;

JOHN X, in his individual capacity, and in
his capacity as the personal representative of
the estates of his relatives, Jane X, Julie X,
James X and Joseph X;

JOHN Y, in his individual capacity;

AND JOHN Z, in his individual capacity,

Plaintiffs,

v.

MOSESW. THOMAS,

Defendant.

Case No. 2:18-CV-00569-PBT
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